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BO@K IIf"

DEI"'JNITIONS'.

1. Equal citceres are thO!ie the diameters of which are
equal, or the radii of~~ li:qual.

2. A straight line is said to touch a circle which,
meeting the circle and being produced, does not cut the
circle.

3. Circles are said to touch one another which,
meeting one another, do not cut one another.

4. In a circle straight lines are said to be equally
distant from the centre when the perpendiculars drawn
to them from the centre are equal.

5. And that straight line is said to be at a greater
distance on which the greater perpendicular falls.

6. A segment of a circle is the figure contained by a
straight line and a circumference of a circle.

7. An angle of a segment is that contained by a
straight line and a circumference of a circle.

8. An angle in a segment is the angle which, when
a point is taken on the circumference of the segment and
straight lines are joined from it to the extremities of the
straight line which is the base of the segment, is contained
by the straight lines so joined.

9. And, when the straight lines containing the angle cut
off a circumference, the angle is said to stand upon that
circumference.

H. E. II. I



2 BOOK III [m. DEFF.

10. A sector of a circle is the figure which, when an
angle is constructed at the centre of the circle, is ~ontained by
the straight lines containing the angle and the cIrcumference
cut off by them.

I!. Similar segments of circles are those which
admit equal angles, or in which the angles are equal to one
another.

DEFINITION 1.

"I<TOL KVKAOC. ELO'{V, ~v ai 3LciJ1-ETpOt i<Tul. etCJ{v, ~ c.Sv at: EK TWV KlvTpwv reral. et(J'{v.

Many editors have held that this should not have been included among;
definitions. Some, e.g. Tartaglia, would call it a postulate; others, e.g. BorellI
and Playfair, would call it an axiom; others again, as Billingsley and Clavius,
while admitting it as a d¢nitioll, add explanations based on the mode of
constructing a circle; Simson and Pfleiderer hold that it is a theorem. I
think however that Euclid would have maintained that it is a definition in
the proper sense of the term; and certainly it satisfies Aristotle's requirement
that a "definitional statement" (Opt(}"TLKO'> A6)'0,» should not only state the
fact (TO OTt) but should indicate the cause as well (De anima II. 2, 4I3 a
13)' The equality of circles with equal radii can of course be proved by
superposition, but, as we have seen, Euclid avoided this method wherever he
could, and there is nothing technically wrong in saying "By equal circles I
mean circles with equal radii." No flaw is thereby introduced into the system
of the Elements; for the definition could only be objected to if it could be
proved that the equality predicated of the two circles in the definition was
not the same thing as the equality predicated of other equal figures in the
Elements on the basis of the Congruence-Axiom, and, needless to say, this
cannot be proved because it is not true. The existence of equal circles (in
the sense of the definition) follows from the existence of equal straight lines
and I. Post. 3.

The Greeks had no distinct word for radius, which is with them, as here,
the (straight line drawn) from the centre -rj €K TO;) KEVTPOV (€liNin); and so
definitely was the expression appropriated to the radius that €K TO;) KEVTpOV

was used without the article as a predicate, just as if it were one word. Thus,
e.g., in III. I €K K£VTPOV yap means" for they are radii": cf. Archimedes, On
the Sjhere and Cylinder II. 2, ~ BE €K TO;) K€VTPOV €(}"Tt TO;) ...KVKAOU, BE is a

radius ofthe circle.

DEFINITION 2.

E '(J ~ '\ ',1. , (J \' ~, , ~'\ ' , t:I \\ ,
, • U ELa ~VKA,OV E,/-,a7rTEU aL AEyETaL, 7JTL,> <J.1rT0P.EV7J TOU KVKAOV Kat EKfJaAAop.€I17J

OV TEP.VEL TOV KUKAOV.

Euclid's phraseology here shows the regular distinction between (f1rTEO'(Jal

and its compound €rpa1rTEO'(Jat, the former meaning" to meet" and the latter
"to touch.': The distinction was generally observed by Greek geometers
from EuclId onwards. There are however exceptions so far as a:1rTEa(}aL is
concerned; thus it means "to touch" in Eud. IV. Def. 5 and sometimes in
Archimedes. On the other hand, €rparrTE(}"()aL is used by Aristotle in certain
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cases where the orthodox geometrical term would be d:rrTf.fJ"Bat. Thus in
Meteorologica III. 5 (376 b 9) he says a certain circle willpass through all the
an.gles (a7Ta?,wv EefJCi1frerat TWV YWVtwv), and (376 a 6) M zuill lie on a given
(Clrcular) czrclPliferetlce (O.OOfL€V1]'i 7rEptepEpda'i EepaWETat TO M). \Ve shall find
a7rTEIT{JaL used in these senses in Book IV. Deff. 2, '6 and Deff. I, 3 respectively.
The latter of the two expressions quoted from Aristotle means that tile locus
of M is tJ, given circle, just as in Pappus ao/ETaL TO CF7)p..ELOV BEITEt OE8ofLEV7)'i
EWeias means that the locus of the point is a straight line given in position.

DEFINITION 3.

KUKAOt EepQ.7rTEu{Jat &AA~AwV AEyovTat OZTLVES a7rT6p..EvOt &A.A.~AwV ou TEp..VOvrTLV
&AA~AOVS.

Todhunter remarks that different opinions have been held as to what is,
or should be, included in this definition, one opinion being that it only means
that the circles do not cut in the neighbourhood of the point of contact,
and that it must be shown that they do not cut elsewhere, while another
opinion is that the definition means that the circles do not cut at all.
Todhunter thinks the latter opinion correct. I do not think this is proved;
and I prefer to read the definition as meaning simply that the circles meet
at a point but do not cut at that point. I think this interpretation
preferable for the reason that, although Euclid does practically assume in
1lI. 11-13, without stating, the theorem that circles touching at one point
do not intersect anywhere else, he has given us, before reaching that
point in the Book, means for proving for ourselves the truth of that
statement. In particular, he has given us the propositions III. 7, 8 which,
taken as a whole, give us more information as to the general nature of a
circle than any other propositions that have preceded, and which can be used,
as will be seen in the sequel, to solve any doubts arising out of Euclid's
unproved assumptions. Now, as a matter of fact, the propositions are not used
in any of the genuine proofs of the theorems in Book III.; 1Il. 8 is required
for the second proof of III. 9 which Simson selected in preference to the first
proof, but the first proof only is regarded by Heiberg as genuine. Hence it
would not be easy to account for the appearance of Ill. 7, 8 at all unless as
affording means of answering possible objections (cf. Proclus' explanation of
Euclid's reason for inserting the second part of 1. 5).

External and z'ntenzal contact are not distinguished in Euclid until 1lI.

I I, 12, though the figure of 1Il. 6 (not the emmciati(J1I in the original text)
represents the case of internal contact only. But the definition of touching
circles here given must be taken to imply so much about internal and external
contact respectively as that (a) a circle touching another internally must,
immediately before "meeting" it, have passed through points 'within the
circle that it touches, and (b) a circle touching another externally must,
immediately before meeting it, have passed through points outside the circle
which it touches. These facts must indeed be admitted if internal and
external are to have any meaning at all in this connexion, and they constitute
a minimum admission necessary to the proof of Ill. 6.

DEFINITION 4.

'Ell KVKA~ LO"OV a.1l"'EXEt.V a7rO Toil KEVTpDV €Ve€tar. AEyOVTUl, OTav at. a7rO TOll

Kf/!'TPOV Err' avras Ka{JETOt dyop..Evat '[ITUt (J,ITtv.

1-2
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DEFINITION 5.

DEFINITION 6.

[III. DEFF. 5-9

Tp:Yjp.a KVKAoV (a-Tt TO 7r€pt€X0P.€FOV a-xijp.a V7rO T€ dJfJdas Kat KVKAoV
7r€ptep€p€{as.

DEFINITION 7.

Tp.'i]p.aTos Of ywv{a la-Ttl' -tj 7r€pt€X0P.iv1J V7I"O T€ €Wda<; Kat KVKil.OV 7r€ptep€pdas.

This definition is only interesting historically. The angle oj a segment,
being the" angle" formed by a straight line and a "circumference," is of the
kind described by Produs as "mixed." A particular" angle" of this sort is
the" angle oj a semicirde," which we meet with again in III. 16, along with
the so-called "horn-like angle" (KEpaToHo~s), the supposed" angle" between
a tangent to a circle and the circle itself. The" angle of a semicircle" occurs
once in Pappus (VII. p. 670, 19), but it there means scarcely more than the
,orner of a semicircle regarded as a point to which a straight line is directed.
Heron does not give the definition of the angle of a segment, and we may
conclude that the mention of it and of the angle of a semicircle in Euclid is a
survival from earlier text-books rather than an indication that Euclid considered
either to be of importance in elementary geometry (cf. the note on III. 16

below).
We have however, in the note on I. 5 above (Vol. I. pp. 252--3), seen evi

dence that the angle of a segmeJZt had played some part in geometrical proofs up
to Euclid's time. It would appear from the passage of Aristotle there quoted
(Anal. prior. I. 24,41 b 13 sqq.) that the theorem of I. 5 was, in the text-books
immediately preceding Euclid, proved by means of the equality of the two
"angles of" anyone segment. This latter property must therefore have been
regarded as more elementary (for whatever reason) than the theorem of 1. 5;
indeed the definition as given by Euclid practically implies the same thing,
since it speaks of only one" angle of a segment," namely" the angle contained
by a straight line and a circumference of a circle." Euclid abandoned the
actual use of the "angle" in question, but no doubt thought it unnecessary
to break with tradition so far as to strike the dE"finition out also.

DEFINITION 8.

'Ev Tp.qp.an Of ywv{a (a-T{l', oral' (7I"t TijS 7r€ptepEpE{as TOl! Tfl'i]fJ-aToS A1Jep()ii n
lT1JfJ-€LOV Kat d. 71"' aVT011 b,t TO. 7r€pam TijS €Wdas, r; (a-n f3aCTtS 1'011 Tp.qp.aTO<;,
bn~EVXeWa-LV rueELat, 'lj 7rEpt€X0P.iV1J ywv{a V1l"O TWV (7rt~WX()Hawv EV()W;)V.

DEFINITION 9.

·OTav Of at 7r€P(~xova-at T~V ywv{av €ve€Lat u7I"oil.ap.f36.vwa-{ nva 1l"E(JtepipHUV,
(7r' EKE{V1J<; il.iY€TUt f3€f3TJKivat -tj ywv{a.
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DEFINITION ro.

5

O~B
C

Top.ev, oE KVKAov ~O"T{V, DTav 7rpO' T<1' K£VTpC{! TOl) KVKAov O"vO"Ta8ii ywv{a,
TO 7r€PL€X0P.€VOV O"x!ip.a ';7T0 T€ TWV -,~V ywv{av 7l"cPL€XOVO"Wv ev8w.ov Kat -,1],
a.7ToAap.{3avop.:wfJ' V7r' airrwv 7repupepe{a,.

A scholiast says that it was the shoemaker's knife, O"KVTOTOjHKO, TOP.€V"
which suggested the name TOP.€.,)' for a sector of a circle. The derivation of
the name from a resemblance of shape is parallel to the use of apf3-fJAO' (also
a slzoemaker's knife) to denote the well known figure of the Book of Lemmas
partly attributed to Archimedes.

A wider definition of a sector than that given by Euclid is found in a
Greek scholiast (Heiberg's Euclid, Vol. v. p. 260) and in an-Nairizi (ed. Curtze,
p. I 12). "There are two varieties of sectors; the one kind have the angular
vertices at the centres, the other at the circumferences. Those others which
have their vertices neither at the circumferences nor at the centres, but at
some other points, are for that reason not called sectors but sector-like
figures (TOP.O€LO~ O"xr]p.aTa)." The exact agreement between the scholiast and
an-Nairizi suggests that Heron was the authority for this explanation.

The sector-like jigure bounded by an arc of a circle and two lines drawn
from its extremities to meet at any point actually appears in Euclid's book On
dizlisions (7r€pt OiaLp€O"€WV) discovered in an Arabic MS. and edited by
Woepcke (cf. Vol. I. pp. 8,-10 above). This treatise, alluded to by Proclus,
had for its object the division of figures such as triangles, trapezia,
quadrilaterals and circles, by means of straight lines, into parts equal or
in given ratios. One proposition e.g. is, To diz'ide a triangle into TdJO equal
parts by a straiglzt Ene passiJlg tl/rough a given point on olle side. The
proposition (28) in which the quasi-sector occurs is, To divide such ajigure by a
straigllt line into two equal parts. The solution in this case is given by Cantor
(Gesch. d. .Math. la, pp. 287-8).

If ABCD be the given figure, E the middle point
of BD and EC at right angles to BD,
the broken line AEC clearly divides the figure into
two equal parts.

Join A C, and draw EF parallel to it meeting
ABin F

Join CF, when it is seen that CF divides the
figure into two equal parts.

DEFINITION 11.

·'Op.OLa Tp.~p.a-,a KVKAWV EO"Tt TO. O€XOfJ-wa ywv{a, (O"a" ij EV ot, ai ywv{aL i'O"aL
o.AA~AaL' dO"{v.

De Morgan remarks that the use of the word similar in "similar
segments" is an anticipation, and that similarity ofform is meant. He adds
that the definition is a theorem, or would be if "similar" had taken its final
meanmg.



BOOK III. PROPOSITIONS.

PROPOSITION I.

To .find the centre of a given circle.

Let ABC be the given circle;
thus it is required to find the centre of the circle ABC.

Let a straight line Ai! be .drawn
5 through it at random, and let It be bIsected c

at the point D ;
from D let DC be drawn at right angles
to AB and let it be drawn through to E;
let CE be bisected at F;

10 I say that F is the centre of the circle
ABC.

For suppose it is not, but, if possible, E

let C be the centre,
and let CA, CD, CB be joined.

IS Then, since AD is equal to DB,
and DC is common,

the two sides AD, DC are equal to the two sides
BD, DC respectively;
and the base CA is equal to the base CB, for they are

20 radii;
therefore the angle ADC is equal to the angle GDB. [1. 8J

Bu~, when a straight line set up on a straight line makes
the adjacent angles equal to one another, each of the equal
angles is right; [I. Def. 10]

25 therefore the angle GDB is right.
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But the angle FDB is also right;
therefore the angle FDB is equal to the angle GDB, the
greater to the less: which is impossible.

Therefore G is not the centre of the circle ABC.
30 Similarly we can prove that neither is any other point

except F.
Therefore the point F is the centre of the circle ABC.

PORISM. From this it is manifest that, if in a circle a
straight line cut a straight line into two equal parts and at

35 r.ight angles, the centre of the circle is on the cutting straight
lme.

Q. E. F.

12. For suppose it is not. This is expressed in the Greek by the two words :M1) -yap,
but such an elliptical phrase is impossible in English.

17· the two sides AD, DG are equal to the two sides BD, DG respectively.
As before observed, Euclid is not always careful to put the equals in corresponding order.
The text here has" CD, DB."

Todhunter observes that, when, in the construction, DC is said to be
produced to E, it is assumed that D is within the circle, a fact which Euclid
first demonstrates in III. 2. This is no doubt true, although the word Ot~X(lw,

"let it be draw7Z tllYOugh," is used instead of ~Kf3€{3A0(j(lw, "let it be produced."
And, although it is not necessary to assume that D is within the circle, it is
necessary for the success of the construction that the straight line drawn
through D at right angles to AB shall meet the circle in two points (and no
more): an assumption which we are not entitled to make on the basis of what
has gone before only.

Hence there is much to be said for the alternative procedure recommended
by De Morgan as preferable to that of Euclid. De Morgan would first prove
the fundamental theorem that "the line which bisects a chord perpendicularly
must contain the centre," and then make III. I, III. 25 and IV. 5 immediate
corollaries of it. The fundamental theorem is a direct consequence of the
theorem that, if P is any point equidistant from A
and B, then P lies on the straight line bisecting AB
perpendicularly. We then take any two chords AB,
A C of the given circle and draw DO, EO bisecting
them perpendicularly. Unless BA, A C are in one
straight line, the straight lines DO, EO must meet
in some point 0 (see note on IV. 5 for possible
methods of proving this). And, since both DO,
EO must contain the centre, 0 must be the centre.

This method, which seems now to be generally A
preferred to Euclid's, has the advantage of showing
that, in order to find the centre of a circle, it is sufficient to know three points
on the circumference. If therefore two circles have three points in common,
they must have the same centre and radius, so that two circles cannot have
three points in common without coinciding entirely. Also, as indicated by
De Morgan, the same construction enables us (I) to draw the complete circle
of which a segment or arc only is given (Ill. 25), and (2) to circumscribe a
circle to any triangle (IV. 5)'
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But, if the Greeks had used this construction for finding the centre of a
circle, they would have considered it necessary to add a proof that no other
point than that obtained by the construction can be the centre, as is clear
both from the similar reductio ad absurdum in III. I and also from the fact
that Euclid thinks it necessary to prove as a separate theorem (III. 9) that, if
a point within a circle be such that three straight lines (at least) drawn from it
to the circumference are equal, that point must be the centre. In fact,
however, the proof amounts to no more than the remark that the two
perpendicular bisectors can have no more than one point common.

And even in De Morgan's method there is a yet unproved assumption.
In order that DO, EO may meet, it is necessary that AB, A C should not be
in one straight line or, in other words, that BC should not pass through A.
This results from Ill. z, which therefore, strictly speaking, should precede.

To return to Euclid's own proposition Ill. I, it will be observed that the
demonstration only shows that the centre of the circle cannot lie on either
side of CD, so that it must lie on CD or CD produced. It is however taken
for granted rather than proved that the centre must be the middle point of
CEo The proof of this by reductio ad absurdum is however so obvious as to
be scarcely worth giving. The same consideration which would prove it may
be used to show that a circle cannot have more than Olle centre, a proposition
which, if thought necessary, may be added to Ill. I as a corollary.

Simson observed that the proof of III. I could not but be by reductio ad
absurdum. At the beginning of Book III. we have nothing more to base the
proof upon than the definition of a circle, and this cannot be made use of
unless we assume some point to be the centre. vVe cannot however assume
that the point found by the construction is the centre, because that is the
thing to be proved. Nothing is therefore left to us but to assume that some
other point is the centre and then to prove that, whatever other point is
taken, an absurdity results; whence we can infer that the point found is
the centre.

The Porism to III. I is inserted, as usual, parenthetically before the words
01l'EP ~OEL 1l"ot'1erat, which of course refer to the problem itself.

c

o

B

PROPOSITION 2.

If OJ'!- the drcumference of a circle two points be taken at
random, the stra'ight line joining the points wi!! fa!! withit'!
the circle.

Let ABC be a circle, and let two points A, B be taken
at random on its circumference;
I say that the straight line joined from
A to B will fall within the circle.

F or suppose it does not, but, if
possible, let it fall outside, as AEB ;
let the centre of the circle ABC be
taken em. I], and let it be D; let DA
DB be joined, and let DFE be draw~
through.
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Then, since DA is equal to DB,
the angle DAE is also equal to the angle DBE. [1. 5J

And, since one side A EB of the triangle DAE is produced,
the angle DEB is greater than the angle DAE. [r. r6J

But the angle DAE is equal to the angle DBE;
therefore the angle DEB is greater than the angle DBE.

And the greater angle is subtended by the greater side; [r. I9J

therefore DB is greater than DE.
But DB is equal to DF;

therefore D F is greater than DE,
the less than the greater: which is impossible.

Therefore the straight line joined from A to B will not
fall outside the circle.

Similarly we can prove that neither will it fall on the
circumference itself;

therefore it will fall \yithin.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

The reductio ad absurdum form of proof is not really necessary in this case,
and it has the additional disadvantage that it requires the destruction of two
hypotheses, namely that the chord is (I) outside, (2) on
the circle. To prove the proposition directly, we have
only to show that, if E be any point on the straight line
AB between A and B, DE is less than the radius of the
circle. This may be done by the method shown above,
under r. 24, for proving what is assumed in that
proposition, namely that, in the figure of the proposition,
F falls below E G if DE is not greater than D F. The
assumption amounts to the following proposition, which
De Morgan would make to precede I. 24: " Every
straight line drawn from the vertex of a triangle to the base is less than
the greater of the two sides, or than either if they be equal." The case
here is that in which the two sides are equal; and, since the angle DAB is
equal to the angle DBA, while the exterior angle DEA is greater than the
interior and opposite angle DBA, it follows that the angle DEA is greater
than the angle DAE, whence DE must be less than DA or DB.

Camerer points out that we may add to this proposition the further
statement that all points on A B produced in either direction are outside the
circle. This follows from the proposition (also proved by means of the
theorems that the exterior angle of a triangle is greater than either of the
interior and opposite angles and that the greater angle is subtended by
the greater side) which De Morgan proposes to introduce after r. 2I, namely,

"The perpendicular is the shortest straight line that can be drawn from a
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given point to a given straight line, and of others that which is nearer to the
perpendicular is less than the more remote, and the converse; also not more
than two equal straight lines can be drawn from the point to the line, one on
each side of the perpendicular."

The fact that not more than two equal straight lines can be drawn from a
given point to a given straight line not passing through it is proved by Produs
on 1. 16 (see the note to that proposition) and can alternatively be proved by
means of 1. 7, as shown above in the note on 1. 12. It follows that

A straight line cannot cut a cirde in more thall tUIO points:
a proposition which De Morgan would introduce here after III. 2. The proof
given does not apply to a straight line passing through the centre; but that
such a line only cuts the circle in two points is self-evident.

PROPOSITION 3.

E

c

o

If in a circle a straight line through the centre bisect a
straight line not through the centre, it also cuts it at right
angles / and if it cut it at right angles, it also bisects it.

Let ABC be a circle, and in. it let a straight line CD
5 through the centre bisect a straight line
AB not through the centre at the point
F;
I say that it also cuts it at right angles.

For let the centre of the circle ABC
10 be taken, and let it be E; let EA, EB

be joined.
Then, since AF is equal to FB,

and FE is common,
two sides are equal to two sides;

and the base EA is equal to the base EB;
therefore the angle AFE is equal to the angle BFE. [r.8]
But, when a straight line set up on a straight line makes

the adjacent angles equal to one another, each of the equal
angles is right; [1, Def. 10]

therefore each of the angles AFE, BFE is right.
Therefore CD, which is through the centre, and bisects

AB which is not through the centre, also cuts it at right
angles.

Again, let CD cut A B at right angles;
25 I say that it also bisects it, that is, that AF is equal to FB.

15

20
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For, with the same construction,
since EA is equal to EB,

the angle EAF is also equal to the angle EBF. [I. 5J
But the right angle AFE is equal to the right angle BFE,

30 therefore EAF, EBF are two triangles having two angles
equal to two angles and one side equal to one side, namely
EF, which is common to them, and subtends one of the equal
angles;

therefore they will also have the remaining sides ~ual to
35 the remaining sides; [1. 26]

therefore AF is equal to FE.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

26. with the same construction, rwv (J.~rwv K(J.r(J.a-KW(J.a-8'VTWV.

This proposition asserts the two partial converses (d. note on I. 6) of the
Porism to III. 1. De Morgan would place it next to III. 1.

PROPOSITION 4.

If z"n a circle two straz"ght lz"nes cut one another which are
not through the centre, they do not bisect one another.

Let ABCD be a circle, and in it let the two straight lines
A C, BD, which are not through the
centre, cut one another at E;
I say that they do not bisect one
an~he~ 0

F or, if possible, let them bisect one
another, so that A E is equal to E C,
and BE to ED;
let the centre of the circle ABCD be
taken [III. IJ, and let it be F; let FE be
joined.

Then, since a straight line FE through the centre bisects
a straight line A C not through the centre,

it also cuts it at right angles; [III. 3]
therefore the angle PEA is right.

Again, since a straight line FE bisects a straight line BD,
it also cuts it at right angles ; ~ fm. 3]

therefore the angle FEB is right.
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But the angle FEA was also proved right;
therefore the angle FEA is equal to the angle FEB,

the less to the greater: which is impossible.
Therefore AC, BD do not bisect one another.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION 5.

If !'zoo circles cut one another, they will not have the same
centre.

For let the circles ABC, CDG cut one another at the
points B, C;
I say that they will not have the same
centre.

F or, if possible, let it be E; let E C
be joined, and let EFG be drawn
through at random.

Then, since the point E is the
centre of the circle ABC,

EC is equal to EF. [1. Def. IS]

Again, since the point E is the centre of the circle CDG,
EC is equal to EG.

But EC was proved equal to EF also;
therefore EF is also equal to EG, the less to the

greater: which is impossible.
Therefore the point E is not the centre of the circles

ABC, CDG.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

The proposItIOns III. 5, 6 could be combined in one. It makes no
difference whether the circles cut, or meet without cutting, so long as they do
not coincide altogether; in either case they cannot have the same centre.
The two cases are covered by the enunciation: if the circumfirmces of two
circles meet at a poi1lt they cannot have the same centre. On the other hand, if
hoo circles have the same centre and one point in their cireumfermces common,
they must coincide altogether.
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A

For, if possible. let it be F; let
FC be joined, and let FEB be drawn
through at random.

Then, since the point F is the
centre of the circle ABC,

FC is equal to FB.
Again, since the point F IS the

centre of the circle CDE,
FC is equal to FE.

But FC was proved equal to FB;
therefore FE is also equal to FB, the less to the greater:

which is impossible.

Therefore F is not the centre of the circles ABC, eDE.
Therefore etc.

PROPOSITION 6.

If two circles touch one another, they wzll not have the
same centre.

For let the two circles ABC, CDE touch one another
at the point C;

I say that they will not have the
same centre.

Q. E. D.

The English editions enunciate this proposition of circles touching
internally, but the word ((liTO,) is a mere interpolation, which was no doubt
made because Euclid's figure showed only the case of internal contact. The
fact is that, in his usual manner, he chose for demonstration the more difficult
case, and left the other case (that of external contact) to the intelligence of
the reader. It is indeed sufficiently self-evident that circles touching externally
cannot have the same centre; but Euclid's proof can really be used for this
case too.

Camerer remarks that the proof of III. 6 seems to assume tacitly that the
points E and B cannot coincide, or that circles which touch internally at C
cannot meet in any other point, whereas this fact is not proved by Euclid till
Ill. 13. But no such general assumption is necessary here; it is only
necessary that one line drawn from the assumed common centre should meet
the circles in different points; and the very notion of internal contact requires
that, before one circle meets the other on its inner side, it must have passed
through points wit/tin the latter circle.
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PROPOSITION 7.

If on the diameter of a circle a point be takm which is not
the centre of the circle, and from the point straigltt lines fall
upon the circle, that wzil be greatest OIZ which the centn is, the
remainder of the same diameter will be least, and of the rest

5 the nearer to the straig'ht line througlt the centre is always
greater than the more remote, and only two equal straigltt
lines will fall from the point on the circle, one on each side
of the least straight li1ze.

Let ABCD be a circle, and let AD be a diameter of it;
10 on AD let a point F be taken which is not the centre of the

circle, let E be the centre of the circle,
and from F let straight lines FB, FC, FG fall upon the circle
ABCD;
I say that FA is greatest, F D is least, and of the rest FB IS

I5 greater than FC, and FC than FG.
For let BE, CE, GE be joined.
Then, since in any triangle two

sides are greater than the remaining B

one, [1. 20]
20 EB, EF are greater than BF AI---~--=:~--J

But AE is equal to BE;
therefore A F is greater than BF
Again, since BE is equal to CE,

and FE is common,
25 the two sides BE, EF are equal to the two sides CE, EF

But the angle BEF is also greater than the angle CEF;
therefore the base BF is greater than the base CF [1. 24]

F or the same reason
CF is also greater than FG.

30 Again, since GF, FE are greater than EG,
and EG is equal to ED,

GF, FE are greater than ED.
Let EF be subtracted from each;
therefore the remainder GF is greater than the remainder

3sFD.
Therefore FA is greatest, FD is least, and FB is greater

than FC, and FC than FG.
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I say also that from the point F only two equal straight
lines will fall on the circle ABeD, one on each side of the

4° least FD.
F or on the straight line EF, and at the point E on it, let

the angle FEHbe constructed equal to the angle GEF [r. 23J,
and let F H be joined.

Then, since GE is equal to EH,
45 and EF is common,

the two sides GE, EF are equal to the two sides HE, EF;
and the angle GEF is equal to the angle H EF ;

therefore the base FG is equal to the base FH. [1. 4]
I say again that another straight line equal to FG will not

5° fall on the circle from the point F.
F or, if possible, let F K so fall.
Then, since FK is equal to FG, and FH to FC,

FK is also equal to FH,
the nearer to the straight line through the centre being

55 thus equal to the more remote: which is impossible.
Therefore another straight line equal to GF will not fall

from the point F upon the circle;
therefore only one straight line will so fall.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

4. of the same diameter. I have in:;erted these words for clearness' sake. The text
has simply €AaxIITT'f) oe ~ AOl7r7), "and the remaining (straight line) least."

7, 39. one on each side. The word'" one" is not in the Greek, but is necessary to
give the force of €ep' EKr1.npa. T~S EAaxII1T'f)~, literally" on both sides," or " on each of the two
sides, of the least."

De Morgan points out that there is an unproved assumption in this
demonstration. We draw straight lines fro1J/ F, as FB, .FC, such that the
angle D.FB is greater than the angle D.FC and then assume, with respect to
the straight lines drawn from the cmtre E to B, C, that
the angle DEB is greater than the angle DEC. This
is most easily proved, I think, by means of the converse
of part of the theorem about the lengths of different
straight lines drawn to a given straight line from an A 0
external point which was mentioned above in the note
on III. 2. This converse would be to the effect that, Jj
two unequal straight lines be drawn from a point to a
given straight line which are not perpmdiCitlar to the
straight line, the greater if the two is thefurther from the perpendicular from the
point to the gi'lje1l straight line. This can either be proved from its converse by
reductio ad absurdum, or established directly by means of r. 47. Thus, in the
accompanying figure,.FB must cut Ee in some point.M; since the angle BFE
is less than the angle CFE.

Therefore EM is less than E C, and therefore than EB.
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Hence the point B in which FB meets the circle is further from the foot
of the perpendicular from E on FB than Mis;

therefore the angle BEF is greater than the angle CEE.
Another way of enunciating the first part of the proposition is that of

Mr H. M. Taylor, viz. "Of all straight lines drawn to a circle from an internal
point not the centre, the one which passes through the centre is the greatest,
and the one which when produced passes through the centre is the least; and
of any two others the one which subtellds tIle greater angle at the centre is the
greater." The substitution of the angle subtended at the centre as the criterion
no doubt has the effect of avoiding the necessity of dealing with the unproved
assumption in Euclid's proof referred to above, and the similar substitution in
the enunciation of the first part of III. 8 has the effect of avoiding the necessity
for dealing with like unproved assumptions in Euclid's proof, as well as the
complication caused by the distinction in Euclid's enunciation between lines
falling from an external point on the convex drcunljermce and on the concave
circumference of a circle respectively, terms which are not defined but taken as
understood.

Mr Nixon (Euclid Revised) similarly substitutes as the criterion the angle
subte-nded at the centre, but .gives as his reason that the words "nearer" and
"more remote" in Euclid's enunciation are scarcely clear enough without
some definition of the sense in which they are used, Smith and Bryant make
the substitution in III. 8, but follow Euclid in III. 7.

On the whole, I think that Euclid's plan of taking straight lines drawn from
the point which is not the centre direct to the circumference and making
greater or less angles at that point with the straight line containing it and the
centre is the more instructive and useful of the two, since it is such lines
drawn in any manner to the circle from the point which are immediately useful
in the proofs of later propositions or in resolving difficulties connected with
those proofs.

Heron again (an-Nairizl, ed. Curtze, pp. 114-5) has a note on this
proposition which is curious. He first of all says that Euclid proves that lines
nearer the centre are greater than those more remote from it. This is a
different view of the question from that taken in Euclid's proposition as we
have it, in which the lines are not nearer to and more remote from the celltre
but from the line through the centre. Euclid takes lines inclined to the latter
line at a greater or less angle; Heron introduces distance from the centre in
the sense of Deff. 4, 5, i.e. in the sense of the length of the perpendiCZtlar drawn
to the line from the centre, which Euclid does not use till III. 14, IS. Heron
then observes that in Euclid's proposition the lines compared are all drawn on
one side of the line through the centre, and sets himself to prove the same
truth of lines on opposite sides which are more or less distant from the centre.
The new point of view necessitates a quite different line of proof, anticipating
the niethods of later propositions.

The first case taken by Heron is that of two straight lines such that the
perpendiculars from the centre on them fall on the lines themselves and not
in either case on the line produced.

Let A be the given point, D the centre, and let
AE be nearer the centre than AF, so that the
perpendicular DC on AE is less than the perpen
dicular DR on AE.

Then sqs. on DC, CE = sqs. on DH, HF,
and sqs. on DC, CA = sqs. on DR, HA.

But sq. on DC < sq. on DR
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Therefore
and
whence

sq. on GE> sq. on Hp,
sq. on GA > sq. on HA,

GE>Hp'
GA>HA.

Therefore, by addition, AE > AF.
The other case taken by Heron is that where

one perpendicular falls on the line produced, as in
the annexed figure. In this case we prove in like
manner that GE> Hp,

and GA >AH.
Thus AE is greater than the sum of Hp, AH,

whence, afortiori, AE is greater than the difference
of Hp, AH, i.e. than AF.

Heron does not give the third possible case, that, namely, where both
perpendiculars fall on the lines produced, The fact
is that, in this case, the foregoing method breaks
down. Though AE be nearer to the centre than
AFin the sense that DG is less than DH,

AE is not greater but less than AF. E
C~k~~---jB

Moreover this cannot be proved by the same
method as before.

For, while we can prove that
GE> Hp,
GA > AH,

we cannot make any inference as to the comparative length of AE, AF.
To judge by Heron's corresponding note to Ill. 8, he would, to prove this

case, practically prove Ill. 35 first, i.e. prove that, if EA be produced to K
and FA to L,

recto FA, AL == recto EA, AK,
from which he would infer that, since AK> AL by the first case,

AE < AF.
An excellent moral can, I think, be drawn from the note of Heron.

Having the appearance of supplementing, or giving an alternative for, Euclid's
proposition, it cannot be said to do more than confuse the subject. Nor was
it necessary to find a new proof for the case where the two lines which are
compared are on opposite sides of the diameter, since Euclid shows that for each
line from the point to the circumference on one side of the diameter there is
another of the same length equally inclined to it on the other side.

PROPOSITION 8.

If a point be taken outside a cz'rcle and from the point
st1-a£ght l£ms be drawn through to the circle, one of which
£s through the centre a1zd the othe'rs are drawn at random,
then, of the straight lz'nes which fallon the concave circum-
ference, that through the centre £s greatest, while of the rest

H. E. II. 2
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[1. 20]

A

c

the 'Hearer to that through the centre is always greater than
the more remote, but, oj the straight li1zes jal!£ng on the convex
circuniference, that betweeu the point and the diameter is least,
wh£le oj the rest the 'nearer to the least is always less than the
more remote, a1/.d only two equal straight lines will Jail on the
circle jrom the point, one on each side 0.1 the least.

Let ABC be a circle, and let a point D be taken outside
ABC; let there be drawn through
from it straight lines DA, DE, DF,
DC, and let DA be through the centre;
I say that, of the straight lines falling
on the concave circumference AEFC,
the straight line DA through the centre
is greatest,
while DE is greater than DF and DF
than DC;
but, of the straight lines falling on the
convex circumference H LKC, the
straight line DC between the point
and the diameter A C is least; and
the nearer to the least DC is always
less than the more remote, namely D K
than DL, and DL than DR.

F or let the centre of the circle ABC be taken [III. I], and
let it be M; let ME, M F, .lVfC, M .K, M L, M H be joined.

Then, since AM is equal to EM,.
let M D be added to each;

therefore AD is equal to EM, MD.
But EM, MD are greater than ED;

therefore AD is also greater than ED.
Again, since lJIIE is equal to MF,
and MD is common,

therefore EM, MD are equal to FM, MD;
and the angle EMD is greater than the angle FMD;

therefore the base ED is greater than the base FD.
[I. 24]

Similarly we can prove that FD is greater than CD;
therefore DA is greatest, while DE is greater than DE,
and DF than DC.
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N ext, since M K, KD are greater than M D, [r. 20]

and MG is equal to MK,
therefore the remainder KD is greater than the remainder
GD,

so that GD is less than KD.
And, since on MD, one of the sides of the triangle MLD,

two straight lines MK, KD were constructed meeting within
the triangle,
therefore-MK, KD are less than ML, LD; [r.2IJ
and llIK is equal to ML ;

therefore the remainder DK is less than the remainder
DL.

Similarly we can prove that DL is also less than DH;
therefore DG is least, while DK is less than DL, and

DL than DH.
I s~y also that only two equal straight lines will fall from

the point D on the circle, one on each side of the least DG.
On the straight line MD, and at the point M on it,

let. the angle DMB be constructed equal to the angle KMD,
and let DB be joined.

Then, since MK is equal to MB,
and M D is common,

the two sides KM,1VID are equal to the two sides BM,
M D respectively;
and the angle KMD is equal to the angle BMD;

therefore the base DK is equal to the base DB. [1. 4J
I say that no other straight line equal to the straight line

D K will fall on the circle from the point D.
For, if possible, let a straight line so fall, and let it be DN.

Then, since DK is equal to DN,
while DKis equal to DB,

DB is also equal to DN,
that is, the nearer to the least DG equal to the more remote:
which was proved impossible.

Therefore no more than two equal straight lines will fall
on the circle ABC from the point D, one on each side at
DG the least.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

2-2
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As De Morgan points out, there are here two assumptions similar to
that tacitly made in the proof of III. 7, namely t?at
K falls within the triangle DLjl£ and E outside
the triangle DFM. These facts can be proved
in the same way as the assumption in III. 7. Let
DE meet FM in Y and LM in Z. Then, as
before, MZ is less than M L and therefore than
MK. Therefore K lies further than Z from
the foot of the perpendicular from M on DE.
Similarly E lies further than Y from the foot of the
same ,perpendicular.

Heron deals with lines on opposite sides of the
diameter through the external point in a manner similar to that adopted in
his previous note. .. A

For the case where E, F are the second pomts m
which AE, AF meet the circle the method answers
well enough.

If AE is nearer the centre D than AFis,
sqs. on DC, CE = sqs. on DR, HF

and sqs. on DC, CA = sqs. on DH, HA,
whence, since DG < DE,
it follows that GE> HF,

and AG> AH,
so that, by addition, AE > AF.

But, if K, L be the points in which AE, AF first
meet the circle, the method fails, and Heron is reduced to proving, in the first
instance, the property usually deduced from III. 36. He argues thus;

AKD being an obtuse angle,
sq. on AD=sum ofsqs. on AK, KD and twice rect. AK, KC. [U. 12]

ALD is also an obtuse angle, and it follows that
sum of sqs. on AK, KD and twice recto AK, KG is equal to

sum of sqs. on AL, LD and twice recto AL, LE.
Therefore, the squares on KD, LD being equal,

sq. on AK and twice rect. AK, KC = sq. on AL and twice rect. AL, LH,
or sq. on AK and rect. AK, KE = sq. on AL and rect. AL, LF,
i.e. rect. AK, AE = rect. AL, AF.

But, by the first part, AE> AF.
Therefore AK< AI.

III. 7, 8 deal with the lengths of the several lines drawn to the circum
ference of a circle (I) from a point within it, (2) from a point outside it; but a
similar proposition is true of straight lines drawn from a point on the
circumference itself: .if any point be takm on the circujJiference of a circle,
thm, if' all the straight lines whic!l can be drawn from it to the circumference, the
greatest is that in which tIle cmtre is; of any others that which is nearer to the
straight line which passes through the centre is greater than one more remote;
and from the same point there can be drawn to tIle circumference two straight
lines, and only two, which are equal to Olle another, one on each side of the
greatest line.
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Therefore each of the angles A ED, BED is right;
[1. Def. 10]

therefore GK cuts AB into two equal parts and at right
angles. "

And since, if in a circle a straight line cut a straight line
into two equal parts and at right angles, the centre of the
circle is on the cutting straight line, [III. I, Por.]

the centre of the. circle is on GK.

The converses of III. 7, 8 and of the proposition just given are also true
and can easily be proved by reductio ad absurdum. They could be employed
to throw light on such questions as that of internal contact, and the relative
position of the centres of circles so touching. This is clear when part of the
converses is stated; thus (I) if from any point in the plane of a circle a
number of straight lines be drawn to the circumference of the circle, and one
of these is greater than any other, the centre of the circle must lie on that one,
(2) if one of them is less than any other, then, (a) if the point is within the
circle, the centre is on the minimum straight line produced beyond the point,
(b) if the point is outside the circle, the centre is on the minimum straight line
produced beyond the point in which zl meets the circle.

PROPOSITION 9.

If a point be taken within a circle, and more than two
equal straight lines fall from the point on the circle, the poi1lt
taken is the centre of the c£nle.

Let ABC be a circle and D a point within it, and from
D let more than two equal straight
lines, namely DA, DB, DC, fall on
the circle ABC;
I say that the point D is the centre
of the circle ABC.

For let AB, Be be joined and K!---+~-":¥====ig
bisected at the points E, F, and let
ED, FD be joined and drawn through
to the points G, K, H, L.

Then, since AE is equal to EB,
and ED is common,

the two sides AE, ED are equal to the two sides BE, ED;
and the base DA is equal to the base DB;

therefore the angle AED is equal to the angle BED.
[1. 8]
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F or the same reason
the centre of the circle ABC is also on HL.

And the straight lines GK, H L have no other point
common but the point D ;

therefore the point D is the centre of the circle ABC.
Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

The result of this proposition is quoted by Aristotle, .3£eteorologica III. 3,
373 a I3-I6 (cf. note on I. 8).

III. 9 is, as De Morgan remarks, a logical equivalent of part of III. 7,
where it is proved that every non-central point is not a point from which three
equal straight lines can be drawn to the circle. Thus III. 7 says that every
not-A is not-B, and III. 9 states the equivalent fact that every B is A.
Mr H. M. Taylor does in effect make a logical inference of the theorem that,
lj from a point three equal straight lines can be drawn to a circle, that point is
the centre, by making it a corollary to his proposition which includes the part of
III. 7 referred to. Euclid does not allow himself these logical inferences, as we
shall have occasion to observe elsewhere also.

Of the two proofs of this proposition given in earlier texts of Euclid,
August and Heiberg regard that translated above as genuine, relegating the
other, which Simson gave alone, to a place in an Appendix. Camerer remarks
that the genuine proof should also have contemplated the case in which one
or other of the straight lines AB, BC passes through D. This would however
have been a departure from Euclid's manner of taking the most obscure case
for proof and leaving others to the reader.

The other proof, that selected by Simson, is as follows:
"For let a point D be taken within the circle ABC, and from D let more

than two equal straight lines, namely AD, DB, DC,
fall on the circle ABC;
I say that the point D so taken is the centre of the
circle ABC.

For suppose it is not; but, if possible, let it be F G
E, and let DE be joined and carried through to the f----,,~-=--_1
points F, C.

Therefore FC is a diameter of the circle ABC.
Since, then, on the diameter FC of the circle

ABC a point has been taken which is not the centre
of the circle, namely D,

DC is greatest, and DC is greater than DB, and DB than DA.
But the latter are aJso equal: which is impossible.

Therefore E is not the centre of the circle.
Similarly we can prove that neither is any other point except D;

therefore the point D is the centre of the circle ABC.
Q. E. D."

On this Todhunter correctly points out that the point E might be
supposed to fall within the angle ADC. It cannot then be shown that DC
is greater than DB and DB than DA, but only that either DC or DA is less
than DB; this however is sufficient for- establishing the proposition.
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PROPOSITION 10.

A circle does 'Jlot cut a circle at more joints tha1Z two.

For, if possible, let the circle ABC cut the circle DEF
at more points than two, namely
B, G,F,H;

let BH, BG be joined and
bisected at the points K, L,
and from K, L let KC, LM be
drawn at right angles to BH, Mf--t=----+~-_.__I_+._rl
BG and carried through to the
points A, E.

Then, since in the circle
A Be a straight line A C cuts a
straight line BH into two equal
parts and at right angles,

the centre of the circle ABC is on A C. [m. I, Par.]

Again, since in the same circle ABC a straight line NO
cuts a straight line BG into two equal parts and at right
angles,

the centre of the circle ABC is on NO.
But it was also proved to be on A C, and the straight

lines -4C, NO meet at no point except at P;
therefore the point P is the centre of the circle ABC.

Similarly we can prove that P is also the centre of the
circle DEF;

therefore the two circles ABC, DEF which cut one
another have the same centre P: which is impossible. [m. 5]

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

I. The word circle (KVKAOS) is here employed in the unusual sense of the circumftre1Zce
(7r€pupepwz) of a circle. Cf. note on 1. Def. IS.

There is nothing in the demonstration of this proposition which assumes
that the circles cut one another; it proves that two circles cannot meet at more
than two points, whether they cut or meet without cutting, i.e. touch one
another.

Here again, of two demonstrations given in the earlier texts, Simson chose
the second, which August and Heiberg relegate to an Appendix, and which is
as follows:

"For again let the circle ABC cut the circle nEF at more points than
two, namely B, G, H, F;
let the centre K of the circle ABC be taken, and let KB, KG, KF be
joined. .
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Since then a point K has been taken within the circle DEF,
and from K more than two straight lines, namely
KB, KF, KG, have fallen on the circle DEF, A

the point K is the centre of the circle DEF. [III. 9]
But K is also the centre of the circle ABC.
Therefore two circles cutting one another have

the same centre K: which is impossible. [III. 5]
Therefore a circle does not cut a circle at more

points than two.
Q. E. D."

B

E

c

This demonstration is claimed by Heron (see an-NairlzI, ed. Curtze,
pp. 120-I). It is incomplete because it assumes that the point K which is
taken as the centre of the circle ABC is within the circle DEF. It can
however be completed by means of III. 8 and the corresponding proposition
with reference to a point on the circumference of a circle which was enunciated
in the note on III. 8. For (I) if the point K is on the circumference of the
circle DEF, we obtain a contradiction of the latter proposition which asserts
that only two equal straight lines can be drawn from K to the circumference
of the circle DEF; (2) if the point Kis outside the circle DEF, we obtain a
contradiction of the corresponding part of III. 8.

Euclid's proof contains an unproved assumption, namely that the lines
bisecting BG, BH at right angles will meet in a point P. For a discussion
of this assumption see note on IV. 5.

PROPOSITION I I.

B

H

c

If two circles touch one another intenzally, and their centres
be taken, the straight line joini·ng their centres, if it be also
produced, will fallon the point of contact of the circles.

For let the two circles ABC, ADE touch one another
internally at the point A, and let
the centre F of the circle ABC, and
the centre G of ADE, be taken;
I say that the straight line joined
from G to F and produced will fall
anA.

For suppose it does not, but,
if possible, let it fall as FGH, and
let A F, A G be joined.

Then, since A G, GF are greater
than FA, that is, than F H,

let FG be subtracted from each;
therefore the remainder A G is greater than the remainder
GH.
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But A G is equal to GD;
therefore GD is also greater than GH,

the less than the greater: which is impossible.
Therefore the straight line joined from F to G will not

fall outside;
therefore it will fall at A on the point of contact.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

2. the straight line joining their centres, literally" the straight line joined to their
centres" (-!} brl ra Kfprpa avrwv hn?evyvup-EvT} eMeta).

3. point of contact is here ,;uvarpf}, and in the enunciation of the next proposition
brarpf}.

Again August and Heiberg give in an Appendix the additional or
alternative proof, which however shows little or no variation from the genuine
proof and can therefore well be dispensed with.

The genuine proof is beset with difficulties in consequence of what it
tacitly assumes in the figure, on the ground, probably, of its being obvious to
the eye. Camerer has set out these difficulties· in a most careful note, the
heads of which may be given as follows:

He observes, first, that the straight line joining the centres, when produced,
must necessarily (though this is not stated by Euclid) be produced in the
direction 0/ the centre 0/ the circle which touches the other internally. (For
brevity, I shall call this circle the" inner circle," though I shall imply nothing
by that term except that it is the circle which touches the other on the inner
side of the latter, and therefore that, in accordance with the definition of
touchzng, points on it in the immediate neighbourhood of the point of contact
are necessarily within the circle which it touches.) Camerer then proceeds by
the following steps.

1. The two circles, touching at the given point, ,cannot intersect at any
point. For, since points on the "inner" in the immediate neighbourhood of
the point of contact are within the "outer" circle, the inner circle, if it
intersects the other anywhere, must pass outside it and then return. This is
only possible (a) if it passes out at one point and returns at another point, or
(b) if it passes out and returns through one and the same point. (a) is impossible
because it would require two circles to have tl/ree common points; (b) would
require that the inner circle should have a node at the point where it passes
outside the other, and this is proved to be impossible by drawing any radius
cutting both loops.

2. Since the circles cannot intersect, One must be entirely within the
other.

3. Therefore the outer circle must be greater than the inner, and the
radius of the outer greater than that of the inner.

4. Now, if F be the centre of the greater and C of the inner circle, and
if FC produced beyond C does not pass through A, the given point of
contact, then there are three possible hypotheses.

(a) A may lie on CFproduced beyond F.
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(b) A may lie outside the line FG altogether, in which case FG produced
beyond G must, in consequence of result 2 above, either

(i) meet the circles in a point common to both, or
(ii) meet the circles in two points, of which that which is on the inner

circle is nearer to G than the other is.
(a) is then proved to be impossible by means of the fact that the radius of the
inner circle is less than the radius of the outer.
(b) (ii) is Euclid's case; and his proof holds equally of (b) (i), the hypothesis,
namely, that D and H in the figure coincide.

Thus all alternative hypotheses are successively shown to be impossible,
and the proposition is completely established.

I think, however, that this procedure may be somewhat shortened in the
following manner.

In order to make Euclid's proof absolutely conclusive we have only (I) to
take care to produce FG beyond G, the centre of the" inner" circle, and then
(2) to prove that the point in which FG so produced meets the "inner" circle
is not further from G than is the point in which it meets the other circle.
Euclid's proof is equally valid whether the first point is nearer to G than the
second or the first point and the second coincide.

If FG produced beyond G does not pass through A, there are two

conceivable hypotheses: (a) A may lie on GF produced beyond F, or (b) A
may be outside FC produced either way. In either case, if FG produced
meets the" inner" circle in D and the other in H, and if GD is greater than
GH, then the "inner" circle must cut the "outer" circle at some point
between A and D, say X.

But, if two circles have a common point X lying on one side of the line of
centres, they must have another corresponding point on the other side of the
line of centres. This is clear from III. 7, 8; for the point is determined by
drawing from F and G, on the opposite side to that where X is, straight
lines FY, C Y making with FD angles equal to the angles DFX, DGX
respectively.

Hence the two circles will have at least three points common: which· is
impossible. "

Therefore GD cannot be greater than GH; accordingly GD must be
either equal to, or less than, GH, and Euclid's proof is valid.

The particular hypothesis in which FG is supposed to be in the same
straight line with A but G is on the side of Faway from A is easily disposed
of, and would in any case have been left to the reader by Euclid.

For GD is either equal to or less than GH.
Therefore CD is less than FH, and therefore less than FA.
But GD is equal to GA, and therefore greater than FA: which IS

impossible. .
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Subject to the same preliminary investigation as that required by Euclid's
proof, the proposition can also be proved directly from III. 7.

For, by III. 7, GH is the shortest straight line that can be drawn from G
to the circle with centre F j

therefore GHis less than GA,
and therefore less than GD: which is absurd.

This pn?position is the crucial one as regards circles which touch internally;
and, when It is once established, the relative position of the circles can be
completely elucidated by means of it and the propositions which have preceded
it. Thus, in the annexed figure, if F be the centre
of the outer circle and G the centre of the inner,
and if any radius FQ of the outer circle meet the
two circles ,in Q, P respectively, it follows, from
III. 7, III. 8, or the corresponding theorem with
reference to a point on the circumference, thatFAA
is the maximum straight line from Fto the circum
ference of the inner circle, FP is less than FA,
and FP diminishes in length as FQ moves round
from FA until FP reaches its minimum length
FB. Hence the circles do not meet at any other
point than A, and the distance PQ cut off between them on any radius FQ
of the outer circle becomes greater and greater as FQ moves round from FA
to FC and is a maximum when FQ coincides with FC, after which it
diminishes again on the other side of FC.

The same consideration gives the partial converse of III. ! I which forms
the 6th lemma of Pappus to the first book of the Tactio1les of Apollonius
(Pappus, VII. p. 826). This is to the effect that, if AB, AC are in one straight
line, and 011 om side if A, the circles described on AB, AC as diameters touch
(internally at the point A). Pappus concludes this from the fact that the
circles have a common tangent at A j but the truth of it is clear from the fact
that FP diminishes as FQ moves away from FA on either side j whence the
circles meet at A but do not cut one another.

Pappus' 5th lemma (VII. p. 824) is another partial converse, namely that,
given two circles touching internally at A, and a lim ABC drawn from A cutting
both, theil, if the centre if the outer circle lies on ABC, so does the centre if the
inner. Pappus himself proves this, by means of the common tangent to the
circles at A, in two ways. (I) The tangent is at right angles to A C and
therefore to AB: therefore the centre of the inner circle lies on AB. (2) By
III. 32, the angles in the alternate segments of both circles are right angles, so
that ABC is a diameter of both.

[PROPOSITION 12.

If two dretes touch one another externally, the straight
lz'ne joinz'ng thez'r centres wzll pass through the poz'nt of
contact. '

For let the two circles ABC, ADE touch one another
5 externally at the point A, and let the centre F of ABC, and

the centre G of ADE, be taken;
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E
G

Q. E. D.]

B

I say that the straight line joined from F to G will pass
through the point of contact at A.

For suppose it does not,
10 but, if possible, let it pass as

FCDG, and let A F, A G be
joined.

Then, since the point F IS

the centre of the circle ABC,
FA is equal to FC.

Again, since the point G IS

the centre of the circle ADE,
GA is equal to GD.

But FA was also proved equal to FC;
therefore FA, A G are equal to FC, GD,

so that the whole FG is greater than FA, A G ;
but it is also less [1. 201: which is impossible.

Therefore the straight line joined from F to G will not
fail to pass through the point of contact at A ;

25 ther.efore it will pass through it.
Therefore etc.

20

15

23. will not fail to pass. The Greek has the double negative, OOK C1.pa. ~ •. .€o8€La. •••
OOK {A€UG"€Ta.L, literally" the straight line... will not not-pass .... "

Heron says on III. 11: "Euclid in proposition I 1 has supposed the two
circles to touch internally, made his proposition deal with this case and proved
what was sought in it. But.l will show how it is to be proz1ed if the contact is
external." He then gives substantially the proof and figure of III. 1 Z. It
seems clear that neither Heron nor an-NairIzi had III. 12 in this place.

Campanus and the Arabic edition of Na~Iraddinat-Tlls1 have nothing more
of III. 1 Z than the following addition to III. 1 I. "In the case of external
contact the two lines ae and eb will be greater than ab, whence ad and cb will
be greater than the whole ab, which is false." (The points a, b, c, d, e cor
respond respectively to G, F, C, D, A in the above figure.) It is most
probable that Theon or some other editor added Heron's proof in his edition
and made Prop. 12 out of it (an-NairlzI, ed. Curtze, pp. 1ZI-Z). An-Nairizi
and Campanus, conformably with what has been said, number Prop. 13 of
Heiberg's text Prop. 12, and so on through the Book.

What was said in the note on the last proposition applies, mutatis muta1zdis,
to this. Camerer proceeds in the same manner as before; and we may use
the same alternative argument in this case also.

Euclid's proof is valid provided only that, if FG, joining the assumed
centres, meets the circle with centre Fin C and the other circle in D, C is
not within the circle ADE and D is not within the circle ABC. (The proof
is equally valid whether C, D coincide or the successive points are, as drawn
in the figure, in the order F, C, D, G.) Now, if C is within the circle ADE
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and D within the circle ABC, the circles must have cut between A and C
and between A and D. Hence, as before, they must also have another
corresponding point common on the other side of cn. That is, the circles
must have three common points; which is impossible.

Hence Euclid's proof is valid if F, A, C form a triangle, and the only
hypothesis which has still to be disproved is the
hypothesis which he would in any case have left to
the reader, namely that A does not lie on FC but
on FCproduced in either direction. In this case, as
before, either C, D must coincide or C is nearer
F than D is. Then the radius FC must be equal
to FA: which is impossible, since FC cannot be
greater than FD, and must therefore be less than
FA.

Given the same preliminaries, III. 12 can be proved by means of III. 8.
Again, when the proposition III. 12 is once proved, III. 8 helps us to prove

at once that the circles lie entirely outside each other and have no other
common point than the point of contact.

Among Pappus' lemmas to Apollonius' TactioJZes are the two partial
converses of this proposition corresponding to those given in the last note.
Lemma 4 (VII. p. 824) is to the effect that, if AB, AC be in one straight Nne, B
and C being on oppostle sides oj A, the circles drawn on AB, AC as diameters
touch extemally at A. Lemma 3 (VII. p. 822) states that, if two circles touch
externally at A and BAC 2S drawn through A cuttz"ng both circles and containing
the centre of one, BAC wm also contain the centre of the other. The proofs, as
before, use the common tangent at A.

Mr H. M. Taylor gets over the difficulties involved by III. ;II, 12 in a
manner which is most ingenious but not Euclidean. He first proves that, if two
circles meet at a point not in the same straight line with their centres, the circles
intersect at that point; this is very easily established by means of III. 7, 8 and
the third similar theorem. Then he gives as a corollary the statement that, if
two C£rcles touch, the point oj contact 2S in tile same straight line with their
cmtres. It is not explained how this is inferred from the substantive
proposition; it seems, however, to be a logical inference simply. By the
proposition, every A (circles meeting at a point not in the same straight line
with the centre) is B (circles which intersect); therefore every not-B is not-A,
i.e. circles which do not intersect do not meet at a point not in the same
straight line with the centres. Now non-intersecting circles may either meet
(i.e. touch) or not meet. In the former case they must meet on the line of
centres; for, if they met at a point not in that line, they would intersect. But
such a purely logzeal inference is foreign to Euclid's manner. As De Morgan
says, "Euclid may have been ignorant of the identity of 'Every X is Y' and
'Every not- Y is not-X,' for anything that appears in his writings; he makes
the one follow from the other by a new proof each time" (quoted in Keynes'
Formal Logze, p. 81).

There is no difficulty in proving, by means of I. 20, Mr Taylor's next
proposition that, if two C£rcles meet at a point which Hes in the same straight
Nne as their centres and 2S between the centres, the circles touch at that point, and
each circle lies without the other. But the similar proof, by means of I. 20, of
the corresponding theorem for internal contact seems to be open to the same
objection as Euclid's proof of III. I I in that it assumes without proof that the
circle which has its centre nearest to the point of meeting is the "inner"
circle. Lastly, in order to prove that, if two circles Ilmle a point of contact, they
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do not meet at any other point, Mr Taylor uses the questionable corollary.
Therefore in any case his alternative procedure does not seem preferable to
Euclid's.

The alternative to Eucl. III. 11-13 which finds most favour in modern
continental text-books (e.g. Legendre, Baltzer, Henrici and Treutlein,
Veronese, Ingrami, Enriques and Amaldi) connect.s the number, position and
nature .of the coincidences between points on two circles with the relation in
which the distance between their centres stands to the length of their radii.
Enriques and Amaldi, whose treatment of the different cases is typical, give
the following propositions (Veronese gives them in the converse form).

1. 1f the distance bet7iJeen the centres of two circles is greater than the sum
of the radii, the two circles have no point common and are external to one
another.

Let 0, 0' be the centres of the circles (which we will call" the circles
0, 0' "), r, r their radii respectively.

Since then 00' > r + r, a fortiori 00' > r, and 0' is therefore exterior to
the circle O.

Next, the circumference of the circle 0 intersects 00' in a point A, and
since 00' > r + r', AD' > r', and A is
external to the circle 0'.

But 0'A is less than any straight
line, as O'B, drawn to the circum
ference of the circle 0 [m. 8J; hence
all points, as B, on the circumference
of the circle 0 are external to the circle
0'.

Lastly, if C be any point internal
to the circle 0, the sum of 0 C, 0'C is
greater than 0'0, and a fortiori greater than r + r'.

But OC is less than r: therefore 0' C is greater than r, or C is external
to O.

Similarly we prove that any point on or within the circumference of the
circle 0' is external to the circle O.

2. 1f tlte distance between the centres of two unequal circles is less tlum the
difference of the radiz~ the !'wo circumjeretlces have 1tO common point and the lesser
circle is entinly within tile greater.

Let 0, 0' be the centres of the two circles, r, r their radii respectively
(r< r).

Since DO' < r' - r, afortiori 00' < J!, so that 0 is
internal to the circle 0'.

lf A, A' be the points in which the straight line
0'0 intersects respectively the circumferences of the
circles 0, 0',

0'0 is less than O'A' - OA,
so that 0'0 + OA, or O'A, is less than O'A',
and therefore A is internal to the circle 0'.

But, of all the straight lines from 0' to the circumference of the circle 0,
O'A passing through the centre 0 is the greatest [III. 7J;
whence all the points of the circumference of 0 are internal to the circle 0'.

A similar argument to the preceding will show that all points within the
circle 0 are internal to the circle 0'.
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1" - r < 00' < r + r'.
It follows that in any case 00' + r> r', so that, if OM be taken on 0'0

produced equal to r (so that M is on the circumference of the circle 0), M is
external to the circle 0'.

We have to use the same Postulate as in Eucl. I. I that
An arc of a circle which has one extremity within and the other without a

<'[iVe1l circle has one point COlllm011 !with the .
latter and only one; from which it follows,
if we consider two such arcs making a
complete circumference, that, if a circum
ference of a circle passes through one point
internal to, and one point external to a M
gizlen circle, it cuts the latter circle 111 two
joints.

We have then to prove that the circle 0,
besides having one point'M of its circum
ference external to the circle 0', has one other point of its circumference (L)
internal to the latter circle.

3· .If the distance betzeteen the centres oj hilo circles is equal to the sum of the
radii, the two circumferences have one point common and om only, and that POtltt
is on tlte line of cmtres. Eadl circle is external to the other.

Let 0, 0' be the centres, r, r' the radii of the circles, so that 00' is equal
to r+ r'.

Thus 00' is greater than r, so that 0'
is external to the circle 0, and the circum
ference of the circle 0 cuts 00' in a
point A.

And" since 00' is equal to r + r', and
OA to r, it follows that O'A is equal to r',
so that A belongs also to the circumference
of the circle 0'.

The proof that all other points on, and
all points within, the circumference of the circle 0 are external to the circle 0'
follows the similar proof of prop. I above. And similarly all points (except A)
on, and all points within, the circumference of the circle 0' are external to the
circle O.

The two circles, having one common point only, touch at that point, which
lies, as shown, on the line of centres. And, since the circles are external to
one another, they touch externally.

4. .If the distance between the centres of two unequal circles is equal to the
difference between the radii, the tzeto circlmiferences have one point and one only in
common, and that joint lies on the line of centres. The lesser circle is 'within the
other.

The proof is that of prop. 2 above, mutatis JIlutandis.
The circles here touch tl1ternally at the point on the line of centres.
5. .If the distance between the centres of lwo circles is less than the sum, and

greater tlmn the difference, of the radiI; the two circutliferences haz/e two common
points symmetrically situated with respect to the line of centres but not lying on
that line.

Let 0, 0' be the centres of the two circles, r, 1" their radii, r' being the
greater, so that
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Three cases have to be distinguished according as 00' is greater than, equal
to, or less than, the radius r of the lesser circle.

(I) 00' > r. (See the preceding figure.)
Measure OL along 00' equal to r, so that

L lies on the circumference of the circle O.
Then, since 00' < r + r', O'L will be less

than r', so that L is within the circle 0'. M 5'
(2) 00' = r.
In this case the circumference of the circle

a passes through 0', or L coincides with 0'.
(3) 00' < r.

If we measure OL along 00' equal to r, the point L will lie on the
circumference of the circle O.

Then O'L=r- 00',
so that 0'L < r, and a fortiori 0'L < r', so that L
lies within the circle 0'.

Thus, in all three cases, since the circumference M H---ci-±-t-:--t
of a passes through one point (M) external to, and
one point (L) internal to, the circle 0', the two
circumferences intersect in two points A, B [Post.]

And A, B cannot lie on the line of centres 00',
since this straight line intersects the circle 0 in
L, M only, and of these points one is inside, the other outside, the circle 0'.

Since AB is a common chord of both circles, the straight line bisecting it
at right angles passes through both centres, i.e. is identical with 00'.

And again by means of III. 7, 8 we prove that all points except A, Bon
the arc ALB lie within the circle 0', and all points except A, B on the arc
AMB outside that circle; and so on.

IS

PROPOSITION I3.

A circle does not touch a circle at more points than 01ze,
whether it touch it i11Jernally or externally.

For, if possible, let the circle ABDC touch the circle
EBED, first internally, at more

5 points than one, namely D, B.
Let the centre G of the circle

ABDC, and the centre H of
EBED, be taken.

Therefore the straight line
10 joined from G to H will fall on

B, D. [m. II]
Let it so fall, as BGHD.
Then, since the point G is

the centre of the circle ABCD,
BG is equal to GD;
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therefore BG is greater than HD;
therefore BH is much greater than HD.

Again, since the point H is the centre of the circle
EBFD,

Q. E. D.

BH is equal to HD;
also proved much greater than it: which ISbut it was

impossible.
Therefore a circle does not touch a circle internally at

more points than one.
25 I say further that neither does it so touch it externally.

F or, if possible, let the circle A CK touch the circle
ABDC at more points than one, namely A, C,
and let A C be joined.

Then, since on the circumference of each of the circles
30 ABDC, A CK two points A, C have been taken at random,

the straight line joining the points will fall within each
circle; . [m. 2]

but it fell within the circle ABCD and outside A CK
[m. Def. 3]: which is absurd.

35 Therefore a circle does not touch a circle externally at
more points than one.

And it was proved that neither does it so touch it
internally.

Therefore etc.

20

3, 7, !.f, 27, 30, 33· ABDC. Euclid writes ABeD (here and in the next proposition),
notwithstanding the order in which the points are placed in the figure.

25, 37. does it so touch it. It is necessary to supply these words which the Greek
(on oUDE 'Kros and on oUD' .vros) leaves to be lmderstood.

The difficulties which have been felt in regard to the proofs of this
proposition need not trouble us now, because they have already been disposed
of in the discussion of the more crucial propositions III. I I, 12.

Euclid's proof of the first part of the proposition differs from Simson's;
and we will deal with Euclid's first. On this Camerer remarks that it is
assumed that the supposed second point of contact lies on the line of centres
produced beyond the centre of the" outer" circle, whereas all that is proved in
III. I I is that the line of centres produced beyoJZd the centre ofthe" inner" circle
passes through a point of contact. But, by the same argument as that given
on III. I I, we show that the circles cannot have a point of contact, or even
any common point, outside the line of centres, because, if there were such a
point, there would be a corresponding common point on the other side of the
line, and the circles would have three common points. Hence the only
hypothesis left is that the second point of contact may be OIl the line of
centres but in the direction of the centre of the" outer" circle; and Euclid's
proof disposes of this hypothesis.

H. E. II. 3
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Heron (in an-NairIzi, ed. Curtze, pp. r 22-4), curiously enough, does not
question Euclid's assumption that the line of centres passes through both
points of contact (if double contact is possible); but he devotes some space to
proving that the centre of the "outer" circle must lie within the "inner" circle, a
fact which he represents Euclid as asserting (" sicut dixit Euclides "), though
there is no such assertion in our text. The proof of the fact is of course easy.
If the line of centres passes through botll points of contact, and the centre of
the "outer" circle lies either on or outside the "inner" circle, the line of
centres must cut the "inner" circle in three points in all: which is impossible,
as Heron shows by the lemma, which he places here (and proves by 1. r6),
that a straight line caJlJlot cut tile drCltmjermce oj a circle in more points
thall two.

Simson's proof is as follows (there is no real need for giving two figures as
he does).

"If it be possible, let the circle EBF touch the circle ABC in more
points than one, and first on the inside, in the
points B, D; join BD, and draw GH bisecting
BD at right angles.

Therefore, because the points B, D are in the
circumference of each of the circles, the straight
line BD falls within each of them: And their G H
centres are in the straight line GH which bisects
BD at right angles:

Therefore GH passes through the point of
contact [m. II]; but it does not pass through it,
because the points B, D are without the straight line GH: which is absurd.

Therefore one circle cannot touch another on the inside in more points
than one."

On this Camerer remarks that, unless 1II. r r be more completely elucidated
than it is by Euclid's demonstration, which Simson has, it is not sufficiently
clear that, besides the point of contact in which GH meets the circles, they
cannot have another point of contact either (r) on GH or (2) outside it.
Here again the latter supposition (2) is rendered impossible because in that
case there would be a third common point on the opposite side of GH; and
the former supposition (I) is that which Euclid's proof destroys.

Simson retains Euclid's proof of the second part of the proposition, though
his own proof of the first part would apply to the second part also if a
reference to III. 12 were substituted for the reference to III. I I. Euclid might
also have proved the second part by the same method as that which he
employs for the first part.

PROPOSITION 14.

hz a cinle equal strazg'ht lines are equally dz"stant from
the centre, and tlzose which are equally distald from the centre
are equal to one another.

Let ABDC be a circle, and let AB, CD be equal straight
lines in it;

I say that AB, CD are equally distant from the centre.
For let the centre of the circle ABDC be taken [m. I],
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A

and let it be E; from E let EF, EG be drawn perpendicular
to AB, CD, and let A E, EC be joined.

Then, since a straight line EF through 0

the centre cuts a straight lineAB not through
the centre at right angles, it also bisects it.

[m. 3J
Therefore AF is equal to FB;
therefore A B is double of A F.

F or the same reason
CD is also double of CG;

and AB is equal to CD;
therefore AF is also equal to CG.

And, since AE is equal to EC,
the square on AE is also equal to the square on Ee.

But the squares on AF, E F are equal to the square on AE,
for the angle at F is right;
and the squares on EG, GC are equal to the square on EC,
for the angle at G is right; [r.47]

therefore the squares on AF, FE are equal to the
squares on CG, GE,
of which the square on AF is equal to the square on CG,
for AF is equal to CG;

therefore the square on FE which remains is equal to
the square on EG,

therefore EF is equal to EG.
But in a circle straight lines are said to be equally distant

from the centre when the perpendiculars drawn to them from
the centre are equal; [m. Def. 4]

therefore AB, CD are equally distant from the centre.

Next, let the straight lines AB, CD be equally distant
from the centre; that is, let EF be equal to E G.

I say that AB is also equal to CD.
For, with the same construction, we can prove, similarly,

that AB is double of AF, and CD of CG.
And, since AE is equal to CE,

the square on AE is equal to the square on CEo
But the squares on EF, FA are equal to the square on AE,
and the squares on EG, GC equal to the square on CEo [1. 47]
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Therefore the squares on EF, FA are equal to the
squares on EG, GC,
of which the square on EF is equal to the square on EG,
for EF is equal to EG;
therefore the square on AF which remains is equal to the
square on CG;

therefore AF is equal to CG.
And AB is double of AF, and CD double of CG;

therefore AB is equal to CD.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

Heron (an-Nairizl, pp. 125-7) has an elaborate addition to this proposition
in which he proves, first by reductio ad absurdum, and then directly, that the
centre of the circle falls between the two chords.

PROPOSITION IS.

OJ straight lines in a circle the diameter is greatest,
and oj the rest the 'nearer to the centre is always greater tlzan
the more remote.

Let ABCD be a circle, let AD be its diameter and E
the centre; and let BC be nearer to the
diameter AD, and FG more remote;
I say that AD is greatest and BC
greater than FG.

For from the centre E let EH, EK
be drawn perpendicular to BC, FG.

Then, since BC is nearer to the
centre and E G more remote, EK is
greater than EH. [III. Def. sJ

Let EL be made equal to EH,
through L let L/lf b~ drawn at right
angles to EK and earned through to N, and let ME, EN,
FE, EG be joined. .

Then, since EH is equal to EL,
BC is also equal to MN. [III. 14]

Again, since AE is equal to EM, and ED to EN,
AD is equal to ME, EN.
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But ME, EN are greater than MN, [1.20J

and Mlv is equal to BC;
therefore AD is greater than Be.

And, since the two sides lifE, EN are equal to the two
sides FE, EG,
and the angle MEN greater than the angle FEG,
therefore the base MN is greater than the base FG. [1.24J

But MN was proved equal to BC.
Therefore the diameter AD is greatest and BC greater

than FG.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

r. Of straight lines. The Greek leaves these words to be understood.

It will be observed that Euclid's proof differs from that given in our text
books (which is Simson's) in that Euclid introduces another line MN, which
is drawn so as to be equal to Be but at right angles to EK and therefore
parallel to FG. Simson dispenses with MN and bases his proof on a similar
proof by Theodosius (Sphaerica I. 6). He proves that the sum of the squares
on EH, HB is equal to the sum of the squares on EK, KF; whence he
infers that, since the square on ERis less than the square on EK, the square
on BHis greater than the square on FK It may be that Euclid would have
regarded this as too complicated an inference to make without explanation or
without an increase in the number of his axioms. But, on the other hand,
Euclid himself assumes that the angle subtended at the centre by MN is
greater than the angle subtended by FG, or, in other words, that M, N both
fall outside the triangle FE G. This is a similar assumption to that made in
III. 7, 8, as already noticed; and its truth is obvious because EM, EN, being
radii of the circle, are greater than the distances from E to the points in which
MN cuts EE, EG, and therefore the latter points are nearer than M, N are to
L, the foot of the perpendicular from E to MN.

Simson adds the converse of the proposition, proving it in the same way
as he proves the proposition itself.

PROPOSITION 16.

The straigld lz'ne drawn at right angles to the diameter
of a circle fi'om its extremity 'will fall outside the circle, and
into the space between the straight iz'ne and the circumference
another straigllt l£ne can.not be interposed" furthe1' the angle
of the semicinle is greater, and the remaining angle less, than
any acute rectil£neal angle.

Let ABC be a circle about D as centre and ABas
diameter;
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I say that the straight line drawn from A at right angles
to AB from its extremity will fall
outside the circle. B

For suppose· it does not, but,
if possible, let it fall within as CA,
and let DC be joined.

Since DA is equal to DC,
the angle DA C is also equal to F

the angle A CD. [r·5J E A

But the angle DA C is right;
therefore the angle A CD is also right:

thus, in the triangle.A CD, the two angles DA C, A CD are
equal to two right angles: which is impossible. [r. I7J

Therefore the straight line drawn from the point A at
right angles to BA will not fall within the circle.

Similarly we can prove that neither will it fall on the
circumference;

therefore it will fall outside.
Let it fall as AE ;

I say next that into the space between the straight line A E
and the circumference CHA another straight line cannot be
interposed.

For, if possible, let another straight line be so interposed,
as FA, and let DC be drawn from the point D perpendicular
to FA.

Then, since the angle A CD is right,
and the angle DAG is less than a right angle,

AD is greater than DC. [r. 19J

But DA is equal to DH;
therefore DH is greater than DC, the less than the

greater: which is impossible.
Therefore another straight line cannot be interposed into

the space between the straight line and the circumference.
I say further that the angle of the semicircle contained by

the straight line BA and the circumference CHA is greater
than any acute rectilineal angle,
and the remaining angle contained by the circumference CHA
and the straight line AE is less than any acute rectilineal angle.

F or, if there is any rectilineal angle greater than the
angle contained by the straight line BA and the circumference
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CHA, a?d any rectilineal angle less than the angle contained
?y the clrcumference CHA and the straight line AE, then
mto the space between the circumference and the straio-ht line
AE a straight line will be interposed such as will m~ke an
angle contained by straight lines which is greater than the
angle contained by the straight line BA and the circumference
CHA, and another angle contained by straight lines which
is less than the angle contained by the circumference CHA
and the straight line AE.

But such a straight line cannot be interposed;
therefore there will not be any acute angle contained by

straight lines which is. greater than the angle contained by
the straight line BA and the circumference CHA, nor yet
any acute angle contained by straight lines which is less than
the angle contained by the circumference CHA and the
straight line AE.-

PORISM. From this it is manifest that the straight line
drawn at right angles to the diameter of a circle from its
extremity touches the circle.

+ cannot be interposed, literally" will not fall in between" (ou 7rap€p.7r€6ELTUL).

This proposition is historically interesting because of the controversies to
which the last part of it gave rise from the 13th to the 17th centuries.
History was here repeating itself, for it is certain that, in ancient Greece, both
before and after Euclid's time, there had been a great deal of the same sort
of contention about the nature of the "angle of a semicircle" and the
"remaining angle" between the circumference of the semicircle and the
tangent at its extremity. As we have seen (note on 1. Def. 8), the latter angle
had a recognised name, K£p(LTo€L8~<; yW1/{u, horn-like or cormcltlar angle;
though this term does not appear in Euclid, it is often used by Proclus,
evidently as a term well understood. While it is from Proc1us that we get the
best idea of the ancient controversies on this subject, we may, I think, infer
their prevalence in Euclid's time from this solitary appearance of the two
" angles" in the Elements. Along with the definition of the angle 0/ a
segment, it seems to show that, although these angles are only mentioned to
be dropped again immediately, and are of no use in elementary geometry, or
even at all, Euclid thought that an allusion to them would be expected of
him; it is as if he merely meant to guard himself against appearing to ignore
a subject which the geometers of his time regarded with interest. If this
conjecture is right, the mention of these angles would correspond to the
insertion of definitions of which he makes no use, e.g. those of a rhombus and
a rhomboid.

Proclus has no hesitation in speaking of the "angle of a semicircle" and
the "horn-like angle" as true angles. Thus he says that "angles are contained
by a straight line and a circumference in two ways; for they are either
contained by a straight line and a convex circumference, like that of the semi-
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circle, or by a straight line and a concave circumference, like the K€paroHD-qc; "
(p. 12 7, II- 14). "There are mixed lines, as spirals, and angles, as the aniSle
of a semicircle and the K€pa1'O€l3~c;" (p. 1°4, 16--18). The difficulty whIch
the ancients felt arose from the very fact which Euclid embodies in this
proposition. Since an angle can be divided by a line, it would s~em to b~ a
magnitude; "but if it is a magnitude, and all homogeneous magmtudes whIch
are finite have a ratio to one another, then all homogeneous angles, or rather
all those on surfaces, will have a ratio to one another, so that the cornirttlar
will also have a ratio to the rectilineal. But things which have a ratio to one
another can, if multiplied, exceed one another. Therefore the cornicillat'
angle will also sometime exceed the rectilineal; which is impossible, for it is
proved that the former is less than any rectilineal angle" (Proclus, p. 121,

24-122, 6). The nature of contact between straight lines and circles was
also involved in the question, and that this was the subject of controversy
before Euclid's time is clear from the title of a work attributed to Democritus
(ft ) ' " .J. ~ , " , ,I, ' , \ '.J. '. 420-400 B.C. 7r€Pl Ola'j'oPYJC; yvwfLoVOC; YJ 7r€Pl 'f'avo-wc; KVKAOV Kal a-'j-'alpYJC;,
On a difference in a gnomon or on contact of a circle and a spltere. There is,
however, another reading of the first words of this title as given by Diogenes
Laertius (IX. 47), namely 7r€p2 3la..pop~c; YVWfLYJC;, On a differe7lce of opinion, etc.
May it not be that neither reading is correct, but that the words should be
7rEp2 ola..popijc; ywv[YJ> ~ 7f€p2 t/!avlJwc; KVKAov Ka2 lJ..pa[PYJ>, On a difference t'n an
angle or on contact 'with a circle and a sphere? There would, of course,
hardly be any" angle" in connexion with the sphere; but I do not think that
this constitutes any difficulty, because the sphere might easily be tacked on as
a kindred -subject to the circle. A curiously similar collocation of words
appears in a passage of Proclus, though this may be an accident. He says
(p. 5°,4) 7rw> oE YWVlWV ola..popo.> AE-YOfL€V Ka2 aV~+T€lC; aVTWV ... and then, in
the next line but one, 7rWC; DE 1'0.c; &'..pac; TWV dKAWV ~ 1'WV €Vf)€lWV, "In what
sense do we speak of differe7lces of aNgles and of increases of them ... and in
what sense of the contacts (or meetings) of circles or of straight lines?"
I cannot help thinking that this subject of comicltlar angles would have had
a fascination for Democritus as being akin to the question of infinitesimals,
and very much of the same character as the other question which Plutarch
(Ott Common Notions, XXXIX. 3) says that he raised, namely that of the
relation between the base of a cone and a section of it by a plane parallel to
the base and apparently, to judge by the context, infinitely near to it: "if
a cone were cut by a plane parallel to its base, what must we think of the
surfaces of the sections, that they are equal or unequal? For, if they are
unequal, they will make the cone irregular, as having many indentations like
steps, and unevennesses; but, if they are equal, the sections will be equal,
and the cone will appear to have the property of the cylinder, as being made
up of equal and not unequal circles, which is the height of absurdity."

The contributions by Democritus to such investigations are further attested
by a passage in a new fragment of Archimedes (see Heiberg, Eille neue
Arcltimedes-Handschrift in Hermes XLII. 1907, pp. 235-303), which says
(loc. cit., pp. 245, 246) that, though Eudoxus was the first to discover the
scientific proof of the propositions (attributed to him) that the cone and the
pyramid are one-third of the cylinder and prism respectively which have
the same base and height, they were first stated, without proof, by Democritus.

A full h~story of the later controversies about the cornicular "angle"
cann?t be gIVen here; more on the subject will be found in Camerer's
EuclId (Excursus IV. on III. 16) or in Cantor's Geschichte der Mathematik,
Vol. II. (see Contingenzwinkel in the index). But the following short note
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about the attitude of certain well-known mathematicians to the question will
perhaps not be out of place. Johannes Campanus, who edited Euclid in
the 13th century, inferred from III. 16 that there was a flaw in the principle
that. the transition from the less to the greater, or vice 7'ersa, takes place through
a(l mtermediate quantities and therifore througlz the equal If a diameter of a
Clrcle, he says, be moved about its extremity until it takes the position of the
tangent to that circle, then, as long as it cuts the circle, it makes an acute
angle less than the" angle of a semicircle"; but the moment it ceases to cut,
it makes a right angle greater than the same" angle of a semicircle." The
rectilineal angle is never, during the transition, equal to the" angle of a semi
circle." There is therefore an apparent inconsistency with x. 1, and Campanus
could only observe (as he does on that proposition), in explanation of the
paradox, that" these are not angles in the same sense (univoce), for the
curved and the straight are not things of the same kind without qualification
(simpliciter)." The argument assumes, of course, that the right angle is
greater than the "angle of a semicircle."

Very similar is the statement of the paradox by Cardano (15°1-1576)
who observed that a quantity may continually increase without limit, alld
another diminish 7f.'z'thout limit,. andyet tile jirst, Ilowever increased. may be less
than the second, however diminished. The first quantity is of course the angle
oj contact, as he calls it, which may be "increased" indefinitely by drawing
smaller and smaller circles touching the same straight line at the same point,
but will always be less than any acute rectilineal angle however small.

We next come to the French geometer, Peletier (Peletarius), who edited the
Elements in 1557, and whose views on this subject seem to mark a great advance.
Peletier's opinions and arguments are most easily accessible in the account of
them given by Clavius (Christoph Schltissel, 1537-1612) in the 1607 edition
of his Euclid. The violence of the controversy between the two will be
understood from the fact that the arguments and counter-arguments (which
sometimes run into other matters than the particular question at issue) cover,
in that book, 26 pages of small print. Peletier held that the "angle of
contact" was not an angle at all, that the "contact of two circles," i.e. the
" angle" between the circumferences of two circles touching one another
internally or externally, is not a quantity, and that the "contact of a straight
line with a circle" is not a quantity either; that angles contained by a
diameter and a circumference whether inside or outside the circle are right
angles and equal to rectilineal right angles, and that angles contained by a
diameter and the circumference in all circles are equal. The proof which
Peletier gave of the latter proposition in a letter to Cardano is sufficiently
ingenious. If a greater and a less semicircle be placed with their diameters
terminating at a common point and lying in a straight line, then (I) the angle
of the larger obviously cannot be less than the angle of the smaller. Neither
(2) can the former be greater than the latter; for, if it were, we could obtain
another angle of a semicircle greater still by drawing a still larger semicircle,
and so on, until we should ultimately have an angle of a semicircle greater than
a right angle: which is impossible. Hence the angles oj semicircles must all
be equal, and the differences between them nothing. Having satisfied himself
that all angles oj contact are not-angles, !lot-quantities, and therefore nothi7lgs,
Peletier holds the difficulty about x. 1 to be at an end. He adds the
interesting remark that the essence of an angle is in cutting, not contact, and
that a tangent is not indimd to the circle at the point of contact but is, as it
were, immersed in it at that point, just as much as if the circle did not diverge
from it on either side.
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The reply of Clavius need not detain us. He argues, evidently appealing
to the eye, that the angle of contact can be divided by the arc of a circle
greater than the given one, that the a~gl~s o~ two semicircl~s of different sizes
cannot be equal, since they do not comclde If they are applIed to one another,
that there is nothing to prevent angles of contact from being quantities, it being
only necessary, in view of x. r, to admit that they are not of the same kind as
rectilineal angles; lastly that, if the angle of contact had been a not/ling,
Euclid would not have given himself so much trouble to prove that it is less
than any acute angle. (The word is desudasset, which is certainly an
exaggeration as applied to what is little more than an obiter dictum in III. r6.)

Vieta (1540-16°3) ranged himself on the side of Peletier, maintaining
that the angle of contact is no angle; only he uses a new method of proof.
The circle, he says, may be regarded as a plane figure with an infinite number
of sides and angles; but a straight line touching a strazg-ht line, however short
it may be, will coincide with that straigllt line alld will 1Iot make an angle.
Never before, says Cantor (III' p. 540), had it been so plainly declared what
exactly was to be understood by contact.

Galileo Galilei (1564--1642) seems to have held the same view as Vieta
and to have supported it by a very similar argument derived from the com
parison of the circle and an inscribed polygon with an infinite number of
sides.

The last writer on the question who must be mentioned is John Wallis
(1616-1703). He published in r656 a paper entitled De angulo cotztactus et
semicirculi tractatus in which he also maintained that the so-called angle was
not a true angle, and was not a quantity. Vincent Leotaud (r595-1672)
took up the cudgels for Clavius in his Cyclolllathia which appeared in 1663.
This brought a reply from Wallis in a letter to Leotaud dated 17 February,
1667, but not apparently published till it appeared in A difmse oj tile treatise
of the angle of contact which, with a separate title-page, and date 1684, was
included in the English edition of his Algebra dated 1685. The essence of
Wallis' position may be put as follows. According to Euclid's definition, a
plane angle is an inclination of two lines; therefore two lines forming an angle
must inc/im to one another, and, if two lines meet without being inclined to
one another at the point of meeting (which is the case when a circumference
is touched by a straight line), the lines do not form an angle. The" angle of
contact" is therefore no angle, because at tile point if contact the straight line
is not inclined to the circle but lies on it dKAWW>, or is coincident with it.
Again, as a point is not a line but a beginning of a line, and a line is not a
surface but a beginning of a surface, so an angle is not the distance between
two lines, but their initial tendency towards separation: Angulus (seu gradus
divaricationis) Distantia 11011 est sed IncejJtziJUs distantiae. How far lines, which
at their point of meeting do not form an angle, separate from one another as
they pass on depends on the degree of curvature (gradus curvitatis), and it is
the latter which has to be compared in the case of two lines so meeting. The
arc of a smaller circle is more curved as having as much curvature in a lesser
length, and is therefore curved in a greater degree. Thus what Clavius called
angulus contactus becomes with Wallis gradus cztrv£tatis, the use of which
expression shows that curvature and curvature can be compared according to
one and the same standard. A straight line has the least possible curvature;
but of the "angle" made by it with a curve which it touches we cannot say that
it is greater or less than the" angle" which a second curve touching the same
straight line at the same point makes with the first curve; for in both cases
there is no true angle at all (cf. Cantor IllI , p. 24).
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A

The wOJ:ds usually giv~n as a part of the corollary "and that a straight line
touche~ a cIrcle at one pomt only, since in fact the straight line meeting it in
two pomts was proved to fall within it" are omitted by Heiberg as being an
undoubted addition of Theon's. It was Simson who added the further remark
that" it is evident that there can be but one straight line which touches the
circle at the same point."

PROPOSITION 17.
From a g£ven jo£nt to draw a straight 1£1te touching a

given circle.

Let A be the given point, and BCD the given circle;
thus it is required to draw from the point A a straight line
touching the circle BCD.

F or let the centre E of the circle
be taken; lm. I]
let AE be joined, and with centre E
and distance EA let the circle A FG
be described;
from DIet DF be drawn at right
angles to EA,
and let EF, AB be joined;
I say that AB has been drawn from
the point A touching the circle BCD.

For, since E is the centre of the circles BCD, AFG,
EA is equal to EE, and ED to EB;

therefore the two sides AE, EB are equal to the two sides
FE, ED;
and they contain a common angle, the angle at E;

therefore the base D F is equal to the base A B,
and the triangle DEF is equal to the triangle BEA,

and the remaining angles to the remaining angles; [1. 4]

therefore the angle EDF is equal to the angle EBA.
But the angle EDF is right;

therefore the angle EBA is also right.
Now EB is a radius;

and the straight line drawn at right angles to the diameter
of a circle, from its extremity, touches the circle; [Ill. 16, Por.]

therefore AB touches the circle BCD.
Therefore from the given point A the straight line AB

has been drawn touching the circle BCD. Q. E. F.
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The construction shows, of course, that two straight lines can be drawn
from a given external point to touch a given circle; and it is equally obvious
that these two straight lines are equal in length and equally inclined to the
straight line joining the external point to the centre of the given circle.
These facts are given by Heron (an-NairlzI, p. 130).

It is true that Euclid leaves out the case where the given point lies OIl the
circumference of the circle, doubtless because the construction is so directly
indicated by III. 16, Par. as to be scarcely worth a separate statement.

An easier solution is of course possible as soon as we know (III. 31) that
the angle in a semicircle is a right angle; for we have only to describe a
circle on AE as diameter, and this circle cuts the given circle in the two points
of contact.

PROPOSITION 18.

o

c

E

F .,,-----=+--70G

A

If a stra-ight l-ine touch a circle, and a straight l-ine be
joinedfrom. the centre to the poitd of contact, the straight line
so joined will be perpendicular to the tangent.

For let a straight line DE touch the circle ABC at the
point C, let the centre F of the
circle ABC be taken, and let FC
be joined from F to C;
I say that FC is perpendicular to
DE.

F or, if not, let FC be drawn
from F perpendicular to DE.

Then, since the angle FCC is
.right,

the angle FCC is acute; [1. 17]
and the greater angle is subtended
by the greater side;

therefore FC is greater than FG.
But FC is equal to FB;
therefore FB is also greater than FC,

the less than the greater: which is impossible.
Therefore FC is not perpendicular to DE.
Similarly we can prove that neither is any other straight

line except FC; .
therefore FC is perpendicular to DE.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.
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3· the tangent, 1} <</>0:rrToII-6"rJ.

Just as HI. 3 contains two partial converses of the Porism to III. I, so
the present proposition and the next give two partial converses of the
corollary to III. I 6. We may show their relation thus: suppose three things,
(I) a tangent at a point of a circle, (2) a straight line drawn from the centre to
the point of contact, (3) right angles made at the point of contact [with (I) or
(2) as the case may be]. Then the corollary to III. 16 asserts that (2) and (3)
together give (I), III. 18 that (I) and (2) give (3), and III. 19 that (I) and (3)
give (2), i.e. that the straight line drawn from the point of contact at right
angles to the tangent passes through the centre.

E

B

[III. 18J

F

c

A

PROPOSITION I9.

If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of
contact a straight line be drawn at right angles to the ta'ngent,
the centn of the circle will be on the straight line so dra'wn.

For let a straight line DE .touch the circle ABC at the
point C, and from C let CA be
drawn at right angles to DE;
I say that the centre of the circle
is on AC.

For suppose it is not, but, if
possible, let F be the centre,
and let CF be joined.

Since a straight line DE touches
the circle ABC,
and FC has been joined from the 0

centre to the point of contact,
FC is perpendicular to DE;

therefore the angle FCE is right.
But the angle A CE is also right;
therefore the angle FCE is equal to the angle ACE,

the less to the greater: which is impossible.
Therefore F is not the centre of the circle ABC.
Similarly we can prove that neither is any other point

except a point on A C.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

We may also regard III. 19 as a partial converse of III. 18. Thus suppose
(I) a straight line through the centre, (2) a straight line through the point of
contact, and suppose (3) to mean perpendicular to the tangent; then III. 18
asserts that (I) and (2) combined produce (3), and III. 19 that (2) and (3)
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produce (I); while again we may enunciate a second partial converse of III. 18,
corresponding to the statement that (I) and (3) produce (2), to the effect that
a straight line drawn through the centre perpendicular to the tangent passes
through the point of contact.

We may add at this point, or even after the Porism to III. 16, the theorem
that two circles which touch one another internally or externally have a common
tangent at t)lelr point of contact. For the line joining their centres, produced
if necessary, passes through their point of contact, and a straight line drawn
through that point at right angles to the line of centres is a tangent to both
circles.

PROPOSITION 20.

[I. sJ
double of the angle

therefore tht: angle BEF
20EAB.

F or the same reason
the angle FEC is also double of the angle EAC.

Therefore the whole angle BEC is dOl~ble of the whole
angle BAC.

25 Again let another straight line be inflected, and let there
be another angle BDC; let DE be joined and produced
to G.

In a circle the angle at the cmtre is double of the angle
at the c£rcltnifel~ence, when the angles have the same circu1Jz
fere·JZce as base.

Let ABC be a circle, let the angle BEC be an angle
5 at its centre, and the angle BA C an

angle at the circumference, and let
them have the same circumference BC
as base;
I say that the angle BEC is double of

10 the angle BA C.
For let AE be joined and drawn

through to F.
Then, since EA is equal to EB,

the angle E A B is also equal to the
15 angle EBA ;

therefore the angles EAB, EBA are
EAB.

But the angle BEF is equal to th.e angles EAB, EBA;
[1. 32]

is also double of the angle
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Similarly then we can prove that the angle GEC IS

double of the angle EDC,
30 of which the angle GEB is double of the angle EDB;

therefore the angle BEe which remains is double of the
angle Bne.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

25· let another straight line be inflected, K'KM(JOw iln ll"(i;l.tp (without ,VB,La). The
verb KMw (to bnak off) was the regular technical term for drawing from a point a (broken)
straight line which first meets another straight line or curve and is then bmt back from it
to another point, or (in other words) for drawing straight lines from two points meeting at a
point on a curve or another straight line. KfKAa.(JOa, is one of the geometrical terms the
definition of which mnst accordtng to Aristotle be assumed (Anal. P,>st. I. 10, i6 b 9).

The early editors, Tartaglia, Commandinus, Peletarius, Cla\<'ius and others,
gave the extension of this proposition to the case where the segment is less
than a semicircle, and where accordingly the "angle" corresponding to
Euclid's "angle at the centre" is greater than two right angles. The
convenience of the extension is obvious, and the proof of it is the same as the
first part of Euclid's proof. By means of the extension Ill. 21 is demonstrated
without making two cases; III. 22 will follow immediately from the fact that
the sum of the "angles at the centre" for two segments making up a whole
circle is equal to four right angles; also III. 31 follows immediately from the
extended proposition. .

But all the editors referred to were forestalled in this matter by Heron, as
we now learn from the commentary of an-Nairizi (ed. Curtze, p. 131 sqq.).
Heron gives the extension of Euclid's proposition which, he says, it had been
left for him to make, but which is necessary in order that the caviller may not
be able to say that the next proposition (about the equality of the angles
in any segment) is not established generally, i.e. in the case of a segment less
than a semicircle as well as in the case of a segment greater than a semicircle,
inasmuch as III. 20, as given by Euclid, only enables us to prove it in the
latter case. Heron's enunciation is important as showing how he describes
what we should now call an "angle" greater than two right angles. (The
language of Gherard's translation is, in other respects, a little obscure; but
the meaning is made clear by what follows.)

"The angle," Heron says, "which is at the centre of any circle is double
of the angle which is at the circumference of it 'when ONe arc is the base ofboth
angles; and the remaz'ning angles which are at the centre, and jill up the four
right angles, are double of the angle at the circumference of the arc which is
subtended by the [original] angle which is at the centre."

Thus the" angle greater than two right angles" is for Heron the sum of
certain "angles" in the Euclidean sense of angles less than two right angles.
The particular method of splitting up which Heron adopts will be seen from
his proof, which is in substance as follows.

Let CDB be an angle at the centre, CAB that at the circumference.
Produce BD, CD to F, G;

take any point Eon BC,·and join BE, Ee, ED.
Then any angle in the segment BA C is half of the angle BDe; and

the sum of tIle angles BDG, GDF, FOC is double of an)' all,gle in the
segment BEe.
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Proof. Since CD is equal to ED,
the angles DCE, DEC are equal.

Therefore the exterior angle GDE is equal to A

twice the angle DEC.
Similarly the exterior angle FDE is equal to
twice the angle DEB.
By addition, the angles GDE, FDE are double
of the angle BEC.

But
the angle BDC is equal to the angle FDG,

therefore the sum if the angles BDG, GDF, FDC
is double of the angle BEC

And Euclid has proved the first part of the £
proposition, namely that the angle BDC is double
of the angle BA C.

Now, says Heron, BACis any angle in the segment BAC, and therefore
any angle in the segment BA C is half of the angle BDe.

Therefore all the angles in the segment BA C are equal.
Again, BEC is any angle in the segment BEC and is equal to haif the

sum of the angles BDG, GDF, FDC
Therefore all the angles in the segment BEC are equal.
Hence III. 2 I is proved generally.
Lastly, says .Heron,

since the sum if the angles BDG, GDF, FDC is double of the angle BEC,
and the angle BDC is double of the angle BA C,
therefore, by addition, the sum of four right angles is double of the sum of
the angles BAC, BEC.

Hence the angles BA C, BEC are together equal to two right angles, and
III. 22 is proved.

The above notes of Heron show conclusively, if proof were wanted, that
Euclid had no idea of III. 20 applying in terms (either as a matter of
enunciation or proof) to the case where the angle at the circumference, or the
angle in the segment, is obtuse. He would not have recognised the "angle"
greater than two right angles or the so-called "straight angle" as being an
angle at all. This is indeed clear from his definition of an angle as the
inclinatioll K. T. £., and from the language used by other later Greek mathe
maticians where there would be an opportunity for introducing the extension.
Thus Proclus' notion of a "four-sided triangle" (d. the note above on the
definition of a triangle) shows that he did not count a re-entrant angle as an
angle, and Zenodorus' application to the same figure of the word "hollow
angled" shows that in that case it was the exterior angle only which he would
have called an angle. Further it would have been inconvenient to have
introduced at the beginning of the Elements an "angle" equal to or greater
than two right angles, because other definitions, e.g. that of a right angle,
would have needed a qualification. If an "angle" might be equal to two
right angles, one straight line in a straight line with another would have
satisfied Euclid's definition of a right angle. This is noticed by Dodgson
(p. 160), but it is practically brought out by Proclus on I. 13. "For he did
not merely say that' any straight line standing on a straight line either makes
two right angles or angles equal to two right angles' but 'if it make angles.'
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If it stand on the straight line at its extremity and make one angle, IS It
possible for this to be equal to two right angles? It is of course .impossible ;
jor ever)' rectiliizeal angle is less than two right angles, as every solid angle is
less than four right angles (p. 292, 13-20)." [It is true that it has been
generally held that the meaning of "angle" is tacitly extended in VI. 33, but
there is no real ground for this view. See the note on the proposition.]

It will be observed that, following his usual habit, Euclid omits the
demonstration of the case which some editors, e.g. Clavius, have thought it
necessary to give separately, the case namely where one of the lines forming
the angle in the segment passes through the centre. Euclid's proof gives so
obviously the means of proving this that it is properly left out.

Todhunter observes, what Clavius had also remarked, that there are two
assumptions in the proof of III. 20, namely that, if A is double of Band C
double of D, then the sum, or difference, of A and C is equal to double the
sum, or difference, of Band D respectively, the assumptions being particular
cases of v. I and v. 5. But of course it is easy to satisfy ourselves of the
correctness of the assumption without any recourse to Book v.

PROPOSITION 2 I.

E

c

A

Ina circle the angles in the same segment a1/'e equal to one
another.

Let ABCD be a circle, and Jet the angles BAD, BED
be angles in the same segment BAED;
I say that the angles BAD, BED are
equal to one another.

F or let the centre of the circle
ABCD be taken, and let it be F; let
BF, FD be joined.

N ow, since the angle BFD is at
the centre,

and the angle BAD at the circum
ference,

and they have the same circumference BCD as base,
therefore the angle BFD is double of the angle BAD. [III. 20)

For the same reason
the angle BFD is also double of the angle BED;

therefore the angle BAD is equal to the angle BED.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

Under the restriction that the "angle at the centre" used in III. 20 must
be less than two right angles, Euclid's proof of this proposition only applies
to the case of a segment greater than a semicircle, and the case of a segment
equal to or less than a semicircle has to be c.onsidered separately. The
simplest proof, of many, seems to be that of SImson.

H. E. II. 4
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"But, if the segment BAED be not greater than a semicircle, let BAD,
BED be angles in it: these also are equal to one
another.

Draw AF to the centre, and produce it to G, and
join GE.

Therefore the segment BADC is greater than a
semicircle, and the angles in it BA C, BEG are equal,
by the first case.

For the same reason, because CBED is greater
than a semicircle,

the angles CAD, CED are equal.
Therefore the whole angle BAD is equal to the whole angle BED."

\Ve can prove, by means of reductio ad absurdum, the important converse
of this proposition, namely that, if tlure be any two triangles on the sallie base
and on the same side of it, and 'witlz equal vertical angles, the circle passing
through the extremities of the base and the vertex of one triangle 'will pass
tlzrough tlze Zlertex of the other triangle also. That a circle can be thus
described about a triangle is clear from Euclid's construction in III. 9, which
shows how to draw a circle passing through any three points, though it is
in IV. 5 only that we have the problem stated. Now,
suppose a circle BA G drawn through the angular
points of a triangle BA G, and let BDC be another
triangle with the same base BG and on the same side
of it, and having its vertical angle D equal to the
angle A. Then shall the circle pass through D.

For, if it does not, it must pass through some point
E on BD Or on ED produced. If then EG be
joined, the angle BEC is equal to the angle BAG,
by III. 2 I, and therefore equal to the angle BDG.
Therefore an exterior angle of a triangle is equal to
the interior and opposite angle: which is impossible, by I. 16.

Therefore D lies on the circle BA C.
Similarly for any other triangle on the base BC and with vertical angle

equal to A. Thus, if any number of triangles be constructed on the same base
and on the same side of it, with equal zlertical angles, the vertices will all lie Oil

the circumference ofa segmmt ofa circle.

A useful theorem derivable from III. 2 I is given by Serenus (De sectione
coni, Props. 52, 53).

If ADB be any segment of a circle, and G be such a point on the
circumference that A C is equal to CB, and if
there be described with C as centre and radius
CA or GB the circle ARB, then, ADB being
any other angle in the segment A CB, and ED
being produced to meet the outer segment in
E, the sum of AD, DB is equal to BE.

If B C be produced to meet the outer
segment in F, and FA be joined,

CA, CB, CFare by hypothesis equal.
Therefore the angle FA C is equal to the

angle AFe.
Also, by III. 21, the angles A CR, ADB are equal;
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are equal to
[I.3 2J

therefore their supplements, the angles A CF, ADE, are equal.
Further, by III. 21, the angles AEB, AFB are equal.
Hence in the triangles A CF, ADE two angles are respectively equal;
therefore the third angles EAD, FA C are equal.
But the angle FA C is equal to the angle AFC, and therefore equal to the

angle AED.
Therefore the angles AED, EAD are equal, or the triangle DEA is

isosceles,
and AD is equal to DE.

Adding BD to both, we see that
BE is equal to the sum of AD and DB.

Now, BF being a diameter of the circle of which the outer segment is
a part,

BF is greater than BE;
therefore A C, CB are together greater than AD, DB.
And, generally, of all triangles on the same base and on the same side of it

which have equal vertical angles, the isosceles triangle is that which has the
greatest perimeter, and of tIle others that has the lesser perimeter 'Which is
further from being isosceles.

The theorem of Serenus gives us the means of solving the following
problem given in Todhunter's Euclid, p. 324.

To find a point £;1 the circumference of a given segmmt of a circle such that
tlze straigllt lines which join the point to tIle extremities of the straight line on
which the segment stands may be togetlter equal to a give1Z straight line (the
length of which is of course subject to limits).

Let A CBin the above figure be the given segment. Find, by bisecting
AB at right angles, a point C on it such that AC is equal to CB.

Then with centre C and radius CA or CB describe the segment of a
circle AHB on the same side of AB.

Lastly, with A or B as centre and radius equal to the given straight line
describe a circle. This circle will, if the given straight line be greater than
AB and less than twice A C, meet the outer segment in two points, and if we
join those points to the centre of the circle last drawn (whether A or B), the
joining straight lines will cut the inner segment in points satisfying the given
condition. If the given straight line be equal to twice A C, C is of course
the required point. If the given straight line be greater than twice A C, there
is no possible solution.

PROPOSITION 22.

The opposite angles of quadrilaterals Z1l circles are equal
to two right angles.

Let ABCD be a circle, and let ABCD be a quadrilateral
in it;
I say that the opposite angles are equal to two right angles.

Let A C, BD be joined.
Then, since in any triangle the three angles

two right angles,
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~
A B

the three angles CAB, ABC, BCA of the triangle ABC
are equal to two right angles.

But the angle CAB is equal to the
angle BDC, for they are in the same
segment BADC; [Ill.2IJ

and the angle A CB is equal to the angle
A DB, for they are in the same segment
ADCB;
therefore the whole angle ADC is equal 0

to the angles BA C, A CB.
Let the angle ABC be added to each;

therefore the angles ABC, BA C, A CB are equal to the
angles ABC, ADC.
But the angles ABC, BAC, ACB are equal to two right
angles;
therefore the angles ABC, ADC are also equal to two right
angles.

Similarly we can prove that the angles BAD, DCB are
also equal to two right angles.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

As Todhunter remarks, the converse of this proposition is true and very
important: if two opposite angles of a quadrilateral be together equal to two
right angles, a circle JlZay be circumscribed about the quadrilateral. vVe can, by
the method of III. 9, or by IV. 5, circumscribe a circle about the triangle
ABC; and we can then prove, by reductio ad absurdum, that the circle
passes through the fourth angular point D.

PROPOSITION 23.

On the same straig-ht line then cannot be constructed two
similar and unequal segments of c£rcles on the same side.

F or, if possible, on the same straight line A B let two
similar and unequal segments of circles
ACB, ADB be constructed on the same
side;
let A CD be drawn through, and let CB,
DB be joined.

Then, since the segment A CB IS

similar to the segment ADB,
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and similar segments of circles are those which admit equal
angles, [m. Def. r r]

the angle A CB is equal to the angle A DB, the exterior
to the interior: which is impossible. [1. r6]

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

1. cannot be constructed, au aWrTae~(JeT''-', the same phrase as in I. i.

Clavius and the other early editors point out that, while the words "on
the same side" in the enunciation are necessary for Euclid's proof, it is
equally true that neither can there be two similar and unequal segments on
opposite sides of the same straight line; this is at once made clear by causing
one of the segments to revolve round the base till it is on the same side with
the other.

Simson observes with reason that, while Euclid in the following proposition,
III. 24, thinks it necessary to dispose of the hypothesis that, if two similar
segments on equal bases are applied to one another with the bases coincident,
the segments cannot cut in any other point than the extremities of the base
(since otherwise two circles would cut one another in more points than two),
this remark is an equally necessary preliminary to III. 23, in order that we
may be justified in drawing the segments as being one inside the other.
Simson accordingly begins his proof of III. 23 thus:

"Then, because the circle A CB cuts the circle ADB in the two points
A, B, they cannot cut one another in any other point:

One of the segments must therefore fall within the other.
Let ACB fall within ADB and draw the straight line ACD, etc."
Simson has also substituted "not coinciding with one another" for

"unequal" in Euclid's enunciation.
Then in III. 24 Simson leaves out the words referring to the hypothesis

that the segment AEB when applied to the other CFD may be "otherwise
placed as CGD"; in fact, after stating that AB must coincide with CD, he
merely adds words quoting the result of Ill. 23: "Therefore, the straight line
AB coinciding with CD, the segment AEB must coincide with the segment
CFD, and is therefore equal to it."

PROPOSITION 24.

Similar segments of circles on equal straight lines are equal
to one another.

For let AEB, CFD be similar segments of circles on
equal straight lines AB, Cp;

5 I say that the segment AEE is equal to the segment CFD.
For, if the segment AEB be applied to CFD, and if the

point A be placed on C and the straight line AB on CD,
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the point B will also coincide with the point D, because
AB is equal to CD;

IO and, A B coinciding with CD,
the segment AEB will also coincide with CFD.

E

~
A B

F G

e:~
C D

For, if the straight line AB coincide with CD but the
segment AEB do not coincide with CFD,
it will either fall within it, or outside it ;

15 or it will fall awry, as CGD, and a circle cuts a circle at more
points than two: which is impossible. [III. IO]

Therefore, if the straight line AB be applied to CD, the
segment A EB will not fail to coincide with CFD also;

therefore it will coincide with it and will be equal to it.
20 Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

15. fall awry, 1I"apaAAa.~€L, the same word as used in the like case in I. 8. The word
implies that the applied figure will partly fall short of, and partly overlap, the figure to
which it is applied.

Compare the note on the last proposition. I have put a semicolon instead
of the comma which the Greek text has after "outside it," in order the better
to indicate that the inference "and a circle cuts a circle in more points than
two" only refers to the third hypothesis that the applied segment is "otherwise
placed (7rapaAAa~€L) as CGD." The first two hypotheses are disposed of by
a tacit reference to the preceding proposition III. 23.

PROPOSITION 25.

Given a segment 0/ a circle, to descrz'be the complete c£rcle
of which it is a segment.

Let ABC be the given segment of a circle;

thus it is required to describe the complete circle belonging
to the segment ABC, that is, of which it is a segment.

For let A C be bisected at D, let DB be drawn from the
point D at right angles to AC, and let AB be joined;
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the angle ABD is then greater than, equal to, or less
than the angle BAD.

First let it be greater;

and on the straight line BA, and at the point A on it, let
the angle BAE be constructed equal to
the angle ABD; let DB be drawn through
to E. and let EC be joined.

Then, since the angle ABE is equal to
the angle BA E,

the straight line EB is also equal to
EA. [1.6]

And, since AD is equal to DC,
and DE is common,

the two sides AD, DE are equal to the two sides CD, DE
respectively;

and the angle ADE is equal to the angle CDE, for each is
right;

therefore the base AE is equal to the base CEo

But AE was proved equal to BE;

therefore BE is also equal to CE;

therefore the three straight lines AE, EB, EC are equal to
one another.

Therefore the circle drawn with centre E and distance
one of the straight lines A E, EB, EC will also pass through
the remaining points and will have been completed. [III. 9J

Therefore, given a segment of a circle, the complete circle
has been described.

And it is manifest that the segment ABC is less than a
semicircle, because the centre E happens to be outside it.

Similarly, even if the angle ABD be equal to the angle
BAD,
AD being equal to each of the two BD, DC,

the three straight lines DA, DB, DC will
be equal to one another,

D will be the centre of the completed circle,

and A BC will clearly be a semicircle.
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But, if the angle ABD be less than the angle BAD,
and if we construct, on the straight line BA
and at the point A on it, an angle equal to
the angle ABD, the centre will fall on DB 8 A

within the segment ABC, and the segment
ABC will clearly be greater than a semi- B E

C

0

circle.
Therefore, given a segment of a circle,

the complete circle has been described.
Q. E. F.

1. to describe the complete circle, 1rp()l1avayprlif;aL rov KVKA()V, literally" to describe
the circle on to it. '

It will be remembered that Simson takes first the case in which the angles
ABD, BAD are equal to one another, and then takes the other two cases
together, telling us to "produce BD, if necessary." This is a little shorter
than Euclid's procedure, though Euclid does not repeat the proof of the first
case in giving the third, but only refers to it as equally applicable.

Campanus, Peletarius and others give the solution of this problem in
which we take two chords not parallel and bisect each at right angles by
straight lines, which must meet in the centre, since each contains the centre
and they only intersect in one point. Clavius, Billingsley, Barrow and others
give the rather simpler solution in which the two chords have one extremity
common (cf. Euclid's proofs of III. 9, IO). This method De Morgan favours,
and (as noted on III. I above) would make III. I, this proposition, and
IV. 5 all corollaries of the theorem that "the line which bisects a chord
perpendicularly must contain the centre." Mr H. M. Taylor practically
adopts this order and method, though he finds the centre of a circle by
means of any two non-parallel chords; but he finds the centre of the circle of
whicJt a given arc is a part (his proposition corresponding to III. 25) by
bisecting at right angles first the base and then the chord joining one extremity
of the base to the point in which the line bisecting the base at right angles
meets the circumference of the segment. Under De Morgan's alternative the
relation between Euclid III. I and the Porism to it would be reversed, and
Euclid's notion of a Porism or corollary would have to be considerably
extended.

If the problem is solved after the manner of IV. 5, it is still desirable to
state, as Euclid does, after proving AE, EB, EC to be all equal, that" the
circle drawn with centre E and distance one of the straight lines AE, EB,
EC will also pass through the remaining points of the segment " [III. 9J, in
order to show that part of the circle described actually coincides with the
given segment. This is not so clear if the centre is determined as the
intersection of the straight lines bisecting at right angles chords which join
pairs of jour different points.

PROPOSITION 26.

In equal czrcles equal angles stand on equal circumferences,
whether they stand at the centres or at the circumferences.
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Let ABC, DEF be equal circles, and in them let there
be equal angles, namely at the centres the angles BGC,
EHF, and at the circumferences the angles BA C, EDE;
I say that the circumference BKC is equal to the circum
ference ELF.

K L

For let BC, EE be joined.
Now, since the circles ABC, DEF are equal,

the radii are equal.
Thus the. two straight lines BG, GC are equal to the

two straight lines EH, HE;
and the angle at G is equal to the angle at H;

therefore the base BC is equal to the base EF. [I. 4J
And, since the angle at A is equal to the angle at D,
the segment BAC is similar to the segment EDE;

[m. Def. I I J
and they are upon equal straight lines.

But similar segments of circles on equal straight lines are
equal to one another; [III. 24J

therefore the segment BA C is equal to EDF.
But the whole circle ABC is also equal to the whole circle
DEE;
therefore the circumference BKC which remains is equal to
the circumference ELF.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

As in III. 2 I, if Euclid's proof is to cover all cases, it reqtJ.ires us to take
cognisance of "angles at the centre" which are equal to Or greater than two
right angles. Otherwise we must deal separately with the cases where the
angle at the circumference is equal to or greater than a right angle. The
case of an obtuse angle at the circumference can of course be reduced by
means of III. 22 to the case of an acute angle at the circumference i and, in
case the angle at the circumference is right, it is readily proved, by drawing
the radii to the vertex of the angle and to the other extremities of the lines
containing it, that the latter two radii are in a straight line, whence they make
equal bases in the two circles as in Euclid's proof.
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Lardner has another way of dealing with the right angle or obtuse angle
at the circumference. In either case, he says, "bisect them, and the halves
of them are equal, and it can be proved, as above, that the arcs upon which
these halves stand are equal, whence it follows that the arcs on which the
given angles stand are equal."

PROPOSITION 27.

ht equal circles a'Ngles standing on equal circumferences
are equal to one another, whether they stand at the centres or
at the circumferences.

For in equal circles ABC, DEF, on equal circumferences
BC, EF, let the angles BGC, EHF stand at the centres G,
H, and the angles BAC, EDF at the circumferences;
I say that the angle BGC is equal to the angle EHF,
and the angle BA C is equal to the angle EDF

For, if the angle BGC is unequal to the angle E1-£F,
one of them is greater.

Let the angle BGC be greater; and on the straight line BG,
and at the point G on it, let the angle BGK be constructed
equal to the angle EHF [r.23]

Now equal angles stand on equal circumferences, when
they are at the centres; [III. 26)

therefore the circumference BK is equal to the circum
ference EF

But EF is equal to BC;
therefore BK is also equal to BC, the less to the

greater: which is impossible.
Therefore the angle BGC is not unequal to the angle

EHF;
therefore it is equal to it.
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And the angle at A is half of the angle BGe,
and the angle at D half of the angle EHF; [III. 20]

therefore the angle at A is also equal to the angle at D.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

This proposition is the converse of the preceding one and the remarks
about the method of treating the different cases apply h~re also.

PROPOSITION 28.

In equal circles equal stra£ght l£nes cut off equal c£rcttm
/erences, the greater equal to the greater and tlze less to tlze
less.

Let ABC, DEF be equal circles, and in the circles let
AB, DE be equal straight lines cutting off A CB, DFE as
greater circumferences and A GB, D HE as lesser;
I say that the greater circumference A CB is equal to the
greater circumference DFE, and the less circumference A GB
to DHE.

G

F

H

For let the centres K, L of the circles be taken, and let
AK, KB, DL, LE be joined.

Now, since the circles are equal,
the radii are also equal;

therefore the two sides AK, KB are equal to the two
sides DL, LE;
and the base AB is equal to the base DE;

therefore the angle AKB is equal to the angle DLE.
[I. 8]

But equal angles stand on equal circumferences, when
they are at the centres; [III. 26]

therefore the circumference AGB is equal to DHE.
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And the whole circle ABC is also equal to the whole
circle DEF;
therefore the circumference A CB which remains is also equal
to the circumference DFE which remains.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

Euclid's proof does not in terms cover the particular case in which the
chord in one circle passes through its centre; but indeed this was scarcely
worth giving, as the proof can easily be supplied. Since the chord in one
circle passes through its centre, the chord in the second circle must also be a
diameter of that circle, for equal circles are those which have equal diameters,
and all other chords in any circle are less than its diameter LIll. ISJ; hence
the segments cut off in each circle are semicircles, and these must be equal
because the circles are equal.

PROPOSITION 29.

In equal circles equal c£rcumJerences are subtended ~Y equal
straight l£nes.

Let ABC, DEF be equal circles, and in them let equal
circumferences BGC, EHF be cut off; and let the straight
lines BC, EF be joined;
I say that BC is equal to EF.

A D

F or let the centres of the circles be taken, and let them
be K, L; let BK, KC, EL, LF be joined.

N ow, since the circumference BGC is equal to the
circumference EHF,

the angle BKC is also equal to the angle ELF. [III. 27J

And, since the circles ABC, DEF are equal,
the radii are also equal ;

therefore the two sides BK, KC are equal to the two sides
EL, LF; and they contain equal angles;

therefore the base BC is equal to the base EF. [1. 4J
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.
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The particular case of this converse of III. 28 in which the given arcs are
arcs of semicircles is even easier than the corresponding case of III. 28 itself.

The propositions III. 26-29 are of course equally true if the same circle
is taken instead of two equal circles.

PROPOSITION 30.

To bisect a g-iven circu11'iference.

Let ADB be the given circumference;

thus it is required to bisect the circumference ADB.
Let AB be joined and bisected at

C; from the point C let CD be drawn
at right angles to the straight line AB,
and let AD, DB be joined.

Then, since A C is equal to CB,
and CD is common,

the two sides A C, CD are equal to the two sides BC, CD;

and the angle A CD is equal to the angle BCD, for each is
right;

therefore the base AD is equal to the base DB. [r·4J

But equal straight lines cut off equal circumferences, the
greater equal to the greater, and the less to the less; [III. 281

and each of the circumferences AD, DB is less than a
semicircle;

therefore the circumference AD is equal to the circum
ference DB.

Therefore the given circumference has been bisected at
the point D.

Q. E. F.

PROPOSITION 3 I.

In a circle the angle in the semiC£rc!e zs right, that in a
greater segment less than a right angle, and that in a less
segment greater than a right angle; and further the angle of
the greater segment is greater than a right ang-Ie, and the angle
of the less segment less than a right angle.
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Let ABCD be a circle, let BC be its diameter, and E its
centre, and let BA, AC, AD, DC
be joined;
I say that the angle BA C in the F

semicircle BA C is right,
the angle ABC in the segment ABC
greater than the semicircle is less
than a right angle,
and the angle ADC in the segment
ADC less than the semicircle is
greater than a right angle.

Let A E be joined, and let BA
be carried through to F.

Then, since BE is equal to EA,
the angle A BE is also equal to the angle BAE. [I. 5]
Again, since CE is equal to EA,
the angle A CE is also equal to the angle CAE. [I. 5]
Therefore the whole angle BA C is equal to the two angles

ABC, ACB.
But the angle PAC exterior to the triangle ABC is also

equal to the two angles ABC, ACB; [1. 3 2 ]

therefore the angle BA C is also equal to the angle FA C ;
therefore each is right; [1. Def. 10]
therefore the angle BA C in the semicircle BA C is right.

Next, since in the triangle ABC the two angles ABC,
B A C are less than two righ tangles, [I. 17]

and the angle BA C is a right angle,
the angle A BC is less than a right angle;

and it is the angle in the segment ABC greater than the
semicircle.

Next, since ABCD is a quadrilateral in a circle,
and the opposite angles of quadrilaterals in circles are equal
to two right angles, [m. 22]
while the angle ABC is less than a right angle,
therefore the angle ADC which remains is greater than a
right angle;
and it is the angle in the segment ADC less than the semi
circle.
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PROPOSITION 31

I say further that the angle of the greater segment, namely
that contained by the circumference ABC and the straight
line A C, is greater than a right angle;
and the angle of the less segment, namely that contained by
the circumference ADC and the straight line A C, is less than
a right angle.

This is at once manifest.
For, since the angle contained by the straight lines BA, AC
is right,

the angle contained by the circumference ABC and the
straight line A C is greater than a right angle.

Again, since the angle contained by the straight lines
A C, A F is right,

the angle contained by the straight line CA and the
circumference ADC is less than a right angle.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

As already stated, this proposition is immediately deducible from Ill. 20 if
that theorem is extended so as to include the case where the segment is equal
to or less than a semicircle, and where consequently the" angle at the centre"
is equal to two right angles or greater than two right angles respectively.

There are indications in Aristotle that the proof of the first part of the
theorem in use before Euclid's time proceeded on different lines. Two
passages of Aristotle refer to the proposition that the angle in a semicircle
is a right angle. The first passage is A !lat. Post. II. II, 94 a 28: "Why is
the angle in a semicircle a right angle? Or what makes it a right angle?
(TLVO<; Ol/TO<; op{j~,o) Suppose A to be a right angle, B half of two right
angles, C the angle in a semicircle. Then B is the cause of A, the right
angle, being an attribute of C, the angle in the semicircle. For B is equal to
A, and C to B; for C is half of two right angles. Therefore it is in virtue of
B being half of two right angles that A is an attribute of C; and the latter
means the fact that the angle in a semicircle is right." Now this passage
by itself would be consistent with a proof like Euclid's or the alternative
interpolated proof next to be mentioned. But the second passage throws a
different light on the subject. This is 1l1etapll. r05 I a 26: "Why is the angle
in a semicircle a right angle invariably (KaeOAOV)? Because, if there be three
straight !ines, two form/ilg the base, alld the tllird set up at right aJlgtes at its
middle poillt, the fact is obvious by simple inspection to anyone who knows
the property referred to" (EKE~VO is the property that the angles of a triangle
are together equal to two right angles, mentioned two
lines before). That is to say, the angle at the middle
point of the circumference of the semicircle was taken
and proved, by means of the two isosceles right-angled
triangles, to be the sum of two angles each equal to
one-fourth of the sum of the angles of the large triangle
in the figure, or of two right angles; and the proof
must have been completed by means of the theorem of Ill. 21 (that angles
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in the same segment are equal), which Euclid's more general proof does
not need.

In the Greek texts before that of August there is an alternative proof
that the angle BA C (in a semicircle) is right. August and Heiberg relegate
it to an Appendix.

"Since the angle AEC is double of the angle BAE (for it is equal to the
two interior and opposite angles), while the angle AEB is also double of the
angle EAC,

the angles AEB, AEC are double of the angle BAC.
But the angles AEB, AEC are equal to two right angles;

therefore the angle BA C is right."

Lardner gives a slightly different proof of the second part of the theorem.
If ABC be a segment greater than a semicircle,

draw the diameter AD, and join CD, CA. 8

Then, in the triangle A CD, the angle A CD is right @
(being the angle in a semicircle) ;

therefore the angle ADC is acute. A 0
0

But the angle ADC is equal to the angle ABC in
the same segment;

therefore the angle ABC is acute.

Euclid's references in this proposition to the angle oj a segment greater
or less than a semicircle respectively seem, like the part of III. r6 relating to
the angle oj a semicircle, to be a survival of ancient controversies and not to
be put in deliberately as being an essential part of elementary geometry. Cf.
the notes on III. Def. 7 and III. 16.

The corollary ordinarily attached to this proposition is omitted by Heiberg
as an interpolation of date later than Theon. It is to this effect: "From
this it is manifest that, if one angle of a triangle be equal to the other two,
the first angle is right because the exterior angle to it is also equal to the
same angles, and if the adjacent angles be equal, they are right." No doubt
the corollary is rightly suspected, because there is no necessity for it here, and
the words tJ7TEP (DEL Dii~aL come before it, not after it, as is usual with Euclid.
But, on the other hand, as the fact stated does appear in the proof of III. 31,
the Porism would be a Porism after the usual type, and I do not quite follow
Heiberg's argument that, "if Euclid had wished to add it, he ought to have
placed it after 1. 3z."

It has already been mentioned above (p. 44) that this proposition supplies
us with an alternative construction for the problem in III. 17 of drawing the
two tangents to a circle from an external point.

Two theorems of some historical interest which follow directly from III.- 3r
may be mentioned.

The first is a lemma of Pappus on "the B
24th problem" of the second Book of Apol- ~_
lonius' lost treatise on VdO'E!' (Pappus VII. E
p. 812) and is to this effect. If a circle, as
DEF, pass through D, the centre of a circle G
ABC, and if through F, the other point in
which the line of centres meets the circle A 0 C F
DEF, any straight line be drawn (and produced
if necessary) meeting the circle DEF in E and the circle ABC in B, G,
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t~en E is. t?e mi?dle I?oint of BG, For, if DE be joined, the angle DEF
(m a semIcIrcle) IS a rIght angle [m. 3 I J; and DE, being at right angles to
the chord BG of the circle ABC, also bisects it [III. 3].

The second is a proposition in the Liber Assumptorum, attributed (no
doubt erroneously as regards much of it) to Archimedes, which has reached
us through the Arabic (Archimedes, ed. Heiberg, II. pp. 439-440 ),

.If two chords AB, CD in a circle intersect at right angles in a point 0,
then the sum oj the squares Oil AO, BO, CO, DO is equal to the square on the
diameter.

For draw the diameter CE, and join A C, CB, AD, BE.

o

Then the angle CA 0 is equal to the angle GEB. (This follows, in the
first figure, from III. 21 and, in the second, from I. 13 and III. 22.) Also the
angle COA, being right, is equal to the angle CBE which, being the angle in a
semicircle, is also right [m. 3 I].

Therefore the triangles AOC, EBC have two angles equal respectively;
whence the third angles A CO, ECB are equal. (In the second figure the
angle ACO is, by I. 13 and III. 22, equal to the angle ABD, and therefore
the angles ABD, ECB are equal.)

Therefore, in both figures, the arcs AD, BE, and consequently the chords
AD, BE subtended by them, are equal. [III. 26, 29J

N ow the squares on A 0, DO are equal to the square on AD [r. 4-7J, that
is, to the square on BE.

And the squares on CO, BO are equal to the square on BC.
Therefore, by addition, the squares onAO, BO, CO, DO are equal to the

squares on EB, BC, i.e. to the square on CEo [r.47J

PROPOSITION 32.

If a straz'ght lz'ne touch a circle, and fi?0172 the POz'llt of
contact there be drati..'n across, in the circle, a straight line
cutting the cz'rcle, the angles wkich it makes with the tangent
will be equal to the angles in the alternate segments 0/ the
circle.

For let a straight line EF touch the circle ABeD at
the point B, and from the point B let there be drawn across,
in the circle ABeD, a straight line BD cutting it;
I say that the angles which BD makes with the tangent EF
will be equal to the angles in the alternate segments of the

H. E. II. 5
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F

A

E

circle, that is, that the angle FBD is equal to the angle
constructed in the segment BAD, and the angle EBD is
equal to the angle constructed in the
segment DCB.

For let BA be drawn from B at
right angles to EF,
let a point C be taken at random on
the circumference BD,
and let AD, DC, CB be joined.

Then, since a straight line EF
touches the circle ABCD at B,
and BA has been drawn from the point
of contact at right angles to the tangent,
the centre of the circle ABCD is on BA.

Therefore BA is a diameter of the circle ABCD ;
therefore the angle ADB, being an angle in a semicircle,

is right. [III. 3 rJ
Therefore the remaining angles BAD, ABD are equal to

one right angle. [r. 32J
But the angle ABF is also right; . -

therefore the angle ABF is equal to the angles BAD, ABD.
Let the angle ABD be subtracted from each;

therefore the angle DBF which remains is equal to the angle
BAD in the alternate segment of the circle.

Next, since ABCD is a quadrilateral in a circle,
its opposite angles are equal to two right angles. [III. 22J

But the angles DBF, DBE are also equal to two right
angles;
therefore the angles DBF, DBE are equal to the angles
BAD,BCD,

of which the angle BAD was proved equal to the angle
DBF;

therefore the angle DBE which remains is equal to the
angle DCB in the alternate segment DCB of the circle.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

The converse of this theorem is true, namely that, .Ij a straight lint
draWll through one extremity of a chord of a circle make with that chord
angles equal respectively to the angles in the alternate segments of the circle,
the straight line so drawn touches the circle.
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This can, as Camerer 'and Todhunter remark, be proved indirectly; or we
may prove it, with Clavius, directly. Let BD be the given chord, and let EF
be drawn through B so that it makes with BD angles equal to the angles in
the alternate segments of the circle respectively.

. Let BA be the diameter through B, and let C be any point on the
CIrcumference of the segment DCB which does not contain A. Join AD,
DC, CB.

Then, since, by hypothesis, the angle FED is equal to the angle BAD,
let the angle ABD be added to both;

therefore the angle ABFis equal to the angles ABD, BAD.
But the angle BDA, being the angle in a semicircle, is a right angle;
therefore the remaining angles ABD, BAD in the triangle ABD are

equal to a right angle.
Therefore the angle ABFis right;

hence, since BA is the diameter through B,
EFtouches the circle at B. [III. 16, Par.]

Pappus assumes in one place (IV. p. 196) the consequence of this
proposition that, If two circles touch, any straight line drawn through the point
of contact and terminated by both circles cuts off segments in eaclz which are
respective/;' similar. Pappus also shows how to prove this (VIr. p. 826) by
drawing the common tangent at the point of contact and using this proposition,
III. 32.

PROPOSITION 33.

01t a g-iveJt straight line to .describe .~ segment of a circle
adm£tting an angle equal to a gwen reetz/meal angle.

Let AB be the given straight line, and the angle at C the
given rectilineal angle;
thus it is required to describe
on the given straight line
AB a segment of a circle ad-
mitting an angle equal to the "-
angle at C. ~c

The angle at C is then
acute, or right, or obtuse.

First let it be acute, E

and, as in the first figure, on
the straight line AB, and at the point A, let the angle BAD
be constructed equal to the angle at C;

therefore the angle BAD is also acute.
Let A'E be drawn at right angles to DA, let AB be

5-2
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bisected at F, let FG be drawn from the point F at right
ancrles to AB, and let GB be joined.

I::>

Then, since A F is equal to FB,
and FG is common,

the two sides AF, FG are equal to the two sides BF, FG;
and the angle AFG is equal to the angle BFG;

therefore the base A G is equal to the base BG. [r.4]
Therefore the circle described with centre G and distance

GA will pass through B also.
Let it be drawn, and let it be ABE;

let EB be joined.
Now, since AD is drawn from A, the extremity of the

diameter A E, at right angles to A E,
therefore AD touches the circle ABE. [III. 16, Por.]

Since then a straight line AD touches the circle ABE,
and from the point of contact at A a straight line AB is
drawn across in the circle ABE,

the angle DAB is equal to the angle AEB in the alternate
segment of the circle. [m. 32]

But the angle DAB is equal to the angle at C;
therefore the angle at C is also equal to the angle AEB.

Therefore on the given straight line AB the segment
AEB of a circle has been described admitting the angle AEB
equal to the given angle, the angle at C.

Next let the angle at C be right;

~c

B

and let it be again required to describe on AB a segment
of a circle admitting an angle equal to the right angle at C.

Let the angle BAD be constructed equal to the ricrht
angle at C, as is the case in the second figure; I::>
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8

let AB be bisected at F, and with centre F and distance
either FA or FB let the circle AEB be described.

Therefore the straight line AD touches the circle ABE,
because the angle at A is right. [m. 16, Por.J

And the angle BAD is equal to the angle in the segment
AEB, for the latter too is itself a right angle, being an
angle in a semicircle. [m. 3 I J

But the angle BAD is also equal to the angle at C.
Therefore the angle AEB is also equal to the angle at C.
Therefore again the segment AEB of a circle has been

described on AB admitting an angle equal to the angle at C.
N ext, let the angle at C be obtuse;

A 0

E

and on the straight line AB, and at the point A, let the
angle BAD be constructed equal to it, as is the case in the
third figure;
let AE be drawn at right angles to AD, let AB be again
bisected at F, let FG be drawn at right angles to AB, and
let GB be Joined.

Then, since AF is again equal to FB,
and FG is common,

the two sides AF, FG are equal to the two sides BF, FG;
and the angle AFG is equal to the angle BFG;

therefore the base A G is equal to the base BG'. [r. 4J
Therefore the circle described with centre G and distance

GA will pass through B also; let it so pass, as AEB.
Now, since AD is drawn at right angles to the diameter

AE from its extremity,
AD touches the circle AEB. Em. 16, Por.J

And AB has been drawn across from the point of contact
at A;

therefore the angle BAD is equal to the angle constructed
in the alternate segment AHB of the circle. [m·3 2 J
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But the ancrle BAD is equal to the angle at C.
Therefore fhe angle in the segment AHB is also equal to

the angle at C.
Therefore on the given straight line AB the segment

AHB of a circle has been described admitting an angle equal
to the angle at C.

Q. E. F.

Simson remarks truly that the first and third cases, those namely in which
the given angle is acute and obtuse respectively, have exactly the same
construction and demonstration, so that there is no advantage in repeating
them. Accordingly he deals with the cases as one, merely drawing two
different figures. It is also true, as Simson says, that the demonstration of
the second case in which the gi\'en angle is a right angle" is done in a round
about way," whereas, as Clavius showed, the problem can be more easily
solved by merely bisecting AB and describing a semicircle on it. A glance
at Euclid's figure and proof will however show a more curious fact, namely
that he does not, in the proof of the second case, use the angle in the
alternate segment, as he does in the other two cases. He might have done so
after proving that AD touches the circle; this would only have required his
point E to be placed on the side of AB opposite to D. Instead of this, he
uses III. 31, and proves that the angle AEB is equal to the angle C, because
the former is an angle in a semicircle, and is therefore a right angle as Cis.

The difference of procedure is no doubt owing to the fact that he has not,
in III. 32, distinguished the case in which the cutting and touching straight
lines are at right angles, i.e. in which the two alternate segments are semicircles.
To prove this case would also have required III. 3 I, so that nothing would
have been gained by stating it separately in III. 32 and then quoting the
result as part of III. 32, instead of referring directly to III. 31.

It is assumed in Euclid's proof of the first and third cases that AE and
FG will meet; but of course there is no difficulty in satisfying ourselves
of this.

PROPOSITION 34;

From a given circle to cut off a segment admitting an angle
equal to a give1l reclzlz"neal angle.

Let ABC be the given circle, and the angle at D the
given rectilineal angle;
thus.it.is required to cut off from the circle ABC a segment
admittIng an angle equal to the given rectilineal angle, the
angle at D.

Let .EFb.e drawn touching ABC at the point B, and on
the straight lIne FB, and at the point B on it, let the angle
FBC be CO?structed equal to the angle at D. Cr. 23]

Then, SInce a straight line EF tQuche5! the circle ABC,
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and BC has been drawn across from the point of contact
atB,
the angle FBC is equal to the angle constructed in the alternate
segment BA C. [m. 32J

C

But the angle FBC is equal to the angle at D;
therefore the angle in the segment BA C is equal to the

angle at D.
Therefore from the given circle ABC the segment BA C

has been cut off admitting an angle equal to the given recti
lineal angle, the angle at D.

Q. E. F.

An alternative construction here would be to make an "angle at the
centre" (in the extended sense, if necessary) double of the given angle; and,
if the given angle is right, it is only necessary to draw a diameter of the circle.

PROPOSITION 35.

If in a cz"rcle two straight lines cut one another, the
rectangle contained by the segments of the one £s equal to the
rectangle contained by the segments ofthe other.

For in the circle ABCD let the two straight lines A C,
BD cut one another at the point E ;
I say that the rectangle contained by AE,
EC is equal to the rectangle contained by
DE,EB.

Ifnow A C, BDare through the centre, Ol---~---ID

so that E is the centre of the circle ABCD,
it is manifest that, AE, EC, DE, EB
being equal,
the rectangle contained by AE, EC is also equal to the
rectangle contained by DE, EB.
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.it also bisects it; [lIT. 3J
therefore A G is equal to Gc.

Since, then, the straight line A C has been cut into equal
parts at G and into unequal parts at E,
the rectangle contained by A E, EC together with the square
on EG is equal to the square on GC; [II. 5J

Let the square on GF be added;
therefore the rectangle AE, EC together with the squares
on GE, GF is equal to the squares on CG, GF.

But the square on FE is equal to the squares on EG, GF,
and the square on FC is equal to the squares on CG, GF;

[I. 47J
therefore the rectangle AE, EC together with the square

on FE is equal to the square on FC.
And FC is equal to FB;

therefore the rectangle A E, EC together with the square on
EF is equal to the square on FB.

F or the same reason, also,
the rectangle DE, EB together with the square on FE is
equal to the square on FE.

But the rectangle AE, EC together with the square on
FE was also proved equal to the square on FB;
therefore the rectangle AE, EC together with the square on
FE is equal to the rectangle DE, EB together with the
square on FE.

Let the square on FE be subtracted from each;
therefore the rectangle contained by AE, EC which remams
is equal to the rectangle contained by DE, EB.

Therefore etc.

N ext let A C, DB not be through the centre;
let the centre of ABCD be taken, and
let it be F;
from F let FG, FH be drawn perpen
dicular to the straight lines A C, DB,
and let '.FB, FC, FE be joined.

Then, since a straight line GF
through the centre cuts a straight line
A C not through the centre at right
angles,

Q. E, D.
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In addition to the two cases in Euclid's text, Simson (following Campanus)
giYes two intermediate cases, namely (I) that in which one chord passes through
the centre and bise<:ts the. other which does not pass through the centre at right.
angles, and (2) that 111" whlch one passes through the centre and cuts the other
which does not pass through the centre but not at right angles. Simson then
reduces Euclid's second case, the most general one, to the second of the two
intermediate cases by drawing the diameter through E. His Jaote is as
follows: "As the 25th and 33rd propositions are divided into more cases,
so this 35th is divided into fewer cases than are necessary. Nor can it be
supposed that Euclid omitted them because they are easy j as he has given
the case which by far is the easiest of them all, viz. that in which both the
straight lines pass through the centre: And in the following proposition he
separately demonstrates the case in which the straight line passes through the
centre, and that in which it does not pass through the centre: So that it
seems Theon, or some other, has thought them too long to insert: But cases
that require different demonstrations should not be left out in the Elements,
as was before taken notice of: These cases are in the translation from the
Arabic and are now put into the text." Notwithstanding the ingenuity of the
argument based on the separate mention by Euclid of the simplest case of
all, I think the conclusion that Euclid himself gave four cases is unsafe j in
fact, in giving the simplest and most difficult cases only, he seems to be
following quite consistently his habit of avoiding too great multiplicity of cases,
while not ignoring their existence.

The deduction from the next proposition (III. 36) which Simson, following
Clavius and others, gives as a corollary to it, namely that, .1ffrom any point
without a circ!e there be drawn two straight lines cutting it, the rectangles
contained by the whole lines and the parts of them without the circle are equal to
one another, can of course be combined with III. 35 in one enunciation.

As remarked by Todhunter, a large portion of the proofs of III. 35, 36
amounts to proving' the proposition, If allY point be taken on the base, or ti,e
base produced, of an isosceles triangle, the rectangle contained by the segmmts of
the base (i.e. the respective distances oj the ends of the base from the point) is
equal to the difference between the square on the straight lz'ne joining the point to
the vertex and the square on one of the equal sides of the triangle. This is of
course an immediate consequence of I. 47 combined with II. 5 or II. 6.

The converse of III. 35 and Simson's corollary to III. 36 may be stated
thus. .1f two straight lines AB, CD, produced if necessary, intersect at 0, and if
the rectangle AO, OB be equal to tl1£ rectangle CO, OD, the circulllfirmce oj a
circle will pass through the four points A, B, C, D. The proof is indirect.
We describe a circle through three of the points, as A, B, C (by the method
used in' Euclid's proofs of III. 9, IO), and then we prove, by the aid of III. 35
and the corollary to III. 36, that the circle cannot but pass through D also.

PROPOSITION 36.

.if a jJOZ1zt be taken outside a circle a'nd from it there fall
on the circle two straight lines, and if one of them cut the
circle and the other touch it, the rectangle contained by the
whole of the s/1"aij[ht line which cuts the cz'rcle and the straight
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line -intercepted on it outside between the point and the convex
circumfere1lce will be equal to the square on the taugen!..

For let a point D be taken outside the circle ABC,
and from D let the two straight lines DCA,
DB fall on the circle ABC; let DCA cut
the circle ABC and let BD touch it;
I say that the rectangle contained by AD,
DC is equal to the square on DB.

Then DCA is either through the centre
or not through the centre.

First let it be through the centre, and 0

let F be the centre of the circle ABC;
let FB be joined;

therefore the angle FBD is right. [m. 18]

And, since A C has been bisected at F, and CD is added
to it,
the rectangle AD, DC together with the square on FC is
equal to the square on FD. [II. 6]

But FC is equal to FB;
therefore the rectangle AD, DC together with the square on
FB is equal to the square on FD.

And the squares on FB, BD are equal to the square on
FD; [r. 47]
therefore the rectangle AD, DC together with the square on
FB is equal to the squares on FB, BD.

Let the square on F B be subtracted from each;
therefore the rectangle AD, DC which remains is equal to
the square on the tangent DB.

Again, let DCA not be through the centre of the circle
ABC;
let the centre E be taken, and from E
let EF be drawn perpendicular to AC;
let EB, EC, ED be joined.

Then the angle EBD is right.
[m. 18]

And, since a straight line EF 0

through the centre cuts a straight line
A C not through the centre at right angles,

it also bisects it ; [III. 3]
therefore AF is equal to FC.
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N ow" since the straight line A C has been bisected at the
poihtF, anciCD is added to it,
the rectangle contained by AD, DC together with the square
on FC is equal to the square on FD. [II. 6]

Let the square on, FE be added to each;
therefore the rectangle AD, DC together with the squares
on CF, FE is equal to the sq~ares on FD, FE.

But the square on EC is equal to the squares on CF, FE;
for the angle EFC is right; [1.471
and the square on ED is equal to the squares on DF, FE ;
therefore the rectangle AD, DC together with the square on
EC is equal to the square on ED.

And EC is equal to EB;
therefore thetettangle AD, DC together with the square on
EB is equal to the square on ED.

. . But the squares on EB, ED are equal to the square on
ED, for the angle EBD is right; [1.47]

therefore the rectangle AD, DC together with the square on
EBis equal to the squares on EB, BD.

Let the square on EB be subtracted from each;
therefore the rectaQ.gle AD, DC which remains is equal to
the square on DB.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

C£ note on the preceding proposition. Observe that, whereas it would
be natural with us to prove first tha:t, if A is an external point, and two
straight lines AEB, APC cut the circle in E, Band F, C respectively, the
rectangle EA, AE is equal to the rectangle CA, AF, and thence that, the
tangent from A being a straight line like AEB in its limiting positiolZ whm
E and B coincide, either rectangle is equal to the square on the tangent
(cf. Mr H. M. Taylor,. p.. 253), Euclid and the Greek geometers generally did
not allow themselves to infer the truth of a proposition in a limiting case
directly from the general case including it, but preferred a separate proof of
the limiting case (cf. Apollolliusoj Perga, p. 4°,139-140). This accounts for
the form of III. 36.

PROPOSITION 37.

If a joint be taken outside a circle and from the joint
then fallon the ci1-cle two straight lines, if one of them cut
{he circle, and the other .fallon it, and if further the rect
angle cOJztained -0' the whole of the straight line 'U1hichcuts
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Q. E. D.

But the angle DEF is right;
therefore the angle DBF is also right.

And FB produced is a diameter;
and the straight line drawn at right angles to the diameter
of a circle, from its extremity, touches the circle; [m. 16, Por.J

therefore DB touches the circle.
Similarly this can be proved to be the case even if the

centre be on A C.
Therefore etc.

the circle atld the straight line intercepted on it outside
betweelt the point a1zd tile convex circumference be equal to
the square on the straight litze which falls 01t the circle, the
straight Nne which falls 01Z it will touch the circle.

For let a point D be taken outside the circle ABC;
from D let the two straight lines
DCA, DB fall on the circle ACB;
let DCA cut the circle and DB
fall on it; and let the rectangle AD,
DC be equal to the square on DB.

I say that DB touches the circle
ABC.

For let DE be drawn touching
ABC; let the centre of the circle ABC be taken, and let it
be F; let FE, FB, FD be joined.

Thus the angle FED is right. [III. 18]
Now, since DE touches the circle ABC, and DCA cuts it,

the rectangle AD, DC is equal to the square on DE. [m. 36]
But the rectangle AD, DC was also equal to the square

onDB;
therefore the square on DE is equal to the square on DB;

therefore DE is equal to DB.
And FE is equal to FB;

therefore the two sides DE, EF are equal to the two sides
DB,BF;
and FD is the common base of the triangles;

therefore the angle DEF is equal to the angle DBF.
[J. 8J

De Morgan observes that there is here the same defect as in I. 48, i.e. an
apparent avoidance of indirect demonstration by drawing the tangent DE on
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the opposite side of DF from DB. The case is similar to the appm"mtly
direct proof which Campanus gave. He drew the straight line from D
passing through the centre, and then (without drawing a second tangent)
proved by the aid of II. 6 that the square on DF is equal to the sum of the
squares on DB, BFj whence (by I. 48) the angle DBF is a right angle.
But this proof uses I. 48, the very proposition to which De Morgan's original
remark relates.

The undisguised indirect proof is easy. If DB does not touch the circle,
it must cut it if produced, and it follows that the square on DB must be
equal to the rectangle contained by DB and a longer line: which is absurd.
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DEFINITIONS.

I. A rectilineal figure is said to be inscribed in a
rectilineal figure when the respective angles of the
inscribed figure lie on the respective sides of that in which
it is inscribed.

2. Similarly a figure is said to be circumscribed about
a figure when the respective sides of the circumscribed
figure pass through the respective angles of that about which
it is circumscribed.

3. A rectilineal figure is said to be inscribed in a
circle when each angle of the inscribed figure lies on the
circumference of the circle.

4. A rectilineal figure is said to be circumscribed
about a circle, when each side of the circumscribed figure
touches the circumference of the circle.

5. Similarly a circle is said to be inscribed in a figure
when the circumference of the circle touches each side of the
figure in which it is inscribed.

6. A circle is said to be circumscribed about a figure
when the circumference of the circle passes through each
angle of the figure about which it is circumscribed.

7- A straight line is said to be fitted into a circle when
its extremities are on the circumference of the circle.

DEFINITIONS 1-7.

I append, as usual, the Greek text of the definitions.

I. ~X~JLa dlJVypaJLJLov Ei., uxfiJLa ~vevypaJLJLov EyypJ.¢~u()aL AEyn-at, (hav
EKclUT1J TWV TOV Eyypa¢oJLivov UX~JLaTo" ywVtWV EKG.UT1J., 7rA~VpaS TOV, Ei., 8
Eyypa.¢~Tat, d.7rT1]Tat.
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2. ~x!Jf-LU OE 0f-L0{wr; 7rEP! Ux!Jf-LU 7rEpLypt5.¢EUfJUL >"tyETUL, OTUV ~Ka(J'T1] 7rAEVPd.
TOl! 7r£PLYPU¢Of-Ltvov lKaUT'¥}, ywv{a, TOl!, 7rEpl. () 7rEpLypa¢ETaL, a7rT'¥)TaL.

3. ~X{jf-LU £Mvypaf-Lf-Lov dc; KVKAOV lyypa¢Eu()aL AtyETUL, oTav ~KQ.UT'¥) ywv{a
TOl! lyyparpof-Ltvov dll'T'¥)TaL T{j, TOV KUKAov 7rEPl¢EpE{a,.

4· ~X'r7f-La OE dlluypaf-Lp.ov 7rEP/. KVKAOV 7rEpLyparpEcrBaL AtyETaL, dTav €KQ.UT'¥)
7rA£VPa. TOV 7rEpLypU¢Ofttvov l¢a1M"1]TaL T{j, TOU KVKAov 7rEpL¢Epdas.

5· KVKAO, OE El, ux-qp.a /:'f-Lo{w, £yypa¢EuBuL AtyETat, oTav -rj TOV KUKAov
7rEpLrptpELa €Ka.UT'¥}C; 7rAevpa, TOU, £1c; () lyypa.¢rraL, d1l"T'¥)Tat.

6. KVKAO, OE 7rEpl. ux{jp..a 7rEpLypa.¢£crBaL AtyETaL, dTav.q TOU KUKAOIJ 7rEpLrptpELa
€KaUTT'f' ywv{a, TOU, r.Epl. (; 7rEplypaep£TaL, Q7rT'¥}TaL.

7. EVBE'a El, KUKAOV (Vapf-L6~EuBaL At.yETUL, oTav Td. 7rtpuTa atJTfj, l7r! Tii,
7rEpLrpEpE{a, i7 TOU KVKAov.

In the first two definitions an English translation, if it is to be clear, must
depart slightly from the exact words used in the Greek, where" each side" of
one figure is said to pass through "each angle" of another, or "each angle"
(i.e. angular point) of one lies on "each side" of another (lKauT1J 1TAevpa,. , , )EKUUTT'f yWVLa .

It is also necessary, in the five definitions I, 2, 3, 5 and 6, to translate
the same Greek word Q7rT'¥}TaL in three different ways. It was observed on
Ill. Def. 2 that the usual meaning of d:rrTEu{)aL in Euclid is to meet, in contra
distinction to €epa1rTEcrBaL, which means to touch. Exceptionally, as in Def. 5',
a..rrTEuBul has the meaning of touch. But two new meanings of the word appear,
the first being to lie on, as in Deff. I and 3, the second to pass through, as in
Deff. 2 and 6; "each angle" lies on (a7rTETaL) a side or on a circle, and
"each side," or a circle, passes through (a7rT£TaL) an angle or "each angle."
The first meaning of lying Oil is exemplified in the phrase of Pappus alftETaL TO
UfJf-LE/.OV ()tUEL OEOOf-LtV'¥), EMda" "will lie on a straight line given in position";
the meaning of passi7zg through seems to be much rarer (I have not seen it in
Archimedes or Pappus), but, as pointed out on III. Def. 2, Aristotle uses the
compound €rpa1rTEU8aL in' this sense.

Simson proposed to read €rprl.1rT'¥)TaL in the case (Def. 5) where a1M'TJTaL
means toucltcs. He made the like suggestion as regards the Greek text of III.

I I, 12, 13, 18, 19; in the first four of these cases there seems to be MS.

authority. fOJ; the compound verb, aod in the fifth Heiberg adopts Simson's
correction.
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PROl'OSITION I.

I1zto a given circle to fit a straight line equal to a given
straight line which is not greater than the diameter of the
circle.

Let ABC be the given circle, and D the given straight
line not greater than the diameter
of the circle; 0

thus it is required to fit into the
circle ABC a straight line equal
to the straight line D. sl------I---'l

.Let a diameter BC of the
circle ABC be drawn.

Then, if BC is equal to D,
that which was enjoined will have
been done; for Be has been fitted into the circle ABC equal
to the straight line D.

But, if BC is greater than D,
let CE be made equal to D, and with centre C and distance
CE let the circle EAF be described;

let CA be joined.
Then, since the point C is the centre of the circle EAF,

CA is equal to CEo

But CE is equal to D ;
therefore D is also equal to CA.

Therefore into the given circle ABC there has been fitted
CA equal to the given straight line D.

Q. E. F.
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B

K

Of this problem as it stands there are of course an infinite number of
solutions; and, if a particular point be chosen as one extremity of the chord
to be "fitted in," there are two solutions. More difficult cases of "fitting
into" a circle a chord of given length are arrived at by adding some further
condition, e.g. (I) that the chord is to be parallel to a given straight line, or
(2) that the chord, produced if necessary, shall pass through a given point.
The former problem is solved by Pappus (m. p. 132); instead of drawing the
chord as a tangent to a circle concentric with the given circle and having as
radius a straight line the square on which is equal to the difference between
the squares on the radius of the given circle and on half the given length, he
merely draws the diameter of the circle which is parallel to the given direction,
measures from the centre along it in each direction a length equal to half the
given length, and then draws, on one side of the diameter, perpendiculars to it
through the two points so determined. ,

The second problem of drawing a chord of given length, being less than
the diameter of the circle, and passing through a given point, is more
important as having been one of the problems discussed by Apollonius in his
work entitled vw(m~, now lost. Pappus states the problem thus (VII. p. 67 0 ):

"A circle being given in position, to fit into it a straight line given in
magnitude and verging (vEvoucrav) towards a given (point)." To do this we
have only to place any chord .HK in the given
circle (with centre 0) equal to the given length,
take L the middle point of it, with 0 as centre and
OL as radius describe a circle, and lastly through
the given point C draw a tangent to this circle
meeting the given circle in A, B. AB is then one H
of two chords which can be drawn satisfying the
given conditions, if C is outside the inner circle; if
C is on the inner circle, there is one soluti~n only;
and, if C is within the inner circle, there is no
solution. Thus, if C is within the outer (given)
circle besides the condition that the given length must not be greater than the
diam~ter of the circle, there is another necessary condition of the possibility
of a solution, viz. that the given length must not be less than double of the
straight line the square on which is equal to the difference J:letween the squa~es

(I) on the radius of the given circle and (2) on the distance between Its
centre and the given point.

PROPOSITION 2.

H. E. II.

In a giv81Z circle to inscribe a triangle equiangular wzzh a
given triangle.

Let ABC be the given circle, and DEF the gIven
triangle;
thus it is required to inscribe in the circle ABC a triangle
equiangular with the triangle DEF.

Let GHbe drawn touching the circle ABCat A [m. 16,Por.];

6
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on the straight line AH, and at the point A on it, let the
angle HAC be constructed equal to the angle DEF,
and on the straight line A G, and at the point A on it, let
the angle GAB be constructed equal to the angle DFE;

[1. 23]
let BC be joined.

E

\)'
o

Then, since a straight line AH touches the circle ABC,
and from the point of contact at A the straight line A C is
drawn across in the circle,
therefore the angle HAC is equal to the angle ABC in the
alternate segment of the circle. (m. 32 ]

But the angle HAC is equal to the angle DEF;
therefore the angle ABC is also equal to the angle DEF

F or the same reason
the angle A CB is also equal to the angle DFE ;

therefore the remaining angle BA C is also equal to the
remaining angle EDF. (1.3 2 ]

Therefore in the given circle there has been inscribed a
triangle equiangular with the given triangle. Q. E. F.

Here again, since any point on the circle may be taken as an angular
point of the triangle, there are an infinite number of solutions. Even when a
particular point has been chosen to form one angular point, the required
triangle may be constructed in six ways. For anyone of the three angles
may be placed at the point; and, whichever is placed there, the positions of
the two others relatively to it may be interchanged. The sides of the triangle
will, in all the different solutions, be of the same length respectively; only
their relative positions will be different.

This problem can of course be reduced (as it was by Borelli) to III. 34,
namely the problem of cutting off from a given circle a segment containing an
angle equal to a given angle. It can also be solved by the alternative method
applicable to III. 34 of drawing" angles at the centre" equal to double the
angles of the given triangle respectively; and by this method we can easily
solve this problem, or Ill. 34, with the further condition that one side of the
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required triangle, or the base of the required segment, respectively, shall be
parallel to a given straight line.

As a particular case, we can, by the method of this proposition, describe
an equilateral triangle in any circle after we have first constructed any
equilateral triangle by the aid of 1. I. The possibility of this is assumed in
IV. 16. It is of course equivalent to dividing the circumference of a circle
into three equal parts. As De Morgan says, the idea of dividing a revolution
into equal parts should be kept prominent in considering Book IV.; this
aspect of the construction of regular polygons is obvious enough, and the
reason why the division of the circle into tl/ree equal parts is not given by
Euclid is that it happens to be as easy to divide the circle into three parts
which are in the ratio of the angles of any triangle as to divide it into three
equal parts.

PROPOSITION 3:

A bout a given circle to circumscribe a triangle equiangular
with a given triangle.

Let ABC be the given circle, and DEF the given
triangle;

5 thus it is required to circumscribe about the circle ABC a
triangle equiangular "'lith the triangle DEF.

l

Let EF be produced In both directions to the points
G,H,
let the centre K of the circle ABC be taken [m. r], and let

IO the straight line KB be drawn across at random;
on the straight line KB, and at the point K on it, let the
angle BKA be constructed equal to the angle DEG,
and the angle BKC equal to the angle DFH; [1. 23]

and through the points A, B, C let LAM, MBN, j\/CL be
15 drawn touching the circle ABC. [III. r6, Por.]

Now, since LM, MN, NL touch the circle ABC at the
points A, B, C,
and KA, KB, KC have been joined from the centre K to
the points A, B, C,

6-2
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to the
[I. 32J

is equiangular with the
circumscribed about the

20 therefore the angles at the points A, B, C are right. [III.I8J
And, since the four angles of the quadrilateral AMBK

are equal to four right angles, inasmuch as AMBK is in fact
divisible into two triangles,

and the angles KAM, I(BM are right,
25 therefore the remaining angles AKB, AMB are equal to two

right angles.
But the angles DEG, DEF are also equal to two right

angles; [1. 13J

therefore the angles Al(B, AMB are equal to the angles
30DEG, DEF,

of which the angle AKB is equal to the angle DEG;
therefore the angle AMB which remains is equal to the

angle DEF which remains.
Similarly it can be proved that the angle LNB is also

35 equal to the angle DFE;
therefore the remaining angle M LN is equal

angle EDF.
Therefore the triangle LMN

triangle DEF; and it has been
40 circle ABC.

Therefore about a: given circle there has been circum
scribed a triangle equiangular with the given triangle.

Q. E. F.

10. at random, literally" as it may chance," ws ;§nx€v. The same expression is used
in III. I and commonly.

12. is in fact divisible, Kat OLatp€ZTaL, literally" is acti,ally divided."

The remarks as to the number of ways in which Prop. 2 can be solved
apply here also.

Euclid leaves us to satisfy ourselves that the three tangents 10ill meet and
form a triangle. This follows easily from the fact that each of the angles
AKB, BKC, CKA is less than two right angles. The first two are so by
construction, being the supplements of two angles of the given triangle re
spectively, and, since all three angles round K are together equal to four
right angles, it follows that the third, the angle AKC, is equal to the sum
of the two angles E, F of the triangle, i.e. to the supplement of the angle D,
and is therefore less than two right angles.

Peletarius and Borelli gave an alternative solution, first inscribing a triangle
equiangular to the given triangle, by IV. 2, and then drawing tangents to the
circle parallel to the sides of the inscribed triangle respectively. This method
will of course give two solutions, since two tangents can be drawn parallel to
each of the sides of the inscribed triangle.

If the three pairs of parallel tangents be drawn and produced far enough,
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they :-vill f?rm eight triangles,. two. of which are the triangles cirallllscribed to
the cIrcle 10 the manne: reqmred 10 th~ proposition. The other six triangles
are so related to the cIrcle that the cIrcle touches two of the sides in each
produced, i.e. the circle is an escribed circle to each of the six triangles.

PROPOSITION 4.

hz a given triangle to inscribe a circle.

Let ABC be the given triangle;
thus it is required to inscribe a circle in the triangle ABC.

Let the angles ABC, A CB
5 be bisected by the straight lines A
BD, CD [r. 9], and let these meet
one another at the point D ;
from D let DE, DF, DG be
drawn perpendicular to thestraight

10 lines AB, BC, CA.
Now, since the angle ABD B

is equal to the angle CBD,
and the right angle BED is also equal to the right angle
BFD,

IS EBD, FBD are two triangles having two angles equal to two
angles and one side equal to one side, namely that subtending
one of the equal angles, which is ED common to the
triangles;

therefore they will also have the remaining' sides equal to
20 the remaining sides; [I. 26]

therefore DE is equal to DF.
F or the same reason

DG is also equal to DE.
Therefore the three straight lines DE, DF, DG are equal

25 to one another;
therefore the circle described with centre D and distance

one of the straight lines DE, DF, DG wiIl pass also
through the remaining points, and will touch the straight
lines AB, BC, CA, because the angles at the points E, F, G

30 are right.
For, if it cuts them, the straight line drawn at right angles

to the diameter of the circle from its extremity will be found
to faU within the circle: which was proved absurd; [m. 16]
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therefore the circle described with centre D and distance
35 one of the straight lines DE, DF, DG will not cut the

straight lines A B, Be, CA ;
therefore it will touch them, and will be the circle inscribed

in the triangle ABC. [IV. Def. 5]

Let it be inscribed, as FGE.
40 Therefore in the given triangle ABC the circle EFG has

been inscribed.
Q. E. F.

~6, 3+. and distance one of the (straight lines D)E, (D)F, (D)G. The words
and letters here shown in brackets are put in to fill out the rather careless language of the
Greek. Here and in several other places in Book IV. Euclid says literally" and with distance
one of the (points) E, F, G" (KulliLarrrT;p.un €v, rwv E, Z, H) and the like. In one case (lV. 13)
he actually has" with distance one of the points G, H, K, L, M" (I5LarrrT;p.un €vl rwv H, e,
K, A, M fJ1JP.€£WlI). Heiberg notes" Graecam locutionem satis miram et negligentem," but,
in view of its frequent occurrence in good MSS., does not venture to correct it.

Euclid does not think it necessary to prove that BD, CD 'will meet; this
is indeed obvious, for the angles DBC, DCB are together half of the angles
ABC, ACB, which themselves are together less than two right angles, and
therefore the two bisectors of the angles B, C must meet, by Post. 5·

It follows from the proof of this proposition that, if the bisectors of two
angles B, C of a triangle meet in D, the line joining D to A also bisects the
third angle A, or the bisectors of the three angles of a triangle meet in
a point.

It will be observed that Euclid uses the indirect form of proof when
showing that the circle touches the three sides of the triangle. Simson proves
it directly, and points out that Euclid does the same in III. 17, 33 and 37,
whereas in IV. 8 and 13 as well as here he uses the indirect form. The
difference is unimportant, being one of form and not of substance; the
indirect proof refers back to Ill. 16, whereas the direct refers back to the
Porism to that proposition.

We may state this problem in the more general form: To describe a circle
touclzitlg three given straight lines 'Which do not all meet ill one point, and of
zv!z;ch not more than two are parallel.

In the case (I) where two of the straight lines are parallel and the third
cuts them, two pairs of interior angles are formed, one on each side of the
third straight line. If we bisect each of the interior angles on one side, the
bisectors will meet in a point, and this point will be the centre of a circle
which can be drawn touching each of the three straight Jines, its radius being
the perpendicular from the point on anyone of the three. Since the alternate
angles are equal, two equal circles can be drawn in this manner satisfying the
given condition.

In the case (2) where the three straight lines form a triangle, suppose each
straight line produced indefinitely. Then each straight line will make two
pairs of interior angles with the other two, one pair forming two angles of the
trian~le, and .the other p~ir ?eing their supplements. By bisecting each angle
of eIther paJr we obtam, 10 the manner of the proposition, two circles
satisfying the conditions, one of them being the inscribed circle of the triangle
and the other being a circle escribed to it, i.e. tQuching one side and the other
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two sides produced. Next, taking the pairs of interior angles formed by a
second side with the other two produced indefinitely, we get two circles
satisfying the conditions, one of which is the same inscribed circle that we had
before, while the other is a second escribed circle. Similarly with the third side.
Hence we have the inscribed circle, and three escribed circles (one opposite
each angle of the triangle), i.e. four circles in all, satisfying the conditions of
the problem.

It may perhaps not be inappropriate to give at this point Heron's elegant
proof of the formula for the area of a triangle in terms of the sides, which we
usually write thus:

6. =Js(s-a) (s-b) (s- c),

although it requires the theory of proportions and uses some ungeometrical
expressions, e.g. the product of two areas and the" side" of such a product,
where of course the areas are so many square units of length. The proof is
given in the Metrica, I. 8, and in the Dioptra, 30 (Heron, Vol. III., Teubner,
Ig03, pp. 20-24 and pp. 280-4, or Heron, ed. Hultsch, pp. 235-7)·

Suppose the sides of the triangle ABC to be given in length.
Inscribe the circle DEF, and let G be its centre.

A

C~:"'-_---=+4.:--~tn---UH

L

Join AG, BG, CG, DG, EG, FG.
Then BC. EG = 2 .6. BGC,

CA. FG= 2. 6. ACG,
AB. DG= 2. 6.ABG.

Therefore, by addition,
p. EG= 2. b.ABC,

where p is the perimeter.
Produce CB to H, so that BH= AD.
Then, since AD = AF, DB = BE, FC = eE,

CH=1P·
Hence CH. EG = 6. ABC.
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But CH. EGIS the "side" of the product CH2. E G2, that is
JCH2.EG'2;

therefore (6. ABC)2= CH2. EG 2
•

Draw GL at right angles to CG, and BL at right angles to CB, meeting
at L. Join CL.

Then, since each of the angles CGL, CBL is right, CGBL is a quadri
lateral in a circle.

Therefore the angles CGB, CLB are equal to two right angles.
Now the angles CGB, AGD are equal to two right angles, since AG, BG,

CG bisect the angles at G, and the angles CGB, A GD are equal to the
angles A Gc, DGB, while the sum of all four is equal to four right angles.

Therefore the angles A GD, CLB are equal.
So are the right angles ADG, CBL.
Therefore the triangles A GD, CLB are similar.
Hence BC:BL = AD:DG

=BH:EG,
and, alternately, CB: BH = BL: EG

=BK:KE,
whence, componendo, CH: HB = BE : EK

It follows that CH2: CH. HB = BE. EC: CE. EK
= BE .EC:EG2.

Therefore
(6.ABC)2= CH2.EG2= CH. HB. CE. EB

=!p (tp - BC) (~p-AB)(kp-AC).

PROPOSITION 5.

About a give11. triangle to circumscribe a circle.
Let ABC be the given tri,angle ;

thus it is required to circumscribe a circle about the given
triangle ABe.

A

Let the straight lines AB, A C be bisected at the points
D, E [I. 10], and from the points D, E let DF, EF be drawn
at right angles to AB, A C ;
they will then meet within the triangle ABC

l
Qr on the

straight line BC, or outside Be.
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First let them meet within at F, and let FB, FC, FA be
joined.

Then, since AD is equal to DB,
and DF is common and at right angles,
therefore the base AF is equal to the base FB. [1.4]

Similarly we can prove that
CF is also equal to AF;

so that F B is also equal to FC;
therefore the three straight lines FA, FB, FC are equal

to one another.
Therefore the circle described with centre F and distance

one of the straight lines FA, FB, FC will pass also through
the remaining points, and the circle will have been circum
scribed about the triangle ABC.

Let it be circumscribed, as ABC.
Next, let DF, EF meet on the straight line BC at F,

as is the case in the second figure; and let AF be joined.
Then, similarly, we shall prove that the point F is the

centre of the circle circumscribed about the triangle.ABC.
Again, let DF, EF meet outside the triangle ABC at F,

as is the case in the third figure, and let A F, BF, CF be
joined.

-Then again,'since AD is equal to DB,
and DF is common and at right angles,
therefore the base A.f' is equal to the base BE Cr. 4J

Similarly we can prove that
CF is also equal to AF;

so that BF is also equal to FC;
therefore the circle described with centre F and distance one
of the straight lines FA, FB, FC will pass also through
the remaining points, and will have been circumscribed about
the triangle ABC.

Therefore about the given triangle a circle has been
circumscribed.

Q. E. F.

And it is manifest that, when the centre of the circle falls
within the triangle, the angle BAC being in a segment
greater than the semicircle, is less than a right angle;
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when the centre falls on the straight line BC, the angle BA C,
being in a semicircle, is right;

and when the centre of the circle falls outside the triangle,
the angle BA C, being in a segment less than the semicircle,
is greater than a right angle. [m·3I]

Simson points out that Euclid does not prove that DE, EFwill meet, and
he inserts in the text the following argument to supply the omission.

" D.Jt; EF produced meet one another. For, if they do not meet, they
are parallel, wherefore AB, AC, which are at right angles to them, are
parallel [or, he should have added, in a straight line] : which is absurd."

This assumes, of course, that straight lines which are at right angles to two
parallels are themselves parallel; but this is an obvious deduction from 1. 28.

On the assumption that D.Jt; EF will meet Todhunter has this note: "It
has been proposed to show this in the following way: join DE; then the
angles EDFand DEFare together less than the angles ADF and AEF, that
is, they are together less than two right angles; and therefore DF and EF
will meet, by Axiom 12 [Post. 5]. This assumes that ADE and AED are
acute angles; it may, however, be easily shown that DE is parallel to BC, so
that the triangle ADE is equiangular to the triangle ABC; and we must
therefore select the two sides AB and AC such that ABC and ACB may be
acute angles."

This is, however, unsatisfactory. Euclid makes no such selection in III. 9
and III. 10, where the same assumption is tacitly made; and it is unnecessary,
because it is easy to prove that the straight lines DE, EFmeet in all cases,
by considering the different possibilities separately and drawing a separate
figure for each case.

Simson thinks that Euclid's demonstration had been spoiled by some
unskilful hand both because of the omission to prove that the perpendicular
bisectors meet, and because "without any reason he divides the proposition
into three cases, whereas one and the same construction and demonstration
serves for them all, as Campanus has observed." However, up to the usual
words o7r£p €on 7fOL7]UUt there seems to be no doubt about the text. Heiberg
suggests that Euclid gave separately the case where Ffalls on BC because, in
that case, only AF needs to be drawn and not BE, CF as well.

The addition, though given in Simson and the text-books as a "corollary,"
has no heading 7f6pLUJLU in the best MSS. ; it is an explanation like that which
is contained in the penultimate paragraph of III. 25.

The Greek text has a further addition, which is rejected by Heiberg as not
genuine, "So that, further, when the given angle happens to be less than a
right angle, DF, EF will fall within the triangle, when it is right, on BG~ and,
when it is greater than a right angle, outside B C: (being) what it was required
to do." Simson had already observed that the text here is vitiated" where
mention is made of a given angle, though there neither is, nor can be, any
thing in the proposition relating to a given angle."
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PROPOSITION 6.

[III. 3I]

[r. Def. 22J

A

c

BIE----+=---~O

Ina given circle to inscribe a square.

Let ABCD be the given circle;
thus it is required to inscribe a square in the circle ABCD.

Let two diameters A C, BD of the
circle ABCD be drawn at right angles
to one another, and let AB, BC, CD,
DA be joined.

Then; since BE IS equal to ED, for
E is the centre,
and EA is common and at right angles,
therefore the base AB is equal to the
base AD. [1. 4J

For the same reason
each of the straight lines BC, CD is also equal to each of
the straight lines AB, AD;

therefore the quadrilateral ABCD is equilateral.
I say next that it is also right-angled.
For, since the straight line BD is a diameter of the circle

ABCD, .
therefore BAD is a semicircle;

therefore the angle BAD is right.
F or the same reason

each of the angles ABC, BCD, CDA is also right;
therefore the quadrilateral ABCD is right-angled.
But it was also proved equilateral;

therefore it is a square;
and it has been inscribed in the circle ABCD.

Therefore in the given circle the square ABCD has been
inscribed.

Q. E. F.

Euclid here proceeds to consider problems corresponding to those in
Props. 2-5 with reference to figures of four or more sides, but with the
difference that, whereas he dealt with triangles of any form, he confines
himself henceforth to regular figures. It happened to be as easy to divide a
circle into three parts which are in the ratio of the angles, or of the supplements
of the angles, of a triangle as in to three equal parts. But, when it is required to
inscribe in a circle a figure equiangular to a given quadrilateral, this can only be
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done provided that the quadrilateral has either pair of opposite angles equal
to two right angles. Moreover, in this case, the problem may be solved in the
same way as that of IV. 2, i.e. by simply inscribing a triangle equiangular to one
of the triangles into which the quadrilateral is divided by either diagonal, and
then drawing on the side corresponding to the diagonal as base another
triangle equiangular to the other triangle contained in the quadrilateral. But
this is not the only solution; there are an infinite
number of other solutions in which the inscribed ----r8=___~
quadrilateral will, unlike that found by this particular
method, not be of the same form as the given quadri
lateral. For suppose ABGD to be the quadrilateral
inscribed in the' circle by the method .of IV. 2. Take
allY point B' on AB, join AB', and then make the
angle DAD' (measured towards A G) equal to the
angle RAB'. Join B'G, CD'. Then AB'GD' is also
equiangular to the given quadrilateral, but not of the
same form. Hence the problem is indeterminate in the case of the general
quadrilateraL It is equally so if the given quadrilateral is a rectangle; and it
is determinate only when the given quadrilateral is a square.

PROPOSITION 7.

F

K

[1. 28J

[III. 18J

A

c

E

G

H

A bout a give1t circle to circumscn'be a square.

Let ABCD be the given circle;

thus it is required to circumscribe a square about the circle
ABCD.

Let two diameters A C, BD of the
circle ABCD be drawn at right angles
to one another, and through the points
A, B, C, DIet FG, Gu,· HK, l~F be
drawn touching the circle ABeD.

[m. 16, Por.J
Then, since FG touches the circle

ABCD, .

and EA has been joined from the centre
E to the point of contact at A,

therefore the angles at A are right.
F or the same reason

the angles at the points B, C, D are also right.
Now, since the angle AEB is right,

and the angle EBG is also right,
therefore G1£ is parallel to A C.
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[I. 34]

·been

therefore the quadrilateral FGH K is equilateral.
I say next that it is also right-angled.
For, since GBEA is a parallelogram,

and the angle AEB is right,
therefore the angle A GB is also right.

Similarly we can prove that
the angles at H, K, F are also right.

Therefore FGHK is right-angled.
But it was also proved equilateral;

therefore it is a square;
and it has been circumscribed about the circle ABeD.

Therefore about the given circle a square has
circumscribed.

F or the same reason
A C is also parallel to FK,

so that GH is also parallel to FK.
Similarly we can prove that
each of the straight lines GF, HK is parallel to BED.
Therefore Gli, GC, AK, FB, BK are parallelograms;

therefore GF is equal to H K, and GH to FK. [I. 34]

And, since AC is equal to BD,
and AC is also equal to each of the straight lines GH; FK,

while BD is equal to each of the straio-ht lines GF Hl(
b "

[I. 34]

Q. E. F.

It is just as easy to describe about a given circle a polygon equi~ngular to
any given polygon as it is to describe a square about a given circle. We have
only to use the method of IV. 3, i.e. to take any radius of the circle; to
measure round th.e centre successive angles in one and the same direction
equal to the supplements of the successive angles of the given polygon and,
lastly, to draw tangents to .the circle at the extremities of the several radii so
determined; but again the polygon would in general not be of the same form
as the given one; it would only be so if the given polygon happened to' be
such that a circle could be inscribed in it. To take the case of a quadrilateral
only: it is easy to prove that, if a quadrilateral be described about a ci.rcle,
the sum of one pair of- opposite sides must be equal to the sum of the other
pair. It may be proved, conversely, that, if a quadrilateral has the sums of the
pairs of opposite sides equal, a circle can be inscribed in it. If then a given
quadrilateral has the sums of the pairs of opposite sides equal, a quadrilateral
can be described about any given circle not only equiangular with it but
having the same form or, in the words of Book vr., similar to it.
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PROPOSITION 8.

Ai---:::o=--E~:--_Dr

c

[1. 34]

G

HB

In a given square to -il'lScribe a circle.
Let ABCD be the given square;

thus it is required to inscribe a circle In the given square
ABCD.

Let the straight lines AD, AB be
bisected at the points E, F respectively

[I. 10],
through E let EH be drawn parallel
to either AB or CD, and through
F let FK be drawn parallel to either
AD or BC; [1. 31]

therefore each of the figures A K, KB,
AH, ·HD, A G, GC, BG, GD is a parallelogram,
and their opposite sides are evidently equal.

Now, since AD is equal to AB,
and AE is half of AD, and AF half of AB,

therefore A E is equal to A F,
so that the opposite sides are also equal;

therefore FG is equal to GE.
Similarly we can prove that each of the straight lines GH,

GK is equal to each of the straight lines FG, GE ;
therefore the four straight lines GE, GF, Gil, GI<{ are

equal to one another.
Therefore the circle described with centre G and distance

one of the straight lines GE, GF, GH, Gl<{ will pass also
through the remaining points.

And it will touch the straight lines AB, BC, CD, DA,
because the angles at E, F, H, K are right.

For, if the circle cuts AB, BC, CD, DA, the straight
line drawn at right angles to the diameter of the circle from
its extremity will fall within the circle: which was proved
absurd; [m. 16]

therefore the circle described with centre G and distance
one of the straight lines GE, GF, GH, GK will not cut
the straight lines AB, BC, CD, DA.

Therefore it will touch them, and will have been inscribed
in the square ABCD.

Therefore in the given square a circle has been inscribed.
Q. E. F.
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As. was re~arked in the last note, a circle can be inscribed in any
quadrz'!ateral wh.lch has the sum of one pair of opposite sides equal to the sum
of the other pair. In particular, it follows that a circle can be inscribed in a
square or a rhombus, but not in a rectangle or a rhomboid.

[1. 8J

A

c

PROPOSITION g.

A bout a given square to circumscribe a circle.

Let ABCD be the given square;
thus it is required to circumscribe a circle about the square
ABCD. .

F or let A C, BD be joined, and let them
cut one another at E.

Then, since DA is equal to AB,
and A C is common,
therefore the two sides DA, AC are equal
to the two sides BA, A C ;
and the base DC is equal to the base B C ;

therefore the angle DA C is equal to
the angle BA C.

Therefore the angle DAB is bisected by A C.
Similarly we can prove that each of the angles ABC,

BCD, CDA is bisected by the straight lines A C, DB.
Now, since the angle DAB is equal to the angle ABC,

and the angle EAB is half the angle DAB,
and the angle EBA half the angle ABC,
therefore the angle EAB .is also equal to the angle EBA ;
so that the side EA is also equal to EB. [I. 6]

Similarly we can prove that each of the straight lines
EA, EB is equal to each of the straight lihes EC, ED.

Therefore the four straight lines EA, EB, EC, ED are
equal to one another.

Therefore the circle described with centre E and distance
one of the straight lines EA, EB, EC, ED will pass also
through the remaining points;
and it will have been circumscribed about the square ABCD.

Let it be circumscribed, as ABCD.
Therefore about the given square a circle h~s been

circumscribed.
Q. E. F.
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PROPOSITION 10.

[IV. 10

A

To constnut alZ isosceles triattgle having each of the angles
at the base double of the remaiNing one.

Let any straight line AB be set out, and let it be cut at
the point C so that the rectangle
contained by AB, BC is equal to
the square on CA; [n. IIJ
with centre A and distance AB let
the circle BDE be described,

and let there be fitted in the circle
BDE the straight line BD equal to
the straight line A C which is not
greater than the diameter of the
circle BDE. [IV. IJ

Let AD, DC be joined, and let
the circle A CD be circumscribed about the triangle A CD.

[IV. 5J
Then, since the rectangle AB, BC is equal to the square

onAC,

and Ac; is e~ual to BD,

therefore the rectangle AB, BC is equal to the square on BD.

And, since a point B has been taken outside the circle
A CD,
and from B the two straight lines BA, BD have fallen on
the circle A CD, and one of them cuts it, while the other falls
on it,

and the rectangle AB, BC is equal to the square on BD,
thereforeBD touches the circle A CD. [III. 37J
Since, then, BD touches it, and DC is drawn across

from the point of contact at D,
therefore the angle BDC is equal to the angle DA C 'in the
,,!-lternate segment of the circle. [III. 3 2J

Since, then, the angle BDC is equal to the angle DA C,
l.et the angle CDA be added to each;

therefore the whole angle BDA is equal to the two angles
CDA, DAC.
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But the exterior angle BCD is equal to the angles CDA,
DAC; [I. 32]
therefore the angle BDA is also equal to the angle BCD.

But the angle BDA is equal to the angle CBD, since the
side AD is also equal to AB; [1.5]

so that the angle DBA is also equal to the angle BCD.
Therefore the three angles BDA, DBA, BCD are equal

to one another.
And, since the angle DBC is equal to the angle BCD,

the side BD is also equal to the side DC. [1. 6]
But BD is by hypothesis equal to CA ;

therefore CA is also equal to CD,
so that the angle CDA is also equal to the angle DAC;

[I. 5]
therefore the angles CDA, DAC are double of the angleDAC.

But the angle BCD is equal to the angles CDA, DA C;
therefore the angle BCD is also double of the angle CAD.

. But the angle BCD is equal to each of the angles BDA,
DBA;
therefore each of the angles BDA, DBA is also double of
the angle DAB.

Therefore the isosceles triangle ABD has been constructed
having each of the angles at the base DB double of the
remaining one.

Q. E. F.

There is every reason to conclude that the connexion of the triangle
constructed in this proposition with the regular pentagon, and the construction
of the triangle itself, were the discovery of the Pythagoreans. In the first
place the Scholium IV. No.2 (Heiberg, Vol. V. p. 273) says "this Book is the
discovery of the Pythagoreans." Secondly, the summary in Proclus (p. 65,20)
says that Pythagoras discovered "the construction of the cosmic figures,"
by which must be understood the five regular solids. This is confirmed by
the fragment of Philolaus (Boeckh, p. r60 sqq.) which speaks of the "five
bodies in the sphere," and by the statement of Iamblichus (Vit. Pytlt. c. 18,
s. 88) that Hippasus, a Pythagorean, was said to have been drowned for the
impiety of claiming the credit of inscribing in a sphere the figure made of the
twelve pentagons, whereas the whole wa.. HIS discovery (J.KEtVOV TaU dvBp6~);

"for it is thus they speak of Pythagoras, and they do not call him by his
name." Cantor has (la, pp. 176 sqq.) collected notices which help us to form
an idea how the discovery of the Euclidean construction for a regular
pentagon may have been arrived at by the Pythagoreans.

Plato puts into the mouth of Timaeus a description of the formation from

H. E. II. 7
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right-angled triangles of the figures which are the faces of the first four regular
solids. The face of the cube is the square which is formed from isosceles
right-angled triangles by placing four of these triangles contiguously so that
the four right angles are in contact at the centre. The
equilateral triangle, however, which is the form of the faces of~
the tetrahedron, the octahedron and the icosahedron, cannot
be constructed from isosceles right-angled triangles, but is
constructed from a particular scalene right-angled triangle
which Timaeus (54 A, B) regards as the most beautiful of all
scalene right-angled triangles, namely that in which the square on one of the
sides about the right angle is three times the square on the other. This is, of
course, the triangle forming half of an equilateral triangle bisected by the
perpendicular from one angular point on the opposite side. The Platonic
Timaeus does not construct his equilateral triangle from two such triangles
but from six, by placing the latter contiguously round a
point so that the hypotenuses and the smaller of the sides ~
about the right angles respectively adjoin, and all of them
meet at the common centre, as shown in the figure
(Timaelts, 54 D, E.). The probability that this exposition .
was Pythagorean is confirmed by the independent testimony
of Proclus (pp. 304-5), who attributes to the Pythagoreans
the theorem that six equilateral triangles, or three 'hexagons, or four squares,
placed contiguously with one angular point of each at a common point, will
just fill up the four right angles round that point, and that no other regular
polygons in any numbers have this property.

How then would it be proposed to split up into triangles, or to make up
out of triangles, the face of the remaining solid, the dodecahedron? It would
easily be seen that the pentagon could not be constructed by means of the
two right-angled triangles which were used for constructing the square and the
equilateral triangle respectively. But attempts would naturally be made to
split up the pentagon into elementary triangles, and traces of such attempts
are actually forthcoming. Plutarch has in two passages spoken of the division
of the faces of the dodecahedron into triangles, remarking in one place
(Quaest. Platon. v. I) that each of the twelve faces is made up of 30 elemen-

tary ~calene triangles, so that, taken together, they give 360 such triangles,
and m another (De difeetu oraculoru1ll, c. 33) that the elementary triangle of
the dodecahedron must be different from that of the tetrahedron, octahedron
~nd icos~hedron. Another writer Gf the 2nd cent., Alcinous, has, in his
lDtroductlon to the study of Plato (De doctrina Platonis, c. II), spoken
similarly of the 360 elements which are produced when everyone of the
pentagons is divided into 5 isosceles triangles, and each of the latter into
? ~calene. triangles. Now, if we proceed to draw lines in a pentagon separating
It mto thIS num ber of small triangles as shown in the above figure, the figure
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which stands out most prominently in the mass of lines is the" star-pentagon,"
as drawn separately, which then (if the consecutive corners be joined) suggests
the drawing, as part of a pentagon, of a triangle of a definite character. Now
we are expressly told by Lucian and the scholiast to the Clouds of Aristophanes
(see Bretschneider, pp. 85-86) that the triple interwoven triangle, the penta
gram (TO Tpt7rAOVV Tp{ywvov, TO St' a.AArfAwv, TO r.evrrf.ypap.p.ov), was used by the
Pythagoreans as a symbol of recognition between the members of the same
school (crop.f3eAIf r.po. T01l. op.oo6~ov<; lxpWVTO), and was called by them Health.
There seems to be therefore no room for doubt that the construction of a
pentagon by means of an isosceles triangle having each of its base angles
double of the vertical angle was due to the Pythagoreans.

The construction of this triangle depends upon II. I I, or the problem of
dividing a straight line so that the rectangle contained by the whole and one
of the parts is equal to the square on the other part. This problem of course
appears again in Eucl. VI. 30 as the problem of cutting a given straight line in
extreme and mean ratio, i.e. the problem of the golden section, which is no
doubt "the section" referred to in the passage of the summary given by
Proclus (p_ 67, 6) which says that Eudoxus "greatly added to the number
of the theorems which Plato originated regarding the section." This idea that
Plato began the study of the" golden section" as a subject in itself is not in
the least inconsistent with the supposition that the problem of Eucl. II. I I was
solved by the Pythagoreans. The very fact that Euclid places it among other
propositions which are clearly Pythagorean in origin is significant, as is also
the fact that its solution is effected by "applying to a straight line a rectangle
equal to a given square and exceeding by a square," while Proclus says plainly
(p. 4 I 9, 15) that, according to Eudemus, "the application of areas, their
exceeding and their falling short, are ancient and discoveries of the Muse of
the Pythagoreans."

We may suppose the construction of IV. 10 to have been arrived at by
analysis somewhat as follows (Todhunter's Euclid, p. 325).

Suppose the problem solved, i.e. let ABD be an isosceles triangle having
each of its base angles double of the vertical angle.

Bisect the angle ADB by the straight line DC meeting AB in C. [I. 9J
Therefore the angle BDC is equal to the angle BAD; and the angle

CDA is also equal to the angle BAD,
so that DC is equal to CA.

Again, since, in the triangles BCD, BDA,
the angle BDC is equal to the angle BAD,

and the angle B is common,
the third angle BCD is equal to the third angle BDA, and therefore to

the angle DBC.
Therefore DC is equal to DB.
Now, if a circle be described about the triangle ACD [IV. 5J, since the

angle BDC is equal to the angle in the segment CAD,
BD must touch the circle [by the converse of III. 32 easily proved from it

by reductio ad absurdumJ.
Hence [m. 36] the square all BD and therefore the square 011 CD, or

A C, is equal to the rectangle AB, B C.
Thus the problem is reduced to that of cutting AB at C so that the

rectangle AB, BC is equal to the square on A C. [u. II]
7-2
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B~E ~
~

When this is done, we have only to draw a circle with centre A and radius
AB and place in it a chord BD equal in le?gth to A C. [IV. I]

Since each of the angles ABD, ADB IS double of the angle BAD, the
latter is equal to one-fifth of the sum of all three, i.e. is one-fifth of two right
angles, or two-fifths of a right angle, and each of the base angles is four-fifths
of a right angle.

If we bisect the angle BAD, we obtain an angle equal to one-fifth of a
right angle, so that the proposition enables us to divide a right angle into jive
equalparts.

It will be observed that BD is the side of a regular decagon inscribed in
the larger circle.

Produs, as remarked above (Vol. 1. p. 130), gives IV. 10 as an instance in
which two of the six formal divisions of a proposition, the setting-out and the
"definition," are left out, and explains that they are unnecessary because
there is no datum in the enunciation. This is however no more than formally
true, because Eudid does begin his proposition by setting out "any straight
line AB," and he constructs an isosceles triangle having AB for one of its
equal sides, i.e. he does practically imply a datum in the enunciation, and a
corresponding setting-out and "definition" in the proposition itself.

PROPOSITION I I.

In a given circle to £nscribe an equilateral and equ£angular
pentagon.

Let ABCDE be the given circle;
thus it is required to inscribe in the circle ABCDE an eqUI
lateral and equiangular pentagon.

Let the isosceles triangle FGH
be set out having each of the angles
at G, H double of the angle at F;

[IV. 10J

let there be inscribed in the circle
ABCDE the triangle A CD equi
angular with the triangle FGH, so
that the angle CAD is equal to the angle at F and the angles
at G, H respectively equal to the angles A CD, CDA; [IV. 2]
therefore each of the angles A CD, CDA is also double of the
angle CAD.

Now let the angles ACD, CDA be bisected respectively
by the straight lines CE, DB [I. 9], and let AB, BC, DE, EA
be joined.

Then, since each of the angles A CD, CDA is double of
the angle CAD,
and they have been bisected by the straight lines CE, DB,
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therefore the five angles DAC, ACE, ECD, CDB, BDA
are equal to one another.

But equal angles stand on equal circumferences; [m. 26]

therefore the five circumferences AB, BC, CD, DE, EA are
equal to one another.

. But equal circumferences are subtended by equal straight
hnes ; [m. 29]

therefore the five straight lines AB, BC, CD, DE, EA are
equal to one another;

therefore the pentagon ABCDE is equilateral.

I say next that it is also equiangular.
For, since the circumference AB is equal to the Circum

ference DE, let BCD be added to each;

therefore the whole circumference ABCD is equal to the
whole circumference EDCB.

And the angle AED stands on the circumference ABCD,
and the angle BAE on the circumference EDCB;

therefore the angle BAE is also equal to the angle AED.
[m. 27]

F or the same reason

each of the angles ABC, BCD, CDE is also equal to each
of the angles BAE, AED;

therefore the pentagon ABCDE is equiangular.

But it was also proved equilateral;

therefore in the given circle an equilateral and eqUI
angular pentagon has been inscribed.

Q. E. F.

De Morgan remarks that." the method of IV. I I is not so natural as
making a direct use of the angle obtained in the last." On the other hand,
if we look at the figure and notice that it shows the whole of the pmtagram
star except one line (that connecting B and E), I think we shall conclude
that the method is nearer to that used by the Pythagoreans, and therefore of
much more historical interest.

Another method would of course be to use IV. 10 to describe a decagon in
the circle, and then to join any vertex to the next altemat(;) one, the latt(;)r to
the next alternate one, and so on.
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Mr H. M. Taylor gives "a complete geometrical construction for 111

scribing a regular decagon or pentagon in a given circle," as follows.
"Find 0 the centre.
Draw two diameters A OC, BOD at right

angles to one another.
Bisect OD in E.
Draw AE and cut off EF equal to OE.
Place round the circle ten chords equal

to AF.
These chords will be the sides of a regular

decagon. Draw the chords joining five alternate
vertices of the decagon; they will be the sides
of a regular pentagon."

The construction is of course only a com
bination of those in II. I I and IV. I; and the
proof would have to follow that in IV. 10.

PROPOSITION 12.

M

[m. 18]

G

A bout a g-iven c£rcle to c£rcumscr£be an equzlateral and
equiangular pentagon.

Let ABCDE be the given circle;
thus it is required to circumscribe an equilateral and eqUI
angular pentagon about the circle
ABCDE.

Let A, B, C, D, E be conceived to
be the angular points of the inscribed
pentagon, so that the circumferences H

AB, BC, CD, DE, EA are equal;
[IV. II]

through A, B, C, D, E let GH, HK,
KL, LM, MG be drawn touching the
circle; [III. 16, Por.]

let the centre F of the circle ABCDE be taken [m. I], and
let FB, FK, FC, FL, FD be joined.

Then, since the straight line KL touches the circle ABCDE
at C,
and FC has been joined from the centre F to the point of
contact at C,

therefore FC is perpendicular to K L ;
therefore each of the angles at C is right.
For the same reason
the angles at the points B, D are also right.
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And, since the angle FCK is right,
therefore the square on FK is equal to the squares on FC, CK.

For the same reason [1. 47J
the square on FK is also equal to the squares on FB, BK;
so that the squares on FC, CK are equal to the squares

onPE, BK,
of which the square on FC is equal to the square on FB;

therefore the square on CK which remains is equal to the
square on BK.

Therefore BK is equal to CK
And, since FB is equal to FC,

and F K common,
the two sides BF, FK are equal to the two sides CF, FK ;

and the base BK equal to the base CK;
therefore the angle BFK is equal to the angle KFC, [r.8]
and the angle BKF to the angle FKe.

Therefore the angle BFC is double of the angle KFC,
and the angle EKC of the angle FKe.
F or the same reason
the angle CFD is also double of the angle CFL,
and the angle DLC of the angle FLe.
Now, since the circumference BC is equal to CD,

the angle BFC is also equal to the angle CFD. [m.27]

And the angle BFC is double of the angle KFC, and the
angle D FC of the angle LFC;

therefore the angle KFC is also equal to the angle LFe.
But the angle FCK is also equal to the angle FCL ;

therefore FKC, FLC are two triangles having two angles
equal to two angles and one side equal to one side, namely
FC which is common to them;
therefore they will also have the remaining sides equal to the
remaining sides, and the remaining angle to the remaining
angle; [1. 26J

therefore the straight line KC is equal to CL,
and the angle FKC to the angle FLe.

And, since KC is equal to CL ,
therefore KL is double of KC.
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F or the same reason it can be proved that
HK is also double of BK.

And BK is equal- to KC;
therefore H K is also equal to K L.
Similarly each of the straight lines HG, GM, ML can

also be proved equal to each of the straight lines H K, KL ;
therefore the pentagon GHKLM is equilateral.
I say next that it is also equiangular.
For, since the angle FKC is equal to the angle FLC,

and the angle HKL was proved double of the angle FKC,
and the angle KLM double of the angle FLC,

therefore the angle H KL is also equal to the angle KLM.
Similarly each of the angles KHG, HGM, GML can also

be proved equal to each of the angles H KL, KLM;
therefore the five angles GHK, HI{L, KLM, LMG, MGH
are equal to one another.

Therefore the pentagon GHKLM is equiangular.
And it was also proved equilateral; and it has been

circumscribed about the circle ABCDE.
Q. E. F.

De Morgan remarks that IV. 12, 13, 14 supply the place of the following:
Having given a regular jJolygon of any 7lumber of sides inscribed in a circle, to
describe the same about the circle" and, having given the polygon, to inscribe and
circumscribe a circle. For the method can be applied generally, as indeed
Euclid practically says in the Porism to IV. IS about the regular hexagon and
in the remark appended to IV. 16 about the regular fifteen-angled figure.

The conclusion of this proposition, "therefore about the given circle an
equilateral and equiangular pentagon has been circumscribed," is omitted in
the MSS.

PROPOSITION I3.

In a g';ven pentagon, which is equilateral and equiangular,
to inseyz'be a circle.

Let ABCDE be the given equilateral and equiangular
pentagon;
thus it is required to inscribe a circle in the pentagon
ABCDE.

For let the angles BCD, CDE be bisected by the
straight lines CF, DF respectively; and from the point F, at
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E

A.

B

which the straight lines CF, DF meet one another, let the
straight lines FB, FA, FE be joined.

Then, since BC is equal to CD,
and CF common,
the two sides BC, CF are equal to the
two sides DC, CF;
and" the angle BCF is equal to the
angle DCF;

therefore the base BF is equal
to the base D F,
and the triangle BCF is equal to the
triangle DCF,
and the remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles,
namely those which the equal sides subtend. [I. 4]

Therefore the angle CBF is equal to the angle CDF.
And, since the angle CDE is double of the angle CDF,

and the angle CDE is equal to the angle ABC,
while the angle CDF is equal to the angle CBF;
therefore the angle CBA is also double of the angle CBF;

therefore the angle ABF is equal to the angle FBC;
therefore the angle ABC has been bisected by the straight
line BF.

Similarly it can be proved that
the angles BAE, AED have also been bisected by the straight
lines FA, FE respectively.

Now let FC, FH, FK, FL, FMbe drawn from the point
F perpendicular to the straight lines AB, BC, CD, DE, EA.

Then, since the angle HCF is equal to the angle KCF,
and the right angle FHC is also equal to the angle FKC,
FRC, FKC are two triangles having two angles equal to two
angles and one side equal to one side, namely FC which is
common to them and subtends one of the equal angles;
therefore they will also have the remaining sides equal to the
remaining sides; [r. 26]

therefore the perpendicular FH is equal to the perpendicular
FK.

Similarly it can be proved that
each of the straight lines FL, FM, FC is also equal to each
of the straight lines FH, FK;
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A

therefore the five straight lines FG, FH, FK, FL, FM are
equal to one another.

Therefore the circle described with centre F and distance
.one of the straight lines FG, F H, FK, FL, F M will pass
also through the remaining points;

and it will touch the straight lines AB, BC, CD, DE, EA,
because the angles at the points G, H, K, L, M are right:

F or, if it does not touch them. but cuts them,

it will result that the straight line drawn at right angles to
the diameter of the circle from its extremity falls within the
circle: which was proved absurd. [m. 16J

Therefore the circle described with centre F and distance
one of the straight lines FG, FH, FK, FL, FM will not
cut the straight lines AB, BC, CD, DE, EA ;

therefore it will touch them.

Let it be described, as GHKLM.
Therefore in the given pentagon, which is equilateral and

equiangular, a circle has been inscribed.
Q. E. F.

PROPOSITION 14.

A bout a given pentagon, wh£cft is equzlateral and equi
angular, to circumscribe a circle.

Let ABCDE be the given pentagon, which is equilateral
and equiangular; .

thus it is required to circumscribe a circle
about the pentagon ABCDE.

Let the angles BCD, CDE be bisected
by the straight lines CF, DF respectively,
and from the point F, at which the straight
lines meet, let the straight lines FB, FA,
FE be joined to the points B, A, .E.

Then in manner similar to the pre
ceding it can be proved that the angles
CBA, BAE, AED have also been bisected by the straight
lines FB, FA, FE respectively.
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Now, since the angle BCD is equal to the angle CDE,
and the angle FCD is half of the angle BCD,
and the angle CDF half of the angle CDE,
therefore the angle FCD is also equal to the angle CDF,

so that the side FC is also equal to the side FD. [r.6]
Similarly it can be proved that

each of the straight lines FB, FA, FE is also equal to each
of the straight lines FC, FD; .
therefore the five straight lines FA, FB, FC, FD, FE are
equal to one another.

Therefore the circle described with centre F and distance
one of the straight lines FA, FB, FC, FD, FE will pass
also through the remaining points, and will have been
circumscribed.

Let it be circumscribed, and let it be ABCDE.
Therefore about the given pentagon, which is equilateral

and equiangular, a circle has been circumscribed.
Q. E. F.

PROPOSITION IS.

In a g£ven circle to £nscr£be an equilateral and equiangular
hexagon.

Let ABCDEFbe the given circle;
thus it is required to inscribe an equilateral and equiangular
hexagon in the circle ABCDEF.

Let the diameter AD of the circle
ABCDEF be drawn;
let the centre G of the circle be taken, and
with centre D and distance DG let the
circle EGCH be described;
let EG, CG be joined and carried through
to the points B, F,
and let AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FA be
joined.

I say that the hexagon ABCDEF is
equilateral and equi~ngul,:r. .

For, since the pomt G is the centre of the Circle ABCDEF,
GE is equal to GD.
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Again, since the point D is the centre of the circle GCH,
DE is equal to DG.

But GE was proved equal to GD;
therefore GE is also equal to ED;

therefore the triangle EGD is equilateral;

and therefore its three angles EGD, GDE, DEG are equal
to one another, inasmuch as, in isosceles triangles, the angles
at the base are equal to one another. [I. 5]

And the three angles of the triangle are equal to two
right angles; [1.3 2 ]

therefore the angle EGD is one-third of two right angles.

Similarly, the angle DGC can also be proved to be one
third of two right angles.

And, since the straight line CG standing on EB makes
the adjacent angles EGC, CGB equal to two right angles,

therefore the remaining angle CGB is also one-third of two
right angles.

Therefore the angles EGD, DGC, CGB are equal to one
another;

so that the angles vertical to them, the angles BGA, A GF,
FGE are equal. [r. ISJ

Therefore the six angles EGD, DGC, CGB, BGA, A GF,
FGE are equal to one another.

But equal angles stand on equal circumferences; [III. 26]
therefore the six circumferences AB, BC, CD, DE, EF, FA
are equal to one another.

And equal circumferences are subtended by equal straight
lines; [III. 29]

therefore the six straight lines are equal to one another;

therefore the hexagon ABCDEF is equilateral.
I say next that it is also equiangular.

For, since the circumference FA is equal to the circum
ference ED,

let the circumference ABCD be added to each;

therefore· the whole FABCD is equal to the whole
EDCBA;
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and the angle FED stands on the circumference FABCD,
and the angle AFE on the circumference EDCBA ;

therefore the angle AFE is equal to the angle DEF.
[m. 27]

Similarly it can be proved that the remaining angles- of
the hexagon ABCDEF are also severally equal to each of
the angles A FE, FED;

therefore the hexagon ABCDEF is equiangular.
But it was also proved equilateral;

and it has been inscribed in the circle ABCDEF
Therefore in the given circle an equilateral and equiangular

hexagon has been inscribed.
Q. E. F.

PORISM. From this it is manifest that the side of the
hexagon is equal to the radius of the circle.

And, in like manner as in the case of the pentagon, if
through the points of division on the circle we draw
tangents to the circle, there will be circumscribed about the
circle an equilateral and equiangular hexagon in conformity
with what was explained in the case of the pentagon.

And further by means similar to those explained in the
case of the pentagon we can both inscribe a circle in a given
hexagon and circumscribe one about it.

Q. E. F.

Heiberg, I think with good reason, considers the Porism to this proposition
to be referred to in the instance which Produs (p. 304, 2) gives of a porism
following a problem. As the text of Produs stands, "the (porism) found
in the second Book (TO BE €JI T<f B£vr£PCf f3tf3"A.L'f! K£LP.£JlOJl) is a porism to a
problem" j but this is not true of the only porism that we find in the second
Book, namely the porism to II. 4. Hence Heiberg thinks that for Ttf
Bw'r'-PCf f3tf3}..LCf should be read T<{) B' f3tf3}"LCf, i.e. the fourth Book. Moreover
Proclus speaks of tile porism in the particular Book, from which we gather
that there was only one porism in Book IV. as he knew it, and therefore that
he did not regard as a poris1ll the addition to IV. 5. Cf. note on that
proposition.

It appears that Theon substituted for the first words of the Porism to
IV. IS "And in like manner as in the case of the pentagon" (OP.OLW> BE
TOL> €7rl TOU 7I"£JlTa.ywJlov) the simple word "and" or "also" (Ka.£), apparently
thinking that the words had the same meaning as the similar words lower
down. This is however not the case, the meaning being that "if, as in the
case of the pentagon, we draw tangents, we can prove, also as was done in
the case of the pentagon, that the figure so formed is a circumscribed regular
hexagon."
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PROPOSITION 16.

In a given circle to inscribe a fifteen-angled figure which
shall be both equilateral and equiangular.

Let ABCD be the given circle;
thus it is required to inscribe in the circle ABCD a fifteen
angled figure which shall be
both equilateral and equi
angular.

In the circle ABCD let
there be inscribed a side A C
of the equilateral triangle
inscribed in it, and a side A B
of an equilateral pentagon;
therefore, of the equal seg- E

ments of which there are
fifteen in the circle ABCD,
there will be five in the cir
cumference ABC which is
one-third of the circle, and
there will be three in the cir-
cumference AB which is one-fifth of the circle;

therefore in the remainder BC there will be two of the
equal segments.

Let BC be bisected at E; [III. 30]

therefore each of the circumferences BE, EC is a fifteenth
of the circle ABCD.

I[ therefore we join BE, EC and fit into the circle ABCD
straight lines equal to them and in contiguity, a fifteen-angled
figure which is both equilateral and equiangular will have been
inscribed in it.

Q. E. F.

And, in like manner as in the case of the pentagon, if
through the points of division on the circle we draw
tangents to the circle, there will be circumscribed about the
circle a fifteen-angled figure which is equilateral and equi
angular.

And further, by proofs similar to those in the case of the
pentagon, we can both inscribe a circle in the given fifteen
angled figure and circumscribe one about it.

Q. E. F.
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Here, as in III. 10, we have the term "circle" used by Euclid in its
exceptional sense of the circumference of a circle, instead of the "plane figure
contained by one line" of 1. Def. 15. Cf. the note on that definition (Vol. r.
PP· 184-5)·

Proclus (p. 269) refers to this proposition in illustration of his statement
that Euclid gave proofs of a number of propositions with an eye to their use
in astronomy. "With regard to the last proposition in the fourth Book in
which he inscribes the side of the fifteen-angled figure in a circle, for what
object does anyone assert that he propounds it except for the reference of this
problem to astronomy? For, when we have inscribed the fifteen-angled figure
in the circle through the poles, we have the distance from the poles both of
the equator and the zodiac, since they are distant from one another by the
side of the fifteen-angled figure." This agrees with what we know from other
sources, namely that up to the time of Eratosthenes (circa 275- I 94 B.C.) 24°
was generally accepted as the correct measurement of the obliquity of the
ecliptic. This measurement, and the construction of the fifteen-angled figure,
were probably due to the Pythagoreans, though it would appear that the
former was not known to Oenopides of Chios (fl. circa 460 B.C.), as we learn
from Theon of Smyrna (pp. 198-9, ed. Hiller), who gives Dercyllides as his
authority, that Eudemus (t!. circa 320 B.C.) stated in his O,IjTpoAoy{o.L that,
while Oenopides discovered certain things, and Thales, Anaximander and
Anaximenes others, it was the rest (01 AOL7rO{) who added other discoveries
to these and, among them, that "the axes of the fixed stars and of the planets
respectively are distant from one another by the side of a fifteen-angled figure."
Eratosthenes evaluated the angle to },trds of 180°, i.e. about 23° 51' 20",
which measurement was apparently not improved upon in antiquity (cf. Ptolemy,
Syntaxzs, ed. Heiberg, p. 68).

Euclid has now shown how to describe regular polygons with 3, 4, 5, 6
and IS sides. Now, when any regular polygon is given, we can construct a
regular polygon with twice the number of sides by first describing a circle
about the given polygon and then bisecting all the smaller arcs subtended by
the sides. Applying this process any number of times, we see that we can by
Euclid's methods construct regular polygons with 3.2", 4.2", 5.2", 15.2" sides,
where n is zero or any positive integer.



BOOK V.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

The anonymous author of a scholium to Book v. (Euclid, ed. Heiberg,
Vol. v. p. 280), who is perhaps Proclus, tells us that" some say" this Book,
containing the general theory of proportion which is equally applicable to
geometry, arithmetic, music, and all mathematical science, "is the discovery
of Eudoxus, the teacher of Plato." Not that there had been no theory of
proportion developed before his time; on the contrary, it is certain that the
Pythagoreans had worked out such a theory with regard to numbers, by which
must be understood commensurable and even whole numbers (a number
being a "multitude made up of units," as defined in Eucl. VII). Thus we
are told that the Pythagoreans distinguished three sorts of means, the
arithmetic, the geometric and the harmonic mean, the geometric mean
being called proportion (dva'Aoy[a) par excellence; and further Iamblichus
speaks of the "most perfect proportion consisting of four terms and specially
called harmonic," in other words, the proportion

. a+b _ 2ab . b
a. 2 -a+b"

which was said to be a discovery of the Babylonians and to have been first
introduced into Greece by Pythagoras (Iamblichus, Comm. on Nicomachus,
p. II8). Now the principle of similitude is one which is presupposed by all
the arts of design from their very beginnings; it was certainly known to the
Egyptians, and it must certainly have been thoroughly familiar to Pythagoras
and his school. This consideration, together with the evidence of the
employment by him of the geometric proportion, makes it indubitable that the
Pythagoreans used the theory of proportion, in the form in which it was
known to them, i.e. as applicable to commensurables only, in their geometry.
But the discovery, also due to Pythagoras, of the incommensurable would
of course be seen to render the proofs which depended on the theory of
proportion as then understood inconclusive; as Tannery observes (La
Geometrie grecque, p. 98), "the discovery of incommensurability must have
caused a veritable logical scandal in geometry and, in order to avoid it, they
were obliged to restrict as far as possible the use of the principle of similitude,
pending the discovery of a means of establishing it on the basis of a theory of
proportion independent of commensurability." The glory of the latter dis
covery belongs then most probably to Eudoxus. Certain it is that the complete
theory was already familiar to Aristotle, as we shall see later.
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It seems probable, as indicated by Tannery (loc. cit.), that the theory
of proportions and the principle of similitude took, in the earliest Greek
geometry, an earlier place than they do in Euclid, but that, in consequence
of the discovery of the incommensurable, the treatment of the subject was
fundamentally remodelled in the period between Pythagoras and Eudoxus.
An indication of this is afforded by the clever device used in Euclid I. 44
for applying to a given straight line a parallelogram equal to a given triangle;
the equality of the "complements" in a parallelogram is there used for doing
what is practically finding a fourth proportional to three given straight lines.
Thus Euclid was no doubt follo\ving for the subject-matter of Books I.-IV.

what had become the traditional method, and this is probably one of the
reasons why proportions .and similitude are postponed till as late as Books
V., VI.

It is a remarkable fact that the theory of proportions is twice treated in
Euclid, in Book v. with reference to magnitudes in general, and in Book VII.

with reference to the particular case of numbers. The latter exposition
referring only to commensurables may be taken to represent fairly the theory
of proportions at the stage which it had reached before the great extension of
it made by Eudoxus. The differences between the definitions etc. in Books v.
and VII. will appear as we go on; but the question naturally arises, why did
Euclid not save himself so much repetition and treat numbers merely as a
particular case of magnitude, referring back to the corresponding more
general propositions of Book v. instead of proving the same propositions
over again for numbers? It could not have escaped him that numbers
fall under the conception of magnitude. Aristotle had plainly indicated
that magnitudes may be numbers when he observed (A7Ial. post. 1. 7,
75 b 4) that you cannot adapt the arithmetical method of proof to the
properties of magnitudes if the magnitudes are not numbers. Further
Aristotle had remarked (Anal. post. 1. 5, 74 a 17) that the proposition that
the terms of a proportion can be taken alternately was at one time proved
separately for numbers, lines, solids and times, though it was possible to prove .
it for all by one demonstration; but, because there was no common name
comprehending them all, namely numbers, lengths, times and solids, and their
character was different, they were taken separately. Now however, he adds,
the proposition is proved generally. Yet Euclid says nothing to connect
the two theories of proportion even when he comes in x. 5 to a proportion
two terms of which are magnitudes and two are numbers (" Commensurable
magnitudes have to one another the ratio which a number has to a number").
The probable explanation of the phenomenon is that Euclid simply followed
tradition and gave the two theories as he found them. This would square
with the remark in Pappus (VII. p. 678) as to Euclid's fairness to others and
his readiness to give them credit for their work.

DEFINITIONS.

1. A magnitude is a part of a magnitude, the less of
the greater, when it measures the greater.

2. The greater is a multiple of the less when it IS

measured by the less.
H. E. II. 8
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3. A ratio is a sort of relation in respect of size between
two magnitudes of the same kind.

4. Magnitudes are said to have a ratio to one another
which are capable, when multiplied, of exceeding one another.

5. Magnitudes are said to be in the same ratio, the
first to the second and the third to the fourth, when, if any
equimultiples whatever be taken of the first and third, and
any equimultiples whatever of the second and fourth, the
former equimultiples alike exceed, are alike equal to, or alike
fall short of, the latter equimultiples respectively taken in
corresponding order.

6. Let magnitudes which have the same ratio be called
proportional. '

7. When, of the equimultiples, the multiple of the first
magnitude exceeds the multiple of the second, but the multiple
of the third does not exceed the multiple of the fourth, then
the first is said to have a greater ratio to the second than
the third has to the fourth.

8. A proportion in three terms is the least possible.

9· When three magnitudes are proportional, the first is
said to have to the third the duplicate ratio of that which
it has to the second.

10. When four magnitudes are < continuously> propor
tional, the first is said to have to the fourth the triplicate
ratio of that which it has to the second, and so on con
tinually, whatever be the proportion.

11. The term corresponding magnitudes is used of
antecedents in relation to antecedents, and of consequents in
relation to consequents.

12. Alternate ratio means taking the antecedent in
relation to the antecedent and the consequent in relation to
the consequent.

13· Inverse ratio means taking the consequent as
antecedent in relation to the antecedent as consequent.
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14. Composition of a ratio means taking the ante
cedent together with the consequent as one in relation to
the consequent by itself.

15. Separation of a ratio means taking the excess
by which the antecedent exceeds the consequent in relation
to the consequent by itsel£

16. Conversion of a ratio means taking the ante
cedent in relation to the excess by which the antecedent
exceeds the consequent.

17. A ratio ex aequali arises when, there being several
magnitudes and another set equal to them in multitude which
taken two and two are in the same proportion, as the first is
to the last among the first magnitudes, so is the first to the
last among the second magnitudes;

Or, in other words, it means taking the extreme terms
by virtue of the removal of the intermediate terms.

18. A perturbed proportion arises when, there being
three magnitudes and another set equal to them in multitude,
as antecedent is to consequent among the first magnitudes,
so is antecedent to consequent among the second magnitudes,
while, as the consequent is to a third among the first
magnitudes, so is a third to the antecedent among the second
magnitudes.

DEFINITION 1.

Mtpo. ElTT2 P.tYEOO' P.EY'OOV' Til ~Aa(J"lTov Toil p.e£toVO., ;hav KaTap.ETpV TO
P.ELtOV.

The word part (p.'po,) is here used in the restricted sense of a submultiple
or an aHquot part as distinct from the more general sense in which it is used
in the Common Notion (5) which says that "the whole is greater than the
part." It is used in the same restricted sense in VII. Def. 3, which is the same
definition as this with "number" (tlptOp.6.) substituted for "magnitude."
VII. Def. 4, keeping up the restriction, says that, when a number does not
measure another number, it is parts (in the plural), not a part of it. Thus,
I, 2, or 3, is a.part of 6, but 4 is not a part of 6 but parts. The same
distinction between the restricted and the more general sense of. the word
part appears in Aristotle, Metaph. 1023 b 12: "In one sense a part is
that into which quantity (-1"0 'll"OlTOV) can anyhow be divided; for that which is
taken away from quantity, qua quantity, is always called a 'part' of it, as
e.g. two is said to be in a sense a part of three. But in another sense a
'part' is only 'what measures (Ta Karap.ETpovvTa) such quantities. Thus two
is in one sense said to be a part of three, in the other not."

8-z
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DEFINITION 2.

[v. DEFF. 2, 3

1I0AAo:7fAclO"wV aE "1"6 P.EL,OV 'T01) £Aclrrovo,>, 6'Tav KU'Tap.E'Tpij'Tat V7TO 'TOl!

EAa.rrovo'>.

DEFINITION 3.
Ao'jo'> £O"'T£ avo P.EyE()WV OP.0YEVWV -t} Ka"l"a 1l"Y}AtKOTI]'Ta 7TOtd. O"X€O"t,>.

The best explanation of the definitions of ratio andproportio1Z that I have
seen is that of De Morgan, which will be found in the articles under those
titles in the Penny Cyclopaedia, Vol. XIX. (1841); and in the following notes
I shall draw largely from these articles. Very valuable also are the notes on
the definitions of Book v. given by Hankel (fragment on Euclid published as
an appendix to his work Zur Gesehiehte der Mathematik in Alterthum und
Mitldalter, 1874).

There has been controversy as to what is the proper translation of the
word 1l"Y}AtKO'TT]'> in the definition. O"X€O"L'> Ka'Ta 7TT]ALKOTT]Ta has generally been
translated "relation in respect of quantity." Upon this De Morgan remarks
that it makes nonsense of the definition; "for magnitude has hardly a
different meaning from quantity, and a relation of magnitudes with respect to
quantity may give a clear idea to those who want a word to convey a notion
of architecture with respect to building or of battles with respect to fighting,
and to no others." The true interpretation De Morgan, following Wallis and
Gregory, takes to be qualztuplicily, referring to the number of times one
magnitude is contained in the other. For, he says, we cannot describe
magnitude in language without quantuplicitative reference to other magni
tude; hence he supposes that the definition simply conveys the fact that the
mode of expressing quantity in terms of quantity is entirely based upon the
notion of quantuplicity or that relation of which we take cognizance when we
find how many times one is contained in the other. While all the rest of
De Morgan's observations on the definition are admirable, it seems to me
that on this question of the proper translation of 7rT]AtKOTT]'> he is in error. He
supports his view mainly by reference (1) to the definition of a compounded
ratio usually given as the 5th definition of Book VI., which speaks of the
'lTT)AtKOTT]TE' of two ratios being multiplied together, and (2) to the comments
of Eutocius and a scholiast on this definition. Eutocius says namely
(Archimedes, ed. Heiberg, III. p. 140) that" the term 7rT]AtKOTT]' is evidently
used of the number from which the given ratio is called, as (among others)
Nicomachus says in his first book on music and Heron in his commentary
on the Introduction to Arithmetic." But it now appears certain that this
definition is an interpolation; it is never used, it is not found in Campanus,
and Peyrard's MS. only has it in the margin. At the same time it is clear
that, if the definition is admitted at all, any commentator would be obliged to
explain it in the way that Eutocius does, whether the explanation was consistent
with the proper meaning of 'lTT)AtKOTT]' or not. Hence we must look elsewhere
for the meaning of 1l"Y}A{KOc; and 1l"Y}AtKOTTJ" If we do this, I think we shall find
no case in which the words have the sense attributed to them by De Morgan.
The real meaning of 7rYJA{KO'> is how great. It is so used by Aristotle, e.g. in
Eth. Nie. v. IO, II34 b II, where he speaks of a man's child being as it were
a part of him so long as he is of a certain age (~w• .tv V 1l"Y}A{KOV). Again
Nicomachus, to whom Eutocius appeals, himself (1. 2, 5,P. 5, ed. Hoche)
distinguishes 7Ty}A{KO' as referring to magnitude, _while TrOCTO. refers to multitude.
So does Iamblichus in his commentary on Nicomachus (p. 8, 3-5); besides
which Iamblichus distinguishes 'lTT)A{KOV as the subject of geometry, being con-
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tinuous, and 'lr'OUOV as the subject of arithmetic, being discrete, and speaks of a
point being the origin of 7M'jft.,{KOV as a unit is of 'lr'OUOV, and so on. Similarly,
Ptolemy (Syntaxis, ed. Heiberg, p. 31) speaks of the size (7I"'YJA!KOT'YJ') of the
chords in a circle (7r€pt T-Yj, 7r'YJA!KOT'YJTO, TWV EV T4J KVKA'I! €W€!wv). Consequently
I think we can only translate 'Ir''YJALKOT'YJ' in the definition as size. This
corresponds to Hankel's translation of it as "Grosse," though he uses this
same word for a concrete "magnitude" as well; szze seems to me to give
the proper distinction between 'Ir''YJA!KOT'YJ, and fdy€80" as szze is the attribute,
and a magnitude (in its ordinary mathematical sense) is the thing which
possesses the attribute of size.

The view that" relation in respect of size" is meant by the words in the
text is also confirmed, I think, by a later remark of De Morgan himself,
namely that a synonym for the word ratio may be found in the more in
telligible term relatz"ve magnitude. In fact r.FXlr.FL' in the definition corresponds
to relatz"ve and 'lr"YJALKOT'YJ, to magnitude. (By magnitude De Morgan here
means the attribute and not the thing possessing it.)

Of the definition as a whole Simson and Hankel express the opinion that
it is an interpolation. Hankel points to the fact that it is unnecessary and
moreover so vague as to be of no practical use, while the very use of the
expression KctTci 'Ir''YJA!KOT'YJTct seems to him suspicious, since the only other
place in which the word 'Ir''YJALKOT'YJ, occurs in Euclid is the 5th definition of
Book VI., which is admittedly not genuine. Yet the definition of ratio appears
iri all the M55., the only variation being that some add the words 'lr'pO, fD..A1JAct,
"to one another," which are rejected by Heiberg as an interpolation of
Theon; and on the whole there seems to be no sufficient ground for regarding
it as other than genuine. The true explanation of its presence would appear
to be substantially that given by Barrow (Lectiones Cantabrig., London, 1684,
Lect. III. of 1666), namely that Euclid inserted it for completeness' sake, more
for ornament than for use, intending to give the learner a general notion of
ratio by means of a metaphysical, rather than a mathematical definition; "for
metaphysical it is and not, properly speaking, mathematical, since nothing
depends on it or is deduced from it by mathematicians, nor, as I think, can
anything be deduced." This is confirmed by the fact that there is no
definition of AOYO, in Book VII., and it could equally have been dispensed
with here. Similarly De Morgan observes that Euclid never attempts this
vague sort of definition except when, dealing with a well-known term of
common life, he wishes to bring it into geometry with something like an
expressed meaning which may aid the conception of the thing, though it does
not furnish a perfect criterion. Thus we may compare the definition with
that of a straight line, where Euclid merely calls the reader's attention to the
well-known term €W€/,ct YPctjLfL~, tries how far he can present the conception
which accompanies it in other words, and trusts for the correct use of the
term to the axioms (or postulates) which the universal conception of a straight
line makes self-evident.

We have now to trace as clearly as possible the development of the
conception of AOYO" ratz"o, or relative magnitude. In its primitive sense
AOYO, was only used of a ratio between commensurables, i.e. a ratio which
could be expressed, and the manner of expressing it is indicated in the
proposition, Eucl. x. 5, which proves that commensurable magnitudes have to
one another the ratio which a number has to a number. That this was the
primitive meaning of AOYO> is proved by the use of the term 0:.\0'10' for the
incommensurable, which means irrational in the sense of not having a ratio
to something taken as rational (/)''1TO,).
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Euclid himself shows us how we are to set about finding the ratio, or
relative magnitude, of two commensurable magnitudes. He gives, in x. 3,
practically our ordinary method of finding the greatest common measure.
If A B be two mao-nitudes of which B is the less, we cut off from A a part
equal to B, from th:' remainder a part equal to B, and so on, .until we leave a
remainder less than B, say R I • We measure off R I from B In the same way
until a remainder R 2 is left which is less than R I • We repeat the process
with R I , R 2 , and so on, until we find a remainder which is contained in the
preceding remainder a certain number of times exactly. If account is taken
of the number of times each magnitude is contained (with something over,
except at the last) in that upon which it is measured, we can calculate how
many times the last remainder is contained in A and how many times the
last remainder is contained in B; and we can thus express the ratio of A to
B as the ratio of one number to another.

But it may happen that the two magnitudes have no common measure,
i.e. are incommensurable, in which case the process described would never
come to an end and the means of expression would fail; the magnitudes
'would then have no ratio in the primitive sense. But the word A6yo~, ratio,
acquires in Euclid, Book v., a wider sense covering the relative magnitude of
incommensurables as well as commensurables; as stated in Euclid's 4th
definition, "magnitudes are said to have a ratzo to one another which can,
when multiplied, exceed one another," and finite incommensurables have this
property as much as commensurables. De Morgan explains the manner of
transition from the narrower to the wider signification of ratzo as follows.
"Since the relative magnitude of two quantities is always shown by the
quantuplicitative mode of expression, when that is possible, and since pro
portional quantities (pairs which have the same relative magnitude) are pairs
which have the same mode (if possible) of expression by means of each other;
in all such cases sameness of relative magnitude leads to sameness of mode of
expression; or proportion is sameness of ratios (in the primitive sense). But
sameness of relative magnitude may exist where quantuplicitative expression
is impossible; thus the diagonal of a larger square is the same compared with
its side as the diagonal of a smaller square compared with £ts side. It is an
easy transition to speak of sameness of ratio even in this case; that is, to use
the term ratio in the sense of relative magnitude, that word having originally
only a reference to the mode of expressing relative magnitude, in cases which
allow of a particular mode of expression. The word irrational (d.Aoyo~) does
not make any corresponding change but continues to have its primitive
meaning, namely, incapable of quantuplicitative expression."

It remains to consider how we are to describe the relat{zJe magnitude of
two incommensurables of the same kind. That they have a definite relation
is certain. Suppose, for precision, that S is the side of a square, D its
diagonal; then, if S is given, any alteration in D or any error in D would
make the figure cease to be a square. At the same time, a person altogether
ignorant of the relative magnitude of D and S might say that drawing two
straight lines of length S so as to form a right angle and joining the ends by
a straight line, the length of which would accordingly be D, does not help
him to realise the relative magnitude, but that he would like to know how'
many diagonals make an exact number of sides. We should have to reply
that no number of diagonals whatever makes an exact number of sides; but
that he may mention any fraction of the side, a hundredth, a thousandth or
a millionth, and that we will then express the diagonal with an error not so
great as that fraction. We then tell him that 1,000,000 diagonals exceed
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I,414,213 sides but fall short of I,414,2I4 sides; consequently the diagonal
lies between I'414213 and 1"414214 times the side, and these differ only by
one-millionth of the side, so that the error in the diagonal is less still. To
enable him to continue the process further, we show him how to perform the
arithmetical operation of approximating to the value of J 2. This gives the
means of carrying the approximation to any degree of accuracy that may be
desired. In the power, then, of carrying approximations of this kind as far as
we please lies that of expressing the ratio, so far as expression is possible, and
of comparing the ratio with others as accurately as if expression had been
possible.

Euclid was of course aware of this, as were probably others before him;
though the actual approximations to the values of ratios of incommensurables
of which we find record in the works of the great Greek geometers are very
few. The history of such approximations up to Archimedes is, so far as
material was available, sketched in The Works of Archimedes (pp. lxxvii and
following); and it is sufficient here to note the facts (I) that Plato, and even
the Pythagoreans, were familiar with t as an approximation to J2, (2) that
the method of finding any number of successive approximations by the system
of sz"de- and diagonal-numbers described by Theon of Smyrna was also
Pythagorean (d. the note above on Euclid, II. g, IO), (3) that Archimedes,
without a word of preliminary explanation, gives out that

'Vs5l> J3 >f~L

gives approximate values for the square roots of several large numbers, and
proves that the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter is less
than 3et but greater than 3H, (4) that the first approach to the rapidity with
which the decimal system enables us to approximate to the value of surds
was furnished by the method of sexagesimal fractions, which was almost as
convenient to work with as the method of decimals, and which appears fully
developed in Ptolemy's crVl"ra~L", A number consisting of a whole number
and any fraction was under this system represented as so many units, so
many of the fractions which we should denote by -175' so many of those which
we should write (-175)2, (-h)3, and so on. Theon of Alexandria shows us how
to extract the square root of 4500 in this sexagesimal system, and, to show
how 'effective it was, it is only necessary to mention that Ptolemy gives

16°3 + 6552 + 6233 as an approximation to .13, which approximation is equivalent
° ° ° .to 1"732°5°9 in the ordinary decimal notation and is therefore correct to

6 places.
Between Def. 3 and Def. 4 two manuscripts and Campanus insert" Pro

portion is the sameness of ratios" (avuAoy{a 13€ '>i nov A6ywv TUVTOT1)'), and even
the best MS. has it in the margin. It would be altogether out of place, since
it is not till Def. 5 that it is explained what sameness of ratios is. The words
ate an interpolation later than Theon (Heiberg, Vol. v. pp. xxxv, lxxxix),
and are no doubt taken from arithmetical works (d. Nicomachus and Theon
of Smyrna). It is true that Aristotle says similarly, "Proportion is equality
of ratios" (Eth. Nit. v. 6, I 13 I a 3 I), and he appears to be quoting from
the Pythagoreans; but the reference is to numbers.

Similarly two MSS. (inferior) insert after Def. 7 "Proportion is the similarity
(OjJ-OLOT"fJ') of ratios." Here too we have a mere interpolation.
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DEFINITION 4.
A6yov ~£LV 7rpo<; (J)..A:qAa luytO'Y) Aty£Tat, ;J, ovvaTat 7rOAAa7rAaCna'6p.£va

aA'A.qAwv vrr£ptx£tv.

This definition supplements the last one. De Morgan says that it amounts
to saying that the magnitudes are of the same species. But this can hardly
be all' the definition seems rather to be meant, on the one hand, to exclude
the relation of a finite magnitude to a magnitude of the same kind w:hich is
either infinitely great 'or infinitely small, and, even more, to emphasise the
fact that the term ratio, as defined in the preceding definition, and about to
be used throughout the book, includes the relation between any two incom
mensurable as well as between any two commensurable finite magnitudes of
the same kind. Hence, while De Morgan seems to regard the extension of
the meaning of ratio to include the relative magnitude of incommensurables
as, so to speak, taking place between Def. 3 and Def. 5, the 4th definition
appears to show that it is ratio in its extended sense that is being defined in
Def·3·

DEFINITION 5.
'Ev TcjJ o.i>TcjJ AOy<tl p.£yNi'Y) AI.Y£To.t £ivat 7rPWTOV 7TPO<; O£VT£POV Kat Tp{TOV 7TPO<;

TtTapTOV, (hav TtL TOV 7TpVJTOlJ Kal Tp{TOlJ iCTCIKt<; 7ToAAa7TAacna TWV TOV 8WTtpOlJ
Kat. T£Tlf.p'TOlJ tCTaKt, 7TOAAa7rAaCT{WV Ka()' 07TOWVOVV 7TOAAa7rAaCTtaCTp.Ov €KanpOV
€KaTtpOlJ .f} ap.a vrr£ptXTJ .f} ap,a lCTa .f} ap,a EAA£{7TTJ A'Y}ep()tvTG. KG.Tcf.AAYjAa.

In my translation of this definition I have compromised between an
attempted literal translation and the more expanded version of Simson. The
difficulty in the way of an exactly literal translation is due to the fact that the
words (Ka()' orrowvovv 7roAAG.rrAaCTwCTp.ov) signifying that the equimultiples z'tt
each case are any equimultiples whatever occur only once in the Greek, though
they apply both to Ta •.• tCTaKt<; 7ToAAa7TAetCTta in the nominative and TWV ... 1.CTaKt<;
7ToAAarrAaCT{wv in the genitive. I have preferred" alike" to "simultaneously"
as a translation of Clp,a because" simultaneously" might suggest that time was
of the essence of the matter, whereas what is meant is that any particular
comparison made between the equimultiples must be made between the same
equimultiples of the two pairs respectively, not that they need to be compared
at the same time.

Aristotle has an allusion to a definition of "the same ratio" in Topics
VIII. 3, 158 b 29: "In mathematics too some things appear to be not easy to
prove (-ypcf.ep£CTOat) for want of a definition, e.g. that the parallel to the side
which cuts a plane [a parallelogram] divides the straight line [the other side]
and the area similarly. But, when the definition is expressed, the said property
is immediately manifest; for the areas and the straight lines have tile same
aVTava{p£CTt<;, and this is the definition if 'the same ratio.''' Upon this
passage Alexander says similarly, "This is the definition of proportionals
which the ancients used: magnitudes are proportional to one another 'which
have (or show) the same aV()lJepa{p£CTt" and Aristotle has called the latter
aVTaVo.{p£CTt,." Heiberg (Mathematisclzes zu Aristoteles, p. 22) thinks that
Aristotle is alluding to the fact that the proposition referred to could not be
rigorously proved so long as the Pythagorean definition applicable to com
mensurable magnitudes only was adhered to, and is quoting the definition
belonging to the complete theory of Eudoxus; whence, in view of the positive
statement of Aristotle that the definition quoted is the definition of "the same
ratio," it would appear that the Euclidean definition (which Heiberg describes
as a careful and exact paraphrase of aVTava{MCTt<;) is Euclid's own. I do not
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feel able to subscribe to this view, which seems to me to involve very grave
difficulties. The Euclidean definition is regularly appealed to in Book v. as
the criterion of magnitudes being in proportion, and the use of it would appear
to constitute the whole essence of the new general theory of proportion; if then
this theory is due to Eudoxus, it seems impossible to believe that the definition
was not also due to him. Certainly the definition given by Aristotle would
be no substitute for it; a.dJv¢>u{pern, and a.vruva{pern, are· words almost as
vague and" metaphysical" (as Barrow would say) as the words used to define
ratio, and it is difficult to see how any mathematical facts could be deduced
from such a definition. Consider for a moment the etymology of the words.
fJepu{peCTL, or a.vu{peCTL, means "removal," "taking away" or "destruction" of
a thing; and the prefix a.VTt indicates that the "taking away" from one
magnitude answers to, corresponds with, alternates with, the "taking away"
from the other. So far therefore as the etymology goes, the word seems
rather to suggest the" taking away" of corresponding fractions, and therefore
to suit the old imperfect theory of proportion rather than the new one. Thus
Waitz (ad loc.) paraphrases the definition as meaning that" as many parts as
are taken from one magnitude, so many are at the same time taken from the
other as well." A possible explanation would seem to be that, though
Eudoxus had formulated the new definition, the old one was still current in
the text-books of Aristotle's time, and was taken by him as being a good
enough illustration of what he wished to bring out in the passage of the
Topics referred to.

From the revival of learning in Europe onwards the Euclidean definition
of proportion was the subject of much criticism. Campanus had failed to
understand it, had in fact misinterpreted it altogether, and he may have
misled others such as Ramus (1515-72), always a violently hostile critic of
Euclid. Among the objectors to it was no less a person than Galileo. For
particulars of the controversies on the subject down to Thomas Simpson
(Elem. of Geometry, Lond. 1800) the reader is referred to the Excursus at the
end of the second volume of Camerer's Euclid (1825). For us it is interesting
to note that the unsoundness of the usual criticisms of the definition was
never better exposed than by Barrow. Some of the objections, he pointed out
(Lect. Cantabr. VII. of 1666), are due to misconception on the part of their authors
as to the nature of a definition. Thus Euclid is required by these objectors
(e.g. Tacquet) to do the impossible and to show that what is predicated in the
definition is true of the thing defined, as if anyone should be required to
show that the name "circle" was applicable to those figures alone which
have their radii all equal! As we are entitled to assign to such figures and
such figures only the name of "circle," so Euclid is entitled (" quamvis non
ternere nee imprudenter at certis de causis iustis illis et idoneis") to describe
a certain property which four magnitudes may have, and to call magnitudes
possessing that property magnitudes "in the same ratio." Others had argued
from the occurrence of the other definition of proportion in VII. Def. 20 that
Euclid was dissatisfied with the present one; Barrow pointed out that, on the
contrary, it was the fact that VII. Def. 20 was not adequate to cover the case
of incommensurables which made Euclid adopt the present definition here.
Lastly, he maintains, against those who descant on the "obscurity" of v.
Def. 5, that the supposed obscurity is due, partly no doubt to the inherent
difficulty of the subject of incommensurables, but also to faulty translators,
and most of all to lack of effort in the learner to grasp thoroughly the meaning
of words which, in themselves, are as clearly expressed as they could be.

To come now to the merits of the case, the best defence and explanation
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of the definition that I have seen is that given by De Morgan. He first
translates it, observes that it applies equally to commensurable or incom
mensurable quantities because no attempt is made to measure one by an
aliquot part of another, and then proceeds thus.

"The two questions which must be asked, and satisfactorily answered,
previously to its [the definition's] reception, are as follows: .

1. What right had Euclid, or anyone else, to expect that the preceding
most prolix and unwieldy statement should be received by the beginner as
the definition of a relation the perception of which is one of the most common
acts of his mind, since it is performed on every occasion where similarity or
dissimilarity of figure is looked for or presents itself?

2. If the preceding question should be clearly answered, how can the
definition of proportion ever be used; or how is it possible to compare every
one of the infinite number of multiples of A with every one of the multiples
of B?

To the first q..uestion we reply that not only is the test proposed by
Euclid tolerably simple, when more closely examined, but that it is, or might
be made to appear, an easy and natural consequence of those fundamental
perceptions with which it may at first seem difficult to compare it."

To elucidate this De Morgan gives the following illustration.
Suppose there is a straight colonnade composed of. equidistant columns

(which we will understand to mean the vertical lines forming the axes of the
columns respectively), the first of which is at a distance from a bounding wall
equal to the distance between consecutive columns. In front of the colonnade·
let there be a straight row of equidistant railings (regarded as meaning their
axes), the first being at a distance from the bounding wall equal to the
distance between consecutive railings. Let the columns be numbered from
the wall, and also the railings. We suppose of course that the column distance
(say, C) and the railing distance (say, R) are different and that they may bear
to each other any ratio, commensurable or incommensurable; i.e. that there
need not go any exact number of railings to any exact number of columns.

If the construction be supposed carried on to any extent, a spectator can,
by mere inspection, and without measurement, compare C with R to any
degree of accuracy. For example, since the loth railing falls between the 4th
and 5th columns, loR is greater than 4C and less than 5C, and therefore R
lies between -flyths of C and -foths of C. To get a more accurate notion, the
ten-thousandth railing may be taken; suppose it falls between the 4674th and
4675 th columns. Therefore Io,oooR lies between 4674C and 4675C, or R lies
between TWrfo and 14060Vo of C. There is no limit to the degree of accuracy
thus obtainable; and the ratio of R to C is determined when the order of
distribution of the railings among the columns is assigned ad injinitum; or, in
other words, when the position of any given railing can be found, as to the
numbers of the columns between which it lies. Any alteration, however
small, in the place of the first railing must at last affect the order of
distribution. Suppose e.g. that the first railing is moved from the wall by one
part in a thousand of the distance between the columns' then the second
railing is pushed forward by ~e-the third by nlooC, ~nd so on, so that
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the railings after the thousandth are pushed forward by more than C; i.e. the
order with respect to the columns is disarranged.

Now let it be proposed to make a model of the preceding construction in
which c shall be the column distance and r the railing distance. It needs no
definition of proportion, nor anything more than the conception which we
have of that term prior to definition (and with which we must show the agree
ment of any definition that we may adopt), to assure us that C must be to R
in the same proportion as c to r if the model be truly formed. Nor is it
drawing too largely on that conception of proportion to assert that the
distribution of the railings among the columns in the model must be every
where the same as in the original; for example, that the model would be out
oj proportion if its 37th railing fell between the 18th and 19th columns, while
the 37th railing of the original fell between the 17th and 18th columns. Thus
the dependence of Euclid's definition upon common notions is settled; for the
obvious relation between the construction and its model which has just been
described contains the collection of conditions, the fulfilment of which,
according to Euclid, constitutes proportion. According to Euclid, whenever
mC exceeds, equals, or falls short of nR, then mc must exceed, equal, or fall
short of nr; and, by the most obvious property of the constructions, according
as the mth column comes after, opposite to, or before the nth railing in the
original, the mth column must come after, opposite to, or before the nth
railing in the correct model.

Thus the test proposed by Euclid is necessary. It is also sufficient. For
admitting that, to a given original with a given column-distance in the model,
there is one correct model railing distance (which must therefore be that
which distributes the railings among the columns as in the original), we have
seen that any other railing distance, however slightly different, would at last
give a different distribution; that is, the correct distance, and the correct
distance only, satisfies all the conditions required by Euclid's definition.

The use of the word distribution having been wellieamt, says De Morgan,
the following way of stating the definition will be found easier than that of
Euclid. "Four magnitudes, A and B of one kind, and C and D of the same
or another kind, are proportional when all the multiples of A can be
distributed among the multiples of B in the same intervals as the correspond
ing multiples of C among those of D." Or, whatever numbers m, n may be,
if mA lies between nB and (n + I)B, mClies between nD and (n + r)D.

It is importantto note that, if the test be always satisfied from and after
any given multiples of A and C, it must be satisfied before those multiples. For
instance, let the test be always satisfied from and after 100A and IOOC; and
let SA and SC be instances for examination. Take any multiple of S which
will exceed 100, say S0 times five; and let it be found on examination that
2soA lies between 678B and 679B; then 2S0C lies between 678D and
679D. Divide by So, and it follows that SA lies between 13H·B and 13-HB,
and afortiori between r3B and I4B. Similarly,s C lies between I3HD and
I3~D, and therefore between I3D and I4D. Or SA lies in the same
interval among the multiples of B in which SC lies among the multiples of D.
And so for any multiple of A, C less than IocA, 100C.

There remains the second question relating to the infinite character of the
definition; four magnitudes A, B, C, D are not to be called proportional
until it is shown that every multiple of A falls in the same intervals among
the multiples of B in which the same multiple of C is found among the
multiples of D. Suppose that the distribution of the railings among the
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columns should be found to agree in the model and the original as far as
the millionth railing. This proves only that the railing distance of the model
does not err by the millionth part of the corresponding column distance. We
can thus fix limits to the disproportion, if any, and we may make those limits
as small as we please, by carrying on the method of observation; but we
cannot observe an infinite number of cases and so enable ourselves to affirm
proportion absolutely. Mathematical methods however enable us to ?-void
the difficulty. We can take any multiples wllatever and work with them as if
they were particular multiples. De Morgan gives, as an instance to show that
the definition of proportion can in practice be used, notwithstanding its
infinite character, the following proof of a proposition to the same effect as
Eucl. VI. 2.

o

"Let OAB be a triangle to one side AB of which ab is drawn parallel, and
on OA produced set off AAz, A 2A 3 etc. equal to OA, and aaz, aZa3 etc. equal
to Oa.

Through everyone of the points so obtained draw parallels to AB,
meeting OB produced in b2 , B z etc.

Then it is easily proved that bb2 , b2b3 etc. are severally equal to Ob, and
BB2 , B 2B 3 etc. to OB.

Consequently a distribution of the multiples of OA among the multiples
of Oa is made on one line, and of OB among those of Ob on the other.

The examination of this distribution in all its extent (which is impossible,
and hence the apparent difficulty of using the definition) is rendered
unnecessary by the known property of parallel lines. For, since A 3 lies
between a3 and a4 , B 3 must lie between b3 and b4 ; for, if not, the line A 3B 3

would cut either aSb3 or a4b4 •

Hence, without inquiring where Am does fall, we know that, if it fall
between an and a'Hll B m must fall between bn and b,,+!; or, if JIl. OA fall in
magnitude between n. Oa and (n + 1)Oa, then m. OB must fall between
n.Ob and (n+ r)Ob."

Max Simon remarks (Euclid und die seclls planimetrisc!lm Biicller, p. II 0),
after Zeuthen, that Euclid's definition of equal ratios is word for word the
same as Weierstrass' definition of equal numbers. So far from agreeing in
the usual view that the Greeks saw in the irrational no number, Simon thinks
it is clear from Eucl. v. that they possessed a notion of number in all its
generality as clearly defined as, nay almost identical with, Weierstra~s' con
ception of it.

Certain it is that there is an exact correspondence, almost coincidence,
between Euclid's definition of equal ratios and the modern theory of irrationals
due to Dedekind. Premising the ordinal arrangement of natural numbers in
ascending order, then enlarging the sphere of numbers by including
(r) negative numbers as well as positive, (2) fractions, as alb, where a, b may
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be any natural numbers, provided that b is not zero, and arranging the
fractions ordinally among the other numbers according to the definition:

let i be < => ~ according as ad is < = > be,

Dedekind arrives at the following definition of an irrational number.
An irrational number a is defined whenever a law is stated which will

assign every given rational number to one and only one of two classes A and
B such that (I) every number in A precedes every number in B, and (2) there
is no last number in A and no first number in B; the definition of a being
that it is the one number which lies between all numbers in A and all
numbers in B.

Now let xjy and x'jy' be equal ratios in Euclid's sense.

Then:: will divide all rational numbers into two groups A and B;
y
x'

1" "
Let ~ be any rational number in A, so that

a x
fj<Y·

"
A' and B'.

This means that ay < bx.
But Euclid's definition asserts that in that case ay' < bx' also.

a x'
Hence also b< j ;

therefore every member of group A is also a member of group A'.
Similarly every member of group B is a member of group B'.

For, if ~ belong to B,

a x
-> 
b y'

therefore also

Thus, in
respectively;

therefore:: = ~, according to Dedekind, as well as according to Euclid.
y y

If xjy, x' jy' happen to be rati'onal,

then one of the groups, say A, includes xjy,
and one of the groups, say A', includes .-l/y'.

In this case ~ might coi~cide with ~;

which means that ay > bx.
But in that case, by Euclid's definition, ay' > bx' ;

a x'
fj> j"

other words, A and B are coextensive with A' and B'

that is

which means that

a x
b =y'

ay = bx.
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so that

Therefore, by Euclid's definition, ay' = bx' ;
a x'
7;=1'

Thus the groups are again coextensive.
In a word, Euclid's definition divides all

coextensive classes, and therefore defines equal
corresponding to Dedekind's theory.

rational numbers into two
ratios in a manner exactly

Alternatives for Eucl. V. Def. 5.
Saccheri records in his Euclides ob omni naevo vindlcatus that a distinguished

geometer of his acquaintance proposed to substitute for Euclid's the following
definition:

" A first magnitude has to a second the same ratio that a third has to a
fourth when the first contains the aliquot parts of the second, according to any
number [i.e. with any denominator] whatever, the same number of times as
the number of times the third contains the same aliquot parts of the fourth" ;
on which Saccheri remarks that he sees no advantage in this definition, which
presupposes the notion of division, over that of Euclid which uses multiplication
and the notions of greater, equal, and less.

This definition was, however, practically adopted by Faifofer (Elementi di
geometria, 3 ed., 1882) in the following form:

"Four magnitudes taken in a certain order form a proportion when, by
measuring the first and the third respectively by any equi-submultiples
whatever- of the second and of the fourth, equal quotients are obtained."

Ingrami (Elementi di geometria, 1904) takes multiples of the first and third
instead of submultiples of the second and fourth:

" Given four magnitudes in predetermined order, the first two homogeneous
with one another, and likewise also the last two, the magnitudes are said to
form a proportion (or to be in proportion) when any multiple of the first
contains the second the same number of times that the equimultiple of the
third contains the fourth."

Veronese's definition (Elementi di geometria, Pt. II., 1905) is like that of
Faifofer; Enriques and Amaldi (Elementi di geometria, 1905) adhere to
Euclid's.

Proportionals of VII. Def. 20 a particular case.
It has already been observed that Euclid has nowhere proved (though the

fact cannot have escaped him) that the proportion of numbers is included in
the proportion of magnitudes as a special case. This is proved by Simson as
being necessary to the 5th and 6th propositions of Book x. Simson's proof is
contained in his propositions C and D inserted in the text of Book v. and in
the notes thereon. Proposition C and the note on it prove that, if four
magnitudes are jrojortionals according to VII. Def. 20, tlley are also proportionals
according to v. Def. 5. Prop. D and the note prove the partial converse,
namely that, if four magnitudes are proportionals according to the 5th definition
of Book v., and if the first be any multiple, or any part, or parts, of the second,
the third is the same multiple, part, or parts, of the fourth. The proofs use
certain results obtained in Book v.

Prop. C is as follows:
If the first be the same multiple of tIle second, or the same jart of it, that the

third is of the fourth, the first is to tlu second as the third to the fourth.
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Let the first A be the same multiple of B the second that C the third is of
the fourth D;

A is to B as C is to D.

A----

B--

c----
0-

E-----------
G----

F--------
~---

[v. 3]

A--

B------

c-
0----

and therefore [Def. 5] .B is to A as D is to C.]
We have now only to add to Prop. C the case where AB contains the

same parts of CD that EFdoes of CH:
in this case likewise A.B is to CD ,as EF to GH.

Let CK be a part of CD, and CL the same part of GH; let AB be the
same multiple of CKthat EFis of CL.

Take of A, C any equimultiples whatever E, F; and of B, D any
equimultiples whatever G, H.

Then, because A is the same multiple of B that C is of D,
and E is the same multiple of A that Fis of C,

E is the same multiple of B that Fis of D.
Therefore E, F are the same multiples of B, D.
But C, Hare equimultiples of B, D;

therefore, if E be a greater multiple of B than Cis, F is a greater multiple of
D than H is of D;

that is, if E be greater than G, F is greater than H.
In like manner,

if E be equal to G, or less, Fis equal to H, or less than it.
But E, Fare equimultiples, any whatever, of A, C;

and C, H any equimultiples whatever of B, D.
Therefore A is to B as C is to D. [v. Def. 5]
Next, let the first A be the same part of the second B that the third C is

of the fourth D :
A is to B as C is to D.

For B is the same multiple of A that D is of C;
wherefore, by the preceding case,

B is to A as D is to C;
and, z"nversely, A is to B as C is to D.

[For this last inference Simson refers to his Proposition B. That
proposition is very simply proved by taking any equimultiples E, F of B, D
and any equimultiples C, H of A, C and then arguing as follows:

Since A is to B as Cis to D,
C, H are simultaneously greater than, equal to, or less than E, F

respectively; so that .
E, F are st-multamoltsly less than, equal to, or greater than G, H

respectively,
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Therefore, by Prop. C,
AB is to CK as EFto GL.

A------B

C-"K,.----D

E--------F

G----.'L----H

And CD, GD are equimultiples of CK, GL, the second and fourth.
Therefore AB is to CD as EF to' GD [Simson's Cor. to v. 4, which

however is the particular case of v. 4 in which the "equimultiples" of one
pair are the pair itself, i.e. the pair multiplied by unity].

To prove the partial converse we begin with Prop. D.
If the first be to the second as the third to the fourth, and if the first be a

multiple or part of the second, the third is the same multiple or the same part of
the fourth.

Let A be to B as C is to D ;
and, first, let A be a multiple of B ;

C is the same multiple of D.
Take E equal to A, and whatever multiple A or E is of B, make F the

same multiple of D.
Then, because A is to B as C is to D,

and of B the second and D the fourth equimultiples have been taken E
and F,

A is to E as C is to F. [v. 4, Cor.]
But A is equal to E ;

therefore C is equal to F.
[In support of this inference Simson cites his Prop. A, which however we

can directly deduce from v. Def. 5 by taking any, but the same, equimultiples
of all four magnitudes.]

A--------

B----

E--------

c------
0---

F-----

Now Fis the same multiple of D that A is of B;
therefore C is the same multiple of D that A is of B.

Next, let the first A be a part of the second B;
C the third is the same part of the fourth D.

Because A is to B as C is to D,
inversely, B is to A as D is to C. [Prop. B]

But A is a part of B; therefore B is a multiple of A;
and, by the preceding case, D is the same multiple of C,

that is, C is the same part of D that A is of B.
We have, again, only to add to Prop. D the case where AB contains /lny

parts of CD, and AB is to CD as EF to GD;
then shall EFcontain the same parts of GD that AB does of CD.
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For let CK be a part of CD, and GL the same part of GH; and let AB
be a multiple of CX

EF shall be the same multiple of GL.
Take M the same multiple of GL that AB is of CK;

therefore AB is to CK as Mis to GL. [Prop. C]

------8A

C-K'----D

E-------F

G---";-L---H M-------

And CD, GH are equimultiples of CK, GL;
therefore - AB is to CD as Mis to GH.
But, by hypothesis, AB is to CD as EFis to GH;

therefore Jl£ is equal to BF,
and consequently EFis the same multiple of GL that AB is of CK.

DEFINITION 6.

[v. 9]

Td. 3E TOV av-rov ~X0V'Ta A6yov fLEy€8'Y] avaAoyov KaAE{a-8w.

'AvaAoyov, though usually written in one word, is equivalent to avd. A6yov,-in
proportion. It comes however in Greek mathematics to be used practically as
an indeclinable adjective, as here; d. ai T€a-erapE<;; ru(Niat o.vaAoyov ~erovTaL,

"the four straight lines will be proportional," Tp{ywva Td.,; 7rArupd.<;; rLVaAoyov
~xoVTa, "triangles having their sides proportional." Sometimes it is used
adverbially: aVaAoyov apa Ea-TtV w<;; rj BA 7rpo<;; T~V AI', OUTW<;; rj HA 7rPO'; T~V AZ,
"proportionally therefore, as BA is to A C, so is GD to DF"; so too, ap
parently, in the expression rj fL€a-'Y] avaAoyov (EV8E~a), "the mean proportional."
I do not follow the objection of Max Simon (Euclid, p. IIO) to "proportional"
as a translation of avclAoyov. "We ask," he says, "in vain, what is proportional
to what? We say e.g. that weight is proportional to price because double, treble
etc. weight corresponds to double, treble etc. price. But here the meaning must
be 'standing in a relation of proportion.'" Yet he admits that the Latin word
proportionalis is an adequate expression. He translates by "in proportion"
in the text of this definition. But I do not see that" in proportion" is better
than "proportional." The fact is that both expressions are elliptical when
used of four magnitudes "in proportion"; but there is surely no harm in
using either when the meaning is so well understood.

The use of the word KaAder8CJl, "let magnitudes having tlie same ratio be
called proportional," seems to indicate that this definition is Euclid's own.

DEFINITION 7.

'OTav 3E TWV ia-aKL<;; 7rOAAa7rAaer{wv TO P.EV TOl! 7rpWTOU 7I"OAAa7I"AaCTtOV lJ7rEp€XlI
TOU TOU 3EUT€POV 7rOAAa7rAuer{ov, TO 3E TOU Tp{TOU 7roAAU7rAa.(]'LOV J1.~ V7rEpEX1I TOU
TOU TETapTOll 7I"OAAa7rAua-tOV, T6TE TO 7rpWTOV 7I"Po<;; TO 3EUTEpOV p.d'ova AOrOV ~XELV

A€yETaL, ~7I"EP TO Tp{TOV 7rPo<;; TO T€TUPTOV.

As De Morgan observes, the practical test of dlsproportion is simpler than
that of proportion. For, whereas no examination of individual cases, however

H. E. II. 9
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extensive, will enable an observer of the construction and its model (the
illustration by means of columns and railings described above) to affirm
proportion or deny disproportion, and all it enables us to do is to fix limits
(as small as we please) to the disproportion (if any), a single instance may
enable us to deny proportion or affirm disproportion, and also to state which
way the disproportion lies. Let the 19th railing in the original fall beyond
the IIth column, while the 19th railing of the (so-called) model does not
come up to the IIth column. It follows from this one instance that the
railing distance of the model is too small relatively to the column distance, or
that the column distance is too great relatively to the railing distance. That
is, the ratio of r to c is less than that of R to C, or the ratio of c to r is greater
than that of C to R.

Saccheri (op. cit.) remarks (as Commandinus had done) that the ratio of
the first magnitude to the second will also be greater than that of the third to
the fourth if, while the multiple of the first is equal to the multiple of the
second, the multiple of the third is less than that of the fourth: a case not
mentioned in Euclid's definition. Saccheri speaks of this case being included
in Clavius' interpretation of the definition. I have, however, failed to find a
reference to the case in Clavius, though he adds, as a sort of corollary, in his
note on the definition, that if, on the other hand, the multiple of the first is
less than the multiple of the second, while the multiple of the third is ?lot less
than that of the fourth, the ratio of the first to the second is less than that of
the third to the fourth.

Euclid presumably left out the second possible criterion for a greater ratio,
and the definition of a less ratio, because he was anxious to reduce the
definitions to the minimum necessary for his purpose, and to leave the rest to
be inferred as soon as the development of the propositions of Book v. enabled
this to be done without difficulty.

Saccheri tried to reduce the second possible criterion for a greater ratio to
that given by Euclid in his definition without recourse to anything coming
later in the Book, but, in order to do this, he has to use "multiples" produced
by multipliers which are not integral numbers, but integral numbers plus proper
fractions, so that Euclid's Def. 7 becomes inapplicable.

De Morgan notes that "proof should be given that the same pair of
magnitudes can never offer both tests [i.e. the test in the definition for a
greater ratio and the corresponding test for a less ratio, with "less" substituted
for "greater" in the definition] to another pair; that is, the test of greater
ratio from one set of multiples, and that of less ratio from another." In other
words, if m, n, p, q are integers and A, B, C, D four magnitudes, none of the
pairs of equations

(I) mA> nB, mC= or < nD,
(2) mA = nB, mC < nD

can be satisfied simultaneously with anyone of the pairs of equations
(3) pA = qB, pC> qD,
(4) pA < qB, pC> or = qD.

There is no difficulty in proving this with the help of two simple
assumptions which are indeed obvious.

We need only take in illustration one of the numerous cases. Suppose,. if
possible, that the following pairs of equations are simultaneously true:

( I) mA > 1zB, m C < nD
and (2) pA<qB, pC>qD.
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which is impossible.
Nor can Euclid's criterion for a greater ratio coexist with that for equal

ratios.

Multiply (I) by q and (2) by n.

(vye need here to assume that, where rX, r Yare any equimultiples of any
magnitudes X, Y,

according as X > = < Y, rX> = < r Y.

This is contained in Simson's Axioms I and 3.)

We have then the pairs of equations

1llqA> nqB, mqC < nqD,

npA <uqB, tlfC> llqD.

From the second equations in each pair it follows that

1llqC < npC.

(We now need to assume that, if r X, sX are any multiples of X, and
r Y, sY the same multiples of Y, then,

according as rX>=< sx, rY>=< sY.

Simson uses this same assumption in his proof of v. 18.)

Therefore mqA < ufA.

But it follows from the first equations in each pair that

mqA > JtfA:

DEFINITION 8.

This is the reading of Heiberg and Camerer (who follow Peyrard's MS.)
and is that translated above. The other reading has tAax[crTOt~, which can
only be translated "consists in three terms at least." Hankel regards the defi
nition as a later interpolation, because it is superfluous, and because the word
6pO~ for a term in a proportion is nowhere else used by Euclid, though it is
common in later writers such as Nicomachus and Theon of Smyrna. The
genuineness of the definition is however supported by the fact that Aristotle
not only uses opo~ in this sense (Eth. Nie. v. 6,7, II3I b 5,9), but has a similar
remark (ibid. II3I a 31) that a "proportion is in fOllr terms at least." The
difference from Euclid is only formal; for Aristotle proceeds: "The discrete
(3trJP1JfJ-EV1]) (proportion) is clearly in four (terms), but so also is the continuous
(<TVveX'1~)' For it uses one as two and mentions it twice, e.g. (in stating) that,
as a is to /3, so also is {3 to y; thus /3 is mentioned t\vice, so that, if /3 be twice
put down, the proportionals are four." The distinction between discrete and
continuous seems to have been Pythagorean (cf. Nicomachus, II. 21, 5; 23,

2, 3; where however crVV'tJII-fLEVy] is used instead of (]"1JV€xrl~); Euclid does not
use the words 3trJP'tJfJ-EV1] and crVJIex~~ in this connexion.

So far as they go, the first words of the next definition (9), "When three
magnitudes are proportionals," which seemingly refer to Def. 8, also support
the view that the latter is, at least in substance, genuine.

9-2
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DEFINITIONS 9, 10.

(v. DEFF. 9, 10

9. ·OTav CE Tp{a. fl-EytBTJ d.vaAoyov :n, TO 7l"p'OTOV 1rPOS TO TptTOV CL7rAaaIova
AOYoV lxELV AJyETa.L r]1rEp 1rpOS TO 8EVTEpOV.

10. ·OTaV CE TJuuapa fl-EYi.{}'YJ avaAoyov '9, TO 1rpWTOV 7l"POS TO TJTapTov
TpL7rAautova AOYoV €XELV AtyETaL 7]7rEp 1rPOS TO 8EVTEpOV, Ka~ ad €~S oP.OtWS, lOS
tty ~ avaAoyta V1rUPXYI.

Here, and in connexion with the definitions of duplicate, triplicate, etc.
ratios, would be the place to expect a definition of "compound ratio." None
such is however forthcoming, and the only "definition" of it that we find is
that forming VI. Def. 5, which is an interpolation made, perhaps, even before
Theon's time. According to the interpolated definition, "A ratio is said to
be compounded of ratios when the sizes (7rTJAlKbTTJTES) of the ratios multiplied
together make some (? ratio)." But the multiplication of the sizes (or
magnitudes) of two ratios of incommensurable, and even of commensurable,
magnitudes is an operation unknown to the classical Greek geometers.
Eutocius (Archimedes, ed. Heiberg, III. p. 140) is driven to explain the
definition by making 7l"TJAlKOTTJS mean the ?lumber from which the given ratio
is called, or, in other words, the number which multiplied into the consequent
of the ratio gives the antecedent. But he is only able to work out his idea with
reference to ratios between numbers, or between commetlsurable magnitudes;
and indeed the definition is quite out of place in Euclid's theory of
proportion.

There is then only one statement in Euclid's text as we have it indicating
what is meant by compound ratio; this is in VI. 23, where he says abruptly
"But the ratio of K to ~1f is compounded of the ratio of K to L and that of
L to M." Simson accordingly gives a definition (A of Book v.) of compound
ratio directly suggested by the statement in VI. 23 just quoted.

""When there are any number of magnitudes of the same kind, the first
is said to have to the last of them the ratio compounded of the ratio which
the first has to the second, and of the ratio which the second has to the third,
and of the ratio which the third has to the fourth, and so on unto the last
magnitude.

For example, if A, B, C, D be four magnitudes of the same kind, the
first A is said to have to the last D the ratio compounded of the ratio of
A to B, and of the ratio of B to C, and of the ratio of eta D; or the ratio
of A to D is said to be compounded of the ratios of A to B, B to C, and
C to D.

And if A has to B the same ratio which E has to F; and B to C the
same ratio that G has to H; and C to D the same that K has to L; then,
by this definition, A is said to have to D the ratio compounded of ratios
which are the same with the ratios of E to F, G to H, and K to L: and the
same thing is to be understood when it is more briefly expressed, by saying,
A has to D the ratio compounded of the ratios of E to F, G to l£, and
K to L.

In like manner, the same things being supposed, if M has to N the
same ratio which A has to D; then, for shortness' sake M is said to have to
N the ratio compounded of the ratios of E to F, G to'H, and K to L."

De M?rgan has some. admirable remarks on compound ratio, which
not only gIVe a very clear VIew of what is meant by it but at the same time
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supply a plausible explanation of the origziz of the term. "Treat ratio," says
De Morgan, "as an engine of operation. Let that of A to B suggest the
power of altering any magnitude in that ratio." (It is true that it is not yet
proved that, B being any magnitude, and P and Q two magnitudes of the
same kind, there does exist a magnitude A which is to B in the same ratio
as P to Q. It is not till VI. 12 that this is proved, by construction, in the
particular case where the three magnitudes are straight lines. The proof in the
Greek text of v. 18 which assumes the truth of the more general proposition
is, by reason of that assumption, open to objection; see the note on that
proposition.) Now "every alteration of a magnitude is alteration in some
ratio, two or more successive alterations are jointly equivalent to but one, and
the ratio of the initial magnitude to the terminal one is as properly said to be
the compound ratio of alteration as 13 to be the compound addend in lieu of
8 and 5, or 28 the compound multiple for 7 and 4. Composition is used
here, as elsewhere, for the process of detecting one single alteration which
produces the joint effect of two or more. The composition of the ratios of
P to R, R to S, Tto U, is performed by assuming A, altering it in the first
ratio into B, altering B in the second ratio into C, and C in the third ratio
into D. The joint effect turns A into D, and the ratio of A to D is the
compounded ratio."

Another word for compounded ratio is ITUVlJfLfLF;VO'> (a-vvcLr.nrJ) which is
common in Archimedes and later writers.

It is clear that duplicate ratio, triplicate ratio etc. defined in v. Deff. 9
and 10 are merely particular cases of compound ratio, being in fact the
ratios compounded of two, three etc. equal ratios. The use which the Greek
geometers made of compounded, duplicate, triplicate ratios etc. is well
illustrated by the discovery of Hippocrates that the problem of the duplication
of the cube (or, more generally, the construction of a cube which shall be to
a given cube in any given ratio) reduces to that of finding "two mean
proportionals in continued proportion." This amounted to seeing that, if
x, yare two mean proportionals in continued proportion between any two
lines a, b, in other words, if a is to x as x to y, and x is to y as y to b, then a
cube with side a is to a cube with side x as a is to b; and this is equivalent
to saying that a has to b the triplicate ratio of a to x.

Euclid is careful to use the forms lhr.Aaa-[wJI, TpL7rAaa-[wv, etc. to express what
we translate as duplicate, triplicate etc. ratios; the Greek mathematicians, .
however, commonly used i3L7rAacrw,> AOyO'>, "double ratio," Tp17rAG.crLO'> AOyO'>,
"triple ratio" etc. in the sense of the ratios of 2 to I, 3 to I etc. The effort.
if such it was, to keep the one form for the one signification and the other for
the other was only partially successful, as there are several instances of the
contrary use, e.g. in Archimedes, Nicomachus and Pappus.

The expression for having the ratio which is "duplicate (triplicate) of that
which it has to tne second" is curious-i3Lr.AacrLova (Tp17rAaa-{ova) "-oyov exnv
ij7r€P 7t'po'> TO i3,wnpov-';;7r€P being used as if i3L7rAaa-{ova or TpL7rAacr[ova were a
sort of comparative, in the same way as it is used after fLECtova or l"acrcrova.
Another way of expressing the same thing is to say AOyO'> i3L7rAacrLwv (TpL7rAacr[wv)
TOU, 8v ~EL ••• the ratio "duplicate of that (ratio) which ..." The explanation
of both constructions would seem to be that i3Lr.Aa.crw'> or i317rAacr{wv is, as
Hultsch translates it in his edition of Pappus (cf. p. 59, 17), duplo maio?',
where the ablative duplo implies not a difference but a proportion.

The four magnitudes in Def. 10 must of course be in c01ztinued proportion
(KaT<1 TO a-vV€XF;,». The Greek text as it stands does not state this.
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DEFINITION 1 I.

·Op.6>"oya. p.ryf.8'Y] >"f.yF.TaL TO. P.(V ~yovp.Ella TOtS .qyoVP.f.VOLS TO. S( E7rop.F.Va TOtS
er.:op.f.VoLS.

It is difficult to express the meaning of the Greek in as few words. A
translation more literal but conveving less, would be, "Antecedents are caned
(orrt'spaJlding matTJZitudes to antec~dents, and consequents to consequents."

I have prefer~ed to translate OP.6AOyoS b¥ "corresponding" rath~r than by
"homoloaous." I do not agree with Max SImon when he says (EuclId, p. 1 II)

that the t~chnical term "homologous" is not the adjective OP.OAoyoS, and does
not mean "corresponding," "agreeing," but "like in r~spect of the proportion"
("iihnlich in Bezug auf das Verhiiltniss"). T~e defimtIOn s.eems to me t? be
for the purpose of appropriating to a techmcal use precIsely the ordInary
adjective op.o>..oyos, "agreeing" or "corresponding."

AntecedeJIts, ~yovp.EVa, are literally "leadzilg (terms)," and cOlZsequents,
Er.:/'p-EVa, "following (terms)."

DEFINITION 12.

'EvalJ,.o.~Aoyos (G"TL A~t/JLS TOl) ~YOVP.EVOU 1rp6S TO ~Y01}P.F.VOV Kat TOU E1r0P-EVOV
7rPOS 'TO E1rop.evov.

We now come to a number of expressions for the transformation of ratios
or proportions. The first is (}/a'AAaf, alternately, which would be better
described with reference to a proportion of four terms than with reference to
a ratio. But probably Euclid defined all the terms in Deff. 12--16 with
reference to ratios because to define them with reference to proportions would
look like assuming what ought to be proved, namely the legitimacy of the
various transformations of proportions (cf. v. 16, 7 Par., 18, 17, 19 Por.). The
word Eva'AAa.~ is of course a common term which has no exclusive reference to
mathematics. But this same use of it with reference to proportions already
occurs in Aristotle: Anal. post. I. 5, 74 a 18, Kat TO ava'Aoyov 6n EvaAAa~,

"and that a proportion (is true) alternately, or alfernando." Used with AOYOS,
as here, the adverb EvaAAa~ has the sense of an adjective, "alternate"; we
have already had it similarly used of "alternate angles" (ai Eva'A'Aa~ ywv[aL) in
the theory of parallels.

DEFINITION 13.
'A' \ \ I " \ ..... 1. .... t , f: I: , ,'c, c., var-aMV I\oyos F.G"TL 1\.'7'1'LS TOU E7r0P-EVOU <Us "Iyoup.F.VOV 1rPOS TO "IYOVP-F.VOII <Us

E1r0P-EVOV.

'Avar.~tv, "inversely," "the other way about," is also a general term with
no exclUSIve reference to mathematics. For this use of it with reference to
proportion cf. Aristotle, De Cae/o 1. 6, 273 b 32 T1}V avaAoytav rlv 7a. f3d.p'7 ~XH
01. ](pOVOt dl'~7raAtll ~~ouG"w, "the proportion which the weights have, the time~
wII.1 h~ve zlZ'l.'ersely." As here used with AOyO>, o..va.7raAtll is, exceptionally,
adJectival.

DEFINITION 14.

-;'-u;6(G"LS 'Aoyou EG"Tl AijiftLS TaU .qyovp-evou p-wi TOU E7rop-eVOV cOs Evas 7rPOS aUTO
TO F.7r0P-F.VOV•

.The composition of a ratio is' to be distinguished from the compounding of
ratIOS and compoul1ded ratio (G"vyKdp-F.VOS Aoyos2 as explained above in the note
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on Deff. 9, 10. The fact is that (JVJ/T{()'YJfJ.L and what serves for the passive of
it ((JUYK€LfJ.aL) are used for adding as well as compounding in the sense of
compounding ratios. In order to distinguish the two senses, I have always
used the word compone1ldo where the sense is that of this definition, though
this requires a slight departure from the literal rendering of some passages.
Thus the enunciation of v. 17 says, literally, "if magnitudes compounded be
in proportion they will also be in proportion separated" (~av O-VYKE{fJ.EVa
IJ.EY€{}TJ &vaAoyov :0, Kal 8LaLpefNvTa avaAoyov E(JTaL). This practically means
that, if A + B is to B as C + D is to D, then A is to B as C is to D.
I have accordingly translated as follows: "if magnitudes be proportional
componeJldo, they will also be proportional separando." (It will be observed
that separando, a term explained in the next note, is here used, not relatively
to the proportion A is to B as C is to D, but relatively to the proportion
compomndo, viz. A + B is to Base + D is to D.) The c<:mesponding
term for componendo in the Greek mathematicians is (JVv{}€VTl, literally "to one
who has compounded," i.e. "if we compound." (For this absolute use of the
dative of the participle d. Nicomachus I. 8, 9 ar.o fJ.ov&.80'>•••Kara TOV 8L7TAa.(TLOV
A6yov 7TPOXWPOUVTL fJ-€XPt<; &7rE{pOV, O<JOL Kal. liv y€vwVTaL, O~TOL 7Td.VTE'> apTLaKL,
apno{ d(JLV. A very good instance from Aristotle is Etk 1'lic. 1. 5, l097 bIZ
~7l"EK'TE{VOV'TLyap ~7r1. TOV, YOVElS Kal. TOU, a7roy6volJ, Kal TWV 1>0.rov TOV<; 1>{Aou,
El, a.7r€LpOV 7rp6EL(JW.) A variation for (JUV{}€VTL found in Archimedes is KaTa
o-UV{}E(JLV. Perhaps the more exclusive use of the form (JUv{}€vTL by geometers
later than Euclid to denote the composition 0/ a ratio, as compared with
Euclid's more general use of U'I1V(jE<JL, and other parts of the verb (Jvvr{(jy/IJ.L
or (JvYKELfJ-aL, may point to a desire to get rid of ambiguity of terms and to
make the terminology of geometry more exact.

DEFINITION IS.

ALa{pE(JL, A6yolJ ~<TTI. Aijt/Jt> Tij<; V7TEP0xfj<;, V V7l"EP€XEL TO .qYOVfJ-EVOV TOU
I!" "" II: ,E7r0IJ.EVOlJ, 7TpO, aUTO TO E7rOIJ.EVOV.

As composition of a ratio means the transformation, e.g., of the ratio of
A to B into the ratio of A + B to B, so the separaHoll 0/ a ratio indicates
the transformation of it into the ratio of A - B to B. Thus, as the new
antecedent is in one case got by adding the original antecedent to the original
consequent, so the antecedent in the other case is obtained by subtracting the
original consequent from the original antecedent (it being assumed that the
latter is greater than the former). Hence the literal translations of 8La{pE(JL<;;
A6you, "division of a ratio," and of 8UAOVTL (the corresponding term to
<Tvv(j€VTL) as dividendo, scarcely give a sufficiently obvious explanation of the
meaning. Heiberg accordingly translates by "subtractio rationis," which
again may be thought to depart too far f:om the Greek. Perhaps "separation"
and separando may serve as a compromIse.

DEFINITION 16.

'AvaCJTpoep.q AOYOV €O"TL A~tf;l/; TOU ~'Y01JjLEVOV 1l'pOC; n]v V1r€poX.qv, nV1r€P£XEL

TO "rjyOVfJ.EVOV TOU E7l"0IJ.€VOlJ.
Conversion of a ratio means taking, e.g., instead of the ratio of A to B,

the ratio of A to A -B (A being again supposed greater than B). As
tlva<JTpocf>~ is used for cO;lversioll, so ava(JTp€1f!avTL is used 'for cOlwertendo
(corresponding to the terms <Jvv(j€vTL and 3tEAOVTL).
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DEFINITION 17.

[v. DEFF. 17, 18

, ,,' \'" 8 ~ '''\ \ ' ~" '\ -8A, terou AOyoS €erTt 7r1\.€tOVWV OVTWV P.€YE WV KUL QI\./\.wv aUTotS W·WV TO 1r/\.'I] OS
t.n!vauo "Aup.{3UVOP.J.l/WV KUt ~V T"! UVT<{J A6y~, 6TaV VWS ~v TOtS 7rp,,)rOLS p.€y£fherL TO
7rpWTOV 7rPOS TO eerXUTOV, OVTWS ~V TOtS aWTJ.pOL'; p.Eyi.8EerL TO 7rpWTOV 7rpOS TO eOXUTOV'
~ <tAAWS' A1jl/n~ TOlV aKpWV KuB' V7rE~u{pEerLV TOlV fderwv.

BL' rerou, ex aequali, must apparently mean ex aequ.ali dista.ntia, at an equal
distance or interval, i.e. after an equal number of mtervenmg terms. The
wording of the definition. sug~ests. that it is rather a proportion ex a~qua~i
than a ratio ex aequalz" which IS bemg defined (cr. Def. 12). The meamng IS

clear enough. If a, b, c, d ... be one set of magnitudes, and A, B, C, D ...
another set of magnitudes, such that

a is to b as A is to B,
b is to c as B is to C,

and so on, the last proportion being, e.g.,
k is to I, as K is to L,

then the inference ex aequali is that
a is to I as A is to L.

The/act that this is so, or the trutll of the inference from the hypothesis,
is not proved until v. 22. The definition is therefore merely verbal; it gives
a convenient flame to a ceitain inference which is of constant application in
mathematics. But ex aequali could not be intelligibly defined except with
reference to two sets of ratios respectively equal.

DEFINITION 18.

TE'TapayfL&T) BE. &'VaA0Y{u ~erT{v, ihav TpLOlV 6VTWV P.EyE8wv Kat lliwv am-oLS
tcrwv TO 7rAijBo~ Y{VTJTal W~ p.E.V ~V TOL~ 7rpWTOLS p.EyJ.8EerLV -rJyOUp.€VOV 7rPOS E7rOP.€VOV,
OVTW~ ~V TOtS BEVTf.pOL' fLeyf.8EerLV .qYOUfLEVOV 7rpo. E7rOP.EVOV, ws aE. w TO;:~ 7rpWTOL'
p.eyJ.BEertV E1rOP.€VOV 7rPOS aUo TL, oVrw. ~V TOtS aEUTf.pOLS aAAO 'Tt 7rPO~ -rJyoup.evov.

Though the words at' Lerou, ex aequali, are not in this definition, it gives a
description of a case in which the inference ex aequali is still true, as will be
hereafter proved in v. 23. A perturbed proportion is an expression for the
case when, there being three magnitudes a, b, c and three others A, B, C,

a is to b as B is to C,

and b is to c as A is to B.

Another description of this case is found in Archimedes, "the ratios being
dissimilarly ordered" (avop.o{ws TETayp.J.vwv TOlV AOyWV). The full description of
the inference in this case (as proved in v. 23), namely that

a is to c as A is to C,

is ex aequali in perturbed proportion (St' terou ~v TETaptiyP.l.vrJ avaAoyCa).
Archimedes sometimes omits the a,' ta-ou, first giving the two proportions ~d
proceeding thus: "therefore, the proportions being dissimilarly ordered, a has
to c the same ratio as A has to C."

The fact that Def. 18 describes a particular case in which the inference
U L<TOU will be proved true seems to have suggested to some one after
Theon's time the interpolation of aQother <lefinition between 17 and 18 to
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describe the ordinary case where the argument ex aequali holds good. The
interpolated definition runs thus: "an ordered proportion (T£TaYJLWrJ avaAoy{a)
arises when, as antecedent is to consequent, so is antecedent to consequent,
and, as consequent is to something else, so is consequent to something else."
This case needed no description after Dt:f. 17 itself; and the supposed
definition is never used.

After the definitions of Book v. Simson supplies the following axioms.

1. Equimultiples of the same or of equal magnitudes are equal to one
another.

2. Those magnitudes of which the same or equal magnitudes are
equimultiples are equal to one another.

3. A multiple of a greater magnitude is greater than the same multiple
of a less.

4. That magnitude of which a multiple is greater than the same multiple
of another is greater than that other magnitude.



BOOK V. PROPOSITIONS.

PROPOSITION I.

J.f there be allY number of magnitudes whatever which are,
respectively, equimultlples ofany magnitudes equal in multitude,
thm, whatever multiple 011e of the magnitudes is of one, that
1Jlultzple also '[oill all be of all.

Let any number of magnitudes whatever AB, CD be
respectively equimultiples of any magnitudes E, F equal in
multitude;
I say that, whatever multiple AB is of E, that multiple will
AB, CD also be of E, F.

A G

E--

B C"'--_--'H..:-,_---=0

F--

For, since AB is the same multiple of E that CD is of F,
as many magnitudes as there are in AB equal to E, so many
also are there in CD equal to F.

Let riB be divided into the magnitudes A G, GB equal
to E,
and CD into CH, HD equal to F;
then the multitude of the magnitudes A G, GB will be equal
to the multitude of the magnitudes CH, H D.

Now, since AG is equal to E, and CH to F,
therefore A G is equal to E, and A G, CH to E, F.

F or the same reason
GB is equal to E, and GB, HD to E, F;

therefore, as many magnitudes as there are in AB equal to E
so many also are there in riB, CD equal to E, F; ,
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B G
A---!---J---+!--+---IJ

therefore, whatever multiple AB IS of E, that multiple will
AB, CD also be of E, F

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

De Morgan remarks of v. 1-6 that they are "simple propositions of
concrete arithmetic, covered in language which makes them unintelligible to
modern ears. The first, for instance, states no more than that tell acres and
ten roods make ten times as much as one acre and one rood." One aim
therefore of notes on these as well as the other propositions of Book v.
should be to make their purport clearer to the learner by setting them side by
side with the same truths expressed in the much shorter and more familiar
modern (algebraical) notation. In doing so, we shall express magnitudes by
the first letters of the alphabet, a, b, c etc., adopting small instead of capital
letters so as to avoid confusion with Euclid's lettering; and we shall use the
small letters m, n, p etc. to represent integral numbers. Thus ma will always
mean lIZ times a or the m'h multiple of a (counting I. a as the first, 2. a as the
second multiple, and so on).

Prop. I then asserts that, if ma, mb, me etc. be any equimultiples of a, [I, e
etc., then

ma + mb + me + ... = lIZ (a + b+ e+ ... ).

PROPOSITION 2.

If a first magn£tude be the same multiple of a second
that a th£rd Z5 of a fourth, and a fifth also be the same multiple
of the second that a sixth zs of the fourth, the sum of the first
.andfifth will also be the same mltlt£ple of the second that the
sum of the third and sixth is of the fourth.

Let a first magnitude, AB, be the same multiple of a
second, C, that a third, DE,
is of a fourth, F, and let a
fifth, BG, also be the same
multiple of the second, C, that c-- E H
a sixth, EN, is of the fourth 0 --+---!---+-I----;----11

F; F---

I say that the sum of the
first and fifth, A G, will be the same multiple of the second, C,
that the sum of the third and sixth, DH, is of the fourth, F

For, since AB is the same multiple of C that DE is of F,
therefore, as many magnitudes as there are in AB equal to C,
so many also are there in DE equal to F.

For the same reason also,
as many as there are in BG equal to C, so many are there
also in EH equal to F;
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therefore, as many as there are in the whole A G equal to C,
so many also are there in the whole DH equal to F.

Therefore, whatever multiple A G is of C, that multiple
also is DH of F.

Therefore the sum of the first and fifth, A G, is the same
multiple of the second, C, that the sum of the third and sixth,
D H, is of the fourth, F.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

To find the corresponding formula for the result of this proposition, we
may suppose a to be the" second" magnitude and b the "fourth." If now
the" first" magnitude is ma, the" third" is, by hypothesis, mb; and, if the
" fifth" magnitude is na, the" sixth" is nb. The proposition then asserts that
ma + na is the same multiple of a that mb + nb is of b.

More generally, if pa, qa ... and pb, qb ... be any further equimultiples of
a, b respectively, ma + na +pa + qa + ... is the same multiple of a that mb +
llb +pb + qb + '" is of b. This extension is stated in Simson's corollary to
v. 2 thus:

"From this it is plain that, if any number of magnitudes AB, BG, GH
be multiples of another C; and as many DE, EK, KL be the same
multiples of F, each of each; the whole of the first, viz. AH, is the same
multiple of C that the whole of the last, viz. DL, is of F."

The course of the proof, which separates 7Jl into its units and also lZ into
its units, practically tells us that the multiple of a arrived at by adding the
two multiples is the (11l + n)th multiple; or practically we are shown that

ma + na = (m + n) a,
or, more generally, that

ma + Ita + fa + .. , = (Ill + II +P+ ...) a.

PROPOSITION 3.

.If a first magnitude be the same multiple of a second
that a third is of a fourth, and if equimultiples be takm
of the first and third, then also ex aequali the magnitudes
taken will be equimultiples respectively, the one of the second
and the other of the fourth.

Let a first magnitude A be the same multiple of a second
B that a third C is of a fourth D, and let equimultiples BF,
GHbe taken of A, C;
I say that BF is the same multiple of B that GH is of D.

F or, since BF is the same multiple of A that GH is of C,
therefore, as many magnitudes as there are in BF equal to
A, so many also are there in GH equal to C.
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Let EF be divided into the magnitudes EK, KF equal
to A, and GH into the magnitudes GL, LH equal to C;
then the multitude of the magnitudes EK, KFwiII be equal
to the multitude of the magnitudes GL, LH.

A---+---!--~

B---l

E-------~~:...-------lf

C--+--r--~

D ----l

o -----+T----..!j~

And, since A is the same multiple of B that C is of D,
while EK is equal to A, and GL to C,
therefore EK is the same multiple of B that GL is of D.

For the same reason
KF is the same multiple of B that LH is of D.
Since, then, a first magnitude EK is the same multiple

of a second B that a third GL is of a fourth D,
and a fifth KF is also the same multiple of the second B that
a sixth LH is of the fourth D,
therefore the sum of the first and fifth, EF, is also the same
multiple of the second B that the sum of the third and sixth,·
GH, is of the fourth D. [v. 2]

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

Heiberg remarks of the use of ex aequali in the enunciation of this propo
sition that, strictly speaking, it has no reference to the definition (q) of a
ratio ex aequali. But the uses of the expression here and in the definition
are, I think, sufficiently parallel, as may be seen thus. The proposition
asserts that, if

na, nb are equimultiples of a, b,
and if 111 • na, 111. nb are equimultiples of lta, llb,

then 1lZ. na is the same multiple of a that 111. nb is of b. Clearly the proposi
tion can be extended by taking further equimultiples of the last equimultiples
and so on; and we can prove that

p. q ... m. na is the same multiple of a thatp. q...m. fzb is of b,

where the series of numbers p. q...m. n is exactly the same in both
expressions;
and ex aequali (Ot' LUOU) expresses the fact that the equimultiples are at the
same distance from a, b in the series na, til. na... and nb, m. nb... respectively.
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Here again the proof breaks 1!l into its units, and then breaks n into its
units; and we are practically shown that the multiple of a arrived at, viz.
lIZ. ?la, is the multiple denoted by the product of the numbers 111, n, i.e. the
(mll)th multiple, or in other words that

111 . na = 1lzn . a.

PROPOSITION 4.

If a first magnitude have to a second the same ratio as a
third to a fourth, any equimultiples whatever of the first and
third will also have the same ratio to any equimultiples
wltatever of the second and fourth respectively, taken in
corresjJonding order.

For let a first magnitude A have to a second B the same
ratio as a third C to a fourth D; and let equimultiples E, F
be taken of A, C, and G, H other, chance, equimultiples of
B,D;
I say that, as E is to G, so is Pta H

A--

B--

E---+---

G-----
K------+-----

M-------!-------+------
c--
0

F--t--

H--J---I---

L ------l---

N-----...-------i-----

F or let equimultiples K, L be taken of E, F, and other,
chance, equimuItiples M, N of G, H.

Since E is the same multiple of A that F is of C,
and equimultiples K, L of E, F have been taken,
therefore K is the same multiple of A that L is of C. [v. 3]

F or the same reason
M is the same multiple of B that N is of D.
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And, since, as A is to B, so is C to D,
and of A, C equimultiples K, L have been taken,
and of B, D other, chance, equimultiples M, N,
therefore, if K is in excess of M, L also is in excess of N,
if it is equal, equal, and if less, less. lv. Def. 5]

And K, L are equimultiples of E, F,
and M, N other, chance, equimultiples of G, H;
therefore, as E is to G, so is F to H. [v. Def. 5]

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

This proposition shows that, if a, b, c, dare proportionals, then
ma is to nb as mc is to nd.;

and the proof is as follows:
Take pma, pmc any equimultiples of ma, mc, and qnb, qnd any equimulti

pIes of nb, nd.
Since a : b = c : d, it follows [v. Def. 5] that,

according as pma > =< qnb,pmc > =< qnd.
But the p- and q-equimultiples are any equimultiples ;

therefore [v. DeE 5]
ma : nb = mc : nd.

It will be observed that Euclid's phrase for taking allY equimultiples of
A, C and any other equimultiples of B, D is "let there be taken equimulti
pIes E, F of A, C, and G, H other, chance, equimultiples of B, D," E, F
being called lCTlfKL<; 1rOAAm,Aacna simply, and G, H aAAa, & €TVX£V, l<TaKc<;
1rOAAa1rAcf<TLa. And similarly, when any equimultiples (K, L) of E, F
come to be taken, and any other equimultiples (M, N) of G, H. But
later on Euclid uses the same phrases about the ne7£/ equimultiples with
reference to the original magnitudes, reciting that" there have been taken, of
A, C, equimultiples K, L and of B, D, other, chance, equimultiples JIJ, N" ;
whereas M, N are not any equimultiples whatever of B, D, but are allY
equimultiples of the particular multiples (G, H) which have been taken of B,
D respectively, though these latter have been taken at random. Simson would,
in the first place, add & €TVX€V in the passages where any equimultiples E, F
are taken of A, C and any equimultiples K, L are taken of E, F, because the
words are "wholly necessary" and, in the second place, would leave them
out where M, N are called aAAa, & €T1.IX£V, luaKc<; 7rOAAa7rA~<TLa of B, D, because
it is not true that of B, D have been taken" any equimultiples whatever (&
€T1IX£), M, N." Simson adds: "And it is strange that neither Mr Briggs, who
did right to leave out these words in one place of Prop. 13 of this book, nor
Dr Gregory, who changed them into the word 'some' in three places, and
left them out in a fourth of that same Prop. 13, did not also leave them out
in this place of Prop. 4 and in the second of the two places where they occur
in Prop. I7 of this book, in neither of which they can stand consistent with
truth: And in none' of all these places, even in those which they corrected in
their Latin translation, have they cancelled the words &. €TVX£ in the Greek
text, as they ought to have done. The 'same words &. €TVX£ are found in
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four places of Prop. r r of this book, in the first and last of which they are
necessary, but in the second and third, though they are true, they are quite
superfluous; as they likewise are in the second of the two places in which
they are found in the 12th prop. and in the like places of Prop. 22, 23 of this
book; but are wanting in the last place of Prop. 23, as also in Prop. 25,
Book XI."

As will be seen, Simson's emendations amount to alterations of the text
so considerable as to suggest doubt whether we should be justified in making
them in the absence of MS. authority. The phrase "equimultiples of A, C
and other, chance, equimultiples of B, D" recurs so constantly as to suggest
that it was for Euclid a quasi-stereotyped phrase, and that it is equally genuine
wherever it occurs. Is it then absolutely necessary to insert £f ~T1JX£ in places
where it does not occur, and to leave it out in the places where Simson holds
it to be wrong? I think the text can be defended as it stands. In the first
place to say "take equimultiples of A, C" is a fair enough way of saying
take any equimultiples 'whatever of A, C. The other difficulty is greater, but
may, I think, be only due to the adoption of alzy 'uJhatezler as the translation
of & ~'TvX£' As a matter of fact, the words only mean chance equimultiples,
equimultiples which are the result of random selection. Is it not justifiable
to describe the product of two chance numbers, numbers selected at random,
as being a "chance number," since it is the result of two random selections?
I think so, and I have translated & ErVX£ accordingly as implying, in the case
in question, "other equimultiples whatever they may happen to be."

To this proposition Theon added the following:
"Since then it was proved that, if X is in excess of M, L is also in excess

of N, if it is equal, (the other is) el[ual, and if less, less,
it is clear also that,
if M is in excess of X, N is also in excess of L, if it is equal, (the other is)
equal, and if less, less;
and for this reason,

as G is to E, so also is Hto F.
PORISM. From this it is manifest that, if four magnitudes be proportional,

they will also be proportional inversely."
Simson rightly pointed out that the demonstration of what Theon intended

to prove, viz. that, if E, G, F, H be proportionals, they are proportional
inversely, i.e. G is to E as H is to F, does not in the least depend upon this
4th proposition or the proof of it; for, when it is said that, "if K exceeds ltf,
L also exceeds N etc.," this is not proved from the fact that E, G, F, Hare
proportionals (which is the conclusion of Prop. 4), but from the fact that
A, B, C, Dare proportionals.

The proposition that, if A, B, C, Dare proportionals, they are also
proportionals inversely is not given by Euclid, but Simson supplies the proof
in his Prop. B. The fact is really obvious at once from the 5th definition
of Book v. (d. p. 127 above), and Euclid probably omitted the proposition
as unnecessary.

Simson added, in place of Theon's corollary, the follo",ing:
"Likewise, if the first has the same ratio to the second which the third

has to the fourth, then also any equimultiples whatever of the first and third
have the same ratio to the second and fourth: And, in like manner, the first
and the third have the same ratio to any equimultiples whatever of the second
and fourth."
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The proof, of course, follows exactly the method of Euclid's proposition
itself, with the only difference that, instead of one of the two pairs of equi
multiples, the magnitudes themselves are taken. In other words, the conclu
sion that

ma is to nb as mc is to nd
is equally true when either 7Jl or n is equal to unity.

As De Morgan says, Simson's corollary is only necessary to those who will
not admit M into the list .!vI, 2J}£' 3iVE etc.; the exclusion is grammatical and
nothing else. The same may be said of Simson's Prop. A to the effect that,
" If the first of four magnitudes has to the second the same ratio which the
third has to the fourth: then, if the first be greater than the second, the third
is also greater than the fourth; and if equal, equal; if less, less." This is
needless to those who believe once A to be a proper component of the list of
multiples, in spite of muttus signifying many.

PROPOSITION 5.

1.1 a magnitude be the same multiple of a magnitude that
a part subtracted is of a part subtracted, the remainder will
also be the same multzple of the remainder that the whole is of
the whole.

5 F or let the magnitude AB be the same multiple of the
magnitude CD that the part AE subtracted is of the part CF
subtracted;
I say that the remainder EB is also the same multiple of the
remainder FD that the whole AB is of the whole CD.

G C
I I

E
I I

F 0
I I

B
I

IO For, whatever multiple AE is of CF, let EB be made
that multiple of CG. . .

Then, since AE is the same multiple of CF that EB is
ofGC,
therefore AE is the same multiple of CF that AB is of GF.

[v. 1]

IS But, by the assumption, AE is the same multiple of CF
that AB is of CD.

Therefore AB is the same multiple of each of the magni-
tudes GF, CD;

therefore GF is equal to CD.
20 Let CF be subtracted from each;

therefore the remainder GC is equal to the remainder FD.
H. E. II. 10
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And, since AE is the same multiple of CFthat EB is of
GC,
and GC is equal to DF,

25 therefore AE is the same multiple of CF that EB is of FD.
But, by hypothesis,
AE is the same multiple of CF that AB is of CD;

therefore EB is the same multiple of FD that AB is of CD.
That is, the remainder EB will be the same multiple of

30 the remainder FD that the whole AB is of the whole CD..
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

10. let EB be made that multiple of CG, TOG'auTa.1rMG'LOII 'Y~'Y0llhw Ka! TO EB Tali
rHo From this way of stating the construction one might suppose that CG was given and
EE had to be found equal to a certain multiple of it. But in fact EE is what is given and
CG has to be found, Le. CG has to be constructed as a certain submultiple of EE.

B D

c

F

E

This proposition corresponds to V. I, with subtraction taking the place of
addition. It proves the formula

nza - nzb = 1Jl (a - b).
Euclid's construction assumes that, if AE is any multiple of CF, and EB

is any other magnitude, a' fourth straight line can be found such that EB is
the same multiple of it that AE is of CF, or in other words that, given any
magnitude, we can divide it into any number of equal parts. This is however
not proved, even of straight lines, much less other magnitudes, until VI. 9.
Peletarius had already seen this objection to the construction. The difficulty
is not got over by regarding it merely as a hypothetical construction; for
hypothetical constructions are not in Euclid's manner. The remedy is to
substitute the alternative construction given by Simson, after Peletarius and
Campanus' translation from the Arabic, which only requires. us to add a
magnitude to itself a certain number of times. The demonstration follows
Euclid's line exactly.

"Take AG the same multiple of FD that AE is of CF; G

therefore AE is the same multiple of CFthat EG is of CD.
t [v. r]

But AE, by hypothesis, is the same multiple of CF that A
AB is of CD; therefore EG is the same multiple of CD that
AB is of CD;

wherefore EG is equal to AB.
Take from them the common magnitude AE; the remainder

A G is equal to the remainder EB.
Wherefore, since AE is the same multiple of CFthat AG is

of ED, and since A G is equal to EB,
therefore AE is the same multiple of CFthat EB is qf FD.

But AE is the same multiple of CFthat AB is of CD;
therefore EB is the same multiple of ED that AB is of CD."

Q. E. D.
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Euclid's proof amounts to this.
Suppose a magnitude x taken such that

ma-mb=mx, say.
Add mb to each side, whence (by v. r)

ma=m (x+ b).
Therefore a=x+b, or x=a - b,

so that ma - mb = 1ll (a - b).
Simson's proof, on the other hand, argues thus.
Take x = m (a - b), the same multiple of (a - b) that mb is of b.
Then, by addition of mb to both sides, we have [v. r]

x+mb=ma,
or x=ma-mb.
That is, ma-mb=m(a-b).

PROPOSITION 6.

G
1

H 0
I

A

E-

K 0
I

F-

If two magnitudes be equimultiples of two magn£tudes, and
any magnzludes subtracted from them be eqttimultiples of the
same, the re'mainders also are either equal to the same or equi
mult£ples of them.

For let two magnitudes AB, CD be equimultiples of two
magnitudes E, F, and let AG, CH
subtracted from them be equi
multiples of the same two E, F;
I say that the remainders also, GB,
HD, are either equal to E, F or
equimultiples of them.

For, first, let GB be equal to E;
I say that H D is also equal to F.

F or let CK be made equal to F.
Since A G is the same multiple of E that CH is of F,

while GB is equal to E and KC to F,
therefore AB is the same multiple of E that KH is of F.

[v. z]
But, by hypothesis, AB is the same multiple of E that

CD is of F;
therefore KH is the same multiple of F that CD is of F.

Since then each of the magnitudes KH, CD is the same
multiple of F,

therefore KH is equal to CD.
ro-z
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Let CH be subtracted from each;
therefore the remainder KC is equal to the remainder H D.

But F is equal to KC;
therefore HD is also equal to F.

Hence, if GBis equal to E, HD is also equal to F.
Similarly we can prove that, even if GB be a multiple

of E, HD is also the same multiple of F.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

This proposition corresponds to v. 2, with subtraction taking the place of
addition. It asserts namely that, if n is less than m, ma - na is the same
multiple of a that mb - nb is of b. The enunciation distinguishes the cases in
which m - n is equal to r and greater than r respectively.

Simson observes that, while only the first case (the simpler one) is proved
in the Greek, both are given in the Latin translation from the Arabic; and
he supplies accordingly the proof of the second case, which Euclid leaves to
the reader. The fact is that it is exactly the same as the other except that, in
the construction, CX is made the same multiple of F that GB is of E, and
at the end, when it has been proved that KC is equal to RD, instead of
concluding that HD is equal to F, we have to say" Because GB is the same
multiple of E that KC is of F, and KC is equal to RD, therefore UD is
the same multiple of Fthat GB is of E."

PROPOSITION 7.

Equal mag1titZtdes have to the same the same ratio, as also
has the same to equal -magnitudes.

Let A, B be equal magnitudes and C any other, chance,
magnitude;
I say that each of the magnitudes A, B has the same ratio
to C, and C has the same ratio to each of the magnitudes
A,B.

A-- D~-r----------l

B-- E~--;~---t-""'-"'---l

C. F ....' ---0-----+---1

For let equimultiples D, E of A, B be taken, and of C
another, chance, multiple F.

Then, since D is the same multiple of A that E is of B,
while A is equal to B,

therefore D is equal to E.
But F is another, chance, magnitude.
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If therefore D is in excess of F, E is also in excess of F,
if equal to it, equal; and, if less, less.

And D, E are equimultiples of A, B,
while F is another, chance, multiple of C;

therefore, as A is to C, so is B to C. [v. Def. 5]

I say next that C also has the same ratio to each of the
magnitudes A, B.

F or, with the same construction, we can prove similarly
that D is equal to E ;
and F is some other magnitude.

If therefore F is in excess of D, it is also in excess of E,
if equal, equal; and, if less, less.

And F is a multiple of C, while D, E are other, chance,
equimultiples of A, B;

therefore, as C is to A, so is C to B. [v. Def. 5J

Therefore etc.

PORISM. From this it is manifest that, if any magnitudes
are proportional, they will also be proportional inversely.

Q. E. D.

In this proposition there is a similar use of 8 €T1JXEV to that which has
been discussed under Prop. 4. An» multiple F of C is taken and then,
four lines lower down, we are told that "F is another, chance, magnitude."
It is of course not allY magnitude whatever, and Simson leaves out the
sentence, but this time without calling attention to it.

Of the Porism to this proposition Heiberg says that it is properly put here
in the best MS.; for, as August had already observed, if it was in its right
place where Theon put it (at the end of v. 4), the second part of the proof of
this proposition would be unnecessary. But the truth is that the Porism is no
more in place here. The most that the proposition proves is that, if A, B
are equal, and C any other magnitude, then two conclusions are simultaneously
established, (I) that A is to C as B is to C and (2) that C is to A as C is to
B. The second conclusion is not established from the first conclusion (as
it ought to be in order to justify the inference in the Porism), but from a
hypothesis on which the first conclusion itself depends; and moreover it is
not a proportion in its general form, i.e. between fOllr magnitudes, that is in
question, but only the particular case in which the consequents are equal.

Aristotle tacitly assumes inversion (combined with the solution of the
problem of Eucl. VI. II) in Meteorologica III. 5, 376 a q-I6.

PROPOSITION 8.

Of unequal magnitudes, the g1~eater has to the same a
greater ratzo than the less has j and the same has to the less
a greater rat£o than it has to the greater.
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[v. Def. 4)

A,--~f-------i~
c---
F _--l-_--..? +-__....;H

K-------

Let AB, C be unequal magnitudes, and let AB be greater;
let D be another, chance,
magnitude;
I say that AB has to D a
greater ratio than C has to
D, and D has to C a greater
ratio than it has to AB.

F or, since A B is greater D-

than C, let BE be made equal L
to C; M------

then the less of the magni- N

tudes AE, EB, if multiplied,
will sometime be greater than D.

[Case 1.J
First, let AE be less than EB;

let AE be multiplied, and let FG be a multiple of it which is
greater than D ;
~hen, whatever multiple FG is of AE, let GH be 'made the
same multiple of EB and K of C;
and let L be taken double of D, M triple of it, and successive
multiples increasing by one, until what is taken is a multiple
of D and the first that is greater than K. Let it be taken,
and let it be N which is quadruple of D and the first
multiple of it that is greater than K.

Then, since K is less than N first,
therefore K is not less than li£.

And, since FG is the same multiple of A E that GH is of
EB,
therefore FG is the same multiple of AE that FH is of AB.

[v. I]
But FG is the same multiple of A E that K is of C;
therefore FH is the same multiple of AB that K is of C;

therefore FH, K are equimultiples of AB, C.
Again, since GH is the same multiple of EB that K is

of C,
and EB is equal to C,

therefore GH is equal to K.
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D--I

L.--r--~

A E.;---.::B

C------I
G H

F ---+------i"-;_-+---4'

K---I-~

[Case 2.]
Again, let AE be greater than EB.
Then the less, EB, if multiplied, will sometime be greater

than D. [v. Def. 4J
Let it be multiplied, and

let CH be a multiple of EB
and greater than D ;
and, whatever multiple CH is
of EB, let FC be made the
same multiple of AE, and K
of C.

Then we can prove simi- M

larly that FH. K are equi- N-~:----l,....-----l;----l

multiples of AB, C;
and, similarly, let N be taken a multiple of D but the first
that is greater than FC,
so that FC is again not less than M

But K is not less than .LV;
therefore neither is CH less than jJf.

And FC is greater than D ;
therefore the whole FH is greater than D, M together.

But D, M together are equal to N, inasmuch as iJl is
triple of D, and 1ft£, D together are quadruple of D, while
N is also quadruple of D; whence M, D together are equal
toN.

But FH is greater than 1J£, D ;
therefore FH is in excess of ..N,

while K is not in excess of N.
And FH, K are equimultiples of AB, C, while N is

another, chance, multiple of D ;
therefore AB has to D a greater ratio than C has to D.

[v. Def. 7]
I say next, that D also has to C a greater ratio than D

has to AB.
For, with the same construction, we can prove similarly

that N is in excess of K, while N is not in excess of FH.
And N is a multiple of D,

while FH, K are other, chance, equimultiples of AB, C;
therefore D has to C a greater ratio than D has to AB.

[v. Def. 7)
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But GH is greater than D ;
therefore the whole FH is in excess of D, M, that is, of N.

Now K is not in excess of N, inasmuch as FC also, which
is crreater than GH, that is, than K, is not in excess of N.

l::> And in the same manner, by following the above argu
ment, \\'e complete the demonstration.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

The two separate cases found in the Greek text of the demonstration can
practically be compressed into one. Also the expositor of the two cases
makes them differ more than they need. It is necessary in each case to
select the smaller of the two segments AE, EB of AB with a view to taking
a multiple of it which is greater than D; in the first case therefore AE is
taken, in the second EB. But, while in the first case successive multiples of
D are taken in order to find the first multiple that is greater than C H (or K),
in the second case the multiple is taken which is the first that is greater than
FG. This difference is not necessary; the first multiple of D that is greater
than GH would equally serve in the second case. Lastly, the use of the
magnitude K might have been dispensed with in both cases; it is of no
practical use and only lengthens the proofs. For these reasons Simson
considers that Theon, or some other unskilful editor, has vitiated the
proposition. This however seems an unsafe assumption; for, while it was
not the habit of the great Greek geometers to discuss separately a number. of
different cases (e.g. in I. 7 and 1. 35 Euclid proves one case and leaves the
others to the reader), there are many exceptions to prove the rule, e.g. Eucl.
Ill. 25 and 33; and we know that many fundamental propositions, after
wards proved generally, were first discovered in relation to particular cases
and then generalised, so that Book v., presenting a comparatively new
theory, might fairly be expected to exhibit more instances than the earlier
books do of unnecessary subdivision. The use of the K is no more con
clusive against the genuineness of the proofs.

Nevertheless Simson's version of the proof is certainly shorter, and more
over it takes account of the case in which AE is equal to EB, and of the case
in which AE, EB are both greater than D (though these cases are scarcely
worth separate mention).

"If the magnitude which is not the greater of the two A E, EB be (I)
not less than D, take FC, GHthe doubles of AE, EB.

But if that which is not the greater of the two AE, EB be (2) less than
D, this magnitude can be multiplied so as to become greater than D whether
it be AE or EB.

Let it be multiplied until it becomes greater than D, and let the other be
multiplied as often; let FG be the multiple thus taken of AE and GH the
same multiple of EB ;
therefore FC and CH are each of them greater than D.

And, in everyone of the cases, take L the double of D, LJ1 its triple and
so on, till the multiple of D be that which first becomes greater than GH.

Let .,Y be that illultiple of D which is first greater than CH, and M the
multiple of D which is next less. than .lY~
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Then, because N is the multiple of D which is the first that becomes
greater than GH,
the next preceding multiple is not greater than GHj

that is, GHis not less than M-
And, since FG is the same multiple of AE that GHis of EE,

GH is the same multiple of EB that PH is of AB j [v. I]
wherefore FH, GH are equimultiples of AB, EB.

And it was shown that GH was not less than ~~f;

and, by the construction, PG is greater than D ;
therefore the whole PH is greater than ~11; D together.

But M, D together are equal to N;

therefore FHis greater than N.
But GH is not greater than N;

and PH, GH are equimultiples of AB, BE,
and N is a multiple of D;

therefore AB has to D a greater ratio than BE (or C) has to D. [v. Def. 7]
Also D has to BE a greater ratio than it has to A B.
For, having made the same construction, it may be shown, in like manner,

that His greater than GHbut that it is not greater than FH;
and N is a multiple of D,
and GH, FHare equimultiples of EB, AB;

• Therefore D has to EB a greater ratio than it has to AB." [v. Def. 7]

The proof may perhaps be more readily grasped in the more symbolical
form thus.

Take the mth equimultiples of C, and of the excess of AB over C (that is,
of A E), such that each is greater than D j

and, of the multiples of D, let pD be the first that is greater than III C, and nD
the next less multiple of D.

Then, since mC is not less than nD,
and, by the construction, m(AE) is greater than D,

the sum of mC and m(AE) is greater than the sum of nD and D.
That is, m(AB) is greater thanpD.
And, by the construction, lJl C is less than pD.
Therefore [v. Def. 7] AB has to D a greater ratio than C has to D.
Again, since pD is less than m(AB),

andpD is greater than mC,
D has to C a greater ratio than D has to AB.

PROPOSITION 9.

fi.fagnitudes which have the same ratio to the same are
equal to 01ze another,. and magn£tudes to which the same has
the same ratio are equal.
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have had the same ratio to
[v. 8]

[v. 8]

B----

c-----

A----

For let each of the magnitudes A, B have the same
ratio to C;
I say that A is equal to B.

For, othenvise, each of the
magnitudes A, B would not
haye had the same ratio to C;
but it has;

therefore A is equal to B.
Again, let C have the same ratio to each of the magm

tudes A, B;
I say that A is equal to B.

F or, otherwise, C would not
each of the magnitudes A, B;
but it has;

therefore A is equal to B.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.
If A is to C as B is to C,

or if C is to A as C is to B, -then A is equal to B.
Simson gives a more explicit proof of this proposition which has the

advantage of referring back to the fundamental 5th and 7th definitions,
instead of quoting the results of previous propositions, which, as will be seen
from the next note, may be, in the circumstances, unsafe.

" Let A, B have each of them the same ratio to C;
A is equal to B.
For, if they are not equal, one of them is greater than the other;

let A be the greater.
Then. by what wa,s shown in the preceding proposition, there are some

equimultiples of A and B, and some multiple of C, such that the multiple of
A is greater than the multiple of C, but the multiple of B is not greater than
that of C.

Let such multiples be taken, and let D, E be the equimultiples of A, B,
and Fthe multiple of C, so that D may be greater than F, and E not greater
than F.

But, because A is to C as B is to C,
and of A, B are taken equimultiples D, E, and of C is taken a multiple F,
and D is greater than F,

E must also be greater than F. [v. Def. 5]
But E is not greater than F: which is impossible.
Next, let C have the same ratio to each of the magnitudes A and B;

A is equal to B.
For, if not, one of them is greater than the other;

let A be the greater.
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But Pis not greater than D: which is impossible.
Therefore A is equal to B."

Therefore, as was shown in Prop. 8, there is some multiple F of C, and
some equimultiples E a.nd D of B and A, such that F is greater than E and
not greater than D.

But, because C is to B as C is to A,
and Fthe multiple of the first is greater than E the multiple of the second,

F the multiple of the third is greater than D the multiple of the fourth.
[v. Def. 5]

PROPOSITION 10.

Gf mag1'titudes which have a ratio to the same, that
which has a greater -ratio is greater,. and that to whiclt the
same has a greate1' ratio is less. .

F or let A have to C a greater ratio than B has to C;
I say that A is greater than B.

A------- B-----

c------

For, if not, A is either equal to B or less.
Now A is not equal to B;

for in that case each of the magnitudes A, B would have
had the same. ratio to C; [v. 7]
but they have not;

therefore A is not equal to B.
N or again is A less than B ;

for in that case A would have had to C a less ratio than B
has to C; [v. 8]
but it has not;

therefore A is not less than B.
But it was proved not to be equal either;

therefore A is greater than B.
Again, let C have to B a greater ratio than C has to A ;

I say that B is less than A.
For, if not, it is either equal or greater.
Now B is not equal to A;

for in that case C would have had the same ratio to each of
the magnitudes A, B; [v. 7]
but it has not;

therefore A is not equal to B.
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Nor again is B greater than A ;
for in that case C would have had to B a less
has to A;
but it has not;

therefore B is not greater than A.
But it was proved that it is not equal either;

therefore B is less than A.
Therefore etc.

[v. TO

ratio than it
[v. 8]

Q. E. D.

No better example can, I think, be found of the acuteness which Simson
brought to bear in his critic,:l examin.ation ~f the Elements, ar;d of his great
services to the study of EuclId, than IS furmshed by the admIrable note on
this proposition where he points out a serious flaw in the proof as given in
the text.

For the first time Euclid is arguing about greater and less ratios, and it
will be found by an examination of the steps of the proof that he assumes
more with regard to the meaning of the terms than he is entitled to assume,
having regard to the fact that the definition of greater ratio (Def. 7) is all
that, as yet, he has to go upon. That we cannot argue, at present, about
r;rt·ater and less as applied to ratios in the same way as about the same terms
in relation to magnitudes is indeed sufficiently indicated by the fact that Euclid
does not assume for ratios what is in Book 1. an axiom, viz. that things which
are equal to the same thing are equal to one another; on the contrary, he
proZ'es, in Prop. II, that ratios which are the same with the same ratio are the
same with one another.

Let us now examine the steps of the proof in the text. First we are told
that

"A is greater than B.
For, if not, it is either equal to B or less than it.
Now A is not equal to B;

for in that case each of the two magnitudes A, B would have had the
same ratio to C: [v. 7]

but they have not:
therefore A is not equal to B."

As Simson remarks, the force of this reasoning is as follows.
If A has to C the same ratio as B has to C,

then-supposing any equimultiples of A, B to be taken and any multiple
of C-
by Def. 5, if the multiple of A be greater than the multiple of C, the multiple
of B is also greater than that of C.

But it follows from the hypothesis (that A has a greater ratio to C than B
has to C) that,

by Def. 7, there must be some equimultiples of A, B and some multiple of
C s~ch that th~ multiple of A is greater than the multiple of C, but the
multIple of B IS not greater than the same multiple of C.

And this directly contradicts ~he preceding deduction from the supposition
that A has to C the same ratio as B has to C;

therefore that supposition is impossible.
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but it has not;

The proof now goes on thus:
" Nor again is A less than B ;

for, in that case, A would have had to C a less ratio than B has to C;
[v. 8]

therefore A is not less than B."
It is here that the difficulty arises. As before, we must use Def. 7. "A

would have had to C a less ratio than B has to C," or the equivalent state
ment that B would have had to C a greater ratio than A has to C, means
that there would have been some equimultiples of B, A and some multiple of
C such that

(1) the multiple of B is greater than the multiple of C, but
(2) the multiple of A is ?lot greater than the multiple of C,

and it ought to have been proved that this can never happen if the hypothesis
of the proposition is true, viz. that A has to C a greater ratio than B has to
C: that is, it should have been proved that, in the latter case, the multiple of
A is always greater than the multiple of C whenever the multiple of B is
greater than the multiple of C (for, when this is demonstrated, it will be
evident that B cannot have a greater ratio to C than A has to C). But this
is not proved (cf. the remark of De Morgan quoted in the note on v. Def. 7,
p. 130), and hence it is not proved that the above inference from the supposi
tion that A is less than B is inconsistent with the hypothesis in the enunciation.
The proof therefore fails.

Simson suggests that the proof is not Euclid's, but the work of some one
who apparently "has been deceived in applying what is manifest, when
understood of magnitudes, unto ratios, viz. that a magnitude cannot be both
greater and less than another."

The proof substituted by Simson is satisfactory and simple.
" Let A have to C a greater ratio than B has to C;

A is greater than B.
For, because A has a greater ratio to ethan B has to C, there are some

equimultiples of A, B and some multiple of C such that
the multiple of A is greater than the multiple of C, but the multiple of B

is not greater than it. [v. Def. 7]
Let them be taken, and let D, E be equimultiples of A, B, and F a

multiple of C, such that
D is greater than F,

but E is not greater than F.
Therefore D is greater than E.
And, because D and E are equimultiples of A

than E,
and B, and D is greater

[v. Def. 7]

therefore A is greater than B. [Simson's 4th Ax.]
Next, let C have a greater ratio to B than it has to A;

B is less than A.
For there is some multiple F of C and some equimultiples E and D of B

and A such that
F is greater than E but not greater than D.
Therefore E is less than D ;

and, because E and Dare equimultiples of B and A,
therefore B is less than A."
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PROPOSITION I I.

Ratios which are tll£ same with the same ratio are also
the same with O1ze another.

For, as A is to B, so let C be to D,
and, as C is to D, so let E be to F;
I say that, as A is to B, so is E to F.

A--

B--

G-----

L------

c-
0--

H----

M-----

E-
F

K--

N---

For of A, C, E let equimultiples G, H, K be taken, and
of B, D, F other, chance, equimultiples L, M, N.

Then since, as A is to B, so is C to D,
and of A, C equimultiples G, H have been taken,
and of B, D other, chance, equimuItiples L, M,
therefore, if G is in excess of L, H is also in excess of M,
if equal, equal,
and if less, less.

Again, since, as C is to D, so is E to F,
and of C, E equimultiples H, K have been taken,
and of D, F other, chance, equimuItiples M, N,
therefore, if H is in excess of M, K is also in excess of N,
if equal, equal,
and if less, less.

But we saw that, if H was in excess of M, G was also
in excess of L; if equal, equal; and if less, less;
so that, in addition, if G is in excess of L, K is also in excess
ofN,
if equal, equal,
and if less, less.

And G, K are equimultiples of A, E,
while L, N are other, chance, equimultipres of B, F;

therefore, as A is to B, so is E to F.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.
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Algebraically, if a : b == c : d,

and c: d==e:j,
then a : b == e :f

The idiomatic use of the imperfect in quoting a result previously obtained
is noteworthy. Instead of saying "But it was proz!ed that, if H is in excess
of M, G tS also in excess of L," the Greek text has "But if H was in excess
of M, G was also in excess of L," dAACi €l inr€p€tX€ TO IE> TOV M, inr€p€txti. Ka,
TO H TOV A.

This proposition is tacitly used in combination with v. 16 and v. 24 in the
geometrical passage in Aristotle, Me!eorologica III. 5, 376 a 22-26.

PROPOSITION 12.

. If any number of magnitudes be proportional, as one of
the antecedents £s to one of the consequents, so w£ll all the
antecedents be to all the consequents.

Let any number of magnitudes A, B, C, D, E, F be
proportional, so that, as A is to B, so is C to D and E
to F;
I say that, as A is to B, so are A, C, E to B, D, F.

1;1-

E--
A--

D--

G------

H-----

K---

c-
F-

L-----
M-----

N----

For ofA, C, E let equimultiples G, H, K be taken,
and of B, D, F other, chance, equimultiples L, M, N.

Then since, as A is to B, so is C to D, and E to F,
and of A, C, E equimultiples G, H, K have been taken,
and of B, D, F other, chance, equimultiples L, M, N,
therefore, if G is in excess of L, H is also in excess of lJf,
and Kof N,
if equal, equal,
and if less, less;
so that, in addition,
if G is in excess of L, then G, H, K are in excess of L, M, N,
if equal, equal,
and if less, less.
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Therefore etc.

Now G and G, H, K are equimultiples of A and A, C, E,
since, if any number of magnitudes whatever are respec
tively equimultiples of any magnitudes equal in multitude,
whatever multiple one of the magnitudes is of one, that
multiple also will all be of all. [v. I]

F or the same reason
Land L, M, N are also equimultiples of Band B, D, F;

therefore, as A is to B, so are A, C, E to B, D, F.
[v. Def. 5]

Q. E. D.

Algebraically, if a : a' = b : b' = c : c' etc., each ratio is equal to the ratio
(a + b + c + ...) : (a' + b' + c' + ... ).

This theorem is quoted by Aristotle, Eth. Nic. v. 7, II3I b 14, in the
shortened form "the whole is to the whole what each part is to each part
(respectively)."

PROPOSITION 13.

If a first magnitude have to a second the same ratio as a
third to a fourth, and the third have to the fourth a greater
ratio than a fifth has to a sixth, the first will also have to the
second a greater ratio than the fifth to the sixth.

For let a first magnitude A have to a second B the
same ratio as a third C has to a fourth D,
and let the third C have to the fourth D a greater ratio than
a fifth E has to a sixth F;
I say that the first A will also have to the second B a greater
ratio than the fifth E to the sixth F.

N---- K------

A--

B-

c----
0--

M------ G-------

E----

F----

H--------
L-----------

For, since there are some equimultiples of C, E,
and of D, F other, chance, equimultiples, such that the
multiple of C is in excess of the multiple of D,
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[v. Def. 5]

while the multiple of E is not in excess of the multiple of F,
[v. Def. 7]

let them be taken,
and let G, H be equimultiples of C, E,
and K, L other, chance, equimultiples of D, F,
so that G is in excess of Ji, but H is not in excess of L ;
and, whatever multiple G is of C, let lJ£ be also that multiple
of A,
and, whatever multiple K is of D, let N be also that multiple
of B.

N ow, since, as A is to B, so is C to D,
and of A, C equimultiples M, G have been taken,
and of B, D other, chance, equimultiples N, K,
therefore, if M is in excess of N, G is also in excess of K,
if equal, equal,
and if less, less.

But G is in excess of K;
therefore M is also in excess of lV.

But H is not in excess of L ;
and M, Hare equimultiples of A, E,
and N, L other, chance, equimultiples of B, F;

therefore A has to B a greater ratio than E has to F
[v. DeL 7]

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

Algebraically, if a : b = c : d,
and c : d> e : f,
then a : b > e : f.

After the words "for, since" in the first line of the proof, Theon added
" C has to D a greater ratio than E has to F," so that "there are some
equimultiples" began, with him, the principal sentence.

The Greek text has, after" of D, F other, chance, equimultiples," "and
the multiple of C is in excess of the multiple of D ...." The meaning being
"such that," I have substituted this for" and," after Simson.

The following will show the method of Euclid's proof.
Since c: d> e:f,

there will be some equimultiples me, me of e, e, and some equimultiples mi, nf
of d, f, such that

me> nd, while me::f> nf.

H. E. II. II
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But, since a : b =e : d,
therefore, according as ma > = < nb, me> = < nd.

And me>nd;
therefore ma> tlb, while (from above) me::j> tif.

Therefore a: b> e:/
Simson adds as a corollary the following:
"If the first have a greater ratio to the second than the third has to the

fourth, but the third the same ratio to the fourth which the fifth has to the
sixth, it may be demonstrated in like manner that the first has a greater ratio
to the second than the fifth has to the sixth."

This however scarcely seems to be worth separate statement, since it only
amounts to changing the order of the two parts of the hypothesis.

PROPOSITION I4.

If a first magn£tude have to a second the same ratio as a
third has to a fourth, and the first be greater than the third,
the second will also be greater than thefourth; if equal, equal;
and if less, less.

For let a first magnitude A have the same ratio to a
second B as a third C has to a fourth D; and let A be
greater than C;
I say that B is also greater than D.

A-----

B----

c----
0---

F or, since A is greater than C,
and B is another, chance, magnitude,
therefore A has to B a greater ratio than C has to B. [vo 8]

But, as A is to B, so is C to D;
therefore C has also to D a greater ratio than C has to B.

[vo 13]

But that to which the same has a greater ratio is less;
[v. 10]

therefore D is less than B ;
so that B is greater than D.
Similarly we can prove that, if A be equal to C, B will

also be equal to D ;
and, if A be less than C, B will also be less than D.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.
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Algebraically, if a : b = c : d,
then, according as a > = < c, b > = < d.

Simson adds the specific proof of the second and third parts of this
proposition, which Euclid dismisses with" Similarly we can prove...."

"Secondly, if A be equal to C, B is equal to D; for A is to B as C, that
is A, is to D;

therefore B is equal to D. [v. 9]
Thirdly, if A be less than C, B shall be less than D.
For C is greater than A ;

and, because C is to D as A is to B,
D is greater than B, by the first case.

Wherefore B is less than D."
Aristotle, Meteoro!. III. 5, 376 a 11-14, quotes the equivalent proposition

that, if a> b, c> d.

PROPOSITION IS.

Parts have the same ratio as the same multIples o.f them
taken in corresponding order.

For let AB be the same multiple of C that DE is of F;
I say that, as C is to F, so is AB to DE.

Af--l__Gt-I----<~"----<,B

01--1_----'K,.;.,--~t--~E

.Therefore, as one of the antecedents is to
consequents, so will all the antecedents be
consequents;

therefore, as AG is to DK, so is AB to DE.

For, since AB is the same multiple of C that DE is of F,
as many magnitudes as there are in AB equal to C, so many
are there also in DE equal to F.

Let AB be divided into the magnitudes AG, GH, HB
equal to C,
and DE into the magnitudes DK, KL, LE equal to F;
then the multitude of the magnitudes AG, GH, HB will be
equal to the multitude of the magnitudes DK, KL, LE. .

And, since A G, GH, H B are equal to one another,
and DK, KL, LE are also equal to one another,
therefore, as AG is to DK, so is GH to KL, and HE to LE.

[v. 7]
one of the
to all the

[v. 12]

11-2
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But AG is equal to C and DK to F;
therefore, as C is to F, so is AB to DE.

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

Algebraically, a : b = ma : lllb.

PROPOSITION 16.

If four mag1z£tudes be proporlional, they' will also be
proport£onal alternately.

Let A, B, C, D be four proportional magnitudes,
so that, as A is to B, so is C to D ;
I say that they will also be so alternately, that is, as A 1S

to C, so is B to D.
A---

B--

El-I----t----J-----l

F 1-1--l----J---l

c-
0-

G t-l---+--

HI-I---1-

F or of A, B let equimultiples E, F be taken,
and of C, D other, chance, equimultiples G, H.

Then, since E is the same multiple of A that F is of B,
and parts have the same ratio as the same multiples of
them, [v. IS]
therefore, as A is to B, so is E to F

But as A is to B, so is C to D;
therefore also, as C is to D, so is E to F. [v. II]

Again, since G, Hare equimultiples of C, D,
therefore, as C is to D, so is G to H. [v. IS]

But, as C is to D, so is E to F;
therefore also, as E is to F, so is G to H. [v. II]

But, if four magnitudes be proportional, and the first be
greater than the third,

the second will also be greater than the fourth;
if equal, equal;
and ifless, less. [v. 14]

Therefore, if E is in excess of G, F is also in excess of H,
if equal, equal,
and if less, less.
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Now E, Fare equimuItiples of A, B,
and G, H other, chance, equimuItiples of C, D;

therefore, as A is to C, so is B to D.
Therefore etc.

[v. Def. 5J

Q. E. D.

3· " Let A, B, C, D be four proportional magnitudes, so that, as A is to B, so is
C to D." In a nnmber of expressions like this it is absolutely necessary, when translating
into English, to interpolate words which are not in the Greek. Thus the Greek here is :
"E.,.TW T~","'apa fl.ey~81J avcC\0I'0V TO. A, B, r, .i, W< TO A r.pO< TO B, o[orw< TO r 7f"pO< TO tl.,
literally" Let A, B, C, D be four proportional magnitudes, as A to B, so C to D." The
same remark applies to the corresponding expressions i:l the next propositions, v. 17, 18,
and to other forms of expression in v. 20-23 and later propositions: e.g. in V. 20 we have
a phrase meaning literally" Let there be magnitudes... which taken two and two are in the
same ratio, as A to B, so D to E," etc.: in v. 21 "(magnitudes) ...which taken two and
two are in the same ratio, and let the proportion of theln be perturbed, as A to B, so
Eta F," etc. In all such c::tses (where the Greek is so terse as to be almost ungrammatical)
I sha~l insert the words necessary in English, without further remark.

Algebraically, if a : b == c : d,

then a : c == b : d.
Taking equimultiples ma, mb of a, b, and equimultiples nc, lld of c, d, we

have, by v. 15,
a: b==ma: mb,

c: d=nc: nd.

And, since a : b = c : d,

we have [v. II] ma : mb = nc : nd.

Therefore [v. 14·], according as ma > =< 1/C, mb > = < nd,

so that a : c = b : d.

Aristotle tacitly uses the·theorem in lvIeteorologica !II. 5, 376 a 22-24.

The four magnitudes in this proposition must all be of tlte same kind, and
Simson inserts "of the same kind" in the enunciation.

This is the first of the propositions of Eucl. v. which Smith and Bryant
(Euclid's Elements if Geometry, 19°1, pp. 298 sqq.) prove by means of VI. I

so far as the only geometrical magnitudes in question are straight lines or
rectilinea! areas; and certainly the proofs are more easy to follow than
Euclid's. The proof of this proposition is as follows.

To prove that, 1f fUlir 1lIal{fllllides of the same kind [straight lines or
rectilineal areas] be proportiona!;;, thty ~£'t'll be proportionals when takett
alternately.

Let p, Q, R, S be the four magnitudes of the same kind such that

P:Q=R:S;
then it is required to prove that

P:R=Q:S.

First, let all the magnitudes be areas.
Construct a rectangle abcd equal to the area P, and to bc apply the

rectangle bcif equal to Q.
Also to ab, bf apply rectangles ag, bk equal to R, S respectively.
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lc

e

[VI. I]
[v. II]

c

h

d

[v. II]

Then, since the rectangles ae, be have the same height, they are to one
another as their bases. [VI. I]

HenceP: Q= ab : bf
But P: Q=R: S.
Therefore R: S = ab : bj,

i.e. rect. ag : recto bk = ab : bj.
Hence (by the converse of VI. I) the rect- al-----.-b+-----i!

angles ag, bk have the same height, so that k
is on the line hg.

Hence the rectangles ae, ag have the same
height, namely ab; also be, bk have the same
height, namely If.

Therefore reet. ae : recto ag= be : bg,
and reet. be : rect. bk = be : bg.

Therefore recto ac : reet. ag= recto be : rect. bk.
That is, P : R = Q : S.

Second!)', let the magnitudes be straight lines AB, BC, CD, DE.
Construct the rectangles Ab, Bc, Cd, De with the same height.

l~r--;k--l---!D
ABC 0 E

Then Ab : Be= AB : BC,
and Cd: De= CD: DE.

But AB : BC= CD : DE.
Therefore Ab : Bc = Cd : De.
Hence, by the first case,

Ab: Cd=Bc: De,
and, since these rectangles have the same height,

AB: CD=BC: DE.

[VI. I]

[v. II]

PROPOSITION IJ.

If magnz'tudes be proportz'onal componendo, they will al,o
be proportz'onal separando.

Let AB, BE, CD, DF be magnitudes proportional com
ponendo, so that, as AB is to BE, so is CD to DF;
I say that they will also be proportional separando, that is,
as AE is to EB, so is CFto DF.

For of AE, EB, CF, FD let equimultiples GH, HK,
LM, M N be taken,
and of EB, FD other, chance, equimultiples, KG, NP. _
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Then, since GH is the same multiple of A E that H K is
ofEB,
therefore GH is the same multiple of AE that GK is of AB.

[v. I]
But GH is the same multiple of AE that LA;f is of CF;

therefore GK is the same multiple of AB that LffiI is of CF.

I

FA E B C 0

G H K 0
i I

L M N P
I I

Again, since LM is the same multiple of CF that MN
is of FD,
therefore LM is the same multiple of CF that LN is of CD.

lv. I]
But LM was the same multiple of CF that GK is of AB;

therefore GK is the same multiple of AB that LN is of CD.
Therefore GK, LN are equimultiples of AB, CD.
Again, since HK is the same multiple of EB that i7IN is

ofFD,
and KO is also the same multiple of EB that l'lP is of FD,

therefore the sum HO is also the same multiple of EB that
MP is of FD. [v. zJ

And, since, as AB is to BE, so is CD to DF,
and of AB, CD equimultiples GK, LN have been taken,
and of EB, FD equimultiples HO, AiP,
therefore, if GK is in excess of HO, LN is also in excess of
MP,
if equal, equal,
and if less, less.

Let GK be in excess of HO ;
then, if H K be subtracted from each,

GH is also in excess of KO.
But we saw that, if GK was in excess of HO, LN was

also in excess of MP;
therefore LN is also in excess of M P,
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and, if MN be subtracted from each,
LM is also in excess of N P ;

so that, if GH is in excess of KG, LM is also In excess of
NP.

Similarly we can prove that,
if GH be equal to KG, LM will also be equal to NP,
and if less, less.

And GH, LM are equimultiples of AE, CF,
while KG, NP are other, chance, equimultiples of EB, FD;

therefore, as AE is to EB, so is CF to FD.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.
Algebraically, if a : b = c : d,

then (a-b): b=(c-d): d.

I have already noted the somewhat strange use of the participles of
UVyKElIT8uL and SLULpElIT8uL to convey the sense of the technical lTUV8ElTL<; and
8W{pElTL<; .>..oyou, or what we denote by componendo and sejJarando. €av
UVyKeLP.EVU p.Ey€8Tj avu.>..oyov 0, Kat SLULPE8€VTU avaAoyov elTTaL is, literally, "if
magnitudes compounded be proportional, they will also be proportional
separated," by which is meant" if one magnitude made up of two parts is to
one of its parts as another magnitude made up of two parts is to one of its
parts, the remainder of the first whole is to the part of it first taken as the
remainder of the second whole is to the part of it first taken." In the
algebraical formula above a, c are the wholes and b, a-b and d, c-dare the
parts and remainders respectively. The formula might also. be stated thus:

If a+b:b=c+d:d,

then a : b = c : d,

in which case a + b, c + d are the wholes and a, band c, d the parts and
remainders respectively. Looking at the last formula, we observe that
"separated," SLQLpe8€vTa, is used with reference not to the magnitudes a, b, c, d
but to the compounded magnitudes a + b, b, c + d, d.

As the proof is somewhat long, it will be useful to give a conspectus of it
in the more symbolical form. To avoid minuses, we will take for the
hypothesis the form

a + b is to b as c + d is to d.

Take any equimultiples of the four magnitudes a, b, c, d, viz.

ma, mb, mc, md,

and any other equimultiples of the consequents, viz.
nb and 1zd.

Then, by v. I, m (a + b), 1lt (c + d) are equimultiples of a + b, c + d,
and, by v. 2, (m + n) b, (m + n) dare equimultiples of b, d.

Therefore, by Def. 5, since a + b is to b as c + d is to d,

according as m (a + b) > = < (m + n) b, m (c+ d) > = < (m + n) d.
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Subtract from lIZ (a + b), (m + n) b the common part mb, and from
m (c + d), (m + n) d the common part md; and we have,

according as llla > = < nb, mc> = < lld.

But ma, mc are any equimultiples of a, c, and nb, lid any equimultiples of
b, d;

therefore, by v. DeL 5,
a is to b as c is to d.

Smith and Bryant's proof follows, mutatis 1Jluf<1;zdis their alternative proof
of the next proposition (see pp. 173-4 below). '

PROPOSITIOX 18.

o
G
I

F

CD to a less

__.......7_....;;8A

c

FD.
But it is also less: which is impossible.
Therefore, as AB is to BE, so is not

magnitude than FD.

If magnitudes be prop01-tional separando, they wzll also be
proportional componendo.

Let AE, EE, CF, FD be magnitudes proportional
separando, so that, as A E is
to EE, so is CFto FD;
I say that they will also be
proportional cOlJtjJonmdo, that
is, as AB is to EE, so is
CD to FD.

For, if CD be not to DF as AB to EE,
then, as AE is to BE, so will CD be either to some
magnitude less than D F or to a greater.

First, let it be in that ratio to a less magnitude DC.
Then, since, as AB is to BE, so is CD to DC,

they are magnitudes proportional compo1Zmdo ;

so that they will also be proportional separalldo. (\'. 17]

Therefore, as AE is to EB, so is CC to CD.
But also, by hypothesis,

as AE is to EB, so is CF to FD.
Therefore also, as CC is to CD, so is CFto FD. (\". II]
But the first CC is greater than the third CF;

therefore the second GD is also greater than the fourth
[v. 14]
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Similarly we can prove· that neither IS it In that ratio to
a greater;

it is therefore in that ratio to FD itself.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

Algebraically, if
then

a:b=c:d,
(a+b): b=(c+d): d.

In the enunciation of this proposition there is the same special use of
OtllP1JfL€Va and (J"vvu/UVTa as there was of (J"vYKe{fLeva and (,tatpe(}lvTa in .the
last enunciation. Practically, as the algebraical form shows, OtllP1JfL€Va mIght
have been left out.

The following is the method of proof employed by Euclid.

Given that a: b=c: d,

suppose, if possible, that

(a+b): b=(c+d): (d±x).

Therefore, separando [v. I7],
a: b=(c+x): (d±x),

whence, by v. II, (c+x) : (d ±x) = c: d.
But (c-x)<c, while (d+x»d,
and (c+x»c, while (d-x)<d,

which relations respectively contradict v. 14.

Simson pointed out (as Saccheri before him saw) that Euclid's demonstra
tion is not legitimate, because it assumes without proof that to a1zy three
magnitudes, two 0/ which, at least, are 0/ the same kind, there exists a fourth
proportional. Clavius and, according to him, other editors made this an
axiom. But it is far from axiomatic; it is not till VI. 1 Z that Euclid shows,
by construction, that it is true even in the particular case where the three
given magnitudes are all straight lines.

In order to remove the defect it is necessary either (1) to prove beforehand
the proposition thus assumed by Euclid or (z) to prove V. 18 independently
of it.

Saccheri ingeniously proposed that the assumed proposition should be
proved, for areas and straight lines, by means of Euclid VI. 1, Z and IZ. As
he says, there was nothing to prevent Euclid from interposing these proposi
tions immediately after v. 17 and then proving v. 18 by means of them.
VI. I Z enables us to construct the fourth proportional when the three given
magnitudes are straight lines; and VI. rz depends only on VI. I and z.
"Now," says Saccheri, "when we have once found the means of constructing
a straight line which is a fourth proportional to three given straight lines, we
obviously have the solution of the general problem 'To construct a straight
line which shall have to a given straight line the same ratio which two polygons
have (to one another).'" For it is sufficient to transform the polygons into
two trIangles of equal height and then to construct a straight line which shall
~e a fourth proportional to the bases of the triangles and the given straight
hne.

The method of Saccheri is, as will be seen, similar to that adopted by
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Smith and Bryant (loc. cit.) in proving the theorems of Euclid v. 16, 17, 18,22,
so far as straight lines and rectilineal areas are concerned, by means of VI. 1.

De Morgan gives a sketch of a general proof of the assumed proposition
that, B being any magnitude, and P and Q two magnitudes of the same kind,
there does exist a magnitude A which is to B in the same ratio as P to Q.

"The right to reason upon any aliquot part of any magnitude is assumed;
though, in truth, aliquot parts obtained by continual bisection would suffice;
and it is taken as previously proved that the tests of greater and of less ratio
are never both presented in anyone scale of relation as compared with
another" (see note on v. Def. 7 ad fin.).

« (I) If M be to B in a greater ratio than P to Q. so is every magnitude
greater than .M, and so are some less maglzitlldes; and if .1lI be to B in
a less ratio than P to Q, so is every magnitude less than .M, and so are
some greater magnitudes. Part of this is in every system; the rest is proved
thus. If M be to B in a greater ratio than P to Q, say, for instance, we find
that 15M lies between 22B and 23B, while J 5P lies before 22 Q. Let 15M
exceed 22B by Z; then, if N be less than M by anything less than the 15th
part of Z, I5N is between 22B and 23B: or.LV; less than M, is in a greater
ratio to B than P to Q. And similarly for the other case.

(2) M can certainly be taken so small as to be in a less ratio to B than
P to Q, and so large as to be in a greater; and since we can never pass from
the greater ratio back again to the smaller by increasing lIf, it follows that,
while we pass from the first designated value to the second, we come upon an
intermediate magnitude A such that every smaller is in a less ratio to B than
P to Q, and every greater in a greater ratio. Now A cannot be in a less ratio
to B than P to Q, for then some greater magnitudes would also be in a less
ratio; nor in a greater ratio, for then some less magnitudes would be in a
greater ratio; therefore A is in the same ratio to B as P to Q. The previously
proved proposition above mentioned shows the three alternatives to be the
only ones."

Alternative proofs of V. 18.

Simson bases his alternative on v. 5, 6. As the 18th proposition is the
converse of the 17th, and the latter is proved by means of v. I and z, of
which v. 5 and 6 are converses, the proof of v. 18 by v. 5 and 6 would be
natural; and Simson holds that Euclid must have proved v. 18 in this way
because "the 5th and 6th do not enter into the demonstration of any
proposition in this book as we have it, nor can they be of any use in any
proposition of the Elements," and" the 5th and 6th have undoubtedly been
put into the 5th book for the sake of some propositions in it, as all the other
propositions about equimultiples have been."

Simson's proof is however, as it seems to me, intolerably long and difficult
to follow unless it be put in the symbolical form as follows.

Suppose that a is to b as c is to d;

it is required to prove that a +b is to b as c+ d is to d.

Take any equimultiples of the last four magnitudes, say

m (a + b), mb, 1ll (c+ d), md,

and any equimultiples of b, d, as
nb, nd.
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Clearly, if nb is greater than mb,
nd is greater than md;

if equal, equal; and if less, less.

I. Suppose nb not greater than mb, so that nd is also not greater than md.
Now m (a + b) is greater than mb:

therefore m (a + b) is greater than nb.
Similarly m (e + d) is greater than nd.

II. Suppose llb greater than mb.
Since m (a + b), mb, m (e +d), lJld are equimultiples of (a + b), b, (e + d), d,

ma is the same multiple of a that JJl (a + b) is of (a + b),
and me is the same multiple of e that m (e + d) is of (e + d),
so that ma, me are equimultiples of a, e. [v. 5]

Again nb, nd are equimultiples of b, d,
and so are mb, llld;

therefore (lz-m)b, (n-m)d are equimultiples of b, d and, whether n-11l
is equal to unity or to any other integer [v. 6], it follows, by Def. 5, that,
since a, b, r, dare proportionals,
if ma is greater than (lZ- m) b,
then me is greater than (n - m) d;

if equal, equal; and if less, less.

(1) If now m(a + b) is greater than nb, subtracting mb from each, we have
ma is greater than (n - m) b ;

therefore me is greater than (n - m) Ii,
and, if we add md to each,

m (e + d) is greater than nd.

(2) Similarly it may be proved that,
if 111 (a + b) is equal to nb,

then m (e + d) is equal to nd,
and (3) that, if 111 (a + b) is less than nb,

then tIl k + d) is less than nd.

But (under I. above) it was proved that, in the case where nb is not
greater than mb,

m (a + b) is always greater than nb,

and m (e + d) is always greater than ltd.

Hence, whatever be the values of JJl and n, m (e + d) is always greater than,
.equal to, or less than ,zd according as m (a + b) is greater than, equal to, or
less than nb.

Therefore, by Def. 5,
a + b is to b as e + d is to d.

!odhunter gives the following short demonstration from Austin (Exami
natZOll of thejirst six books of Euclid's Elemmts).

"Let AE be to EB as CFis to FD:
AB shall be to BE as CD is to DR
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For, because AE is to EB as CFis to ED,
therefore, alternately,

Iaf------~b---If

k

e

F

c

01

A

B

E

9

c

h

d

AE is to CFas EB is to FD. [v. 16J
And, as one of the antecedents is to its consequent, so is the sum of the

antecedents to the sum of the consequents: [v. rz]
therefore, as EB is to ED, so are AE, EB together to CF,

FD together;
that is, AB is to CD as EB is to ED.
Therefore, alternately,

AB is to BE as CD is to FD."
The objection to this proof is that it is only valid in the case

where the proposition v. 16 used in it is valid, i.e. where all four
magnitudes are of the same kind.

Smith and Bryant's proof avails where all four magnitudes
are straight lines, where all four magnitudes are rectilineal areas,
or where one antecedent and its consequent are straight lines and the other
antecedent and its consequent rectilineal areas.

Suppose that A : B = C : D.

First, let all the magnitudes be areas.
Construct a rectangle abed equal to A, and to be apply the rectangle bee}

equal to B.
Also to ab, bf apply the rectangles ag, bk

equal to C, D respectively.
Then, since the rectangles ae, be have equal

heights be, they are to one another as their
bases. [VI. r]

Hence ab: bf = rect. ac: rect. be
=A:B
=C:D
= recto at: recto bk.

Therefore [VI. I, converse] the rectangles ag, bk have the same height, so
that k is on the straight line hg.

Hence A + B : B = recto ae: rect. be
=af:bf
= recto ak : recto bk
=C+D:D.

Secondly, let the magnitudes A, B be straight lines and the magnitudes
C, D areas.

Let ab, bf be equal to the straight lines A, B, and to ab, bf apply the
rectangles ag, bk equal to C, D respectively.

Then, as before, the rectangles ag, bk have the same height.
Now A.+ B: B = af: bf

= recto ak: rect. bk
=C+D:D.

Thirdly, let all the magnitudes be straight lines.. .
Apply to the straight lines C, D rectangles P, Q havmg the same heIght.
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Then P: Q= C:D.
Hence, by the second case,

. A +B:B= P+ Q: Q.
P+ Q: Q= C+D:D.
A+B:B= C+D:D.

[v. 18, 19

[VI. IJ

PROPOSITION 19.

If, as a whole £s to a whole, so £s a part subtracted to a
part subtracted, the rema£nder w£ll also be to the rema£nder
as whole to whole.

For, as the whole AB is to the whole CD, so let the
part AE subtracted be to the part CF
subtracted;
I say that the remainder EB will also be A__E.;.-_---"'B

to the remainder FD as the whole AB to C=..-F't--I_.....:;0

the whole CD.
For since, as AB is to CD, so is AE

to CF,
alternately also, as BA is to AE, so is DC to CF [v. 16]

And, since the magnitudes are proportional componendo,
they will also be proportional separando, [v. 17]

that is, as BE is to EA, so is DF to CF,
and, alternately,

as BE is to DF, so is EA to Fe. [v. 16]

But, as AE is to CF, so by hypothesis is the whole AB
to the whole CD.

Therefore also the remainder EB will be to the remainder
FD as the whole AB. is to the whole CD. [v. III

Therefore etc.

[PORISM.

proportional
convertendo. ]

F rom this it is manifest that, if magnitudes be
componendo, they will also be proportional

Q. E. D.

Algebraically, if a : b = c : d (where c < a and d < b), then
(a - c) : (b - d) = a: b.

The" Porism" at the end of this proposition is led up to by a few lines
which Heiberg brackets because it is not Euclid's habit to explain a
Porism, and indeed a Porism, from its very nature, should not need any
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o

F

c

[V. 18]

A

B

E

[v. 17]

explanation, being a sort of by-product appearing without effort or trouble,
a:rrpayp.au.vTws (Produs, p. 303, 6). But Heiberg thinks that Simson does
wrong in finding fault with the argument leading to the "Porism," and that
it does contain the true demonstration of conversion of a ratio. In this it
appears to me that Heiberg is clearly mistaken, the supposed proof on the
basis of Prop. 19 being no more correct than the similar attempt to prove the
inversi{m of a ratio from Prop. 4. The words are: "And since it was
proved that, as AB is to CD, so is EB to FD,

alternately also, as AB is to BE, so is CD to FD:
therefore magnitudes when compounded are proportional.

But it was proved that, as BA is to AE, so is DC to CF, and this is
con'l'ertendo."

It will be seen that this amounts to proving from the hypothesis a : b = c : d
that the following transformations are simultaneously true, viz. :

a:a-c=b :b-d,

and a:c=b:d.

The former is not proved from the latter as it ought to be if it were intended
to prove c01l1lersioJl.

The inevitable conclusion is that both the "Porism" and the argument
leading up to it are interpolations, though no doubt made, as Heiberg says,
before Theon's time.

The conversion of ratios does not depend upon v. 19 at all but, as Simson
shows in his Proposition E (containing a proof already given by elavius), on
Props. 17 and 18. Prop. E is as follows.

ljfour magnitudes be proportz"onals, they are also proportionals by cOJlz'ersion,
that is, the first is to its excess above the second as the third is to
its excess above the fourth.

Let AB be to BE as CD to DF:
then BA is to AE as DC to CF.

Because AB is to BE as CD to DF,
by division [Separando],

AE is to EB as CFto FD,
and, by inversion,

BE is to EA as DFto FC.
[Simson's Prop. B directly obtained from v. Def. 5]

Wherefore, by composition [col1ponendo],
BA is to AE as DC to CF.

PROPOSITION 20.

If there be three magm"tudes, and others equal to thent -in
multitude, which taken two and two are in the same rat£o, and
if ex aequali the first be greater tha1t the th£rd, the fourth will
also be greater than the sixth __ if equal, equal; and, if less, less.
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Let there be three magnitudes A, B, C, and others
D, E, F equal to them in multitude, which taken two and
two are in the same ratio, so that,

as A is to B, so is D to E,
and as B is to C, so is E to F;
and let A be greater than C ex aequali;
I say that D will also be greater than F; if A is equal to C,
equal; and, if less, less.

A------

B-

c----

0----

E--I

F----I

ratio than the less
[v. 8]

F or, since A is greater than C,
and B is some other magnitude,
and the greater has to the same a greater
has,
therefore A has .to B a greater ratio than C has to B.

But, as A is to B, so is D to E,
and, as C is to B, inversely, so is F to E ;
therefore D has also to E a greater ratio than F has to E. [v. 13]

But, of magnitudes which have a ratio to the same, that
which has a greater ratio is greater; [v. 10]

therefore D is greater than F.
Similarly we can prove that, if A be equal to C, D will

also be equal to F; and if less, less.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

Though, as already remarked, Euclid has not yet given us any definition
of compounded ratios, Props. 20-23 contain an important part of the theory
of such ratios. The term "compounded ratio" is not used, but the propositions
connect themselves with the definitions of ex aequali in its two forms, the
ordinary form defined in Def. 17 and that called perturbed proportion in
Def. 18. The compounded ratios dealt with in these propositions are those
compounded of successive ratios in which the consequent of one is the
antecedent of the next, or the antecedent of one is the consequent of
the next.

Prop. 22 states the fundamental proposition about the ratio ex aequali in
its ordinary form, to the effect that,

ff a~~bud~~~

and b is to c as e is tof,
then a is to c as d is to f,
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with the ~xtension to any number of such ratios; Prop. 23 gives the
correspondmg theorem for the case of perturbedproportiml, namely that,

if a is to b as e is to f,
md b~~cud~~~

ili~ a~~cud~~t

Each depends on a preliminary proposition, Prop. 22 on Prop. 20 and
Prop. 23 on Prop. 21. The course of the proof will be made most clear by
using the algebraic notation.

The preliminary Prop. 20 asserts that,
if . a: b == d : e,
and b:c==e:f,

then, according as a > == < c, d> == < j.
For, according as a is greater than, equal to, or less than c-,

the ratio a: b is greater than, equal to, or less than the ratio c: b, [v. 8 or v. i]
or (since d:e==a:b,
and c : b == f: e)

the ratio d: e is greater than, equal to, or less than the ratio f: e,
[by aid of v. I3 and v. II]

and therefore d is greater than, equal to, or less thanj. [v. IO or v. 9]
It is next proved in Prop. 22 that, by v. 4, the given proportions can be

transformed into

[v. i]

[V. II]
[v. 9]

7lta : nb == 7lld : lle,

nb : pc == ne : pf,

ma is greater than, equal to, or less than pc,
md is greater than, equal to, or less than pf,

But
and

wherefore

and
whence, by v. 20,

according as

so that, by De£ 5,
a:c==d:j.

Prop. 23 depends on Prop. 2I in the same way as Prop. 22 on Prop. 20,

but the transformation of the ratios in Prop. 23 is to the following:
(I) ma : mb == 1le : 1if

(by a double application of v. I5 and by v. II),
( 2 ) mb : llC == 7lld : 1te

(by v. 4, or equivalent steps),
and Prop. 2 I is then used.

Simson makes the proof of Prop. 20 slightly more explicit, but the main
difference from the text is in the addition of the two othe.r cases which Euclid
dismisses with" Similarly we can prove." These cases are:

" Secondly, let A be equal to C; then shall D be equal to F.
Because A and C are equal to one another,

A is to B as C is to B.
A is to B as D is to E,
C is to B as F is to E,
D is to E as F to E ;

and therefore D is equal to F.

H. E. II. 12
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Next, let A be less than C; then shall D be less than R
For C is greater than A,

and, as was shown in the first case,
C is to B as F to E,

and, in like manner,
B is to A as E to D ;

therefore F is greater than D, by the first case; and therefore D is less
than R"

PROPOSITION 2 I.

If there be thne magnitudes, and others equal to them in
multitude, which taken two and two together are £n the same
ratio, and the proporHon of them be perturbed, then, if ex
aequali the first magn£tude is greater than the th£rd, the
fourth w£ll also be greater than the sixth; if equal, equal;
and if less, less.

Let there be three magnitudes A, B, C, and others D, E, F
equal to them in multitude, which taken two and two are in
the same ratio, and let the proportion of them be perturbed,
so that,

as A is to B, so is E to F,
and, as B is to C, so is D to E,
and let A be greater than C ex aequali;
I say that D will also be greater than F; if A is equal to
C, equal; and if less, less.

A-----
B---
c-----

0-----
E------
F----

[v. 8J

therefore F is less than D ;
therefore D is greater than F.

For, since A is greater than C,
and B is some other magnitude,
therefore A has to B a greater ratio than C has to B.

But, as A is to B, so is E to F,
and, as C is to B, inversely, so is E to D.
Therefore also E has to F a greater ratio than E has to D.

[v. 13]

But that to which the same has a greater ratio is less;
[v. 10J
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Q. E. D.

But
and
wherefore

After

(v. 7J

[v. II]
[v. 9]

Similarly we can prove that,
if A be equal to C, D will also be equal to F;

and if less, less.
Therefore etc.

Algebraically, if
and

a:b=e:f,
b:c=d:e,

then, according as a > = < C, d> = <j
Simson's alterations correspond to those which he makes in Prop. 20.

the first case he proceeds thus.
"Secondly, let A be equal to C; then shall D be equal to F.

Because A and C are equal,
A is to B as C is to B.
A is to B as E is to F,
C is to B as E is to D :

E is to F as E to D,
and therefore D is equal to F.

Next, let A be less than C; then shall D be less than F.
For C is greater than A,

and, as was shown,
C is to B as E to D,

and, in like manner,
B is to A as F to E;

. therefore F is greater than D, by the first case,
and therefore D is less' than F."

The proof may be shown thus.
According as a> = < c, a: b > = < c: b.

But a : b = e :f, and, by inversion, c: b = e : d.
Therefore, according as a:> = < C, e : f:> = < e : d,

and therefore d:> = <j

PROPOSITION 22.

If there be any number 0/ magnitudes whatever, and otlters
equal to them i1t multitude, which take;z. two and two together
are in the same ratio, they will also be in the sallte ratio ex
aequali.

Let there be any number of magnitudes A, B, C, and
others D, E, F equal to them in multitude, which taken two
and two together are in the same ratio, so that,

as A is to B, so is D to E,
and, as B is to C, so is E to F;
I say that they will also be in the same ratio ex aequali,

<that is, as A is to C so is D to F>.
12-2
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For of A, DIet equimultiples G, H be taken,
and of B, E other, chance, equimultiples K, L ;
and, further, of C, F other, chance, equimultiples M, N.

A----
0---

B-

E--

c----
F---

G----+----
H----t----

K--l---i----

,L---l---,l---

M-----r-----
N---+----

and
and

Then, since, as A is to B, so is D to E,
and of A, D equimultiples G, H have been taken,
and of B, E other, chance, equimultiples K, L,

therefore, as G is to K, so is H to L. [v. 4J
F or the same reason also,

as K is to M, so is L to N.
Since, then, there are three magnitudes G, K, M, and

others H, L, N equal to them in multitude, which taken two
and two together are in the same ratio,
therefore, ex aequa!£, if G is in excess of M, H is also in excess
of N;
if equal, equal; and if less, less. [v. 20J

And G, Hare equimultiples of A, D,
and M, N other, chance, equimultiples of C, F.
Therefore, as A is to C, so is D to F. [v. Def. 5J
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

Euclid enunciates this pr;oposition as true of allY ?zltlllber of magnitudes
whate71er forming two sets connected in the manner described, but his proof is
confined to the case where each set consists of three magnitudes only. The
extension to any number of magnitudes is, however, easy, as shown by
Simson.

"Next let there be four magnitudes A, E, C, D, and other four E, F, G, H,
which two and two have the same ratio, viz. :

as A is to B, so is E to F,
as B is to C, so is F to G,
as C is to D, so is G to H;
A shall be to D as E to H.

Because A, B, C are three magnitudes, and E, F, G other three, which
taken two and two have the same ratio,

by the foregoing case,
A is to C as E to G.
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But C is to D as G is to H;
wherefore again, by the first case,

A is to D as E to H.
And so on, whatever be the number of magnitudes."

PROPOSITION 23.

If there be three magnitudes, and othe1's equal to them in
multitude, which taken two and two together are ill, the same
raNo, and the proportion of them be perturbed, they will also
be iJ:t the same ratio ex aequali.

Let there be three magnitudes A, B, C, and others equal
to them in multitude, which, taken two and two together, are
in the same proportion, namely D, E, F; and let the propor
tion of them be perturbed, so that,

as A is to B, so is E to F,
and, as B is to C, so is D to E ;
I say that, as A is to C, so is D to F.

A--
0--

G----+---1----

K"--f----l--

B

E--

H-+--+---

M----l----

c-
F--
L---+----

N'-'-+---

Of A, B, DIet equimultiples G, H, K be taken,
and of C, E, F other, chance, equimultiples L, i1:[, N.

Then, since G, Hare equimultiples of A, B,
and parts have the same ratio as the same multiples of
them, [v. IS]

therefore, as A is to B, so is G to H.
F or the same reason also,

as E is to F, so is JJ£ to iV.
And, as A is to B, so is E to F;

therefore also, as G is to H, so is 1II to ~v. [v. II]
Next, since, as B is to C, so is D to E,

alternately, also, as B is to D, so is C to E. [v. 16]

And, since H, K are equimultiples of B, D,
and parts have the same ratio as their equimultiples,

therefore, as B is to D, so is H to K. [v. IS]
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[v. 15]

[v. 2I]

[v. II]

[v. II]
[v. 16J

But, as B is toD, so is C to E;
therefore also, as H is to K, so is C to E.

Again, since L, Mare equimultiples of C, E,
therefore, as C is to E, so is L to M.

But, as C is to E, so is Hto K;
therefore also, a~ H is to K, so is L to M,

and, alternately, as H is to L, so is K to M.
But it was also proved that,

as G is to H, so is M to N.
Since, then, there are three magnitudes G, H, L, and

others equal to them in multitude K, M, N, which taken two
and two together are in the same ratio,
and the proportion of them is perturbed,
therefore, ex aequali, if G is in excess of L, K is also in excess
ofN;
if equal, equal; and if less, less.

And G, K are equimultiples of A, D,
and L, N of C, F.

Therefore, as A is to C, so is D to F.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

There is an important difference between the version given by Simson of
one part of the proof of this proposition and that found in the Greek text of
Heiberg. Peyrard's MS. has the version given by Heiberg, but Simson's
version has the authority of other lIfSS. The Basel editio princeps gives both
versions (Simson's being the first). After it has been proved by means of
v. 15 and v. I I that,

as G is to H, so is M to .zv;
or, with the notation used in the note on Prop. 20,

ma : mb = lie: lifo

it has to be proved further that,
as His to L, so is Kto.lJ,J;

or mb : llC = md: lle,

and it is clear that the latter result may be directly inferred from v. 4. The
reading translated by Simson makes this inference:

" And because, as B is to C, so is D to E,
and H, K are equimultiples of B, D,
and L, Mof C, E,

therefore, as His to L, so is Kto j11:" [v. 4]
The version in Heiberg's text is not only much longer (it adopts the

roundabout method of using each of thre.5i.~-Propositionsv. I I, 15, 16 twice
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A .::;:B
G

c-----
D---------:;~>=-----H

F----

over), but it is open to the objection that it uses v. 16 which is only applicable
if the four magnitudes are of the same killd; whereas v. 23, the proposition
now in question, is not subject to this restriction.

Simson rightly observes that in the last step of the proof it should be
stated that" G, K are allY equimultiples whatel}er of A, D, and L, .LV aNy
whatever of C, R"

He also gives the extension of the proposition to any number of magnitudes,
enunciating it thus:

"If there be any number of magnitudes, and as many others, which, taken
two and two, in a cross order, have the same ratio; the first shall have to the
last of the first magnitudes the same ratio which the first of the others has to
the last" ;
and adding to the proof as follows:

"Next, let there be four magnitudes A, B, C, D, and other four E, F, G, H,
which, taken two and two in a cross order, have the same ratio, viz. :

A to B as G to H,
B to C as F to G,

and eta D as E to F;
then A is to D as E to H.
Because A, B, C are three magnitudes, and F, G, H other three which,

taken two and two in a cross order, have the same ratio,
by the first case, A is to C as F to H.

But C is to D as E is to .F ;
wherefore again, by the first case,

A is to .D as E to H.
And so on, whatever be the number of magnitudes."

PROPOSITION 24.

If a first nzag·Jtzlude have to a second the same ratio as a
third has to a fourth, and also a fifth have to the second the
same ratio as a sixth to the fourth, the first and fifth added
together will have to the second tlu same ratio as the tllird and
sixth have to the fourth.

Let a first magnitude AB have to a second C the same
ratio as a third DE has to a
fourth F;
and let also a fifth BG have to
the second C the same ratio as
a sixth EH has to the fourth
F;
I say that the first and fifth added together, A G, will have
to the second C the same ratio as the third and sixth, DH,
has to the fourth F
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[v. 22]

D.

For since, as BG is to C, so is EH to F,
inversely, as C is to BG, so is F to EH.

Since, then, as AB is to C, so is DE to F,
and, as C is to BG, so is F to EH,

therefore, ex aequali, as AB is to BG, so is DE to EH. [V.22J
And, since the magnitudes are proportional separando, they

will also be proportional comjo1lendo ; [v. I8J

therefore, as A G is to GB, so is D H to HE.
But also, as BG is to C, so is EH to F;

therefore, ex aequali, as A G is to C, so is D H to F.
Therefore etc. Q. E.

Algebraically, if a : c =d :1,
and b : c = e :1,
then (a+b) :c=(d+e):j.

This proposition is of the same character as those which precede t~le

propositions relating to compounded ratios; but it could not be placed earher
than it is because v. 22 is used in the proof of it.

Inverting the second proportion to
c:b=f:e,

it follows, by v. 22, that a: b = d: e,
whence, by v. 18, (a + b) : b = (d + e) : e,
and from this and the second of the two given proportions we obtain, by a
fresh application of V. 22,

(a+b):c=(d+e) :j.
The first use of v. 22 is important as showing that the opposite process to

compounding ratios, or what we should now call dz'visioJZ of one ratio by
another, does not require any new and separate propositions.

Aristotle tacitly uses v. 24 in combination with v. I I and v. 16, Meteoro!ogica
III. 5, 376 a 22-26.

Simson adds two corollaries, one of which (Cor. 2) notes the extension to
any number of magnitudes.

"The proposition holds true of two ranks of magnitudes whatever be their
number, of which each of the first rank has to the second magnitude the same
ratio that the corresponding one of the second rank has to a fourth magnitude;
as is manifest."

Simson's Cor. I states the corresponding proposition to the above with
separa1Zdo taking the place of comjoJlelldo, viz., that corresponding to the
algebraical form

(a-b) :c= (d-e):j.
"COR. I. If the same hypothesis be made as in the proposItIOn, the

excess of the first and fifth shall be to the second as the excess of the third
and sixth to the fourth. The demonstration of this is the same with that of
the pr?position if division be used instead of composition." That is, we use
v. 17 mstead ofv. 18, and conclude that

(a - b) : b = (d - el : e.
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C --t'-';I__D

F----

A G+i_---=8

E-----

a:b=c:d,
a - c : b - d = a : b.

PROPOSITION 25.

if four magnitudes be proportional, the greatest and the
least a1-"e greater than the 1-emai1li1lg two.

Let the four magnitudes A B, CD, E, F be proportional
so that, as AB is to CD, so is E to
F, and let AB be the greatest of them
and F the least;
I say that AB, F are greater than
CD,E.

For let A G be made equal to E,
and CH equal to F

Since, as AB is to CD, so is E
to F,
and E is equal to A G, and F to CH,

therefore, as AB is to CD, so is A G to cn
And since, as the whole AB is to the whole CD, so is

the part A G subtracted to the part CH subtracted,
the remainder GB will also be to the remainder H D as

the whole AB is to the whole CD. [v. 19]

But AB is greater than CD;
therefore GB is also greater than H D.

And, since A G is equal to E, and CH to F,
therefore A G, F are equal to CH, E.

And if, GB, HD being unequal, and GB greater, AG, F
be added to GB and CH, E be added to HD,

it follows that AB, F are greater than CD, E.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

Algebraically, if a : b = c : d,
and a is the greatest of the four magnitudes and d the least,

a+d> b+c.
Simson is right in inserting a word in the setting-out, "let ABbe the

greatest of them and. < conseql:eIltl)' > F th~ lea~t." This foJJows fro.m the
particular case, really mcluded 111 Def. 5, which Simson makes the subject of
his proposition A, the case namely where the equimuJtiples taken are once the
several magnitudes.

The proof is as follows.
Since
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But a> b; therefore (a - c) > (b -d). [v. 16 and 14]
Add to each (c+ d);

therefore (a + d) > (b + c).
There is an important particular case of this proposItIOn, which is,

however, not mentioned here, viz. the case where b =c. The result shows, in
this case, that the arithmetic mean between two magnitudes is greater than
their geometric mean. The truth of this is proved for straight lines in VI. 27

by "geometrical algebra," and the theorem forms the 3WPUFP.OC; for equations
of the second degree.

Simson adds at the end of Book v. four propositions, F, G, H, K, which,
however, do not seem to be of sufficient practical use to justify their inclusion
here. But he adds at the end of his notes to the Book the following
paragraph which deserves quotation word for word.

"The 5th book being thus corrected, I most readily agree to what the
learned Dr Barrow says, 'that there is nothing in the whole body of the
elements of a more subtile invention, nothing more solidly established, and
more accurately handled than the doctrine of proportionals.' And there is
some ground to hope that geometers ",i.11 think that this could'not have been
said with as good reason, since Theon's time till the present."

Simson's claim herein will readily be admitted by all readers who are
competent to form a judgment upon his criticisms and elucidations of Book v.



BOOK VI.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

The theory of proportions has been established in Book v. in a perfectly
general form applicable to all kinds of magnitudes (although the representation
of magnitudes by straight lines gives it a geolllefrzi:al appearance); it is now
necessary to apply the theory to the particular case of geometrical investigation.
The only thing still required in order that this may be done is a proof of the
existence of such a magnitude as bears to any given finite magnitude any
given finite ratio; and this proof is supplied, so far as regards the subject
matter of geometry, by H. 12 which shows how to construct a fourth pro
portional to three given straight lines.

A few remarks on the enormous usefulness of the theory of proportions
to geometry will not be out of place. lYe have already in Books I. and II.

made acquaintance with one important part of what has been weil called
geometrical algebra, the method, namely, of application of areas. We have
seen that this method, working by the representation of products of two
quantities as rectangles, enables us to solve some particular quadratic equations.
But the limitations of such a method are obvious. So long as general
quantities are represented by straight lines only, we cannot, if our geometry
is flatu, deal with products of more than two such quantities; and, even
by the use of three dimensions, we cannot work with products of more
than three quantities, since no geometrical meaning could be attached to
such a product. This limitation disappears so soon as we can represent any
genera~quantity, corresponding to what we denote by a letter in algebra, by
a ratio; and this we can do because, on the general theory of proportion
established in Book v., a ratio may be a ratio of two incommensurable
quantities as well as of commensurables. Ratios can be compounded ad
infinitulll, and the division of one ratio by another is equally easy, since it is
the same thing as compounding the first ratio with the inverse of the second.
Thus e.g. it is seen at once that the coefficients in a quadratic of the most
general form can be represented by ratios between straight lines, and the
solution by means of Books I. a~d II. of problems corresponding to quadratic
equations with particular coefficients can now be extended to cover any
quadratic with real roots. As indicated, we can perform, by composition of
ratios, the operation corresponding to multiplying algebraical quantities, and
this to any extent. IVe can divide quantities by compounding a ratio with
the inverse of the ratio representing the divisor. For the addition and
subtraction of quantities we have only to use the geometrical equivalent of
bringing to a common denominator, which is effected by means of the fourth
proportional.
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DEFINITIONS.

[VI. DEFF.

1. Similar rectilineal figures are such as have their
angles se\'erally equal and the sides about the equal angles
proportional.

[2. Reciprocally related figures. See note.]

3. A straight line is said to have been cut in extreme
and mean ratio when, as the whole line is to the greater
segment, so is the greater to the less.

4. The height of any figure is the perpendicular drawn
from the vertex to the base.

DEFINITION 1.

·Op.ota (fX~f!aTa f.vf}-uypap.p.a €CTTLJ', oua TOS TE ywv{ar; tuas EXEI. KaTe. p.[av Kat

TOS 7<€pi TOS '{CTa, ywv[u, 7<A€Vpa., ,h·aA0Yov.

This definition is quoted by Aristotle, Anal. post. II. 17, 99 a 13, where
he says that similarit), (n> OP.OLOV) in the case of figures "consists, let us say
('{CTOJ'), in their having their sides proportional and their angles equal." The
use of the word iuOJ, may suggest that, in Aristotle's time, this definition had
not quite established itself in the text-books (Heiberg, .kfathematisches zu
Aristoteles, p. 9)'

It was pointed out in Van Swinden's Elements of Geometry (Jacobi's
edition, 183+, pp. 114-5) that Euclid omits to state an essential part of the
definition, namely that "the corresponding sides must be opposite to equal
angles," which is necessary in order that the corresponding sides may follow
in the same order in both figures,

At the same time the definition states more than is absolutely necessary,
for it is true to say that two pO(l'guns are similar when, if the sides and angles
are takm ill the Sllme order, the angles are equal and the StaeS about tlte equal
angles are proportional, omittzitg

(I) three cunseeutiZ'e angles,

or (2) t'wo consecuti'i'e angles alld the side common to them,

or (3) two COllst'CutiTe sides alld tlu angle included b)' them,

and making no assumptioll z£'ith regard tu the omitted sides alld angles.

Austin objected to this definition on the ground that it is not obvious that
the properties (I) of having their angles respectively equal and (2) of having
the sides ahout the equal angles proportional can co-exist in two figures; but,
a definition not being concerned to prove the existence of the thing defined,
the objection falls to the ground. We are properly left to satisfy ourselves as
to the existence of similar figures in the course of the exposition in Book VI.,

w:h~re we lea~l1 how'to construct on any given straight line a rectilineal figure
SImilar to a gIven one (VI. 18j.
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DEFINITION 2.

The Greek text gives here a definition of reciprocal/;- related figures
(&.m-L'lT~'lTov8oTU ax!w,uTU). " [Two] figures are reciprocally related when there
are in each of the two figures antecedent and consequent ratios" CA~'TI'lT~r.ov8oTa

DE UX7}jLuTa EUTLV, (huv €v EKUTip'l? TWV UX'WUTWV ~Y"')jL~vo{ T~ Kut Er.OjLtvOL ,,"oym
~LV). No intelligible meaning can be attached to "antecedent and con
sequent ratios" here; the sense would require rather "an antecedent and a
consequent of (two equal) ratios in each figure." Hence Candalla and
Peyrard read A6ywv bPOL ("terms of ratios") instead of .\Oy(n, Camerer reads
AOyWV without OpOL. But the objection to the definition lies deeper. It is
never used; when we come, in VI. 14, IS, XI. 3-+ etc. to parallelograms,
triangles etc. having the property indicated, they are not called "reciprocal"
parallelograms etc., but parallelograms etc. "the sides o/1ilhli.-h are reciprocally
proportional," .:i~, a.~·n'lT~r.l5v8a(nv Ut r.AEVpaL Hence Simson appears to be
right in condemning the definition; it may have been interpolated from Heron,
who has it.

Simson proposes in his note to substitute the following definition. "Two
magnitudes are said to be reciprocally proportional to two others when one
of the first is to one of the other magnitudes as the remaining one of the last
two is to the remaining one of the first." This definition requires that the
magnitudes shall be all of the same kind.

DEFINITION 3.

~AKpOV KaL jLEUOV A6yov ~V6lia T€TjLiju8al Ai/EraL, bTav -a we; ~ OA"IJ 'lTpoe; TO
jLe'ttov TjLijjLU, oirl-we; TO jL€LtOV 7rPO, TO €AUTTO~'.

DEFINITION 4.

'Yo/0e; EITTL 'lTum-oe; ux7}p.aroe; -q &'r.o Trye; Kopvepije; E'lTL nlV !3umv Ka8€TOe;
&.YOjLEvr,.

The definition of "height" is not found in Campanus and is perhaps
rightly suspected, since it does not apply in terms to parallelograms, parallele
pipeds, ·cylinders and prisms, though it is used in the Elements with reference
to these latter figures. Aristotle does not appear to know altitude (v%e;) in
the mathematical sense; he uses Ka8€roe; of triangles (J/Ieteorologica III. 3,
373 a II). The term is however readily understood, and scarcely requires
definition.

[DEFINITION 5.

Aayoe; EK Aoywv IT1rjK€LU8aL Aiyaal, brav Ut rwy AOYWV 7n]ALKoT"IJ'T€e; Ee:p' EUWOS
'lTolla7rAuITLau8~LuaL 7rou;;u{ TlYU.

"A ratio is said to be compounded of ratios when the sizes (7r'l]ALKOr'l]'T€e;) of
the ratios multiplied together make some (? ratio, or size)."]

As already remarked (pp. II6, 132), it is beyond doubt that this definition
of ratio is interpolated. It has little MS. authority. The best MS. (p) only has
it in the margin; it is omitted altogether in Campanus' translation from the
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Arabic; and the other MSS. which contain it do not agree in the position
which they give to it. There is no reference to the definition in the place
where compound ratio is mentioned for the first time (VI. 23), nor anywhere
else in Euclid; neither is it ever referred to by the other great geometers,
Archimedes, Apollonius and the rest. It appears to be only twice mentioned
at all, (I) in the passage of Eutocius referred to above (p. II 6) and (2) by
Theon in his commentary on Ptolemy's aV~'Ta~L>. Moreover the content of
the definition is in itself suspicious. It speaks of the '~sizes of ratios being
multiplied together (literally, into themselves)," an operation unknown to
geometry. There is no wonder that Eutocius, and apparently Theon also, in
their efforts to explain it, had to give the word 7rYjALKOTYj> a meaning which has
no application except in the case of such ratios as can be expressed by
numbers (Eutocius e.g. making it the "number by which the ratio is called").
Nor is it surprising that Wallis should have found it necessary to substitute
for the "quantitas" of Commandinus a different translation, "quantuplicity,"
which he said was represented by the "e:rponent of the ratio" (rationis
exponens), what Peletarius had described as "denominatio ipsae proportionis"
and Clavius as "denominator." The fact is that the definition is ungeometrical
and useless, as was already seen by Savile, in whose view it was one of the
two blemishes in the body of geometry (the other being of course Postulate 5).
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PROPOSITION I·.

Triangles and parallelograms which are uuder the same
height a1'e to one another as their bases.

Let ABC, A CD be triangles and EC, CF parallelograms
under the same height;

5 I say that, as the base BC is to the ba<;e CD, so is the
triangle ABC to the triangle dCD, and the parallelogram
E C to the parallelogram CF.

L

F or let BD be produced in both directions to the points
H, L and let [any number of straight lines] BG, GH be

10 made equal to the base BC, and any number of straight lines
DK, KL equal to the base CD;
let AG, AH, AK, AL be joined.

Then, since CB, BG, GH are equal to one another,
the triangles ABC, A GB, AHG are also equal to one

IS another. [I. 38]

Therefore, whatever multiple the base HC is of the base
BC, that multiple also is the triangle AHC of the triangle
ABC.

For the same reason,
20 whatever multiple the base LC is of the base CD, that

multiple also is the triangle ALC of the triangle A CD;
and, if the base HC is equal to the base CL, the triangle
AHC is also equal to the triangle A CL, [r. 38]
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CD, so is the
[v. II]

if the base HC is in excess of the base CL, the triangle AHC
25 is also in excess of the triangle A CL,

and, if less, less.
Thus, there being four magnitudes, two bases BC, CD

and two triangles ABC, A CD,
equimultiples have been taken of the base BC and the

30 triangle ABC, namely ~he base HC and the triangle AHC,
and of the base CD and the triangle ADC other, chance, equi
multiples, namely the base LC and the triangle ALC;

and it has been proved that,
if the base HC is in excess of the base CL, the triangle AHC

35 is also in excess of the triangle A L C ;
if equal, equal; and, if less, less.

Therefore, as the base BC is to the base CD, so is the
triangle ABC to the triangle A CD. [v. Def. S]

. Next, since the parallelogram EC is double of the triangle
40 ABC, [I. 4I]

and the parallelogram FC is double of the triangle A CD,
while parts have the same ratio as the same multiples of
them, [v. IS]

therefore, as the triangle ABC is to the triangle A CD, so is
45 the parallelogram E C to the parallelogram FC.

Since, then, it was proved that, as the base BC is to CD,
so is the triangle ABC to the triangle A CD,
and, as the triangle ABC is to the triangle A CD, so IS the
parallelogram E C to the parallelogram CF,

50 therefore also, as the base BC is to the base
parallelogram EC to the parallelogram FC.

Therefore etc. -
Q. E. D.

4. Under the same height. The Greek text has "under the same height AC," with
a figure in which the side A C common to the two triangles is perpendicular to the base and
is therefore itself the "height." Rut, even if the two triangles are placed contiguously so as
to have a common side A C, it is quite gratuitous to require it to be perpendicular to the base.
Theon, on this occasion making an improvement, altered to "which are ("vTa) under the
same height, (namely) the perpendicular drawn from A to BD." I have ventured to alter so
far as to omit" A C" and to draw the figure in the usual way.

T+. ABC, AGB,AHG. Euclid, indifferentto exact order; writes "AHG,AGB, ABC."
46•. Since then it was proved that, as the base BC is to CD, so is the triangle

ABC to the triangle ACD. Here again words have to be supplied in translating the
extremely terse Greek brEi ODV €odX8"1, WS Jl.€V 7] {3aa-,s Br ,,-pos T-ryV rLl, OiiTWS TO ABr
Tpl-ywvov "-POS TO ArLl Tpl-ywvov, literally" since was proved, as the base BC to CD, so the
triangle ABC to the triangle A CD." Cf. note on v. 16, p. 165'
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The proof assumes-what is however an obvious deduction from 1. 38
that, of triangles or parallelograms on ullequal bases and between the same
parallels, the greater is that which has the greater base.

It is of course not necessary that the two given triangles should have a
common side, as in the figure; the proof is just as easy if they have not.
The proposition being equally true of triangles and parallelograms of equdl
heights, Simson states this fact in a corollary thus:

"From this it is plain that triangles and parallelograms that have equal
altitudes are to one another as their bases.

Let the figures be so placed as to have their bases in the same straight
line; and, if we draw perpendiculars from the vertices of the triangles to the
bases, the straight line which joins the vertices is paralld to that in which
their bases are, because the perpendiculars are both equal and parallel to one
another [I. 33]. Then, if the same construction be made as in the proposition,
the demonstration will be the same."

The object of placing the bases in one straight line is to get the triangles
and parallelograms within the same parallels. Cf. Proclus' remark on I. 38
(p. 405, 17) that having the same height is the same thing as being in the
same parallels.

Rectangles, or right-angled triangles, which have one of the sides about
the right angle of the same length can be placed so that the equal sides
coincide and the others are in a straight line. If then we call the common
side the base, the rectangles or the right-angled triangles are to one another
as their heights, by VI. 1. Now, instead of each right-angled triangle or
rectangle, we can take any other triangle or parallelogram respectively with an
equal base and between the same parallels. Thus

Triangles alld parallelograms lzaving equal bases are to Olle an<Ither as their
heights.

Legendre and those authors of modem text-books who follow him in
basing their treatment of proportion on the algebraical definition are obliged
to divide their proofs of propositions like this into two parts, the first of
which proves the particular theorem in the case where the magnitudes are
commensurable, and the second extends it to the case where they are
incommensurable.

Legendre (Elhnents de Geomtfri'e, III. 3) uses for this extension a rigorous
method by reductio ad absurdum similar to that
used by Archimedes in his treatise Oil tile
equilibn·um of planes, I. 7. The following is
Legendre's proof of the extension of VI. I to in
commensurable parallelograms and bases.

The proposition having been proved for
commensurable bases, let there be two rectangles
ABCD, AEFD as in the figure, on bases AB,
AEwhich are incommensurablewith one another.

To prove that rect. ABCD: recto AEFD= AB: AE.
For, if not, let rect. ABCD: recto AEF.D = AB: AO, (1)

where A 0 is (for instance) greater than AE.
Divide AB into equal parts each of which is less than EO, and mark off

on A 0 lengths equal to one of the parts; then there will be at least one point
of division between E and O.

Let it be I, and draw IK parallel to EF.

H. E. II.
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[v. 7]
ADE, so

A

of\ E

B~C

Then the rectangles ABCD, AIKD are in the ratio of the bases AB, AI,
since the latter are commensurable.

Therefore, inverting the proportion,
recto AIKD :rect. ABCD= AI: AB (2).

From this and (r), ex aequaH,
rect. AIKD : rect. ABED = AI: A O.

But AO> AI; thereforerect. AEFD>rect. AIKD.
But this is impossible, for the rectangle ABED is less than the rectangle

AIKD.
Similarly an impossibility can be proved if A 0 < AE.
Therefore rect. ABeD: rect. ABED =AB : AB.
Some modern American and German text-books adopt the less rigorous

method of appealing to the theory of limits.

PROPOSITION 2.

If a straiglzt line be drawn parallel to one of tile sides ofa
f1-iangle, it will cut the sides of the triangle proport£onally /
and, if the s£des of the triangle be cut proportionally, the line
joining the points of section w£ll be parallel to the 1-ema£ning
side of the hiangle.

For let DE be drawn parallel to BC, one of the sides of
the triangle ABC;
I say that, as BD is to DA, so is CE to
EA.

For let BE, CD be joined.
Therefore the triangle BDE is equal to

the triangle CDE ;
for they are on the same base DE and in
the same parallels DE, Be. [r. 38J

And the triangle ADE is another area.
But equals have the same ratio to the same;

therefore, as the triangle BDE is to the triano-Ie
is the triangle CDE to the triangle ADE. <::>

But, as the triangle BDE is to ADE, so is BD to DA ;
for, being under the same height, the perpendicular drawn
from E to AB, they are to one another as their bases. [VI, r]

F or the same reason also,
as the triangle CDE is to ADE, so is CE to EA.

Therefore also, as BD is to DA, so is CE to EA. [v. II]



to the triangle
[VI. I]

the same base are also
[1. 39]

and they are on the same base DE.
But equal triangles which are on

in the same parallels.
Therefore DE is parallel to Be.
Therefore etc.
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Again, let the sides AB, A C of the triangle ABC be cut
proportionally, so that, as BD is to DA, so is CE to EA ;
and let DE be joined.

I say that DE is parallel to Be.
For, with the same construction,

since, as BD is to DA, so is CE to EA,
but, as BD is to DA, so is the triangle BDE to the triangle
ADE,
and, as CE is to EA, so is the triangle CDE
ADE,
therefore also,

as the triangle BDE is to the triangle ADE, so is the
triangle CDE to the triangle ADE. [v. II]

Therefore each of the triangles BDE, CDE has the same
ratio to A DE.

Therefore the triangle BDE is equal to the triangle CDE;
[v. 9J

Q. E. D.

Euclid evidently did not think it worth while to distinguish in the
enunciation, or in the figure, the cases in which the parallel to the base cuts
the other two sides produced (a) beyond the point in which they intersect,
(b) in the other direction. Simson gives the three figures and inserts words
in the enunciation, reading "it shall cut the other sides, or those sliies produced,
proportionally" and "if the sides, or the sides produced, be cut proportionally."

Todhunter observes that the second part of the enunciation ought to
make it clear which segments in the proportion correspond to which. Thus
e.g., if AD were double of DB, and CE double of EA, the sides would be
cut proportionally, but DE would not be parallel to BC. The omission
could be supplied by saying "and if the sides of the triangle be cut
proportionally so tlUlt the segmmts adjacent to the third side are corresponding
terllls in the proportion."

PROPOSITION 3.

If an angle if a triangle be bisected and the straight l£ne
cldtii-zg the angle cut the base also, the segments of the base
will have the same ratio as the remaining sides if the triangle;
and, if the segments of the base have the same ratio as the

13-2
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E

A

r8nZai1zz"ng sides of the triangle, the straight line joined from
the vertex to the POild of section will b£sect the angle of the
tria1zgle.

Let ABC be a triangle, and let the angle BA C be bisected
by the straight line AD;
I say that, as BD is to CD, so
is BA to AC.

For let CE be dravm through
C parallel to DA, and let BA
be carried through and meet it
atE.

Then, since the straight line
A C falls upon the parallels AD, B

EC,
the angle A CE is equal to the angle CAD. [1. 29]

But the angle CAD is by hypothesis equal to the angle
BAD;
therefore the angle BAD is also equal to the angle ACE.

Again, since the straight line BAE falls upon the parallels
AD,EC,

the exterior angle BAD is equal to the interior angle
AEC. [r.29]

But the angle A CE was also proved equal to the angle
BAD;

therefore the angle A CE is also equal to the angle AEC,
so that the side AE is also equal to the side AC. [1. 6]

And, since AD has been drawn parallel to EC, one of
the sides of the triangle BCE,
therefore, proportionally, as BD is to DC, so is BA to AE.

But AE is equal to A C; [vr. 2]
therefor~, as BD is to DC, so is BA to A C.

Again, let BA be to A Cas BD to DC, and let AD be
joined;
I say that the angle BA C has been bisected by the straight
line AD.

F or, with the same construction,
since, as BD is to DC, so is BA to A C,
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and also, as BD is to DC, so is BA to AE: for AD has
been drawn parallel to EC, one of the sides of the triangle
BCE: [VI, 2]
therefore also, as BA is to A C, so is BA to AE. [v. II]

Therefore A C is equal to AE, [v. 9]

so that the angle AEC is also equal to the angle ACE. [1. 5]
But the angle AEC is equal to the exterior angle BAD,

[r. 29]
and the angle ACE is equal to the alternate angle CAD; [id.]

therefore the angle BAD is also equal to the angle CAD.
Therefore the angle BA C has been bisected by the straight

line AD.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

The demonstration assumes that CE will meet BA produced in some
point E. This is proved in the same way as it is proved in n. 4 that BA, ED
\vill meet if produced. The angles ABD, BDA in the figure of VI. 3 are
together less than two right angles, and the angle BDA is equal to the angle
BCE, since DA, CE are parallel. Therefore the angles ABC, BCE are
together less than two right angles; and BA, CE must meet, by I. Post. 5.

The corresponding proposition about the segments into which BC is
divided externally by the bisector of the external angle at A when that
bisector meets BC produced (i.e. when the sides AB, A C are not equal) is
important. Simson gives it as a separate proposition, A, noting the fact that
Pappus assumes the result without proof (Pappus, VII. p. 730, 24).

The best plan is however, as De Morgan says, to combine Props. 3 and A
in one proposition, which may be enunciated thus: If an angle of a triangle

. be bisected internally or externally by a straiglzt lim which cuts the opposite Side
or the opposite side produced, tIle segments oj ·that side 10ill haz'e the same ratio
as the other sides of the triangle; and, if a Side of a triangle be divided internally
or externally so that its segments haz!e the same ratio as the otller sides oj the
tn'angle, the straight line dral£'ll from the point of section to the angular pOlitI
which is opposite to tile first 1ltetttioned Side 'loill bisect the interior or exterior angle
at that angular point.

2i1
B 0 C
~
BCD

Let A C be the smaller of the two sides AB, A C, so that the bisector AD
of the exterior angle at A may meet BC produced beyond C. Draw CE
through C parallel to DA, meeting BA in E.

Then, if PAC is the exterior angle bisected by AD in the case of external
bisection, and if a point Pis taken on AB in the figure of VI. 3, the proof of
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VI. 3 can be used almost word for word for the other case. We have only to
speak of the angle" FA C" for the angle" BA C," and of the angle "FAD"
for the angle" BAD" wherever they occur, to say "let BA, or BA produced,
meet CE in E," and to substitute "BA or BA produced" for "'BAE"
lower down.

E

If AD, AE be the internal and external bisectors of the angle A in a
triangle ,of which the sides AB, A C are unequal, A C being the smaller, and
if AD, AE meet BC and BC produced in D, E respectively,

the ratios of BD to DC and of BE to EC are alike equal to the ratio of
BA to AC.

Therefore BE is to EC as BD to DC,
that is, BE is to EC as the difference between BE and ED is to the
difference between ED and EC,
whence BE, ED, E C are in harmonic progression, or DE is a harmonic mean
between BE and EC, or again B, D, C, E is a harmonic range.

Since the angle DACis half of the angle BAC,
and the angle CAE half of the angle CAp,

while the angles BA C, CAP are equal to two right angles,
the angle DAE is a right angle.

Hence the circle described on DE as diameter passes through A.
Now, if the ratio of BA to A C is given, and if BC is given, the points

D, Eon BC and BC produced are given, and therefore so is the circle on
D, E as diameter. Hence the locus of a point such that its distances from two
given points are in a given ratio (not being a ratio of equality) is a drcle.

This locus was discussed by Apollonius in his Plane LOCl~ Book II., as we
know from Pappus (VII. p. 666), who says that the book contained the
theorem that, if from two given points straight lines inflected to another
point are in a given ratio, the point in which they meet will lie on either a
straight line or a circumference of a circle. The straight line is of course the
locus when the ratio is one of equality. The other case is quoted in the
following form by Eutocius (Apollonius, ed. Heiberg, II. pp. 180-4).

Given 17£10 points in a plane and a proportion between unequal straight lines,
it is possible to describe a circle ilz tlze plane so that the stra~iht lims tizjleeted
from the given points to the circumference 0/ the circle shall have a ratio the
same as the given one.

Apollonius' construction, as given by Eutocius, is remarkable because he
makes no use of either of the points D, E. He finds 0, the centre of the
required circle, and the length of its radius directly from the data BC and the
given ratio which we will call h : k. But the construction was not discovered
by Apollonius; it belongs to a much earlier date, since it appears in exactly
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the s~me f~rm in Aristotle, ilfete01:o1og(ca III. 5, 376 a 3 sqq. The
an~lysis leadIng ul; to the constructIOn IS, as usual, not given either by
Anstotle or EUtOClUS. We are told to take three straight lines x, CO (a
length measured along B C produced beyond C, where B, C are the points at
which the greater and smaller of the inflected lines respectively terminate),
and r, such that, if h: k be the given ratio and h> k,

k : h = I. : k + :c, (a)
x:BC=k: CO=h:r (f3)

h

Ie

r

B

This determines the position of 0, and the length of r, the radius of the
required circle. The circle is then drawn, any point P is taken on it and
joined to B, C respectively, and it is proved that

PB: PC=h:k.

We may conjecture that the analysis proceeded somewhat as follows.
It would be seen that B, Care" conjugate points" with reference to the

circle on DE as diameter. (Cf. Apollonius, Conics, I. 36, where it is proved,
in terms, for a circle as well as for an ellipse and a hyperbola, that, if the
polar of B meets the diameter DE in C, then E C: CD =EB : B D. )

If 0 be the middle point of DE, and therefore the centre of the circle,
D, E may be eliminated, as in the COllies, 1. 37, thus.

Since EC: CD=EB:BD,

it follows that EC+ CD: EC- CD=EB+BD: EB-BD,

or 20D: 20C= 20B: 20D,

that is, BO. OC= OD = r, say.

If therefore P be any point on the circle with centre 0 and radius r,

BO: OP= OP: OC,

so that BOP, POC are similar triangles.
In addition, h:k=BD:DC=BE:EC

=BD+BE: DE=BO:r.
Hence we require that

BO: r=r: OC= BP :PC=h:k (0)

Therefore, alternately,
k: CO=h:r,

which is the second relation in (f3) above.
Now assume a length x such that each of the last ratios is equal to x: BC,

as in (f3).
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Then x:BC=k: CO=h:r.

whence

whence

whence

Therefore

Therefore
and, alternately,

x+k:BO=h:r,
x+k:h=BO:r

= h : k, from (8) above;
and this is the relation (a) which remained to be found.

Apollonius' proof of the construction is given by Eutocius, who begins by
saying that it is manifest that r is a mean proportional between .80 and Oc.
This is seen as follows:

From ([3) we derive
x :BC=k: CO= h: r= (k+x): EO,

BO: r = (k + x): h

=h: k, by (a),

=r: CO, by ([3),
and therefore 1"2 = EO. CO.

But the triangles BOP, POC have the angle at 0 common, and, since
BO: OP =- OP: OC, the triangles are similar and the angles OPC, OBP
are equal.

[Up to this point Aristotle's proof is exactly the same; from this point it
diverges slightly.]

If now CL be drawn parallel to BP meeting OP in L, the angles BPC
LCP are equal also.

Therefore the triangles BPC, PCL are similar, and
BP: PC=PC: CL,

BP2:PC2=BP: CL

= BO : OC, by parallels,

=B02: OP2 (sinceBO: OP= OP: OC).
BP:PC=BO:OP

= h: k (for OP= r).

[Aristotle infers this more directly from the similar triangles POB, COP.
Since these triangles are similar,

OP: CP= OB: BP,
BP:PC=BO:OP

=h :k.]

Apollonius proves lastly, by reductio ad absurdum, that the last equation
cannot be true with reference to any point P which is not on the circle so
described.

PROPOSITION 4.

I n equialzgulal~ triangles the sides about the equal angles
al'e proportional, and those are correspondillg sides which
subtend the equal angles.
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F

[VI. 2]

[v. 16]

[I. Post. 5J

B

Let ABC, DCE be equiangular triangles having 'tire
angle ABC equal to the angle
DCE, the angle BA C to the
angle CDE, and further the angle
A CB to the angle CED ;
I say that in the triangles ABC,
DCE the sides about the equal
angles are proportional, and those
are corresponding sides which
subtend the equal angles.

F or let BC be placed in a
straight line with CEo

Then, since the angles ABC, A CB are less than two right
angles, [I.I7J

and the angle ACB is equal to the angle DEC,
therefore the angles ABC, DEC are less than two right
angles;
therefore BA, ED, when produced, will meet.

Let them be produced and meet at F.

Now, since the angle DCE is equal to the angle ABC,
BF is parallel to CD. [I. 28J

Again, since the angle A CB is equal to the angle DEC,
AC is parallel to FE. [I. 28]

Therefore FACD is a parallelogram;
therefore FA is equal to DC, and AC to FD. fI·34J

And, since A C has been drawn parallel to FE, one side
of the triangle FBE,
therefore, as BA is to AF, so is BC to CEo

But AF is equal to CD ;
therefore, as BA is to CD, so is Be to CE,

and alternately, as AB is to BC, so is DC to CEo
Again, since CD is parallel to B F,

therefore, as BC is to CE, so is FD to DE.
But FD is equal to A C ;

therefore, as BC is to CE, so is AC to DE,
and alternately, as BC is to CA, so is CE to ED.
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Since then it was proved that,
as AB is to BC, so is DC to CE,

and, as BC is to CA, so is CE to ED;
therefore, ex aequali, as BA is to A C, so is CD to DE. [V. 22]

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

Todhunter remarks that" the manner in which the two triangles are to be
placed is very imperfectly described; their bases are to be in the same straight
line and contiguous, their vertices are to be on the same side of the base, and
each of the two angles which have a common vertex is to be equal to the
remote angle of the other triangle." But surely Euclid's description is
sufficient, except for not saying that Band D must be on the same' side
of BCE.

VI. 4 can be immediately deduced from VI. 2 if we superpose one triangle
on the other three times in succession, so that each angle successively
coincides with its equal, the triangles being similarly situated, e.g. if (A, B, C
and D, E, F being the equal angles respectively) we apply the angle DEFto
the angle ABC so that D lies on AB (produced if necessary) and F on BC
(produced if necessary). De Morgan prefers this method. "Abandon," he
says, "the peculiar mode of construction by which Euclid proves two cases at
once; make an angle coincide with its equal, and suppose this process repeated
three times, one for each angle."

PROPOSITION 5.

If two triangles have their sides proportional, the triangles
will be equiangular and will have those angles equal which the
c01"resp01zding sides subte1zd.

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles having their sides
proportional, so that,

as AB is to BC, so is DE to EF,
as BC is to CA, so is EF to FD,

and further, as BA is to AC, so is ED to DF;
I say that the triangle ABC is equiangular with the triangle
DEF, and they will have those angles equal which the corre
sponding sides subtend, namely the angle ABC to the angle
DEF, the angle BCA to the angle EFD, and further the
angle BAC to the angle EDF.

F or on the straight line EF, and at the points E, F on
it, let there be constructed the angle FEG equal to the angle
ABC, and the angle EFG equal to the angle A CB ; [I. 23]
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therefore the remaining angle at A is equal to the remaining
angle at G. [1. 32]

Therefore the triangle ABC is equiangular with the
triangle GEF.

L!
8

o

E~
G

Therefore in the triangles ABC, GEF the sides about
the equC).1 angles are proportional, and those are corresponding
sides which subtend the equal angles; [n.4]

therefore, as AB is to BC, so is GE to EF
But, as AB is to BC, so by hypothesis is DE to EF;
therefore, as DE is to EE, so is GE to EF [v. II]

Therefore each of the straight lines DE, GE has the
same ratio to EF;

therefore DE is equal to GE. [v. 9]

F or the same reason

DF is also equal to GF
Since then DE is equal to EG,

and EF is common,

the two sides DE, EF are equal to the two sides GE, EF;
and the base DF is equal to the base FG ;

therefore the angle DEF is equal to the angle GEF, [1.8J

and the triangle DEF is equal to the triangle GEF,
and the remaining angles are equal to the remaining angles.
namely those which the equal sides subtend. [I. -1-J

Therefore the angle DFE is also equal to the angle GFE,
and the angle EDF to the angle E GF
And, since the angle FED is equal to the angle GEF,

while the angle GEF is equal to the angle ABC,
therefore the angle ABC is also equal to the angle DEF
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and
so that

For the same reason
the angle ACB is also equal to the angle DEE,

and further, the angle at A to the angle at D ;
therefore the triangle ABC is equiangular with the triangle

DEF.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

This proposition is the complete converse, VI. 6 a partial converse, of VI. 4.
Todhunter, after Walker, remarks that the enunciation should make it

clear that the sides of the triangles taken ill order are proportional. It is quite
possible that there should be two triangles ABC, DEFsuch that

AB is to BCas DE to EE,
BC is to CA as DFis to ED (instead of EFto FD),
AB is to AC as DFto EE

(ex aequali in perturbedproportion) ;
in this case the sides of the triangles are proportional, but not in the same
order, and the triangles are not necessarily equiangular to one another. For a
numerical illustration we may suppose the sides of one triangle to be 3, 4 and
5 feet respectively, and those of another to be I2, IS and 20 feet respectively.

In VI. 5 there is the same apparmt avoidance of indirect demonstration
which has been noticed on I. 48.

PROPOSITION 6.

If 11.00 triangles ha'Z.Je one angle equal to one angle and the
sides about the equal angles proportional, the triangles will be
equiangular and will have those angles equal whiclz tlte corre
sponding sides subtend.

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles having one angle BA C
equal to one angle EDF and the sides about the equal angles
proportional, so that,

as BA is to AC, so is ED to DF;
I say that the triangle ABC is equiangular with the triangle
DEF, and will have the angle ABC equal to the angle DEE,
and the angle A CB to the angle DFE.

For on the straight line DF, and 'at the points D, F on it,
let there be constructed the angle FDG equal to either of the
angles BAC, EDF, and the angle DEG equal to the angle
ACB; [1.23]

therefore the remaining angle at B is equal to the remaining
angle at G. [I. 32]
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Therefore the triangle ABC is equiangular with the
triangle DGE.

Therefore, proportionally, as BA is to AC, so is GD to
DE. [n.4]

But, by hypothesis, as BA is to A C, so also is ED to DF;
therefore also, as ED is to DF, so is CD to DF. [v. II]

A

B'----~C

Therefore ED is equal to DG; [v. 9]

and DF is common;

therefore the two sides ED, DFare equal to the two sides
GD, DF; and the angle EDF is equal to the angle GDF;

therefore the base EF is equal to the base GF,

and the triangle DEF is equal to the triangle DGF,

and the remaining angles will be equal to the remaining angles,
namely those which the equal sides subtend. [1. 4]

Therefore the angle DFG is equal to the angle DFE,
and the angle DGF to the angle DEF
But the angle DFG is equal to the angle A ,"".-B;

therefore the angle A CB is also equal to the ?ngle DFE.

And, by hypothesis, the angle BA C is also ~qual to the
angle EDF; .

therefore the remaining angle at B is . Iso equal to the
remaining angle at E; IS- [I. 32]

therefore the triangle ABC is equiang':'lar \-.:ith the triangle
DEF

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.
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PROPOSITION 7.

[VI. 7

1\E F

If two triangles have one angle equal to one angle, the
sides about other angles proportional, and the remaining angles
either both less or both not less than a right angle, the triangles
will be equiangular and w£ll have those angles equal, the sides
about which are proportional.

Let ABC, DEF be two triangles having one angle equal
to one angle, the angle BAC to
the angle EDF, the sides about
other angles ABC, DEF propor
tional, so that, as AB is to BC,
so is DE to E F, and, first, each
of the remaining angles at C, F
less than a right angle;

I ,:;ay that the triangle ABC is B~=----\'

equiangular with. the triangle
DE.f~ the angle ABC will be
equal to the angle DEF, and the remaining angle, namely
the angle at C, equal to the remaining angle, the angle
at F.

For, if the angle ABC is unequal to the angle DEF, one
of them is greater.

Let the angle ABC be greater;

and on the straight lineAB, and at the point B on it, let the
angle ABC be constructed equal.to the angle DEF. [I.23J

Then, since the angle A is equal 'to D,
and the angre ABC to the angle DEF,
therefore the remaining angle A CB is equal to the remaining
angle DFE. [I·3 2J

Therefor.:&.. the triangle ABC is equiangular with the
triapgle DEE.' . .

Therefore, as,-t;.B is to BG, so is DE to EF. [VI·4J
But, as DE t~J EF, so by hypothesis is AB to BC;

therefore AB· ha~ ·l.h...e. same ratio to each of the straight
lines BC, BG; [v. IIJ

therefore BC is equal to "BC, {v. 9J
so that the angle at C is also equal to the angle BCC. [1·5J
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But, by hypothesis, the angle at C is less than a right
angle;
therefore the angle BGC is also less than a right angle;
so that the angle A GB adjacent to it is greater than a right
angle. [I. 13]

And it was proved equal to the angle at F;
therefore the angle at F is also greater than a right angle.

But it is by hypothesis less than a right angle: which IS

absurd.
Therefore the angle ABC is not unequal to the angle

DEF;
therefore it is equal to it.

But the angle at A is also equal to the angle at D;
therefore the remaining angle at C is equal to the remaining
angle at F. [I. 32]

Therefore the triangle ABC is equiangular with the triangle
DEF.

j
E

A

But, again, let each of the angles at C, F be supposed not
less than a right angle;
I say again that, in this case too, the
triangle ABC is equiangular with the
triangle D EF.

F or, with the same construction,
we can prove similarly that

BC is equal to BG;
so that the angle at C is also equal to
the angle BGe. [1·5]

But the angle at C is not less than a right angle;
therefore neither is the angle BGC less than a right angle.

Thus in the triangle BGC the two angles are nui. less
than two right angles: which is impossible. [I: 17]

Therefore, once more, the angle ABC is not unequal Lo
the angle DEF;
therefore it is equal to it.

But the angle at A is also equal to the angle at D ;
therefore the remaining angle at C is equal to the remaining
angle at F. [I. 32]
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Therefore the triangle ABC is equiangular with the triangle
DEF.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

Todhunter points out, after Walker, that some more words are necessary
to make the enunciation precise: "If two triangles have one angle equal to one
angle, the sides about other angles proportional <so tlzat the sides subtet/ding
the equal angles are IlOmologous>...."

This proposition is the extension to similar triangles of the ambiguous case
already mentioned as omitted by Euclid in relation to equality of triangles in
all respects (d. nott: following I. 26, Vol. 1. p. 306). The enunciation of VI. 7
has suggested the ordinary method of enunciating the ambiguous case where
equalit;, and not similarity is in question. Cf. Todhunter's note on I. 26.

Another possible way of presenting this proposition is given by Todhunter.
The essential theorem to prove is :

If two triangles haz"e trl'O sides of the one proportional to two sides of the
other, and the angles oppiJsite to one pair of corresponding sides equal, the angles
1.i.,lticlz are opposite to the otlzer pair of corresponding sides shall either be equal or
be together equal to tu'o right angles.

For the angles included by the proportional sides must be either equal or
unequal.

If they are equal, then, since the triangles have two angles of the one
equal to two angles of the other, respectively, they are equiangular to one
another.

We have therefore only to consider the case in which the angles included
by the proportional sides are unequal.

The proof is, except at the end, like that of n. 7.
Let the triangles ABC, DEFhave the angle at A equal to the angle at D;

let.dB be to Beas DE to EF,
but let the angle ABC be Jiot equal to the angle DEF.

\
\G

o

P
E

.rh.. angles A CB, DEE shall be together equal to two right angles.
For one of the angles ABC, DEFmust be the greater.
Let ABC be the greater; and make the angle ABG equal to the ano-Ie

DEE. .,
Then we prove, as in VI. 7, that the triangles ABG, DEE are equiangular,

whence
AB is to BG as DE is to EF.

But AB is to BC as DE is to EE, by hypothesis.
Therefore BG is equal to BC,

and the angle BGC is equal to the angle BCA.
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Now, since the triangles ABG, DEE are equiangular,
the angle BGA is equal to the angle EED.

Add to them respectively the equal angles BGC, BCA; therefore the
angles BCA, EED are together equal to the angles BGA, BGC, i.e. to two
right angles.

It follows therefore that the angles BCA, EED must be either equal or
supplementary.

But (I), if each of them is less than a right angle, they cannot be
supplementary, and they must therefore be equal; .

(2) if each of them is greater than a right angle, they cannot be
supplementary and must therefore be equal;

(3) if one of them is a right angle, they are supplementary and also equal.

Simson distinguishes the last case (3) in his enunciation: "then, if each of
the remaining angles be either less or not less than a right angle, or if one cif
them be a right angle...."

The change is right, on the principle of restricting the conditions to the
minimum necessary to enable the conclusion to be inferred. Simson adds a
separate proof of the case in which one of the remaining angles is a right
angl~.

" Lastly, let one of the angles at C, F, viz. the angle at C, be a right angle;
in this case likewise the triangle ABC
is equiangular to the triangle DEE. A

For, if they be not equiangular, d 0
make, at the point B of the straight ~
line AB, the angle ABG equal to the G
angle DEE; then it may be proved,
as in the first case, that B G is equal B C

to 1Ei: the angle BCG is a right ~A E F
angle;
t~erefore the angle B G C is also a C
nght angle; . B

whence two of the angles of the tri- Q
angle BGC are together not less than
two right angles: which is impossible.

Therefore the triangle ABC is equiangular to the triangle DER"

PROPOSITION 8.

If £n a right-angled tria1Zgle a perpendicular be d1'awn
from the riglzt angle to the base, the triangles adjoining the
perpend£cular are sim£lar both to the whole and to one another.

Let ABC be a right-angled triangle having the angle
BA C right, and let AD be drawn from A perpendicular
toBC;
I say that each of the triangles ABD, ADC is similar to
the whole ABC and, further, they are similar to one another.

H. E. II.
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/t\
B 0 C

For, since the angle BAC is equal to the angle ADB,
for each is right,· .
and the angle at B is common to the
two triangles ABC and ABD,
therefore the remaining angle A CB
is equal to the remaining angle
BAD; [I. 32]
therefore the triangle ABC is equi
angular with the triangle ABD.

Therefore, as BC which subtends the right angle in the
triangle ABC is to BA which subtends the right angle in
the triangle ABD, so is AB itself which subtends the angle
at C in the triangle ABC to BD which subtends the equal
angle BAD in the triangle ABD, and so also is AC to AD
which subtends the angle at B common to the two triangles.

[VI. 4J
Therefore the triangle ABC is both equiangular to the

triangle ABD and has the sides about the equal angles
proportionaL

Therefore the triangle ABC is similar to the triangle
ABD. [VI. Def. I]

Similarly we can prove that
the triangle ABC is also similar to the triangle ADC;
therefore each of the triangles ABD, ADC is similar to the
whole ABC.

I say next that the triangles ABD, ADC are also similar
to one another. .

For, since the right angle BDA is equal to the right angle
ADC,
and moreover the angle BAD was also proved equal to the

. angle at C,
therefore the remaining angle at B is also equal to the
remaining angle DA C ; [I. 32]
therefore the triangle ABD is equiangular with the triangle
ADC.

Therefore, as BD which subtends the angle BAD in the
triangle ABD is to DA which subtends the angle at C in the
triangle ADC equal to the angle BAD, so is AD itself
which subtends the angle at B in the triangle ABD to DC
which subtends the _angle DA C in the triangle ADC equal
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to the angle at B, and so also is BA to A C, these sides
subtending the right angles; [VI. 4]
therefore the triangle ABD is similar to the triangle ADC.

[v!. Def. I]
Therefore etc.

PORISM. From this it is clear that, if in a right-angled
triangle a perpendicular be drawn from the right angle to the
base, the straight line so drawn is a mean proportional
between the segments of the base. Q. E. D.

Simson remarks on this proposition; "It seems plain that some editor
has changed the demonstration that Euclid gave of this proposition: For,
after he has demonstrated that the triangles are equiangular to one another,
he particularly shows that their sides about the equal angles are proportionals,
as if this had not been done in the demonstration of prop. 4 of this book:
this superfluous part is not found in the translation from the Arabic, and is
now left out."

This seems a little hypercritical, for the "particular showing" that the
sides about the equal angles are proportionals is really nothing more than
a somewhat full citation of VI. 4. Moreover to shorten his proof still
more, Simson says, after proving that each of the triangles ABD, ADC is
similar to the whole triangle ABC, "And the triangles ABD, ADC being
both equiangular and similar to ABC are equiangular and similar to one
another," thus assuming a particular case of VI. 2 I, which might well be
proved here, as Euclid proves it, with somewhat more detail.

We observe that, here as generally, Euclid seems to disdain to give the
reader such small help as might be afforded by arranging the letters used to
denote the triangles so as to show the corresponding angular points in the
same order for each pair of triangles; A is the first letter throughout, and the
other two for each triangle are in the order of the figure from left to right. It
may be in compensation for this that he states at such length which side
corresponds to which when he comes to the proportions.

In the Greek texts there is an addition to the Porism inserted after
"(Being) what it was required to prove," viz. "and further that between the
base and anyone of the segments the side adjacent to the segment is a mean
proportional." Heiberg concludes that these words are an interpolation
(I) because they come after the words 67rEP ~8EL 8E'taL which as a rule follow the
Porism, (2) they are absent from the best Theonine MSS.,· though P and
Campanus have them without the 07t"EP ~8EL oE'tal.. Heiberg's view seems to
be confirmed by the fact noted by Austin, that, whereas the first part of the
Porism is quoted later in VI. 13, in the lemma before x. 33 and in the lemma
after XIII. 13, the second part is proved in the former lemma, and elsewhere,
as also in Pappus (III. p. 72, 9-23).

PROPOSITION 9.

From a gz"ven straz"ght line to cut offa prescribedpart.
Let AB be the given straight line;

thus it is required to cut off from AB a prescribed part.
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c
E

Let the third part be that prescribed.
5 Let a straight line A C be drawn through from A con-

taining with AB any angle;

let a point D be taken at random on
A C, and let DE, EC be made equal
to AD. [1. 3]

Let BC be joined, and through D
let DF be drawn parallel to it. [1. 31]

Then, since FD has been drawn
parallel to BC, one of the sides of the triangle ABC,
therefore, proportionally, as CD is to DA, so is BFto FA.

[VI. 2]

10

IS But CD is double of DA ;

therefore BF is also double of FA;
therefore BA is triple of AF.

Therefore from the given straight line AB the prescribed
third part A F has been cut off.

Q. E. F.

6. any angle. The expression here and in the two following propositions is TVXOUlTet
"'(",.ia, corresponding eX:lctly to TuXlw IT",!","" which I have translated as "a point (taken)
at random"; but "an angle (taken) at random" would not be so appropriate where it is a
question, not of !"kilzg any angle at all, Lut of drawing a straight line casually so as to make
any angle with another straight line.

c

A

EI--~D

Simson observes that "this is demonstrated in a particular case, viz. that
in which the third part of a straight line is required to be cut off; which is
not at all like Euclid's manner. Besides, the author of that demonstration,
from four magnitudes being proportionals, concludes that the third of them is
the same multiple of the fourth which the first is of the second; now this is
nowhere demonstrated in the 5th book, as we now have it; but the editor
assumes it from the confused notion which the vulgar have of proportionals."

The truth of the assumption referred to is proved by Simson in his
proposition D given above (p. 128); hence he is
able to supply a general and legitimate proof
of the present proposition.

"Let AB be the given straight line; it is
required to cut off any part from it.

From the point A draw a straight line A e
making any angle with AB; in A e take any
point D, and take A e the same multiple of AD
that AB is of the part which is to be cut off
from it;

join Be, and draw DE parallel to it:

then AE is the part required to be cut off.
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D~C
L1 I I

A F G B

Because ED is parallel to one of the sides of the triangle ABC, viz. to B C,
as CD is to DA, so is BE to EA, [n. 2]

and, cotllpollendo,

CA is to AD, as BA to AE. [v. 18]
But CA is a multiple of AD ;

therefore BA is the same multiple of AE. [Prop. D]
Whatever part therefore AD is of A C, AE is the same part of AB ;

wherefore from the straight line AB the part required is cut off."

The use of Simson's Prop. D can be avoided, as noted by Camerer after
Baermann, in the following way. We first prove, as above, that

CA is to AD as BA is to AE.
Then we infer that, alternately,

CA is to BA as AD to AE. [v. 16]
But AD is to AE as n. AD to n. AE

(where n is the number oftimes that AD is contained in AC); [v. IS]
whence A C is to AB as Jl • AD is to n . AE. [v. II]

In this proportion the first term is equal to the third; therefore [v. 14]
the second is equal to the fourth,

so that AB is equal to It times AE.
Prop. 9 is of course only a particular case of Prop. 10.

PROPOSITION 10.

To cut a given zt1tCut stra~i;!tt line similarly to a given cut
straight Nne.

Let ABbe the given uncut straight line, and A C the
straight line cut at the points D,
E; and let them be so placed as
to contain any angle;
let CB be joined, and through D,
E let DF, EG be drawn parallel
to Be, and through DIet DHK
be drawn parallel to AB. [I. 31]

Therefore each of the figures
FH, H B is a parallelogram;
therefore DH is equal to FC and HK to GB. [1·34]

N ow, since the straight line HE has been drawn parallel
to KC, one of the sides of the triangle DKC,
therefore, proportionally, as CE is to ED, so is KH to HD.

[VI. 2]
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But KH is equal to BG, and HD to GF;
therefore, as CE is to ED, so is BG to GF.

Again, since FD has been drawn parallel to GE, one of
the sides of the triangle AGE,
therefore, proportionally, as ED is to DA, so is GFto FA.

[VI. 2]

But it was also proved that,
as CE is to ED, so is BG to GF;

therefore, as CE is to ED, so is BG to GF,
and, as ED is to DA, so is GF to FA.

Therefore the given uncut straight line AB has been cut
similarly to the given cut straight line A C.

Q. E. F.

PROPOSITION 1 I.

E

[VI. 2]

A

To t1.i'0 given straight lines to find a third proportional.

Let BA, AC be the two given straight lines, and let
them be placed so as to contain any
angle;
thus it is required to find a third pro
portional to BA, A C.

F or let them be produced to the
points D, E, and let BD be made equal
to AC; [1·3]
let BC be joined, and through D let DE
be drawn parallel to it. (I. 31]

Since, then, BC has been drawn
parallel to DE, one of the sides of the triangle ADE,
proportionally, as AB is to BD, so is A C to CEo

But BD is equal to AC;
therefore, as AB is to AC, so is AC to CEo

Therefore to two given straight lines AB, A C a third
proportional to them, CE, has been found.

Q. E .. F.

I. to find. The Greek word, here and in the next two propositions, is "-pOITWpEW
literally "to find in addition." '

T?is propos~tion is again a partic~Ilar case of the succeeding Prop. 12.

GIven a ratIO between straIght lmes, VI. I I enables us to find the ratio
which is its duplicate.
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PROPOSITION 12.

To three gz"'lJelZ straight Hues to find a fOIl.rth proportional.

Let A, B, C be the three given straight lines;
thus it is required to find a fourth proportional to A, B, C.

E

o

G

I
H

I
F

A------
B---

c----

E

Let two straight lines DE, DF be set out containing any
angle EDF;
let DG be made equal to A, GE equal toB, and further DH
equal to C;
let GH be joined, and let EF be drawn through E parallel
to it. [1.31]

Since, then, GH has been drawn parallel to EF, one of
the sides of the triangle DEF,
therefore, as DG is to GE, so is DH to HE. [VI. 2]

But DG is equal to A, GE to B, and DH to C;
therefore, as A is to B, so is C to H F.

Therefore to the three given straight lines A, B, C a fourth
proportional HF has been found.

Q. E. F.

We have here the geometrical equivalent of the" rule of three."
It is of course immaterial whether, as in Euclid's proof, the first and

second straight lines are measured on one of the lines forming the angle and
the third on the other, or the first and third are measured on one and the
second on the other.

If it should be desired that the first and the required fourth be measured
on one of the lines, and the second and third on
the other, we can use the following construction.
Measure DE on one straight line equal to ,-1, and
on any other straight line making an angle with
the first at the point D measure DF equal to B,
and DC equal to C. Join EF, and through C
draw CH anti-parallel to EF, i.e. make the angle
DCH equal to the angle DEF; let CH meet 0
DE (produced if necessary) in H.
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or

~
ABC

DHis then the fourth proportional.
For the triangles EDF, GDH are similar, and the sides about the equal

angles are proportional, so that
DE is to DE as DG to DR,

A is to Base to DR.

PROPOSITION I3.

To two gi7)en straight lz",zes to find a mean proportional.

Let AB, BC be the two given straight lines;
thus it is required to find a mean
proportional to AB, Be.

Let them be placed in a straight
line, and let the semicircle ADC be
described on A C ;

let BD be drawn from the point B at
right angles to the straight line A C,
and let AD, DC be join~d.

Since the angle ADC is an angle In a semicircle, it is
right. [III. 3r]

And, since, in the right-angled triangle ADC, DB has
been drawn from the right angle perpendicular to the base,
therefore DB is a mean proportional between the segments of
the base, AB, Be. [VI. 8, Por.]

Therefore to the two given straight lines AB, BC a mean
proportional DB has been found.

Q. E. F.

This proposition, the Book VI. version of II. I..j., is equivalent to the
extraction of the square root. It further enables us, given a ratio between
straight lines, to find the ratio which is its sub-duplicate, or the ratio of which
it is duplicate.

PROPOSITION 14.

1n equal and equiangular parallelograms the sides about
the equal angles are reciprocally proport£onal; and equiangular
parallelograms in which the sides about the equal angles are
reciprocally proportional are equal.
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E C

parallelograms

,/ -+=-/_~7r- ;8 G

U
A 0

Let AB, BC be equal and equiangular
having the angles at B equal. and
let DB, BE be placed in a straight
line;

therefore FB, BG are also in
a straight line. [I. 14]

I say that, in A B, BC, the
sides about the equal angles are
reciprocally proportional, that is to
say, that, as DB is to BE, so is
GB to BF.

F or let the parallelogram FE be completed.
Since, then, the parallelogram AB is equal to the parallelo

gram BC,
and FE is another area,

therefore, as AB is to FE, so is BC to FE. [Yo i]
But, as AB is to FE, so is DB to BE, [VI, I]

and, as BC is to FE, so is GB to BF. [ta.]
therefore also, as DB is to BE, so is GB to BF (v. II]

Therefore in the parallelograms A B, BC the sides about
the equal angles are reciprocally proportional.

N ext, let GB be to BF as DB to BE;
I say that the parallelogram AB is equal to the parallelogram
Be.

For since, as DB is to BE, so is GB to BE,
while, as DB is to BE, so is the parallelogram AB to the
parallelogram FE, [VI. 1]

and, as GB is to BE, so is the parallelogram BC to the
parallelogram FE, [VI. 1]
therefore also, as AB is to FE, so is Be to FE; (v. II]

therefore the parallelogram AB is equal to the parallelogram
BC, [v. 9]

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

De Morgan says upon this proposition: "Owing to the disjointed manner
in which Euclid treats compound ratio, this proposition is strangely out of
place. It is a particular case of VI. 23, being that in which the ratio of the
sides, compounded, gives a ratio of equality. The proper definition of four
magnitudes being reciprocally proportional is that the ratio compounded of
their ratios is that of equality."
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It is true that VI. 14 is a particular case of VI. 23, but, if either is out of
place, it is rather the latter that should be placed before VI. 14, since most of
the propositions between YI. IS and VI. 23 depend upon VI. 14 and IS. But
it is perfectly consistent with Euclid's manner to give a particular case first
and its extension later, and such an arrangement often has great advantages
in that it enables the more difficult parts of a subject to be led up to more
easily and gradually. Now, if De Morgan's view were here followed, we
should, as it seems to me, be committing the mistake of explaining what is
relatively easy to understand, viz. two ratios of which one is the inverse of
the other, by a more complicated conception, that of compound ratio. In
other words, it is easier for a learner to realise the relation indicated by the
statement that the sides of equal and equiangular parallelograms are "recipro
cally proportional" than to form a conception of parallelograms such that
"the ratio compounded of the ratio of their sides is one of equality." For
this reason I would adhere to Euclid's arrangement.

The conclusion that, since DB, BE are placed in a straight line, FB, BG
are also in a straight line is referred to I. 14. The deduction is made clearer
by the following steps.

The angle DBFis equal to the angle GBE;

add to each the angle FBE;

therefore the angles DBF, FBE are together equal to the angles GBE, FBE.
[C. N. 2J

But the angles DBF, FBE are together equal to two right angles, [r. I3J
therefore the angles GBE, FBE are together equal to two right angles,

[C. N. IJ
and hence FB, BG are in one straight line. [I. 141

The result is also obvious from the converse of I. 15 given by Proclus
(see note on I. IS).

The proposition VI. q contains a theorem and one partial converse of it ;
so also does YI. IS. To each proposition may be added the other partial
converse, which may be enunciated as follows, the words in square brackets
applying to the case of triangles (n IS).

c

K ER======\'

~----'f'------'>lH

Equal parallelograms [triangles] which haz'e the sides about one angle in
each reciprocally proportional are e'quial1gular [haz'e the ancr!es included by those
sides either equal or supplementary.J <>

Let AB, BC be equal parallelograms, or let FBD, EBG be equal
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triangles, such that the sides about the angles at B are reciprocally propor
tional, i.e. such that

DB : BE = GB : BF.
We shall prove that the angles FBD, EBG are either equal or supple-

mentary.
Place the figures so that DB, BE are in one straight line.
Then FB, BG are either in a straight line, or not in a straight lint:.

(I) If FB, BG are in a straight line, the figure of the proposition
(with the diagonals FD, EG drawn) represents the facts, and

the angle FBD is equal to the angle EBG. [l. 15]

(2) If .JiB, BG are not in a straight line,
produce FB to Hso that BHmay be equal to BG.

Join EH, and complete the parallelogram EBHK
Now, since DB: BE = GB : BF

and GB = HB,
DB : BE = HB : BF,

and therefore, by VI. 14 or r 5,
the parallelograms AB, BK are equal, or the triangles FBD, EBH are equal.

But the parallelograms AB, BC are equal, and the triangles FBD, EBG
are equal;
therefore the parallelograms Be, BK are equal, and the triangles EBH,
EBG are equal.

Therefore these parallelograms or triangles are within the same parallels:
that is, G, C, H, K are in a straight line which is parallel to DE. [r. 39]

Now, since BG, BHare equal,
the angles BGH, BHG are equal.

By parallels, it follows that
the angle EBG is equal to the angle DBH,

whence the angle EBG is supplementary to the angle FBD.

PROPOSITION 15.

In equal triangles which ha'zJe one angle equal to one a11gle
the sides about the equal angles are reciprocally proportional;
and those triangles which ha,,'e one angle equal to oJZe a11gle,
a'ltd in 'Which the sides about the equal angles are reciprocally
proportional, are equal.

Let ABC, ADE be equal triangles having one angle
equal to one angle, namely the angle BA C to the angle
DAE;
I say that in the triangles ABC, ADE the sides about the
equal angles are reciprocally proportional, that is to say, that,

as CA is to AD, so is EA to AB.
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E

B

Therefore etc.

F or let them be placed so that CA is m a straight
line \vith AD;
therefore EA is also in a straight line with
AB. [1.14]

Let BD be joined.
Since then the triangle ABC is equal to

the triangle A DE, and BAD is another
area,

therefore, as the triangle CAB is to the
triangle BAD, so is the triangle EAD to
the triangle BAD. [v. 7]

But, as CAB is to BAD, so is CA to AD, [VI. I]

and, as EAD is to BAD, so is EA to AB. [id.]

Therefore also, as CA is to AD, so is EA to AB. [v. II]
Therefore in the triangles ABC, ADE the sides about

the equal angles are reciprocally proportional.
Next, let the sides of the triangles ABC, ADE be reci

procally proportional, that is to say, let EA be to AB as CA
toAD;
I say that the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle ADE.

For, if BD be again joined,
since, as CA is to AD, so is EA to AB,
while, as CA is to AD, so is the triangle ABC to the triangle
BAD,
and, as EA is to AB, so is the triangle EAD to the triangle
BAD, [VI. I]
therefore, as the triangle ABC is to the triangle BAD, so is
the triangle EAD to the triangle BAD. [v. II]

Therefore each of the triangles ABC, EAD has the same
ratio to BAD.

Therefore the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle EAD.
[v. 9]

Q. E. D.

As indicated in the partial converse given in the last note, this proposition
is equally true if the angle included by the two sides in one triangle is
supplementary, instead of being equal, to the angle included by the two sides
in the other.
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o

Let ABC, ADE be two triangles such that the angles BA C, DAE are
supplementary, and also

CA : AD = EA : AB. B

In this case we can place the triangles so that I
CA is in a straight line with AD, and AB lies E
along AE (since the angle EA C, being supple
mentary to the angle EAD, is equal to the angle
BAC).

If we join BD, the proof given by Euclid
applies to this case also.

It is true that VI. IS can be immediately inferred from VI. 14, since a
triangle is half of a parallelogram with the same base and height. But,
Euclid's object being to give the student a grasp of mdhods rather than
results, there seems to be no advantage in deducing one proposition from the
other instead of using the same method on each.

PROPOS1TIO~ 16.

If four straight Hues be projort£ollal, the rectangle C01l

tained by the extremes is equal to the recta1lgle contained by
the means; a1ld, if the rectangle contaiJle(i oy the extremes be
equal to the rectangle c01ltailled by the means, the four straight
l£nes will be proportional.

Let the four straight lines AB, CD, E, F be proportional,
so that, as AB is to CD, so is E to F;
I say that the rectangle contained by AB, F is equal to the
rectangle contained by CD, E.

E---

"LJ
C 0

F--

Let AG, CH be dra\vn from the points A, C at right
angles to the straight lines AB, CD, and let A G be made
equal to F, and CH equal to E.

Let the parallelograms BG, DH be completed.
Then since, as AB is to CD, so is E to F,

while E is equal to CH, and F to A G,
therefore, as AB is to CD, so is CH to A G.

Therefore in the parallelograms BG, DH the sides about
the equal angles are reciprocally proportiona1.
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But those equiangular parallelograms in which the sides
about the equal angles are reciprocally proportional are equal;

. [VI. I4J
therefore the parallelogram BG is equal to the parallelogram
DH.

And BG is the rectangle AB, F, for A G is equal to F;
and DH is the rectangle CD, E, for E is equal to CH;
therefore the rectangle contained by AB, F is equal to the
rectangle contained by CD, E.

Next, let the rectangle contained by AB, F be equal to
the rectangle contained by C-..n, E;
I say that the four straight lines will be proportional, so that,
as AB is to CD, so is E to F

F or, with the same construction,
since the rectangle AB, F is equal to the rectangle CD, E,
and the rectangle AB, F is BG, for A G is equal to F,
and the rectangle CD, E is DH, for CH is equal to E,

therefore BG is equal to DH.
And they are equiangular.
But in equal and equiangular parallelograms the sides about

the equal angles are reciprocally proportional. [VI. 14]
. Therefore, as AB is to CD, so is CH to A G.

But CH is equal to E, and AG to F;
therefore, as AB is to CD, so is E to F

Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

This proposition is a particular case of VI. 14, but one which is on all
accounts worth separate statement. It may also be enunciated in the follow
ing form:

Rectangles which Ilave their bases reciprocally proportional to their heights
are equal in area)' and equal rectangles haz!e their bases reciprocally proportional
to their heights.

Since any parallelogram is equal to a rectangle of the same height and
on the same base, and any triangle with the same height and on the same
base is equal to half the parallelogram or rectangle, it follows that Equal
parallelograms or triangles have their bases reciprocally proportional to their
heights and vice versa.

The present place is suitable for giving certain important propositions,
including those which Simson adds to Book VI. as Props. B, C and D, which
are proved directly by means of VI. r6.

1. Proposition B is a particular case of the following theorem.
If a circle be circu11lscn'bed about a triangle ABC and there be drawn through

A any two straight lines either both within or botll without the angle BAC, viz.
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AD meeting BC (produced if 7lecessary) in D and AE meeting the eire/e again
in E, such that tile angles DAB, EAC are equal, tlUIl tlu: redangle AD, AE is
equal to the rectangle BA, AC.

A

r;f·~.E
,/ ~,
~ ...~
B

[III. :H, 22]

There are now two particular cases to be considered.

(a) Suppose that AD, AE coincide;
ADE will then bisect the angle BA C.

(b) Suppose that AD, AE are in one straight line but that D, E are on
opposite sides of A ;
AD will then bisect the external angle at A.

Join CEo
The angles BAD, EA C are equal, by hypothesis;

and the angles ABD, AEC are equal.
Therefore the triangles ABD, AEC are equiangular.
Hence Ed is to AD as EA is to A C,

and therefore the rectangle EA, AC is equal to the rectangle AD, AE.
[Y!. 16J

o

E

B

E

In the first case (a) we have
the rectangle BA, A C equal to the rectangle EA, AD;

and the rectangle EA, AD is equal to the rectangle ED, DA together with
the square on AD, [u. 3J

i.e. to the rectangle BD, DC together with the square on AD. [m. 35J
Therefore the rectangle BA, A C is equal to the rectangle BD, DC

together with the square on AD. [This is Simson's Prop. BJ
In case (b) the rectangle EA, A D is equal to the excess of the rectangle

ED, DA over the square on AD ;
therefore the rectangle BA, A C is equal to the excess of the rectangle BD,
DC over the square on AD.
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The following converse of Simson's Prop. B may be given: If a straight
line AD be drawn from the 'i'er/ex A of a triangle to meet the base, so that the
square on AD togtt}zer with the rectangle BD, DC is equal to t~e rectangle EA,
AC the line AD will bised the angle BAC except when the szdes AB, AC are
equ~l, in which case ever)' bite drawn to the base will have the property men
tioned.

Let the circumscribed circle be drawn, and let AD produced meet it in
E; join CEo

The rectangle BD, DC is equal to the rectangle ED, DA. [III. 35]
Add to each the square on AD;

therefore the Iectangle BA, A C is equal to the rectangle EA, AD.
[hypo and n. 3]

Hence AB is to AD as AE to AC. [VI, I6]
But the angle ABD is equal to the angle AEC. [m. 2I]
Therefore the angles BDA, ECA are either equal or supplementary.

[VI. 7 and note]
(a) If they are equal, the angles BAD, EAC

are also equal, and AD bisects the angle BA C. A

(b) If they are supplementary, the angle ADC
must be equal to the angle ACE.

Therefore the angles BAD, ABD are together
equal to the angles ACB, BCE, i.e. to the angles
ACD,BAD.

Take away the common angle BAD, and
the angles ABD, A CD are equal, or

AB is equal to A C.
Euclid himself assumes, in Prop. 67 of the Data, the result of so much of

t~is proposition as r~lates to the case ~here BA =A C. He assumes namely,
WIthout proof, that, If BA = A C, and If D be any point on Be the rectangle
BD, DC together with the square on AD is equal to the squar~ on AB.

PROPOSITION C.

Iffrom an)' angle ofa triangle a straight li'ne be drawn perpendicular to the
opposite side, the rectangle contained by the other two sides of the triangle is equal
to the rectangle contained II)' the perpendicular and the diameter of the circle
circumscribed about the triangle.

Let ABC be a triangle and AD the perpendicular on AB. Draw the
diameter AE of the circle circumscribed about the triangle ABC.

A

E'--------=lA

Then shall the rectangle BA, A C be equal to the rectangle EA, AD.
Join EC.
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the right angle BDA is equal to the right angle E CA in a semi
[m. 31)
Em. 2r)

Since
circle,
and the angles ABD, AEC in the same segment are equal,

the triangles ABD, AEC are equiangular.
Therefore, as BA is to AD, so is EA to A C, [VI. 4]

whence the rectangle BA, A C is equal to the rectangle EA, AD. [VI. r 6]
This result corresponds to the trigonometrical formula for R, the radius of

the circumscribed circle,

PROPOSITIOX D.

This is the highly important lemma given by Ptolemy (ed. Heiberg, Yol. I,

pp. 36-7) which is the basis of his calculation of the table of chords in the
section of Book 1. of the p,eya.lI:q (n''VTa~l' entitled "concerning the size of the
straight lines [i.e. chords] in the circle" (7.€pl 'Tij, 7,T)AlK07Y]TO, TWV EV T4' Kt,KAl(J

eUB€,wv).
The theorem may be enunciated thus.
Tile rectangle contained by the diag'711als of any quadrilateral ilzs,:ribed in a

circle is equal to the sum ofthe redangles contained by the pairs of opposite sides.
I shall give the proof in Ptolemy's words, with the addition only, in

brackets, of two words applying to a second figure not given by Ptolemy.
"Let there be a circle with any quadrilateral ABCD inscribed in it, and

let A C, BD be joined.
It is to be proved that the rectangle contained by A C and BD is equal

to the sum of the rectangles AB, DC and AD, BC.
For let the angle ABE be made equal to the angle contained by DB, BC.

If then we add [or subtract] the angle EBD,
the angle ABD will also be equal to the angle EBC.

But the angle BDA is also equal to the angle BCE,
for they subtend the same segment;
therefore the triangle ABD is equiangular with the triangle EBC.

Hence, proportionally,
as BC is to CE, so is BD to DA.

Therefore the rectangle Be, AD is equal to the rectangle BD,

Again, since the angle ABE is equal to the angle DBC,
and the angle BAE is also equal to the angle BDC,

the triangle ABE is equiangular with the triangle DBC.

H. E. II.

[m. 21)

[n 4]
CEo

[VI. r6]

[m. 2I]
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[VI. 4]
[VI. 16]

Therefore, proportionally,
as BA is to AE, so is BD to DC;

therefore the rectangle BA, DC is equal to the rectangle BD, AE.
But it was also proved that

the rectangle Be, AD is equal to the rectangle BD, CE;
therefore the rectangle A C, BD as a whole is equal to the sum of the
rectangles AB, DC and AD, BC:

(being) what it was required to prove."
Another proof of this proposition, and of its converse, is indicated by

Dr Lachlan (Ele7lleJlts ofEuclid, pp. 273-4). It depends on two preliminary
propositions.

(1) .If two circles be di7.Jided, by a chord in each, t'nto segmmts which are
szim"lar respectiZ'ely, the chords are proportional to the corresponding diameters.

The proof is instantaneous if we join the ends of each chord to the centre
of the circle which it divides, when we obtain two similar triangles.

(2) .If D be any point on tIle cirde circumscribed about a triangle ABC, and
DX, DY, DZ be perpClldicular to the Stiles BC, CA, AB of the triangle
respective£l', thell X, Y, Z lie in OJle straight line;" and, conversely, if the fiet of
the perpendiculars from any point D on the sides ofa triangle lie in one straight
line, D lies on the circle ci1'cumscn'bed about the triangle.

The proof depending on III. 21, 22 is well known.
Now suppose that D is any point in the plane of a triangle ABC, and

that D X, D Y, D Z are perpendicular to the sides
BC, CA, AB respectively.

Join YZ; DA.
Then, since the angles at Y, Z are right,

A, Y, D, Z lie on a circle of which DA is the
diameter.

And YZ divides this circle into segments which
are similar respectively to the segments into which
BC divides the circle circumscribing ABC, since
the angles ZA Y, BA C coincide, and their supple
ments are equal.

Therefore, if d be the diameter of the circle
circumscribing ABC,

BCis to das YZis to DA;
and therefore the rectangle AD, BC is equal to the rectangle d, yz.

Similarly the rectangle BD, CA is equal to the rectangle d. ZX and the
rectangle CD, A B is equal to the rectangle d, X Y. "

Hence, in a quadrilateral in general, the rectangle Z
contained by the diagonals is less than the sum of the A
rectangles contained by the pairs of opposite sides.

Next, suppose that D lies on the circle circum
scribed about ABC, but so that A, B, C, D follow
each other on the circle in this order, as in the figure
annexed.

Let DX, DY, DZ be perpendicular to BC, CA,
AB respectively, so that X, Y, Z are in a straight line.

Then, since the rectangles AD, BC; BD, CA; CD, AB are equal to the
rectangles d, Y Z; d, ZX; d, X Y respectively, and XZ is equal to the sum of
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XY; YZ; so that the rectangle d, XZ is equal to th~ sum of the rectangles
d, X Y and d, YZ, it follows that

the rectangle A C, BD is equal to the sum of the rectangles AD, BC and
AB, CD.

Com/ersely, if the latter statement is true, while we are supposed to know
nothing about the position of D, it follows that

XZ must be equal to the sum of XY, YZ;
so that X, Y, Z must be in a straight line.

Hence, from the theorem (2) above, it follows that D must lie on the
circle circumscribed about ABC, i.e. that ABCD is a quadrilateral about
which a circle can be described.

All the above propositions can be proved on the basis of Book III. and
without using Book VI., since it is possible by the aid of 1lI. :2 I and 35 alone
to prove that in equiangular triangles the rectangles cOIItailIed b}' the nOIl
corresponding sides about equal angles are equal to one another (a result arrived
at by combining n 4 and n 16). This is the method adopted by Casey,
H. M. Taylor, and Lachlan.: but I fail to see any particular advantage in it.

Lastly, the following proposition may be given which Playfair added as
n. E. It appears in the Dat,y of Euclid, Prop. 93, and may be thus
enunciated.

If tlu angle BAC of a triangle ABC /Ie biseded ~v tlle straight lim AD
meettilg the circle circumscribed about the triangle ill D, alld if BD be j'oill<'d,
thm

the slim of BA, AC is to AD as Be is to BD.

Join CD. Then, since AD bisects the angle BA C, the subtended arcs
BD, DC, and therefore the chords BD, DC, are
equal.

(1) The result can now be easily deduced from
Ptolemy's theorem.

For the rectangle AD, BC is equal to the sum of
the rectangles AB, DC and A C, BD, i.e. (since
BD, CD are equal) to the rectangle contained by
BA + A C and BD.

Therefore the sum of BA, AC is to AD as BC
is to BD. [VI. 16]

(2) Euclid proves it differently in Data, Prop. 93.
Let AD meet BC in E.
Then, since AE bisects the angle BA C,

BA is to AC as BE to Ee,
or, alternately,

Therefore also
AB is to BE as A C to CEo [v. 16]

BA +ACis to BCas ACto CEo [v. 12]
Again, since the angles BAD, EA C are equal, and the angles ADB, ACE

are also equal, [!II. 21]
the triangles ABD, AEC are equiangular.

Therefore A C is to CE as AD to BD. [VI. 4]

15-2
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[Vo II]BA +ACis to BCas AD to BD,

BA + ACis to AD as BCis to BD. [V.. 16]
Euclid concludes that, if the circle ABC is given in magnitude, and the

chord BC cuts off a segment of it containing a given angle (so that, by Data
Prop. 87, BC and also BD are given in magnitude),

the ratio of BA + A C to AD is given,
and further that (since, by similar triangles, ED is to DE as A C is to CE,
while BA +ACis to BCasACis to CE),

the rectangle (BA + A C), DE, being equal to the rectangle BC, BD, is
also given.

Hence
and, alternately,

PROPOSITION I7.

1.1 tkree straight l£nes be proport£onal, the rectangle con
tained by the extremes is equal to the squa1'e on the mean;
and, if the rectangle contained by tlte extremes be equal to the
square on the mean, the three straight lines wzll be proportional.

Let the three straight lines A, B, C be proportional, so
that, as A is to B, so is B to C;
I say that the rectangle contained by A, C is equal to the
square on B.

A---------

B------

c----

D------

Let D be made equal to B.
Then, since, as A is to B, so is B to C,

and B is equal to D,
therefore, as A is to B, so is D to C.

But, if four straight lines be proportional, the rectangle
contained by the extremes is equal to the rectangle contained
by the means. [VI. 16]

Therefore the rectangle A, C is equal to the rectangle
B,D.

But the rectangle B, D is the square on B, for B is
equal to D;
therefore the rectangle contained by A, C is equal to the
square on B.

Next, let the rectangle A, C be equal to the square on B ;
I say that, as A is to B, so is B to C.
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F or, with the same construction,
since the rectangle A, C is equal to the square on B,
while the square on B is the rectangle B, D, for B is equal
to D,
therefore the rectangle A, C is equal to the rectangle B, D.

But, if the rectangle contained by the extremes be equal
to that contained by the means, the four straight lines are
proportional. [n. 16]

Therefore, as A is to B, so is D to C.
But B is equal to D ;

therefore, as A is to B, so is B to C.
Therefore etc. Q. E. D.

VI. 17 is, of course, a particular case of VI. 16.

PROPOSITION IS.

O'll a given straight !£ne to describe a rectilincal figure
similar and silllzlarly situated to a given 1'cctiliJtealfigure.

Let AB be the given straight line and CE the given
rectilineal figure;
thus it is required to describe on the straight line AB a
rectilineal figure similar and similarly situated to the recti
lineal figure CEo

E

{{j
c 0

H

tJ
A B

Let DF be joined, and on the straight line AB, and at
the points A, B on it, let the angle GAB be constructed
equal to the angle at C, and the angle ABC equal to the
angle CDF [r. 23]

Therefore the remaining angle CFD is equal to the angle
ACB; [1.3 2 ]

therefore the triangle FCD is equiangular with the triangle
GAB.

Therefore, proportionally, as FD is to GB, so is FC to
GA, and CD to AB.
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Again, on the straight line BG, and at the points B, G on
it, let the angle BGH be constructed equal to the angle DFE,
and the angle GBH equal to the angle FDE. [1. 23J

Therefore the remaining angle at E is equal to the re-
maining angle at H; [1. 32J

therefore the triangle FDE is equiangular with the triangle
GBH;

therefore, proportionally, as FD is to GB, so is FE to
GN, and ED to HB. [VI.4J

But it was also proved that, as FD is to GB, so is FC to
GA, and CD to AB ;

therefore also, as FC is to A G, so is CD to AB, and FE
to GH, and further ED to H B.

And, since the angle CFD is equal to the angle A GB,
and the angle DFE to the angle BGH,
therefore the whole angle CFE is equal to the whole angle
AGH.

For the same reason
the angle CDE is also equal to the angle ABH.

And the angle at C is also equal to the angle at A,
and the angle at E to the angle at H

Therefore AH is equiangular with CE;
and they have the sides about their equal angles proportional;

therefore the rectilineal figure AH is similar to the
rectilineal figure CEo [VI. Def. I J

Therefore on the given straight line AB the rectilineal
figure AH has been described similar and similarly situated
to the given rectilineal figure CEo

Q. E. F.

Simson thinks the proof of this proposition has been vitiated, his grounds
for this .."i.ew being (I) that it is demonstrated only with reference to
quadrilaterals, and does not show how it may be extended to figures of five or
more sides, (2) that Euclid infers, from the fact of two triangles being
equiangular, that a side of the one is to the corresponding side of the other as
another side of the first is to the side corresponding to it in the other, i.e. he
permutes, \vithout mentioning the fact that he does so, the proportions
o.bt::-ined in VI. 4, whereas the proof of the very next proposition gives, in a
slmllar case, the intermediate step of permutation. I think this is hyper
criticism. As regards (2) it should be noted that the permuted form of the
proportion is arrived at firstj.J::l-tne proo/ of VI. 4; and the omission of the
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intermediate step of alfernando, whether accidental or not, is of no importance.
On the other hand, the use of this form of the proportion certainly simplifies
the proof of the pr?position, since it makes unnecessary the subsequent
e:r; aequali step~ of S:mson's proof, their place being taken by the inference
[v. I I] that ratIos whIch are the same with a third ratio are the same with one
another.

Nor is the first objection of any' importance. We have only to take as the

K

A

\

\
\.

\}
B

1-1

given polygon a polygon of five sides at least, as CDEFC, join one extremity
of CD, say D, to each of the angular points other than C and E, and then
use the same mode of construction as Euclid's for anv number of successive
triangles as ABL, LBK, etc., that may have to be made. Euclid's con
struction and proof for a quadrilateral are quite sufficient to show how to deal
with the case of a figure of five or any greater number of sides.

Clavius has a construction which, given the power of moving a figure

F'

E'

A B

bodily from one position to any other, is easier. CDEFC being the given
polygon, join CE, CF. Place A B on CD so that A falls on C, and let B
fall on D', which may either lie on CD or on CD produced.

Now draw D'E' parallel to DE, meeting CE, produced if necessary, in E',
E'F' parallel to EF, meeting CF, produced if necessary, in F, and so on.

Let the parallel to the last side but one, FC, meet CC, produce4 if
necessary, in C'.

Then CD'E'FC' is similar and similarly situated to CDEFC, and it is
constructed on CD', a straight line equal to AB.

The proof of this is obvious.
A more general construction is indicated in the subjoined figure. If

CDEFC be the given polygon, suppose its angular points all joined to any
point 0 and the connecting straight lines prod~c~d both ways. Then, if c:D',
a straight line equal to AB, be p!aced so that It IS parallel to CD, ~nd C, .lY
lie respectively on OC, OD (thIS can of course be done by findmg fourth
proportionals), we have only to draw D'E', E'F, etc., parallel to the
corresponding sides of the original polygon in the manner shown.
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De ~forgan would rearrange Props. IS and 20 in the .following ~anner.
He would combine Prop. 18 and the first part of Prop. 20 mto one, WIth the
enunciation:

Pairs of siJllilar triangles, similarly put together, give similar figures," and
eZlery pair of similar figures is composed of pairs of similar triangles similarly
put together.

He WQuld then make the problem of VI. 18 an application of the first part.
In form this would certainly appear to be an improvement; but, provided that
the relation of the propositions is understood, the matter of form is perhaps
not of great importance.

PROPOSITION 19.

Similar tr£angles are to one another £n the duplicate ratio
of tlze corresponding sides.

Let ABC, DEF be similar triangles having the angle at
B equal to the angle at E, and such that, as AB is to BC, so

5 is DE to EF, so that BC corresponds to EP; Lv. Def. IIJ

I say that the triangle ABC has to the triangle DEF a ratio
duplicate of that which BC has to EF

~
8 G C

o

D
E F

For let a third proportional BG be taken to BC, EF, so
that, as BC is to EE, so is EFto BG; [VI. II]

10 and let A G be joined.

Since then, as AB is to Be, so is DE to EF,
therefore, alternately, as AB is to DE, so is BC to EF [v.16J
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But, as BC is to EF, so is EF to BG ;
therefore also, as A B is to DE, so is EF to B G. [v. If]

15 Therefore in the triangles ABG, DEF the sides about
the equal angles are reciprocally proportional.

But those triangles whicli have one ano-Ie equal to one
angle, and in which the sides about the ~qual angles are
reciprocally proportional, are equal; [VI. ISJ

20 therefore the triangle ABG is equal to the triangle DEF.
Now since, as BC is to EF, so is EF to BG,

and, if three straight lines be proportional, the first has to
the third a ratio duplicate of that which it has to the second,

[v. Def. 9]
ratio duplicate of that \\'hich CBtherefore BC has to BG a

25 has to EE.
But, as CB is to BG, so IS the triangle ABC to the

triangle ABG; en. I]
therefore the triangle ABC also has to the triangle ABG a
ratio duplicate of that which Be has to EF.

30 But the triangle ABC is equal to the triangle DEF;
therefore the triangle ABC also has to the triangle DEF a
ratio duplicate of that which Be has to EF.

Therefore etc.

PORISM. From this it is manifest that, if three straight
35 lines be proportional, then, as the first is to the third, so is

the figure described on the first to that which is similar and
similarly described on the second.

Q. E. D.

4. and such that, as AB is to Be, so is DE to EF, literally "(triangles) having
the angle at B equal to the angle at E, and (having), as AB to Be, so DE to EF."

Having combined Prop. 18 and the first part of Prop. 20 as just indicated,
De Morgan would tack on to Prop. 19 the second part of Prop. 20, which
asserts that, if similar polygons be divided into the same number of similar
triangles, the triangles are "homologous to the wholes" (in the sense that the
polygons have the same ratio as the corresponding triangles have), and that
the polygons are to one another in the duplicate ratio of corresponding sides.
This again, though no doubt an improvement of form, would necessitate the
drawing over again of the figure of the altered Proposition IS and a certain
amount of repetition.

Agreeably to his suggestion that Prop. 23 should come before Prop. 14
which is a particular case of it, De Morgan would prove Prop. 19 for
parallelograms by means of Prop. 23, and thence infer the truth of it for
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triangles or the halves of the parallelograms. He adds: "The method of
Euclid is an elegant application of the operation requisite to compound equal
ratios, by which the conception of the process is lost sight of." For the
general reason given in the note on VI. I 4 above, I think that Euclid showed
the sounder discretion in the arrangement which he adopted. Moreover it is
not easy to see how performing the actual operation of compounding two
equal ratios can obscure the process, or the fact that two equal ratios are
being compounded. On the definition of compounded ratios and duplicate
ratio, De Morgan has himself acutely pointed out that "composition" is here
used for the process of detecting the single alteration which produces the
effect of two or more, the duplicate ratio being the result of compounding two
equal ratios. The proof of VI. 19 does in fact exhibit the single alteration
which produces the effect of two. And the operation was of the essence of
the Greek geometry, because it was the manipulation of ratios in this manner,
by simplification and transformation, that gave it so much power, as everyone
knows who has read, say, Archimedes or Apollonius. Hence the introduction
of the necessary operation, as well as the theoretical proof, in this proposition
seems to me to have been distinctly worth while, and, as it is somewhat
simpler in this case than in the more general case of VI. 23, it was in
accordance with the plan of enabling the difficulties of Book VI. to be more
easily and gradually surmounted to give the simpler case first.

That Euclid wished to emphasise the importance of the metfzod adopted,
as well as of the result obtained, in VI. 19 seems to me clearly indicated by
the Porism which follows the proposition. It is as if he should say: "I have
shown you that similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio of
corresponding sides; but I have also shown you incidentally how it is possible
to work conveniently with duplicate ratios, viz. by transforming them into
simple ratios between straight lines. I shall have occasion to illustrate the
use of this method in the proof of VI. 22."

The Porism to VI. 19 presents one difficulty. It will be observed that it
speaks of the figure (eI8os) described on the first straight line and of that which
is similar and similarly described on the second. If" figure" could be
regarded as loosely used for the figure of the proposition, i.e. for a tria1lgle,
there would be no difficulty. If on the other hand "the figure" means any
rectilineal figure, i.e. any polygon, the Porism is not really established until
the next proposition, VI. 20, has been proved, and therefore it is out of place
here. Yet the correction Tp{ywvov, triangle, for el8os, .figure, is due to Theon
alone; P and Campanus have "figure," and the reading of Philoponus and
Psellus, TeTpaywvov, square, partly supports el8os, since it can be reconciled with
e180s but not with Tp{ywvov. Again the second Porism to VI. 20, in which this
Porism is reasserted for any rectilineal figure, and which is omitted by
Campanus and only given by P in the margin, was probably interpolated by
Theon. Heiberg concludes that Euclid \\Tote "figure" (eI8os), and Theon,
seeing the difficulty, changed the word into" triangle" here and added Por. 2

to VI. 20 in order to make the matter clear. If one may hazard a guess as to
how Euclid made the slip, may it be that he first put it after VI. 20 and then,
obsen-ing that the expression of the duplicate ratio by a single ratio between
two straight lines does not come in VI. 20 but in VI. 19, moved the Porism to
the end of VI. 19 in order to make the connexion clearer, without noticing
that, if this were done, ErOOS would need correction?

The follo\\-ing explanation at the end of the Porism is bracketed by
Heiberg, viz. "Since it was proved that, as CB is to BG, so is the triangle
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ABC to the triangle ABC, that is .DE.F." Such explanations in Porisms are
not in Euclid's manner, and the words are not in Campanus, though they date
from a time earlier than Theon.

PROPOSITIOX 20.

Simila?' polygons are div£ded into sim£lq1' tria?lgles, and
£nto tria11gles equal in multitude and in the same 'ratio as
the wholes, and the polygon has to the P0l.n:01l a ratio dupl£cate
of that which the corresponding side has to the correspondillg

5 s£de.

Let ABCDE, FGHKL be similar polygons, and let AB
correspond to FG ;
I say that the polygons ABCDE, FGHKL are divided into
similar triangles, and into triangles equal in multitude and in

10 the same ratio as the wholes, and the polygon ABCDE has
to the polygon FGHKL a ratio duplicate of that which AB
has to FG.

Let BE, EC, GL, LH be joined.

A

B t a L

/
I

D H K

N ow, since the polygon ABCDE is similar to the polygon
IsFGHKL,

the angle BAE is equal to the angle GFL;
and, as BA is to AE, so is GFto FL. [VI. Def. I]

Since then ABE, FGL at'e two triangles having one
angle equal to one angle and the sides about the equal angles

20 proportional,
therefore the triangle ABE is equiangular with the triangle
FGL; en. 6)

so that it is also similar ; [VI. 4 and Def. 1 ]

therefore the angle ABE is equal to the angle FGL.
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25 But the whole angle ABC is also equal to the whole angle
FGH because of the similarity of the polygons;
therefore the remaining angle EBC is equal to the angle
LGH.

And, since, because of the similarity of the triangles ABE,
3o FGL,

as EB is to BA, so is LG to GF,
and moreover also, because of the similarity of the polygons,

as AB is to BC, so is FG to GH,
therefore, ex aequal£, as EB is to B C, so is L G to GH ; [v. 22J

35 that is, the sides about the equal angles EBC, LGH are
proportional;
therefore the triangle EBC is equiangular with the triangle
L~ ~~

so that the triangle EBC is also similar to the triangle
40 LGH. [V!. 4 and Def. rJ

For the same reason
the triangle E CD is also similar to the triangle LHK.

Therefore the similar polygons ABCDE, FGHKL have
been divided into similar triangles, and into triangles equal in

45 multitude.
I say that they are also in the same ratio as the wholes,

that is, in such manner that the triangles are proportional,
and ABE, EBC, ECD are antecedents, while FGL, LGH,
LHK are their consequents, and that the polygon ABCDE

50 has to the polygon FGHKL a ratio duplicate of that which
the corresponding side has to the corresponding side, that is
AB to FG.

F or let A C, FH be joined.
Then since, because of the similarity of the polygons,

55 the angle ABC is equal to the angle FGH,
and, as AB is to BC, so is FG to GH,

the triangle ABC is equiangular with the triangle FGH;
[VI. 6J

therefore the angle BAC is equal to the angle GFH,
and the angle BCA to the angle GHP.

60 And, since the angle BA1JlI is equal to the angle GFN,
and the angle ABiJ£ is also equal to the angle FGN,
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therefore the remaining angle AJI;/B is also equal to the
remaining angle FNG; [r.3 2 ]

therefore the triangle ABi1-f is equiangular with the triangle
65FGN.

Similarly we can prove that
the triangle BMC is also equiangular with the triangle GlYH.

Therefore, proportionally, as A ..M is to Jl£B, so is FN to
NG,

70 and, as BM is to ikfC, so is GlV to 1V"H;
so that, in addition, ex aequali,

as AjJ.:f is to .iv/C, so is FlV to ATH.
But, as AM is to i71C, so is the triangle ABJ£ to lJfBC,

and AME to EA1C; for they are to one another as their
75 bases. [VI. I]

Therefore also, as one of the antecedents is to one of the
consequents, so are all the antecedents to all the consequents;

[v. 12]
therefore, as the triangle A3fB is to BJJ1C, so is ABE to
eBE.

80 But, as AMB is to BlIdC, so is AJI to JVC;
therefore also, as Aft! is to MC, so is the triangle ABE to
the triangle EBe.

F or the same reason also,
as FN is to NH, so is the triangle FGL to the triangle

85 GLH.
And, as AM is to MC, so is FN to 1YH;

therefore also, as the triangle ABE is to the triangle BEC,
so is the triangle FGL to the triangle GLH;
and, alternately, as the triangle ABE is to the triangle FGL,

90 so is the triangle BEC to the triangle GLH.
Similarly we can prove, if BD, GK be joined, that, as the

triangle BEC is to the triangle L GH, so also is the triangle
E CD to the triangle LHK.

And since, as the triangle ABE is to the triangle FGL,
95 so is EBC to LGH, and further ECD to LHK,

therefore also, as one of the antecedents is to one of the
consequents, so are all the antecedents to all the consequents;

[v. 12]
therefore, as the triangle ABE is to the triangle FGL,
so is the polygon ABCDE to the polygon FGHKL.
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100 But the triangle ABE has to the triangle FGL a ratio
duplicate of that .which the corre~p~nding.side AB has. to the
corresponding sIde FG; for slml1ar tnangles are 10 the
duplicate ratio of the corresponding sides. [VI. 19J

Therefore the polygon ABCDE also has to the polygon
105 FGHKL a ratio duplicate of that which the corresponding

side AB has to the corresponding side FG.
Therefore etc.

PORISIII. Similarly also it can be proved in the case of
quadrilaterals that they are in the _duplicate ratio of the

110 corresponding sides. And it was also proved in the case of
triangles; therefore also, generally, similar rectilineal figures
are to one another in the duplicate ratio of the corresponding
sides.

Q. E. D.

2. in the same ratio as the wholes. The same word OjJ.OAO')'OS is used which I have
generally translated hy "corresponding." But here it is followed by a dative, op.6Aoya TOLS
OAOLS "homologoZls with the wholes," instead of being used absolutely. The meaning can
therefore here be nothing else but "in the same ratio with" or "proportional to the
wholes"; and Euclid seems to recognise that he is making a special use of the word,
because he explains it lower down (1. 46): "the triangles are homologous to the wholes, that
is, in such manner that the triangles are proportional, and ABE, EBC, ECD are ante·
cedents, while FGL, LGH, LHK are their consequents."

4-9. hr6jJ.€/la aUTwv, "t/teir consequents," is a little awkward, but may be supposed to
indicate which triangles correspond to which as consequent to antecedent.

An alternative proof of the second part of this proposition given after the
Porisms is relegated by August and Heiberg to an Appendix as an interpolation.
It is shorter than the proof in the text, and is the only one given by many
editors, including Cla,,"ius, Billingsley, Barrow and Simson. It runs as follows:

",re will now also prove that the triangles are homologous in another and
an easier manner.

F.

aL-_-------:/iLB~E
C 0 H K

Again, let the polygons ABCDE, FGRKL be set out, and let BE, EC,
GL, LH be joined.

I say that, as the triangle ABE is to FGL, so is EBC to LGE and CDE
toRKL.

For, since the triangle ABE is similar to the triangle FGL, the triangle
ABE has to the triangle FGL a ratio duplicate of that which BE has to GL.
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For the same reason also
the triangle BEC has to the triangle GLH a ratio duplicate of that which
BE has to GL.

Therefore, as the triangle ABE is to the triangle FGL, so is BEC
to GLH.

Again, since the triangle EBC is similar to the triangle LGH,
EBC has to LGH a ratio duplicate of that which the straight line CE has
to HL.

For the same reason also
the triangle ECD has to the triangle LHK a ratio duplicate of that which
CE has to HL.

Therefore, as the triangle EBC is to LGH, so is ECD to LHK
But it was proved that,

as EBC is to .f:GH, so also is ABE to FGL.
Therefore also, as ABE is to FGL, so is BEC to GLH and ECD to

LHK.
Q. E. D."

Now Euclid cannot fail to have noticed that the second part of his
proposition could be proved in this way. It seems therefore that, in giving
the other and longer method, he deliberately wished to avoid using the result
of VI. I9, preferring to prove the first two parts of the theorem, as they can be
proved, independently of any relation between the areas of similar triangles.

The first part of the Porisll1, stating that the theorem is true of quadrilaterals,
would be superfluous but for the fact that technically, according to Book I.

Def. I9, the term "polygon" (or figure of many sides, 71"OAV7l"AWpOV) used in the
enunciation of the proposition is confined to rectilineal figures of more than
four sides, so that a quadrilateral might seem to be excluded. The mention
of the triangle in addition fills up the tale of " similar rectilineal figures."

The second Porism, Theon's interpolation, given in the text by the editors,
but bracketed by Heiberg, is as follows:

"And, if we take 0 a third proportional to AB, FG, then BA has to 0 a
ratio duplicate of that which AB has to FG.

But the polygon has also to the polygon, or. the quadrilateral to the
quadrilateral, a ratio duplicate of that which the corresponding side has to
the corresponding side, that is AB to FG;
and this was proved in the case of triangles also;
so that it is also manifest generally that, if three straight lines be proportional,
as the first is to the third, so will the figure described on the first be to the
similar and similarly described figure on the second."

PROPOSITION 2 I.

Figures wh£ch are s£milar to the same reet£li1Zeal jigure
are also similar to one another.

Fo~ let each of the rectilineal figures A, B be similar to C;
I say that A is also similar to B.
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F or, since A is similar to C,
it is equiangular with it and has the
angles proportional.

[VI, 21, 22

sides about the equal
[VI. Def. I]

Again, since B is similar to C,
it is equiangular with it and has the sides about the equal
angles proportional.

Therefore each of the figures A, B is equiangular with C
and with C has the sides about the equal angles proportional;

therefore A is similar to B.
Q. E. D.

It will be observed that the text above omits a step which the editions
generally have before the final inference" Therefore A is similar to B." The
words omitted are "so that A is also equiangular with B and [with B] has the
sides about the equal angles proportional." Heiberg follows P in leaving
them out, conjecturing that they may be an addition of Theon's.

PROPOSITION 22.

Iffour straight lines be proportz"onal, the reetilznealfigures
similar and similarly described uPO'Jz them, wzll also be pro
portional,. and, if the rectilineal figures sZ7nzlar and similarly
described upon them be proportional, the sb'aight lines will
themselves also be proportional.

Let the four straight lines AB, CD, EF, GH be pro
portional,
so that, as AB is to CD, so is EFto GH,
and let there be described on AB, CD the similar and similarly
situated rectilineal figures KAB, LCD,
and on EF, GH the similar and similarly situated rectilineal
figures MF, N H ;
I say that, as KAB is to L CD, so is M F to N H.

F or let there be taken a third proportional 0 to A B, CD,
and a third proportional P to EF, GH. [vr. II]
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[VI. 19, Por.]

Then since, as AB is to CD, so is EF to CH,
and, as CD is to 0, so is GH to P,

therefore, ex aequa!£, as AB is to 0, so is EF to P.
But, as AB is to 0, so is KAB to LCD,
and, as EFis to P, so is MFto lVH;

therefore also, as KAB is to LCD, so is ll1F to ]1/H.

[Vo 2Z]

[V. II]

~~
ABC 0

o p

DLl
E F G H

D
Q R

Next, let MFbe to NHas KAB is to LCD;
I say also that, as AB is to CD, so is EF to GH.

For, if EFis not to GH as AB to CD,
let EFbe to QR as AB to CD, [VI. 12]

and on QR let the rectilineal figure SR be described similar
and similarly situated to either of the two lJ,fF, N H. [vr. 18]

Since then, as AB is to CD, so is EF to QR,
and there have been described on AB, CD the similar and
similarly situated figures KAB, LCD,
and on EF, QR the similar and similarly situated figures
MF, SR, .
therefore, as KAB is to LCD, so is MF to SR.

But also, by hypothesis,
as KAB is to LCD, so is l1IFto NH;

therefore also, as M F is to S R, so is ]1-'/F to N H. (v. I I]

Therefore M F has the same ratio to each of the figures
NH,SR;

therefore NH is equal to SR. [V. 9]

But it is also similar and similarly situated to it ;
therefore GH is equal to QR.

H. E. II. 16
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And, since, as AB is to CD, so is EF to QR,

while QR is equal to GH,
therefore, as AB is to CD, so is EF to GH.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

The second assumption in the first step of the first part of the proof, viz.
that, as CD is to 0, so GH to P, should perhaps be explained. It is a
deduction [by v. I I] from the facts that

AB is to CD as CD to 0,

EFis to GHas CHto P,
and AB is to CD as EFto CD.

The defect in the proof of this proposition is well known, namely the
assumption, without proof, that, because the figures NH, SR are equal,
besides being similar and similarly situated, their corresponding sides CH, QR
are equal. Hence the minimum addition necessary to make the proof
complete is a proof of a lemma to the effect that, if two st"mt"lar figures are also
equal, all)' pair ofcorresponding sides are equal.

To supply this lemma is one alternative; another is to prove, as a
preliminary proposition, a much more general theorem, viz. that, if the
duplicate ratios of two ratios are equal, the two ratios are themselves equal.
When this is proved, the second part of VI. 22 is an immediate inference from
it, and the effect is, of course, to substitute a new proof instead of
supplementing Euclid's.

1. It is to be noticed that the lemma required as a minimum is very like
what is needed to supplement VI. 28 and 29, in the proofs of which Euclid
assumes that, if two similar parallelograms are unequal, any st"de t"n the greate1"
is greater than the corresponding side in tlte smaller. Therefore, on the whole, it
seems preferable to adopt the alternative of proving the simpler lemma which
will serve to supplement all three proofs, viz. that, if of two simz'lar rectilz"neal
figures the first is greater than, equal to, or less than, the second, any side of the
first is greater than, equal to, or less than, the correspondt"ng side of the second
respectiz'tly.

The case of equaNty of the figures is the case required for VI. 22; and the
proof of it is given in the Greek text after the proposition. Since to give such
a "lemma" after the proposition in which it is required is contrary to Euclid's
manner, Heiberg concludes that it is an interpolation, though it is earlier than
Theon. The lemma runs thus:

"But that, if rectilineal figures be equal and similar, their corresponding
sides are equal to one another we will prove thus.

Let NH, SR be equal and similar rectilineal figures, and suppose that,

as HC is to CN, so is RQ to QS;
I say that RQ is equal to HC.

For, if they are unequal, one of them is greater;

let RQ be greater than HC.
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Then, since, as RQ is to QS, so is HG to GN;
alternately also, as RQ is to HC, so is QS to GNj
and QR is greater than HG;

therefore QS is also greater than GN ;
so that RS is also greater than HN*.

But it is also equal: which is impossible.
Therefore QR is not unequal to GH;

therefore it is equal to it."

[The step marked * is easy to see if it is remembered that it is only
necessary to prove its truth in the case of triangles (since similar polygons are
divisible into the same number of similar and similarly situated triangles
having the same ratio to each other respectively as the polygons have). If the
triangles be applied to each other so that the two corresponding sides of each,
which are used in the question, and the angles included by them coincide,
the truth of the inference is obvious.]

The lemma might also be arrived at by proving that, if a ratio isgreater tlzan
a ratio of equality, the ratio wluch is its duplicate is also greater than a ratio oj
equality; and if tIle ratio whzClt is duplicate of another ratio is greater tItan a
ratio of equality, the ratio of which it is the duplzcate is also greater than a ratio
of equality. It is not difficult to prove this from the particular case of v. 25 in
which the second magnitude is equal to the third, i.e. from the fact that in
this case the sum of the extreme terms is greater than double the middle term.

II. We now come to the alternative which substitutes a new proof for the
second part of the proposition, making the whole proposition an immediate
inference from one to which it is practically equivalent, viz. that

(I) .lj two ratios be equal, their duplicate ratios are equal, a/ld (2) con
versely, if the duplicate ratios oj two ratios be equal, the ratios are equal.

The proof of part (I) is after the manner of Euclid's own proof of the first
part of VI. 22.

Let A be to B as C to .0,
and let X be a third proportional to A, B, and Ya third proportional to C, D,
so that

[v. IIJ

and
whence
and

Since
and

A is to B as B to X,
C is to D as D to Y;

A is to X in the duplicate ratio of A to B,
C is to Y in the duplicate ratio of C to D.

A is to B as C is to D,
B is to X as A is to B,

i.e. as C is to D,
i.e. as .D is to Y,

therefore, ex aequali, A is to X as C is to Y.
Part (2) is much more difficult and is the crux of the whole thing.
Most of the proofs depend on the assum~tion that, B being. any magn~tude

and P and Q two magnitudes of the same kmd, there does eXist a magmtude
A which is to B in the same ratio as P to Q. It is this same assumption

16-2
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and

whence

Now

and

which makes Euclid's proof of v. 18 illegitimate, since it is nowhere proved
in Book v. Hence any proof of the proposition now in question which
involves this assumption even in the case where B, P, Q are all straight lines
should not properly be given as an addition to Book v.; it should at least be
postponed until we have learnt, by means of VI. 12, giving the actual
construction of a fourth proportional, that such a fourth proportional exists.

Two proofs which are given of the proposition depend upon the following
lemma.

.IfA, B, C be three magnitudes of one kind, and D, E, F three magnitudes
of one kind, then, if

the ratio of A to B is greater than that of D to E,

and the ratio of B to C greater than that of E to F,

ex aequali, the ratio of A to C is greater than that of D to F.

One proof of this does not depend upon the assumption referred to, and
therefore, if this proof is used, the theorem can be added to Book v. The
proof is that of Hauber (Camerer's Euclid, p. 358 of Vol. II.) and is reproduced
by 1fr H. M. Taylor. For brevity we will use symbols.

Take equimultiples mA, mD of A, D and nB, lIE of E, E such that

mA>nB, but mD":}nE.

Also let pB, pE be equimultiples of B, E and qC, qF equimultiples of
C, F such that

pB >qC, butpE":}qR

Therefore, multiplying the first line by p and the second by n, we have

pmA >pnB, pmD ":}pnE,

npB >nqc, npE :}>nq.F,

pmA >nqC,pmD":}nqR

jJmA, pmD are equimultiples of mA, mD,

nqC, nqF equimultiples of qC, qR

Therefore [v. 3] they are respectively equimultiples of A, D and of C, R
Hence [v. Def. 7] A : C>D: R
Another proof given by Clavius, though depending on the assumption

referred to, is neat.
Take G such that

G: C=E:.F.

A-------
8----

c---
0----
H-----

0-------
E-----

F----

Therefore

and

Therefore

B: C>G: C,

B>G.

A:G>A:B.

[v. 13]

[v. 10]

[v. 8]
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But
Therefore, a .fortiori,

Suppose H taken such that

Therefore

Hence

But

Therefore, ex aequalt~

Hence

PROPOSITION 22

A :B>D:E.
A: G>D:E.

H: G=D:E.

A>H.

A: C>H: C.

H: G=D:E,

G:C=E:F.

H:C=D:F.

A:C>D:F.

245

[v. 13, 10]

[v. 8]

[v. 22]
[v. 13]

Now we can prove that

Ratios of which equal ratios are duplicate are equal.

Suppose that A : B = B : G~

~d D:E=E:~

and further that A : C = D : F.

it is required to prove that
A: E=D:E.

A:B=B:C,
D:E=E:~

A :B>D:E,
B:C>E:F.

For, if not, one of the ratios must be greater than the other.
Let A : B be the greater.
Then, since

and
while
it follows that [v. 13J

Hence, by the lemma, ex aequalt;

A:C>D:~

which contradicts the hypothesis.
Thus the ratios A :Band D: E cannot be unequal,: that is, they are equal.

Another proof, given by Dr Lachlan, also assumes the existence of a
fourth proportional, but depends upon a simpler lemma to the effect that

It is impossible that t"dJO differmt ratios can ktz'e the same duplicate ratio.

For, if possible, let the ratio A : B be duplicate both of A : X and A : Y,
so that

[v. 8]
[v. II, 13]

[v. 10]

A : X = .:t'" : E,

A: Y=Y:B.

A:X<A:Y;
X:B<Y:B,

X< Y.
Y: which is absurd, etc.

X= Y.

or
But X is greater than

Hence

and
Let X be greater than Y.

Then
that is,
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[V. II]

[V. II]

[V. 22]C:B=F:Z,

B:C=Z:F

A:B=Z:F

A : B = D : Z, by hypothesis.

D:Z=Z:F.
D:E=E:F;

E=Z.

A :B=D:E.

Since

Now suppose that

therefore, inversely,

Therefore, ex aequali,

A:B=B:C,

D:E=E:F,

~d A:C=D:F

To prove that A: B=D: E.

If this is not so, suppose that

A:B=D:Z.

A:C=D:F,

C:A=F: D.

or, inversely,

Therefore

But

Therefore
Also, by hypothesis,
whence, by the lemma,

Therefore

De Morgan remarks that the best way of remedying the defect in Euclid
is to insert the proposition (the lemma to the last proof) that it is impossible
that two different ratios can have the same duplicate ratio, "which," he says,
"immediately proves the second (or defective) case of the theorem." But this
seems to be either too much or too little: too much, if we choose to make
the minimum addition to Euclid (for that addition is a lemma which shall prove
that, if a duplicate ratio is a ratio of equality, the ratio of which it is duplicate
is also one of equality), and too little if the proof is to be altered in the more
fundamental manner explained above.

I think that, if Euclid's attention had been drawn to the defect in his
proof of VI. 22 and he had been asked to remedy it, he would have done so
by supplying what I have called the minimum lemma and not by making the
more fundamental alteration. This I infer from Prop. 24 of the Data, where
he gives a theorem corresponding to the proposition that ratios 0/ which equal
ratios are duplicate are equal. The proposition in the Data is enunciated
thus: .if three straight lines be proportional, and the first lzave to the third a
given ratio, it will also haz'e to the second a given ratio.

A, B, C being the three straight lines, so that

A:B=B: C,
and A : C being a given ratio, it is required to prove that A : B is also a
given ratio.

Euclid takes any straight line D, and first finds another, F, such that
D:F=A; C,

whence D : Fmust be a given ratio, and, as D is given, F is therefore given.
Then he takes E a mean proportional between D, F, so that

.P~E=E:F
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[VI. 1]
[\'. II]

[VI. 17]

It follows [VI. 17] that
the rectangle D, Fis equal to the square on E.

But D, F are both given;
therefore the square on E is given, so that E is also given.

[Observe that De ~~rgan's lemma is here assumed without proof. It
may be proved (1) as It IS by De Morgan, whose proof is that aiven above,
p. 245, (~) in the manner of the "minimum lemma," pp. 2 ..p.-::'3 above, or
(3) as it IS by Proclus on I. 46 (see note on that proposition).]

Hence the ratio D : E is given.
Now, since A: C=D: F,

and A : C= (square on A): (rect. A, C),
while D : F= (square on D): (rect. D, F),

therefore (square on A) : (rect. A, C) =(square on D) :(rect. D, F).
But, since A ; .B = B : C, (rect. A, C) = (sq. on B) ;

and (rect. D, F) = (sq. on E), from above;
therefore (square on A) ; (square on B) = (sq. on D) ; (sq. on E).

Therifore, says Euclid,
A :B=D:E,

that is, he assumes the truth of VI. 22 for squares.
Thus he deduces his proposition from VI. 22, instead of proving VI. 22 by

means of it (or the corresponding proposition used by :Mr Taylor and
Dr Lachlan).

PROPOSITION 23.

Equiangular parallelograms have to OJze alzother the ratio
compounded of the ratios of their sides.

Let A C, CF be equiangular parallelograms having the
angle BCD equal to the angle ECG;

5 I say that the parallelogram A C has to the parallelogram
CF the ratio compounded of the ratios of the sides.

o

K---

L----

M------

For let them be placed so that BC is in a straight line
with CG;

therefore DC is also in a straight line with CEo
IO Let the parallelogram DG be completed;

let a straight line K be set out, and let it be contrived that,
as BC is to CG, so is Kto L,

d as DC is to CE, so is L to Jlf. [VI. 12]an ,
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the parallelogram A C
[VI. I]

Then the ratios of K to L and of L to M are the same
IS as the ratios of the sides, namely of BC to CG and of DC

to CEo
But the ratio of K to M is compounded of the ratio of K

to L and of that of L to M;
so that K has also to M the ratio compounded of the ratios

20 of the sides.
N ow since, as BC is to CG, so is

to the parallelogram CH,
while, as BC is to CG, so is K to L,
therefore also, as K is to L, so is A C to CH. [v. IIJ

25 Again, since, as DC is to CE, so is the parallelogram CH
to CF, [VI. I]

while, as DC is to CE, so is L to M,
therefore also, as L is to M, so is the parallelogram CH to
the parallelogram CF [v. II]

30 Since then it was proved that, as K is to L, so is the
parallelogram A C to the parallelogram CH,
and, as L is to M, so is the parallelogram CH to the
parallelogram CF,
therefore, ex aequali, as K is to M, so is A C to the parallelo

35 gram CF.
But K has to M the ratio compounded of the ratios of

the sides;
therefore A C also has to CF the ratio compounded of the

ratios of the sides.
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

1,6, 19, 36. the ratio compounded of the ratios of the sides, A6'Yov TOV rrv-y"elp.€VOV
be TW' 1rAWpWV which, meaning literally" the ratio compounded CJj the sides," is negligently
written here and commonly for Xfryov TOV rrv'Y,,<ip.,vov b:: T,;)V TWV 1rJ\€VPWV (sc. XO'Ywv).

II. let it be contrived that, as BC is to CG, so is K to L. The Greek phrase is
of the usual terse kind, untranslatable literally: Kat 'Y€-YOV€rW WS p.iv 1] Br 7rpOS T7]V rH,
O~T"'S 1] K 1rpOS TO .\, the words meaning" and let (there) be made, as BC to CG, SO Kto
L," where L is the straight line which has to be constructed.

The second definition of the Data says that A ratio is said to be given if
71}c can find (-rrop[uau8at) [another ratio that is] the same with it. Accordingly
VI. 23 not only proves that equiangular parallelograms have to one another a
ratio which is compounded of two others, but shows that that ratio is "given"
when its component ratios are given, or that it can be represented as a simple
ratio between straight lines.
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[n 14]

(v. 7]
[n.1]

Just as VI. 23 exhibits the operation necessary for comjJ(Jll1lding two
ratios, a proposition (8) of the Data indicates the operation by which we may
divide one ratio by another. The proposition proves that Things 'which
have a giz'e7t 1'atio to the sallie thing hm:e also a giz'ell ratio to om another.
Euclid's procedure is of course to cOlllpound one ratio with the inZ'erse of the
other; but, when this is once done and the result of Prop, 8 obt.1.ined, he
uses the result in the later propositions as a substitute for the· method of
composition. Thus he uses the dil<isio!l of ratios, instead of composition,
in the propositions of the Data which deal with the same subject·matter as
VI. 23. The effect is to represent the ratio of two equiangular parallelograms
as a ratio between straight lines one of which is one side of one of the
parallelograms, Prop. 56 of the Data shows us that, if we want to express
the ratio of the para11elogram A C to the parallelogram CF in the figure

A.' _ - .,----;=;,

i'''':-:::-==-~=:=B,_
._-.

of VI. 23 in the form of a ratio in which, for example, the side BC is the
antecedent term, the required ratio of the para11elograms is BC: X, where

DC : CE = CG : X,
or X is a fourth proportional to DC and the two sides of the parallelogram CF.

Measure CK along CB, produced if necessary, so that
DC: CE= CG: CK

(whence CK is equal to X).
[This may be simply done by joining DG and then dra\\ing EK parallel

to it meeting CB in K.]
Complete the parallelogram AK
Then, since DC: CE = CG : CK,

the parallelograms DK, CFare equal.
Therefore (A C): (CF) = (AC) : (DK)

=BC: CK
=BC: X.

Prop. 68 of the Data uses the same construction to prove that, If tzl'O

equiangular parallelograms haz·e to one allother a gi<.'etl ratio, and one side haZ'f
to olle side a given ratio, the remaining side z£'zll also ha<.'e to the remaining side
a given ratio.

r do not use the figure of the Data but, for convenience sake, r adhere
to the figure given above. Suppose that the ratio of the parallelograms is
given, and also that of CD to CEo

Apply to CD the parallelogram DK equal to CF and such that CK, CB
coincide in direction. [1. 45]

Then the ratio of ACto KD is given, being equal to that of A C to CF.
And (AC): (KD) = CB: CK;

therefore the ratio of CB to CK is given.
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But, since KD = CF,
CD: CE= CG: CK [VI. 14]

Hence CG : CK is a given ratio.
And CB : CK was proved to be a given ratio.
Therefore the ratio of CB to CG is given. [Data, Prop. 8J
Lastly we may refer to Prop. 70 of the Data, the first part of which proves

what corresponds exactly to VI. 23, namely that, If ill two equiangular paral
lelograms the sidr:s containing the equal angles have a given ratio to one another
[i.e. one side in one to one side in the other], the par~l!elograms themselves 'lR.lzl1
also haz'e a giz1ell ratio to olle another. [Here the ratIOS of B C to CG and of
CD to CE are given.J

The construction is the same as in the last case, and we have KD equal
to CF, so that

CD: CE= CG: CK [VI. I4J
But the ratio of CD to CE is given;

therefore the ratio of CG to CK is given.
And, by hypothesis, the ratio of CG to CB is given.
Therefore, by divzaillg the ratios [Data, Prop. 8J, we see that the ratio of

CB to CK, and therefore [VI. IJ the ratio of A C to DK, or of A C to CF,
is given.

Euclid extends these propositions to the case of two parallelograms which
have giL'ell but not equal angles.

Pappus (VII. p. 928) exhibits the result of vr. 23 in a different way,
which throws new light on compounded ratios. He proves, namely, that a
parallelogram is to an equiangular parallelogram as the rectangle contained by
the adjacellt szaes of the first is to the rectangle contained by the adjacent sides
of the second.

A

D A /
B GeE H..---------;!.F

Let AC, DFbe equiangular parallelograms on the bases BC, EF, and let
the angles at B, E be equal.

Draw perpendiculars AG, DHto BC, EFrespectively.
Since the angles at B, G are equal to those at E, H,

the triangles ABG, DEH are equiangular.
Therefore BA : AG= ED: DR [VI.4J

But BA : AG = (rect. BA, BC) : (rect. AG, BC),
and ED : DH=(rect. ED, EF) : (rect. DH, EF). [VI. I J

Therefore [v. I I and v. 16J .

(rect. AB, BC) : (reet. DE, EF) = (rect. AG, BC) : (rect. DH, EE)
= (AC) : (DF).

Thus it is proved that the ratio compounded of the ratios AB : DE and
BC: EF is equal to the ratio of the rectangle AB, BC to the rectangle
DE, EF.
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Since each parallelogram in the figure of the proposition can be divi<ltld
into pairs of equal triangles, and all the triangles which are the halves of either
parallelogram have two sides respectively equal and the angles included by
them equal or supplementary, it can be at once deduced from VI. 23 (or it
can be independently proved by the same method) that triangle's z,'hich lta'i'e
one angle of the om equal or sllpplemoztary to om angle of tIle other are ill the
ratio compounded if the ratios of tIle sliies about the equal or sllpplemaztllr)'
angles. Cf. Pappus VII. pp. 894-6.

VI. 23 also shows that rectangles, and therefore parallelograms or triangles,
are to one anotller in the ratio compounded (if the ratios of their bases and
heights.

The converse of VI. 23 is also true, as is easily proved by rt'dlldio ad
absurdum. More generally, if two parallelograms or tnilllgks are in tIle ratio
compounded if the ratios of two adjaceJlt sides, the onglesilzduded I,), those sides
are either equal or supplementary.

[VI. 2]

[v. ISJ

[v. 16]

the sides

\o'------cKJ,-----"'!.c

PROPOSITION 24.

In anyparallelogram the parallelograms about the diameter
are similar both to the whole tltld to one another.

Let ABCD be a parallelogram, and AC its diameter,
and let EG, HK be parallelograms
about AC;
I say that each of the parallelograms
EG, HK is similar both to the whole
ABCD and to the other.

For, since EF has been drawn
parallel to BC, one of the sides of the
triangle ABC,

proportionally, as BE is to EA, so is CF to FA. [VI. 2]
Again, since FG has been drawn parallel to CD, one of

the sides of the triangle A CD,
proportionally, as CF is to FA, so is DG to GA.
But it was proved that,

as CFis to FA, so also is BE to EA ;
therefore also, as BE is to EA, so is DG to G.A,

and therefore, componendo,
as BA is to AE, so is DA to AG,

and, alternately,
as BA is to AD, so is EA to AG.

Therefore in the parallelograms ABCD. EG,
about the common angle BAD are proportional.

And, since GF is parallel to DC,
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the angle AFG is equal to the angle DCA;
arid the angle DA C is common to the two triangles ADC,
AGF;

therefore the triangle ADC is equiangular with the triangle
AGF.

F or the same reason
the triangle A CB is also equiangular with the triangle

A.FE,
and the whole parallelogram ABCD is equiangular with the
parallelogram EG.

Therefore, proportionally,
as AD is to DC, so is AG to GF,
as DC is to CA, so is GFto FA,
as AC is to CB, so is AFto FE,

and further, as CB is to BA, so is FE to EA.
And, since it was proved that,

as DC is to CA, so is GFto FA,
and, as AC is to CB, so is AFto FE,
therefore, ex aequalz: as DC IS to CB, so is GF to FE. [v. 22J

Therefore in the parallelograms ABCD, EG the sides
about the equal angles are proportional;
therefore the parallelogram ABCD is similar to the parallelo
gram E G. [VI. Def. I]

For the same reason
the parallelogram ABCD is also similar to the parallelogram
KH;
therefore each of the parallelograms E G, H K is similar to
ABCD.

But figures similar to the same recti lineal figure are also
similar to one another; [VI. 2I]

therefore the parallelogram EGis also similar to the parallelo
gram HK.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

Simson was of opinion that this proof was made up by some unskilful
editor out of two others, the first of which proved by parallels (VI. 2) that
the sides about the common angle in the parallelograms are proportional,
while the other used the similarity of triane:les (VI. 4), It is of course true
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that, when we have proved by "II. 2 the fact that the sides about the common
angle are proportional, we can infer the proportionality of the other sides
directly from 1. 34 comhined with v. 7- But it does not seem to me unnatural
that Euclid should (I) deliberately refrain from making any use of I. 34 and
(2) determine beforehand that he would prove the sides proportional in a
definite order beginning with the sides EA, AG and .EA, AD about the
common angle and then taking the remaining sides in the order indicated
by the order of the letters A, G, F, E. Given that Euclid started the proof
with such a fixed intention in his mind, the course taken presents no difficulty,
nor is the proof unsystematic or unduly drawn out. And its genuineness
seems to me supported by the fact that the proof, when once the first two
sides about the common angle have been disposed of, follows closely the
order and method of VI. 18. Moreover, it could readily be adapted to the
more general case of two polygons ha,"ing a common angle and the other
corresponding sides respectively paral1el.

The paral1elograms in the proposition are of course similarly situated as
wel1 as similar; and those "about the diameter" may be "about" the
diameter produced as well as about the diameter itself.

From the first part of the proof it fol1ows that parallelograms which have
one angle equal to one angle and the sides about those angles proportional
are similar.

Prop. 26 is the converse of Prop_ 24, and there seems to be no reason
why they should be separated as they are in the text by the interposition of
VI. 25. Campanus has VI. 24 and 26 as VI. 22 and 23 respectively, VI. 23 as
VI. 24, and VI. 25 as we have it.

PROPOSITION 25.

To construct one and the same figure similar to a given
reet£l£nealfigure and equal to another gil/en rect£!iJzcalfigure.

Let ABC be the given rectilineal figure to which the
figure to be constructed must be similar, and D that to which
it must be equal;
thus it is required to construct one and the same figure similar
to ABC and equal to D.

K

H

Let there be applied to BC the parallelogram BE equal
to the triangle ABC [I. 44), and to CE the parallelogram CJ1,f
equal to D in the angle FeE which is equal to the angle
CBL. [1·45]
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Therefore BC is in a straight line with CF, and LE with
Eitt/.

Now let GH be taken a mean proportional to BC, CF
[VI. I3J, and on GHlet KGHbe described similar and similarly
situated to ABC. [v!. I8J

Then. since, as BC is to GH, so is G.f.J to CF,
and, if three straight lines be proportional, as the first is to
the third, so is the figure on the first to the similar and
similarly situated figure described on the second, [VI. 19, POL]

therefore, as BC is to CF, so is the triangle ABC to the
triangle KGH.

But, as BC is to CF, so also is the parallelogram BE to
the parallelogram EE. [VI. I]

Therefore also, as the triangle ABC is to the triangle
KGB, so is the parallelogram BE to the parallelogram EF;
therefore, alternately, as the triangle ABC is to the parallelo
gram BE, so is the triangle KGH to the parallelogram EF.

[v. 16]

But the triangle ABC is equal to the parallelogram BE;
therefore the triang1eKGH is also equal to the parallelogram
EF

But the parallelogram EF is equal to D;
therefore KGH is also equal to D.

And KGH is also similar to ABC.
Therefore one and the same figure KGH has been con

structed similar to the given recti1inea1 figure ABC and equal
to the other given figure D.

Q. E. D.

3. to which the figure to be constructed must be similar, literally" to which it
is required to construct (one) similar," <Ii oeL Of.Lo<Ov lTuITr1)lTalJ"8aL.

This is the highly important problem which Pythagoras is credited with
having solved. Compare the passage from Plutarch (Symj. VIII. 2, 4) quoted
in the note on I. 44 above, Vo1. 1. pp. 343-4.

We are bidden to construct a rectilineal figure which shall have the form of
one and the size of another rectilineal figure. The corresponding proposition
of the Data, Prop. 55, asserts that, "if an area (xwp£ov) be given in form
(eta€() and in magnitude, its sides will also be given in magnitude."

Simson sees signs of corruption in the text of this proposition also. In
the first place, the proof speaks of the tn'angle ABC, though, according to the
enunciation, the figure for which ABC is taken may be any rectilineal figure,
£VfNypap.fJ-ov "rectilineal figure" would be more correct, or .Too<;, "figure"; the
mistake, however, of using Tplywvov is not one of great importance, being no
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d<;mbt due to the accident by which the figure was drawn as a triangle in the
dIagram.

The other observation is more important. After Euclid has proved that

(fig. ABC) : (fig. KGH) = (BE) : (EF),

he mig.ht have inferred dirtcll;' from v. 14 that, since ABC is equal to BE,
KGH IS equal to EE. For v. I.J. includes the proof of the fact that, if A is
to B as C is to D, and A is equal to C, then B is equal to D, or that of four
proportional magnitudes, if the first is equal to the third, the second is equal
to the fourth. Instead of proceeding in this way, Euclid first permutes the
proportion by v. 16 into

(fig. ABC) : (BE) = (fig. KGH) : (EF),

and then infers, as if the inference were easier in this form, that, since the
first is equal to the second, the tllird is equal to the jOllrth. Yet there is no
proposition to this effect in Euclid. The same unnecessary step of permutation
is also found in the Greek text of XI. 23 and XII. 2, 5. II, 12 and 18. In
reproducing the proofs we may simply leave out the steps and refer to v. 14.

PROPOSITIO~ 26.

lv. II]

straight

_--:;=----~O

If from a parallelogram there be takeJl away a parallelo
gram similar and similarly situated to the whole and ha'i}l'Jlg
a comJJZOll angle with it, it l:' about the same diameter 'Zilith the
whole.

F or from the parallelogram A BCD let there be taken
away the parallelogram A F similar and
similarly situated to ABCD, and having
the angle DAB common with it;

I say that ABCD is about the same
diameter with A F.

For suppose it is not, but, if possible,
let AHCbe the diameter < ofABCD:> ,

B
let GF be produced and carried through
to H, and let HK be drawn through H
parallel to either of the straight lines AD, Be. [1. 31 ]

Since, then, ABCD is about the same diameter with A"G.
therefore, as DA is to AB. so is GA to AK. [VI. 24]

But also, because of the similarity of ABCD, EG,
as DAis to A B, so is GA to A E ;

therefore also, as GA is to A 1(, so is GA to A E.

Therefore GA has the same ratio to each of the
lines AK, AE.
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Therefore AE is equal to AK [v. 9], the less to the
greater: which is impossible.

Therefore ABCD cannot but be about the same diameter
with AF;
therefore the parallelogram ABCD is about the same diameter
with the parallelogram AF.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

F E

T1
B C

[VI. Def. I]
[VI. 6)

is similar and

"For suppose it is not, but, if possible, let AHC be the diameter." What
is meant is "For, if AFC is not the diameter of the parallelogram AC, let
AHC be its diameter." The Greek text has l<TTW QllT(;)v 8uifkE'rpo> -rj A®r;
but clearly Ql'TWV is wrong, as we cannot assume that one straight line is the
diameter of both parallelograms, which is just what we have to prove. F and
Vomit the a~Twv, and Heiberg prefers this correction to substituting a&ov
after Peyrard. I have inserted" < of A BCD> " to make the meaning clear.

H the straight line ABC does not pass through F, it must meet either
GF or GF produced in some point H. The reading in the text" and let
GF be produced alld carried through to H;" (Kat E.43JI:'1BEI.<TQ -rj HZ 8L7jxBw E.?TL
TO ®) corresponds to the supposition that H is on GF produced. The words
were left out by Theon, evidently because in the figure of the MSS. the letters
E, Z and K, (2) were interchanged. Heiberg therefore, following August, has
preferred to retain the words and to correct the figure, as well as the passage in
the text where AE, AX were interchanged to be in accord with the MS. figure.

It is of course possible to prove the proposition directly, as is done by
Dr Lachlan. Let AF, AC be the diagonals, and let us make no assumption
as to how they fall.

Then, since EFis parallel to AG and therefore to Be,

the angles AEE, ABC are equal.

And, since the parallelograms are similar,

AE: EF=AB: BC.

Hence the triangles AEF, ABC are similar,

and therefore the angle FAE is equal to the angle CAB.

Therefore AFfalls on AC.
The proposition is equally true if the parallelogram which

similarly situated to the given parallelogram is not" taken
away" from it, but is so placed that it is entirely outside the
other, while two sides form an angle vertically opposite to
an angle of the other. In this case the diameters are not
"the same," in the words of the enunciation, but are in
a straight line with one another. This extension of the
proposition is, as will be seen, necessary for obtaining,
according to the method adopted by Euclid in his solu
tion of the problem in VI. 28, the second solution of that
problem.
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PROPOSITION 27.

257

[1. 43]

[VI. 26]

let the figure be

Of all the parallelograms applied to the same straight line
and deficient bypllrallelogrammic jigures similar and similarly'
situated to that described OIZ the half 0/ the straight li,ze, that
parallelogram is greatest which is apphed to the half of the
straight line aJzd is similar to the de/ed.

Let AB be a straight line and let it be bisected at C;
let there be applied to the straight
line AB the parallelogram AD
deficient by the parallelogrammic
figure DB described on the half of
AB, that is, CB;
I say that, of all the parallelograms
applied to AB and deficient by
parallelogrammic figures similar and
similarly situated to DB, AD is greatest.

For let there be applied to the straight line AB the
parallelogram AF deficient by the parallelogrammic figure
FB similar and similarly situated to DE;
I say that AD is greate.r than AF

For, since the parallelogram DB is similar to the parallelo
gram FE,

they are about the same diameter.
Let their diameter DB be drawn, and

described.
Then, since CF is equal to FE,

and F B is common,
therefore the whole CH is equal to the whole KE.

But CH is equal to CG, since A C is also equal to CE.
[1. 36]

Therefore GC is also equal to EK.
Let CF be added to each;
therefore the whole AF is equal to the gnomon LJfiV;

so that the parallelogram DB, that is, AD, is greater than
the parallelogram AF.

Therefore etc.

H. E. II.

Q. E. D.

17
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We have already (note on 1. 44) seen the significance, in Greek geometry,
of the theory of (, the application of areas, their exceeding and their falling
short." In I. 44 it was a question of "applying to a given straight line
(exactly, without 'excess' or 'defect') a parallelogram equal to a given
rectilineal figure, in a given angle." Here, in VI. 27-29, it is a question
of parallelograms applied to a straight line but "deficient (or exceeding) by
parallelograms similar and similarly
situated to a givtll parallelogram."
Apart from size, it is easy to construct
any number of parallelograms "de
ficient" or "exceeding" in the manner
described. Given the straight line
AB to which the parallelogram has to
be applied, we describe on the base
CB, where C is on AB, or on BA
produced beyond A, any parallelogram" similarly situated" and either equal
or similar to the given parallelogram (Euclid takes the similar and similarly
situated parallelogram on half the line), draw the diagonal BD, take on it
(produced if necessary) any points as E, K, draw EE, or KL, parallel to CD
to meet AB or A B produced and complete the parallelograms, as AH, ML.

If the point E is taken on BD or BD produced beyond D, it must be so
taken that EF meets AB between A and B. Otherwise the parallelogram
AE would not be applied to AB itself, as it is required to be.

The parallelograms BD, BE, being about the same diameter, are similar
[VI. 24], and BE is the defect of the parallelogram AE relatively to AB.
AE is then a parallelogram applied to AB but deficient by a parallelogram
similar and similarly situated to .BD.

If K is on DB produced, the parallelogram BK is similar to BD, but it
is the excess of the parallelogram AK relatively to the base AB. AK is a
parallelogram applied to A B but exceeding by a parallelogram similar and
similarly situated to BD.

Thus it is seen that BD produced both ways is the locus of points, such
as E or K, which determine, with the direction of CD, the position of A, and
the direction of A B, parallelograms applied to AB and deficient or exceeding
by parallelograms similar and similarly situated to the given parallelogram.

The importance of VI. 27-29 from a historical point of view cannot be
overrated. They give the geometrical equivalent of the algebraical solution
of the most general form of quadratic equation when that equation has a real
and positive root. It will also enable us to find a real negative root of a
quadratic equation; for such an equation can, by altering the sign of x, be
turned into another with a real positiz!e root, when the geometrical method
again becomes applicable. It will also, as we shall see, enable us to represent
both roots when both are real and positive, and therefore to represent both
roots when both are real but either positive or negative.

The method of these propositions was constantly used by the Greek
geometers in the solution of problems, and they constitute the foundation of
Book x. of the Elements and of Apollonius' treatment of the conic sections.
Simson's observation on the subject is entirely justified. He says namely on
VI. 28, 29: "These; two problems, to the first of which the 27th Prop. is
necessary, are the most general and useful of all in the Elements, and are
most frequently made use of by the ancient geometers in the solution of
other problems; and therefore are very ignorantly left out by Tacquet and
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Dechales in their editions of the Elements, who pretend that they are scarce
of any use."

It is strange that, with this observation ~>efore him, even Todhunter should
have written as follows. "\Ve have omitted in the sixth Book Propositions
27, 28, 29 and the first solution which Euclid gives of Proposition 30, as they
appear now to be never required, and have been condemned as useless by
various modern commentators; see Austin, \Valker and Lardner."

VI. 27 contains the OWPLlT/LO" the condition for a real solution, of the
problem contained in the proposition following it. The maximum of all the
parallelograms having the given property which can be applied to a given
straight line is that which is described upon half the line (TO u:;ro rij.. -1/LLf]"ELa..
avaypa¢o/uiVoV). This corresponds to the condition that an equation of the
form

ax - p:x? = A

may have a real root. The correctness of the result may be seen by taking
the case in which the parallelograms are
rectangles, which enables us to leave out
of account the sine 0/ the angle of the
parallelograms without any real loss of
generality. Suppose the sides of the rect
angle to which the defect is to be similar
to be as b to c, b corresponding to the
side of the defect which lies along AB.
Suppose that AKFG is any parallelogram
applied to AB having the given property, that AB == a, and that EK == x.
Then

b b
KB = - x, and therefore AK == a - - x.

c c

Hence (a - ~ x) x== S, where S is the area of the rectangle AKFG.

Thus, given the equation

ax-~x2==S,
c

where S is undetermined, VI. 27 tells us that, if ;\: is to have a real value, S
cannot be greater than the rectangle CEo

a c a
Now CB = -, and therefore CD = -b· -;

2 2

c a2

whence S ;j> b' 4"'
which is just the same result as we obtain by the algebraical method.

In the particular case where the defect of the parallelogram is to l>e a
square, the condition becomes the statement of the fact that, if a straight line
be dizlided into two parts, the rectangle contained by tlte parts cannot t.weed the
square on half the line.

Now suppose that, instead of taking F on BD as in the figure of the
proposition, we take F on BD produced beyond D but so that DF is less
than BD.

Complete the figure, as shown, after the manner of the construction in
the proposition.
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Then the parallelogram FKBH is similar to the given parallelo?ram to
which the defect is to be similar. Hence the parallelogram CAKF IS also a
parallelogram applied to AB and satisfying
the given condition. .

\Ve can now prove that CAKF IS less
than CE or AD.

Let ED produced meet A C in O.
Now, since BF is the diagonal of the

parallelogram KH, the complements KD,
DH are equal.

But
DH=DC, and DC is greater than OF.

Therefore KD> OF.
Add OK to each;

and A D, or CE, > AF.
This other" case" of the proposition is found in all the MSS., but Heiberg

relegates it to the Appendix as being very obviously interpolated. The
reasons for this course are that it is not in Euclid's manner to give a separate
demonstration of such a "case"; it is rather his habit to give one case only
and to leave the student to satisfy himself about any others (cf. I. 7). Internal
evidence is also against the genuineness of the separate proof. It is put after
the conclusion of the proposition instead of before it, and, if Euclid had intended
to discuss two cases, he would have distinguished them at the beginning of
the proposition, as it was his invariable practice to do. Moreover the second
"case" is the less worth gi\;ng because it can be so easily reduced to the
first. For suppose F' to be taken on BD so that FD = F'D. Produce BF
to meet AC produced in P. Complete the parallelogram BAPQ, and draw
through F' straight lines parallel to and meeting its opposite sides.

Then the complement F' Q is equal to the complement AF'.
And it is at once seen that AF, F' Q are equal and similar. Hence the

solution of the problem represented by AF or F'Q gives a parallelogram of
the same size as AF' arrived at as in the first" case."

It is worth noting that the actual difference between the parallelogram
AF and the maximum area AD that it can possibly have is represented in
the figure. The difference is the small parallelogram DF.

PROPOSITION 28.

To a given straight line to apply a parallelogram equal to
a givm rect£lineal figure and dejicimt by a parallelog-ra1J'tmic
figure similar to a gizJen one: thus the given recti!£neal figure
must not be greater tha1z the parallelogram described on the
halfof the straight lim and similar to the defect.

Let AB be the given straight line, C the given rectilineal
figure to which the figure to be applied to AB is required to
be equal, not being greater than the parallelogram described
on the half of AB and similar to the defect, and D the
parallelogram to which the defect is required to be similar;
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thus it is required to apply to the given straight line .rIB a
parallelogram equal to the given rectilineal figure C and
deficient by a parallelogrammic figure v..hich is similar to D.

Let AB be bisected at the point E, and on EB let EBFC
be described similar and similarly situated to D ; [no I8]

let the parallelogram A G be completed.
If then A G is equal to C, that which was enjoined will

have been done;
for there has been applied to the given straight line AB

the parallelogram A G equal to the given rectilineal figure C
and deficient by a parallelogrammic figure CB \vhich is similar
to D.

[VI. 2I l

[VI. 2 Il
[VI. 26]

to the excess
and similarly

[n.25]

But, if not, let HE be greater than C.
Now HE is equal to GB;

therefore GB is also greater than C.
Let KLMN be constructed at once equal

by which GB is greater than C and similar
situated to D.

But.D is similar to GB;
therefore KM is also similar to CE.

Let, then, KL correspond to GE, and LJf to GF.
Now, since GB is equal to C, KiU,

therefore GB is greater than KJ:f;
therefore also GE is greater than KL, and GF than Lllf.
Let GO be made equal to KL, and GP equal to Ll1:l;

and let the parallelogram OGPQ be completed;
therefore it is equal and similar to KJf.

Therefore GQ is also similar to GB;
therefore GQ is about the same diameter with CB.
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Let GQB be their diameter, and let the figure be described.
Then, since BG is equal to C, KM,

and in them GQ is equal to KM,
therefore the remainder, the gnomon UWV, is equal to the
remainder C.

And, since PR is equal to OS,
let QB be added to each;

therefore the whole PB is equal to the whole OB.
But OB is equal to TE, since the side AE is also equal

to the side EB; [I.36J
therefore TE is also equal to PB.

Let OS be added to each;
therefore the whole TS is equal to the whole, the gnomon

VWu.
But the gnomon VWU was proved equal to C;

therefore TS is also equal to C.

Therefore to the given straight line AB there has been
applied the parallelogram ST equal to the given rectilineal
figure C and deficient by a parallelogrammic figure QB which
is similar to D.

Q. E. F.

The second part of the enunciation of this proposition which states the
OtoPLIJ}LO<; appears to have been considerably amplified, but not improved in
the process, by Theon. His version would read as follows. " But the given
rectilineal figure, that namely to which the applied parallelogram must be
equal (~ OEL i<TOV r.upaf3aAELv), must not be greater than that applied to the half
(r.upuf3aAAO}LEVOV instead of o.,·aypaepO}LEVoV), the defects being similar, (namely)
that (of the parallelogram applied) to the half and that (of the required
parallelogram) which must have a similar defect" (OjLo{wv 6V'TWV TWV V...AELjL

jLaTwv rou TE o.1r6 rry<; .qjLL<TE{U<; KUr. ~ OEL ojLOtOv V...AeCr.ELV). The first amplification
"that to which the applied parallelogram must be equal" is quite unnecessary,
since "the given rectilineal figure" could mean nothing else. The above
attempt at a translation will show how difficult it is to make sense of the
words at the end; they speak of two defects apparently and, while one may
well be the" defect on the half," the other can hardly be the given parallelogram
"to which the defect (of the required parallelogram) must be similar." Clearly
the reading given above (from P) is by far the better.

In this proposition and the next there occurs the tacit assumption (already
alluded to in the note on VI. 22) that if, if two similar parallelograms, one is
greater than the other, e£ther side if the greater is greater than the corresponding
side if the less.
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As already remarked, VI. 28 is the geometrical equivalent of the solution
of the quadratic equation

b • S
ax-c~-= ,

subject to the condition necessary to admit of a real solution, namely that
c a~

S:i>b'4'
The corresponding proposition in the D'lta is (Prop. 531, If a /;h'e!l (area)

be applied (i.e. in the form of a parallelogram) to II giz'eJl straight lim' alld be
deficiellt by a .figure (i.e. a parallelogram) giz·ell in spea'es, the bnadths if the
defect are giz!en.

To exhibit the exact correspondence between Euclid's geometrical and
the ordinary algebraical method of solving the equation we will, as before
(in order to avoid bringing in a constant dependent on the sine of the angle
of the parallelograms), suppose the parallelograms to be rectangles. To solve
the equation algebraically we change the signs and write it

~ x~ - a:r: = - s.
c

c a~

We may now complete the square by adding b . 4" .
b ca2 ca~

Thus Cx 2
- ax + b• "4 = b. "4 - s;

and, extracting the square root, we have

Jr x - J~.;=±j~.~-s,

and x == ~ • ; ± jiG .~ -s) .
Now let us observe Euclid's method.

I
A

G F ~

~I~
°1 ~NR {~J

E S B b

GO: OQ=c: b,

b
OQ= GO.-.

cwhence

He first describes GEBF on EB (half of ..I.E) similar to the given
parallelogram D. . . . .

He then places in one angle FGE of GEBF a smlllar and slmIlarly
situated parallelogram GQ, equal to the difference between the parallelogram
GB and the area C.

With our notation,
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Similarly
a b
-=EB= GE.-,
2 C

c a
so that GE = /; . "2 •

Therefore the parallelogram GQ = G02
• ~,

c a2

and the parallelogram GB = b . "4'
Thus, in taking the 1?arallelogram GQ equal to (GB - S), Euclid really

finds GO from the equatlOn

- G02 ~- ~ ~-s. c - b' 4 .

A'

E A

.b----d-/Z-----,d!
o B C

The value which he finds is

jC(-~-)
GO= /; /;'4-S ,

and he finds QS (or x) by subtractz"llg GO from GE; whence

x ~ ~ . ; - Ji (~ .~ -S) .
It will be observed that Euclid only gives one solution, that corresponding

to the mgatiz'e sign before the radical. But the reason must be t~e same as that
for which he only gives one "case" in VI. 27. He cannot have faIled to see how
to add GO to GE would give another solution. As shown under the last
proposition, the other solution can be arrived at
(r) by placing the parallelogram GOQP. in
the angle vertically opposite to FGE so that
GQ' lies along BG produced. The parallelo
gram A Q' then gives the second solution. The
side of this parallelogram lying along AB is
equal to SB. The other side is what we have
called x, and in this case

x=EG+ GO

=~·;+j~G·~-s).
(2) A parallelogram similar and equal to AQ' can also be obtained by
producing BG till it meets AT produced and completing the parallelogram
B'ABA', whence it is seen that the complement QA' is equal to the comple
ment A Q, besides being equal and similar and similarly situated to A Q'.

A particular case of this proposition, indicated in Prop. 85 of the Data, is
that in which the sides of the defect are equal, so that the defect is a rhombus
with a given angle. Prop. 85 proves that, If two straight lines contain a
given area in a given angle, and the sum
of the straight lines be given, each of them
will be gi7)e!Z also. AB, BC being the
given straight lines "containing a given
area A C in a given angle ABC," one
side CB is produced to J) so that BD
is equal to A B, and the parallelograms are
completed. Then, by hypothesis, CD is of given length, and A C is a parallelo-
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gram applied to CD falling short by a rhombus (AD) with a given angle
EDE. The case is thus a particular case of Prop. 58 of the Data quoted
above (p. 263) as corresponding to VI. 28.

A particular case of the last, that namely in which the defect is a square,
corresponding to the equation

is important. This is the problem of applying to a gi'l;ell straight line a
rectangle equal to a given area and fallillg short l~v a square; and it can be
solved, ,,~thout the aid of Book VI., as shown above under II. 5 (Vol. I.

pp. 383-4).

PROPOSITIO~ 29.

To a given straz;r;ht Nne to appb' a parallelogram equal to
a given rectilinealfigure and exceeding by a para!!e!ogrammic
figure similar to a given one.

Let AB be the given straight line, C the given rectilineal
figure to which the figure to be applied to AB is required to
be equal, and D that to which the excess is required to be
similar;

thus it is required to apply to the straight line ABa parallelo
gram equal to the rectilineal figure C and exceeding by a
parallelogrammic figure similar to D.

Let ABbe bisected at E ;
let there be described on EB the parallelogram BF similar
and similarly situated to D ;
and let GH be constructed at once equal to the sum of BF,
C and similar and similarly situated to D. [no 25]

Let KH correspond to FL and KG to FE.
Now, since GH is greater than FB,

therefore KH is also greater than FL, and KG than FE.
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Let FL, FE be produced,
let FLM be equal to KH, and FEN to KG,
and let MN be completed;

therefore MN is both equal and similar to GH.
But GN is similar to EL;

therefore MN is also similar to EL; [VI. 21]
therefore EL is about the same diameter with MN. [VI. 26]

Let their diameter FO be drawn, and let the figure be
described.

Since GN is equal to EL, C,
while CH is equal to MN,
therefore MN is also equal to EL, C.

Let EL be subtracted from each;
therefore the remainder, the gnomon X WV, is equal to C.

Now, since AE is equal to EB,
AN is also equal to N B [1. 36], that is, to LP [1. 43].

Let EO be added to each;
therefore the whole AO is equal to the gnomon VWX.

But the gnomon VWX is equal to C;
therefore A 0 is also equal to C.

Therefore to the given straight line AB there has been
applied the parallelogram A 0 equal to the given rectilineal
figure C and exceeding by a parallelogrammic figure QP
which is similar to D, since PQ is also similar to EL [VI. 24J.

Q. E. F.

The corresponding proposition in the Data is (Prop. 59), If a given (area)
be applied (i.e. in the form of a parallelogram) to a given straight line exceeding
by a figure gizlen ill species, the breadths of the excess are gh'en.

The problem of VI. 29 corresponds of course to the solution of the
quadratic equation

b " S.ax+-X"= .
c

The algebraical solution of this equation gives

c a jc (c a' )x=-b';± b b'4+ S

The exact correspondence of Euclid's method to the algebraical solution
may be seen, as in the case of VI. 28, by supposing the parallelograms to be
rectangles. In this case Euclid's construction on EB of the parallelogram
EL similar to D is equivalent to finding that

c a c a2

FE =b . "2' and EL =b . "4'
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His determination of the similar parallelogram .lIN equal to the sum of EL
and S corresponds to proving that

F'm ~-: ~ s
~v • C - b' 4 + ,

or Fl\T= Jr-~-(-~-.-~7""2+-S-) ,
whence x is found as

X=FN-FE=,j~G. ~ + S)-~.~.
Euclid takes, in this case, the solution corresponding to the positiz-e sign

before the radical because, from his point of view, that would be the (}n~v

solution."
No DLOptC1"P.OS is necessary because a real geometrical solution is always

possible whatever be the size of S.
Again the Data has a proposition indicating the particular case in which

the excess is a rhombus with a given angle. Prop. 84 proves that, If two
straight lines contain a given area in a giz'en angle, (wd tille' of the straight lillI's
is greater than the other by a giveJl straight line, each of the two straz:,?!lt lines is
given also. The proof reduces the proposition to a particular case of Data,
Prop. 59, quoted above as corresponding to VI. 29·

Again there is an important particular case which can be solved by means
of Book II. only, as shown under II. 6 above (Vol. I. pp. 386-8), the case namely
in which the excess is a square, corresponding to the solution of the equation

ax +r= If.
This is the problem of apPSl'ing to a giz'Cll straight line a rectangle equal to a
given area and exceeding by a square.

PROPOSITION 30.

To cut a g£ven jin£te stra£ght Nne in extreme and mean
rat£o.

HF

n

!

!E B

c

A

Let AB be the given finite straight line;
thus it is required to cut AB in extreme and mean ratio.
On AB let the square BC be described;

and let there be applied to A C the parallelo
gram CD equal to BC and exceeding by
the figure AD similar to Be. [VI. 29]

Now BC is a square;
therefore AD is also a square.

And, since BC is equal to CD,
let CE be subtracted from each;

therefore the remainder BF is equal to
the remainder AD.
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the equal angles are
[VI. 14]

But it is also equiangular with it ;
therefore in BF, AD the sides about
reciprocally proportional;

therefore, as FE is to ED, so is AE to EB.
But FE is equal to AB, and ED to AE.
Therefore. as BA is to AE, so is AE to EB.
And AB is greater than: AE;

therefore AE is also greater than EB.
Therefore the straight line AB has be"en cut in extreme

and mean ratio at E, and the greater segment of it is AE.
Q. E. F.

It will be observed that the construction in the text is a direct application
of the preceding Prop. 29 in the particular case where the excess of the
parallelogram which is applied is a square. This fact coupled with the
position of VI. 30 is a sufficient indication that the construction is Euclid's.

In one place Theon appears to have amplified the argument. The text
above says "But FE is equal to AB," while the MSS. B, F, V and p have
"But FE is equal to A e, that is, to AB."

The MSS. give after 07l"EP EOEt 7l"Olijcra.l an alternative construction which
Heiberg relegates to the Appendix. The text-books give this construction
alone and leave out the other. It will be remembered that the alternative
proof does no more than refer to the equivalent construction in II. 11.

"Let AB be cut at e so that the rectangle AB, BC is equal to the
square on CA. [II. II]

Since then the rectangle AB, Be is equal to the square on CA,
therefore, as BA is to A e, so is A e to CB. [VI. 17]

Therefore AB has been cut in extreme and mean ratio at c."
It is intrinsically improbable that this alternative construction was added

to the other by Euclid himself. It is however just the kind of interpolation
that might be expected from an editor. If Euclid had preferred the alternative
construction, he would have been more likely to give it alone.

PROPOSITION 31.

In right-angled triangles the figure on the side subtendzlzg
the right angle is equal to the similar and similarly described
figures on the sides containing the right angle.

Let ABC be a right-angled triangle having the angle BAC
right;

I say that the figure on BC is equal to the similar and
similarly described figures on BA, A C.

Let AD be drawn perpendicular.
Then since, in the right-angled triangle ABC, AD has
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Rf--*"o-----..::::.r.c

been drawn from the right angle at A perpendicular to the
base BC,
~he triangles ABD, ADC adjoin
mg the perpendicular are similar
both to the whole ABC and to
one another. [VI. 8]

And, since ABC is similar to
ABD,
therefore, as CB is to BA, so is
AB to BD. [VI. Def. I]

And, since three straight lines
are proportional,
as the first is to the third, so is the figure on the first to the
similar and similarly described figure on the second. [VI. 19, Por.]

Therefore, as CB is to BD, so is the figure on CB to the
similar and similarly described figure on BA.

F or the same reason also,
as BC is to CD, so is the figure on BC to that on CA ;
so that, in addition,
as Be is to BD, DC, so is the figure on BC to the similar
and similarly described figures on BA, A C.

But BC is equal to BD, DC;
therefore the figure on BC is also equal to the similar and
similarly described figures on B A, A C.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

As we have seen (note on I. 47), this extension of I. 47 is credited by
Produs to Euclid personally.

There is one inference in the proof which requires examination. Euclid
proves that

CB : BD = (figure on CD) : (figure on BA),
and that BC: CD = (figure on BC) : (figure on CA),

and then infers directly that
BC: (BD+ CD) = (fig. on BC) : (sum of figs. on BA and A C).

Apparently v. 24 must be relied on as justifying this inference. But it is not
directly applicable; for what it proves is that, if

a:b=c:d,

and e : b =.1: d,

then (a + e) : b = (c +.I) : d.

Thus we should invert the first two proportions given above (by Simson's
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Prop. B which, as we have seen, is a direct consequence of the definition of
proportion), and thence infer by v. 24 that

(BD+ CD): BC=(sum of figs. on BA, AC) : (fig. on BC).
But BD+ CD is equal to BC;

therefore (by Simson's Prop. A, which again is an immediate cons~quence of
the definition of proportion) the sum of the figures on BA, A C IS equal to
the figure on B C.

The MSS. again give an alternative proof which Heiberg places in the
Appendix. It first shows that the similar figures on the three sides have the
same ratios to one another as the squares on the sides respectively. Whence,
by using I. 47 and the same argument based on v. 24 as that explained above,
the result is obtained.

If it is considered essential to have a proof which does not use Simson's
Props. B and A or any proposition but those actually given by Euclid, no
method occurs to me except the following.

Eucl. v. 22 proves that, if a, b, c are three magnitudes, and d, e, f three
others, such that

[v. 18]Hence
But

a: b=d: e,
b:c=e:j,

then, ex aequali, a : c = d : j
If now in addition a : b = b : c,

so that, also, d: e = e :j,
the ratio a : c is duplicate of the ratio a : b, and the ratio d :f duplicate of
the ratio d : e, whence the ratios which are duplicate ofequal ratios are equal.

Now (fig. on A C) : (fig. on AB) = the ratio duplicate of A C : AB
= the ratio duplicate of CD : DA
=CD:BD.

(sum of figs. on A C, AB) : (fig. on AB) = BC : BD.
(fig. on BC) : (fig. on AB) = BC : BD

(as in Euclid's proof).
Therefore the sum of the figures on A C, AB has to the figure on AB the
same ratio as the figure on BC has to the figure on AB, whence

the figures on A C, AB are together equal to the figure on Be. [v. 9]

PROPOSITION 32.

If two triangles having two sides proporlional to two sides
be placed together at one angle so that their corresponding sides
are also parallel, the remaining sides oJ the triangles will be
in a straight line. .

Let ABC, DCE be two triangles having the two sides
BA, AC proportional to the two sides DC, DE, so that, as
AB is to AC, so is DC to DE, and AB parallel to DC, and
AC to DE;
I say that BC is in a straight line with CEo
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o

[I. q]

E

A

For, since AB is parallel to DC.
and the straight line A C has fallen upon them,
the alternate angles BA C. ACD
are equal to one another. [I. 29]

F or the same reason
the angle CDE is also

equal to the angle A CD ;
so that the angle BA C is equal
to the angle CDE.

And, since ABC, DCE are 8

two triangles having one angle, the angle at A, equal to one
angle, the angle at D,

and the sides about the equal angles proportional,
so that, as BA is to A C, so is CD to DE,

therefore the triangle ABC is equiangular with the
triangle DCE; [n 6]

therefore the angle ABC is equal to the angle DCE.
But the angle A CD was also proved equal to the angle

BAC;
therefore the whole angle A CE is equal to the two angles

ABC,BAC.
Let the angle A CB be added to each;

therefore the angles A CE, A CB are equal to the angles BAC,
ACB, CBA.

But the angles BA C, ABC, A CB are equal to t\'VO right
angles; [1. 32]

therefore the angles ACE, A CB are also equal to two
right angles.

Therefore with a straight line A C, and at the point C on
it, the two straight lines Be, CE not lying on the same side
make the adjacent angles ACE, ACB equal to two right
angles;

therefore BC is in a straight line \vith CEo
Therefore etc.

Q. E. D.

It has often been pointed out (e.g. by Clavius, Lardner and Todhunter)
that the enunciation of this proposition is not precise enough. Suppose that
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~
C

D

6----A
B C

ABC is a triangle. From C draw CD parallel to BA and of any length.
From D draw DE parallel to CA and of such length that

CD:DE=BA :AC.
Then the triangles ABC, ECD, which have the angular point C common
literally satisfy Euclid's enunciation; but by no possi-
bility can CE be in a straight line with CB if, as E
in the case supposed, the angles included by the ~D
corresponding sides are supplementary (unless both are
right angles). Hence the included angles must be
equal, so that the triangles must be similar. That
being so, if they are to have nothing more than one B
angular point common, and two pairs of corresponding C
sides are to be parallel as distinguished from one or both being in the same
straigllt line, the triangles can only be placed so that the corresponding sides
in both are on the same side of the third side of either, and the sides (other
than the third sides) which meet at the common angular point are not corre
sponding sides.

Todhunter remarks that the proposition seems of no use. Presumably he
did not know that it is used by Euclid himself in XIII. 17. This is so
however, and therefore it was not necessary, as several writers have thought, to
do away with the proposition and find a substitute which should be more useful.

I. De Morgan proposes this theorem: "If two similar triangles be placed
with their bases parallel, and the equal angles at the bases towards the same
parts, the other sides are parallel, each to each; or one pair of sides are in
the same straight line and the other pair are paralle1."

2. Dr Lachlan substitutes the somewhat similar theorem, "If two similar
triangles be placed so that two sides of
the one are parallel to the corresponding
sides of the other, the third sides are
parallel."

But it is to be observed that these
propositions can be proved without
using Book VI. at all; they can be
proved from Book 1., and the triangles
may as well be called "equiangular"
simp~y; It is ~~ue that Book VI. is no more than formally necessary to
EuclId s proposItIOn. He merely uses VI. 6 hecause his enunciation does not
say that the triangles are similar; and he only proves them to be similar in
order to conclude that they are equiangular. From this point of view
Mr Taylor's substitute seems the best, viz.

3· "If tW? triang;les have s~des p~rallel in pairs, the straight lines joining
the correspondmg vertIces meet In a pomt,
or are parallel."

Simson has a theory (unnecessary in
the circumstances) as to the possible
object of VI. 32 as it stands. He points
out that the enunciation of VI. 26 might
be more general so as to cover the case
of similar and similarly situated parallelo
grams with equal angles not coincident
but vertically opposite. It can then be proved that the diagonals drawn
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through the common angular point are in one straight line. If ABCF, CDEG
be similar and similarly situated parallelograms,
so that BCG, DCF are straight lines, and if A F
the diagonals A C,. C!J be drawn, the triangles ~'" \
ABC, CDE are SImIlar and are placed e:-cadl)' ."'" \ c
as described in VI. 32, so that A C, CE are in a BI----''''''\~----..

straight line. Hence Simson suggests that
there may have been, in addition to the in
direct demonstration in n. 26, a direct proof
covering the case just given which may have
used the result of VI. 32. I think however
that the place given to the latter proposition in Book Yr. is against this view.

PROPOSITION 33.

.In equal circles angles have the same -ratio as the circuJJl
ferences on which they stand. 'i.\..'hether the)' statld at the centres
or at the circumferences.

Let ABC, DEF be equal circles, and let the angles BGC,
EHF be angles at their centres G, H, and the angles BAC,
EDF angles at the circumferences;
I say that, as the circumference BC is to the circumference
EF, so is the angle BGC to the angle EHF, and the angle
BAC to the angle EDF.

Bt-=--.;;:./

K M

For let any number of consecuti\"e circumferences CR-,
K L be made equal to the circumference BC,
and any number of consecutive circumferences F3/, J.JL:.V equal
to the circumference EF;
and let GK, GL, HM, HiV be joined.

Then, since the circumferences BC, CK, KL are equal
to one another,
the angles BGC, CGK, KGL are also equal to one another;

[m. 27]

H.& ~ IS
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therefore, whatever multiple the circumference BL is of BC,
that multiple also is the angle BeL of the angle Bee.

F or the same reason also,
whatever multiple the circumference N E is of EF, that
multiple also is the angle JVH E of the angle EHF.

lf then the circumference BL is equal to the circumference
E1Il, the angle BeL is also equal to the angle EHN; [m.27]
if the circumference BL is greater than the circumference
EN, the angle BeL is also greater than the angle EHN;
and, if less, less.

There being then four magnitudes, two circumferences
BC, EE, and two angles BeC, EHE,
there have been taken, of the circumference BC and the angle
BGC equimultiples, namely the circumference BL and the
angle BGL,
and of the circumference EF and the angle EHF equi
multiples, namely the circumference EN and the angle EHN.

And it has been proved that,
if the circumference BL is in excess of the circumference EN,
the angle BGL is also in excess of the angle EHN; .
if equal, equal;
and if less, less.

Therefore, as the circumference BC is to EF, so is the
angle BGC to the angle EHF. [v. Def. 5]

But, as the angle BeC is to the angle EHF, so is the
angle BAC to the angle EDF; for they are doubles respec
tively.

Therefore also, as the circumference BC is to the circum
ference EF, so is the angle BeC to the angle EHF, and
the angle BAC to the angle EDF.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

This proposition as generally given includes a second part relating to sedors
of circles, corresponding to the following words added to the enunciation:
"and further the sectors, as constructed at the centres" (ETL BE Kat 0< TO/Ut'i aT"
[or oh€] 7rPO'i TOt'i KflrrpOt'i <TlJl't(]"'T(f.J1-€VOt). There is of course a corresponding
addition to the "definition" or "particular statement," "and further the sector
CBOC to the sector HEQF." These additions are clearly due to Theon, as
may be gathered from his own statement in his commentary on the J1-a()7]J1-a'TtK~

uUVTa~t. of Ptolemy, "But that sectors in equal circles are to one another as
the angles on which they stand, has been proved by me in my edition of the
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Elements at the end of the sixth book." Campanus omits them, and P has them
only in a later hand in the'margin or between the lines. Theon's proof scarcdy
needs to be given here in full, as it can easily be supplied. From the equality
of the arcs BC,..CK. he infers [m. 29] the equality of the chords BC, CK.
Hence, the radn bemg equal, the triangles GBC, GCK are equal in all
respects [t. 8, 4]. Next, since the arcs BC, CK are equal, so are the arcs
BA C, CAK. Therefore the angles at the circumference subtended by the
latter, i.e. the angles in the segments BOC, CPK, are equal rm. 27], and the
segments are therefore similar [m. Def. I I] and equal Lm~ 24'.

Adding to the equal segments the equal triangles GBC, GCKrespective!y,
we see that

the sectors GBC, GCK are equaL

Thus, in equal circles, sectors standing on equal arcs are equal; and the rest
of the proof proceeds as in Euclid's proposition.

As regards Euclid's proposition itself, it will be noted that (I), besides
quoting the theorem in III. 27 that in equal circles angles which stand on
equal arcs are equal, the proof assumes that the angle standing on a greater
arc is greater and that standing on a less arc is less. This is indeed a suffi
ciently obvious deduction from III. 27.

(2) Any equimultiples whakz:er are taken of the ang~e BGC and the arc
BC, and any equimultiples whatez'er of the angle EHF and the arc BE.
(Accordingly the words "al~r equillluitipies 7chatez'er" should han: been used in
the step immediately preceding the inference that the angles are proportional
to the arcs, where the text merely states that there have been taken of the
circumference BC and the angle BGC equimultipks BL and BGL.I But, if
allY llluitiple of an angle is regarded as being itself ::m angle, it follows that the
restriction in I. Deff. 8, IO, I I, I2 of the term angle to an angle less thall two
right angles is implicitly given up; as De )'Iorgan says, "the angle breaks
prison." ?Ilr Dodgson (Euclid and his _lIiJde1'll Riz'als, p. I 93) argues that
Euclid conceived of the multiple of an angle as so many separate angles not
added together into one, and that, when it is inferred that, where twO such
multiples of an angle are equal, the arcs subtended are also equal, the argu
ment is that the sum total of the first set of angles is equal to tht:: sum total
of the second set, and hence the second set can be broken up and put
together again in such amounts as to make a set equal, each to each, to the
first set, and then the sum total of the arcs will evidently be equal also. If
on the other hand the multiples of the angles are regarded as single angular
magnitudes, the equality of the subtending arcs is not inferrible directly from
Euclid, because Ids proof of III. 26 only applies to cases where the angle is
less than the sum of two right angles. (As a matter of fact, it is a question of
inferring equality of angles or multiples of angles from equality of arcs, and
not the converse, so that the reference should have been to III. 27, but this
does not affect the question at issue.) Of course it is against this view of
Mr Dodgson that Euclid speaks throughout of "the IlJIc:;1e BGL" and" tile
angle EHN" (~ Vr.o BHA yoJt'[a, 1] U7rO E0X yw),·{a). I think the probable
explanation is that here, as in III. 20, 2I, 26 and 27, Euclid deliberately took
no comisance of the case in which the multiples of the angles in question
woull'be greater than two right angles. If his attention had been called to
the fact that III. 20 takes no account of the case where the segment is less
than a semicircle, so that the angle in the segment is obtuse, and therefore the
"angle at the centre" in that case (if the term were still applicable) would be

I8-2
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greater than two right angles, Euclid would no doubt have refused to regard
the latter as an angle, and would have represented it otherwise, e.g. as the
sum of two angles or as what is left when an angle in the true sense is sub
tracted from four right angles. Here then, if Euclid had been asked what
course he would take if the multiples of the angles in question should be
greater than two right angles, he would probably have represented them, I
think, as being equal to so many right angles plus an angle less thall a right
angle, or so malzy tit/us two right angles plus an angle, acute or obtuse. Then
the equality of the arcs would be the equality of the sums of so many circum
ferences, semi-circumferences or quadrants plus arcs less than a semicircle or
a quadrant. Hence I agree with Mr Dodgson that VI. 33 affords no evidence
of a recognition by Euclid of "angles" greater than two right angles.

Theon adds to his theorem about sectors the Porism that, As the sector is
to the sector, so also is the angle to the angle. This corollary was used by
Zenodorus in his tract 7TlPL luop.€TpWV UXIJp.aTwv preserved by Theon in his
commentary on Ptolemy's cnJIITa~i';, unless indeed Theon himself interpolated
the words (ws S' (, TOfufJS 7rp6S T611 Top.Ea, ~ -w6 E®A "(WilLa 7TpaS n]1I v7r6 M®A).



BOOK VII.

DEFINITIONS.

I. An unit is that by \"irtue of \vhich each of the things
that exist is called one.

2. A number is a multitude composed of units.

3. A number is a part of a number, the less of the
greater, when it measures the greater;

4. but parts when it does not measure it.

5- The greater number is a multiple of the less when
it is measured by the less.

6. An even number is that which is di\"isible into two
equal parts.

7. An odd number is that which is not divisible into
two equal parts, or that which differs by an unit from an
even number.

8. An even-times even number is that which is
measured by an even number according to an even number.

9. An even-times odd number is that which is
measured by an even number according to an odd number.

10. An odd-times odd number is that which IS

measured by an odd n~mber according to an odd number.
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I I. A prime number is that which 1S measured by an
unit alone.

12. Numbers prime to one another are those which
are measured by an unit alone as a common measure.

13. A composite number is that which is measured
by some number.

14. Numbers composite to one another are those
which are measured by some number as a common measure.

IS. A number is said to multiply a number when that
which is multiplied is added to itself as many times as there
are units in the other, and thus some number is produced.

16. And, when two numbers having multiplied one
another make some number, the number so produced is
called plane, 'and its sides are the numbers which have
multiplied one another.

17. And, when three numbers having multiplied one
another make some number, the number so produced is
solid, and its sides are the numbers which have multiplied
one another.

18. A square number is equal multiplied by equal, or
a number which is contained by two equal numbers.

19. And a cube is equal multiplied by equal and again
by equal, or a number which is contained by three equal
numbers.

20. Numbers are proportional when the first is the
same multiple, or the same part, or the same parts, of the
second that the third is of the fourth.

2 I. Similar plane and solid numbers are those which
have their sides proportional.

22. A perfect number is that which is equal to its own
parts.
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:Mova, f.CTTtV, Ka8' ~v €KaCT,OV 'TUll' o",wv ~V 'Aiyaal.

Iamblichus (fl. circa 300 A.D.) tells us ICOm7ll. I'll ~\2(,,,,wchl(s, ed. Pistelli,
p. I I, 5) that the Euclidean definition of an unit or a monad was the definition
given by "more recent" "Titers (Ot V€W'T€POLi, and that it lackt:d the words
"even though it be collective" (Kt!I' CTl:CTTIlp.anKov v). He also gives (ibid.
p. I I) a number of other definitions. (I) According to "somt: of the Pytha
goreans," "an unit is the boundary between number and parts" (f101'l:i., £<rTtV

dptBp.oV Kat f10p[WV j1.€()OPLOt·), "because from it. as from a seed and eternal
root, ratios increase reciprocally on either side:' i,e. on on", side we have
multiple ratios continually increasing and on the other (if the unit be sub
divided) submultiple ratios with denominators continualiy increasing. (2) A
somewhat similar definition is that of Thymaridas, an ancient Pythagorean,
who defined a monad as "limiting quantity" (r.€pa[I'Ol'IIU r.OCTO.'1')' the
beginning and the end of a thing being equally an ",xtremity (r.ipo,,'. Perhaps
the words together with their explanation may be~t be expressed by '"limit of
fewness." Theon of Smyrna (p. IS, 6, ed. Hiller) adds the explanation that
the monad is "that which, when the multitude is diminished bv wav of
continued subtraction, is deprived of all number aml takes an abiding position
(pml1)v) and rest." If, after arriving at an unit in this way, we proceed to divide
the unit itself into parts, we straightway ha\'e multitude again. i 3) Some, ac
cording to Iamblichus (p. I I, I6), defined it as the "form of iorms" (cl&;:;1" €180,)
because it potentially comprehends all forms of number, e.g. it is a polygonal
number of any number of sides from three upwards. a solid number in all
forms, and so on. (We are forcibly reminded of the latest theories of number
as a "Gattung" of "Mengen" or as a "class of classes.") (-+ j .\gain an
unit, says Iamblichus, is the first, or smallest, in the category of how mall)'

(r.oa-ov), the common part or beginning of 11l''',-' mall)'. Aristotle defines it as
"the indivisible in the (category of) quantity." 'TO KaTa TO "OCTOv &cuzip€'TOV
(iifetaph. 1089 b 35), r.OCTOV including in Aristotle continuous as well as
discrete quantity; hence it is distinguished from a point by the fact that it
has not position: "Of the indi\'isible in the category of, and '111<1: quantity,
that which is every way (indivisible) and destitute of position is called an
unit, and that which is every way indivisible and has position is a point"
(Metaph. 10r6 b 25). (5) In accordance with the last distinction, .\ristotle
calls the unit "a point without position," CT7"lYP.~ a(j€To, pletaph. r084 b 26).
(6) Lastly, Iamblichus says that the school of Chrysippus defined it in a can·
fused manner (avyK€XUj1.f.vW') as "multitude Oile (r.>..ijOo> €v I," whereas it is
alone contrasted with multitude. On a comparison of these definitions, it
would seem that Euclid intended his to be a more jopular one than those
of his predecessors, c'f}j1.~(r'1" as Nicomachus called Euclid's definition of an
ez'en number.

The etymological signification of the word j1.0I'a., is supposed by Theon of
Smyrna (p. I9, 7-13) to be either (I) that it remains unaltered if it be
multiplied by itself any number of times, or (2) that it is separated and isolated
(j1.€j1.ovWtr8at) from the rest of the multitude of numbers, Nicomachus also
observes (1. 8, 2) that, while any number is half the sum (r) of the adjacent
numbers on each side, (2) of numbers equidistant on each side, the unit is
most solitary (p.ovwTaTTJ) in that it has not a number on each side but only on
one side, and it is half of the latter alone, i.e. of 2.
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'Apt()Ji-0' 8£ 1'0 €K fLova.8wv CrvYK£{p..£vov r.Aij(}o'>.

The definition of a number is again only one out of many that are on
record. Nicomachus (I. 7, r) combines several into one, saying that it is
"a defined multitude (r.A~eO' wptcrJi-f.vov), or a collecti.on of units (p..ovd.Bwv
crU(rrfjp-a), or a flow of quantity made up of units" (r.o<:rOT1')1'O' xvp-a €K p..ovd.'8wv
aUYK£[Ji-WOV). Theon, in words almost identical with those attributed by
Stobaeus (Eclogae, I. r, 8) to Moderatus, a Pythagorean, says (p. 18, 3-5):
"A number is a collection of units, or a progression (r.P01ro'8tcrp-o,) of mul
titude beginning from an unit and a retrogression (&.var.o'8LcrJi-O,) ceasing at an
unit." According to Iamblichus (p. 10) the description" collection of units"
(p.ol.d.8wv <:rvaT1')Ji-a) was applied to the hoUl mallY, i.e. to number, by Thales,
following the Egyptian view (KO,1'd. 1'0 Atyv1TnaKoll &'pf.crKOll), while it was
Eudoxus the Pythagorean who said that a number was" a defined multitude"
(r.Aij()O' wpt<:rp-f.1I01l). Aristotle has a number of definitions which come to the
same thing: "limited multitude" (r.Aij()O<; 1'6 r.£1r€po.crfLf.VOV, Metaph. r020 a
r3), "multitude" (or" combination") "of units" or "multitude of indivi
sibles" (ibid. 1053 a 30, 1039 a 12, r08s b 22), "several oms" (iiva r.A€LW,
Phys. III. 7, 207 b 7), "multitude measurable by one" (Jlfetaph. 1057 a 3)
and "multitude measured and multitude of measures," the "measure" being
unity, 1'0 iiI' (ibid. r088 as).

DEFINITION 3.

Mlpo, €aTLV apLOfL6, &'PL(}Ji-OU a €M.crcrwv 1'OU Ji-€{~ovo<;, 61'o.v Kamp..€1'pfj 1'6V
p..€{~ova.

By a part Euclid means a submultiple, as he does in v. Def. r, with which
definition this one is identical except for the substitution of number (dpL(}p.6,)
for magnitude (p.f.y€eo,); cf. note on v. Def. 1. Nicomachus uses the word
"submultiple" (V1T01rOAAar.Aa<:rw,) also. He defines it in a way corresponding
to his definition of multiple (see note on Def. 5 below) as follows (1. 18, 2):
"The submultiple, which is by nature first in the division of inequality
(called) less, is the number which, when compared with a greater, can
measure it more times than once so as to fill it exactly (r.A'l'JpOUVTW,»." Simi
larly sub-double (Vr.o'8L1TAacrw,) is found in Nicomachus meaning half, and
so on.

DEFINITION 4.

Mlp'l'J 8/., 6mv p.y] Ka1'ap.£1'pfi.

By the expression parts (p.f.p'l'J, the plural of p.f.po,) Euclid denotes what we
~hould c3;l1 a properfraction. That is, a part being a submultiple, the rather
mconv~ment term part~ means any number of such submultiples making up
a fractIOn less than umty. I have not found the word used in this special
~ense elsewhere, e.g. in Nicomachus, Theon of Smyrna or Iamblichus, except
m one place of Theon (p. 79, 26) where it is used of a proper fraction, of
which %is an illustration.
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DEFIXITIO);' 5.
IIoA>"a7r'\eto-LO, oE 6p.€{(wv TOl! EAeto-o-wo" (;"'av Kamp.€TpijTaL V'I:"O TOt- EAao-o-ol-o,.

The de~nition of a mltltiplt' is identical with that in v. Def. 2, except that
!he masculme of the adjectives is used agreeing with &.plBp.O, understood
mstead of the neuter agreeing with p.f.ydjo<; understood. Xicomachus (I. 18,
I) d~fines a multipl~.as b~ing "a species of the greater which is naturally
first III order and ongm, bemg the num ber which. when considered in com·
parison \vith another, contains it in itself completely more than once."

DEFIXITIOXS 6, i.
6. ~ApTto, 6.pLOP.O, Eo-Tn- (;, UXa 6LaLPOl-p.€l'or;.

i· IT€PUTlTO, oE (;, p.~ o,aLpo~p.(l-o. fJ{Xa .::; Lo~ p.ol"lJ.(n 8,a<j>£pwl' 6.PTLO" aplOp.ov.

Nicomachus (I. 7, 2) somewhat amplifies these definitions of t'E'ili and <'dd
numbers thus. "That is iz'm which is capable of being di\'idtd into two
equal parts without an unit falling in the middlt. and that is odd which cannot
be divided into two equal parts because of the aforesaid intervention (P.€o-L'
n{av) of the unit." He adds that this definition is deri\"l.~d .. from the popular
conception" UK Tij, ti'lf-LwOov, J';To,\0v€w,). In contrast to this, he gives II. ;, 3)
the Pythagortan definition, which is, as usual, interesting. " .-\n ,",'m number
is that which admits of being divided, by one and the same operation, into the
greatest and the least (parts), greatest in size (r.'l,\LKOr'lTL"1 hut lea:;t in quantity
(7rOlTOT'1TL) •••while an odd number is that which cannot be so treated, but is
divided into two unequal parts." That is, as Iamblichus says (p. 12, 2-9), an
even number is divided into parts which are the gretZfc'st possible "parts," namely
halves, and into the fewest possible, namely two, two being the first "num
ber" or "collection of units." According to another ancient definition quoted
by Nicomachus (I. 7,4), an even number is that which can be divided both
into two equal parts and into two unequal parts (except the first one, the
number 2, which is only susceptible of division into equals), but, however it
is divided, must have its two parts of the S,ll11e kind, i.e. both even or both
odd; while an odd number is that which can only be divided into two
unequal parts, and those parts always of d(fferolt kinds, i.e. one odd and
one even. Lastly, the definition of odd and even" by means of each other"
says that an odd number is that which differs by an unit from an even
number on both sides of it, and" an e\'en number that which differs by an
unit from an odd number on each side. This alternative definition of an
odd number is the same thing as the second half of Euclid's definition, "the
number which differs bv an unit from an even number." This evidently
pre-Euclidean definition'is condemned by .\ristotle as unscientific, because
odd and even are coordinate, both being diff;'rc;ztiae of number, so that one
should not be defined by means of the other (Topics VI. 4, 142 b 7-10).

DEFI~ITION S.

'ApTLetKL<; J.pnor; apL()p.o, ElTTLV 0 vr.o apT{OlJ &'pL(JP.Ol.· P.ETpOVfJ-G'O' KaTa J.pnov

apL8p.ov.

Euclid's definition of an e,'elI-times iPen number differs from that given by
the later writers, Nicomachus, Theon of Smyrna and Iamblichus; and the
inconvenience of it is shown when we come to IX. 34, where it is proved
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that a certain sort of number is both" even-times even" and "even-times odd."
According to the more precise classification of the three other authorities, the
" even-times even" and the "even-times odd" are mutually exclusive and are
two of three subdivisions into which even numbers fall. Of these three sub
divisions the" even-times even" and the "even-times odd" form the extremes,
and the" odd-times even" is as it were intermediate, showing the character
of both extremes (cf. note on the following definition). The even-times eVeJl is
then the number which has its halves even, the halves of the halves even, and
so on, until unity is reached. In short the e7.leJl-tilJles even number is always
of the form 2". Hence Iamblichus (pp. 20, 21) says Euclid's definition of it
as that which is measured by an even number an even number of times is
erroneous. In support of this he quotes the number 24 which is four times 6,
or six times 4, but yet is not" even-times even" according to Euclid himself
(OvO€ Ka/ aim)v), by which he must apparently mean that 24 is also 8 times 3,
which does not satisfy Euclid's definition. There can however be no doubt that
Euclid meant what he said in his definition as we have it; otherwise IX. 32,
which proves that a number of the form 2" is even-times even only, would be quite
superfluous and a mere repetition of the definition, while, as already stated,
IX. 34 clearly indicates Euclid's view that a number might at the same time
be both even-times even and even-times odd. Hence the fLovw> which some
editor of the commentary of Philoponus on Nicomachus found in some
copies, making the definition say that the even-times even number is only
measured by even numbers an even number of times, is evidently an interpo
lation by some one who wished to reconcile Euclid's definition with the
Pythagorean (cf. Heiberg, ElIklid-studieJl, p. 200). .

A consequential characteristic of the series of even-times even numbers
noted by Nicomachus brings in a curious use of the "'ord ouvap-L> (generally
power in the sense of square, or square root). He says (T. 8, 6-7) that any
part, i.e. any submultiple, of an even-times even number is called by an.even
times even designation, while it also has an even-times even value (it is
apnrl.KL> apnoouvafLov) when expressed as so many actual units. That is, the

Imth part of 2" (where m is less than n) is called after the even-times even
2

number 2m, while its actual 'i'alue (ovvafLL» in units is 2,.-m, which is also an
even-times even number. . Thus all the parts, or submultiples, of even-times
even numbers, as well as the even-times even numbers themselves, are con
nected with one kind of number only, the e'lJell.

DEFINITION 9.

'Apnrl.KL> O€ 7r€PL<T<To> £<Tnv 0 V7rO apr[ov apLBfLov fL€rf'oufL€vo> Kuru 7rlipLaaOv
&.pIOp-ov.

Euclid uses the term evm-times odd (apna.KL> 7r€pMTao<;), whereas Nicomachus
and the others make it one word, eVell-odd (a.pnor.€pLTTO». According to the
stricter definition given by the latter (r. 9, I), the evell-odd number is related to
the e7.'cn-times el'en as t1;le other extreme. It is such a number as, when once
halved, leaves as quotient an odd number; that is, it is of the form z(27Jl + I).
Nicomachus sets the even-odd numbers out as follows,

6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30, etc.
In this case, as Nicomachus observes, any part, or submultiple, is called by a
name nut corresponding in kind to its actual value (OVVUfLL» in units. Thus,
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in the case of 18, the,} part is called after the even number 2, but its mille' is
the o~d number 9, and thy ·lrd part is called after the odd number 3, while its
value IS the even number 6, and so on.

The third class of even numbers according to the strict subdivision is the
odd-even (r.EpLaaapTw,l. Numbers are of this class when they can be halved
twice or more times successively, but the quotient left when they can no
longer be halved is an odd number and not unity. They are therefore of
the ~orm Z//+l(21JZ + I), where 11, III are integers. They ar~, so to say, inter
medIate between, or a mixture of, the extreme classes c,'en-tim,'s e1'l:1l and ,'7.,m
odd, ~or the following reasons. ( I) Their subdivision by 2 proceeds for some
way lIke that of the even-times even, but ends in the wav tb.t the di\ision of
the even-odd by 2 ends. (2) The' numbers after whi~h submultiples are
called and their z'altte (OVVCLfU') in units may be buth oi one kind, i.e. both odd
or both even (as in the case of the t\'en-times even), or again may be one odd
and one even as in the case of the even-odd. For example :q is an odd-even
number; the i th, 1\ th, ff th or -fr parts of it are even, but the ~ rd part of it,
or 8, is even, and the ~,th part of it, or 3, is odd. (3 i ?\'icomachus shows
(I. 10, 6-9) how to form all the numbers of the odd-eyen class. Set out two
lines (a) of odd numbers beginning with 3, {b) of even-times even numbers
beginning with 4, thus:

(a) 3,5, 7, 9, II, 13, IS etc.
(b) 4, S, 16,32,64, I:?S, 256 etc.

Now multiply each of the first numbers into each of the second row. Let
the products of one of the first into all the second sd make horizontal rows;
we then get the rows

12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384, 768 etc.
20,40, 80, 160, 320, 6.1-0, 1280 etc.

28, 56, II 2, 224, 448, 896, 1792 etc.

36, 72 , 144, 288, 576, 1152, 230-1- etc.
and so on.

Now, says Nicomachus, you will be surprised to see l<!>av.J<T£Ta[ (TO! f)CLL'p.aa
TW,) that (a) the vertical rows have the property of the Ci'eJl-0.id st;;ries, 6, 10,

14, 18, 22 etc., viz. that, if an odd number of successive numbers be taken,
the middle number is half the sum of the extremes, and if an even number,
the two middle numbers together are equal to the sum of the extremes,
(b) the horizontal rows have the property of the ei'en-times t!Z'{;1l series 4, 8, 16
etc" viz. that the product of the extremes of any number of successive terms
is equal, if their number be odd, to the square of the middle term, or, if their
number be even, to the product of the two middle terms.

Let us now return to Euclid. His 9th definition states that an ,..:en-fiil1t!s
odd number is a number which, when divided by an even number, gives an
odd number as quotient. Following this definition in our text comeS a loth
definition which defines an odd-times e'i'ell number: this is stated to be a
number which, when divided by an odd number, gives an even number as
quotient, According to these definitions any e'i'eJt-timt!s olld number would
also be odd-times ({WI, and, from the fact that Iamblichus notes this, we may
fairly conclude that he found Def. 10 as well as Der. 9 in the text of Euclid
which he used, But, if both definitions are genuine, the enunciations of IX. 33
and IX. 34 as we have them present difficulties. IX. 33 says that" If a num
ber have its half odd, it is even-times odd Ollly -'; but, 011 the assumption that
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both definitions are genuine, this would not be true, for the number would be
odd-times even as well. IX. 34 says that" If a number neither be one of those
which are continually doubled from 2, nor have its half odd, it is both even
times even and even-times odd." The term odd-tz'mes even (7r€pUT<rc1.KL<; apTLo<;)
not occurring in these propositions, nor anywhere else after the definition, that
definition becomes superfluous. Iamblichus however (p. 24, 7-14) quotes
these enunciations differently. In the first he has instead of "even-times odd
only" the words "both even-times odd and odd-times even" ; and, in the second,
for" both even-times even and even-times odd" he has "is both even-times
even and at the same time even-times odd and odd-times even." In both
cases therefore "odd-times even" is added to the enunciation as Iamblichus
had it; the words cannot have been added by Iamblichus himself because
he himself does not use the term odd-times even, but the one word odd-even
(r.€pl{r<JapTLo,). In order to get over the difficulties involved by Def. 10 and
these differences of reading we have practically to choose between (I) accept
ing lamblichus' reading in all three places and (2) adhering to the reading of
our MSS. in IX. 33, 34 and rejecting Def. 10 altogether as an interpolation.
Now the readings of our text of IX. 33, 34 are those of the Vatican MS.

and the Theonine MSS. as well; hence they must go back to a time before
Theon, and must therefore be almost as old as those of Iamblichus.
Heiberg considers it improbable that Euclid would wish to maintain a point
less distinction between ez'en-times Ot{d and odd-times even, and on the whole
concludes that Def. 10 was first interpolated by some ignorant person who
did not notice the difference between the Euclidean and Pythagorean classi
fication, but merely noticed the absence of a definition of odd-H1lles even
and fabricated one as a companion to the other. When this was done, it
would be easy to see that the statement in IX. 33 that the number referred
to is "even-times odd only" was not strictly true, and that the addition of
the words "and odd-times even" was necessary in IX. 33 and IX. 34 as
well.

DEFINITION ro.

PEpt<J(1'a~L' ~E 7r€~L<J<JO<; aptB/Lo, laTty 6 vr.o r.EpL<J<JOV dptB/LoV /LETPOV/LEVO,
KaTa r.€pt<J<JOV apLB/Lov.

The odd-times odd number is not defined as such by Nicomachus and
Iamblichus; for them these numbers would apparently belong to the com
posite subdivision of odd numbers. Theon of Smyrna on the other hand
says (p. 23, 2I) that odd-times odd was one of the names applied to prime
numbers (excluding 2), for these have two odd factors, namely I and the
number itself. This is certainly a curious use of the term.

DEFINITION II.

IIpwTO<; apLB/Lo<; €<TTLV 6 fLOVaSt p.OVYJ /LETPOV/L€Vo,.

A prime number (r.pOiTo<; tipLB/Lo,) is called by Nicomachus, Theon, and
Iamblichus a "prime and incomposite (tia-UvBeT'o<;) number." Theon (p. 23,9)
defines it practically as Euclid does, viz. as a number "measured by no number,
but by an unit only." Aristotle too says that a prime number is not measured by
any number (Anal. post. II. 13,96 a 36), an unit not being a number (Metapa.
10.88 a 6), but only the beginning of number (Theon of Smyrna says the same
thmg, p. 24,23). According to Nicomachus (I. 11,2) the prime number is a
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subdivision, not of numbers, but of odd numbers; it is "an odd number
which admits of no other part except that which is called after its own name
(r.upwvvfl:0v ~uVT<ii)·" The prime numbers are 3, 5, 7 etc" and there is no
submultIple of 3 except jrd, no submultiple of I T except Atb, and so on. In
all these cases the only submultiple is an unit. According to Nicomachus 3
is the fir~t prime number, whereas Aristotle (ToPics \"Ill. 2, T57 a 39) regards
2 as ~ pnme number: "as the dyad is the only even number which is prime,"
shO\v:ng that this divergence from the Pythagorean doctrine was earlier than
EuclId. The number 2 also satisfies Euclid's definition of a prime numLer.
Iamblichus (p. 30, 27 sqq.) makes this the ground of another attack upon Euclid.
His argument (the text of which, however, leaves much to be desired) appears
to be that 2 is the OJl~Y even number which has no other part except an
unit, while the subdivisions of the even, as previously explained by him (the
ez-m-times evm, the evell-odd, and odd-ez'I!Jl), all exclude primen<.:ss, and he has
previously explained that 2 is potmtially e-en-odd, being obtained by
multiplying by 2 the potmtial/;- odd, i.e. the unit: hence 2 is regarded by him
as bound up \\-ith the subdivisions of even, which exclude primeness. Theon
seems to hold the same view as regards 2, but supports it by an apparent
circle. A prime number, he says (p. 23, q.-23), is also culled l,,id·timt'.' <hid:
therefore only odd numbers are prime and incomposik. Even numbers are
not measured by the unit alone, except 2, which therefore \p. 2-l-, 7) is odd·/il.-c'
(r.(Pt(TUOELO~c;) without being prime.

A variety of other names were applied to prime numbers_ We have
already noted the curious designation of them as (),M-tim"s /ldd. .\ccording to
Iamblichus (p. 27, 3-5) some called them eutapl/eiric (d:(jV/-HTpLKOC;), and
Thymaridas rectilinear (dl)vypupp.W)<;), the ground being that th.::y can only be
set out in one dimension with no breadth (ar.AuTl/<; rap E~' Tfi EKbiuE< J</>' ~~,

p.ol'ov 8tt(TTap.EVO<;). The same aspect of a prime number is also expressed by
Aristotle, who (.J.lfetapll. 10ZO b 3) contrasts the composite number with that
which is only in one dimension (p.ot"o~· E</>' ~v wv/. Theon of Smyrna ,po 23, 12)
gives ypUP.P.tKOC; (linear) as the alternative name instead of d:BL~/PUJLP.tKO<;. In
either case, to make the word a proper description of a prim.:: number we have
to understand the word Oll/;-; a prime number is that which is line,zr, or
rectilinear, Oll£l'. For Nicomachus, who uses the form lil/ear, expressly says
(II. 13, 6) that all numbers are so, i.e. all can be represent<.:d as linear by dots
to the required amount placed in a line.

A prime number was called prime or first, according to Xicomachus
(I. 11, 3), because it can only be arrived at by putting togeth<::r a certain
number of units, and the unit is the beginning of number (cf. Aristotle's
second sense of r.pWTO<; "as not being composed of !lumbers," we; P.l/ U'Lj'KELcrBut
E~ aptep.wv, Anal. Post. II. 13, 96 a 37), and also, according to Iamblichus,
because there is no number before it, being a collection of units (p.ul'<iowv
U'VcrTTJJLU), of which it is a multiple, and it appears first as a basis for other
numbers to be multiples of.

DEFINITION I:!.

IIpw-rot 7l"pOC; d.AA~t..OV<; dptBp.o£ (L(Ttl' 01 p.ovaOt P.0Vf.l P.(TPOV!-'-EVOt KOtVet' P.ETp<f.

By way of further emphasising the distinction betw.::en "prime" and
"prime to one another," Theon of Smyrna (p. 23, 6-8) calls the former
"prime absolutely" (6.r.;\<O<;), and the latter "prime to one another and 7101
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absolutely" or "not ill themselves" (ou Ka(/ aUTou,». The latter (p. 24, 8-10)
are" measured by the unit [sc. only] as common measure, even though, taken
by themselves (ui'> r.pos EavT01~'», they be measured by some other numbers."
From Theon's illustrations it is clear that with him as with Euclid
a number prime to another may be even as well as odd. In Nicomachus
(I. I I, I) and Iamblichus (p. 26, 19), on the other hand, the number which is
"in itself secondary (OEU'EpO'» and composite (cnJV()ETO'», but in relation to
another prime and incomposite," is a subdivision of odd. I shall call more
particular attention to this difference of classification when we have reached
the definitions of "composite" and "composite to one another"; for the
present it is to be noted that Nicomachus (I. 13, I) defines a number prime to
another after the same manner as the absolutely prime; it is a number which
"is measured not only by the unit as the common measure but also by some
other measure, and for this reason can also admit of a part or parts called by
a different name besides that called by the same name (as itself), but, when
examined in comparison with another number of similar character, is found
not to be capable of being measured by a common measure in relation to the
other, nor to have the same part, called by the same name as (any of) those
simply (&r.A,o,» contained in the other; e.g. 9 in relation to 25, for each of
these is in itself secondary and composite, but, in comparison with one
another, they have an unit alone as a common measure and no part is called
by the same name in both, but the third in one is not in the other, nor is the
flftlt in the other found in the first."

DEFINITION 13.

:SUVt1E'O'> ap,Bp.o,> €O"TtV (, apLt1p.(;j TtJlL P.E.pOVP.EJlo,>.

Euclid's definition of composite is again the same as Theon's definition
of numbers "composite in relation to themselves," which (p. 24, 16) are
"numbers measured by any less number," the unit being, as usual, not
regarded as a number. Theon proceeds to say that" of composite numbers
they call those which are contained by two numbers plane, as being
investigated in two dimensions ant;1, as it were, contained by a length and a
breadth, while (they call) those (which are contained) by three (numbers)
solid, as having the third dimension added to them." To a similar effect is
the remark of Aristotle (Metaph. 1020 b 3) that certain numbers are
"composite and are not only in one dimension but such as the plane and the
solid (figure) are representations of (p.{p.'1p.a), these numbers being so many
times so many (r.OO"ci.KL'> 7roO"o{), or so many times so many times so many
(7l'OO"QKL'> 7rDO"QKL'> r.00"0{) respectively." These subdivisions of composite
numbers are, of course, the subject of Euclid's definitions 17, 18 respectively.
Euclid's composite numbers may be either even or odd, like those of Theon,
who gives 6 as an instance, 6 being measured by both 2 and 3.

DEFINITION 14.

:sW8E'OL OE 7l'po,> aAA1fAOV'> apLt1p.oL dO"Lv oi a.pLt1p.0 TLJlL P.ETPOVP.EJlOL KOLllC(J
fLl.·PC(J·

Theon (p. 24, 18), like Euclid, defines numbers composite to one another as
"those which are measured by any common measure whatever" (excluding
unity, as usual). Theon instances 8 and 6, ..".ith 2 as common measure and
6 and 9, with 3 as common measure. '
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As hinted above, there is a great difference between Euclid's classification
of prime and composite numbers, and of numbers prime and compositt
to one another, and the classification found in Nicomachus (I, II-13) and
Iamblichus. According to the latter, all these kinds of numbers are sub
divisions of the class of odd numbers only. As the class of n'm numbers is
divided into three kinds, (I) the even-times even, (2) the even-odd, which
form the extremes, and (3) the odd-even, which is, as it were, intermediate to
the other two, so the class of odd numbers is divided into three, of which the
third is again a mean between two extremes. The three are:

(1) the prime alld iJlcomposite, which is like Euclid's prime' number except
that it excludes 2 ;

(2) the secondary aJld composite, which is "odd because it is a distinct
part of one and the same genus (SLa TO (~ EI'O~ KaL TOD ai'Tov /'£I'OV5 OLaK£Kpiu(Jal/
but has in it nothing of the nature of a first principle (apxoni)£~): for it arises
from adding some other number (to itself), so that, besides having a part
called by the same name as itself, it possesses a part or parts called by another
name." Nicomachus cites 9, IS, 21,25, 27,33,35,39, It is made clear that

, not only must the factors be both odd, but they must all be prime numbers.
This is obviously a very inconvenient restriction at" the use oi the word
composite, a word of general signification.

(3) is that which is "seclmJ!U)' !llld C<llllpU;'it,' ill its<'if bu! /'rtille alld
illcomposite to alia/Iter." The actual words in which this is defined have been
given above in the note on Def. I2. Here again all the factors must bt odd
and prime.

Besides the inconvenience of restricting the term (oll/p,'si!,; to odd numbers
which are composite, there is in this classification the further serious defect,
pointed out by Nesselmann (.Die Al.:;,;bra der Griecll<'ll, 18-1-2, p. 194), that
subdivisions (2) and (3) o~'erlap, subdivision (2) including the whole of
subdivision (3). The origin of this confusion is no doubt to be found in
Nicomachus' perverse anxiety to be symmetrical; by hook or by crook he
must divide odd numbers into three kinds as he had divided the {'i'nl.

Iamblichus (p. 28, 13) carries his desire to be logical so far as to point out
why there cannot be a fourth kind ot" number contrary in character to (3/,
namely a number which should be "prime and incomposite in itsdf, but
secondary and composite to another " ~

DEFIJ:;;ITIOX r;.

"ApL8/l-or; dpd}p.ov To"oAAa7TAuo-tatE'u/ Ai/ETa" oral', QaUL Eia-LV b· U{'TtP J.f.1.JVUOfS,
TOUalJTaKt~ UVI'TdJii 0 1rOAAar.Auuw(OP.EI'OC;, KaL yb"'lTu[ ,t~.

This is the well known primary definition of multiplication as an
abbreviation of addition.

DEFli\ITIOX r6.

"'OTav aE: auo apt8p.oi. 7l"oAAa1r,\uut(fuaV'T£" ti>J..l1Aovc; r.OlW<:r[ TtI'a, /; Y£l'ofl£I'o,
Er.[1I'(OOS KaA£tTat, 7l"Awpal OE: am-olJ 01: r.o,\'\.(lr.AUUUIU(ll'T£' dA.A~Aov5 rJ.pt8p.o£.

The words plalle and solid applied to numbers are of co~rse adapted from
their use with reference to geometrical figures. A number IS therefore called
lillear (ypaflp.tKoc;) when it is regarded as in one dimension, as being a /WJ;;71t
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(p:TjKO<;). \Vben it takes another dimension in addition, namely breadth
(1rAa:ro,) , it is in two dimensions and becorr:es plane (l:rr{7T€Oo'O). The
distinction between a plane and a plane lllill/ber IS marked by the use of the
neuter in the former case, and the masculine, agreeing with dpdJp.o" in the
latter case. So with a square and a square number, and so on. The most
obvious form of a plane number is clearly that corresponding to a rectangle in
geometry; the number is the product of two linear numbers regarded as sides
(1rAWpa{) forming the length and breadth respectively. Such a number is, as
Aristotle says, "so many times so many," and a plane is its counterpart
(p.{p:fJp.a). So Plato, in the Tlzeaetetus (147 E-I48 B), says: "We divided all
numbers into two kinds, (1) that which can be expressed as equal multiplied
by equal (rov olJJ.ap.€vov LO'OV L<TaKt'O y{YVtEO'(JUt), and which, likening its form to
the square, we called square and equilateral; (2) that which is intermediate,
and includes 3 and 5 and every number which cannot be expressed as equal
multiplied by equal, but is either less times more or more times less, being
always contained by a greater and a less side, which number we likened to
the oblong figure (Ti'POJ1~K€L ax-rip.un) and called an oblong number.... Such
lines therefore as square the equilateral aJzd plane number [i.e. which can
form a plane number with equal sides, or a square] we defined as length
(p:qKO'); but such as square the oblong (here ~r€pop.rjK'lJ') [i.e. the square of
which is equal to the oblong] we called roots (3vvap.€L'O) as not being com
mensurable with the others in length, but only in the plane areas (£7Tt1rE3m,),
to which the squares on them are equal (& 3VVUVTUL)." This passage seems
to make it clear that Plato would have represented numbers as Euclid does,
by straight lines proportional in length to the numbers they represent (so far
as practicable); for, since 3 and 5 are with Plato oblong numbers, and lines
with him represent the sides of oblong numbers (since a line represents the
" root," the square on which is equal to the oblong), it follows that the unit
representing the smaller side must have been represented as a line, and 3, the
larger side, as a line of three times the length. But there is another possible way
of representing numbers, not by lines of a certain length, but by points disposed
in various ways, in straight lines or otherwise. Iamblichus tells us (p. 56,27)
that "in old days they represent~d the quantuplicities of number in a more
natural way (ep1J<TLKWUpOV) by splitting them up into units, and not, as in our
day, by symbols" (rrvp.{3oALKr;;'O/. Aristotle too (Metaph. 1°92 b 10) mentions
one Eurytus as having settled what number belonged to what, such a number
to a man, such a number to a horse, and so on, "copying their shapes"
(reading rO{7wv, with Zeller) "with pebbles (ruZ, 1frrlepOL<;), just as those do who
arrallge ?lumbers in the forms of triangles or squares." \Ye accordingly find
numbers represented in Nicomachus and Theon of Smyrna by a number of
a's ranged like points according to geometrical figures. According to this
system, any number could be represented by points in a straight line, in which
case, says Iamblichus (p. 56, 26), we shall call it rectilinear because it is
without breadth and only advances in length (dTi'Aa.rws (rrl P.OVOV TO P.ijKO'
7TPO€LO'LV). The prime number was called by Thymaridas rectilinear par
excellence, because it was without breadth and in one dimension only «(</>' ~
p.ovov 3uCTTap.tEVO,). By this must be meant the impossibility of representing,
say, 3 as a plane number, in Plato's sense, i.e. as a product of two numbers
corresponding to a rectangle in geometry; and this view would appear to rest
simply upon the representation of a number by points, as distinct from lines.
Three dots in a straight line would have no breadth; and if breadth were
introduced in the sense of producing a rectangle, i.e. by placing the same
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number of dots in a second line below the first line, the first plane number
would be 4, and 3 would not be a plane number at all, as Plato says it is. It
seems therefore to have been the alternative representation of a number by
points, and not lines, which gave rise to the different view of a plane number
which we find in Nicomachus and the rest. By means of separate points we
can represe~t numbers in geometrical forms other than rectangles and squares.
One dot wlth two others symmetrically arranged below it shows a triallgle,
which is a figure ziz two dimensions as much as a rectangle or parallelogram is.
Similarly we can arrange certain numbers in the form of regular pentag<7m or
other polygons. According therefore to this mode of representation, 3 is the
first platze number, being a triangular number. The method of formation of
triangular, square, pentagonal and other polygonal numbers is minutely
described in Nicomachus (n. 8-r I), who distinguishes the separate series of
gnomons belonging to each, i.e. gives the law determining the number which
has to be added to a polygonal number with II in a side, in order to make it
into a number of the same form but with n + 1 in a side (the addend being of
course the gnomon). Thus the gnomonic series for triangular numbers is
1, 2, 3, 4, 5... ; that for squares r, 3, 5, 7... ; that for pentagonal numbers
r, 4, 7, ro ..., and so on. The subject need not detain us longer here, as we
are at present only concerned with the different views of what constitutes a
plane number.

Of plane numbers in the Platonic and Euclidean sense we have seen that
Plato recognises f'dJO kinds, the square and the oblong (..pOP.~KTJ> or ET£POP..qK1j<;).
Here again Euclid's successors, at all events, subdivided the class more
elaborately. Nicomachus, Theon of Smyrna, and Iamblichus divide plane
numbers with unequal sides into (I) ET£POP.~KW;;, the nearest thing to squares,
viz. numbers in which the greater side exceeds the less side by 1 only, or
numbers of the form II (n + r), e.g. r. 2, 2.3, 3.4, etc. (according to Nico
machus), and (2) 1rPOP.~K£L<;, or those whose sides differ by 2 or more, i.e. are of
the form n (n + m), where m is not less than 2 (Xicomachus illustrates by 2.4,
3.6, etc.). Theon ofSmyma (p. 30, 8-14) makes 1rPOP.1}K£L<; include ET£POP.7jK£L'>,
saying that their sides may differ by I or more; he also speaks ofparallel,'gram
numbers as those which have one side different from the other bv 2 or more;
I do not find this latter term in Nicomacnus or Iamblichus, a~d indeed it
seems superfluous, as parallelogram is here only another name for oblong.
Iamblichus (p. 74, 23 sqq.), always critical of Euclid, attacks him again here
for confusing the subject by supposing that the €T£POP.~K7)<; number is the pro
duct of any two different numbers multiplied together, and by not distinguishing
the oblong (1rPOP.~KYJ<;) from it: "for his definition declares the same number
to be square and also €T£POP.~KYJ<;, as for example 36, r6 and many others:
which would be equivalent to the odd number being the same thing as the
even." No importance need be attached to this exaggerated statement; it is
in any case merely a matter of words, and it is curious that Euclid does not in
fact use the word ET£POP.~K1J<; of numbers at all, but only of geometrical oblong
figures as opposed to squares, so that Iamblichus can apparently only have
inferred that he used it in an unorthodox manner from the geometrical use of
the term in the definitions of Book I. and from the fact that he does not give
the two subdivisions of plane numbers which are not square, but seems only
to divide plane numbers into square and not-square. The argument that
ET£POP..qK£L<; numbers are a natural, and therefore essential, subdivision
Iamblichus appears to found on the method of s~ccessive additi~n by wh~ch
they can be evolved; as square numbers are obtamed by successively addmg

H. E. II. 19
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odd numbers as gnomons, so ETEpOp:1KEt' are obtained by adding even numbers
as gnomons. Thus 1. z = z, z. 3 = z + 4, 3· 4 = z + 4 + 6, and so on.

DEFINITION 17.

"OTav BE Tpii, 6.pLBp.o2 r.oAAar.AaO"taO"uVTE' 6.AAlJAoV' r.OU;;O"[ Twa, b yevofL£VO<;
(TTEPE~ £O"TtV, r.AEvpaL BE aVTov Ot r.oAAur.AaO"taO"aJlTE, dAA0AOV' dpt8fLO[.

'What has been said of the two apparently different ways of regarding a
plam number seems to apply equally, mutatis mlttatzdzs, to the definitions of a
solid number. Aristotle regards it as a number which is so many times so
many times so many (r.oO"aKt' r.oO"aKt<; r.oO"ov). Plato finishes the passage about
lines which represent the sides of square numbers and lines which are roots
(ovvafLEL,), i.e. the squares on which are equal to the rectangle representing a
number which is oblong and not square, by adding the words, "And another
similar property belongs to solids" (KaL r.EpL TO. O"TEpEo. QAAo TOtOVTOV). That is,
apparently, there would be a corresponding term to root (BvvafLL,)-practically
representing a surd-to denote the side of a cube equal to a parallelepiped
representing a solid number which is the product of three factors but
not a cube. Such is a solid number when numbers are represented by
straight lines: it corresponds in general to a parallelepiped and, when all
the factors are equal, to a cube.

But again, if numbers be represented by points, we may have solid numbers
(i.e. numbers in three dimensions) in the form of pyramids as well. The first
number of this kind is 4, since we may have three points forming an
equilateral triangle in one plane and a fourth point placed in another plane.
The length of the sides can be increased by 1 successively; and we can have
a series of pyramidal numbers, with triangles, squares or polygons as bases,
made up of layers of triangles, squares or similar polygons respectively, each
of which layers has one less in the side than the layer below it, until the top
of the pyramid is reached, which of course is one point representing unity.
Nicomachus (II. 13-16), Theon of Smyrna (p. 41-2), and Iamblichus
(p. 95, IS sqq.), all give the different kinds of pyramidal solid numbers in
addition to the other kinds.

These three writers make the following further distinctions between solid
numbers which are the product of three factors.

1. First there is the equal by equal by equal (lO"aKL<; 10"aKL, (0"0,), which is,
of course, the cube.

z. The other extreme is the unequal by unequal by unequal (uvtO"aKt<;
UVtO"aKL, QvtO"o,j, or that in which all the dimensions are different, e.g. the
product of 2, 3, 4 or 2, 4, 8 or 3, 5, 12. These were, according to Nicomachus
(II. 16), called scalene, while some called them O"<PYJV{O"KOL ('wedge-shaped), others
U<PYJK{UKOL (from u<p0~, a wasp), and others f3WfL{UKOL (altar-shaped). Theon
appears to use the last term only, while Iamblichus of course gives all three
names.

3· Intermediate to these, as it were, come the numbers "whose planes
form ETEPOfL-rlKEL, numbers" (i.e. numbers of the form n(n + 1)). These, says
Nicomachus, are calledparallelepipedal.

Lastly come two classes of such numbers each of which has two equal
dimensions but not more.
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4· If the third dimension is less than the others, the number is equal b)'
equal by less (l(J'a.KL~ r(J'o~ el\aTTova.KL~) and is called a Pltilth (r.Atv(j[<;;), e.g.
S. 8.3.

5· If the third dimension is greater than the others, the number is equal
by equal by greater (luaKl~ ruo~ fwtonl.KL» and is called a beam (&K{~), e.g.
3,3·7, Another name for this latter kind of number (according to
Iamblichus) was (J'TIJA£~ (diminutive of urrjJo..:q).

. ~stly, in connexion with p)Tamidal numbers, Nicomachus (II. 14, 5) dis
tmgUlshes numbers corresponding to frusta of pyramids. These are truncated
(KOAOVpOL), twice-truncated (OLKOAOVpot), thrice-trul/cated (TpLKOAOVpOl) pyramids,
and so on, the term being used mostly in theoretic treatises (eL' uv/tpap.p.au(
p.G.Al(J''l'a 'l'o'i~ (hWp7Jp.a'l'lKo'i~). The tnmmted pyramid was formed by cutting
off the point forming the vertex. The twice-trulicated was that which lacked
the vertex and the next plane, and so on. Theon of Smyrna (p. 42, .~J only
mentions the truncated pyramid as "that with its vertex cut off " (~ 'l'17L'
KOPVq,~V o.7!'OTETp.r;p.€VTj), saying that some also called it a trapezium, after the
similitude of a plane trapezium formed by cutting the top off a triangle
by a straight line parallel to the base.

DEFINITION 18.

T ' , (j ,., <",. lJf '" ['J
E'l'paywvo~ apL p.o~ E(J'TLV 0 l(J'UKL~ lUO~'1 0

EX°P.£VO~.

A particular kind of square distinguished by Nicomachus and the rest was
the square number which ended (in the decimal notation) with the same
number as its side, e.g. 1, 25, 36, which are the squares of I, 5 and 6, These
square numbers were called C)'dic (KVKALKO[) on the analogy of circles in
geometry which return again to the point from which they started.

DEFINITION 19.

K '/3 ~,t:",. '" ", 'Jl ['] ~ , ... 1I "n'" ,v o~ OE 0 ((J'UKL~ L(J'O~ LUUKL~ 'Yf 0 VnO 'l'plWIl W'WV aplup.wv "EplEX0P.O·O~.

Similarly cube numbers which ended with the same number as their sides,
and the squares of those sides also, were called spherical (Uq,UlPlKOl) or rc'currellt
(d:rrOKU'l'aU'l'UTlKot). One might have expected that the term sl'htTica! would be
applicable also to the cubes of numbers which ended with the same digit as the
side but not necessarily with the same digit as the square of the side also.
E.g. the cube of 4, i.e. 64, ends with the same digit as -b but not with the
same digit as 16. But apparently 6-!- was not called a spherical numb.::r, the
only instances given by Nicomachus and the rest being those cubed from
numbers ending with 5 or 6, which end with the same digit if squared. A
sphenca! number is in fact derived from a cirmlar number only, and that by
adding another equal dimension. Obviously, as Nesselmann says, the names
cyclic and spherical applied to numbers appeal to an entirely different principle
from that on which the figured numbers so far dealt with were formed.

19-2
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DEFINITION 20.

[VII. DEF. 20

'Apt8p.ol avwwyov (((nv, 6'TaV 0 1rpWTOS TOU OEVTEpOlJ Kal 0 Tp{TOS TOU TmfpTOU

i(J"(tKtS Ii 1roAAa1rAarrws ~ TO aVTO P.EpOS ~ TO. aVTo' P.EpTJ iJ)rrtv.

Euclid does not give in this Book any definition of ratio, doubtless because
it could only be the same as that given at the beginning of Book V., with
numbers substituted for" homogeneous magnitudes" and" in respect of size"
(1nJA(KOT1rra) omitted or altered. We do not find that Nicomachus and the
rest give any substantially different definition of a ratio between numbers.
Theon of Smyrna says, in fact (p. 73, 16), that "ratio in the sense of
proportion ("-6yos 0 KaT' avaAoyov) is a sort of relation of two homogeneous
terms to one another, as for example, double, triple." Similarly Nicomachus
says (II. 2 I, 3) that" a ratio is a relation of two terms to one another," the word
for" relation" being in both cases the same as Euclid's (rrXErrts). Theon of
Smyrna goes on to classify ratios as greater, less, or equal, i.e. as ratios of greater
inequality, less inequality, or equality, and then to specify certain arithmetical
ratios which had special names, for which he quotes the authority of Adrastus.
The names were 1roAAa1rAarrws, E1rtP.OpW>, E1rtP.f.pr]>, 1roAAa1rAarrtf.1rtp.opw>,
1rOAAa1rAauu1rtp.f.PrJ> (the first of which is, of course, a multiple, while the rest
are the equivalent of certain types of improper fractions as we should call
them), and the reciprocals of each of these described by prefixing fJ1r6 or sub.
After describing these particular classes of arithmetical ratios, Theon goes on
to say that numbers still have ratios to one another even if they are different
from all those previously described. We need not therefore concern ourselves
with the various types; it is sufficient to observe that any ratio between
numbers can be expressed in the manner indicated in Euclid's definition of
arithmetical proportion, for the greater is, in relation to the less, either one or
a combination of more than one of the three things, (I) a multiple, (2) a
submultiple, (3) a proper fraction.

It is when we come to the definition of proportion that we begin to find
differences between Euclid, Nicomachus, Theon and Iamblichus. "Proportion,"
says Theon (p. 82, 6), "is similarity or sameness of more ratios than one,"
which is of course unobjectionable if it is previously understood what a ratio
is; but confusion was brought in by those (like Thrasyllus) who said that
there were three proportions (d~'aAoy[at), the arithmetic, geometric, and
harmonic, where of course the reference is to arithmetic, geometric and
harmonic means (p.f.rr6TTJTf.s). Hence it was necessary to explain, as Adrastus
did (Theon, p. 106, IS), that of the several means "the geometric was called
both proportion par excellence and primary... though the other means were
also commonly called proportions by some writers." Accordingly we have
Nicomachus trying to extend the term "proportion" to cover the various
means as well as a proportion in three or four terms in the ordinary sense. He
says (n. 21, 2): "Proportion, par excellence (KUp{WS), is the bringing together
(rr~A~'YJift» to the same (point) of two or more ratios; or, more generally, (the
brmgmg together) of two or more relations (ax[Uf.wv), even though they be
subjec~ed not to the same ratio but to a difference or some other (law)."
Iambhchus keeps the senses of the word more distinct. He says, like Theon,
that"pr.oportion is similarity or sameness of several ratios" (p. 98, 14), and
t~a~ "It IS to be premis~d that it was the geometrical (proportion) which the
anCIents called proportIOn par excellence, though it is now common to apply
the name generally to all the remaining means as well" (p. IOO, IS), Pappus
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remarks (III. p. 70, I7), "A mean differs from a proportion in this respect that if
anything is a proportion, it is also a mean, but not conversely. For there ~re
three means, of which one is arithmetic, one geometric and one harmonic."
The last r~mark implies plainly enough that there is only one proportirm
(dvaAoy[a) In the proper sense. So, too, says Iamblichus in another place
(p. 104, 19): "the second, the geometric, mean has been called proportion
par ex.tellmce because the terms contain the same ratio, being separated
accordmg to the same proportion (aJ'n Till' ahov Mfol' 8t€a-TWTE~)." The
natural conclusion is that of ~esselmann, that originally the geometric
proportion was called avaAoy[a, the others, the arithmetic, the harmonic, etc.,
means; but later usage had obliterated the distinction.

Of proportions in the ancient and Euclidean sense Theon (p. 82, 10)
distinguished the contilluous (<T1!V€X'1S') and the separated (o'1JP7J/l-b·Yj), using the
same terms as Aristotle (Eth. Nic. 1131 a 32). The meaning is of course
clear: in the cOJltinuoZls proportion the consequent of one ratio is the ante
cedent of the next; in the separated proportion this is not so. Nicomachus
(II. 2I, 5-6) uses the words COllllccted (<T1!I·7jfLP.il7J) and dl~]i'ilit'd (OLE~€VYP.il·7j)
respectively. Euclid regularly speaks of numbers in continuous proportion as
"proportional in order, or successively" (Efi}S' al,dAO"'/ov).

DEFIXITIOX 31.

~Op.otot E7r[r.€OOt Kat (J'T€p€Ot &'pd}JLo[ daw 0< al'clA0YoV (X0l'T€~ TaS 7rA€Upa••

Theon of Smyrna remarks (p. 36, 12) that, among plane numbers, all
squares are similar, while of ET€POjJ:rjK€'. those are similar" whose sides, that
is, the numbers containing them, are proportional." Here ET€PO/l-11K7j' must
evidently be used, not in the sense of a number of the form Il (n .... I), but as
synonymous with 7rPOP.~KYj" all)' oblong number; so that on this occasion
Theon follows the terminology of Plato and (according to Iamblichus) of
Euclid. Obviously, if the strict sense of ET€POP..ryK1]; is adhered to, no two
numbers of that form can be similar unless they are also equal. We may
compare Iamblichus' elaborate contrast of the square and the (T€pOp.TiKYjS.
Since the two sides of the square are equal, a square number might, as he
says (p. 82, 9), be fitly called loLOp.~K7jS' (~icomachus uses Tai:TOJL.qKYj') in
contrast to ET€POJL~K7j'; and the ancients, according to him, called square
numbers "the same" and" similar" (TauTou. T€ Kat 0fLO[OU;), but ET€POJL-rJK€L>
numbers" dissimilar and other" (dvOJLo[ouS' Kat BaTipov.).

With regard to solid numbers, Theon remarks in like manner (p. 37, 2)
that all cube numbers are similar, while of the others those are similar whose
sides are proportional, i.e. in which, as length is to length, so is breadth to
breadth and height to height.

DEFINITION 22.

T~'>"€,~ dp,Bp.6. la-Ttl' 0 TOtS EaVTov ,.dp€(J'LV t<TO, wv.

Theon of Smyrna (p. 45, 9 sqq.) and Nicomachus (I. 16) both give
the same definition of a perfect number, as well as the law of formation of
such numbers which Euclid proves in the later proposition, IX. 36. They
add however definitions of two other kinds of numbers in contrast with it,
(1) the o'lJer-j>erject (V1r€PT(A~. in Nicomachus, ),7r€PTEA€W. in Theon'), the
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sum of whose parts, i.e. submultiples, is gr~ater than the number itself, e.g. 12,
24 etc., the sum of the parts of 12 bemg 6 + 4 + 3 + 2 + I = 16, and t?e
sum of the parts of 24 bemg 12 + 8 + 6 + 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 = 36, (2) the dejedzve
(EULm7'), the sum of whose parts is less than the wh<;>le, e.g. 8 or 14, the
parts in the first case adding up to 4 + 2 + I, or 7, and m the second case to
7 + 2 + I, or 10. All three class~s are however .n~a?-e by Theon subdivisions
of numbers in general, but by Nlcomachus subdIvIsIOns of. evm numbers.

The term perfect was used by the Pythagoreans, but m another sense, of
10 • while Theon tells us (p. 46, 14) that 3 was also called perfect" because
it i~ the first number that has beginning, middle and extremity; it is also both
a hite and a plane (for it is an equilateral triang~e .having each ~ide made ~p
of two units), and it is the first link and potentIalIty of the solId (for a sohd
must be conceived of in three dimensions)."

There are certain unexpressed axioms used in Book VII. as there are in
earlier Books.

The following may be noted.
1. If A measures B, and B measures C, A will measure C.
2. If A measures B, and also measures C, A will measure the difference

between Band C when they are unequal.
3. If A measures B, and also measures C, A will measure the sum of B

and C.

It is clear, from what we know of the Pythagorean theory of numbers, of
musical intervals expressed by numbers, of different kinds of means etc., that
the substance of Euclid Books VII.-IX. was no new thing but goes back, at
least, to the Pythagoreans. It is well known that the mathematics of Plato's
Titnaezts is essentially Pythagorean. It is therefore a priori probable (if not
perhaps quite certain) that Plato 7MJ8ayop£tEL even in the passage (32 A, B) where
he speaks of numbers "whether solid or square" in continued proportion,
and proceeds to say that between planes one mean suffices, but to connect
two solids two means are necessary. This passage has been much discussed,
but I think that by "planes" and "solids" Plato certainly meant square and
solid numbers respectively, so that the allusion must be to the theorems
established in Eud. VIll. I I, 12, that between two square 'numbers there is
one mean proportional number, and between two cube numbers there are
two mean proportional numbers1.

1 It is true that similar plane and solid numbers have the same property (Eucl. VIII. 18,
19) ; but, if Plato had meant similar plane and solid numbers generally, I think it would
have been necessary to specify that they were" similar," whereas, seeing that the Timaeus is
as a whole concerned with regular figures, there is nothing unnatural in allowing ngular or
eqUilateral to be understood. Further Plato speaks first of oUllap.€LS and d-YKO' and then of
"planes" (brhreoa) and "solids" (!TTepea) in such a way as to suggest that oVllap.E<S cor
respo~d to br17reoa and .d-YKO' to !TTEpEa. Now the regular meaning of OUIIQ.P.'S is square (or
sometimes square root), and I think it is here used in the sense of square, notwithstanding
that Plato seems to speak of three squares in continued proportion, whereas, in general, the
mean be~w~en two squares as extremes would not be square but oblong. And, if owap.E<s are
squares, it is reasonable to suppose that the IJ-YKO' are also equilateral, i.e. the" solids" are
cu!>es' I am aware t~at Th. Hiibl~r (Bibliotheca iJlathematica, VIrI3, 1908, pp. 173-4)
tbmks that the passage is to be explamed by reference to the problem of the duplication of
th; cube, and does not refer to numbers at all. Against this we have to put the evidence of
Nlcomachus (n. '24,6) who, in speaking of "a certain Platonic theorem," quotes the very
~n:e results of Eucl. VIII. II, 1'2. Secondly, it is worth noting that Hiibler's explanation is
dlstmctly ruled out by Democritus the Platonist (3rd cent. A.D.) who, according to Proclus
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It.is no l~ss clear that, in his method and line of argument, Euclid was
follow.ll;g earhe.r models, though no doubt making improvements in the
expo~I!IOn.. HIS tract <:>n the Sectiu Callollis, KaTO.TofJ-~ KaVO~'O'i (for which see
Muszez Scnptores Gram, ed. Jan, pp. 148-166) is in stvleand in the form of
the propositions closely akin to the Elements. In one proposition (2) he says
'~we learned (€f'a80fJ-Ev) that, if as many numbers as we please be in (con
tmued) proportIOn, and the fjrst measures the last, the first will also measure
the intermediate numbers"; here he practically quotes Elm]. Yin. i. In the
3rd proposition he proves that no number can be a mean between two
numbers in the ratio known as €7rtfJ-opto'i, the ratio, that is, of 1l + I to 71, where
11 is any integer greater than unity. Now, fortunately, Boethius, De illstifutione
muszc~, III. II (pp. 285-6, ed. Friedlein), has preserved a proof by Archytas
of thIS same proposition; and the proof is substantially identical with that
of Euclid. The two proofs are placed side by side in an article by Tannery
(Bibliotheca Mathematica, V13, 1905/6, p. nil. Archytas writes the smaller
term of the proportion first (instead of the greater, as Euclid does). Let, he
says, A, B be the "superparticularis proportio "(€7rtfJ-OPWI' ouiuT7JfJ-a in Euclid).
Take C, DE the smallest numbers which are in the ratio of A to B. rHere
DE means D + E: and in this respect the notation is d:fferent from that of
Euclid who, as usual, takes a line DF divided into two parts at G, GF
corresponding to E, and DG to D, in Archytas' notation. The step of taking
C, DE, the smallest numbers in the ratio -of A to B, presupposes Eucl. VII.

33.] Then DE exceeds C by an aliquot part of itself and of C [cf. the
definition of brtfJ-opw'i a.pd}fJ-o'i in Nicomachus, 1. 19, 1]. Let D be the excess
[i.e. E is supposed equal to C]. "I say that D is not a number but an unit."

For, if D is' a number and a part of DE, it measures DE; hence it
measures E, that is, C. Thus D measures both C and DE, which is
impossible; for the smallest numbers which are in the same ratio as any
numbers are prime to one another. [This presupposes Eucl. VI!. 22.J There
fore D is an unit; that is, DE exceeds C by an unit. Hence no number can
be found which is a mean between two numbers C, DE. Therefore neither
can any number be a mean between the original numbers A, B which are in
the same ratio [this implies Eucl. VII. 20].

We have then here a clear indication of the existence at least as early as
the date of Archytas (about 430-365 B.C.) of an Elements of Af'ithmdi.' in
the form which we call Euclidean; and no doubt text-books of the sort
existed even before Archytas, which" probably Archytas himself and Eudoxus
improved and developed in their turn.

(Ir, Plato1tis Timaeun' commmtaria, 149 el, said that the difficulties of the pa.,sage of the
Timaeus had misled some people into connecting it with the duplication of the cube,
whereas it really referred to similar planes and solids with sides in ratioll.zl I1umr1ers.
Thirdly, I do not think that, under the supposition that the Delian problem is referred to,
we get the required sense. The problem in that case is not that of finding two mean
proportionals ber..oem tu'o tub"s but that of finding a second cube the ecmteot of which
shall be equal to twice, or k times (where k is any number not a complete cube), the content
of a given cube (a3). Two mean proportionals are found, not between cubes. but between
two straight lines in the ratio of r to k, or between a and ka. t"nless k is a cube, there
would be no point in saying that two meallS are necessary to connect r. and k, and not 00';
mean; for ~k is no more natural than ,Ik, and would be less natural In the cs.se where Ii:

happened to be square. On the oth~r hand, if k is a,cube, so th:~.t it i.s ~ question .of hndin:;
means between cube 1tumbers, the dIctum of Plato IS perfectly mtelhgJ-ble; nor IS :my real
difficulty caused by the generality of the stat:ment that two means are a1wa.vs necessary:o
connect them, because any property enunciated generally of twO cube numbers shOUld
obviously be true of cubes as sud, that is, it must hold in the extreme case of two cubes
which are prime to one another.
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PROPOSITION I.

Two unequ,al numbers being set out, and the less being
continually subtracted in turn from the greater, if the number
whz'ch is left never measures the one before it until an unit is
left, the original numbers will be prime to one another.

For, the less of two unequal numbers AB, CD being
continually subtracted from the greater, let the
number which is left never measure the one
before it until an unit is left ; ~
I say that AB, CD are prime to one another, F C

1athat is, that an unit alone measures AB, CD.
For, ifAB, CD are not prime to one another,

some number will measure them. IE
Let a number measure them, and let it be B 0

E; let CD, measuring BF, leave FA less than
itself,

let AF, measuring DG, leave CC less than itself,

and let CC, measuring FH, leave an unit HA.

Since, then, E measures CD, and CD measures BF,
therefore E also measures BF.

But it also measures the whole BA ;
therefore it will also measure the remainder AF.

But AF measures DC;
therefore E also measures DC.
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But it also measures the whole DC;
therefore it will also measure the remainder CG.

But CG measures FH;
therefore E also measures FH.

But it also measures the whole FA;

therefore it will also measure the remainder, the unit A H,
though it is a number: which is impossible.

Therefore no number will measure the numbers AB, CD;
therefore AB, CD are prime to one another. [VII. Def. 12]

Q. E. D.

It is proper to remark here that the representation in Books YII. to IX. of
numbers by straight lines is adopted by Heiberg from the ~{ss. The method
of those editors who substitute points for lines is open to objection because it
practically necessitates, in many cases, the use of specific numbers, which is
contrary to Euclid's manner.

"Let CD, measuring BE, leave FA less than itself." This is a neat
abbreviation for saying, measure along BA successive lengths equal to CD
until a point F is reached such that the length FA remaining is less than
C.D; in other words, let BF be the largest exact multiple of CD contained
in BA.

Euclid's method in this proposition is an application to the particular
case of prime numbers of the method of finding the greatest common measure
of two numbers not prime to one another, which we shall find in the next
proposition. With our notation, the method may be shm'lll thus. Supposing
the two numbers to be a, b, we have, say,

b)a(p
pb
c) b (tj

qc
d)c(r

rd

If now a, b are not prime to one another, they must have a common
measure e, where e is some integer, not unity.

And since e measures a, b, it measures a - pb, i.e. c.

Again, since e measures b, c, it measures b - qt, i.e. d,

and lastly, since e measures c, d, it measures c- rd, i.e. I:

which is impossible.
Therefore there is no integer, except unity, that measures a, b, which are

accordingly prime to one another. . . . .
Observe that Euclid assumes as an axiom that, If a, b are both dn"lsible by

c, so is a - pb. In the next proposition he assumes as an axiom that c will in
the case supposed divide a +pb.
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PROPOSITION 2.

Given two numbers not prime to one another, to find their
greatest common measure.

Let AB, CD be the two given numbers not prime to one
another.

Thus it is required to find the greatest
common measure of AB, CD.

If now CD measures A B-and it also
measures itself-CD is a common measure of
CD, AB.

And it is manifest that it is also the greatest;
for no greater number than CD will measure
CD.

But, if CD does not measure AB, then, the less of the
numbers AB, CD being continually subtracted from the
greater, some number will be left which will measure the one
before it.

F or an unit will not be left; otherwise A B, CD will be
prime to one another [VII. I], which is contrary to the
hypothesis.

Therefore some number will be left which will measure
the one before it.

Now let CD, measuring BE, leave EA less than itself,
let EA, measuring DF, leave FC less than itself,

and let CF measure AE.
Since then, CF measures AE, and AE measures DF,

therefore CF will also measure DF.
But it also measures itself;

therefore it will also measure the whole CD.
But CD measures BE ;

therefore CF also measures BE.
But it also measures EA ;

therefore it will also measure the whole BA.
But it also measures CD ;

therefore CF measures AB, CD.
Therefore CF is a common measure of AB, CD.
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I say next that it is also the greatest.
For, if CF is not the greatest common measure of AB,

CD, some number which is greater than CF wiII measure the
numbers AB, CD.

Let such a number measure them. and let it be G.
N ow, since G measures CD, while CD measures BE,

G also measures BE.
But it also measures the whole BA ;

therefore it wiII also measure the remainder AE.
But AE measures DF;

therefore G wiII also measure DF.
But it also measures the whole DC;

therefore it will also measure the remainder CF, that is, the
greater will measure the less: which is impossible.

Therefore no number which is greater than CFwiII measure
the numbers AB, CD;

therefore CF is the greatest common measure of AB, CD.

PORISM. From this it is manifest that, if a number
measure two numbers, it will also measure their greatest
common measure. Q. E. D.

Here we have the exact method of finding the greatest common measure
given in the text-books of algebra, including the reductio ad absurdum proof
that the number arrived at is not only a common measure but the greatest
common measure. The process of finding the weatest common measun:
is simply shown thus:

b)a(p
ph
c)b(q

qc
d)c(r

I'd

We shall arrive, says Euclid, at some number, say d, which measures the one
before it, i.e. such that c:= rd. Otherwise the process would go on until we
arrived at unity. This is impossible because in that case a, b would be prime
to one another, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Next, like the text-books of algebra, he goes on to show that d win be some
common measure of a, b. For d measures c;
therefore it measures qc + d, that is, h,
and hence it measures pb + c, that is, a.

Ifstly, he proves that d is the greatest common measure of a, b as follows.
Suppose that e is a common measure greater than d.
Then e, measuring a, b, must measure a - pb, or c.
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Similarly e must measure b - qc, that is, d: which is impossible, since e is
by hypothesis greater than d.

Therefore etc.
Euclid's proposition is thus identical with the algebraical proposition as

generally given, e.g. in Todhunter's algebra, except that of course Euclid's
numbers are integers.

Nicomachus gives the same rule (though without proving it) when he
shows how to determine whether two given odd numbers are prime or not
prime to one another, and, if they are not prime to one another, what is their
common measure. \Ve are, he says, to compare the numbers in turn by
continually taking the less from the greater as many times as possible,
then taking the remainder as many times as possible from the less of the
original numbers, and so on; this process "will finish either at an unit or at
some one and the same number," by which it is implied that the division of a
greater number by a less is done by separate subtractions of the less. Thus,
with regard to 21 and 49, Nicomachus says, "I subtract the less from the
greater; 28 is left; then again I subtract from this the same 2 1 (for this is
possible); 7 is left; I subtract this from 2 I, 14 is left; from which I again
subtract 7 (for this is possible); 7 will be left, but 7 cannot be subtracted from
7." The last phrase is curious, but the meaning of it is obvious enough, as
also the meaning of the phrase about ending" at one and the same number."

The proof of the Porism is of course contained in that part of the propo
sition which proves that G, a common measure different from CF, must
measure CF. The supposition, thereby proved to be false, that G is greater
than CF does not affect the validity of the proof that G measures CF in any
case.

then D either measures,
measure, C.

First, let it measure it.
But it measures A, B also;

therefore D measures A, B, C;
therefore D is a common measure of A, B, C.

I say that it is also the greatest.

PROPOSITION 3.

Given three 1tumbers not prime to one another, to .find t!zeir
greatest common measure.

Let A, B, C be the three given numbers not prime to
one another;
thus it is required to find the greatest
common measure of A, B, C.

Forletthegreatest common measure, A

D, of the two numbers A, B be taken;
[VII. 2J

or does not
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For, if D is not the greatest common measure of A, B,Gr
some number which is greater than D will measure the numbett,
A,B,C.

Let such a number measure them, and let it be E.
Since then E measures A, B, C,

it will also measure A, B ;
therefore it will also measure the greatest common measure
of A, B. [VlI. 2, Por.]

But the greatest common measure of A, B is D ;
therefore E measures D, the greater the less: which is
impossible.

Therefore no number which is greater than D will measure
the numbers A, B, C;

therefore D is the greatest common measure of A, B, C.

N ext, let D not measure C;

I say first that C, D are not prime to one another.

F or, since A, B, C are not prime to one another, some
number will measure them.

Now that which measures A, B, C "viII also measure A,
B, and will measure D, the greatest common measure of A, B.

[VII. 2, Por.]
But it measures C also;

therefore some number will measure the numbers D, C;
therefore D, C are not prime to one another.

Let then their greatest common measure E be taken.
[VII. 2]

Then, since E measures D,
and D measures A, B,
therefore E also measures A, B.

But it measures C also;
therefore E measures A, B, C;
therefore E is a common measure of A, B, C.

I say next that it is also the greatest.

For, if E is not the greatest common measure of A, B, C,
some number which is greater than E will measure the
numbers A, B, C.

Let such a number measure them, and let it be F.
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Now, since F measures A, B, C,
it also measures A, B ;
therefore it will also measure the greatest common measure
of A, B. [VII. 2, Por.]

But the greatest common measure of A, B is D;
therefore F measures D.

And it measures C also;
therefore .I: measures D, C;
therefore it will also measure the greatest common measure
of D, C. [VII. 2, Por.]

But the greatest common measure of D, C is E ;
therefore F measures E, the greater the less: which 15

impossible.
Therefore no number which is greater than E will measure

the numbers A, B, C;
therefore E is the greatest common measure of A, B, C.

Q. E. D.

Euclid's proof is here longer than we should make it because he
distinguishes two cases, the simpler of which is really included in the other.

Having taken the greatest common measure, say d, of 0, b, two of the
three given numbers a, b, c, he distinguishes the cases

(I) in which d measures c,
(2) in which d does not measure c.
In the first case the greatest common measure of d, c is d itself; in the

second case it has to be found by a repetition of the process of VII. 2. In
either case the greatest common measure of 0, b, c is the greatest common
measure of d, c.

But, after disposing of the simpler case, Euclid thinks it necessary to
prove that, if d does not measure c, d and c must necessarily have a greatest
common measure. This he does by means of the original hypothesis that
a, b, c are not prime to one another. Since they are not prime to one another,
they must have a common measure; any common measure of 0, b is a measure
of d, and therefore any common measure of a, b, c is a common measure of
d, c; hence d, c must have a common measure, and are therefore not prime to
one another.

The proofs of cases (I) and (2) repeat exactly the same argument as we
saw in VII. 2, and it is proved separately for d in case (I) and e in case (2),
where e is the greatest common measure of d, c,

(a) that it is a common measure of a, b, c,

(ft) that it is the greatest common measure.

Heron remarks (an-Nairizl, ed. Curtze, p. I9I) that the method does
not only enable us to find the greatest common measure of three numbers;
it can be used to find the greatest common measure of as many numbers
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as we please. This is because any number measuring two numbers also
measures their greatest common measure; and hence we can find the G.C.M.
of pairs, then the G.C.M. of pairs of these, and so on, until only two numbers
are left and we find the G.C.M. of these. Euclid tacitly assumes this extension
in VII. 33, where he takes the greatest common measure of as many numbers
as 1i.te please.

\0

B

PROPOSITIOK 4.

A ny number is either a part orparts of any number, the
less of the greater. .

Let A, BC be two numbers, and let BC be the less;
I say that BC is either a part, or parts, of A ..

For A, BC are either prime to one another
or not.

First, let A, BC be prime to one another.
Then, if BC be divided into the units in it,

each unit of those in BC will be some part of A ;
so that BC is parts of A.

Next let A, BC not be prime to one another;
then BC either measures, or does not measure, A.

If now BC measures A, BC is a part of A.
But, if not, let the greatest common measure D of A, BC

be taken ; [VII. 2]
and let BC be divided into the numbers equal to D, namely
BE, EF, FC.

Now, since D measures A, D is a part of A.
But D is equal to each of the numbers BE, EF, FC;

therefore each of the numbers BE, EF, FC is also a part of A;
so that B C is parts of A.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

The meaning of the enunciation is of course that, if a, b be two numbers
of which b is the less, then b is either a submultiple or some proper fraction of a.

(1) If a, b are prime to one another, divide each into its units; then b
contains b of the same parts of which a contains a. Therefore b is "parts" or
a proper fraction of a.

(2) If a, b be not prime to one another, either b measures a, in which
case b is a submultiple or "part" of a, or, if g be the greatest common
measure of 0, b, we may put a =mg and b =ng, and b will contain n of the
same parts (g) of which a contains 111, so that b is again" parts," or a proper
fradton, of a.
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If

PROPOSITION 5.

If a ntttlzber be a part of a 'ltumber, and another be the
same part of a1zother, the sum will also be the same part of the
sum that the one zs of the one.

For let the number A be a part of BC,
and another, D, the same part of another EF that A is of BC;
I say that the sum of A, D is also the same
part of the sum of BC, EF that A is of Be.

For since, whatever part A is of BC, D
is also the same part of E F,
therefore, as many numbers as there are in
BC equal to A, so many numbers are there
also in EF equal to D.

Let BC be divided into the numbers equal to A, namely
BG, GC,
and EF into the numbers equal to D, namely EH, HF;
then the multitude of BG, GC wiII be equal to the multitude
of EH, HP.

And, since BG is equal to A, and EH to D,

therefore BG, EH are also equal to A, D.
For the same reason

GC, HFare also equal to A, D.
Therefore, as many numbers as there are in BC equal to

A, so many are there also in BC, EF equal to A, D.
Therefore, whatever multiple BC is of A, the same multiple

also is the sum of Be, EF of the sum of A, D.
Therefore, whatever part A is of BC, the same part also

is the sum of A, D of the sum of BC, EF.
Q. E. D.

I I
a = - b, and c == - d, then

n n
I

a + c== - (b + d).
tl. :rhe proposition. is of course true for any quantity of pairs of numbers

SImIlarly related, as IS the next proposition also; and both propositions are
used in the extended form in VII. 9, 10.
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PROPOSITIOX 6.

i10
I ,F
~H

I
'E:8

1./ a 1Zlt1Jzber be parts 0./ a 1Z1mzber. and another be the SClme

parts of another, the Sltm 'Wil! also be the same parts of the sum
that the one is 0./ the one.

For let the number AB be parts of the number C.
and another, DE, the same parts of another,
F, that A B is of C ;
I say that the sum of AB, DE is also the
same parts of the sum of C, F that .AB is
of C.

For since, whatever parts A B is of C.
DE is also the same parts of F,
therefore, as many parts of C as there are
in AB, so many parts of F are there also in DE.

Let ABbe di\·ided into the parts of C. namely A G. GB,
and DE into the parts of F, namely DH, HE;
thus the multitude of A G, GB \viII be equal to the multitude
ofDH, HE.

And since, whatever part A G is of C, the same part is
DHof Falso,
therefore, whatever part A G is of C, the same part also is the
sum of A G. DH of the sum of C, F. [VII. 5]

F or the same reason,
whatever part GB is of C, the same part also is the sum of
GB, HE of the sum of C, F.

Therefore. whatever parts AB is of C, the same parts also
is the sum of AB, DE of the sum of C, F.

Q. E. D.

If
111 m

(l = - /1, and (= - d,
11 11

then

More generally, if

m
a + c = - (/7 + d).

n

1Il 7lZ 1JI
a =- b, c= - d, e = - f, ...

n 11 n

then (11 + c+ e +.Ii + ... ) = ~ (b + d +f + h + ... ).

H. E. II. 20
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In Euclid's proposition m < JZ, but the generality of the result is of course
not affected. This proposition and the last are complementary to v. I, which
proves the corresponding result with llZultiple substituted for "jart" or
''jarts.''

PROPOSITION 7.

ij a 1ZZlJJzber be that part of a number, which a mmzbe'J'"
subtracted is of a mtmber subtracted, the 'remainder will also
be tlze same part 0./ the 'remainder that the whole is 0./ the
whole.

For let the number AB be that part of the number CD
which AE subtracted is of CF subtracted;
I say that the remainder EB is also the same part of the
remainder FD that the whole AB is of the whole CD.

A IF B

G c F D

For, whatever part AE is of CF, the same part also let
EB be of CG.

Now since, whatever part AE is of CF, the same part
also is EB of CG,
therefore, whatever part AE is of CF, the same part also is
AB of GF. [vII.5J

But, whatever part A E is of CF, the same part also, by
hypothesis, is A B of CD ;
therefore, whatever part AB is of GF, the same part is it of
CD also;
therefore GF is equal to CD.

Let CF be subtracted from each;
therefore the remainder GC is equal to the remainder FD.

Now since, whatever part AE is of CF, the same part
also is EB of GC,
while GC is equal to PD,
therefore, whatever part AE is of CF, the same part also is
EBofFD.

But, whatever part AE is of CF, the same part also is AB
of CD ;
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therefore also the remainder EB is the same part of the
remainder FD that the whole AB is of the whole (1J.

Q. E. D.
I I

If a = -b and c= - d, we are to prove that
11 11

I
a-c=- (b-d)

11 '

a result differing from that of VII. 5 in that minus is substituted for pills.
Euclid's method is as follows.

Suppose that e is taken such that
I

a-c=-t' (1)
Jl

Now C=.: d.
11

Therefore a =.: (Ii..;.. e),
1l

whence, from the hypothesis, d + e= b,
so that e = b - d,
and, substituting this value of e in (1), we have

I
a-c=-(b-d).

II

lnr. 5]

PROPOSITION 8.

C::-- -+~----:D

N HM KG

If a number be the same parts of a number that a number
subtracted £s of a number subtracted. the remainder will also
be the SatHe parts of the -remainder that the whole is of the
whole.

For let the number AB be the same parts of the number
CD that AE subtracted is of CF
subtracted;
I say that the remainder E B is
also the same parts of the re
mainder FD that the whole AB A--"'-L--+-E--=B
is of the whole CD.

For let GH be made equal to !lB.
Therefore, whatever parts GH is of CD, the same parts

also is AE of CF
Let GHbe divided into the parts of CD, namely GK, KH,

and AE into the parts of CF, namely AL, LE;
thus the multitude of GK, ](~H will b~ equal to the multitude
of AL, LE.

20-2:
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Now since, whatever part GK is of CD, the same part
also is A L of CF,
while CD is greater than CF,
therefore GK is also greater than AL.

Let GM be made equal to AL.
Therefore, whatever part GK is of CD, the same part also

is GlJ;f of CF;
therefore also the remainder M K is the same part of the
remainder FD that the whole GK is of the whole CD. [VII. 7]

Again, since, whatever part KH is of CD, the same part
also is EL of CF,
while CD is greater than CF,
therefore H K is also greater than E L.

Let KN be made equal to EL.
Therefore, whatever part KH is of CD, the same part

also is KN of CF;
therefore also the remainder N H is the same part of the
remainder FD that the whole KH is of the whole CD.

[VII. 7]
But the remainder M K was also proved to be the same

part of the remainder FD that the whole GK is of the whole
CD;
therefore also the sum of M K, N H is the same parts of D F
that the whole HG is of the whole CD.

But the sum of MK, NH is equal to EB,
and HG is equal to BA;
therefore the remainder EB is the same parts of the remainder
FD that the whole AB is of the whole CD.

Q. E. D.

If
m 1Jt

a=-b and c=-d,
1l n

(m<n)

m
then a-c=-(b-d).

n
Euclid's proof amounts to the following.

I I
Take e equal to - b, andf equal to - d.

n n
Then since, by hypothesis, b> d,

e>f,

and, by VII. 7, I
e-f= - (b-d).

n
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s·I
J Gi

A: I:c

Repeat this for all the parts equal to {' and! that there are in <1, !' respec
tively, and we have, by addition (a, Z, containing III of such parts respecti\'elyi,

( j)
1Il ..

1lI e - = - (b - d).
!l

But m(e-!)=a-t.
III

Therefore a-c= ~- (b -d).
II

The propositions VII. 7, 8 are complementary to \", 5 which gives the
corresponding result with 1Il1l1liple in the place of "part" or "parts."

PROPOSITION 9.

1/ a Humber be a part ~f a llltlJlber, ami another be' the
same part 0./ altother, alternately also, z~,hatez'er part or parts
tke first is of the tkird, the same part, or the same parts. 'will
tile second also be 0/ the fourth.

For let the number .A be a part of the number Be.
and another, D, the same part of another, EF,
that A is of BC;
I say that, alternately also, whatever part or
parts A is of D, the same part or parts is BC
of EF also.

For since, whatever part A is of BC, the
same part also is D of EF,
therefore, as many numbers as there are in BC equal to A,
so many also are there in EF equal to D.

Let BC be divided into the numbers equal to A, namely
BG, GC,
and EF into those equal to D, namely EH, H F;
thus the multitude of BG, GC will be equal to the multitude
of EH, HF.

N ow, since the numbers BG, GC are equal to one another.
and the numbers EH, H F are also equal to one another,
while the multitude of BG, GC is equal to the multitude of
EH,HF,
therefore, whatever part or parts B G is of E H, the same
part or the same parts is GC of HF also;
so that, in addition, whatever part or parts BG is of EH,
the same part also, or the same parts, is the sum BC of the
sum EF. [m. 5. 6]
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But BG is equal to A, and EH to D j

therefore, whatever p~rt or parts A is of D, the same part or
the same parts is BC of EF also.

Q. E. D.

If a =~ band c= ~ d, then, whatever fraction (" part" or "parts") a is of
n n

c the same fraction will b be of d.
, Dividing b into each of its parts eq~al to a, and d into e.ach of its parts

equal to c, it is clear that, whatever fractIOn one of the parts a IS of one of .the
parts c, the same fraction is any other of the parts a of any other of the pa;rts c.

And the number of the parts a is equal to the number of the parts c, VIZ. n.
Therefore, by VII. 5, 6, 1la is the same fraction of nc that a is of c, i.e. b is

the same fraction of d that a is of c.

PROPOSITION IO.

[VII. 9]

F

o

E

·H

If a 1tZtnzber be parts of a ll:umber, and another be the
same parts ofanother, alternately also, whatever parts orpart
the first is of the third, the same parts or the same part will
the second also be of theJourth.

For let the number AB be parts of the number C,
and another, DE, the same parts of another,
F;
I say that, alternately also, whatever parts or
part AB is of DE, the same parts or the
same part is C of F also.

For since, whatever parts AB is of C,
the same parts also is DE of F,
therefore, as many parts of C as there are
in AB, so many parts also of F are there in DE.

Let AB be divided into the parts of C, namely AG, GB,
and DE into the parts of F, namely DH, HE;
thus the multitude of A G, GB will be equal to the multitude
ofDH, HE..

Now since, whatever part A G is of C, the same part also
is DHof F,
alternately also, whatever part or parts A G is of DR,
the same part or the same parts is C of F also.

F or the same reason also,
whatever part or parts GB is of HE, the same part or the
same parts is C of F also j
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so that, in addition, 'whatever parts or part AB IS of DE,
the same parts also, or the same part, is C of F. [\'II. 5, 6]

Q. E. D.

1ll m
If a = - band c = - d, then, whatever fraction tl is of c, the same fraction

1l 1l

is b of d.
To prove this, a is divided into its JIl parts cliual to b 1/, and c into its

Jll parts equal to tI/Il.
Then, by 'Ill. 9, whatever fraction one of the 1II parts of a is of one of the

1lI parts of c, the same fraction is /1 of d.
And, by VII. 5, 6, whatever fraction one of the lJI part;; of a j" of one of

the m parts of c, the same fraction is the sum of the parts of a (that is, a) of
the sum of the parts of c (that is, c).

\Vhence the result follows.
In the Greek text, after the words" so that, in addition" in the last line

but one, is an additional explanation making the reference to VII. 5, 6 clearer.
as follows: 'c whatever part or parts A G is of DH, the same part or the
same parts is GB of HE also;
therefore also, whatever part or parts A G is of D H, the same part or the same
parts is AB of DE also. [\"II. 5, 6J

But it was proved that, whatever part or parts AG is of DH, the same
part or the same parts is C of F also;
therefore also" etc. as in the last two lines of the text.

Heiberg concludes, on the authority of P, which only has the words In

the margin in a later hand, that they may be attributed to Theon.

PROPOSITIOX I!.

If, as whole is to whole, so z:\" a Jmmber subtracted to a
tlltmber subtracted, the remai1lder 7.oill also be to the remainder
as zuhole to whole.

As the whole A B is to the whole CD. so let AE subtracted
be to CF subtracted;
I say that the remainder EB is also to the remainder
FD as the whole AB to the whole CD.

Since, as AB is to CD, so is AE to Cr,
whatever part or parts A B is of CD, the same part
or the same parts is AE of CF also; [VII. Def. 20]

Therefore also the remainder EB is the same
part or parts of FD that AB is of CD. [VII. 7, 8]

Therefore, as EB is to FD, so is AB to CD. ['ill. Def. :lO]
Q. E. D.

It will be observed that, in dealing with the proportions in Props. II-13,
Euclid only contemplates the case where the first number is ,. a part" or
" parts" of the second, while in Prop. 13 he assumes tht first to be c, a part"
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or "parts" of the third also j that is, the first number is in all three propositions
assumed to be less than the second, and in Prop. 13 less than the third also.
Yet the figures in Props. I I and 13 are inconsistent with these assumptions.
If the facts are taken to correspond to the figures in these propositions, it is
necessary to take account of the other possibilities involved in the definition
of proportion (VII. Def. 20), that the first number may also be a multiple, or
a multiple plus" a part" or "parts" (including once as a multiple in this case),
of each number with which it is compared. Thus a number of different cases
would have to be considered. The remedy is to make the ratio which is in
the lower terms the first ratio, and to invert the ratios, if necessary, in order
to make "a part" or " parts" literally apply.

If a : b = c : d, (a > c, b> d)
then (a-c): (b-d)=a: b.

This proposition for numbers corresponds to v. 19 for magnitudes. The
enunciation is the same except that the masculine (agreeing with apLBp.o,)
takes the place of the neuter (agreeing with fJ-eye8o,).

The proof is no more than a combination of the arithmetical definition of
proportion (Vll. Def. 20) with the results of VII. 7, 8. The language of propor
tions is turned into the language of fractions by Def. 20; the results of VII. 7, 8
are then used and the language retransformed by Def. 20 into the language of
proportions.

PROPOSITION 12.

If there be as many numbers as we please in jJrojJortion,
then, as one 0/ the antecedents is to one 0/ the consequents, so
are all the antecedents to all the consequents.

Let A, B, C, D be as many numbers as we please in
proportion, so that,

as A is to B, so is C to D ;
I say that, as A is to B, so are A, C to B, D.

For since, as A is to B, so is C to D, AI 81 C D

whatever part or parts A is of B, the same part
or parts is C of D also. [VII. Def. 20]

Therefore also the sum of A, C is the same
part or the same parts of the sum of B, D that A is of B.

[VII. 5, 6]
Therefore, as A is to B, so are A, C to B, D. [VII. Def. 20]

If a:a'=b:b'=c;c= ... ,
then each ratio is equal to (a + b+c+ ...) ; (a' + b' +c + ...).

The proposition corresponds to v. 12, and the enunciation is word for word
the sam.e with that of v. 12 except that apt{jfJ-0<; takes the place of fJ-eyeBo<;.

Agam the p.roof merely connects the arithmetical definition of proportion
(VII. Def. 20) WIth the results of VII. 5, 6, which are quoted as true for any
number of numbers, and not merely for two numbers as in the enunciations of
VII. 5, 6.
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o
ji .

B I
c

[\"II. I oJ
[VII. Dd. 201

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITIOX 13.

If four 1utmbers be jJ1'oportional, the)' 'luil! also be propor
tional alternately.

Let the four numbers A. B, C, D be proportional, so that,
as A is to B, so is C to D ;

I say that they "Vill also be proportional alternately, so that,
as A is to C, so will B be to D.

F or since, as A is to B, so is C to D, Ai
therefore, whatever part or parts "-1 is of B,
the same part or the same parts is C of D also.

[\"II. Der. :!oJ
Therefore, alternately, whatever part or

parts A is of C, the same part or the same
parts is B of D also.

Therefore, as A is to C, so is B to D.

If a:b=c:d,
then, alternately, a : c = b : d.

The proposition corresponds to v. 16 for magnitudes, and the proof
consists in connecting VII. Def. 20 with the result of VII. 10.

PROPOSITIO~ 14.

Ifthere be as many mtJJzbers as rue please, aud others equal
to them ilZ multitude, which taken two alld two are in the same
ratio, they will also be in the same ratio ex aequali.

Let there be as many numbers as we please d, B, C,
and others equal to them in multitude D, E, F, ·which taken
two and two are in the same ratio, so that,

as A is to B, so is D to E,
and, as B is to C, so is E to F;
I say that, ex aequali,

as A is to C, so also is D to F

A o
B E

c f

F or, since, as A is to B, so is D to E,
therefore, alternately,

as A is to D, so is B to E. em. I3J
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Again, since, as B is to C, so is E to F,
therefore, alternately,

as B is to E, so is C to F.
But, as B is to E, so is A to D;

therefore also, as A is to D, so is C to F.
Therefore, alternately,

as A is to C, so is D to F.

[VII. 14, IS

[VII. I3J

[id.J

If
and

a: b =:d: e,
b:c=:e:j,

then, ex aeqllall~ a : c =: d :f;
and the: same is true howeve:r many successive numbers are so related.

The proof is simplicity itself.
By VII. 13, alternately, a : d =: b : e,

and b : e =: c:/
Therefore a : d =: c : j,

and, again alternately, a : c=d:/
Observe that this simple method cannot be used to prove the corresponding

proposition for magnitudes, v. 22, although v. 22 has been preceded by the
two propositions in that Book corresponding to the propositions used here,
viz. v. 16 and v. I I. The reason of this is that this method would only prove
v. 22 for six magnitudes all of the same kind, whereas the magnitudes in v. 22

are not subject to this limitation.
Heiberg remarks in a note on VII. 19 that, while Euclid has proved

several propositions of Book v. over again, by a separate proof, for numbers,
he has neglected to do so in certain cases; e.g., he often uses v. 11 in these pro
positions of Book VII., v. 9 in VII. 19, V. 7 in the same proposition, and so on.
Thus Heiberg would apparently suppose Euclid to use v. 1 I in the last step
of the present proof (Ratios which are the same with the same ratio are also the
same with one anotlu:r). I think it preferable to suppose that Euclid regarded
the last step as axiomatic; since, by the definition of proportion, the first
number is the same multiple or the same part or the same parts of the second
that the: third is of the fourth: the assumption is no more than an assumption
that the numbers or proper fractions which are respectively equal to the same
number or proper fraction are equal to one another.

Though the proposition is only proved of six numbers, the extension to as
many as we please (as expressed in the enunciation) is obvious.

PROPOSITION I5.

Ifall unit measure allY number, and another number measure
ally other ltlmzber the same number of times, alternately also,
tlte unit will measure the third number tlte same number of
times that lite second JJu'{Zslt1'es tlte fourtlt.
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cH,

one of
all the
[m. 12)

is BC to

G
I

D

BA

For let the unit A measure any number Be- ,
and let another number D
measure any other number EF
the same number of times;
I say that, alternately also, the E ..:,:K'---__:;::.T__-..-.:..F

unit A measures the number
D the same number of times that Be measures EF.

For, since the unit A measures the number BC the same
number of times that D measures EF,
therefore, as many units as there are in BC, so many numbers
equal to D are there in EF also.

Let BC be divided into the units in it, BG, GH, HC,
and EF into the numbers E1(, I<L, LF equal to D.

Thus the multitude of BG, GJ-!, HC will be equal to the
multitude of EK, KL, LF.

And, since the units BG, GN, HC are equal to one another,
and the numbers EK, KL, LF are also equal to one another,
while the multitude of the units BG, GH, HC is equal to the
multitude of the numbers EK, KL, LF,
therefore, as the unit BG is to the number EK, so will the
unit GH be to the number KL, and the unit HC to the
number LF.

Therefore also, as one of the antecedents is to
the consequents, so will all the antecedents be to
consequents;
therefore, as the unit BG is to the number EK, so
EF.

But the unit BG is equal to the unit A,
and the number EK to the number D.

Therefore, as the unit A is to the number D, so is BC to
EF.

Therefore the unit A measures the number D the same
number of times that BC measures EF. Q. E. D.

If there be four numbers I, m, a, ma (such that I measures III the same
number of times that a measures ma), I measures a the same number of
times that m measures ma.

Except that the first number is unity and the numbers are said to measure
instead of being a part of others, this proposition and its proof do not differ
from VII. 9; in fact this proposition is a particular cast: of the other.
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PROPOSITION 16.

If two 1lumbers by multiplyillg olle another make certai1t
mwzbers, the 1lumbers so produced will be equal to one another.

Let A, B be t\VO numbers, and let A by multiplying B
make C, and B by multiplying
A makeD; A

I say that C is equal to D. B

For, since A by multiply- c----------
ing B has made C, 0------------
therefore B measures C ac- -E

cording to the units in A.
But the unit E also measures the number A according to

the units in it ;
therefore the unit E measures A the same number of times

that B measures C.
Therefore, alternately, the unit E measures the number B

the same number of times that A measures C. [VII. IS]
Again, since B by multiplying A has made D,

therefore A measures D according to the units in B.
But the unit E also measures B according to the units

in it;
therefore the unit E measures the number B the same

number of times that A measures D.
But the unit E measured the number B the same number

of times that A measures C;
therefore A measures each of the numbers C, D the same

number of times.
Therefore C is equal to D. Q. E. D.

2. The numbers so produced. The Greek has oi 'Y€VOP,OoC e~ ,,,iTWV, " the (numbers)
producedfrom t!Wll." By "from them" Euclid means "from the original numbers," though
this is not very clear even in the Greek. I think ambiguity is best avoided by leaving out
the words.

This proposition proves that, if allY IlltJltbers be multiplied together, the order
of multiplication is indifferent, or ab = ba.

It is important to get a clear understanding of what Euclid means when
he speaks of one number multiplying another. VII. Def. 15 states that the
effect of "a multiplying b" is taking a times b. We shall always represent
"a times b" by ab and "b times a" by ba. This being premised, the proof
that ab = ba may be represented as follows in the language of proportions.
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By VII. Def. 20, I : a = b : abo
Therefore, alternately, I : b = a : abo [VII. 13]
Again, by VII. De£ 20, I : b = a : ba.

Therefore a : ab = a : va,
or ab = ba.

Euclid does not use the language of proportions but that of fractions or
their equivalent measures, quoting VII. 15. a particular case of VII. 13
differently expressed, instead of VII. 13 itself.

PROPOSITIOX 17.

If a 1lumber by muJhplying hvo lllfmbcrs make cerfa£Jz
1lumbers, the 1ZZt1Jzbers so produced 'Z'.!Ill haz,c the same ratio
as the 1lU1JZ~erS 1Jzultipl£ed.

For let the number A by multiplying the two numbers B,
Cmake D,E;
I say that, as B is to C, so is D to E.

For, since A by multiplying B has made D,
therefore B measures D according to the units in A.

----A

B-----

D
c------

E

-F

But the unit F also measures the number A according to
the units in it ;
therefore the unit F measures the number A the same number
of times that B measures D.

Therefore, as the unit F is to the number A, so is B to D.
[VII. Dei. 20]

F or the same reason,
as the unit F is to the number A, so also is C to E;
therefore also, as B is to D, so is C to E.

Therefore, alternately, as B is to C, so is D to E. [VII. 13]
Q. E. D.

b : c= ab : ac.
In this case Euclid translates the language of measures into that of

proportions, and the proof is exactly like that set out in the last note.
By VII. Def. 20, I : a = b : ab,

and I : a = c : ac.
Therefore b : ab = c : ac,

and, alternately, b : c = ab : ac. [VII. 13]
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PROPOSITION 18.

[VII. 18, 19

[VII. 17]

[VII. 16]

A----
B-----

0----

E------

if two '/lumbers by 1Jzuitiplying any 1zul1tber make certain
'numbers, the numbers so produced will have the same ratio as
the multipliers.

For let two numbers A, B by multiplying any number C
make D, E; .
I say that, as A is to B, so is D
to E.

For, since A by multiplying
C has made D,
therefore also C by multiplying A has made D.
For the same reason also
C by multiplying B has made E.

Therefore the number C by multiplying the two numbers
A, B has made D, E.

Therefore, as A is to B, so is D to E.

It is here proved that
The argument is as follows.

Similarly
And

therefore

a: b=ac: be.

ae=ea.
be= eb.

a : b=ea : eb;
a: b = ae: be.

[VII. 16]

[VII. 17]

PROPOSITION 19.

Iffour lZZtJJzbers be proportional, the numberproducedfrom
the j£rst andfourtlt will be equal to the mtmbe'r produced from
the second and third,' and, if the 1utmber produced from the
first andfourth be equal to that producedfrom the sec01zd and
third, the four numbers wzll be proportional.

Let A, B, C, D be four numbers in proportion, so that,
as A is to B, So is C to D ;

and let A by multiplying .D make E, and let B by multiply
ing C make F;
I say that E is equal to F

F or let A by multiplying C make G.
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[n!. I8J

Since, then, A by multiplying C has made G, and by
multiplying D has made E,
the number A by multiplying the two
numbers C, D has made G, E.

Therefore, as C is to D, so is G to E. ,
[VII. 17] ABCI

But, as C is to D, so is A to B; I
therefore also, as A is to B, so is G
to E.

Again, since A by multiplying C
has made G,
but, further, B has also by multiplying
Cmade F,
the two numbers A, B by multiplying a certain number C
have m¥l.e G, F.

Therefore, as A is to B, so is G to F.
But further, as A is to B, so is G to E also;

therefore also, as G is to E, so is G to F.
Therefore G has to each of the numbers E, F the same

ratio;
therefore E is equal to F.

Again, let E be equal to F;
I say that, as A is to B, so is C to D.

F or, with the same construction,
since E is equal to F,
therefore, as G is to E, so is G to F.

But, as G is to E, so is C to D,
and, as G is to F, so is A to B.
Therefore also, as A is to B, so is C to D.

[ef. v. 9J

[cf. v. 7J
[VII. 17]

[VII. IS]

Q. E. D.

But
Therefore

[VII. 17]

[VII. IS]

or

If a:b=e:d,
then ad = be; and conversely.

The proof is equivalent to the following.
(1) ae : atl=e: d

=a: b.

a: b=ac: be.
ae: ad=ae: /Ie,

ad=bc.
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[VII. 17]
[VII. 18]

Since ad=be,
ae: ad=ae: be.

But ae: ad=e: d,
wd u:k=a:~

Therefore a : b = e : d.
As indicated in the note on nI. 14 above, Heiberg regards Euclid as

basing the inferences contained in the last step of part (I) of this proof and
in the first step of part (2) on the propositions v. 9 and v. 7 respectively,
since he has not proved those propositions separately for numbers in this
Book, I prefer to suppose that he regarded the inferences as obvious and
not needing proof, in view of the definition of numbers which are in pro
portion. Kg., if ae is the same fraction (" part" or "parts") of ad that ae is
of be, it is obvious that atl must be equal to be.

Heiberg omits from his text here, and relegates to an Appendix, a
proposition appearing in the manuscripts V, p, t:P to the effect that, if three
numbers be proportional, the product of the extremes is equal to the square
of the mean, and conversely. It does not appear in P in the first hand, B has
it in the margin only, and Campanus omits it, remarking that Euclid does
not give the proposition about three proportionals as he does in VI. 17, since
it is easily proved by the proposition just given. Moreover an-Nairlzl quotes
the proposition about three proportionals as an obsenJatioll on VII. 19 probably
due to Heron (who is mentioned by name in the preceding paragraph).

PROPOSITION 20.

c

o

G

BA

The !cast ;zumbers of those which have the same rat£o with
them measure those which ha'Z.le the same ratio the same number
of times, the greater the greater and the less the less.

F or let CD, EF be the least numbers of those which have
the same ratio ·with A, B;
'1 say that CD measures A the same number
of times that EF measures B.

Now CD is not parts of A.
For, if possible, let it be so ;

therefore EF is also the same parts of B
that CD is of A . [VII. 13 and Def. 20]

Therefore, as many parts of A as there
are in CD, so many parts of B are there also
in EF.

Let CD be divided into the parts of A, namely CC, CD,
and EFinto the parts of B, namely EH, HF;
thus the multitude of ec, CD will be equal to the multitude
of EH, HF.
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[\"II. oJ.]

one of
all the
Em. 12]

I\OW, since the numbers ce, CD are equal to one another.
and the numbers EN, HF are also equal to one another,
while the multitude of ce, CD is equal to the multitude of
EH,HF,
therefore, as CG is to EH, so is GD to HF.

Therefore also, as one of the antecedents is to
the consequents, so \'lill all the antecedents be to
consequents.

Therefore, as CG is to EH, so is CD to EF.
Therefore CG, EH are in the same ratio with CD, EF,

being less than they:
\vhich is impossible, for by hypothesis CD, EE are the least
numbers of those \'lhich have the same ratio with them.

Therefore CD is not parts of A ;
therefore it is a part of it.

And EE is the same part of B that CD is of A;
[VII. 13 and Def. 20]

therefore CD measures A the same number of times that EF
measures B.

Q. E. D.

If a, b are the least numbers among those which have the same ratio
(i.e. if alb is a fraction in its lowest terms), and c, d are any others in the same
ratio, i.e. if

a:b.=c:d,

1 I d h . .then a = - c and b =- , were Jl IS some mtegd.
Jl n ~

The proof is by ndudio ad absurdulIl, thus.
[Since a < c, a is some proper fmction (" part" or "parts ") of c, by VlI. 4.]

Now a cannot be equal to '!!. c, where III is an integer less than lZ but
Jl

greater than 1.

For, if a = '!!.", b =~ d also. [nl. 13 and Def. ;w1
11 lZ "

Take each of the m parts of a with each of the m parts of b, two and two .;

the ratio of the members of all pairs is the same ratio!.. a : .:. b.
III JJl

Therefore

.:. a : ..: b = a : b. [VII. 12]
m m

But ..:. a and .:. b are respectively less than a, b and they are in the same
JJl m

ratio: which contradicts the hypothesis.

H. E. II.
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Henc~ a can only be "a part" of .-, or

a is of the form ~.-,
7l

[VII. 20, 21

and therefore b is of the form ~ d.
71

Here also Heiberg omits a proposition which was no doubt interpolated
by Theon (B, V, p, cf> have it as VII. 22,. bu~ P only has it in the margin
and in a later hand; Campanus also omIts It) provmg for numbers the ex
aequali proposition when "the proportion is perturbed," i.e. (c£ enunciation
of v. 22) if

a:b=e:f, ....................•............ (1)
and b : c= d: e, (2)
then a : C =d :f

The proof (see Heiberg's Appendix) depends on VII. 19·
From (1) we have af= be,

and from (2) be = cd. [VII. 19]
Therefore af= cd,

and accordingly a:c=d:f [VII. 19]

PROPOSITION 2 I.

Numben prime to one another are tile least of those which
haue the same ratio with theilI-.

Let A, B be numbers prime to one another;
I say that A, B are the least of
those which have the same ratio
with them.

F or, if not, there will be some
numbers less than A, B which are
in the same ratio with A, B.

Let them be C, D.
Since, then, the least numbers of those which have the

same ratio measure those which have the same ratio the
same number of times, the greater the greater and the less
the less, that is, the antecedent the antecedent and the
consequent the consequent, [VII. 20)

therefore C measures A the same number of times that D
measures B.

Now, as many times as C measures A, so many units let
there be in E.

Therefore D also measures B according to the units in E.
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And, since C measures .-1 according to the units in E,

therefore E also measures A according to the units in C.
em.

F or the same reason
E also measures B according to the units in D. [VII. 16)

Therefore E measures A, B which are prime to one
another: which is impossible. em. Def. 12]

Therefore there will be no numbers less than A, B which
are in the same ratio with A, B.

Therefore A, B are the least of those which ha\'e the same
ratio with them.

VII. 21, 22)

Q. E. D.

In other words, if a, b are prime to one another, the ratio a : 1, i~ ":n it:;
lowest terms."

The proof is equivalent to the following.
If not, suppose that c, d are the least numbers for which

a:b=c:d.
[Euclid only supposes sOllie numbers c, d in tht ratio of a to (i such that
c < a, and (consequently) d < b. It is however necessary to SUppOSe that
c, d are the least numbers in that ratio in order to enable \"II. 20 to be
used in the proaL]

Then [VII. 20] a = me, and b = md, where m is some integer.
Therefore a = cm, b = tim, [VII. 16]

and m is a common measure of a, /1, though these are prime to one another:
which is impossible. [VI!. Def. 12]

Thus the least numbers in the ratio of a to b cannot be less than ", /I
themselves.

Where I have quoted VII. 16 Heiberg regards the reference as being to
VII. 15. I think the phraseology of the text combined with that of Def. 15
suggests the former rather than the latter.

PROPOSITIO~ 22.

B------

A-------

c--
D---

E--

The least numbers of those which ha,;}c the same ratio ,<,)itlt
them are prime to one altOtlter.

Let A, B be the least numbers of those which have the
same ratio with them;
I say that A, B are prime to one
another.

F or, if they are not prime to one
another, some number will measure
them.

Let some number measure them, and let it be C.

21-2
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[VII. 17J
with A, B, being less

And, as many times as C measures A, so many units
let there be in D,
and, as many times as C measures B, so many units let there
be in E.

Since C measures A according to the units in D,
therefore C by multiplying D has made A. [VII. Def. ISJ

F or the same reason also
C by multiplying E has made B.

Thus the number C by multiplying the two numbers D,
E has made A, B ;
therefore, as D is to E, so is A to B ;
therefore D, E are in the same ratio
than they: which is impossible.

Therefore no number will measure the numbers A, B.
Therefore A, B are prime to one another.

Q. E. D.

If a : b is '; in its lowest terms," a, b are prime to one another.
Again the proof is indirect.
If a, b are not prime to one another, they have some common measure c,

and
a = me, b = llC.

Therefore m : 7t = a : b. [VII. 17 or I8J
But 1Jl, n are less than a, b respectively, so that a : b is not in its lowest

terms: which is contrary to the hypothesis.
Therefore etc.

PROPOSITIOX 23.

lj two lmmbers be prime to OJle alzother, the 1lUmber which
measures the one of them will be prime to the remaining
1lmnber.

I I
BCDA

Let A, B be two numbers prime to one another, and
any number C measure A ;
I say that C, B are also prime to one another.

F or, if C, B are not prime to one another,
some number \vill measure C, B.

Let a number measure them, and let it be D.
Since D measures C, and C measures A,

therefore D also measures A.
But it also measures B ;

let
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therefore D measures .L.J, B which are prime to one another:
which is impossible. [VII. Def. 12]

Therefore no number will measure the numbers C. B.
Therefore C, B are prime to one another.

Q. E. D.

If a, mb are prime to one another, b is prime to a. For, if not, some
number d will measure both a and b, and therefore both a and mb: which is
contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore etc.

j
, F

E

b I
o

i J
11
1 B
A

PROPOSITIOX 24.

If t7i!0 1lumbers be prime to all)' 1ZltlJZber, their product also
will be prime to the same.

For let the two numbers A, B be prime to any number C,
and let A by multiplying B make D ;
I say that C, D are prime to one another.

F or, if C. D are not prime to one another,
some number ,,,ill measure C, D.

Let a number measure them, and let it
beE.

N ow, since C, A are prime to one
another,
and a certain number E measures C,
therefore A, E are prime to one another. Em. 23]

As many times, then, as E measures D, so many units let
there be in F;
therefore F also measures D according to the units in E.

[VII. 16]
Therefore E by multiplying F has made D. [m. Def. IS]

But, further, A by multiplying B has also made D ;
therefore the product of E, F is equal to the product of A, B.

But, if the product of the extremes be equal to that of the
means, the four numbers are proportional; [VII. 19]
therefore, as E is to A, so is B to F.

But A, E are prime to one another,
numbers which are prime to one another are also the least of
those which have the same ratio, [VII. 21]
and the least numbers of those which have the same ratio
with them measure those which have the same ratio the same
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number of times, the greater the greater and the less the less,
that is, the antecedent the antecedent and the consequent the
consequent ; [VII. 20J
therefore E measures B.

But it also measures C;
therefore E measures B, C which are pnme to one another:
which is impossible. [VII. Def. 12J

Therefore no number will measure the numbers C, D.
Therefore C, D are prime to one another.

Q. E, D.

I. their product. ,,€~ aim;:'v "{<vop.€VOs, literally" the (number) produced from them,"
will henceforth be translated as "their product."

[VII. 23J

[VII. 19]
But, since"

Therefore [VII. 20]
or

If a, b are both prime to c, then ab, c are prime to one another.
The proof is again by reductio ad absurdum.
If ab, c are not prime to one another, let them be measured by d and be

equal to md, wI, say, respectively.
Now, since a, c are prime to one another and d measures c,

a, d are prime to one another.
ab=md,

d:a=b:m.
d measures b,

b=pd, say.
But c=nd.

Therefore d measures both band c, which are therefore not prime to one
another: which is impossible.

Therefore etc.

c

PROPOSITION 25.

If two mtmbe1's be prime to O1ze another, the product of O1ze
0.1 them into itself will be prime to the remaining one.

Let A, B be two numbers prime to one another,
and let A by multiplying itself make C;
I say that B, C are prime to one another.

For let D be made equal to A.
Since A, B are prime to one another,

and A is equal to D,
therefore D, B are also prime to one another.

Therefore each of the two numbers D A IS
prime to B ; . ,

therefore the product of D, A will also be prime taB. [VII. 24]
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But the number which is the product of D, ...1. is C
Therefore C, B are prime to one another. Q. E. D.

I. the product of one of them into itself. The Greek. b h TOV Evils ,,,j,w,,,,,,o,uaos.
literally" the number produced from the ('ne of them." le~\"e,; "Illtll~iplied into ibdf" to be
understood.

If tl, b are prime to on~ anoth~r,

a~ is prime to I,.
Euclid takes d equal to il, so that d, a arc both prime to l,.
Hence, by VII. :q, da, i.e. a~, is prime to I,.
The proposition is a particular case of the preceding proposition: and the

method of proof is by substitution of different numbers in the result of that
proposition.

E--------
F-----

.0----

0---

Q. E. D.

A------

B-----

PROPOSITIOX 26.

If t<.i.'O 1lltJlZbers be prime to huo illlmbers. both to each, their
products also 'luill be prime to OJle another.

For let the two numbers A, B be pnme to the two
numbers C, D, both to each,
and let A by multiplying B
make E, and let C by multi
plying D make F;
I say that E, F are prime to
one another.

For, since each of the numbers A, B is prime to C,
therefore the product of A, B will also be prime to C. [VII. 24]

But the product of A. B is E;
therefore E, C are prime to one another.

F or the same reason
E, D are also prime to one another.

Therefore each of the numbers C, D is prime to E.
Therefore the product of C, D will also be prime to E.

[VII. 24]
But the product of C, D is F.
Therefore E, F are prime to one another.

If both a and b are prime to each of two numbers c, d, then ab, cd will be
prime to one another.

Since a, b are both prime to c,
ab, c are prime to one another. [VII. 24]

Similarly ab, d are prime to one another.
Therefore c, d are both prime to ab,
and so therefore is cd. [VII. 24]
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PROPOSITION 27.

[za.]
pnme to the two

F

[id.]

E

[VII. 25]

o

c

If two 1lltmbers be pr£me to one alzother, and each by
1JZuitiplyi1lg itself make a certain number, the products will be
pr£me to one another; and, if the origznalnumbers by mult£
plying the products make certain nUJJzbers, the latter will also
be prime to one a1zother [and this is always the case with the
extremes].

Let A, B be two numbers prime to one another,
let A by multiplying itself make C, and by
multiplying C make D,
and let B by multiplying itself make E, and
by multiplying E make F;
I say that both C, E and D, F are prime
to one another.

For, since A, B are prime to one another,
and A by multiplying itself has made C,
therefore C, B are prime to one another.

Since then C, B are prime to one another,
and B by multiplying itself has made E,
therefore C, E are prime to one another.

Again, since A, B are prime to one another,
and B by multiplying itself has made E,
therefore A, E are prime to one another.

Since then the two numbers A, Care
numbers B, E, both to each,
therefore also the product of A, C is prime to the product of
B, E. [VII. 26]

And the product of A, C is D, and the product of B, E
is F:

Therefore D, F are prime to one another.
Q. E. D.

If a, b are prime to one another, so are a2
, b2 and so are a3

, if; and,
generally, an, bn are prime to one another.

The words in the enunciation which assert the truth of the proposition for
any powers are suspected and bracketed by Heiberg because (I) in 7T€pl TOV~
lJ.KPOU~ the use of d.KpOt is peculiar, for it can only mean" the last products,"
and (2) the words have nothing corresponding to them in the proof, much
less is the generalisation proved. Campanus omits the words in the enuncia-
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tion, though he adds to the proof a remark that tht: pmposition is true of any,
the same or different, powers of a, b. Ht:iberg concludes that the words are
an interpolation of date earlier than Theon.

Euclid's proof amounts to this.
Since a, b are prime to one anothtr, so are tl~, b rv ll. .::: 51, and therdore

also a2
, b2

• "[\'II. 25]
Similarly [VII. 25] a, b'2 are prime to one another.
Therefore a, a2 and b, be satisfy the description in tht: enunciation of

Vir. 26.
Hence a3

, If are prime to one another.

PROPOSITIOX 28.

cB

--0-

A

If two numbers be prime to one a1lother, the sum 'will also
be prime to eacli of tliem,. and, if tlie sum 0/ two Jlumbers be
pn'me to any olle of them, tlie original }lumbers 'will also be
prime to one another.

For let t\VO numbers AB. BC prime to one another be
added;
I say that the sum A C is also prime
to each of the numbers AB, Be.

For, if CA, AB are not prime to
one another,
some number will measure CA, AB.

Let a number measure them, and let it be D.
Since then D measures CA, dB,

therefore it will also measure the remainder Be.
But it also measures BA ;

therefore D measures AB, BC which are prime to one another:
which is impossible. [m. Def. 12]

Therefore no number \vill measure the numbers CA, dB;
therefore CA, AB are prime to one another.

F or the same reason
A C, CB are also prime to one another.

Therefore CA is prime to each of the numbers A B, Be.
Again, let CA, AB be prime to one another;

I say that AB, BC are also prime to one another.
For, if AB, BC are not prime to one another,

some number will measure AB, Be.
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Let a number measure them, and let it be D.
Now, since D measures each of the numbers AB, BC, it

will also measure the whole CA.
But it also measures AB ;

therefore D measures CA, AB which are prime to one another:
which is impossible. [VII. Def. 12]

Therefore no number will measure the numbers AB, Be.
Therefore AB, BC are prime to one another.

Q. E. D.

If a, b are prime to one another, a + b will be prime to both a and b; and
conversely. .

For suppose (a + b), a are not prime to one another. They must then
have some common measure d.

Therefore d also divides the difference (a + b) - a, or b, as well as a; and
therefore a, b are not prime to one another: which is contrary to the
hypothesis.

Therefore a + b is prime to a.
Similarly a + b is prime to b.
The converse is proved in the same way.
Heiberg remarks on Euclid's assumption that, if c measures both a and b,

it also measures a ± b. But it has already (VII. I, 2) been assumed, more
generally, as an axiom that, in the case supposed, c measures a ±pb.

PROPOSITION 29.

A ny prime 'Izumber is prime to any number which £t does
'Itot measure.

Let A be a prime number, and let it not measure B;
I say that B, A are prime to one another.

F or, if B, A are not prime to one A

another, B

some number will measure them. --c
Let C measure them.
Since C measures B,

and A does not measure B,
therefore C is not the same with A.

Now, since C measures B, A,
therefore it also measures A which IS pnme, though it is not
the same with it :
which is impossible.
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Therefore no number wiII measure B, .A..
Therefore A, B are prime to one another.

Q. E. D.

If II is prime and does not measure b. then 11, (I are ;xime to ont:: another.
The proof is self-evident. '"

A-----

D--

E-----

8----

C

[VII. 29J
C. so many units let

PROPOSITIO:\ 30.

If !1.uo 1wmbers by multiplying om ai/other make some
number, and an)' prime Jlllmber measure the pro/fuel, it Z~'l"ll

also measure one of the orz:r;i31al Jlumbers.

For let the two numbers ..:-1, B by multiplying one another
make C, and let any prime number
D measure C;
I say that D measures one of the
numbers A. B.

F or let it not measure A.
Now D is prime;

therefore A, D are prime to one
another.

And, as many times as D measures
there be in E.

Since then D measures C according to the units in E,
therefore D by multiplying E has made C. [m. Def. IS]

Further, A by multiplying B has also made C;
therefore the product of D, E is equal to the product of
A, B.

Therefore, as D is to A, so is B to E.
But D, A are prime to one another.

primes are also least, [YII. 2I]
and the least measure the numbers \vhich have the same
ratio the same number of times, the greater the greater and
the less the less, that is, the antecedent the antecedent and
the consequent the consequent; [vn. 20]
therefore D measures B.

Similarly we can also show that. if D do not measure B.
it will measure A.

Therefore D measures one of the numbers A, B.
Q. E. D.
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A-------

B-----

c---

If c, a prime number, measure ab, c will measure either a or b.
Suppose c does not measure a.
Therefore c, a are prime to one another. [VII. 29]
Suppose ab = 1IIe.

Therefore c : a = b : 1ll. [VII. 19]
Hence [VIr. 20, 21] C measures b.
Similarly, if c does not measure b, it measures a.
Therefore it measures one or other of the two numbers a, b.

PROPOSITION 3 I.

A1ZY composite 1wmber is measured by some prime number.

Let A be a composite number;
I say that A is measured by some prime number.

For, since A is composite,
5 some number will measure it.

Let a number measure it, and let it
beB.

Now, if B is prime, what was en
joined will have been done.

10 But if it is composite, some number will measure it.
Let a number measure it, and let it be C.
Then, since C measures B,

and B measures A,
therefore C also measures A.

15 And, if C is prime, what was enjoined will have been
done.

But if it is composite, some number will measure it.
Thus, if the investigation be continued in this way, some

prime number will be found which will measure the number
20 before it, which will also measure A.

For, if it is not found, an infinite series of numbers will
measure the number A, each of which is less than the other:
which is impossible in numbers.

Therefore some prime number will be found which will
25 measure the one before it, which will also measure A.

Therefore any composite number is measured by some
prime number.

Q. E. D.
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8. if B is prime, what was enjoined will have been done, i.e. the implied
problem of finding a prime number which mea::me.' A..

IS. some prime number will be found which will measure. In the Gre"k the
sentence stops here, but it is necessary to add the worch ., the number hefore it, which will
also measure A," which are found a few lines further down. It is pussible th:u the word;
may have fallen out of P here by a simple mistake due to Oj1.0WriAfl:-rov \Heiberg).

Heiberg relegates to the Appendix an alternatiYe proof of this proposition,
to the following effect. Since A is composite. some number will measure it.
Let B be the leaJ'! such number. I say that B is prime. For, if not, B is
composite, and some number will measure it, say C; so that C is less than B.
But, since C measures B, and B measures A, C must measure A. And Cis
less than B: which is contrary to the hypothesis.

PROPOSITIOX 32.

Any 1Zlt1lzber either is jrime or is measured by some prime
1zumbe1'.

Let A be a number;
I say that A either is prime or IS measured by some prime
number.

If now A is prime, that "lhich was A------

enjoined will have been done.
But if it is composite. some prime number will measure it.

[nr·3 1 ]

Therefore any number either is prime or is measured by
some prime number.

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITIOX 33.

GiveJz as many 1lltmbers as 'We please, to Jim! the least of
those 'luludz have the same 'ratio with them.

Let A, B, C be the given numbers, as many as we please;
thus it is required to find the least of I I ' ,

5those which have the same ratio with Ai Bi c: ~

A, ~,~, C are either pnme to one I I '
another or not.

Now, if A, B, C are prime to one I I i

10 another, they are the least of those H ~ E !
which have the same ratio \vith them. L M F G

[VII. 21]
But, if not, let D the greatest common measure of A. B, C

be taken, [Yll. 3]
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30

[VII. 19J

and, as many times as D measures the numbers A, B, C
15 respectively, so many units let there be in the numbers

E, F, G respectively.
Therefore the numbers E, F, G measure the numbers A,

B, C respectively according to the units in D. [VII.16J

Therefore E, F, G measure A, B, C the same number of
20 times;

therefore E, F, G are in the same ratio with A, B, C.
[VII. Def. 20J

I say next that they are the least that are in that ratio.
F or, if E, F, G are not the least of those which have the

same ratio with A, B, C,

25 there will be numbers less than E, F, G which are in the
same ratio with A, B, C.

Let them be H, K, L ;
therefore H measures A the same number of times that the
numbers K, L measure the numbers B, C respectively.

Now, as many times as H measures A, so many units let
there be in ~~1";

therefore the numbers 1<, L also measure the numbers B, C
respectively according to the units in ]JIf.

And, since H measures A according to the units in M,
35 therefore uJ also measures A according to the units in H.

[VII. r6J
F or the same reason

111 also measures the numbers B, C according to the units in
the numbers K, L respectively;

Therefore ill measures A, B, C.
40 N ow, since H measures A according to the units in M,

therefore H by multiplying lJI has made A. [VII. Def. ISJ
For the same reason also

E by multiplying D has made A.
Therefore the product of E, D is equal to the product of

45 H, lJ;f.

Therefore, as E is to H, so is 1~.f to D.
But E is greater than H;

therefore .3£ is also greater than D.
And it measures A, B, C:
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5° \vhich is impossible, for by hypothesis D is the greatest
common measure of A, B, C.

Therefore there cannot be anv numbers less than E, F, G
\vhich are in the same ratio \vith ~4.. B. C.

Therefore E, F, G are the least of those which have the
55 same ratio \vith A, B, C.

Q. E. D.

I,. the numbers E, F. G measure the numbers A. B, C respectively,
literally (as t,"ual) "each of the number5 E. F, G measure.; each of the numbers A,
B, C."

[m.20]

mg=a= .•k.

m:x=k:x·

a = kx (or xk, VII. 16),
b = k.y (or yk),
C = k::; (or ::;k),

Given any numbers a, l" c, ... , to find the least numbers that are in the
same ratio.

Euclid's method is the obviolls one, and the result is verified by redl!diu
ad absurdum.

We will, like Euclid, take three numbers only, 11, II, c.
Let g, their greatest common measure, be found [VII. 3J, and suppose that

a = mg, i.e. gJll, [VlI. 16)
b = lIg, i.e. gil,
c = pg, i.e. gpo

It follows, by VII. Def. 20, that
m:ll:p=a:l':c.

m, 11, p shall be the numbers required.
For, if not, let x, J', ::; be the least numbers in the same ratio as tT, b, <',

being less than Ill, 1[, p.
Therefore

where k is some integer.
Thus
Therefore
And m > x; therefore k > g.
Since then k measures a, /I, Ii it follows that g is not the greatest common

measure: which contradicts the hypothesis.
Therefore etc.

H is to be observed that Euclid merely supposes that x, J', ::; are smaller
numbers than m, 11, p in the ratio of 11, b, c; but, in order to justify the next
inference, which apparently can only depend on nr. 20, x, .1', ::; must also be
assumed to be the least numbers in the ratio of 11, l', C.

The inference from the last proportion that, since 1Il > x, k > g is supposed
by Heiberg to depend upon VII. 13 and V. q together. I prefer to regard
Euclid as making the inference quite independently of Book v. E.g., the
proportion could just as well be written

,;\.~ : Jli =....!:f: k,
when the definition of proportion in Book \'II. (Def. ~o) gives all that we want,
since, whatever proper fraction x is of m, the same proper fraction is g of k.
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PROPOSITION 34.

Given two 1l1tmbers, to find the least 1ZZimber which they
measure.

-----0

c-------

[VII. 16]

B---

F--

A---

Let A, B be the two given numbers;
thus it is required to find the least number which they
measure.

Now A, B are either prime to one
another or not.

First, let A, B be prime to one
another, and let A by multiplying B
make C; E--

therefore also B by multiplying A has
made C.

Therefore A, B measure C.
I say next that it is also the least number they measure.
For, if not, A, B will measure some number which is less

than C.
Let them measure D.
Then, as many times as A measures D, so many units let

there be in E,
and, as many times as B measures D, so many units let there
be in F;
therefore A by multiplying E has made D,
and B by multiplying F has made D; [VII. Def. IS]

therefore the product of A, E is equal to the product of B, F
Therefore, as A is to B, so is F to E. [VII. 19]
But A, B are prime,

primes are also least, [VII. ZI]
and the least measure the numbers which have the same ratio
the same number of times, the greater the greater and the less
the less; [VII. zo]
therefore B measures E, as consequent consequent.

And, since A by multiplying B, E has made C, D,
therefore, as B is to E, so is C to D. [VII. 17]

But B measures E ;
therefore C also measures D, the greater the less:
which is impossible.
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B

-H

---E

c

A

--G

-----0

And let A by multiplying E
make C;
therefore also B by multiplying F --F

has made C;
therefore A, B measure C.

I say next that it is also the least
number that they measure.

For, if not, A, B will measure some number which is less
than C.

Let them measure D.
And, as many times as A measures D, so many units let

there be in G,
and, as many times as B measures D, so many units let there
be in H.

Therefore A by multiplying G has made D,
and B by multiplying H has made D.

Therefore the product of A. G is equal to the product of
B,H;
therefore, as !l is to B, so is H to G.

But, as A is to B, so is Fto E.
Therefore also, as F is to E, so is H to G.
But F, E are least,

and the least measure the numbers \vhich have the same ratio
the same number of times, the greater the greater and the
less the less; em. 20J
therefore E measures G.

And, since A by multiplying E, G has made C, D,
therefore, as E is to G, so is C to D. [m. Ii]

But E measures G ;
therefore C also measures D, the greater the less:
which is impossible.

Therefore A, B do not measure any number less than C'
J •

therefore C is the least that is measured by A, B.
N ext, let A, B not be prime to one another,

and let F, E, the least numbers of those which have the same
ratio with A, B, be taken; [m.33]
therefore the product of A, E is equal to the product of B, F.

[m. 19]

H. E. II. 12
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Therefore A, B will not measure any number which is less
than C.

Therefore C is the least that is measured by A, B.
Q. E. D.

[VII. 19]

[VII. 20, 2I]
[VII. 17]b : 111 = ab : am

==ab: d.

Therefore ab measures d: which is impossible.

But

This is the problem of finding the least common multiple of two numbers,
as a, b.

1. If a, b be prime to one another, the L.C.M. is abo

For, if not, let it be d, some number less than abo

Then d = 1Jla == nb, where 1ll, n are integers.

Therefore a : b == n : m,

and hence, a, b being prime to one another,

b measures 1Jl.

II. If a, b be not prime to one another, find the numbers which are the
least of those having the ratio of a to b, say 1lJ, n ; [VII. 33]

then a : b = m : 11,

and

c is then the L.C.M.

all = bm (= c, say); [VII. 19]

And

Then

whence

so that

so that

which is impossible.

Therefore etc.

For, if not, let it be d (<. c), so that

ap == bq == d, where p, q are integers.

a: b =q :p,
m : 11 == q :p,
11 measures p.

11 : p == all : ap == c : d,

c measures d:

[VII. 19]

[VII. 20, 2I]

By VII. 33, 771 == ~}g .
71 == ~ ,where g IS the G.C.1\!. of a, b.

g

H h
. ab

ence t e L.C.M. IS -.
g
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B----

-----D

PROPOSITIOX 35.

.if two numbers 'measure any 1lltmber. the least 1/lfmber
measlwed by them will also measltre tht' same.

For let the two numbers A, B measure any number CD,
and let E be the least that they

A---

c F
measure;
I say that E also measures CD.

F or, if E does not measure E

CD, let E, measuring DF, leave CF less than itself.
N ow, since A, B measure E.

and E measures DF,
therefore A, B will also measure D F

But they also measure the ,vhole CD ;
therefore they will also measure the remainder CF which IS

less than E:
~

which is impossible.
Therefore E cannot fail to measure CD ;

therefore it measures it.
Q. E. D.

The least common multiple of any two numbers must measure any other
common multiple.

The proof is obvious, depending on the fact that, if any number divides a
and /I, it also divides a-pl>.

PROPOSITIOX 36.

Given three 1llmzbers, to find the least mmzber whilh the)'
measure.

Let A, B, C be the three given numbers;
thus it is required to find the least
number v.-hich they measure. A---

Let D, the least number mea- B---

sured by the two numbers A, B, c----
be taken. [nr·34] 0------

Then C either measures, or E-----

does not measure, D.
First, let it measure it.

22-2
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A---

-----F

------E

B---

c----
0----

But A, B also measure D;
therefore A, B, C measure D.

I say next that it is also the least that they measure.
F or, if not, A, B, C will measure some number which 1S

less than D.
Let them measure E.
Since A, B, C measure E,

therefore also A, B measure E.
Therefore the least number measured by A, B will also

measure E. [m·35J
But D is the least number measured by A, B;

therefore D \vill measure E, the greater the less:
which is impossible.

Therefore A, B, C will not measure any number which is
less than D;

therefore D is the least that A, B, C measure.
Again, let C not measure D,

and let E, the least number measured by
e, D, be taken. [VII. 34J

Since A, B measure D,
and D measures E,
therefore also A, B measure E.

But C also measures E ;
therefore also A, B, C measure E.

I say next that it is also the least that they measure.
F or, if not, A, B, C will measure some number which

IS less than E.
Let them measure F.
Since A, B, C measure F.

therefore also A, B measure F;
therefore the least number measured by A, B will also
measure F. [VII. 35]

But D is the least number measured by A, B;
therefore D measures F.

But C also measures F;
"therefore D, C measure F,
so that the least number measured by D, C will also measure F.
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B--

A------

c--
0-

But E is the least number measured by C. D;
therefore E measures F, the greater the less:
which is impossible.

Therefore A, B, C will not measure any number \\'hich IS

less than E. .
Therefore E is the least that is measured by •..J.. 13, C.

(~. E. D.

Euclid's rule for finding the I..c.,!. of Ihrt't' numbers tT, I"~ !. is the rule with
which we are familiar. The L.C.'I. of <7, b is first found, sa\' d, and then the
L.c.~I. of d and " is found. .

Euclid distinguishes the cases (I) in which" meJ.sun:s ti, (:! ) in which "
does not measure d. \\"e need only reproduce thl: prouf of the general case
(2). The method is that of redudio ad absurdum.

Let e be the L.C.:\!. of d, c.
Since a, b both measure d, and J measureS ,',

a, b both measure <'.

So does ,-.
Therefore e is sOllle common multiple of tT, b, ,-.
If it is not the./east, letfbe the I..c.,r.
Now a, b both measuref;

therefore d, their L.C.'r., also measuresf [nl. 35J
Thus d, <' both measure f;

therefore e, their L.C.M., measuresf: [nI. 35]
which is impossible, sincef < e.

Therefore etc.
The process can be continued ad libitlllll, so that we can find the L.c.'!.,

not only of three, but of as many numbers as we please.

PROPOSITIOX 37.

1./ a }lumber be measured by allY llltJllber, the 1lUmber which
is measured will have a part called by the same name as the
measuring 1tltmber.

For let the number .-1 be measured by any number B;
I say that A has a part called by the same
name as B.

For, as many times as B measures .-1,
so many units let there be in C.

Since B measures A according to the
units in C,
and the unit D also measures the number C according to the
units in it,
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therefore the unit D measures the number C the same number
of times as B measures A.

Therefore, alternately, the unit D measures the number B .
the same number of times as C measures A ; [VII. IS]

therefore, whatever part the unit D is of the number B, the
same part is C of A also.

But the unit D is a part of the number B called by the
same name as it;
therefore C is also a part of A called by the same name as B,
so that A has a part C which is called by the same name as B.

Q. E. D.

If b measurt:s a, then ~ th of a is a whole number.

Let a = 1/l • b.
Now III =m . I.

Thus I, JJl, b, a satisfy the enunciation of VII. IS;
therefore m measures a the same number of times that I measures b.

But

therefore

I is j, th part of b ;

lit is j, th part of a.

PROPOSITIOX 38.

----6

A-------

--0

-0

If a llumber have any jart whate'ller, it will be measured
by a lllt1Jlber called by tlte same name as the jart.

For let the number A have any part whatever, B,
and let C be a number called by the same
name as the part B ;
I say that C measures A.

F or, since B is a part of A called by
the same name as C,
and the unit D is also a part of C called
by the same name as it,

therefore, whatever part the unit D is of the number C,
the same part is B of A also;

therefore the unit D measures the number C the same number
of times that B measures A.
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Therefore, alternately, the unit D measures the number B
the same number of tim~s that C measures d. [VII. IS]

Therefore C measures ..--1.
Q. E. D.

This proposition is practically a restatement of the preceding proposition.

I t asserts that, if b is !. th part of 11,
JJI

i.e., if

then

We have

I
b= -11,

III

lIZ measures 11.

I
b=- a,

lIZ

and I = .!. lll.
l/I

Therefore I, Ill, b, 11, satisfy the enunciation of '·II. 15, and therefore m
measures a the same number of times as I measures b, or

I
lJl =1; ll.

PROPOSITION 39.

To find the number which is the least that will haz'e giz.ell
parts.

Let A, B, C be the given parts;
thus it is required to find the number which IS the least that
will have the parts A, B, C.

A B__ C

D
-------E

----F

-------------G
----------H

Let D, E, F be numbers called by the same name as the
parts A, B, C,
and let G, the least number measured by D, E, F, be taken.

[VII. 36]

Therefore G' has parts called by the same name as D, E, F
[VII. 37]

But A, B, C are parts called by the same name as D, E, F;
therefore G has the parts A, B, C.

I say next that it is also the least number that has.
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For, if not, there v,,'ill be some number less than G which
will have the parts A, E, C.

Let it be H.
Since H has the parts A, E, C,

therefore H will be measured by numbers called by the same
name as the parts A, B, C. [VII·38J

But D, E. F are numbers called by the same name as the
parts A, E, C;
therefore H is measured by D, E, F

And it is less than G: which is impossible.
Therefore there will be no number less than G that will

have the parts A, E, C.
Q. Eo D.

This again is practically a restatement in another form of the problem of
finding the L.C.M.

To find a number which has!. th, b!. th and!. th parts.
a c

Let d be the L.C.:.\!. of a, b, c.
I I I

Thus d has - th, -b th and - th parts. [VI!. 37]
a c

If it is not the least number which has, let the least such number be e.
Then, since e has those parts,

e is measured by a, b, c; and e < d:
which is impossible.
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PROPOSITIOX I.

1./ there be as many numbers as 'Zoe please ill (olltiJill~'d

jJroportioN, and the extremes 0/ them. be prime to one another.
the numbers are the least of tltose z,-,hich h,we tlte same ratio
with them.

E

F-

G--
H---

A--
B--_

c----
0------

Let there be as many numbers as \ve please, .--1, B, C, D,
in continued proportion,
and let the extremes of them
A, D be prime to one another;
I say that A, B, C, D are the
least of those which have the
same ratio with them.

F or, if not, let E, F, G, H be less than .r1, B, C, D, and
in the same ratio with them.

Now, since A, B, C, D are in the same ratio \vith E, F,
G,H,
and the multitude of the numbers A, E, C, D is eqn'al to the
multitude of the numbers E, F, G, H,
therefore, ex aequali,

as A is to D, so is E to H.
But A, D are prime,

primes are also least, [m. 2I]
and the least numbers measure those 'which ha\"e the same
ratio the same number of times, the greater the greater and
the less the less, that is, the antecedent the antecedent and
the consequent the consequent. fm. 201
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Therefore A measures E, the greater the less:
which is impossible.

Therefore E, F, G, H which are less than A, B, C, D
are not in the same ratio with them.

Therefore A, B, C, D are the least of those which have
the same ratio with them.

Q. E. D.

What we call a geometricalprogresstim is with Euclid a series of terms "in
continued proportion" (E~ij<; avaAoyov).

This proposition proves that, if a, b, c, ... k are a series of numbers in
geometrical progression, and if a, k are prime to one another, the series is in
the lowest terms possible with the same common ratio.

The proof is in form by redlldio ad absurdum. We should no doubt
desert this fimlt while retaining the Silbstance. If a', b', c', ... k' be any other
serit:s of numbers in G.P. with the same common ratio as before, we have,
ex aequali,

a: k = a' : k', [VII. 14]
whence, since a, k are prime to one another, a, k measure a', k' respectively, so
that a', k' are greater than a, k respectively.

PROPOSITION 2.

To find llltmbers in cOidimted jJrojorti01z, as many as may
be jJrescribed, ami the least that are in a g£Ve1z ratio.

Let the ratio of A to B be the given ratio in least
numbers;
thus it is required to find numbers in continued proportion,
as many as may be prescribed, and the least that are in the
ratio of A to B.

--A

--B

---0

----0

-----E

F----- -------G

---------H

--------K

Let four be prescribed;
let A by multiplying itself make C, and by multiplying B let
it make D;
let B by multiplying itself make E;
further, let A by multiplying C, D, E make F, G, H,
and let B by multiplying E make K.
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Now, since A by multiplying itself has made C,
and by multiplying B has made D,
therefore, as A is to B, so is C to D. [nI. 17J

Again, since A by multiplying B has made D,
and B by multiplying itself has made E,
therefore the numbers A, B by multiplying B have made the
numbers D, E respectiYely.

Therefore, as A is to B, so is D to E. [m. IS}
But, as A is to B, so is C to D;

therefore also, as C is to D, so is D to E.
And, since A by multiplying C, D has made F, G.

therefore, as C is to D. so is F to G. [m. Ii]

But, as C is to D, so was A to B ;
therefore also, as A is to B, so is F to G.

Again, since A by multiplying D. E has made G. H.
therefore, as D is to E, so is G to H. [VII. Ii]

But, as D is to E, so is A to B.
Therefore also, as A is to B, so is G to H.
And, since A, B by multiplying E have made H, K,

therefore, as A is to B, so is H to K. [VII. IS}

But, as A is to B, so is F to G. and G to H.
Therefore also, as F is to G. so is G to H, and H to K;

therefore C, D, E, and F, G. H, K are proportional in the
ratio of A to B.

I say next that they are the least numbers that are so.
F or, since A, B are the least of those which have the

same ratio with them,
and the least of those \vhich have the same ratio are prime
to one another, [nI. 22J
therefore A, B are prime to one another.

And the numbers A, B by multiplying themselves re
spectively ha\'e made the numbers C, E. and by multiplying
the numbers C, E respectively haye made the numbers F, K;
therefore C, E and F, K are prime to one another respectively.

[m. 27J

But, if there be as many numbers as we please in continued
proportion, and the extremes of them be prime to one another,
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they are the least of those which have the same ratio with
them. [VIII. I]

Therefore C, D, E and F, G, H, K are the least of those
which haye the same ratio with A, B. Q. E. D.

PORIS:--!. From this it is manifest that, if three numbers
in continued proportion be the least of those which have the
same ratio with them, the extremes of them are squares, and,
if four numbers, cubes.

To find a series of numbers in geometrical progression and in the least
terms which have a given common ratio (understanding by that term tile ratio
lif Olle term t/l the next).

Reduce the given ratio to its lowest terms, say, a : b. (This can be done
by VII. .3.3.)

Then a", a"-Ib, a"-"!r, ... a"b"-2, /Ibn-I, bit

is the required series of numbers if (Il + I) terms are required.
That this is a series of terms with the given common ratio is clear from

VII. 17, I8.

That the G.P. is in the smallest terms possible is proved thus.
a, b are prime to one another, since the ratio a : b is in its lowest terms.

[VII. 22]

Therefore a", /72 are prime to one another; so are a3
, b3 and, generally,

a", bU. [VII. 27]
Whence the G.P. is in the smallest possible terms, by VIII. r.
The Porism observes that, if there are Il terms in the series, the

extremes are (Il - I )th powers.

PROPOSITION 3.

if as man)' mmtbers as we please in continuedproportion
be the feast of those which have the same ratio with them, the
extremes if them are prime to oue another.

Let aiJ, many numbers as we please, A, B, C, D, in con
tinued proportion be the least of those which have the same
ratio \vith them;

A B C

0

-E -F

--G ---H K

l M N

0
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I say that the extremes of them A, D are prune to one
another.

For let t\VO numbers E, F, the least that are in the ratio
of A, B, C, D, be taken. [nI. 33]

then three others G, H, K with the same property;

and others, more by one continually, [nIl. ;)J
until the multitude taken becomes equal to the multitude of
the numbers A, B, C, D.

Let them be taken, and let them be L, .1[, lV, O.
N ow, since E, F are the least of those which ha\'e the

same ratio with them, they are prime to one another. [\'Ii. 2;)J
And, since the numb~rs E, -F by multiplying themseh'es

respectively have made the numbers G, A", and by multiplying
the numbers G, K respectively ha\'e made the numbers L, 0,

e\ Ill. 2, Por.]

therefore both G, K and L, 0 are prin1e to one another. [YH.27j

And, since A, B, C, D are the least of those which have
the same ratio with them,

while L, .!VI, N, 0 are the least that are in the same ratio with
A,B, C,D,
and the multitude of the numbers A, B, C, D is equal to the
multitude of the numbers L, ill, ~l\l, 0,
therefore the numbers A, B, C, D are equal to the numbers
L, M, N, 0 respectively;

therefore A is equal to L, and D to O.
And L, 0 are prime to one another.
Therefore A, D are also prime to one another.

Q. E. D.

The proof consists in merely equating the given numbers to the tt:rms of
a series found in the manner of nIl. 2.

If a, b, C, ... k (ll terms) be a geometrical progression in the lowest terms
having a given common ratio, the terms must respectively be of the form

an- i , an- 2/3, ... a'113 n-:J., af3n-'2, /3 ii-I

found by VIII. 2, where a : [3 is the ratio a : b expressed in its lowest terms, so
that n, [3 are prime to one another [\'Ir. 22], and hence a"-\ [3"-1 are prim<.:
to one another [VII. 27 J.

But the two series must be the same, so that
a = an-I, b = {3n-l.
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PROPOSITION 4.

Gz~,-'elz as mall)' ratios as '<ue please i,z least 1lZt7lzbers, to find
1Zltmbers i,z cOlltillued proportioll whzdl are the least i,Z the
gi;,;en 1'atios.

Let the given ratios in least numbers be that of A to B,
5 that of C to D, and that of E to F;

thus it is required to find numbers in continued proportion
which are the least that are in the ratio of A to B, in the
ratio of C to D, and in the ratio of E to F.

A- B--
c- D-

E-- F--

N-
G

0 --H

M K

P L

Let G, the least number measured by B, C. be taken.
[m·34J

10 And, as many times as B measures G, so many times also
let A measure H,
and, as many times as C measures G, so many times also let
D measure K.

Now E either measures or does not measure K.
15 First, let it measure it.

And, as many times as E measures .l( so many times let
F measure L also.

N ow, since A measures H the same number of times that
B measures G,

20 therefore, as A is to B, so is H to G. [nI. Def. 20, VII. 13J

For the same reason also,
as C is to D, so is G to K,

and further, as E is to F, so is .l( to L ;
therefore H, G, K, L are continuously proportional in the

25 ratio of A to B, in the ratio of C to D. and in the ratio of E
to F.

I say next that they are also the least that have this
property.
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F or, if H, G, K, L are not the least numbers continuousla
30 proportional in the ratios of A to B, of C to D, and of E

to F, let them be N, 0, AI, P.
Then since, as A is to B, so is i\ T to 0,

while A, B are least,
and the least numbers measure those \vhich haye the same

35 ratio the same number of times, the greater the greater and
the less the less, that is, the antecedent the antecedent and the
consequent the consequent;
therefore B measures O. [m. 20]

F or the same reason
40 C also measures 0 ;

therefore B, C measure 0;
therefore the least number measured by B, C will also
measure O. [m·35J

But G is the least number measured by B, C;
45 therefore G measures 0, the greater the less:

which is impossible.
Therefore there will be no numbers less than H, G, K, L

which are continuously in the ratio of A to B, of C to D, and
of E to F

50 N ext, let E not measure Ii.
A-- c-
B-- 0-

G----

K-----

E-

F-

H---

----Q

M----------

0-------

N------

p------------

-----R

--------5

--------T

Let M, the least number measured by E, K, be taken.
And, as many times as K measures Jf, so many times let

H, G measure N, 0 respectively,
and, as many times as E measures 3:!, so many times let F

55 measure P also.
Since H measures AT the same number of times that G

measures 0,
therefore. as H is to G, so is ]\/ to O. [VII. 13 and Def. 20]
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But, as H is to G, so is A to B;
60 therefore also, as A is to B, so is N to O.

For the same reason also,
as C is to D, so is 0 to 1/11.

Again, since E measures M the same number of times that
F measures P,

65 therefore, as E is to F, so is M to P ; [VII. 13 and Def. 20]

therefore lV, 0, 11:1, P are continuously proportional in the
ratios of A to B, of C to D, and of E to F.

I say next that they are also the least that are in the ratios
A:B,C:D,E:F.

70 For, if not, there will be some numbers less than AT, 0,
1~1, P continuously proportional in the ratios A : B, C: D,
E:F.

Let them be Q, R, 5, T.
Now since, as Q is to R, so is A to B,

75 while A, B are least,
and the least numbers measure those which have the same
ratio with them the same number of times, the antecedent the
antecedent and the consequent the consequent, [VII. 20]

therefore B measures R.
80 F or the same reason C also measures R ;

therefore B, C measure R.
Therefore the least number measured by B, C will also

measure R.. [YII. 35]
But G is the least number measured by B, C;

85 therefore G measures R.
And, as G is to R, so is !(' to S: [VII. 13]

therefore R' also measures S.
But E also measures 5;

therefore E, K measure 5.
90 Therefore the least number measured by E, K will also

measure 5. [\'II. 35J
But M is the least number measured by E, K;

therefore 111 measures 5, the greater the less:
which is impossible.

95 Therefore there will not be any numbers less than N, 0,
irf, P continuously proportional in the ratios of A to B, of
C to D, and of E to F;
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therefore N, 0, 1J£, P are the least numbers continuously
proportional in the ratios A :E, C: D, E : F. Q. E. D.

69, 7I, 99· the ratios A: B, C : D, E: F. This ahbreviated expression is in the
Greek 01 AB, rt.., EZ MyOl.

The term "in continued proportion" is here not used in its proper sense,
since a geometrical progression is not meant, but a series of terms each of
which bears to the succeeding term a gi7.1en, but not the same, ratio.

The proposition furnishes a good example of the cumbrousness of the
Greek method of dealing with non-determinate numbers. The proof in fact
is not easy to follow without the help of modern symbolical notation. If
this be used, the reasoning can be made clear enough.

Euclid takes three given ratios and therefore requires to find four numbers.
We will leave out the simpler particular case which he puts first, that namely
in which E accidentally measures .K, the multiple of D found in the first few
lines; and we will reproduce the general case with three ratios.

Let the ratios in their lowest terms be
a : b, c: d, e:j

Take 11 , the L.C.i\!. of b, c, and suppose that
11 = mb = !lC.

Form the numbers ma, mb t, nd.
= 1ZC J

These are in the ratios of a to b and of C to d respectively.
Next, let 12 be the L.C.1\!. of nd, e, and let

12 =pnd:: qe.
Now form the numbers

pilla, pmb} , pnd 1.> qf,
=pnc =qe j

and these are the four numbers required.
If they are not the least in the given ratios, let

x, y, ~, 11

be less numbers in the given ratios.
Since a : b is in its lowest terms, and

a: b =x :y,
b measures y.

Similarly, since c : d = y : ::,
c measures y.

Therefore 11 , the L.C.M. of b, c, measuresy.
But 11 : 1zd[=c: d] =y: z.
Therefore nd measures z.
And, since e :f= z : 11,

e measures z.
Therefore 12 , the L.C.M. of nd, e, measures z: which is impossible, since

::<12 or pnd.
The step (line 86) inferring that G : R = K: S is of course alknzando

from G : K [= C : D] = R : S. . '
It will be observed that VlII,'4 corresponds to the portIon of VI. 23 whIch

shows how to compound two ratios between straight lines.

H. E. II. 23
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-------A

-------G

[VIII. 4]

[YII. I7J

[VII. 17]

--D

-F

--K

----H

----L

--B

--c
-E

as C is to E, so is G to H,
and, as D is to F, so is H to I(.

And let D by multiplying E make L.
IS Now, since D by multiplying C has made A, and by

multiplying E has made L,
therefore, as C is to E, so is A to L.

But, as C is to E, so is G to H;
therefore also, as G is to H, so is A to L.

20 Again, since E by multiplying D has made L, and further
by multiplying F has made B,
therefore, as D is to F, so is L to B.

But, as D is to F, so is H to K;
therefore also, as H is to K, so is L to B.

25 But it was also proved that,
as G is to H, so is A to L ;

therefore, ex aequali,
as G is to K, so is A to B. [VII. r4]

But G has to K the ratio compounded of the ratios of the
30 sides;

therefore A also has to B the ratio compounded of the ratios
of the sides. Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION 5.
Plallenumbers ·have to O1ze another the 1;atio comjou1zded

of the ratios of their sides.
Let A, B be plane numbers, and let the numbers C, D

be the sides of A, and E, F of B; _
5 I say that A has to B the ratio com

pounded of the ratios of the sides.
For, the ratios being given which C

has to E and D to F, let the least
numbers G, H, K that are continuously

10 in the ratios C: E, D :F be taken, so
that,

I, 5, ~9, 31• compounded of the ratios of their sides. As in VI. ~3, the Greek
has the less exact phrase, "compounded of their sides."

If a == cd, b == if,
then a has to b the ratio compounded of c :,e and d :j

Take three numbers the least which are continuously in the given ratios.
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If ! is the L.C.M. of e, d and 1= 1IIe: = 1Id, the three numbers are
llh', me l, 1If. [ \"I II. -+]

= nd I

Now dc:de=c:e (nl. Ii]
cc mc ; me = llie ; lId.

Also cd ; if= d :f [YII. r i)
= 1Id : Ilf.

Therefore, ex aequali, cd : if= mc : 11/
= (ratio compounded of c : c' and d ;.f).

It will be seen that this proof follows exactly the method of VI. 23 for
parallelograms.

PROPOSITION 6.

If there be as many 1l1£JJzbcrs as 'Zoe please ill conlimlt'li
proporti01z, al1d tlte first do 110t measure the se,'omi, llt'ithcr
'will al1Y other measure aNy other.

Let there be as many numbers as we please, A, B, C, D, E,
in continued proportion, and let A not measure B;
I say that neither will any other measure any other.

A

B
C

0

E

-F
--G

H

Now it is manifest that A, B, C, D, E do not measure
one another in order; for A does not even measure B.

I say, then, that neither will any other measure any other.
F or, if possible, let A measure C.
And, hO\vever many A, B, C are, let as many numbers

F, G, H, the least of those which have the same ratio with
A, B, C, be taken. [m. 33]

N ow, since F, G, H are in the same ratio with A, E, C,
and the multitude of the numbers A, B, C is eqlIal to the
multitude of the numbers F, G, H,
therefore, ex aequali, as A is to C, so is F to H. [vo. q]
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And since, as A is to B, so is F to G,
while A does not measure B,
therefore neither does F measure G ; [VII. Def. 20]
therefore F is not an unit, for the unit measures any number.

Now F, H are prime to one another. [VIII. 3]
And, as F is to H, so is A to C;

therefore neither does A measure C.
Similarly we can prove that neither will any other measure

any other.
Q. E. D.

Let 0, b, c ... k be a geometrical progression in which a does not measure b.
Suppose, if possible, that a measures some term of the series, as f
Take x,)', ::;, 11, Z', ·w the least numbers in the ratio a, b, c, d, e,f.
Since x :y = a : b,

and a does not measure b,
x does not measure)'; therefore x cannot be unity.

And, ex aequali, x : w = a :f
Now.1::, 1£1 are prime to one another. [VIII. 3]

Therefore a does not ·measure f.
We can of course prove that an intermediate term, as b, does not measure

a later term f by using the series b, c, d, e, f and remembering that, since
b : c", a : b, b does not measure c.

PROPOSITION 7.

0------------
[VIII. 6J

A--

B---

c------

If there be as man)} numbers as we please £1Z conlinued
proportion, and the first measure the last, £t will measzwe the
second also.

Let there be as many numbers as we please, A, B, C, D,
in continued proportion; and
let A measure D ;
I say that A also measures B.

• For, ifA does not measure
B, neither will any other of the
numbers measure any other.

But A measures D.
Therefore A also measures B.

Q. E. D.

An obvious proof by reductio ad absurdum from VIII. 6.
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PROPOSITION 8.

I.f between. two 1lZwzbers there .fall JlltJ)zbcrs ill cOlltiJlllcd
proporti01z with them, then, however mall)' 1111lJlbers.fall bc!'iuccll
them i,z continued proporti01l, so man)' will also .fall ill COJl

tinued proportion between the 1lltJJlbcrs 'Which haz'e the same
ratio with the originalllumbers.

Let the numbers C, D fall bet\veen the two numbers A,
B in continued proportion with them, and let E be made in
the same ratio to F as A is to B ;
I say that, as many numbers as have fallen between A, B in
continued proportion, so many will also fall between E, F in
continued proportion.

A-- E

C M

0 N

B F
G-
H--
K--

L

For, as many as A, B, C, D are in multitude, let so many
numbers G, H, K, L, the least of those \vhich have the same
ratio with A, C, D, B, be taken; (m·33J
therefore the extremes of them G, L are prime to one another.

[nIl. 3)

Now, since A, C, D, B are in the same ratio with G, H,
K,L,
and the multitude of the numbers d, C, D, B is equal to the
multitude of the numbers G, H, K, L,
therefore, ex aequali, as A is to B, so is G to L. [m. 14]

But, as A is to B, so is E to F;
therefore also, as G is to L, so is E to F.

But G, L are prime,
primes are also least, (\'II. 21]
and the least numbers measure those which have the same
ratio the same number of times, the greater the greater and
the less the less, that is, the antecedent the antecedent and the
consequent the consequent. [VII. 20]
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Therefore G measures E the same num ber of times as L
measures .F.

Next, as many times as G measures E, so many times let
H, K also measure )1[, N respectively;
therefore G, H, K, L measure E, ill, N, F the same number
of times.

Therefore G, H, K, L are in the same ratio with E, M,
N, F. [VII. Def. 20]

But G, H, K, L are in the same ratio with A, C, D, B;
therefore A, C, D, B are also in the same ratio with E, ll-f,
N,F.

But A, C, D, B are in continued proportion;
therefore E, Jf, N, F are also in continued proportion.

Therefore, as many numbers as have fallen between A, B
in continued proportion with them, so many numbers have also
fallen between E, F in continued proportion.

Q. E. D.

I. fall. The Greek word is ep:,ri7rT<LP, "fall in" =" can be interpolated."

If a : b =e:.f, and between il, b then~ are any number of geometric
means c, d, there will be as many such means between e, f.

Let a, 13, 1',' .., 0 be the least possible terms in the same ratio as a,
c, d, ... b.

Then a, aare prime to one another, [VIII. 3]
and, .'.1: atyuali, a : a= a : b

= e:f.
Therefore C = lila, f =mo, where III is some integer. [VI!. 20]

Take the numbers lila, 1Il/3, my, ... mo.
This is a series in the given ratio, and we have the same number of

geometric means between ma, mo, or e, j, that there are between a, b.

PROPOSITION 9.

If two llUmbers be prime to one another, and 1ZltJllbers fall
bet'li..leen them in cOlltinued proportion, thell, however many
1l1~mbt:rs fall betwee1l thl:m ill cOlltimted proportion, so mall)'
wzll also fall betwee::n each of tht:m and an unit in cont£1lZted
proporti01l.

Let A, B be two numbers prime to one another, and let
C, D fall between them in continued proportion,
and let the unit E be set out;
I say that, as many numbers as fall between A, B In con-
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tinued proportion, so many will also fall between either of
the numbers A, E and the unit in continued proportion.

For let two numbers F, G, the least that are in the ratio
of A, C, D, E, be taken,

three numbers H, K, L with the same property,

and others more by one continually, until their multitude is
equal to the multitude of A, C, D, B. [VIII. 2]

A----
c-----
D-------
B-----------

E
F
G-

H-
K--

L---

M----

N-----
0-------
p----------

Let them be taken, and let them be 31, lV, 0, P.
It is now manifest that F by multiplying itself has made

H and by multiplying H has made 31, while G by multiplying
itself has made L and by multiplying L has made P.

[nIl. 2, Por.]
And, since ffif, N, 0, P are the least of those \vhich have

the same ratio with F, G,
and A, C, D, E are also the least of those which have the
same ratio with F, G, [VHI. I]

while the multitude of the numbers 31, lV, 0. P is equal to the
multitude of the numbers A, C, D, E,
therefore M, N, 0, P are equal to A, C, D, E respectively;
therefore M is equal to A, and P to E.

Now, since Fby multiplying itself has made H,
therefore F measures H according to the units in F.

But the unit E also measures F according to the units in it;

therefore the unit E measures the number F the same number
of times as F measures H.

Therefore, as the unit E is to the number F, so is F to H.
[nI. Def. 20]

Again, since F by multiplying H has made "}I,
therefore H measures 111 according to the units in .F~
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But the unit E also measures the number F according to
the units in it;
therefore the unit E measures the number F the same number
of times as H measures M.

Therefore, as the unit E is to the number F, so is H to 1/11.
But it was also proved that, as the unit E is to the number

F, so is F to H;
therefore also, as the unit E is to the number F, so is F to H,
and Hto M.

But 1/1£ is equal to A ;
therefore, as the unit E is to the number F, so is F to H,
and Hto A.

For the same reason also,
as the unit E is to the number G, so is G to Land L to B.

Therefore, as many numbers as have fallen between A,
B in continued proportion, so many numbers also have fallen
between each of the numbers A, B and the unit E in continued
proportion.

Q. E. D.

Suppose there are 1l geometric means between a, b, two numbers prime to
one another; there are the same number (n) of geometric means between I

and a and between I and b.
If C, d... are the n means between a, b,

a, C, d ... b
are the least numbers in that ratio, since a, b are prime to one another. [VIII. I]

The terms are therefore respectively identical with
o.n+l, an{3, an.-IJ32 ... af3n, f3n+t,

where a, f3 is the common ratio in its lowest terms. [VIII. 2, POL]
Thus a = an+l, b = f3n+l.
Now I:a=a:a2=a2:a3... =an':an+l,

and I :f3=f3:f32=f32:p••• =j3":p+J;
whence there are n geometric means between I, a, and between I, b.

PROPOSITION 10.

. If 1l;umbers fall between each 0.1 two numbers and an unit
zn contmued proportiOlt, however many numbers .fal! betweelz
each 0/ them and an unit in continued proportion, so man)'
also wzll fall between, the numbers tlzemse!ves in cont£nued
proport£on.
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For let the numbers D, E and F, G respectively fall
between the two numbers A, B and the unit C in continued
proportion;

I say that, as many numbers as have fallen bet\....een each of
the numbers A, B and the unit C in continued proportion, so
many numbers will also fall between A, B in continued pro
portion.

F or let D by multiplying F make H, and let the numbers
D, F by multiplying H make K, L respectively.

c-

D
E

F

G;---

A---

B----------

H-

K:----
L------

Now, since, as the unit C is to the number D, so is D to E,
therefore the unit C measures the number D the same number
of times as D measures E. [VII. Def. 20]

But the unit C measures the number D according to the
units in D;
therefore the number D also measures E according to the units
in D;
therefore D by multiplying itself has made E.

Again, since, as C is to the number D, so is E to ~rl,

therefore the unit C measures the number D the same number
of times as E measures A.

But the unit C measures the number D according to the
units in D; •
therefore E also measures A according to the units in D ;
therefore D by multiplying E has made A.

For the same reason also
F by multiplying itself has made G, and by multiplying G has
made B.

And, since D by multiplying itself has made E and by
multiplying F has made H,
therefore, as D is to F, so is E to H. [VII. 17]
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For the same reason also,
as D is to F, so is H to G. [VII. 18]

Therefore also, as E is to H, so is H to G.
Again, since D by multiplying the numbers E, H has

made A, K respectively,
therefore, as E is to H, so is A to K. [VII. 17]

But, as E is to H, so is D to F;
therefore also, as D is to F, so is A to K.

Again, since the numbers D, F by multiplying H have
made K, L respectively,
therefore, as D is to F, so is K to L. [VII. 18]

But, as D is to F, so is A to K;
therefore also, as A is to K, so is K to L.

Further, since F by multiplying the numbers H, G has
made L, B respectively,
therefore, as H is to G, so is L to B. [VII. 17]

But, as H is to G, so is D to F;
therefore also, as D is to F, so is L to B.

"But it was also proved that,
as D is to F, so is A to K and K to L ;

therefore also, as A is to K, so is K to Land L to B.
Therefore A, K, L, B are in continued proportion.
Therefore, as many numbers as fall between each of the

numbers A, B and the unit C in continued proportion, so
many also will fall between A, B in continued proportion.

Q. E. D.

If there be IX geometric means between I and a, and also between rand
b, there will be Il geometric means between a and b.

The proposition is the converse of the preceding.
The Il means with the extremes form two geometric series of the form

I, u, a2 ••• an, a 1l+r,
I, /3, p ... f3", f3"+l,

where a"+l =a, f3"+1 =b.
By multiplying the last term in the first line by the first in the second,

the last but one in the first line by the second in the second, and so on, we
get the series

a)l.+I, all.j3, an-1j?::J. ... a."J./3f£-\ af3n, f3n+l
and we have the n means between a and b.

It will be observed that, when Euclid says" For the same reason also, as
D is to F, so is Hto G," the reference is really to VII. 18 "instead of VII. 17.
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He infers na~TI~ly ~hat. .l? x. F: F x F"" D : F. But since, by VII. 16, the
order of multlpbcatlOn IS mdlfferent, he is practically justified in sayinn "for
the same reason." The same thing occurs in later propositions. b

PROPOSITION I I.

D--

[VII. 17J

em. 18]

E----

A---

B------

c--

Betwee'lZ two square 1lumbers there is ONe mean proportional
1Zlt1Jlber, and the square has to the square the ratio duplicate
of that whicJz the side has to the side.

Let A, B be square numbers,
and let C be the side of A, and D of B;
I say that between A, B there is one mean proportional
number, and A has to B the ratio
duplicate of that which C has to D.

For let C by multiplying D make E.
Now, since A is a square and C is

its side,
therefore C by multiplying itself has
made A.

F or the same reason also
D by multiplying itself has made B.

Since then C by multiplying the numbers C, D has made
A, E respectively,
therefore, as C is to D, so is A to E.

F or the same reason also,
as C is to D, so is E to B.

Therefore also, as A is to E, so is E to B.
Therefore between A, B there is one mean proportional

number.

I say next that A also has to B the ratio duplicate of
that which C has to D.

For, since A, E, B are three numbers in proportion,
therefore A has to B the ratio duplicate of that which ~--J has
roE ~~~

But, as A is to E, so is C to D.
Therefore A has to B the ratio duplicate of that which

the side C has to D. Q. E. D.

According to Nicomachus the theorems in this proposition and the next,
that two squares have one geometric mean, and two cubes Iu.'o geometric
means, between them are Platonic. Cf. Timaf.'ltS, 32 A sqq. and the note
thereon, p. 294 above.
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a2, b2 being two squares, it is only necessary to form the product ab and
to prove that

a2
, ab, P

are in geometrical progression. Euclid proves that
a2

: ab = ab : b2

by means of VII. 17, 18, as usual.
In assuming that, since a" is to b2 in the duplicate ratio of a2 to ab, a2 is

to P in the duplicate ratio of a to b, Euclid assumes that ratios which are
the duplicates of equal ratios are equal. This, an obvious inference from
v. 22, can be inferred just as easily for numbers from VII. 14.

PROPOSITION 12.

Between, two cube 1lZtmbers there are two mean proportional
1lltmbers, and the cube has to the cube the ratio triplicate of that
which the side has to the side.

Let A, B be cube numbers,
and let C be the side of A, and D of B;
I say that between A, B there are two mean proportional
numbers, and A has to B the ratio triplicate of that which C
has to D.

A---

13-----------
c
o-

H----

K-------

E-
F--

G---

For let C by multiplying itself make E, and by multiplying
D let it make F;
let D by multiplying itself make G,
and let the numbers C, D by multiplying F make H, K
respectively.

Now, since A is a cube, and C its side,
and C by multiplying itself has made E,
therefore C by multiplying itself has made E and by multiply
ing E has made A.

F or the same reason also
D by multiplying itself has made G and by multiplying G has
made B.

And, since C by multiplying the numbers C, D has made
E, F respectively,
therefore, as C is to D, so is E to F [VII. 17]
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[VII. 17]

[VII. ISJ
E, F has

F or the same reason also,

as C is to D, so is F to G.
Again, since C by multiplying the numbers

made A, .II respectively,
therefore, as E is to F, so is A to H.

But, as P is to F, so is C to D.
Therefore also, as C is to D, so is A to H.
Again, since the numbers C, D by multiplying F have

made H, K respectively,
therefore, as C is to D, so is H to K. [VII. IS]

Again, since D by multiplying each of the numbers F, G
has made K, B respectively,
therefore, as F is to G, so is K to B. em. I7]

But, as F is to G, so is C to D ;
therefore also, as C is to D, so is A to H, H to K, and /..: to B.

Therefore H, K are two mean proportionals between A, B.
I say next that A also has to B the ratio triplicate of that

which C has to D.
For, since A, H, K, B are four numbers in proportion,

therefore A has to B the ratio triplicate of that which A has
to H. [v. Def. 10]

But, as A is to H, so is C to D;
therefore A also has to B the ratio triplicate of that which C
has to D.

Q. E. D.

The cube numbers cr, l? being given, Euclid forms the products a2
/ 1, abe

and then proves, as usual, by means of VII. 17, IS that
a3, a2b, ab2

, l?

are in continued proportion.
He assumes that, since a3 has to l? the ratio triplicate of a3

: a2b, the
ratio a3

: l? is triplicate of the ratio a : b which is equal to a3
: a2fi. This

is again an obvious inference from VII. 14.

PROPOSITION 13.

If there be as man)' numbers as we please in cOJdimted
proportion, and each by nntltzplying Z{seif make some 1zumbcr,
the jwoducts will be proportional; a1ld, if the or(rinal1l1tmbcrs
by multiplying the prodltcts make certain 111mlbel's, the fatter
will also be jwoporti01zal.
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Let there be as many numbers as we please, A, B, C, in
continued proportion, so that, as A is to B, so is B to C;

let A, B, C by multiplying themselves make D, E, F, and by
multiplying D, E, F let them make G, H, K;
I say that D, E, F and G, H, K are in continued proportion.

A-- a
B-- H

C K

0
M

E

F N

L P

0 Q

[VII. 14]
Q. E. D.

and,

For let A by multiplying B make L,
and let the numbers A, B by multiplying L make M, N
respectively.

And again let B by multiplying C make 0,

and let the numbers B, C by multiplying 0 make P, Q.
respectively.

Then, in manner similar to the foregoing, we can prove
that

D, L, E and G, M, N, H are continuously proportional in the
ratio of A to B,

and further E, 0, F and H, P, Q, K are continuously propor
tional in the ratio of B to C.

Now, as A is to B, so is B to C;

therefore D, L, E are also in the same ratio with E, 0, F,
and further G, M, N, H in the same ratio with H, P, Q, Ii.

And the multitude of D, L, E is equal to the multitude of
E, 0, F, and that of G, fil, N, H to that of H, P, Q, K;
therefore, ex aequalz:

as D is to E, so is E to F,
as G is to H, so is H to K.
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If a, b, c ... be a series in geometrical progression, then
a2

, b2
, c2 ... } . .

d 3 l3 _, are also m geometrIcal progression.an «, " i- ...

Heiberg brackets the words added to the enunciation which extend the
theorem to any powers. The words are "and this always occurs with the
extremes" (Kat ad 7T!Pl TOV~ d.Kp01J' TOVrO <T1lfLf3aLl·!t). They seem to be rightly
suspected on the same grounds as the same words added to the enunciation
of VII. 27. ?-,here is no allusion to them in the proof, much less any proof
of the extenSIOn. .

Euclid forms, besides the squares and cubes of the given numbers, the
products ab, a2b, ab2

, bc, b2c, bc2
• "When he says that "we prove in manner

similar to the foregoing," he indicates successive uses of VII. 17, IS as
in VIII. 12.

With our notation the proof is as easy to see for all)' powers as for squares
and cubes.

To prove that an, bn, cn... are in geometrical progression.
Form all the means between a", b", and- set out the series

an, an-lb, an- 2b2 .,. ab"-l, Ii'.

The common ratio of one term to the next is a : b.
Next take the geometrical progression

b", bn-lc, bn- 2c2 ... bcn-I, i",

the common ratio of which is b : c.
Proceed thus for all pairs of consecutive terms.
Now a : b =b : c= ...

Therefore any pair of succeeding terms in one series are in the same ratio as
any pair of succeeding terms in any other of the series.

And the number of terms in each is the same, namely (11 + I).
Therefore, ex aequali,

an: bn=b": c"'=c": d"= ...

--0

[VIII. 7]

-e
E---

A--
B------

PROPOSITION 14.

If a square measure a square, the side will also meaS1l1'C
the side " and, if the side measul'C the side, the square will also
measure the square.

Let A, B be square numbers, let C, D be their sides. and
let A measure B ;
I say that C also measures D.

F or let C by multiplying D make E;
therefore A, E, B are continuously pro
portional in the ratio of C to D. [VIII. II]

And, since A, E, B are continuously
proportional, and A measures B,
therefore A also measures E.
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And, as A is to E, so is C to D ;
therefore also C measures D. [VII. Def. 20]

Again, let C measure D ;
I say that A also measures B.

F or, with the same construction, we can in a similar
manner prove that A, fJ, B are continuously proportional In

the ratio of C to D.
And since, as C is to D, so is A to E,

and C measures D,
therefore A also measures E. [VII. Def. 20]

And A, E, B are continuously proportional;
therefore A also measures B.

Therefore etc.
Q. E. D.

If a2 measures b2
, a measures b; and, if a measures b, a2 measures P.

But
Therefore

(I) a2, ab, b2 are in continued proportion in the ratio of a to b.

Therefore, since a2 measures b2,
~2 measures abo

a2
: ab =a: b.

a measures b.

[VIII. 7]

(2) Since a measures b, a2 measures abo

And a2
, ab, b2 are continuously proportional.

Thus ab measures b2
•

And a2 measures abo
Therefore a2 measures b2.

It will be seen that Euclid puts the last step shortly, saying that, since
a2 measures ab, and £72, ab, b2 are in continued proportion, a2 measure~ b2•

The same thing happens in VIII. I S, where the series of terms is one more
than here.

PROPOSITld'N IS.

If a cube number measzwe a cube 1zu,mber, the s£de w£ll also
measure the s£de,. and, if the s£de measure the side, the cube
'If..lill also measure the cube.

F or let the cube number A measure the cube B,
and let C be the side of A and D of B ;
I say that C measures D.
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H---

K------

F or let C by multiplying itself make E,
and let D by multiplying itself make G;
further, let C by multiplying D make F,
and let C, D by multiplying F make H, K respectively.

A--

B------------
c
D
E-
Q---

F--

N ow it is manifest that E, F, G and A, H, K, Bare
continuously proportional in the ratio of C to D. [mi. II, I2J

And, since A, H, K, B are continuously proportional,
and A measures B,
therefore it also measures H. [VIII. i]

And, as A is to H, so is C to D ;
therefore C also measures D. [m. Def. 20]

N ext, let C measure D ;
I say that A will also measure B.

For, with the same construction, we can prove in a similar
manner that A, H, K, B are continuously proportional in the
ratio of C to D.

And, since C measures D,
and, as C is to D, so is A to H,
therefore A also measures H, [VII. Def. 20]
so that A measures B also.

Q. E. D.

If a3 measures P, a measures b; and vice z'ersa. The proof is, mutatis
mutandis, the same as for squares.

(I) £13, £1~b, ab~, b3 are continuously proportional in the ratio of a to b;
and £13 measures Ir.

Therefore a3 measures £12b ; [Yin. 7J
and hence a measures b.

(2) Since a measures b, £13 measures £1
2b.

And, £13, £12b, air, b3 being continuously proportional, each term measures the
succeeding term;
therefore £13 measures b3

•

H. E. II.
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c-
0--

A---

B------_

PROPOSITION 16.

1/a square number do l~ot measur~ a square number, ne£ther
will the side measure the szde,. and, if the side do not measure
the side, mither will the square measure the square.

Let A, B be square numb~rs, and let C, D be their sides;
and let A not measure B ;
I say that neither does C measure D.

For, if C measures D, A will also
measure B. [VIII. 14]

But A does not measure B ;
therefore neither will C measure D.

Again, let C not measure D ;
I say that neither wiII A measure B.

F or, if A measures B, C will also measure D.
But C does not measure D ;

therefore neither will A measure B.

[VIII. 14]

[VIII. 15]

A---
B----------
c
D-

Q. E. D.

If a~ does not measure b2
, a will not measure b; and, if a does not

measure b, a2 will not measure b2
•

The proof is a mere reductio ad absurdum using VIII. 14.

PROPOSITION I 7.

If a cztbe 1ZZt1Jzber do not measure a cube mtmber, neither
will the side 7}ZeaSUre the side " and, if the side do not meaSU1'e
the side, 1zeitlzer will the cube measure the cube.

For let the cube number A not measure the cube
number B,
and let C be the side of A, and D
of B;
I say that C will not measure D.

For, if C measures D, A will
also measure B.

But A does not measure B;
therefore neither does C measure D.

Again, let C not measure D ;
I say that neither will A measure B.
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F or, if A measures B, C will also measure D.
But C does not measure D;

therefore neither will A measure B.

[mi. ISJ

Q. E. D.

If a:! does not measure lil, II will not measure /I; and ~'i(e ~'t"rsa.

Proved by redudio ad a/lnmillm employing \'Ill: IS.

PROPOSITIO:'> I8.

Between two similar plane Jlumbers tltere is Olle mean
proportional1zumber .. and the plallt' llumber has to tht' plalle
1llt1Jzber the ratio (luplimt£' of that which the corrtsjolldillg
side has to the corre:,-pollding side.

Let A, B be two similar plane numbers, and let the numbers
C. D be the sides of A, and E, F of B.

A o-
S D--

E--
G

F

N ow, since similar plane numbers are those \vhich have
their sides proportional, Em. Def. 2IJ
therefore, as C is to D, so is E to F.

I say then that between .<-'1. B there is one mean propor
tional number, and A has to B the ratio duplicate of that
which C has to E, or D to F, that is, of that which the corre
sponding side has to the corresponding side.

N ow since, as C is to D, so is E to F,
therefore, alternately, as C is to E, so is D to F. [n!. I3J

And, since A is plane, and C, D are its sides,
therefore D by multiplying C has made A.

F or the same reason also
E by multiplying F has made B.

Now let D by multiplying E make G.
Then, since D by multiplying C has made A, and by

multiplying E has made G,
therefore, as C is to E, so is A to G. [m. Ii]

:q.-2
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[VII. I3J

[VII. 17 and 16]

But, as C is to E, so is D to F;
therefore also, as D is to F, so is A to G.

Again, since E by multiplying D has made G, and by
multiplying F has made B,
therefore, as D is to F, so is G to B. [VII. I7]

But it was also proved that,
as D is to F, so is A to G;

therefore also, as A is to G, so is G to B.
Therefore A, G, B are in continued proportion.
Therefore between A, B there is one mean proportional

number.

I say next that A also has to B the ratio duplicate of
that v;hich the corresponding side has to the corresponding
side, that is, of that which C has to E or D to F.

For, since A, G, B are in continued proportion,
A has to B the ratio duplicate of that which it has to G.

[v. Def. 9]
And, as A is to G, so is C to E, and so is D to F.
Therefore A also has to B the ratio duplicate of that which

C has to E or D to F.
Q. E. D.

If ab, cd be "similar plane numbers," i.e. products of factors such that

a:b=e:d,

there is one mean proportional between ab and cd; and ab is to cd in the
duplicate ratio of a to c or of b to d.

Form the product be (or ad, which is equal to it, by VII. 19).

Then ab, be}", cd
=ad

is a series of terms in geometrical progression.

For a : b =e : d.

Therefore a : e = b : d.

Therefore ab : be = be : cd.

Thus bc (or ad) is a geometric mean between ab, cd.

And ab is to cd in the duplicate ratio of ab to be or of be to cd, that is, of
a to c or of b to d.
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PROPOSITIOX 19.

Between t'lUO similar solld Jlltmbers there fall two mean
proporti01zal1lumbers; a1zd the solid llltmber has to the similar
solid n1lJllbe-r the ratio t-ripllcate of that 'ii.'hli:h the corresponding
side has·to the corresponding side.

Let A, B be two similar solid numbers. and let C, D, E
be the sides of A, and F, G, H of B.

N ow, since similar solid numbers are those which have
their sides proportional, [m. Def. 21]
therefore, as C is to D, so is F to G,

and, as D is to E, so is G to H.
I say that between ..,-1, B there fall two mean proportional

numbers, and A has to B the ratio triplicate of that which C
has to F, D to G, and also E to H

N---

0-------
F
G
H--

A--

B--------------
c
D
E-

K
L--

M-

For let C by multiplying D make K, and let F by
multiplying G make L.

N ow, since C, D are in the same ratio v,·ith F. G,
and K is the product of C, D, and L the product of F, G,
K, L are similar plane numbers; em. Def. 21]

therefore between K, L there is one mean proportional number.
[mI. 18]

Let it be fl.f.
Therefore il£ is the product of D, F, as was proved in the

theorem preceding this. [VIll. 18]
N ow, since D by multiplying C has made K, and by

multiplying F has made .31,
therefore, as C is to F, so is K to .il:!. [VII. 17]

But. as K is to 31, so is 31 to L.
Therefore K, fl.!, L are continuously proportional in the

ratio of C to F.
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:\nd since. as C is to D, so is F to G,
alternateh- therefore. as C is to F, so is D to G. [VII. I3J, .

F or the same reason also,
as D is to G, so is E to H.

Therefore K, Jl, L are continuously proportional in the
ratio of C to F, in the ratio of D to G, and also in the ratio
of E to H.

Kext, let E, H by multiplying ~1f make N, 0 respectively.
Kow, since A is a solid number, and C, D, E are its sides,

therefore E by multiplying the product of C, D has made A.
But the product of C, D is K;

therefore E by multiplying K has made A.
F or the same reason also

H by multiplying L has made B.
1\ow, since E by multiplying K has made A, and further

also by multiplying M has made N,
therefore, as K is to M, so is A to N. [VII. 17J

But, as K is to lV, so is C to F, D to G, and also E to H;
therefore also, as C is to F, D to G, and E to H, so is A to N.

Again, since E, H by multiplying JIll have made N, 0
respectively,
therefore, as E is to H, so is N to O. [VII. 18]

But, as E is to H, so is C to F and D to G;
therefore also, as C is to F, D to G, and E to H, so is A to
.Nand Nto O.

Again, since H by multiplying M has made 0, and further
also by multiplying L has made B,
therefore, as ~l£ is to L, so is 0 to B. [VII. I7J

But, as .11 is to L, so is C to F, D to G, and E to H.
Therefore also, as C is to F, D to G, and E to H, so not

only is 0 to B, but also A to lV and N to O.
Therefore A, N, 0, B are continuously proportional in the

aforesaid ratios of the sides.

I say that A also has to B the ratio triplicate of that which
the corresponding side has to the corresponding side, that is,
of the ratio which the number C has to F, or D to G, and
also E to H.
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For, since A, .LV, 0, B are four numbers in continued
proportion,
therefore A has to B the ratio triplicate of that which A has
to N. [v. Def. 10J

But, as A is to .LV, so it \vas proved that C is to F, D to G,
and also E to H.

Therefore A also has to B the ratio triplicate of that \vhich
the corresponding side has to the corresponding side, that is.
of the ratio which the number C has to F, D to G, and also
E to H. Q. E. D.

In other words, if a : b : c= d : e : j, then there are two geometric means
between abc, def; and abc is to def in the triplicate ratio of a to Ii, or b to e,
or e toj.

Euclid first takes the plane numbers ab, de (leaving out e, Ii and forms
the product bd. Thus, as in VIII. 18,

ab, bd" de
=eat'

are three terms in geometrical progression in the ratio of a to d, or of b to e.
He next forms the products of e,/respectively into the mean bd.
Then abc, ebd, 1M, def

are in geometrical progression in the ratio of a to d etc.
For abc: cbd == ab : bd == a : ti)

ebd :fbd==c:/". [m.I7J
fbd : def == bd : de == b : e J

And a : d == b : e == e : j
The ratio of abc to def is the ratio triplicate of that of abc to eM, i.e. of

that of a to d etc.

PROPOSITIOX 20•

.l.f one mean prop01-tionalmtmber fall between two JiltlJZbers,
the numbers will be similar plane ?lumbers.

For let one mean proportional number C fall between the
two numbers A, B;

5 I say that A, B are similar plane numbers.
Let D, E, the least numbers of those which have the same

ratio \vith A, C, be taken; [m.33]
therefore D measures A the same number of times that E
measures C. [VII. 20]

10 Now, as many times as D measures A, so many units let
there be in F;
therefore F by multiplying D has made A,
so that A is plane, and D, F are its sides.
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.-\gain, since D, E are the least of the numbers which have
15 the same ratio with C, B,

therefore D measures C the same number of times that E
measures B. [VII. 20J

A.----

B------------
c-------

0-

E---

where m is some integer,
where n is some integer.

F-
G---

As many times, then, as E measures B, so many units let
there be in G ;

20 therefore E measures B according to the units in G;
therefore G by multiplying E has made B.

Therefore B is plane, and E, G are its sides.
Therefore A, B are plane numbers.

I say next that they are also similar.
25 For; t since F by multiplying D has made A, and by

multiplying E has made C,
therefore, as D is to E, so is A to C, that is, C to B . [VII. 17J

Again, t since E by multiplying F, G has made C, B
respectively,

30 therefore, as F is to G, so is C to B. [VII. 17J
But, as C is to B, so is D to E;

therefore also, as D is to E, so is F to G.
And alternately, as D is to F, so is E to G. [VII. I3J
Therefore A, B are similar plane numbers; for their sides

35 are proportional. Q. E. D.

2f. For, since F 2i. C to B. The text has clearly suffered corruption here. It
i" not necessary to infer frum other facts that, as D is to E, so is.d to C; for this is parl of
the hyputheses (H. 6, 7). Again, there is nu explanation of the statement (1. 23) that Fby
multiI,lying E has made C. It is the statement and explanation of this latter fact which are
alune wanted; after which the proof proceeds as in 1. 28. We might therefore substitute for
11. 2f-28 the following.

"For, since E measures C the same number of times that D measures .d (1. 8], that is,
according to the units in F [1. 10], therefore F by multiplying E has made C.

And, since E by multiplying F, G," etc. etc.

This proposition is the converse of VIII. 18. If a, c, b are in geometrical
progression, a, bare "similar plane numbers."

Let a : f3 be the ratio a : c (and therefore also the ratio c : b) in its lowest
terms.

Then [VII. 20]

a == ma., c == mf3,
C == /la, b == 11{3,
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[m. ISJ
[m. 13]

Thus a, b are both products of two factors, i.e. plan\;.
Again, a : {3 = a : c =c : b

=m: n.
Therefore, alternately, a : III = {3 : Il,

and hence ma, 1l{3 are similar plane numbers.

[Our notation makes the second part still more obvious, for c= m{3 = Ita.J

PROPOSITIOX 2 I.

If two mean proportiollalmtmbcrs fall bc!'WCCll 1'«-'0 1lltmbcrs,
the 1lltmbers are similar solid 1lltllzbers.

For let two mean proportional numbers C, D fall between
the two numbers A, B;
I say that A, B are similar solid numbers.

N
0--

A--

B-------------

c---
D-------

E
F
G-

H

K
l-
M--

F or let three numbers E, F, G, the least of those which
have the same ratio with A, C, D, be taken ; [VII. 33 or vm. 2J
therefore the extremes of them E, G are prime to one another.

[VIII. 3J
Now, since one mean proportional number F has fallen

between E, G,
therefore E, G are similar plane numbers. [nIl. 20]

Let, then, H, K be the sides of E, and L, ffif of G.
Therefore it is manifest from the theorem before this that

E, F, G are continuously proportional in the ratio of H to L
and that of K to ilf.

Now, since E, F, G are the least of the numbers which
have the same ratio with A, C, D,
and the multitude of the numbers E, F, G is equal to the
multitude of the numbers A, C, D,
therefore, ex aequalz", as E is to G, so is A to D. [m. q]

But E, G are prime,
primes are also least, [VII. 2 I J
and the least measure those which have the same ratio with
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them the same number of times, the greater the greater and
the less the less, that is, the antecedent the antecedent and the
consequent the consequent; [VII. 20)

therefore E measures A the same number of times that G
measures D.

:\O\V, as many times as E measures A, so many units let
there be in .AT.

Therefore lV by multiplying E has made .A.
But E is the product of H, K;

therefore LV by multiplying the product of H, K has made A.
Therefore A is solid, and H, K, lV are its sides.

Again, since E, F, G are the least of the numbers which
have the same ratio as C, D, B;
therefore E measures C the same number of times that G
measures B.

Now, as many times as E measures C, so many units let
there be in O.

Therefore G measures B according to the units 'in 0 ;
therefore 0 by multiplying G has made B.

But G is the product of L, ill;
therefore 0 by multiplying the product of L, M has made B.

Therefore B is solid, and L, ,ilf, 0 are its sides;
therefore A, B are solid.

I say that they are also similar.
For since N, 0 by multiplying E have made A, C,

therefore, as lV is to 0, so is A to C, that is, E to F. [VII. 18)

But, as E is to F, so is H to Land K to AI;
therefore also, as H is to L, so is K to M and N to O.

And H, K, iV are the sides of A, and 0, L, M the sides
of B.

Therefore A, B are similar solid numbers. Q. E. D.

The converse of VIII. 19. If a, c, d, b are in geometrical progression, a, b
are" similar solid numbers."

Let a, f3, 'I be the least numbers in the ratio of a, c, d (and therefore also
of c, d, b). [VII. 33 or VIII. 2]

Therefore a, 'I are prime to one another. [VIII. 3]
They are also" similar plane numbers." [VIII. 20J
Let a == Jllll, 'Y == pq,

wht::re m : 11 = P : q.
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Then, by the proof of VIII. 20,

a : f3 "" 111 : p == Jl : '/.

Now, e.'\,' aequa!l; a : d == a : y,
and, since a, yare prime to one another,

a == ra, d == ry, where r is an integer.
Bu.t a== JIm:

therefore a == rlmz, and therefore a is "solid."
Again, CJ; aequali, ,. : b = a : y,

and therdore c = sa, b = sr, where s is an integer.
Thus b = spq, and b is therefore" solid."
N ow a : f3 == a : c = ra : sa

==r: s.

And, from above, a : f3 == 1ll : p == II : q.
Therefore r : s == 1ll : p == Jl : q,

and hence a, b are similar solid numbers.

[m. q]

[VII. IS]

Q. E. D.

[VIII. 20]

c-------

A---

B-----

PROPOSITIOX 22.

If three numbers be ill continued proportion, and the first
be square, the third 'luill also be square.

Let A, B, C be three numbers in continued proportion,
and let A the first be square;
I say that C the third is also square.

For, since between A, C there is one
mean proportional number, B,
therefore A, C are similar plane numbers.

But A is square;
therefore C is also square.

A mere application of VIII. 20 to the particular case when:: one of the
"similar plane numbers" is square.

PROPOSITION

[VlIl. :H]

A---
B----
c------
0----------

Iffour llumbers be in continued proportion, and the first be
cube, the fourth will also be wbe.

Let A, B, C, D be four numbers in continued proportion,
and let A be cube;
I say that D is also cube.

For, since between A, D there
are two mean proportional numbers
B, C,
therefore A, D are similar solid numbers.



But A is cube;
therefore D is also cube.
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Q. E. D.

[VIII. 22]
Q. E. D.

between A, B
[VIII. 8]

A-----
B---------
c--
0---

A mere application of YIn. 2 r to the case where one of the "similar solid
numbers" is a cube.

PROPOSITION 24.

If tz~'o Jlumbers ha'i.Je to one another the rat£o wk£ch a square
1lllJllbcr has to a square 1lumber, aud the first be square, the
second will also be square.

For let the two numbers A, B have to one another the
ratio which the square number C has
to the square number D, and let A be
square;
I say that B is also square.

For, since C, D are square,
C, D are similar plane numbers.

Therefore one mean proportional number falls between
C, D. [VIII. 18]

And, as C is to D, so is A to B;
therefore one mean proportional number falls
also.

And A is square;
therefore B is also square.

If a : b = c" : d", and a is a square, then b is also a square.
For c", d" have one mean proportional d. [VIII. 18]
Therefore a, b, which are in the same ratio, have one mean proportional.

[VIII. 8]
And, since a is square, b must also be a square. [VIII. 22]

PROPOSITION 25.

If two mmzbers have to one another the ratio 1.vhich a cube
1ZltJJlber has to a cube number, and the first be cube, the second
will also be cube.

For let the two numbers A, B have to one another the
ratio which the cube number C has to the cube number D,
and let A be cube;
I say that B is also cube.
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F or, since C, D are cube,
C, D are similar solid numbers.

Therefore two mean proportional
C, D.

A--

B------

0---

0----------

numbers fall between
[YllI. 19]

E---

F----

And, as many numbers as fall bet-ween C, D in continued
proportion, so many will also fall between those which have
the same ratio with them; [mI. 8J
SO that two mean proportional numbers fall between A, B
also.

Let E, F so fall.
Since, then, the four numbers A, E. F. B are in continued

proportion,
and A is cube,
therefore B is also cube. [mI. 23]

Q. E. D.

If a : b = c3 : d 3
, and a is a cube, then b is also a cube.

For (3, dS have two mean proportionals.
Therefore a, b also have two mean proportionals.
And a is a cube:

therefore b is a cube.

[VIII. 19]
[VIll. S]

[mI. 23]

PROPOSITION 26.

Si1ll£lar plane nlmzbers ha'De to one allother the ratio whith
a square number has to a square number.

Let A, B be similar plane numbers;
I say that A has to B the ratio \vhich a square number has
to a square number.

F-------

A---

0--

B-------------

0-·------

E---

For, since A, B are similar plane numbers,
therefore one mean proportional number falls between A, B.

[VIlI. 18]
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Let it so fall, and let it be C;
and let D, E, F, the least numbers of those which have the
same ratio \'lith A, C, B, be taken; [VII. 33 or VIII. 2]

therefore the extremes of them D, F are square. rVIII. 2, POL]

And since, as D is to F, so is A to B,
and D, F are square,
therefore A has to B the ratio which a square number has to
a square number.

Q. E. D.

If a, b are similar "plane numbers," let c be the
between them.

Take n, /3, y the smallest numbers in the ratio of a, c, b.
Then n, yare squares. .
Therefore a, b are in the ratio of a square to a square.

mean proportional
[VIII. 18J

[VII. 33 or VIII. 2]
[VII!. 2, Por.J

PROPOSITION 27.

Similar solid 1Utmbers ha'Z-'e to one another tile ratio 'luhich
a cube 1Utmbe1' has to a cube 1Ut1Jtber.

Let A, B be similar solid numbers;
I say that A has to B the ratio which a cube number has to
a cube number.

A-- c----
B D-------

E- F-- G--- H!-------

F or, since A, B are similar solid numbers,
therefore two mean proportional numbers fall between A, B.

[VIII. 19]
Let C, D so fall,

and let E, F, G, H, the least numbers of those which have
the same ratio with A, C, D, B, and equal with them in
multitude, be taken ; [VII. 33 or VIII. 2]

therefore the extremes of them E, H are cube. eVIl!. 2, Par.]

And, as E is to H, so is A to B ;
therefore A also has to B the ratio which a cube number has
to a cube number.

Q. E. D.
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there is also one mean proportional between <1, b.
Therefore a, b are similar plane numbers.

(2) is similarly proved by the use of \"In. 12 or 19, VII!. 8, \"III. 21.

The insertion by Heron of the first of the two propositions, the converse
of VIII. 26, is perhaps an argument in favour of the correctness of the text of
IX. 10, though (as remarked in the note on that proposition) it does not give
the easiest proof. Cf. Heron's extension of VII. 3 tacitly assumed by Euclid
in VII. 33.

The same thing as VIII. 26 with cubes. It is proved m the samt: way
except that VIII. 19 is used instead of \·Ill. 18.

The last note of an-Nairfzl in which the name of Heron is mentioned is
on this proposition. Heron is thert: stated (p. 194-5, ed. Curtze) to have
added the two propositions that,

I. lj two numbers ha,,'e to aile allother the ratilJ if a square to a :;quare, the
numbers are similar plane IlUmbers;

2. If 1'1£10 numbers ha,'e to aile another tlie r.lti"o lif a cube to a cube, the Jlllll/bers
are similar solid mlll/bers.

The propositions are of course the converses of VIII. 26, 27 respectively.
They are easily proved.

( I ) If a : b = c2 : d 2
,

then, since there is one mean proportional (cd) between c2
, d 2

,

[Yill. II or I8J
[nIl. SJ

[VIII. 20]
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[VIII. 22J
Q. E. D.

A---

8-----

c---------
0--------

BOOK IX.

PROPOSITION I.

If two similar plane numbers by JJZultiplying one a1zother
make some mtnzber, the product w£ll be square.

Let A, B be two similar plane numbers, and let A by
multiplying B make C;
I say that C is square.

F or let A by multiplying itself
make D.

Therefore D is square.
Since then A by multiplying itself has made D, and by

multiplying B has made C,
therefore, as A is to B, so is D to C.

And, since A, B are similar plane numbers,
therefore one mean proportional number falls between A, B.

[VIII. I8J
But, if numbers fall between two numbers in continued

proportion, as many as fall between them, so many also fall
between those which have the same ratio; [VIII. 8J

so that one mean proportional number falls between D, C also.
And D is square;

therefore C is also square.

The product of two similar plane numbers is a square.
Let a, b be two similar plane numbers.
Now a: b=a2 : abo
And between a, b there is one mean proportional.
Therefore between a; : ab there is one mean proportional.
And d2 is square;

therefore ab is square.

[VII. 17J
[VIII. I8J
[VIII. 8J

[VIII.2ZJ
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PROPOSITIOX 2.

[m. 17]

A---

B----

If two 1lumbers by multiplying 011e another mala: a square
1lumber, they are similar plaue 1lumbers.

Let A, B be two numbers, and let A by multiplying B
make the square number C;
I say that A, B are similar plane
numbers.

F or let A by multiplying itself c---------
make D; 0

therefore D is square.
N ow, since A by multiplying itself has made D, and by

multiplying B has made C,
therefore, as A is to B, so is D to C.

And, since D is square, and C is so also,
therefore D, C are similar plane numbers.

Therefore one mean proportional number falls between
D, C. [VIII. IS)

And, as D is to C, so is A to B ;
therefore one mean proportional number falls between A, B
also. [VIl!. 8]

But, if one mean proportional number fall between two
numbers, they are similar plane numbers ; [nIl. 20]
therefore A, B are similar plane numbers.

Q. E. D.

If ab is a square number, a, b are similar plane numb.:rs. (The converse
of IX. I.)

For a:b=a~:ab. [VII. Ii]
And a~, ab being square numbers, and therefore similar plane numbers,

they have one mean proportional. [nu. 18]
Therefore a, b also have one mean proportional, [nIl. 8]

whence a, b are similar plane numbers. [VIII. 201

PROPOSITION 3.

If a cube number by mltltipl)'l11g itself make some llUmber,
the product wil! be cube.

F or let the cube number A by multiplying itself make B;
I say that B is cube.

H. E. U.
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0-

[VII. Def. 20]

Q. E. D.

And A is cube;
therefore B is also cube.

F or let C, the side of A, be taken, and let C by multiplying
itself make D.

It is then manifest that C bymultiplying A-

D has made A. B----

Now, since C by multiplying itself has c
made D,
therefore C measures D according to the units in itself.

But further the unit also measures C according to the units
in it;
therefore, as the unit is to C, so is C to D.

Again, since C by multiplying D has made A,
therefore D measures A according to the units in C.

But the unit also measures C according to the u~its in it ;
therefore, as the unit is to C, so is D to A.

But, as the unit is to C, so is C to D;
therefore also, as the unit is to C, so is C to D, and D to A.

Therefore between the unit and the number A two mean
proportional numbers C, D have fallen in continued proportion.

Again, since A by muItiplying 'itself has made B,
therefore A measures B according t~ the units in itself.

But the unit also measures A according to the units in it;
therefore, as the unit is to A, so is A to B. [VII. Def. 20]

But bet\,yeen the unit and A two mean proportional numbers
have fallen;
therefore two mean proportional numbers will also fall between
A, B. [VIII. 8]

But, if two mean proportional numbers fall between two
numbers, and the first be cube, the second will also be cube.

[VIII. 23]

The product of a3 into itself, or a3
• a3

, is a cube.
For I : a =a : a3 =a2

: a3
•

Therefore between I and a3 tbere are two mean proportionals.
Also I : a3.= a3 : a3 . a3.
Therefore two mean proportionals fall between a3 and a3,. a3• [VIII. 8]

(It is true that VIII. 8 is only enunciated of two pairs of numbers, bu~ the
proof is equally valid if one number of one pair is unity.)

And a3 is a cube number:
therefore a'J. a3 is also cube. [nI,I. 23]
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P ROPOSITIOX 4.

[mI. 23]
Q•.E. D.

fall between
[rlll. 19]

between D,
[VIII. S]

A----

B-----

c----------
0-------

If a cube 1tumber by multiplying a cube 1l1tm/;er make some
1lUmber, the product will be cube.

For let the cube number A by multiplying the cube number
B make C;
I sav that C is cube.

"
For let A by multiplying

itself make D ;
therefore D is cube. [IX. 3]

And, since A by multiply-
ing itself has made D, and by multiplyi·ng B has made C.
therefore, as A is to B, so is D to C. [\"Il. I;J

And, since A, B are cube numbers,
A, B are similar solid numbers.

Therefore two mean propQrtional numbers
A, B;
so that two mean proportional numbers will fall
C also.

And D is cube;
therefore C is also cube.

The product of two cubes, say a~ • lr', is a cube.
For if : Ifl = a' . If : ri' .. 1/". [VII. 17]
And two mean proportionals fall between· a:l, P which are similar solid

numbers. [VIII. 19~
Therefore two Rlean proportionals fall between a'l. as, a j • I>j. [VIII. 8
But a3 • a:l is a cube: [IX. 3

therefore a3
• z;: is a cube. [VIl!. 23]

PROPOSITION 5.

If a cztbe mtmber by lJl1tltiPlyillff all)' ltltmbcr make a mbe
?lumber, the multiplied mmzbcr will also be mbe.

For let the cube number A by multiplying any number B
make the cube number C;
I say that B is cube. A----

F or let A by multiplying 8-----

itself make D ; c----------
therefore D is cube. [IX. 3] 0-------

:15-2
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Now, since A by multiplying itself has made D, and by
multiplying B has made C,
therefore, as A is to B, so is D to C. [VII. 17]

And since D, C are cube,
they are similar solid numbers.

Therefore two mean proportional numbers fall between
D, C. [VIII. 19]

And, as D is to C, so is A to B ;
therefore two mean proportional numbers fall between A, B
also. [VIII. 8]

And A is cube;
therefore B is also cube. [VIII. 23]

If the product a3b is a cube number, b is cube.
By IX. 3, the product a3

• a3 is a cube.
And a3

• a3
: a3b = a3

: b. [VII. 17]
The first two terms are cubes, and therefore "similar solids"; therefore

there are two mean proportionals between them. [VIII. 19]
Therefore there are two mean proportionals between a3

, b. [VIII. 8]
And a') is a cube :

therefore b is a cube number. [VIII. 23]

PROPOSITION 6.

If a number by 1mtltiply-i1zg itself make a cube 1zumber, it
will itself also be mbe.

For let the number A by multiplying itself make the cube
number B;
I say that A is also cube. A---

For let A by multiplying B make C. B----

Since, then, A by multiplying itself c------
has made B, and by multiplying B has
made C,
therefore C is cube.

And, since A by multiplying itself has made B,
therefore A measures B according to the units in itself.

But the unit also measures A according to the units in it.
Therefore, as the unit is to A, so is A to B. [VII. Def. 20]
And, since A by multiplying B has made C,

therefore B measures C according to the units in A.
But the unit also measures A according to the units in it.
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proportional numbers
[Vili. 19]

proportional numbers
[mI. S]

Therefore, as the unit is to A, so is B to C.
But, as the unit is to A, so is .--1 to B;

therefore also, as A is to B, so is B to C.
And, since B, C are cube,

they are similar solid numbers.
Therefore there are two mean

between B, C.
And, as B is to C, so is A to B.
Therefore there are two mean

between A, B also.
And B is cube;

therefore A is also cube.

[VII. DeC 20]

[cf. VIII. 23]

Q. E. D.

If a2 is a cube number, a is also a cube.
For I : a = a : a~ = a2 ; a".
Now a2, a3 are both cubes, and therefore " similar solids"; therefore there

are two mean proportionals between them. [VIII. 191
Therefore there are two mean proportionals between a, a2

• [nIl. 8)
And a2 is a cube:

therefore a is also a cube number. [VIII. 23J
It will be noticed that the last step is not an exact quotation of the result

of VIII. 23, because it is there the prst of four terms which is known to be a
cube, and the last which is proved to be a cube; here the case is reversed.
But there is no difficulty. Without inverting the proportions, we have only
to refer to VIII. 21 which proves that a, <Z2, having two mean proportionals
between them, are two similar solid numbers; whence, since a2 is a cube,
a is also a cube.

PROPOSITION 7.

E-------

A--------

B---

c-----------
0---

1f a composite mtJJzber by multiplying any 1lUmber make
some member, the product will be solid.

For let the composite number A by multiplying any number
B make C;
I say that C is solid.

For,sinceAis composite,
it will be measured by some
number. [VII. Def. 13]

Let it be measured by D ;
and, as many times as D measures A, so many units let there
be in E.
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[VIII. 22]

A-
B---
c----
0----

E-----

F------

Since then D measures A according to the units in E,
therefore E by multiplying D has made A. [VII. Def. IsJ

And, since A by multiplying B has made C,
and A is the product of D, E,
therefore the product of D, E by multiplying B has madeC.

Therefore C is solid, and D, E, B are its sides.
Q. E. D.

Since a composite number is the product of two factors, the result of
multiplying it by another number is to produce a number which is the
product of three factors, i.e. a "solid number."

PROPOSITION 8.

If as many 1lltJJlbfrs as 'We please begimtingfr01I'/, an unit be
in cOJtlill11edproportion, the thil-'dfrom the unit will be square,
as will also those which successively leave out one,. the fourth
'Will be cube, as will also all those which leave out two,. and the
seventh will be l~t Once cube and square, as will also those which
leave out jive.

Let there be as many numbers as we please, A, B, C, D,
E, F, beginning from an unit and in con
tinued proportion;
I say that B, the third from the unit, .is
square, as are also all those which leave
out one; C, the fourth, is cube, as are
also all those which leave out two; and
F, the seventh, is at once cube and
square, as are also all those which leave out five.

F or since, as the unit is to A, so is A to B,
therefore the unit measures the number A' the same number
of times that A measures B. [VII. Def. 20]

But the unit measures the number A according to the
units in it; ._.
therefore A also measures B according to the units in A.

Therefore A by multiplying itself has made B;
therefore B is square.

And, since B, C, D are in continued proportion, and B IS

square,
therefore D is also square.
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F or the same reason
F is also square.

Similarly we can prove that all those which leave out one
are square.

I say next that C, the fourth from the unit, is cube, as are
also all those which leave out t\'vo.

F or since, as the unit is to J.--J., so is B to C,
therefore the unit measures the number d the same number
of times that B measures C.

But the unit measures the number .A. according to the units
in A;
therefore B also measures C according to the units in d.

Therefore A by multiplying B has made C.
Since then A by multiplying itself has made B, and by

multiplying B has made C,
therefore C is cube.

And, since C, D, E, F are in continued proportion, and C
is cube,
therefore F is also cube. [VIII. 23]

But it was also proved square:
therefore the seventh from the unit is both cube and square.

Similarly we can prove that all the numbers which leave
out five are also both cube and square.

Q. E. D.

If I, a, a~, a3 , ••• be a geometrical progression, then a~, <74 , a,;, ... are
squares;
a3 , a6 , ag , ••• are cubes;
a6 , al~' ... are both squares and cubes.

Since I : tl = a : a~,

a~ == tl~.

And, since a~, tl3 , tl4 are in geometrical progression and a~ (= a") is a square,
a. is a square. [V!II. 22]

Similarly a6, ab, ... are squares.
Next, I :a=a~:a3

=a'J: tl:H

whence a3 =a3, a cube number.
And, since a3 , a., a" <7~ are in geometrical progression, and a3 is a cube,

<16 is a cube. [VIIl. 23]
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[VIII. 22]

A-
B-

c----
0----

E
F------

Similarly ag, a 12 , ••• are cubes.
Clearly then a6 , a12 , a18 , ••• are both squares and cubes.
The whole result is of course obvious if the geometrical progression is

written, with our notation, as
I, a, a2, as, a4, ••• an.

PROPOSITION 9.

If as ma1zy 1zumbers as we please begi1zm:'JZgfrom an unit be
in continuedjJrojJorti01z, and the number after the unit be square,
all the rest will also be square. A nd, if the num.ber after the
unit be cube, all the rest will also be cube.

Let there be as many numbers as we please, A, B, C, D,
E, F, beginning from an unit and in con
tinued proportion, and let A, the number
after the unit, be square;
I say that all the rest will also be square.

Now it has been proved that B, the
third from the unit, is square, as are also
all those which leave out one; [IX. 8]
I say that all the rest are also square.

For, since A, B, C are in continued proportion,
and A is square,
therefore C is also square.

Again, since B, C. D are in continued proportion,
and B is square,
D is also square. [VIII. 22]

Similarly we can prove that all the rest are also square.

Next, let A be cube;
I say that all the rest are also cube.

Now it has been proved that C, the fourth from the unit,
is cube, as also are all those which leave out two; [IX. 8]
I say that all the rest are also cube.

For, since, as the unit is to A, so is A to B,
therefore the unit measures A the same number of times as A
measures B.

But the unit measures A according to the units in it;
therefore A also measures B accordi~g to the units in itself;
therefore A by multiplying itself has made B.
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[nIl. 23]

E. D.

continued

multiplying itself make some
[IX. 3J

And A is cube.
But, if a cube number by

number, the product is cube.
Therefore B is also cube.
And, since the four numbers A, B, C, D are in

proportion,
and A is cube,
D also is cube.

F or the same reason
E is also cube, and similarly all the rest are cube.

Q.

If I, a2
, a2 , a3 , a4 , ••• are in geometrical progression, a2 , as, a4 , ••• are all

squares;
and, if I, eI, a2 , a3 , a4 , ••• are in geometrical progression, a2, a3 , ••• are all cubes.

(I) By IX. 8, a2 , a4 , a6 , ••• are all squares.
And, a2

, a2 , a3 being in geometrical progression, and a2 being a square,
a3 is a square. [nIl. 22J

For the same reason as, a7 , '" are all squares.

(2) By IX. 8, a:l' a6 , a9 , •• , are all cubes.
Now I: a:l=tr: as'

Therefore a2 = as . eI, which is a cube, by IX. 3.
And, as, a2 , as, a4 being in geometrical progression, and as being cube,

a4 is cube. [VIll. 23]
Similarly we prove that as is cube, and so on.
The results are of course obvious in our notation, the series being

(1) I, a 2, a.,l, a6, ••• a"",

( )
:l 9 I" .."2 I, a , a , a -, •.. a" .

PROPOSITIOX 10.

Ifas many nU1Jzbers as we please begimtillgfrom all1tnit bi.·
in continuedproportion, and the 1lUmber after the unit be Jiot
square, neither will any other be square except the third from
the unit and all those which lea'L:e out one. And, if the mmlber
after tile unit be not cube, neither will al~Y other be mbe t:wcpt
the fourth from the unit and all those 'i.i.l!lich feaoe out two.

Let there be as many numbers as we please, A, B, C, D.
E, F, beginning from an unit and in continued proportion,
and let A, the number after the unit, not be square;
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[VIII. 25]

[VIII. 26, converse]

A-

B-

e
0----

E------

F-------

BOOK IX394

I say that neither will any other be square except the third
from the unit <and those which
leave out one> .

F or, if possible, let C be square.
But B is also square; [IX. 8]

[therefore B, C have to one another
the ratio which a square number
has to a square number].

And, as B is to C, so is A to B;
therefore A, B have to one another the ratio which a square
number has to a square number;
[so that A, B are similar plane numbers].

And B is square;
therefore A is also square:
which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore C is not square.
Similarly we can prove that neither is any other of the

numbers square except the third from the unit and those which
leave out one.

Next, let A not be cube..
I say that neither will any other be cube except the fourth

from the unit and those which leave out two.
For, if possible, let D be cube.
Now C is also cube; for it is fourth from the unit. [IX. 8]
And, as C is to D, so is B to C;

therefore B also has to C the ratio which a cube has to a cube.
And C is cube;

therefore B is also cube.
And since, as the ~nit is to A, so is A to B,

and the unit measures A according to the units in it,
therefore A also measures B according to the units in itself;
therefore A by multiplying itself has made the cube number B.

But, if a number by multiplying itself make a cube number,
it is also itself cube. [IX. 6]

Therefore A is also cube:
which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore D is not cube.
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Similarly we can prove that neither is any other of the
numbers cube except the fourth from the unit and those which
leave out two.

Q. E. D.

If I, a, a2, a:!, a4' '" be a geometrical progression, then (I), if a is not a
square, none of the terms will be square except <1~, <14, a.', ... ;
and (2), if a is not a cube, none of the terms will be cube except t1", (1., a,,, ....

With reference to the first part of the proof, viz. that which prm'es that, if
<1" is a square, (l must be a square, Heiberg remarks that the words which
I have bracketed are perhaps spurious; for it is easier to use VIII. 24 than
the converse of VIII. 26, and a use of VIII. 24 would correspond better to the
use of VIII. 25 in the second part relating to cubes. I agree in this view and
have bracketed the words accordingly. (See howe\'er note, p. 383, on
converses of VIII. 26, 27 given by Heron.) If this change be made, the
proof runs as follows.

(I) If possible, let a3 be square.
Now a2 : <13 = a : (12'

But (l2 is a square. [IX. S]
Therefore t1 is to a~ in the ratio of a square to a square.
And il2 is square;

therefore a is square [VIII. 24]: which is impossible.

(2) If possible, let a. be a cube.
Now a3 : <1. = <12 : <13,

And 03 is a cube. [IX. 8]
T~er~fore <12 is to 113 in the ratio of a cube to a cube.
And a" is a cube:

therefore a2 is a cube. [VllI. 25]
But, since I : a = a : <12 ,

<12 = a2
•

And, since a2 is a cube,
a must be a cube [IX. 6]: which is impossible.

The propositions VIll. 24, 25 are here not quoted in their exact fo~m in
that the first and second squares, or cubes, change places. But there IS no
difficulty, since the method by which the theorems are proved shows that
either inference is equally correct.

PROPOSITro~ I r.

If as many numbers as we pkase begi1l1liJlg from all lotit. be'
in continued j1'oportioll, the less measures tilt greater accordmg
to some one of the ltumbers 'Which havt" place amOllg thcpropor
tioltalnztmbers.
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A--

B--

c----
0----

E-------

that is, an = a. an-I'

\Ve can supply the proof of the porism as follows.

Let there be as many numbers as we please, B, C, D, E,
beginning from the unit A and in con
tinued proportion;
I say that B, the least of the numbers B,
C, D, E, measures E according to some
one of the numbers C, D.

For since, as the unit A is to B, so
is D to E,
therefore the unit A measures the number B the same number
of times as D measures E ;
therefore, alternately, the unit A measures D the same number
of times as B measures E. [VII. IS]

But the unit A measures D according to the units in it;
therefore B also measures E according to the units in D ;
so that B the less measures E the greater according to some
number of those which have place among the proportional
numbers.-

PORISlII. And it is manifest that, whatever place the
measuring number has, reckoned from the unit, the same
place also has the number according to which it measures,
reckoned from the number measured, in the direction of the
number before it.-

Q. E. D.

The proposition and the porism together assert that,· if I, a, a" ••• an be a
geometrical progression, ar measures an and gives the quotient an- r (r < lZ).

Euclid only proves that an =a . an- J , as follows.
I : a=an- J : an'

Therefore I measures a the same number of times as an - J measures an'
Hence I measures an- J the same number of times as a measures a'n;

[VII. IS]

I : a = ar : ar+ll

a : 02 = ar+1 : ar+2 ,

whence, ex aequalz:
I : an_r==ar : ou_

It follows, by the same argument as before, that
an~ar·an-r·

With our notation, we have the theorem of indices that
aJn+l't ::::: am ,. an.

[VII. 14]
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PROPOSITIO::-; 12.

. If a.s malt)' ltumbe!'s as we please beginningfrom an twit be
Z1Z co~ztzmted proportlo1Z, by howe'i.'('J' many prime 1lllmbcrs tlte
last zs measured, tlte next to tlte 2mit will also be measured b)'
the same.

Let there be as many numbers as we please, A, B, C, D,
beginning from an unit, and in continued proportion;
I say that, by however many prime numbers D is measured,
A wiII also be measured by the same.

A-- F-------
B-- G-----

o H---
0------
E-

F or let D be measured by any prime number E;
I say that E measures A.

F or suppose it does not;
now E is prime, and any prime number is prime to any which
it does not measure; [VII. 29)
therefore E, A are prime to one another.

And, since E measures D, let it measure it according to F,
therefore E by multiplying F has made D.

Again, since A measures D according to the units in C,
[IX. I rand Por.]

therefore A by multiplying C has made D.
But, further, E has also by multiplying F made D;

therefore the product of A, C is equal to the product of E. F.
Therefore, as A is to E, so is F to C. [VII. 19]

But A, E are prime,
primes are also least, [m. 2I]
and the least measure those which have the same ratio the
same number of times, the antecedent the antecedent and the
consequent the consequent; [VH. 20]
therefore E measures C.

Let it measure it according to G;
therefore E by multiplying G has made C.

But, further, by the theorem before this,
A has also by multiplying B made C. [IX. I I and POL]
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Therefore the product of A, B is equal to the product of
E,G.

Therefore, as A is to E, so is G to B. [VII. 19}
But A, E are prime,

primes are also least, [VII. 21}
and the least numbers. measure those which have the same
ratio with them the same number of times, the antecedent. the
antecedent and the consequent the consequent: lVII. 20]

therefore E measures B.
Let it measure it according to H;

therefore E by multiplying H has made B.
But further A"has also by multiplying itself made B;

" [IX. 8}
therefore the product of E, H is equal to the square on A.

Therefore" as E is to A, so is A to H. [VII. 19}
But A, E are prime,

primes are also least, [VII. 2I}
and the least measure those which have the same ratio the
same number of times, the antecedent the antecedent and the
consequent the consequent ; [VII. 20J
therefore E measures A, as antecedent antecedent. .

But, again, it also does not measure it :
which is impossible.

Therefore E, A are not prime to one another.
Therefore they are composite to one another.
But numbers composite to one another are measured by

some number. [VII. Def. 14J
And, since E is by hypothesis prime,

and the prime is not measured by any number other than itself,
therefore E measures A, E,
so that E measures A.

[But it also measures D ;
therefore E measures A, D.]

Similarly we can prove that, by however many prime
numbers D is measured, A will also be measured by the same.

Q. E. D.

If r, a, a2' ... 0" be a geometrical progression, and aIL be measured by any
prime. number p, a will also be measured by p. "
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For, if .possible, suppose that f does not measure a; then, f being prime,
p, a are pnme to one another. [VII. 29]

Suppose OR = m.p.
Now a,,=a.o"_1" (IX. II]
Therefore a. a"-1 = 1ll .f,

and a : f = 1ll : a"_1' [\'II. 19]
Hence, fl, p being prime to one another,

p measures a"-1' [VII. 20, 2I]
By a repetition of the same process, we can prove that l' measures a,,_~

and therefore a"-3' and so on, and finally that!, measures a.
But, by hypothesis, p does not measure a: which is impossible.
Hence p, a are not prime to one another:

therefore they have some-common factor. [\"II. Def. 14]
But p is the only number vvhich measures p ;

therefore p measures a.
Heiberg remarks that, as, in the £KB((TL';, Euclid sets himself to prove that

E measures A, the words bracketed above are unnecessary and therefore
perhaps interpolated.

PROPOSITION 13.

If as many numbers as we please beginning from all unit be
-in cOlttz"nuedproportion, and the number after the unit be prime,
the greatest will not be measured by an)'cxcept those li.J/ziclt.hlwl:
a place among the proportional numbers.

Let there be as many numbers as we please, A, B, C D,
beginning from an unit and in continued proportion. and let A,
the number after the unit, be prime;
I say that D, the greatest of them, will not be measured by any
other number except A, B, C.

A---

B----

c-----
D--------

E--
F------
G--

H----

F orr if possible, let it be measured by E, and let.E not be
the same with any of the numbers A. B, C. .

It is then manifest that E is not prime.
F or, if E is prime and measures D,

it will also measure A (IX. 12], which is prime, though it is not
the same with it :
which is impossible.
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Therefore E is not prime.
Therefore it is composite.
But any composite number is measured by some prime

number ; [VII. 31]

therefore E is measured by some prime number.
I say next that it will not be measured by any other prime

except A.
For, if E is measured by another,

and E measures D,
that other will also measure D ;
so that it will also measure A [IX. 12], which is prime, though
it is not the same with it :
which is impossible.

Therefore A measures E.
And, since E measures D, let it measure it according to F
I say that F is not the same with any of the numbers

A,B,C.
For, if F is the same with one of the numbers A, B, C,

and measures D according to E,
therefore one of the numbers A, B, C also measures D according
toE.

But one of the numbers A, B, C measures D according to
some one of the numbers A, B, C; [IX. II]
therefore E is also the same with one of the numbers A, B, C:
which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore F is not the same as anyone of the numbers
A,B,C.

Similarly we can prove that F is measured by A, by
proving again that F is not prime.

For, if it is, and measures D,
it will also measure A [IX. 12], which is prime, though it is not
the same with it :
which is impossible;
therefore F is not prime.

Therefore it is composite.
But any composite number is measured by some pnme

number ; [VII. 31]

therefore F is measured by some prime number.
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I say next that it will not be measured by any other p~~
except A.

F or, if any other prime number measures F,
and F measures D,
that other will also measure D ;
so that it will also measure A [IX. 12], which is prime, though it
is not the same with it :
which is impossible.

Therefore A measures F.
And, since E measures D according to F,

therefore E by multiplying F has made D.

But, further, A has also by multiplying C made D; [IX. 11]

therefore the product of A, C is equal to the product of E, F.
Therefore, proportionally, as A is to E, so is F to C.

[VII. 19]
But A measures E;

therefore F also measures C.
Let it measure it according to G.
Similarly, then, we can prove that G is not the same with

any of the numbers A, B, and that it is measured by A.
And, since F measures C according to G,

therefore F by multiplying G has made C.
But, further, A has also by multiplying B made C; [IX. II]

therefore the product of A, B is equal to the product of F, G.
Therefore, proportionally, as A is to F, so is G to B.

Em. I9J
But A measures F;

therefore G also measures B.

Let it measure it according to H.
Similarly then we can prove that H is not the same

with A.
And, since G measures B according to H,

therefore G by multiplying H has made B.
But further A has also by multiplying itself made B;

[IX. 8]

therefore the product of H, G is equal to the square on A.

Therefore, as H is to A, so is A to G. [VII. 19]

H. E. II. z6
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But A measures G ;
therefore H also measures A, which is prime, though it is not
the same with it :
which is absurd.

Therefore D the greatest will not be measured by any
other number except A, B, C.

Q. E. D.

If I, a, a2, ... an be a geometrical progression, and if a is prime, an will not
be measured by any numbers except the preceding terms of the series.

If possible, let an be measured by b, a number different from all the
preceding terms.

Now b cannot be prime, for, if it were, it would measure a. [IX. 12]
Therefore b is composite, and hence will be measured by some prime

number [VII. 3 I], say p.
Thus p must measure an and therefore a [IX. 12); so that p cannot be

different from a, and b is not measured by any prime number except a.
Suppose that an = b . c.
Now c cannot be identical with any of the terms a, a2, ... an-I; for, if it

were, b would be identical with another of them: [IX. II)
which is contrary to the hypothesis.

We can now prove (just as for b) that c cannot be prime and cannot be
measured by any prime number except a.

Since b.c=an=a.an_I , [IX. II]
a : b = c : an-I>

whence, since a measures b,
c measures an-I'

Let an_1 = c. d.

We now prove in the same way that d is not identical with any of the terms
a, a2, ••• an _ 2 , is not prime, and is not measured by any prime except a, and
also that .

d measures an- 2 •

Proceeding in this way, we get a last factor, say k, which measures a
though different from it:
which is absurd, since a is prime.

Thus the original supposition that an can be measured by a number b
different from all the terms a, a2 , ... a"-l must be incorrect.

Therefore etc.

PROPOSITION 14.

If a number be the least that is measured byprime numbers,
it will not be measured by any other prime number except those
originally measuring it. .

For let the number A be the least that is measured by the
prime numbers B, C, D;
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I say that A will not be measured by any other prime number
except B, C, D.

For, if possihle, let it be measured by the prime number
E, and let E not be the same with anyone of the numbers
B, C,D.

A-------

E---

F---

B

c-
0--

Now, since E measures A, let it measure it according
to F;

therefore E by multiplying F has made A.
And A is measured by the prime numbers B, C, D.
But, if two numbers by multiplying one another make some

number, and any prime number measure the product, it will
also measure one of the original numbers; [Vll.30 ]

therefore B, C, D will measure one of the numbers E, F
N ow they will not measure E ;

for E is prime and not the same with anyone of the numbers
B, C,D.

Therefore they will measure F, which is less than A :
which is impossible, for A is by hypothesis the least number
measured by B, C, D.

Therefore no prime number will measure A except
B, C, D.

Q. E. D.

In other words, a number can be resolved into prime factors in only
one way. .

Let a be the least number measured by each of the pnme numbers
b, c, d, .. , k-

If possible, suppose that a has a prime factor p different from b, '-, Ii, ... k ..

Let a=p. m.
Now b, c, d, '" k, measuring «, must measure one of the two factors p, tn.

[VII. 30]
They do not, by hypothesis, measure t;

therefore they must measure 111, a number less than a :

which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Therefore a has no prime factors except b, c, d, ... k.
26-2
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PROPOSITION 15.

B--

[VII. 22]

A--

c----
E

D---l-F

If three numbers £n cont£nued p1'ojortz"on be the least of
those wh£ch have tlu sante ratio with them, any two whatever
added together w£ll be jrinte to the rema£ning number.

Let A, B, C, three numbers in continued proportion, be
the least of those which have the same
ratio with them;
I say that any two of the numbers
A, B, C whatever added together are
prime to the remainingnumber, namely
A, B to C; B, C to A; and further A, C to B.

For let two numbers DE, EF, tne least of those which
have the same ratio with A, B, C, be taken. [VIII. 2]

It is then manifest that DE by multiplying itself has made
A, and by multiplying EF has made B, and, further, EF by
multiplying itself has made C. [VIII. 2]

Now, since DE, EF are least,
they are prime to one another.

But, if two numbers be prime to one another,
their sum is also prime to each ; [VII. 28]
therefore DF is also prime to each of the numbers DE, EF.

But further DE is also prime to EF;
therefore DF, DE are prime to EF.

But, if two numbers be prime to any number,
their product is also prime to the other;
so that the product of FD, DE is prime to EF;
hence the product of .fiD, DE is also prime to the square
on EF. [VII. 25J

But the product of FD. DE is the square on DE together
with the product of DE, EF; [u.3]
therefore the square on DE together with the product of DE,
EF is prime to the square on EF

And the square on DE is _r{,

the product of DE, EF is B,
and the square on EFis C;
therefore A, B added together are prime to C.
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[VIII. 2]

[VII. 24J
[VII. 25]

[VII. 28]

[VII. 24, 25]
Lastly,

Similarly,
or

or

i.e.

a2, a/3, {3'J.
Now, a, {3 being prime to one another,

a + {3 is prime to both a and {3.
Therefore (a + (3), a are both prime to {3.
Hence (a + (3) a is prime to {3,

and therefore to [32 ;
a2+ a{3 is prime to [32,

a + b is prime to c.
a{3 + [32 is prime to a2,

b + C is prime to a.
a + {3 being prime to both a and {3,

(a + (3)Z is prime to a{3,
or a2+ f32 + 2a{3 is prime to a{3:
whence a2+ f32 is prime to a{3.

The latter inference, made in two steps, may be proved by reductio ad
absurdum as Commandinus proves it.

If a2+ f32 is not prime to a{3, let x measure them;
therefore x measures a2+ f32 + 2a{3 as well as af3;
hence a2+ f32 + 2a{3 and a{3 are not prime to one another, which is contrary
to the hypothesis.

Similarly we can prove that B, C added together are
prime to A.

I say next that A, C added together are also prime to B.
For, since DF is prime to each of the numbers DE, EF,

the square on DF is also prime to the product of DE, EF.
[VII. 24, 25J

But the squares on DE, EE together with twice the pro
duct of DE, EF are equal to the square on DF; [II. 4]
therefore the squares on DE, EF together with twice the
product of DE, EF are prime to the product of DE, EF

Separando, the squares on DE, EF together with once
the product of DE, EF are prime to the product of DE, EF.

Therefore, separando again, the squares on DE, EF are
prime to the product of DE, EF.

And the square on DE is A,
the product of DE, EF is B,
and the square on EF is C.

Therefore A, C added together are prime to B.
Q. E. D.

If a, b, c be a geometrical progression in the least terms which have a
given common ratio, (b + c), (c + a), (a + b) are respectively prime to a, b, c.

Let a : {3 be the common ratio in its lowest terms, so that the geometrical
progression is
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PROPOSITION 16.

If two numbers be pril1ze to one another, the second will not
be to any other 1l1t1Jzber as the first £s to the seco1zd.

For let the two numbers A, B be prime to one another;
I say that B is not to any other number as
A is to B. A,---

F or, if possible, as A is to B, so let B be B---

to C. c'----
Now A, B are prime,

primes are also least, [VII. 21]
and the least numbers measure those which have the same
ratio the same number of times, the antecedent the antecedent
and the consequent the consequent ; [VII. 20]
therefore A measures B as antecedent antecedent.

But it also measures itself;
therefore A measures A, B which are prime to one another:
which is absurd.

Therefore B will not be to C, as A is to B.
Q. E. D.

If a, b are prime to one another, they can have no integral third
proportional.

If possible, let a : b = b : x.
Therefore [VII. 20, 21] a measures b; and a, b have the common measure

a, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

[VII. 13]

8---A--

PROPOSITION 17.

If there be as many mmzbers as we please in continued
proportion, and the extremes of them be prime to one another.
tlu last will not be to any other number as the first to the
secol1d.

For let there be as many numbers as we please, A,B, C,D,
in continued proportion,
and let the extremes of them. ~-1,

D, be prime to one another; C
0------

I sav that D is not to anv other
number as A is to B. J E ---------

F or, if possible, as A is to B, so let D be to E ;
therefore, alternately, as A is to D, so is B to E.
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But A, D are prime,
primes are also least, [VII. 2 r]

and the least numbers measure those which have the same
ratio the same number of times, the antecedent the antecedent
and the consequent the consequent. [VII. 20]

Therefore A measures B.
And, as A is to B, so is B to C.
Therefore B also measures C;

so that A also measures C.
And since, as B is to C, so is C to D,

and B measures C,
therefore C also measures D.

But A measured C;
so that A also measures D.

But it also measures itself;
therefore A measures A, D which are prime to one another:
which is impossible.

Therefore D will not be to any other number as A is to B.
Q. E. D.

If a, a2 , a3 , ••• an be a geometrical progression, and a, an are prime to one
another, then a, a2 , an can have no integral fourth proportional.

For, if possible, let a ; a2 = a" ; x.
Therefore a : an =a2 : x,

and hence [VlI. 20, 2 I] a measures a2 •

Therefore a2 measures a., [YII. Def. 20]

and hence a measures a3 , and therefore also ultimately an'

Thus a, an are both measured by a; which is contrary to the hypothesis.

PROPOSITION I8.

Given two numbers, to investigate whether it is possible to
.find a thirdproportional to them.

Let A, B be the given two numbers, and let it be required
to investigate whether it is possible to find a third proportional
to them.

Now A, B are either prime to one another or not.
And, if they are prime to one another, it has been proved

that it is impossible to find a third proportional to them.
[IX. 16]
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Next, let A, B not be prime to one another,
and let B by multiplying itself make C.

Then A either measures C or does not measure it.

[IX. 18

A-

B---

0----

c-----------

First, let it measure it according to D ;
therefore A by multiplying D has made C.

But, further, B has also by multiplying itself made C;
therefore the product of A, D is equal to the square on B.

Therefore, as A is to B, so is B to D ; . [VII. 19]
therefore a third proportional number D has been found to
A,B.

Next, let A not measure C;
I say that it is impossible to find a third proportional number
to A, B.

For, if possible, let D, such third proportional, have been
found.

Therefore the product of A, D is equal to the square on B.
But the square on B is C;

therefore the product of A, D is equal to C.
Hence A by multiplying D has made C;

therefore A measures C according to D.
But, by hypothesis, it also does not measure it :

which is absurd.
Therefore it is not possible to find a third proportional

number to A, B when A does not measure C. Q. E. D.

Given two numbers a, b, to find the condition that they may have an
integral third proportional.
(I) a, b must not be prime to one another. [IX. I6J
(2) a must measure IT.

For, if a, b, c be in continued proportion,
ac= b2

•

Therefore a measures IT.
Condition (I) is included in condition (2) since, if IT = ma, a and b cannot
be prime to one another.

The result is of course easily seen if the three terms in continued
proportion be written
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[VII. 14]

c---
0-----

E--------

PROPOSITIOX 19.

Given three numbers, to investigate 'lohm it is possible to
find a fourth proportional to tlum.

Let A, B, C be the given three numbers, and let it be
required to investigate when it is A----

possible to find a fourth proportional B _

to them.
Now either they are not in con

tinued proportion, and the extremes
of them are prime to one another;
or they are in continued proportion, and the extremes of them
are not prime to one another;
or they are not in continued proportion, nor are the extremes
of them prime to one another;
or they are in continued proportion, and the extremes of them
are prime to one another.

If then A, B, C are in continued proportion, and the
extremes of them A, C are prime to one another,
it has been proved that it is impossible to find a fourth pro
portional number to them. [IX. I7]

tNext, let A, B, C not be in continued proportion, the
extremes being again prime to one another;
I say that in this case also it is impossible to find a fourth
proportional to them.

For, if possible, let D have been found, so that,
as A is to B, so is C to D,

and let it be contrived that, as B is to C, so is D to E.
Now, since, as A is to B, so is C to D,

and, as B is to C, so is D to E,
therefore, ex aequali, as A is to C, so is C to E.

But A, C are prime,
primes are also least, [VII. 21]
and the least numbers measure those which have the same
ratio, the antecedent the antecedent and the consequent the
consequent. [VII. 20]

Therefore A measures C as antecedent antecedent.
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But the product of B, Cis D ;
therefore the product of A, E is also equal to D.

Therefore A by multiplying E has made D ;
therefore A measures D according to E,
so that A measures D.

But it also does not measure it:
which is absurd.

Therefore it is not possible to find a fourth proportional
number to A, B, C when A does not measure D.

Next, let A, B, C not be in continued proportion, nor the
extremes prime to one another.

And let B by multiplying C make D.
Similarly then it can be proved that, if A measures D,

it is possible to find a fourth proportional to them, but, if it
does not measure it, impossible. Q. E. D.

But it also measures itself;
therefore A measures A, C which are prime to one another:
which is impossible.

Therefore it is not possible to find a fourth proportional
to A, B, c.t

Next, let A, B, C be again in continued proportion,
but let A, C not be prime to one another.

I say that it is possible to find a fourth proportional to
them.

F or let B by multiplying C make D ;
therefore A either measures D or does not measure it.

First, let it measure it according to E;
therefore A by multiplying E has made D.

But, further, B has also by multiplying C made D;
therefore the product of A, E is equal to the product of
B, C; .
therefore, proportionally, as A is to B, so is C to E; [VII. 19J

therefore E has been found a fourth proportional to A, B, C.
Next, let A not measure D ;

I say that it is impossible to find a fourth proportional number
to A, B, C.

F or, if possible, let E have been found;
therefore the product of A, E is equal to the product of B, C.

[VII. 19J
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Given three numbers il, b, c, to find the condition that they may have an
integral fourth proportional.

The Greek text of part of this proposition is hopelessly corrupt. Accord·
ing to it Euclid takes four cases.
(I) a, b, c not in continued proportion, and il, c prime to one another.
(2) il, b, e in continued proportion, and a, e not prime to one another.
(3) a, b, e not in continued proportion, and a, c not primt: to one another.
(4) a, b, e in continued proportion, and a, e prime to one another.

(4) is the case dealt with in IX. 17, where it is shown that on hypothesis
(4) a fourth proportional cannot be found.

The text now takes case (I) and asserts that a fourth proportional cannot
be found in this case either. ""e have only to think of 4, 6, 9 in order to see
that there is something wrong here. The supposed proof is also wrong. If
possible, says the text, let d be a fourth proportional to a, 1>, c, and let e
be take71 such that

b : e == d: e.
Then, ex aequalz~ a : e == e : e,

whence a measures e : [VIl. 20, 2I]
which is impossible, since a, e are prime to one another.

But this does not prove that a fourth proportional d cannot be found; it
only proves that, if d is a fourth proportional, no integer e can be found to
satisfy the equation

b:e==d:e.
Indeed it is obvious from IX. 16 that in the equation

a:e=e:e
e cannot be integral.

The cases (2) and (3) are correctly given, the first in full, and the other as
a case to be proved "similarly" to it.

These two cases really give all that is necessary.
Let the product be be taken.
Then, if a measures be, suppose bo' == ild;

therefore a : b == <" : d,
and d is a fourth proportional.

But, if a does 110t measure be, no fourth proportional can be found.
For, if x were a fourth proportional, a.t" would be equal to be, and a would
measure be.

The sufficient condition in any case for the possibility of finding a fourth
proportional to a, b, e is that a should measure be.

Theon appears to have corrected the proof by leaving out the incorrect
portion which I have included between daggers and the last case (3} dealt
with in the last lines. Also, in accordance with this arrangement, he does not
distinguish four cases at the beginning but only two. " Either A, B, Care
in continued proportion and the extremes of them A, C are prime to one
another; or not." Then, instead of introducing case (2) by the words
"Next let A, B, C... to find a fourth proportional to them," immediately
following the second dagger above, Theon merely says "But, if not," [i.e.
if it is not the case that a, b, c are in G.P. and a,- e prime to one another] "let
B by multiplying C make D," and so on.
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August adopts Theon's form of the proof. Heiberg does not feel able to
do this, in ....'iew of the superiority of the authority for the text as given above
(P); he therefore retains the latter without any attempt to emend it.

PROPOSITIOX 20.

c--
oE-----------+-,F

[VII. 3 r]

G---

A
s-

Prime llUmbers are more thalt any assigtted multitude of
prime numbers.

Let A, B, C be the assigned prime numbers;
I say that there are more
prime numbers than A, B, C.

F or let the least number
measured by A, B, C be
taken,
and let it be DE;
let the unit DFbe added to DE.

Then EF is either prime or not.
First, let it be prime;

then the prime numbers A, B, C, EF have been found which
are more than A, B, C.

N ext, let EF not be prime;
therefore it is measured by some prime number.

Let it be measured by the prime number G.
I say that G is not the same with any of the numbers

A,B,C.
For, if possible, let it be so.
Now A, B, C measure DE;

therefore G also will measure DE.
But it also measures EF.
Therefore G, being a number, will measure the remainder,

the unit DF:
which is absurd.

Therefore G is not the same with anyone of the numbers
A,B,C.

And by hypothesis it is prime.
Therefore the prime numbers A, B, C, G have been found

which are more than the assigned multitude of A, B, C.
Q. E. D.
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We have here the important proposition that the number of prime numbers
zs injillite.

The proof will be seen to be the same as that given in our algebraical
text-books. Let a, b, c, k be any prime numbers.

Take the product abc k and add unity.
Then (abc ... k + I) is either a prime number or not a prime number.

(I) If it IS, we have added another prime number to those given.
(2) If it is not, it must be measured by some prime number [VII. 3 I], say p.

Now p cannot be identical with any of the prime numbers a, b, c, ... k.
For, if it is, it will divide abc ••. k.

Therefore, since it divides (abc ... k + I) also, it will measure the difference,
or unity:
which is impossible.

Therefore in any case we have obtained one fresh prime number.
And the process can be carried on to any extent.

PROPOSITIOX 2 I.

1/ as many eve1t mmtbers as we please be added together,
the 'Zohole -is e'ieJZ.

Eo

divisible into two
[id.]

cB
I

A

For let as many even numbers as we please, AB, BC, CD,
DE, be added together;
.1 say that the whole AE
IS even.

For, since each of the numbers AB, BC, CD, DE is even,
it has a half part; [VII. Def. 6]

so that the whole A E also has a half part.
But an even number is that which is

equal parts;
therefore A E is even.

Q. Eo D.

In this and the following propositions up to IX. 34 inclusive we have a
number of theorems about odd, even, "even-times even" and "even-times
odd" numbers respectively. They are all simple and require no explanation
in order to enable them to be followed easily.

PROPOSITION 22.

1/as many odd 1zumbers as weplease be added together, and
thez'r mul#tude be even, the whole will be eVe1l.

For let as many odd numbers as we please, AB, BC, CD,
DE, even in multitude, be added together;
1 say that the whole A E is even.
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For, since each of the numbers AB, Be, CD, DE is odd,
if an unit be subtracted from each, each of the remainders will
be even; [VII. Def. 7]

so that the sum of them will be even. [IX. 21]

A B ? o
I

E

But the multitude of the units is also even.
Therefore the whole A E is also even. [IX. 21]

Q. E. D.

[VII. Def. 7]
[IX. 22]

[IX. 2I]

C
I

[VII. Def. 7]
Q. E. D.

B
I

A

PROPOSITION 23.

If as many odd numbers as we please be added together,
and their mult£tude be odd, the whole wi!! also be odd.

For let as many odd numbers as we please, AB, BC, CD,
the multitude of which is odd,
be added together;
I say that the whole AD is
also odd.

Let the unit DEbe subtracted from CD ;
therefore the remainder CE is even.

But CA is also even;
therefore the whole AE is also even.

And DE is an unit.
Therefore AD is odd.

3. Literally" let there be as many numbers as we please, of which let the multitude be
odd." This form, natural in Greek, is awkward in English.

PROPOSITION 24.

If from, an even. number an even number be subtracted, the
remainder 'w£!l be evetl.

For from the even number AB let the even number BC
be subtracted:
I say that the remainder CA is even. A C B

For, since AB is even, it has a half
part. [VII. Def. 6]
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F or the same reason B C also has a half part ;

so that the remainder [CA also has a half part, and] A C is
therefore even.

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION 25.

If from an even number an odd numbe1' be subl1'acted, the
rema£nder will be odd.

[IX. 24)

COB

[VII. Def. 7]

[VII. Def. 7)

Q. E. D.

A

For from the even number AB let the odd number BC be
subtracted;

I say that the remainder CA is odd.

F or let the unit CD be sub
tracted from BC;
therefore DB is even.

But AB is also even;

therefore the remainder AD is also even.

And CD is an unit;

therefore CA is odd.

PROPOSITION 26.

If from an odd number all, odd mtmber be subtracted, the
remainder will be even.

DBC
I

[VII. Def. 7)

[m. Def. 7)

[IX. 24)

Q. E. D.

A

For from the odd number AB let the odd number BC be
subtracted;

I say that the remainder CA is even.

For, since AB is odd, let the unit
BD be subtracted;

therefore the remainder AD is even.

F or the same reason CD is also even;

so that the remainder CA is also even.
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[IX. 24]
[VII. Def. 7]

Q. E. D.

A

B--
c------

PROPOSITION 27.

If from an odd number an even number be subtracted, the
remainder will be odd.

For from the odd number AB let the even number BC be
subtracted;
I say that the remainder CA is odd.

Let the unit AD be subtracted;
therefore DB is even. [VII. Def. 7]

But BC is also even;
therefore the remainder CD is even.

Therefore CA is odd.

PROPOSITION 28.

if an odd number by multiplying an even number make
some number, the product will be even.

For let the odd number A by multiplying the even number
B make C;
I say that C is even.

For, since A by multiplying B has
made C,
therefore C is made up of as many numbers equal to B as
there are units in A . [VII. Def. 15]

And B is even;
therefore C is made up of even numbers.

But, if as many even numbers as we please be added
together, the whole is even. [IX. 21]

Therefore C is even.
Q. E. D.

PROPOSITIOX 29.

If an odd number by lJl1t/tip/)'llzg an odd mtmber make
some member, the product will be odd.

For let the odd number A by multiplying the odd number
B make C;
I say that C is odd. A-

For, since A by multiplying B has ~--
made C. -------
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[IX. 23]

A-

B------

c--

A---

B-----

c----------
0-

therefore C is made up of as many numbers equal to B as
there are units in A. [VII. Def. IS]

And each of the numbers A, B is odd;
therefore C is made up of odd numbers the multitude of which
is odd.

Thus C is odd. [IX. 23]
Q. E. D.

PROPOSITIOX 30.

If all odd number measure all e'i-Jen number, it 'Will also
measure the half if it.

For let the odd number A measure the even number B;
I say that it will also measure the half
of it.

For, since A measures B,
let it measure it according to C;
I say that C is not odd.

F or, if possible, let it be so.
Then, since A measures B according to C,

therefore A by multiplying C has made B.
Therefore B is made up of odd numbers the multitude

of which is odd.
Therefore B is odd:

\vhich is absurd, for by hypothesis it is even.
Therefore C is not odd;

therefore C is even.
Thus A measures B an even number of times.
For this reason then it also measures the half of it.

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITIOX 3 r.

If a1Z odd 1Ztmzber be prime to any mtmbcr, it will also be
prime to the double of it.

F or let the odd number A be prime to any number B,
and let C be double of B ;
I say that A is prime to C.

F or, if they are not prime
to one another, some number
will measure them.

H. E. II.
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A
B---

c----
0-----------

Let a number measure them, and let it be D.
:\ow A is odd;

therefore D is also odd.
And since D \vhich is odd measures C.

and C is e\'en,
therefore [D] will measure the half of C also. [IX. 30 ]

But B is half of C ;
therefore D measures B.

But it also measures A ;
therefore D measures A, B which are prime to one another:
which is impossible.

Therefore A cannot but be prime to C.
Therefore A, C are prime to one another.

Q. E. D,

PROPOSITIOK 32.

Each ofthe ?lumbers which are continually doubled begi1ming
from a dyad is e7,/e1l-times c;.:m olll)'.

For let as many numbers as 'we please, B, C, D, have been
continually doubled beginning
from the dyad A ;
I say that B, C, Dare e\'en
times even only.

K ow that each of the
numbers B, C, D is even-times even is manifest; for it IS

doubled from a dyad.
I say that it is also even-times even only.
F or let an unit be set out.
Since then as many numbers as we please beginning from

an unit are in continued proportion.
and the number A after the unit is prime,
therefore D, the gre?test of the numbers A, B, C, D, will not
be measured by any other number except .d, B, C. [IX. 13]

And each of the numbers A, B, C is even;
therefore D is e\'en-times even only. [VII. Def. 8]

Similarly \ve can prove that each of the numbers B, Cis
even-times e\'en only.

Q. E. D.
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A

Q. E. D.

[m. Def. 9]

See the notes on VII. Deff. 8 to I I for a discussion of the difficulties
s~own by Iamblichus to be involved by the Euclidean definitions of "even
tImes even," "even-times odd" and" odd-times even."

PROPOSITIOX 33.

If a 1~umber have its half odd, it is cu'm-times odd Oll!;'.
For let the number A have its half odd;

I say that A is even-times odd only.
Now that it is even-times odd is

manifest; for the half of it, being odd,
measures it an even number of times.

I say next that it is also even-times odd only.
F or, if A is even-times even also,

it \vill be measured by an even number according to an even
number; em. Def. 8)

so that the half of it will also be measured by an even number
though it is odd:
which is absurd.

Therefore A is even-times odd only.

PROPOSITION 34.

If a member neither be one of those 'ii/hich are continuall)'
doubled from a dyad, nor have its half odd, it is both eveJZ
times even and e'i.JeJI-times odd.

For let the number A neither be one of those doubled
from a dyad, nor have its half odd;
I say that A is both even-times even A

and even-times odd.
N ow that A is even-times even is manifest:

for it has not its half odd. [VII. Def. 8)

I say next that it is also even-times odd.
For, if we bisect A, then bisect its half, and do this con

tinually, we shall come upon some odd number \vhich \'lill
measure A according to an even number.

F or, if not, we shall come upon a dyad,
and A will be among those which are doubled from a dyad:
which is contrary to the hypothesis.
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0----

Thus A is even-times odd.
But it was also proved even-times even.
Therefore A is both even-times even and even-times odd.

Q. E., D.

PROPOSITIOX 35.

If as mall)' mmzbers as we please be z'n c01Ztz'mtedproportz'o?l,
a1ld there be subtractedfrom the second and the last ?lumbers
equal to the first, then, as the excess of the second is to the
first, so '££..Iill the excess of the last be to all those before it.

Let there be as many numbers as we please in continued
proportion, A, BC, D, EF,
beginning from A as least,
and let there be subtracted
from BC and EFthe numbers
BG, FH, each equal to A ;
I sav that, as GC is to A, so
is EHto A, Be, D.

For let FK be made equal to Be. and FL equal to D.
Then, since FK is equal to BC,

and of these the part FH is equal to the part BG,
therefore the remainder H K is equal to the remainder Gc.

And since, as EF is to D, so is D to BC, and BC to A,
while D is equal to FL, BC to FK, and A to FH,
therefore. as EF is to FL, so is LF to FK, and FK to FH.

Separalldo, as EL is to LF, so is LK to FK, and KH
to FH. [VII. II, 13]

Therefore also, as one of the antecedents is to one of the
consequents, so are all the antecedents to all the consequents;

[VII. 12]
therefore, as KH is to FH, so are EL. LK, KH to LF,
FK, HF.

But KH is equal to CG, FH to A, and LF, FK, HF to
D.Be,A;
therefore. as CG is to A. so is EH to D, Be. A.

Therefore, as the excess of the second is to the first, so is
the excess of the last to all those before it.

Q. E. D.
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This proposition is perhaps the most interesting in the arithmetical Books
since i~ gives a ~1ethod, an~ a very degant on~, of SII1lUJlill<~' al~Y stn,'s i1
terms 11l geometnml progressiOll.

Let aI' a2 , tl3 ,· •• an, an+! be a series of term~ in geometrical progression.
Then Euclid's proposition proves that

(aMI - al) : (a l + a2 ..,. ... + all) = (a2- ill) : a ,.

For clearness' sake we will on this occasion use the fractional notation of
algebra to represent proportions.

Euclid's method then comes to this.

Since

we have, sejaralldo,

tlJl + 1 an tJ'2
- = - --- = ... = --" ,
an a n- 1 ai

tlJ/+ 1 - au an - an_1 G;, - a::, 0'2 - a1... -
an a J1 _ 1 a~ a1

whence, since, as one of the antecedents is to one of the consequents, so is
the sum of all the antecedents to the sum of all the consquents, [VII. 12]

a::.-a1

or

we have

an + an- 1 + ... -+ a1

which gives al + a" + ... + a,,, or SI!"
If, to compare the result with that arrived at in algebraical text-books, we

write the series in the form
a, al', ar, ... ar,,-l (11 terms),

ar'- a ar-a
----s;:- a

S _ a (r" - I)
n - r- I

PROPOSITIO~ 36.

If as mall)' numbers as we please btgi1l1ll·ll~f[ from aJlliJlit
be set out continllously in double proportioll. until the Slim of all
becomes prime, and if the sum 11mltip/it'd i1zto tilt' last make
some 1Zlt1lzbe1', the product 'Zuill be peifect.

For let as many numbers as \.ve please, ~-1. B, C D,
beginning from an unit be set out in double proportion, until
the sum of all becomes prime,
let E be equal to the sum, and let E by multiplying D
make FG;
I say that FG is perfect.

For. however many A, B, C, D are in multitude, let so
many E, HK, L, J:f be taken in double proportion beginning
from E;
therefore, ex aequali, as A is to D, so is Eta ...11. [m. q]
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Therefore the product of E, D is equal to the product of
A, .J1tI. [VII. 19]

And the product of E, D is FG;
therefore the product of A, M is also FG.

Therefore A by multiplying M has made FG;
therefore M measures FG according to the units in A.

And A is a dyad;
therefore FG is double of M.

-A --B

---c
-------0

L ---E
M-------------------

H---:':-N--K

p-------

F--+?------~,·--------G

Q-----

But M, L, H K, E are continuously double of each other;
therefore E, HK, L, M, FG are continuously proportional in
double proportion.

Now let there be subtracted from the second H K and the
last FG the numbers HN, FO, each equal to the first E;
therefore, as the excess of the second is to the first, so is the
excess of the last to all those before it. [IX. 35]

Therefore, as 1'/K is to E, so is OG to M, L, KH, E.
And ATK is equal to E;

therefore OG is also equal to lfiI, L, H K, E.
But FO is also equal to E,

and E is equal to A, B, C, D and the unit.
Therefore the whole FG is equal to E, HK, L, jlf and

A, B, C, D and the unit;
and it is measured by them.

I say also that FG \vill not be measured by any other
number except A, B, C, D, E, HK, L, .J1tI and the unit.

Fat', if possible, let some number P measure FG,
and let P not be the same with any of the numbers A, B, C,
D, E, HK, L, 111'.

And, as many times as P measures FG, so many units let
there be in Q;
therefore Q by multiplying P has made FG.
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But, further, E has also by multiplying D made FG;
therefore, as E is to Q, so is P to D. [VII. 19)

And, since A, B, C, D are continuously proportional
beginning from an unit,
therefore D will not be measured by any other number except
A, B, C. [IX. 13]

And, by hypothesis, P is not the same \",ith any of the
numbers A, B, C;
therefore P will not measure D.

But, as P is to D, so is E to Q;
therefore neither does E measure Q.

And E is prime;
and any prime number is prime to any number which it does
not measure. [\'II. 29]

Therefore E, Q are prime to one another.
But primes are also least, [m.21J

and the least numbers measure those which haye the same
ratio the same number of times, the antecedent the antecedent
and the consequent the consequent; [m. 20]
and, as E is to Q, so is P to D;
therefore E measures P the same number of times that Q
measures D.

But D is not measured by any other number except
A,B,C;
therefore Q is the same with one of the numbers A, B, C.

Let it be the same with B.
And, however many B, C, D are in multitude, let so many

E, H K, L be taken beginning from E.
Now E, HK, L are in the same ratio with B, C, D;

therefore, ex aequali, as B is to D, so is E to L. [VII. q]
Therefore the product of B, L is equal to the product of

D, E. [VII. 19]
But the product of D, E is equal to the product of Q, P;

therefore the product of Q, P is also equal to the product of
B,L.

Therefore, as Q is to B, so is L to P.
And Q is the same with B ;

therefore L is also the same with P:
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which is impossible, for by hypothesis P is not the same with
any of the numbers set out.

Therefore no number will measure FC except A, B, C,
D, E, H K, L, M and the unit.

And FC was proved equal to A, B, C, D, E, HK, L, M
and the unit;
and a perfect number is that which is equal to its own parts;

[VII. Def. Z2]

therefore FC is perfect.
Q. E. D.

If the sum of any number of terms of the series
q n-l

I, Z, Z-, ... Z

be prime, and the said sum be multiplied by the last term, the product will be
a "perfect" number, i.e. equal to the sum of all its factors.

Let I + 2 + Z~ + ... + Z"-1 (= S,,) be prime;
then shall S" . Z"-1 be "perfect."

Take (n - I) terms of the series
S", 2S", z~S", ... 2"-~S".

These are then terms proportional to the terms
2, 2 2, 2 3, ... 2 n- l .

Therefore, ex aequali,

[VII. 19]
of the series

[IX. 13J

[VII. Def. zo]
[VII. 29]

or

2 : 2"-1 =.s'", : 2"-~ S,,, [VII. 14]

or Z • z"-~Sn = 2"-1. S". [VII. 19]
(This is of course obvious algebraically, but Euclid's notation requires him to
prove it.)

Now, by IX. 35, we can sum the series Sn + 2S" + + Z"-2S,,,
and (2S,,-Sn): Sn= (z'>-1S" -S,,): (S,,+2S,,+ + z"-~S,,).

Therefore S" + zSn + z~S" + ... + 2"-~S" = 2"-1S" - S,,,
2n- 1S" = S" + zS" + z~S" + ... + 2"-~S" + S"

= Sn + zSn + ... + 2n-~s'a + (I + 2 + 2~ + ... + 2 n-1),

and Z"-1 Sn is measured by every term of the right hand expression.
It is now necessary to prove that Z"-IS" cannot have any factor except

those terms.
Suppose, if possible, that it has a factor x different from all of them,

and let Z"-1 Sn =;<; • m.
Therefore Sn : m =;x; : Z,,-I.
Now zn-l can only be measured by the preceding terms

I, 2, 2 2
, ..• 2 n -1,

and x is different from all of these;
therefore x does not measure 2"-\

that SIt does not measure m.
And Sn is prime; therefore it is prime to m.
It follows [\'II. ZO, 21] that

11i measures 2"-1.
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Suppose that
Now, ex aequali,
Therefore

PROPOSITION 36

1ll = Zr.

Zr : Z"-1 =S.. : 2,,-r-l S".
Zr • 2"-r-1S,, = 2,,-1 S"

= X • 1ll, from aboye.
[vn. 19]

And m= 2 r j

therefore x = 2,,-r-1, one of the terms of the series 1, z, 22, •.. 2,,-2: which
contradicts the hypothesis.

Therefore Z"-IS" has no factors except
S,.., 2.s~" 2 2S", ... 2"-"S,,, 1, 2, z", ... Z,,-I.
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li.KPO~, extreme (of numbers in a series) .p8,
36j: li.Kpov Ka, P.EUOV M"'/ov reTp.fw8aL, .. to
be cut in extreme and mean ratio" 189

li.AO"'fO~, irrational II ,-8
a,vaAo"'/ia, proportion: definitions of, inter

polated IJg
a,Vcl.AO"'/OV = ava. M"'/ov, proportional or in pro

portion: used as indeclinable adj. and as
adv. 129, 165: P.E<1'T/ o.Vcl.:\O"iov, mean pro
portional (of straight line) 129. similarly
P.E<10~ o.Vcl.AO",/OV of numbers 395, 363 etc. :
TpiT'T/ (TpiTO~) o.Vcl.:\o",/ov, third proportiunal
z14, 407-8: TfTo.pT1j (TETapTo~) o.Vo.AO'oV,
fourth proportional 215, +og: €~i)~ o.vo.\o,ov
in continued proportion 3+6

aVo.1raALV (M",/o~), im-erse (ratio), inversely r3+
o.vauTpEif!aVTL, convertc1Zdo 13.'
o.vauTpo¢'tj M"/ov, conversion of a ratio 13':;
o.VlUcl.KLS aVLUcl.KLS tuo~, unequal by unequal

by equal (of solid numbers) = sealOle,
U¢1jVi'TKOS, U¢'T/KiUKO~ or ~WP.i<1KOS ogo

avop.oiws T€Ta"'/p.Evwv TWV AO"'/WV (of p''Yturbed
proportion) in Archimedes r36

a,vTavaipfuLs, i? afJT'tj, defiuition of same ratio
in Aristotle (o.p8v¢aipful~Alexander) r 20:
terms explained 12 r

o.VTL1r€1rOV80Ta uxljp.aTa, reciprocal (=reci
procally related) figures, interpolated def.
of, r8g

o.1rAani~, breadthless (of prime numbers) 085
o.-rroKaTaUTaTLKOS, recurrent (=spht!rical), of

numbers 3g1
/i1rTfU8aL, to meet, occasionally to tOllch

(instead of €¢a.1rreU8al) '0: also = to pass
through, to lie on 79

a,pl8p.o~, number, definitions of, 080
a,pTLcl.KlS o.pTtoOUvap.op (Xicomachus) 280
apnaKLS a.PTl.O~, (,";/fll·timt'J e'Z'/;?Ji 281-2
d:.pnaK'~ 1r£pUl'(J'ot;, t.'Z't!ll-tilJh'S odd Z82-4
apTL07r£plTTO~,even-odd(I\icomachus etc.) 080
i1.PTto~ (o.pL8p.o~), even (number) 28r
o.UUV8€TOS, (prime and) incomposite (of

numbers) z8+

~ff31jK£PCJ.L, to stand (of angle standing on
circumference) +

f3WP.iUKO~, altar-shaped (of "scalene" solid
nnmbers) 2g0

'Yf'Y0P£TW (in constructions), "let it be made"
2+8

i'fA/ovoS' av Ei.'1J 70 iT.'f.:rax{hh·~ ... vrh.:'lt \Yn.s tn
joineJ. ,vHl h:1ve ~een dune -, So, :1 I

l€vop.£VOS~ 0 E~ at\j~v . ... their .tr~jd;,c:·· ~lf)~

3J6 etc.: 0 €K ToD b:os "}'fPJ,dn'o~=~" the
:-Vlft.lrc' of the one:' ;;:1 ';

"ylIWp.wv, gnomon: Dt'mocritus 'it'€f.-L i3HUP(J~

pn,s ·,vWJ.1.0VOS (","U:',47]): or ,"t~;"i1js?j 1j 7r€P~

";aU{1'LOS 10.::;:7'\01. I(a.~ crcpai.p17s -to: ~uf nun1L("r~J

2Sy
,pajJ.jJ.LKus. Encar i01 m,m,i:::I1.:r:; in ()!~t: dll1:~~1~

::;iorll :!S;: lui" rr:nle n:.::n1Jer:;1 :!~:.

IPci.¢fvtJa,~ H t;) be /rlJ':-'l,'j'· t,,,,\ri::;!ot1t::'1 1=0

O€VTfPOS, -"t'I.·,.wJ~lJJ! \of Tl1.:nlLt;r..;,): hi. ~icu~

n1:.1chu:i anu Iam'Jlichu:; a ~t:l,...Iivi~:I)~ t):

edd :!S6, ~~;

O€XO,U€VOV, '"admltHng'· tof seglner~t of circ1e
:ldIl1itting or containi:ll; arl. angle) E

Ol.Q.LpfLer8a;, Iuseu uf . "separation'~ 0:" r:ltiu:::}:
oU1.l.pet3evra., ~'t.1..lrl,:Jl.lk, opp.. to vl')Kfi.,,uOa.,

... t.-·.OlllltJJlc'~lJO 1(is . p ~ ~...
or.aLpf(HS \0,01..', St"/,tll"t"zfluJ:, iltt:rUily ~lJ.:' J';ZOll,

of ratio I ;:k"
at.Ej~E1.'/(Uf'Vr; (civa.:\o'}ia), disjoined, = discrete

" I~roportion) "9~ . . ,...,
Ol.€:\OVTL, ::"t/'arailt.1l' , lIterally a~:'t:lL'JUlv (uf

proportions} I~E~. . " .
OtVP'fJ,UfVTJ ldpa:\o"'/~al .. !tz,'c'r·dL- \pr')ifQr:;ul1Y, I.e.

in f0~.tr tenn~, :1:; di::;tinct f:orn .."t};2tinm;u;;
(G"t'JlEX~S, lFVV'1],U,U.fll'lJ) :n tl;;Ye-- ternl=, 13 i,

?9.:i ".. . ~.,
05,.1JX(Jw tOLct..,er.Vf~ "let It be drawn t IJrJu.:>"t'Jt '

or "ai:ros:.,·~: 'j'
5,· (troU, t'~t' ac'duali 'of ratics I 136: or...' :o-ot' f.p

TETupui'f.J.€vll a.:Ja.\o"'ii~ .. •• l,'X a"'iu~,~'i in per
turbed proportion" 136

OLKOAOl'pO>, "':I,:i(t,,'~tnl1zc;.ZkJ ~,t"l.f pyrG,n1hl3.1
ntunlH.:r~) :!91

Qt1rAcLO"LOS' :\%s~ t1.0U/./r.' r~tiu: OL'1r:\a.;;£~v

AD/'oS', ,i'U/lz't'tltr.' r:1ti()~ cOI1.tr:l:-.teu ,".-ith., 133
au.va~uS', povoi'er: == ::tdt:al \'al1..le of Do ~ub

nlu1tiple in units tXicOnl.1chusj :!Sz: =~idt:

of number not a complete square ~1.e. TI."i,.1l

or surd) in Plato ~~S, ~90: ==squ.n-,' in
Plato 09+-5

E150s, figure 23+: = furrn ~~+
Et.:aI1TOS, each: cunclUs u"e- df1 79 ,
i!\,A€Lj.l.p.a, d,,';:'d .lin app~~ca~iGn of ,,:r~asl 060_
EAA£i1rEL'v, H fali ~hurt tin ayplt,;::atlon 'ut

areas) ,"60
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Ep:;ri7rT€Lv, fall ill (= be interpolated) 358
eVCL 1fA€iw, "several OlliS" (def. of number)

280
EVCLAM.~ ("AD')'0,) , alternate (ratio): alternately,

alternando 13+
EVCLpp.J!:€LV, to fit in (active), IV. Def. 7 and

IV. I, 79, 80, 81 .
EPTO', within (of iuternal contact of cIrcles)

13 .' d . (f
E~~' civaAoyov, In continue proportIon 0

terms in geometrical progression) 3+6
hn,uopws A&yOS, sitperparticlliaris ratio,

= the ratio (n + 1) : n, 295
hri1f€oos (apLBp.o,), plane (number) 287-8
f1fop.€Va, consequents (=" following" terms)

in a proportion 134, 238
fTEPOP.1}K7J" obloJlg (of numbers): in Plato

= 1rpop1}K7JS, which however is distinguished
from ET€POP.1}K7J' by Nicomachus etc. 289
90, 293

€U8uypapp.tKo" rectilinear (tenn for prime
numbers) z85

€UBVP.€TptKO" euthymetric (of primes) 285

7noUp.€VCL, antecedents (" leading" terms) in
a proportion 1 34

1/1f€P, than: construction after IIL"'ACL<riwv etc.
133

iIlWj.L1}K7J" of square number (Iamblichus) Z93
"raKe< itraKe< fO"o', equal multiplied hy equal

and again hy equal (of a cube number)
z90, z9 1

iO"am fO"os, equal multiplied by equal (of
a square number) 291

iO"aKLS fa-o' EACLTTovaKLS (p.€L!:ovaKLS), species of
solid nmnbers,="'ALvtJi, (lIod, or O"T7JAi')
z9 1

KCLA€iO"Bw, "let it be called," indicating origi
nality of a definition 129

KCLTCLP.€TP€LV, measure 1I5: without remainder,
completely (...A7JPOUVTWS) 280

KaTu6K£va.?,W, construct: TWP a.ViWV KO:TG.

O"K€VCLa-8€vT.."', "with the same construc
tion n II

KCLTCLTOpi) KCLVOVOS, Sedio ca1Zonis of Euclid
295

K€vTPOV, centre: 7) €K TOU K. = radius 2
K€pa.TO€LO~S ')'WViCL, horlllike angle 4, 39, 40
KAaV, to break ojf, illflect: K€KAaa-8w 111) ...aAtV

47: K€KMa-8CLL, def. of, alluded to by
Aristotle 47

KOAOVpo', truncated (of pyramidal number
minus vertex) 291

KVKAtKOS, cyclic, a particular species of square
number z91

AEryo" ratio: meaning I 17: definition of,
I16-9: original meaning (of something
expressed) accounts for use of I£A0-Y0',
JzaVillg no ratio, £rJ-ctioncl II7

p.ePOVCxr8CLL, to be isolated, of p.opas (Theon
of Smyrna) 279

p.epo', part: two meanings I I 5: generally =::

submultiple 28o: /-dp7J, pa1·ts (=proper
fraction) 115, 280

}Jia-7J avaAo')'ov (€M€L"), p.ea-os civd.AO')'OV (&.pLB
p.o,), mean proportional (straight line or
number) 129, 295, 363 etc.

,UT} ')'ap, "suppose it is not" 7
P.ijKO', length (of number in one dimension):

=side of complete square in Plato 288
p.ova" unit, monad: supposed etymological

connexion wilh p.ovo" solitary, p.ov-f" rest
'279

OP.OLO', similar: (of rectilineal figures) 188:
(of plane and solid numbers) '293

OP.OtOT7JS M-ywv, "similarity of ratios" (inter
polated def_ of proportion) I 19

OP.OAO')'OS, homologous, corresponding 134:
exceptionally "in the same ratio with"
238

lipos, term, in a proportion 131

"'CLpCL(3aAA€tV &....0, used, exceptionally, instead
of ",,,pCL(3aAAELV ...a.pa. or &'va.-ypaepELv a....\ 262

...a.pCLAAaTTw, "fall sideways" or "awry" 54

...€VTa-ypCLp.poV 99

...€pa.ivova-a. ...Oa-OT7JS, "limiting quantity"
(Thymaridas' definition of unit) 279

",€pLO"a-aKLS I£pTw" odd-times eZ'en '282-4
7r€pLrTO"aKLs ...€pta-a-o" odd·times odd 284
"'€pLa-O"apTLO', odd-even (Nicomachus etc.) 283
"'€PLO"a-OS, odd 281
7r7JAiKOS, how great: refers to continuous

(geometrical) magnitude as "'00"0' to discrete
(multitude) I16-7

"'7JAtKOT7JS, used in Y. Def. 3, and spurious
Def. 5 of VI.: = size (not quantltplicity as it
is translated by De Morgan) 116-7, 189
90: suppo~ed multiplication of 7r7JALKOT7]TES
(VI. Def. 5) r 32: distinction between
"'7JAt"07'7]' and p.E')'€Bo' 1 I7

...MTOS, breadth: (of numbers) 288
"'A€Vpa, side: (of factors of "plane" and

"solid" numbers) 288
7rAijBos WptrTpevov or ",''''€pa.<rp.evov, defined or

finite multitude (definition of number) 280:
€K p.ovd.llwv O'v')',,€ip.€vov "'Aij8os (Euclid's
def.) 280

...OAACL1fACLO"ta!:€LV, multiply: defined '287
"'OAACL"'ACLO"L"<rpas, multiplication: "a.B' 07rOLOV

ouv ...O"AACL...Aa.a-LCLO'P.OV "(arising) from any
mUltiplication whatever" I 20

...oAA"...AaO"oo" multiple: la-aK'S ...OAAa....AcI.O'LCL,
equimultiples I20 etc.

1fOM1rA€VPOV, multilateral: excludes TETpa
...A€VpOV, quadrilateral '239

...op£rTa.a-8a.t, to find 248
7rOO'o.KLS 1roa-aKLs 1rotTol, "so many times so

many times so many" (of solid numbers,
in Aristotle) 286, 290

...oO"ans ...oO'oi, "so many times so many" (of
plane numbers, in Aristotle) '286

...oa-ov, quantity, in Aristotle II5: refers
to multitude as "'7JAiKOv to magnitude
II6-7
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1rP0J1.7WflS, obI01~g- (of numbers): in Plato=
ET€POp:ryK7JS, but distinguished by ~ico·

machus etc. 289-90, 293
1rporrava:ypaifia<, to draw on to: (of a circle) to

complete, when segment is given ~6

1rpOrrWpiLv, to find in addition (of finding
third and fourth proportionals) 2 If

1rpWTOS, prime 28+-5
1rpWTO< 1rpOS <iAA~AouS, (numbers) prime to

one another 285-6

P7JTOS, rational (literally" expressible") 117

(fUV€X.qs, continuous: o'vv€x1Js dvaAo')'la, "con
tinuous proportion" (in three terms) 131

rrUVTJJ1..u.EVTJ dvaAo'Yia, connected (i.e. con-
tinuous) proportion 13I, 293: rrUVTJJ1..u.EVOS,
of compound ratio in Archimedes I33

rrUVBEVT<, compolZendo 13+-5
rrvvBerrL< il.0'Y0u, composition of a ratio, dis

tinct from compolwdillg of ratios 13+-5
rrvvBeTos, composite (of numbers): in ~ico·

machus and Iamblichus a subdivision of
odd 286

rruvlrrTarrBa<, construct: ou rrurrTaBnrreTa< ~3

rruvT1B7JJ1.<, rrV'YKE<p.a< (of ratios) 135, 189-9°:
rrU')'Kelp.€va and li<a<peBEP'ca (compolleudo and
separalldo) uzec1 relatively to one another
I68, 170

rrVrrTTJp.a J1.ovaowv, "collection of units" (def.
of number) 280

(J'uf5T7Jp.anKos, collective 279
rr</>a<p<Kos, spherical (of a particular species of

cube number) 291
rr¢TJK1(J'Kos, or (J'¢7JvlrrKos, of solid numher

with all three sides unequal (= "scalene "j
29°

rJXEt1LS, "rdation~': ?rOUl. C1Xfcrl.S, , .. a :-.nrt of
relation" (in def. of ratio) 116-,

Tal'TOp:!WYJS, of square number i ~ic"m.) 1'1.1
ra{'TOT''1S Xo"iwv, ·~5:ln1eneSS of rat:us" 119

TEAe<os, ferttxt (of a cIas,; of numhcr,;) 2<)3-+
T€Ta-ip.Ev7j idva:\O"yla), .. ordered (pn ,portion)"

137
T€Tapwi.u.bTJ dVctAOjLct, tcr/urh'd /r"!iJrtion

136
T€Tpa1rAWpOV, quadrilateral, not a "polygon"

239
TP.f)fJ.CJ. ('VK\OV), ,egment (of circle1: Tp:!;p.aTOs

"}'wvla, angle of a :-;egment 4: iv TU.7;j.La.Tf.

""fwv/.a, angle ill a ~egment 4
TOJ1.eVS (KU.\Ol'), sector lof circle): GKt'TOTO'

p.u..os TO,u.evS', lol ~hoemaker';:; knife~' f
TOP.O€l.O~S tof ii~urd. .,tt!o}'-Zi/..y :.
ToO"etFTa1r:\ci471.0P, '~the f.ame n1ultiplc" Ltr)
Tp;. ..../CJ..wov: 70 rp!.1T"'!\OVV, TO i5L' a\\7j\wv, triple,

interwoven triangle, =pentagr:::.m 99
TPL1t:"'a.(]'!OS, triple, Tptr.:"'aui;.:J;J, ~rip1ko.te {of

rat~os) [~3 •• . .
TL"'yxaPELP, nappen: a:\:\a., a. f7'l'X€P, t."-G.KlS

1rO!>.Aa1r\arrW, "other, chance, equimulti·
pIes" 1+3-4: 71xo£iva. i'W1Ita:. • • , 1.V.~1· angle!'
212

i'h€pTeA~S or L'1r€PTfX€LOS, "over·perfect·' (of
a class of number,,;) z93-+

U1roo'7I'\eunos, suo·dujo.'i,·a/,\ = ho.lf I~ico-
rnachu,,;) 280 •

b1r01rOA),all'Aifrrws, ,,;ubnll:ltiple (~icomachusl

z80
[;'fos, height 189

xwplov, area o~+
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Adrastus 292
Alcinous 98
Altentate and altenzately (of ratios) 13+
Alternative proofs, interpolated (ef. III. 9

and fol1owing) 22: that in 1II. 10 claimed
by Heron 23-4-

Amaldi, Ugo, 30, 126
Ambiguous case of VI. j, 208-9
Anaximander II I

Anaximenes I I I

Angle: angles not less than two right angles
not recognised as angles (cf. Heron,
Proclus, Zenodorus) +7-9: holltrdl-angled
figure (the re-entrant angle was exterior)
48: did Euclid extend "angle" to angles
greater than two right angles in VI. 33?
275-6: "angle of semicircle" and "of
segment" 4-: hornlike angle 4, 39, 40:
controversies about" angle of semicircle"
and hornlike angle 39-42 (see also Ronzlike)

Antecedents (leading terms in proportion) r34
Antiparal1els: may be used for construction

of VI. 12, 215
Apollonius: PlaneVeUIJelr, problem from, 81,

lemma by Pappus on, 64-5: Plane Lod,
theorem from (arising out of Euc\. VI. 3),
also found in Aristotle 198-200: 75, 190,
258

Application of areas (including exceedingand
falling short) corresponding to solution of
quadratic equations 187, 258-60, 263-5,
266-7

Approximations: 7/5 as approximation to.J2
(Pythagoreans and Plato) II9: approxi
mations to ,J3 in Archimedes and (in
sexagesimal fractions) in Ptolemy II9: to
". (Archimedes) fl9: to,J4500 (Theon of
Alexandria) 119

Archimedes: new fragment of, 4-°: Liber
assttmptorum, proposition from, 65: ap
proximations to ,J3' square roots of large
numbers, and to ". II9: extension of a
proportion in commensurables to cover in
commensurables 193: 136, 190

Archytas: proof that there is no numerical
geometric mean between nand 11 + I 295

Aristotle: indicates proof (pre-Euclidean) that
angle in semicircle is right 63: on def. of
sa?1te raHo (=sa1Ju tivTa.va.lpelTl.s) l'2o-J:
on proportion as" equality of ratios" II9:

INDEX.

on theorem in proportion not prO\'ed
gette,.al~l· till his time 113: on proportion
in three terms (crl'V€xf;r, cuntinuous), and
in four terms (olTJfY'1p.eV'1. discrete) 131.293:
on alternate ratios 13+: on i,zz'erse ratio
1M, 1+9: on similar rectilineal fi::;ures 188:
has locus-theorem (arising out of Eucl. n.
3) also given in Aoollonius' Plane uci
198-200: on ul1it 2i9: on 1lUmber 280:
on non-applicability of arithmetical proofs
to magnitudes if these are not numbers
1[3: on definitions of odd and even by one
another 281: on prime numhers 284-~:

on composite numbers as plane and solid
286, ~88, 290: on representation of
numbers by pebbles forming figures 288

Arithmetic, E!<'IIzmls of, anterior to Euclid
~95

August, E. F. ~3, 2;;. r+9, 238, 2;;6, +12
Austin, \V. li2, 188, 2JI, 2:9
Axioms tacitly assumed: in Book v. 137:

in Book VIl. 29+

Babylonians r12
Baermann, G. F. ~[3

Baltzer, R. 30
Barrow: on Eucl. v. Def. 3. If,: on v.

Def. :, r2l: ::,6, 186, 238
Billingsley, H. ::,6, 238
Boethius 29::'
Borelli, G. A. 2, 8+
Breadth (of numbers) =second dimension or

factor 288
Briggs, H. 143

Camerer, J. G. '22, 25, 28, 33, 3+, 40, 67,
121,13[, 189, 21 3,244-

Campanus 28, 41,56,9°, n6, II9' 121, 1+6,
189,211,2341 23E, 253,275,320, 322,3~8

Candalla 189
Cantor, :\Ioritz ;;, 40, 97
Cardano, Hieronimo +I

Case: Greeks did not infer limiting cases,
but pro"ed them separately 75

Casey, J. ~27

"Chance equimultiples" in phrase "other,
chance, equimultiples" 143-4-

Circle: definition of equal circles 2: circles
touching, meaningof definition, 3: "circle"
in sense of "circumference" 23: circles
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intersecting and touching, difficulties in
Euclid's treatment of, 25-;, 28-9, modern
treatment of, 30-2

Clavius 2, +r, +2, +" +9, ~3, ;:6, 6;, ,0, ,3,
130, [jO, 190, ~3I, 238, 24-h 27 1

Commandinus +" 130, 190
CompoJlet1do (vvvllivn), denoting "composi

tion" of ratios q.'J.: compoJlet1do and
separando used relatively to each other
168, 170

Composite numbers, in Euclid 286: with
Eucl. and Theon of Smyrna may be even,
but with Kicom. and Iamb!. an; a sub
division of odd 286: plane and s"lid
numbers species of, '.186

"Composite to one another" (of numbers)
'.186-7

Composition of ratios (vuvll«m A&yOV), de
noted by comjoJlelZdo (vL'vllivTL), distinct
from compounding ratios 13+-5

Compound ratio: explanation of, 132-3:
interpolated definition of, r89-90: com
pound.ed ratios in Y. 20-23, r ,6-8

C01lS,,,!umts (" following" ternlS in propor-
tion) 13+, 238

Continuous proportion (vt'VEX~S or vvvTJl-'l-'ivr;
dvaAo'}'!a) in three terms 13 t

Conversion of ratio (avavTpoq/i] A&yOV), de
noted by com'ertcJldo (allavTp€iflavTL) r35:
com'ertendo theorem not established by Y.
r9, Por. r7+-5 , but proved by Simson's
Prop. E 175

COlwertmdo denoting" conversion" of ratios,
q.".

CorrespoJlding magnitudes r3+
Cube: duplication of, reduced by Hippo

crates to problem of two mean pro
portionals 133: cube number, def. of, 29r:
two mean proportionals between two cube
numbers 29+, 36+-5

C)'die, of a particular kind of square number
'.19 I

Cydomathia of Leotaud +2

Data of Euclid: Def. 2, 2+8: Prop. 8, 2+9
50: Prop. '.1+, 2+6-7: Prop. :'5, 25+:
Props. 56 and 68, 2+9: Prop. 58, 263, 265:
Props. 59 and 8+, 266-,: Prop. 6; assumes
part of converse of Simson's Prop. B (Book
Yr.) '.12+: Prop. ;0, 250: Prop. 85, 26+:
Prop. 87, 228: Prop. 93, 227

Dechales 259
Dedekind's theory of irrational numbers

corresponds exactly to Eucl. Y. De£. 5,
I2+-6

Democritus: OJl di.Jfi'reJla C!i gJlomon etc.
(? on "angle of contact") +0: on parallel
and infinitely near sections of cone +0:
stated, without proving, propositions about
volumes of cone and pyramid +0

De Morgan, A.: on definition of ratio I r6-;:
on extension of meaning of ratio to cover
incommensurables I r8: means of express
ing ratios between incommensurables by
approximation to any extent II8-9: de-

fence and explanation of Y. Def. 5, 122-4:
on necessity of proof that tests for greater
and less, or greater and equal, ratios can
not coexist r3e-r, 157: on compound ratio
132-3,23+: sketch of proof of existence of
fourth proportional (assumed in v. t8) r 7t :
proposed lemma about duplicate ratios as
alrernative means of proving v!. 22, 2+6-7:
5, " 9-10, II, 15, 20, '2'2, 29,56, 76-i,
83, IOI, 10+, rr6-9, r20, 130, r39, 1+5,
19i, 202, 217-8,232, '233, 23+, '27 2 , '275

Dercy!!ides II r
Diorism2fs for solution of a quadratic 259
Discrete proportion, IkOPTJl-'ivTJ or ,1L€!:W'YI-'EVTj

aVo,Ao'}'!a, in four terms, 13 1 , 293
" Dissimilarly ordered" proportion (avol-'o!w~

T€Ta,},I-'EvWlI TWV M'Ywl') in Archimedes
= "je,-turbfd proportion" 136

Dividend,? (of ratios), see Separation, separ
ando

"Division (of ratios)," see Separation
Divisions (of.figures), On, treatise by Euclid,

proposition from, 5
Dodecahedron: decomposition of faces into

elementary triangles, 98
Dodgson, C. L. +8, 275
Duplicate ratio r33: oL7TAav!wv, duplicate,

distinct from OL7TAa.vto~, double (=ratio
2 : r), though use of terms not uniform r 33 :
"duplicate" of given ratio found by VI.
r I, 2If: lemma on duplicate ratio as al
ternative to method of VI. 22 (De Morgan
and others) 2+'.1-7

Duplication of cube: reduction of, by Hippo
crates, to problem of finding two mean
proportionals r33: wrongly supposed to
be alluded to in Timaeus 32 A, B, '.19+-5 n.

Egyptians r 12: Egyptian view of mmzber'.l80
Enriques (F.) and Amaldi (U.) 30, I'.!6
Equimultiples: "any equimultiples what-

ever," l(1'aKLS 'Jf'Ohr..a.1rAa.(1'La KaO' 01TOLOPOVP

7ToAAa7TAavLo,vp.Ol' 120: stereotyped phrase
"other, chance, equimultiples " r+3-+:
should include onee each magnitude r45

Eratosthenes: measurement of obliquity of
ecliptic (230 5r' 20") rII

Escribed circles of triangle 85, 86-7
Eudemus 99, III
Eudoxus 99, 280, 295: discovered general

theory of proportionals covering incom
mensurables r 1'.1-3: was first to prove
scientifically the propositions about volumes
of cone and pyramid +0

Eutocius: on "n. Def. 5" and meaning of
7TTJ\LKC)T'1)~ 1I6, 13'.1, r89-90: gives locus
theorem from Apollonius' Plane Loci r98
200

Even (number): definitions by Pythagoreans
and in Kicomachus 28r: definitions of odd
and even by one another unscientific
(Aristotle) 28r: Kicom. divides even into
three classes (I) f!7}uz-times even and ('.I) evm
times odd as extremes, and (3) odd-times
e,'m as intermediate 28'.1-3
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Even-times even: Euclid's use differs from
use by Nicomachus, Theon of Smyrna and
Iamblichus 28[-2

Even-times odd in Euclid different from e<'i'Il
odd of Nicomachus and the rest 282-f

Ex aequali, of ratios, 136: ex aequali pro
positions (v. 20, 22), and ex aequali "'in
perturbed proportion" (v. 21, 23) 176-8

Faifofer 126
Fourth proportional: assumption of existence

of, in v. 18, and alternative methods for
avoiding (Saccheri, De Morgan, Simson,
Smith and Bryant) I70-f: CIa,'ius mad~

the assumption an axiom I/O: sketch of
proof of assumption by De illorgan 171 :
condition for existence of number which
is fourth proportional to thlee numbers
f09- II

Galileo Galilei: on angle if contact f2
Geometric means 357 sqq.: one mean between

square numbers 29f, 363, or between
similar plane numbers 3il-2: two means
between cube numbers 29f, 36+-5, or
between similar solid numbers 373-5

Geometrical progression 3f6sqq.: summation
of 1Z ternlS of (IX. 35) f20-1

Gherard of Cremona f7
Gnomon (of numbers) 289
Golden section (section in extreme and mean

ratio), discovered by Pythagoreans 99:
theory carried further by Plato and }<.u
doxus 99

Greater ratio: Euclid's criterion not the only
one 130: arguments from greater to less
ratios etc. unsafe unless they go back to
original definitions (Simson on V,IO) 156-7:
test for, cannot coexist with test for equal
or less ratio 130-1

Greatest common measure: Euclid's method
of finding corresponds exactly to ours 1I8,
299: Nicomachusgives the same method 300

Gregory, D. II6, If3

Habler, Th. 29+1Z.
Hankel, H. II6, IIi
Hauber, C. F. 2++
Heiberg, J. L. passim
Henrici and Treutlein 30
Heron of Alexandria: Eucl. Ill. [2 interpo

lated from, 28 : extends Ill. 20, 2I to angles
in segments less ilian semicircles f7-8: does
not recognise angles equal to or greater than
two right angles f7-8: proof of formula for
area of triangle, A =Js(s- a)(s-b) (s-c)
87-8: 5, 16-17, 24, 28, 3+, 36, H, [[6,
189, 302, 320,383, 395

Hippasus 97
Hippocrates of Chios 133
HO"nlike angle (K€pa.rofLoi)< -ywvla.) 7,39, fO:

hornlike angle and angle if semicircle, con
troversies on, 39-42; Pr?clus on, 39-fo:
Democritus may have wntten on hornlzke
angle 40 : Campanus ("not angles in same

sense") f[ : Cartlano (qll,uztitia of different
order;; or kinds): Pelt:tier (lz"y;z:ikc angle
no angle, no quantity, nothing; angle, of
allsemicircIes n:/fl:·t a1},{~"'c.TJ' and equal) if:
Clavius fJ: Viera ane! Galil~o (" angle of
contact no angle ") fJ: Wallis (angie of
contact not i/lc/intltioll ar all but di'!,-'7f" if
cltro'alun') f2

Hultsch, F. [33

Iamblichus 97, rr6, 2,9, 280, J8[, 283, 28f.
~8:, 2t;6, 2~/' J8~, 2ti9, 290, 291, 2~P, 29.~'

+19
Icosahedron 98
Incomm~nsurabJes: method uf testing incom

mensurability Iproce33 ,of jinding ,;.C.~l.)

I 18: means of "xpre;;;;ion consist ill power
ofapproximation without limit (De :\lurgan)
[19: approximations to ,'2 I)Jy means of
side- and diag<Jlla!·numbers, [19, to ,'3
and to "., [19: to ''4iOO by means of
sexagesimal fruction, [19

Incomposite (of number) =prime J8f
Ingrami, G. 30, 126
Inverse (ratio), inversely (ap,b,."X,,) [3+: in

version is suhject of \". .j., Pur. (Theun)
I f+, and of \'. " POl'. 149, but i3 not
properly put in either place If9: Simson's
Prop. B on, directly dedt:cibk from Y,

Def. t, Iff
Isosceles triangle of 1\'. 10: con,tructi01l of,

by Pythagoreans 97-9

Jacobi, c. F. A.. 188

Lachlan, R. 2'26, 227, 24E-6, ~47, 2f6, 2';'2

Lardner, D. :;1l, 2.;9, 27 I
Least COmmon multiple 336-+[
Legendre 30: proves \"1. I and similar pro

posirions in tw~ parts (IJ for. commen'
surables, (2) for mcommensurahJes I93-:-f

Lenlma assumed in 1'1. :! 2, ::q.:!-3: n.lternatlve
proposition:; on duplicate ratios and m:ios
of which they are duplicate (De :\Iorgan
and others) JfJ-7 . ' .

Length, J.'~KOS (of numbers m one ,hmen;;lon!
287: Plato restricts term to side of com·
plete square 28,

Leotaud, Vincent f2
Linear (of numbers) = ([! in one dimension

~87, (2) prime 285 "
Logical inferences, not made by Euclid 2J, 29
Lucian 99

::\Ieans: three kinds, arithmetic, geometric
and harmonic 292-3: geometric mean is
"proportionparexceilmce" (Kl'plw<j 292-3:
one geometric mean between two square
numbers two between two cube numbers
(Plato) ;9f, 363-5: one geometric m=
between similar plane numbers, two be
tween similar solid numbers 371-5: no
numerical geometric mea.n. between nand

. n + I (Archvtas and Euchd) 29:-
~Iodemtus, a' Pythagorean 280
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:\fultiplicatiun, definition of 28,
.Jlllsid S,rip/ores &'ra,','i ~9t

an-Xairizl ~, 16, 28,3+ 36, .f4, +j, 302, 320,
383

~nsirnd<lin at·Tils; 2S
~esselmann. 'G'. II. F. 28j, 293
:s'icomachus II6, II9, 13[, 2j9- 180, '281,

':!82, 283, 28i. 2St, 286, 28j, 288, 289- ':!9O,
29 1, 29 2• 293, 29i. 300, 363

);ixon, K. C. J. 16
:s'umber: detin~d l,y Thales, Eudoxus,

:'\foderatus, Ari,totle, Euclid 18o: :t\ico
machu,; and Inmblichus on, 280, repre
sented by lines 28~, and by points or dots
'.!8~-9

Oblong (of number) , in Plato either 7T'pop:qK'l<
or iT.pop.~X7J< 288: but these terms denote
two distinct divi,ion. of plane numbers in
Xicomachus, Theon of Smyrna and lam
blichu. 289""90

Octahedron 98
Odd (number): defs. of in Xicomachus '281 :

Pythagorean definition 281: def. of odd
and even by one another unscientific
(Aristotle) 281: :t\icom. and Iambl. dis
tinguish three classes of odd numbers
([I prime ami incomposite, (2) secondary
and composite, as extremes, (3) secondary
and compo.ite in itself but prime and in
composite to one another, which is inter
mediate 28j

Odd-times /?i'"l1 (number): definition in Eucl.
spurious 283-i, and differs from definitions
by Xicomachu. etc. ibid.

Odd-timesodd(number): defined in Eucl. but
not in :s'icom. and Iambl. 284-: Theon of
Smyrna applies tenu to prime numbers
2Si

Oenopides of Chios II I

"Ordered" proportion lTfTa:yp,bn1 ava.Ao')'la.),
interpolated definition of, 13j

Pappu., lemma on Apollonius' Plane ".VGEL<
6i-~: problem from same work 81: assumes
ca~e of n. 3 where external angle bisected
(Simson'. n. Prop. A) [9j' theorem from
A polluuius Plane Lo,i 198: theorem that
ratio compounded of ratios of ,ides is equal
to ratio of rectangles contained by sides
'lEO: .f., 27, 29, 6j, 79, 81, !I3, 133,211,
'250,251, z9 2

" Parallelepipedal" (solid) numbers, two of
the three factors differ by unity (Xicoma
chus) 290

Peletarius (Pdetier): on angle ofcvntact and
angle ofsemicircle +1: +j, ~6, 84,146, 190

Pentagon: decomposition of regular pentagon
into jO elementary triangles 98: relation to
pentagram 99

Pentagonal numbers 289
"Perfect" (of a class of numbers) '293-4-,

,PI-5: Pythagoreans applied term to 10,
294: 3 also called "perfect" '29+

Perturbed proportion (UTa.pa.,,/piV'l aVClAo')'la)
136, I j6-7

Pfleiderer, C. F. '2
Philolaus 9j
Philoponus 234, 282
Plane number., product of two factors

(" sides" or "length" and "breadth")
287-8: in Plato either square or oblong
287-8: similar plane numbers 293: one
mean proportional between similar plane
numbers 371-2

Plato: construction of regular solids from
triangles 9j-8: on golden section 99: 715
as approximation to •./2, JI9: on square
and oblong numbers 288, 293: on iluvc1p.EL<
(square roots or surds) 288, 290: theorem
that between square numbers one mean
suffices, between cube numbers two means
necessary 294-, 36+

Playfair, John 2
Plutarch 98, Z5+
Ponml (corollary) to proposition precedes

"Q.E.D." or "Q.E.F." 8,6+: Ponsm to IV.
15 mentioned by Proclus 109: Porism to
n. 19,234

Polygonal numbers 289
Prime (number): definitions of, '28i-5: Aris

totle on two senses of "prime" z85:
2admitted as prime by Eucl. and Aristotle,
but excluded by Nicomachus, Theon of
Smyrna and Iamblichus, who make prime
a subdivision of odd '284--5: "prime and
incomposite (ciGVVOeTo<)" '284: different
names for prime, "odd-times odd" (Theon),
"linear" (Theon), "rectilinear" (Thy
maridas), "euthymetric" (Iamblichus) '285:
prime absolutely or in themselves as dis
tinct from prime to one another (Theon)
'285 : definitions of" prime to one another"
285-6

Produs: on absence of formal divisions of
proposition in certain cases, e,g. IV. 10,
100: on use of "quindecagon" for as
tronomy lJI: +,39,4-°,193, '2+7, '269

Proportion: complete theory applicable to
incommensurables as well as commen
surables is due to Eudoxus 1[2: old
(Pythagorean) theory practically repre
sented by arithmetical theory of Eucl. VII.
113: in giving older theory as well Euclid
simply followed tradition I13: Aristotle
on general proof (new in his time) of
theorem (alternando) in proportion 113:
x. 5 as connecting two theories I 13: De
:\Iorgan on extension of meaning of ratio
to cover incommensurables I I 8: power of
expressing incommensurable ratio is power
of approximation without limit JI9: in
terpolated definitions of proportion as
"sameness" or "similarity of ratios" JI9:
definition in v. Def. 5 substituted for that
of VI!. Def. '20 because latter found inade
quate, not ,",ice versa I':lI: De Morgan's
defence of v. De£. 5 as necessary and
sufficient r22-+' V. Def. 5 corresponds to
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\Veierstrass' conception of number in
general and to Dedekind's theory of ir
rationals 124-6: alternatives for v. Def. ,
by a geometer-friend of Saccheri, by
Faifofer, Ingrami, Veronese, Enriques and
Amaldi 126: proportionals of nr. Def. '20
(numbers) a particnlar case of those of v.
Def. 5 (Simson's Props. C, D and notes)
126-9: proportion in three terms (Aristotle
makes it four) the" least" 131: "con·
tinuous" proportion (ITUVEX.f]S or IflJVT//l-p.f.v1/
dvctX0'Y[a, in Euclid E~i1S dvd.Xo'Yov) 13 I, 293:
three "proportions" '292, but proportion
par excellmce or primary is continuous or
geometric 292-3: " discrete" or "dis
joined" (lJ'TJPT/!dVT/,oIErEtryp.E.T/) 131, '293:
"ordered" proportion (TETct'Ypb.,,) , inter
polated definition of, 137: "perturbed"
proportion (TETctpct'Y/I-€vT/) 136, 176-7: ex
tensive use of proportions in Greek

. geometry 187: proportions enable any
quadratic equation with real roots to be
solved 187: supposed use of propositions of
Book v. in arithmetical Books 314, 3'20

Psellus 23+
Ptolemy, Claudius: lemma about quadri

lateral in circle (Simson's n. Prop. D)
225-7: 111, 117, 119

Pyramidal numbers '29°: pyramids truncated,
twice-truncated etc. 291

Pythagoras: reputed discoverer of construc
tion of five regular solids 97: introduced
" the most perfect proportion in four terms
and specially called 'harmonic'" into
Greece I 1'2: construction of figure equal
to one and similar to another rectilineal
figure 254

Pythagoreans: construction of dodecahedron
in sphere 97: construction of isosceles
triangle of IV. 10 and of regular pentagon
due to, 97-8: possible method of discovery
of latter 97-9: theorem about only three
regular polygons filling space round a
point 98: distinguished three SOrtS of
means, arithmetic, geometric, harmonic
I 12: had theory of proportion applicable
to commensurables only Il'2: 7/S as ap
proximation to ..}2, 1I9: definitions of
unit '279: of even and odd 281: called 10
" perfect" 29+ .

Quadratic equations: solution by means of
proportions 187, 263-S. 266-7: owp,up.6s
or condition of possibility of solving
equation of Eucl. VI. 28, 259: one solution
only given, for obvious reasons 260, 26~,

267: but method gives both roots if real
2S8: exact correspondence of geometrical
to algebraical solution 263-+, 266-7

Quadrilateral: inscribing in circle of quadri
lateral equiangular to another 91-2: con
dition for inscribing circle in, 93, 95:
quadrilateral in circle, Ptolemy's lemma
on (Simson's VI. Prop. D), 225-7: quadri
lateral not a "polygon" 239

"Quindecagon" (fifteen-angled figure): use
ful for astronomy I I I

Radius: no Greek word for, 2
Ratio: <;lefinition of, 116-g. no sufficient

ground for regarding it as spurious IIi,
Barrow's defence of it IIi: method of
transition from arithmetical to mOre general
sense co\'ering incommensurables [ I ~ :

means of ,·.xprusing ratio of incomm"n
surables i3 by approximation to any degree
of accuracy I 19: def. of greater ratio only
Olle criteri<;>n (there are other" j '30: tests
for greater equ:J.1 and less ratios mutually
exclusive '30-1: test for greater ratio
easier to apply than that for equal ratio
129-3°: arguments about greater and Jess
ratios unsafe unless they go back to original
definitions (Simson on V. 10) IE6-i: com·
pomul ratio 132-3, 189-go, 23+: operation
of compounding ratios 23+: ., ratio com
pounded of their sides" (careless expres
sion) 2+8: duplicate, triplicate etc. ratio
as distinct from dauble, tripld etc. 133:
alternate latio, alternalldo 134; iltz'i:Y3e
ratio, im'ersely 13+: comjtuilion of mtio,
compoJZ8IIdo, different from compounding
ratios 13+-5: separation of ratio, separand;;
(commonly dividmdo) I3E: cOnL'er3!on of
ratio, cOllvertmd() I 3.~: ratio ex acl}uali
136, ex aequali in perturbed ir%rtion
136: di<'ision of ratius used in Data as
general method alternative to compounding
24g-S0: names for particular arithmetical
ratios 292

Reciprocal or rtciprc""alty related figures:
definition spurious 189

Reductio ad absurdum, the only possible
method of pro,-ing Ill. I, 8

" Rule of three": \'I. I 2 equivalent to, 2 I E

Saccheri, Gerolamo 126, 130: proof of ex
istence of fourth proportional by n. I, 2,

1'2,170
Savile, H. Igo
Sca/me, a class of solid numbers 2go
Scholin.: I'.". No. ~ ascribes Book IV. to

Pythagoreans 97: \". XO. I atl ributes
Book v. to Eudoxus 112

Scholiast to Clouds of Aristophanes 99
Seclio cantmis of Euclid 295
Sector (of circle): explanation of name: two

kinds (I) with vertex at centre, (2) with
vertex at circumference 5

Sector-like (figure) 5: bisection of such a
figure by straight line 5

Segment of circle: angle '1; 4: similar seg
ments 5

Semicircle: angle oj; +, 39-+1 (s,'e Angle):
angle in semicircle a right angle, pre
Euclidean proof 63

Separation of ratio, iltct'pelT,r :\6yov, and
separanda (oIEX6vn) 135-: separando and
componendo used relatively to one another,
not to original ratio 168, 170
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Sides of plane and solid numbers 287-8
Similar plane and solid numbers 293: one

mean between two similar plane numbers
371-2, two means between two similar
solid numbers 29·b 373-5

Similar rectilineal figures: def. of, given in
Aristotle 188: def. gives at once too little
and too much 188: similar figures on
straight lines which are proportional are
themselyes proportional and conversely
(n.22), alternatives for proposition 2.P-7

Similar segments of circles 5
Simon, Max 12+, 13+
Simpson, Thomas 12l
Simson, R.: Props. C, D (Book v.) connect

ing proportionals of VI!. Def. 20 as par
ticular case with those ofv. Def. 5,126-9:
Axioms to Book v. 137: Prop. B (inver.
sion) 144: Prop. E (co1Zv,~·tendo) 175:
shortens v. 8 by compressing two cases
into one 152-3: important note showing
flaw in v. 10 and giving alternative 156-7:
Book VI. Prop. A extending VI. 3 to case
where external angle bisected 197: Props.
B, C, D 222-7: remarks. on VI. 27-9,
25S-9: 2, 3,8, 22,23,33,3,,4,37, 43, +9,
53, 70, 73, 79, 90, 117, 131, 132, 140,
143-4, 1+5, 1+6, 1+8, 154, 161, 162, 163,
165, 170-2, I ii, 179, 180, 182, 183, 184,
185, 186, 189, 193, 195, 209, 2TI, 212,
230-1, 238, 252, 269, 270, 272-3

Size, proper translation of 7r7]A1KOT7]S in v.
Def. 3, II6-7, IS9-90

Smith and Bryant, alternative proofs of v. 16,
17, IS by means of VI. I, where maguitudes
are straight lines or rectilineal areas 165-6,
169, 173-+

Solid numbers, three varieties according to
relative length of sides 290- I

Sphencal number, a particular kind of cube
number 291

Square number, product of equal numbers
289, 291: one mean between square
numbers 29+, 363-+

Stobaeus 280
Subduplicate of any ratio found by VI. 13,

216
Swinden, ]. H. van 1&8

Tacquet, A. 121, 258
Tannery, P. IlZ, 113
Tartaglia, Niccoli:> 2, 47

Taylor, H. M. 16,22,29, 56, 75, 102,227,
'2++, 24i, 27'2

Tetrahedron 98
Thales II I, 280
Theodosius 37
Theon of Alexandria: interpolation in V. 13

and Porism 1+4: interpolated Porism to
VI. 20, 239: additions to VI. 33 (abollt
sectors) 274-6: 43, 109, Il7, rI9, 149,152,
161, 186,190, 234, 235, 2+0, 24z, 256, 262,
3Il, 32Z, 412

Theon of Smyrna: I I I, II9, 279, 280, Z81,
28+, 285, 286, 288, 289, 290, 291, 292,
293, z94

Thrasyllus 292
Thymaridas 279, 285
Ti1Jtaeus of Plato 97-8, 294-5, 363
Todhunter, 1., 3, 7,2Z, 49, 51,52,67,73,9°,

99, 172, 195,202, 204,208,259, 27 1, 272,
300

Trapezium: name applied to truncated
pyramidal numbers (Theon of Smyrna)
29 1

Triangle: Heron's proof of expression for
area in terms of sides, .Js(s- a) (s - b)(s- c)
87-S: right-angled triangle which is half
of equilateral triangle used for construction
of tetrahedron, octahedron and icosahedron
(Timaeus of Plato) 98

Triangular numbers 289
Triplicate, distinct from triple, ratio r33
a~-Tusi, see N~iraddin

Unit: definitions of, by Thymaridas, " some
Pythagoreans," Chrysippus, Aristotle and
others 279: Euclid's definition was that
of the" more recent" writers 279: p.ovds
connected etymologically by Theon of
Smyrna and Nicomachus with p.6vos (soli.
tary) or p.ovl] (rest) 279

Veronese, G. 30, !'26
Vieta: on angle of contact 4Z

"Walker 20+, z08, 259
'Wallis, John: on angle of contact (" degree

of curvature") 42
'Weierstrass 124-
Woepcke 5

Zenodorus 276
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